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APPENDIX J

DISTRIBUTION LIST

Table J-1 includes the distribution list for the Final EIS. A hard copy and/or link to
an electronic copy of the Final EIS was sent to each party included on this
distribution list. Additionally, a postcard with a web address to access an electronic
copy of the Final EIS and information on the availability of hard copies was sent to
everyone who commented on the Draft EIS/EIR and provided a mailing address.
An email with a link to the Final EIS digital file was sent to commenters who
provided an email address but did not provide a physical mailing address.
Table J-1

Agency and Elected Officials Distribution List

ELECTED OFFICIALS
U.S. SENATE

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
U.S. Senate
One Post Street, Suite 2450
San Francisco, CA 94104

The Honorable Kamala Harris
U.S. Senate
50 United Nations Plaza, Suite 5584
San Francisco, CA 94102

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi
U.S. House of Representatives, District 12
90 7th Street, Suite 2-800
San Francisco, CA 94103
CALIFORNIA STATE GOVERNOR

The Honorable Edmund G. Brown Jr.
State Capitol, Suite 1173
Sacramento, CA 95814
CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE

The Honorable Scott Wiener
California State Senate, District 11
455 Golden Gate Avenue, Suite 14800
San Francisco, CA 94102
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY

Assembly Member David Chiu
California State Assembly, District 17
455 Golden Gate Avenue, Suite 14300
San Francisco, CA 94102

Assembly Member Phil Ting
California State Assembly, District 19
455 Golden Gate Ave, Suite 14600
San Francisco, CA 94102

COUNTY OF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Board of Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
FEDERAL AGENCIES

Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region IX
Attn: Regional Director
1111 Broadway, Suite 1200
Oakland, CA 94607

Office of Environmental Policy & Compliance
U.S. Department of Interior
Main Interior Building, MS 2462
1849 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20240
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National Park Service
Attn: Martha Lee
333 Bush Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94104-2828

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of the Administrator, Suite 1101A
William Jefferson Clinton Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9
Carolyn Mulvihill, NEPA Reviewer - Transportation
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Federal Transit Administration
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

Federal Transit Administration, Region 9
Attn: Edward Carranza
San Francisco Federal Building
90 7th Street, Suite 15-300
San Francisco, CA 94103

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605
Sacramento, CA 95825

Federal Transit Administration Los Angeles
888 S Figueroa, Suite 2170
Los Angeles, CA 90017
STATE AGENCIES

California Air Resources Board
Attn: Tom Cackette
P.O. Box 2815
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

California Public Utilities Commission
Attn: Michael Peevey
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

California Department of Conservation
Attn: Mark Nechodom
801 K Street, MS 24-01
Sacramento, CA 95814

Caltrans Transportation Library
California Department of Transportation
1120 N Street, MS 49
Sacramento, CA 95814

California Department of Fish & Wildlife
1416 Ninth Street, 12th Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Native American Heritage Commission
Attn: Cynthia Gomez
915 Capitol Mall, Room 364
Sacramento, CA 95814

California Department of Transportation
Attn: Patricia Maurice
1120 N Street, MS 49
Sacramento, CA 95814

Office of Historic Preservation
State Historic Preservation Officer
Attn: Julianne Polanco
1725 23rd Street, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95816

California Department of Transportation
Attn: Christian Bushong
Local Development and Intergovernmental Review
Office of Smart Mobility and Climate Change
1120 N Street, MS-32
Sacramento, CA 95814

California Department of Transportation
Attn: Robert Haus
District 4
111 Grand Ave
Oakland, CA 94612

California Energy Commission
1516 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

State Clearinghouse
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Caltrans Division of Aeronautic, MS 40
P. O. Box 942874
Sacramento, CA 94274-0001

CalRecycle
Attn: Reinhard Hohlwein
1001 “I” Street – PO Box 4025
Sacramento, CA 95812-4025

Office of Historic Preservation
California Department of Parks and Recreation
Attn: Milford Wayne Donaldson
PO Box 942896
Sacramento, CA 94296
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REGIONAL AND LOCAL AGENCIES

Association of Bay Area Governments
Attn: Bradford Paul
Bay Area Metro Center
375 Beale Street #800
San Francisco, CA 94105

Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Francisco Bay Region
Attn: Victor Aelion
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400
Oakland, CA 94612

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
Planning Department
Attn: Jack Winkel, Principal Environmental
Planner
375 Beale St, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94105

San Francisco Arts Commission
401 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 325
San Francisco, CA 94102

Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART)
Attn: Val Menotti, Chief Planning & Dev. Officer
300 Lakeside Drive, 16th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612

San Francisco Fire Department
Attn: Phil Stevens
698 Second Street, Room 109
San Francisco, CA 94107

City Hall Preservation Advisory Commission
Office of City Administrator
City Hall, Room 008
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Planning Department
Historic Preservation Commission
Attn: Tim Frye
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Committee for Utility Liaison on Construction and
Other Projects (CULCOP)
Department of Public Works, Street Use and
Mapping
1155 Market Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Mayor’s Office on Disability
1155 Market Street, 1st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Department of Public Works
City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 348
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation
District
Attn: Ron Downing
1011 Andersen Drive
San Rafael, CA 94901

San Francisco Planning Commission
Attn: Jonas Ionin, Director of Commission Affairs
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Japantown Better Neighborhood Plan (BNP)
Organizing Committee
San Francisco Planning Department
Attn: Steve Wertheim
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA

San Francisco Planning Department
Environmental Planning
Attn: VirnaLiza Byrd
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Economic and
Workforce Development
Attn: Todd Rufo
City Hall, Room 448
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
525 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Attn: Craig Goldblatt
375 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

San Francisco Urban Forestry Council
Attn: Mei Ling Hui
1455 Market Street, Suite 1200
San Francisco, CA 94103

Muni Accessibility Advisory Committee (MAAC)
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Department of Public Health
1390 Market Street, Suite 210
San Francisco, CA 94102

Office of Community Investment and
Infrastructure
Yerba Buena Center
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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San Francisco Department of the Environment
1455 Market Street, Suite 1200
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Disability Physical
Access Committee
1155 Market Street, 1st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
Attn: Edward Reiskin
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
Sustainable Streets Divisions
Attn: Tom Maguire
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
Attn: Kerstin Fraser Magary
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco County Transportation Agency
Attn: Tilly Chang
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Office of the County Clerk
City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 168
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA, 94102-4678

San Francisco Real Estate Department
Attn: John Updike
Real Estate Division
General Services Agency
25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Public Library
Attn: Matthew Davis
100 Larkin Street 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department
McLaren Lodge-Golden Gate Park
Attn: Karen Mauney-Brodek
501 Stanyan St.
San Francisco, CA 94117

San Francisco Unified School District - Rosa Parks
Elementary School
Attn: Paul Jacobson
1501 O'Farrell St
San Francisco, CA 94115

Northwest Information Center
Attn: Leigh Jordan
150 Professional Center Drive, Suite E, Rohnert
Park, CA 94928

Department of Building Inspection
Attn: Tom C. Hui
1660 Mission Street, 6th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Office of the City Attorney
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Pl.
San Francisco, CA 94102"

Association of Bay Area Governments
Bay Area Metro Center
375 Beale Street
Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94105

Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Attn: Joshua Cosgrove
153 Lake Merced Blvd
Daly City, CA 94015

Central Coast Region
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Bay Delta Region
Attn: Gregg Erickson
7329 Silverado Trail
Napa, CA 94588

San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Disability
1155 Market Street, 1st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Police Department
Planning Division Hall of Justice
Attn: Robert Moser
850 Bryant Street, Room 500
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Department of Public Works
Bureau of Street Use and Mapping
City Hall, Room 348
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

City Hall Preservation Advisory Commission, Office
of City Administrator
City Hall, Room 008
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and
Community Development
Attn: Eugene Flannery
1 South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and
Community Development
Attn: Kate Hartley
1 South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

San Francisco Planning Department
Attn: Rachael Schuett
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

City and County of San Francisco Planning
Department (PIC)
Attn: PIC Counter
1660 Mission Street, 1st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
AGENCY/STAKEHOLDER/PARTY/INDIVIDUALS

Alamo Square Neighborhood Association
P.O. Box 15372
San Francisco, CA 94115

Pedestrian Safety Advisory Committee
1 South Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103

Alliance for a Better District 6
P.O. Box 420782
San Francisco, CA 94142

Planning Association for the Richmond (PAR)
5758 Geary Boulevard, #356
San Francisco, CA 94121

Chinatown Community Development Center
1525 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94133

Richmond District Democratic Club
534 25th Avenue, #5
San Francisco, CA 94121

Clement Street Merchants Association
212 Clement Street
San Francisco, CA 94118

Richmond District Neighborhood Center
741 30th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

Coalition of San Francisco Neighborhoods
P.O. Box 320098
San Francisco, CA 94132

Richmond Senior Center
6221 Geary Boulevard, #3
San Francisco, CA 94121

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Democratic Club
P.O. Box 590181
San Francisco CA, 94159

Richmond Village Beacon
600 32nd Avenue, #T3
San Francisco, CA 94121

Fillmore/Lower Fillmore Neighborhood Association
1290 Fillmore Street, Suite 105
San Francisco, CA 94115

Russian American Community Services
300 Anza Street
San Francisco, CA 94118

Friends of the Urban Forest
Presidio of San Francisco
1007 General Kennedy Avenue, Suite 1
San Francisco, CA 94129

Save Muni
708 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

George Washington High School Parent Teacher
Student Association
600 32nd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

Sierra Club of San Francisco
2530 San Pablo Avenue, Suite I
Berkeley, CA 94702

Institute on Aging
3575 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118

San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Japantown Organizing Committee
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Saint Francis Square Cooperative
10 Bertie Minor Lane, #2
San Francisco, CA 94115

Kaiser Permanente
4141 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118

SPUR
654 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Kimochi
1715 Buchanan Street
San Francisco, CA 94115

San Francisco Small Business Commission
City Hall, Room 110
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

LightHouse for the Blind
214 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Transit Riders Union
P.O. Box 193341
San Francisco, CA 94119
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Lower Fillmore Merchants Association
1300 Fillmore Street
San Francisco, CA 94115

Tenderloin Futures Collaborative
P.O. Box 420782
San Francisco, CA 94142

Lower Polk Neighborhood Association
P.O. Box 641980
San Francisco, CA 94164

Union Square Business Improvement District
323 Geary Street, #203
San Francisco, CA 94102

Mayor’s Disability Council
1155 Market Street, 1st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Walk San Francisco
995 Market Street, #1450
San Francisco, CA 94103

SFMTA Multimodal Accessibility Advisory
Committee
One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Yerba Buena Alliance
735 Market Street, 6th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Pacific Heights Residents Association
2585 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94115
info@phra-sf.org
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APPENDIX K

LIST OF PREPARERS

Agency Staff
Federal Transit Administration

Alexander Smith — Community Planner
Daniel Koenig — Environmental Protection Specialist
Mary Nguyen — Environmental Protection Specialist
Ted Matley — Director of Planning and Program Development
San Francisco County Transportation Authority

Tilly Chang – Executive Director
Eric Cordoba - Deputy Director for Capital Projects
Colin Dentel-Post — Senior Transportation Planner, BRT Project Manager
Dan Tischler — Transportation Planner, Technology Services
Bridget Smith — Senior Graphic Designer, Technology Services
Lily Yu — Senior Management Analyst, Finance and Administration
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency

Liz Brisson — Major Corridors Planning Manager
Andrea Contreras – Environmental Review Team Manager
Kenya Wheeler – Transportation & Environmental Planning Project Manager
Monica Munowitch — Transportation Planner
Daniel Mackowski, PE – Assistant Engineer

Project Consultants
Circlepoint (Lead Environmental Consultant)

Scott Steinwert, John Cook, Lily Gilbert, Caitlin Chase, Catherine Wade, Brianna
Bohonok, Jonathan Bair, Kyra Engelberg, Danae Hall, Nicole Cuevas, Ben
Strumwasser, Chris Colwick, Emily Marsh, Amie Krager, Adrienne Lam, Sarah
Seward, Rebecca Fleischer
Albion Environmental

Douglas Ross
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Baseline Environmental Consulting

Yane Nordhav, Bruce Abelli-Amen, Todd Taylor
Community Design + Architecture

Phil Erikson, Thomas Kronemeyer, Deepak Sohane
Diaz Yourman & Associates

Tom Stimac, Gary Gilbert, Matthew Dennerline
Economic & Planning Systems

Teifion Rice-Evans, Rebeca Benassini
Far Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc.

Brian Byrd, Adie Whitaker
Fehr & Peers Transportation Consultants

Matt Haynes, Eric Womeldorff, Lynn Jacobs, Lindsey Hilde, Mollie Pelon, David
Stanek
HNTB

Anthony Lee, Jodi Drosner
HortScience, Inc.

Dr. James Clark, John Leffingwell
Jacobs Engineering

Irene Avetyan, Lauren Abom, Bill Tsiforas, Mark Wood, Aliina Fowler, Sean Mayer,
Phillip Peters, Misha Seguin, Andy Priest, Karen Rhea, Joseph Deery
JRP Historical Consulting, LLC

Rand Herbert, Toni Webb, Bryan Larson
Martin Lee Corporation

Martin Lee, Franklin Lee
MMM Group

Sean Rathwell, Patrick Hill
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MSA Design & Consulting, Inc.

Cris Subrizi, Dulce Morales
Parisi Transportation Consulting

David Parisi, Curt Harrington, Andrew Lee
Parsons Brinkerhoff

Tam Tran, Doris Lee
Public Vision Research, LLC

Daniel Krause, David Vasquez
Terry A. Hayes Associates, Inc.

Sam Silverman, Ehsan Hosseini, Michael Sullivan
Turnstone Consulting Corporation

Donna Pittman
William Kanemoto & Associates

William Kanemoto
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT LIST
Federal Transit Administration

Minming Wu Morri – FTA Office of the Chief Counsel
Joonsik Maing – FTA Office of the Chief Counsel
Helen Serassio – FTA Office of the Chief Counsel
Raymond Sukys — Former Director of Planning and Program Development
San Francisco County Transportation Authority

Leroy Saage, David Uniman, Michael Schwartz, Shari Tavafrashti, Elizabeth Bent,
Jesse Koehler, Chester Fung, Liz Rutman, Elizabeth Sall, Seon Joo Kim
SFCTA Geary Citizens Advisory Committee (GCAC)

Tony Biancalana, Margie Horne Brown, Paul Chan, Peter Ehrlich, Kieran Farr,
Jonathan Foerster, Joanna Fong, Peter Gallotta, Jonathon Goldbert, Matthew
Goldberg, Richard Hashimoto, Benjamin Horne, Jolsna John, Paul Kniha, Marissa
Louie, Richard Marshall, Margaret Massialas, Jim Misener, Bruce Osterweil, Winston
Parsons, Joel Ramos, James Rogers, Thea Selby, Austin Spires, Jette Swan.
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency

Sarah Jones, Paul Bignardi, Julie Kirschbaum, Darton Ito, Ricardo Olea, Annette
Williams, Jonathan Rewers, Lisa Chow, Jeff Flynn, Grahm Satterwhite, Dustin
White, Matt West, Virginia Rathke, Sandra Padilla, Matt Lee, Helen Kwan, Britt
Tanner, Wahid Amiri
Bay Area Rapid Transit District

Tim Chan
California Department of Transportation

Yatman Kwan
City Attorney’s Office

Audrey Williams Pearson
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Golden Gate Transit

Barbara Vincent
Mayor’s Office on Disability

Carla Johnson
San Francisco Department of Planning

Jessica Range, Rachel Schuett, Shelley Castiglione, Randall Dean, Teresa Ojeda
San Francisco Department of Public Health

Megan Weir
San Francisco Public Works

Reza Baradaran, Stanley DeSouza, Iqbalbai Dhapa, Frank Filice, Kevin Jensen,
Martha Ketterer, Sandy Ng, Carla Short, Ed Yee
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission

Michael Gardiner, Ed Ho, Justin Lum, Joan Ryan.
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APPENDIX L

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

L.1 List of Persons Commenting
This section presents public comments (and subsequent agency responses)
that were received in association with the public review period of the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report
(EIS/EIR).1. This section also presents comments (and subsequent agency
responses) received after the close of the Draft EIS/EIR public review
period.2 Comments are grouped in tables by category as follows:
•

Comments associated with the Draft EIS/EIR Public Review
Period
o Table L.1-1: Public Agencies
o Table L.1-2: Organizations
o Table L.1-3: Individuals

•

L.1.1

Table L.1-4: Comments Received after the Draft EIS/EIR Public
Review Period

Organization

Comments received in association with the Draft EIS/EIR public review
period include written comments submitted by letter or email and oral
comments presented at the November 5, 2015, public comment meeting.
This section lists all persons who commented during the comment period.
These commenters are grouped according to whether they represent a public
agency or organization, or if they are individuals; the list of commenters also
includes the format in which the comment was received (i.e., written or
oral). Each comment within each of these categories has been assigned a
unique comment code for ease of identification; the codes are also listed in
the tables referenced above.
For comments received in association with the Draft EIS/EIR public review
period, each unique comment code includes a prefix that indicates if the
commenter represents a public agency (A) or organization (O), or if the
commenter is an individual (I). The prefixes are followed by a hyphen and a
number (e.g., A-1, A-2, etc.) to track and organize comments received with
their respective responses. The complete set of written and oral comments

The Draft EIS/EIR was published on October 2, 2015 and the comment period was
eventually extended to November 30, 2015. As a courtesy to the public, any comments
received by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) by December
9, 2015 were considered to have been made within the comment period and were
responded to within the Final EIR as well as this Final EIS.
2 Comments received on or after December 10, 2015 through July 11, 2017 are
considered here.
1
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received on the Draft EIS/EIR, with their respective responses, is provided
below in Section L.3, Responses to Comments.
Table L.1-4 summarizes all comments received after the Draft EIS/EIR
public review period. Section L.3.4 includes these comments. In many cases,
these comment records also include agency correspondence back to the
commenter.

L.1.2

List of Agencies, Organizations, and
Individuals Commenting on the Draft
EIS/EIR

Table L.1-1, Table L.1-2, and Table L.1-3 list all of the comment letters (by
comment number and associated agency, organization, or individual
commenter) that were submitted to SFCTA in association with the Draft
EIS/EIR public review period. Some who submitted comments on the
Draft EIS/EIR in writing also provided comments in person at the public
hearing; they are thus listed more than once in the tables below. See Section
L.1.1 above for a detailed description of the coding for each comment
received.
Table L.1-1

Index of Public Agencies

COMMENT NUMBER

PUBLIC AGENCIES

A-1

United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

A-2

California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)

A-3

Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART)

A-4

Golden Gate Bridge Highway and Transportation District

A-5

San Francisco Unified School District - Rosa Parks Elementary
School

A-6

San Francisco Department of the Environment

Table L.1-2

Index of Organizations

COMMENT NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

O-1

Rosa Parks Elementary SF PTA

O-2

Community Council of the Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program,
Jacobson, Paul (principal at Rosa Parks Elementary School)

O-3

San Francisco Housing Action Coalition (Tim Colen, Executive
Director)

O-4

Japantown Task Force

O-5

Friends of the Urban Forest

O-6

Nihonmachi Little Friends Preschool (including a petition with >700
signatures)

O-7

Tree Talk

O-8

San Francisco Transit Riders

O-9

Sierra Club

O-10

Urban Forestry Council

O-11

National Japanese American Historical Society

O-12

Walk SF

O-13

San Francisco Tomorrow
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Table L.1-3

Index of Individuals

COMMENT NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTER

I-1

Abercrombie, David

I-2
I-3
I-4
I-5
I-6
I-7
I-8
I-9
I-10
I-11.1
I-11.2
I-11.3
I-11.4
I-12
I-13
I-14
I-15
I-16
I-17
I-18
I-19.1
I-19.2
I-20
I-21
I-22
I-23
I-24
I-25
I-26
I-27
I-28
I-29
I-30
I-31
I-32
I-33
I-34.1
I-34.2
I-34.3
I-35
I-36
I-37
I-38
I-39
I-40
I-41.1
I-41.2
I-42
I-43
I-44

Adams, Catherine
Amul, Kalia
Anderson, Alissa
Anonymous
Arebalo, Minerva
Bachmanov, Eugene
Bagattin, Cheryl
Bailey-Knobler, Amie
Barber, Troy
Barish Jean
Barish Jean
Barish Jean
Barish Jean
Bazeley, Roger (verbal comment)
Beetle, Melvin (verbal comment)
Bekefi, Ted
Bigelow, Justin
Blerkman, Joseph
Blood, Scott
Bolander, Christopher
Bonilla, Nelson
Bonilla, Nelson
Branscomb, Andy
Burg, Larry
Butnik, Asher
Camp, Daniel
Carlson, Eric
Cassidy, Sean
Castro, Christina
Cauthen, Jerry
Champagne, Gary (verbal comment)
Chan, Jeremy
Chan, Sam
Chan, Siu Lam
Cheatham, Kathie
Chien, Chau Chun
Choden, Bernard
Choden, Bernard (verbal comment)
Choden, Bernard
Chudnovskaya, Raisa
Chung, Eric
Chung, Yvonne
Clatterback, Andrea
Cline, William
Cochran, Sean
Corriea, Richard (verbal comment)
Correa, Richard
Dairner, Jack
Darling, David
Davies, Gregory
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COMMENT NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTER

I-45.1
I-45.2
I-46
I-47
I-48.1
I-48.2
I-48.3
I-49
I-50
I-51
I-52
I-53
I-54
I-55.1
I-55.2
I-56
I-57
I-58
I-59
I-60
I-61
I-62
I-63
I-64
I-65.1
I-65.2
I-66
I-67
I-68
I-69.1
I-69.2
I-70
I-71
I-72
I-73
I-74
I-75
I-76
I-77
I-78
I-79
I-80
I-81
I-82
I-83
I-84
I-85
I-86.1
I-86.2
I-87
I-88
I-89
I-90
I-91
I-92

De Alva, Maria (verbal comment)
De Alva, Maria
Dechi, Danny
Denevei, Chris
Dippel, David
Dippel, David
Dippel, David
Dittler, Robert
Dixon, Myles (verbal comment)
Dole, Kevin (verbal comment)
Dombeck, Steve
Dowd, Steve (verbal comment)
Eaton, Madelaine
Elfego, Felix
Elfego, Felix (verbal comment)
Ferrerro, Virginia
Filippo, Rose
Flick, Chris
Fong, Jon and Linda
Fong, John (verbal comment)
Fong, L
Fraser, Jean
Fregosi, Ian
Freitag, David
Geiler, Pete
Geiler, Pete
Gendreau, Edouard
Glikshtern, Anastasia
Goldin, Evan
Gonzalez, Luis
Gonzalez, Luis (verbal comment)
Goodman, Aaron
Goodson, Janet
Goodson, William
Gordon, Bob
Greenfield, Adam
Grimm, Maria
Groth, Kelly
Gwynn
Gyotoku, Sarah
Haddad, Tom
Hamaguchi, Bob (verbal comment)
Hashimoto, Richard (verbal comment)
Hayes, John
Herd, Jim
Hermansen, John
Hickey, Tim
Hillson, Rose
Hillson, Rose
Hom, Samuel
Horne, Benjamin
Hrones, Christopher (verbal comment)
Huntington, Juliet
Ichikawa, Aileen
Iwamasa, Tai
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COMMENT NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTER

I-93
I-94
I-95
I-96
I-97
I-98
I-99
I-100.1
I-100.2
I-101
I-102
I-103
I-104
I-105
I-106
I-107
I-108
I-109
I-110
I-111
I-112
I-113
I-114
I-115
I-116
I-117
I-118
I-119
I-120
I-121
I-122.1
I-122.2
I-123
I-124
I-125
I-126
I-127
I-128
I-129
I-130
I-131
I-132
I-133
I-134
I-135
I-136
I-137
I-138
I-139
I-140
I-141
I-142
I-143
I-144
I-145

Jane
Jesson, David
Jones, Mary
Jones, Otto
Joyce, Michelle
Jungreis, Jason
Kaufman, Holly
Kawahatsu, Alice
Kawahatsu, Alice (verbal comment)
Keane, Nancy
Kelly, DF
Kelly, Hene
Kelly, Joshua
Kennedy, Brian
E., L.
Klawans, Becky
Komp, Rick
Konopaski, Ronald (verbal comment)
Kwong, Eva
Lal, Ravi
Langland, Laureen
Larkin, Brian
Leahey, Sam
Lee, David
Lee, Joan
Lee, Marissa
Lee, May
Leong, Faithy
Lieu, Hoa
Loeffler, Joan
Locke, Michael
Locke, Michael (verbal comment)
Lorimer, Dylan
Lou, Jeannie
Machtay, Henry
Maigatter, Mark
Marstellar, Charles
Masry, Omar
Matt
Mawhinney, Alex
McElmell, Jackson
McNeill, Brien
Mello, Austin Liu
Miller, Mary Anne
Mitchell, Blake
Moldvay, Andrew
Moldvay, Therese
Molinelli, Amy
Monroe, John
Morganson, Chuck
Morimoto, Lauren
Morris, Michael
Morse, Victor
Mueller, Mike
Munnich, Ed
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COMMENT NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTER

I-146
I-147
I-148
I-149
I-150
I-151
I-152.1
I-152.2
I-153
I-154
I-155
I-156
I-157
I-158
I-159
I-160
I-161
I-162
I-163
I-164.1
I-164.2
I-165.1
I-165.2
I-166
I-167
I-168
I-169.1
I-169.2
I-170
I-171
I-172
I-173
I-174
I-175
I-176
I-177
I-178
I-179
I-180
I-181
I-182
I-183.1
I-183.2
I-184
I-185
I-186
I-187
I-188
I-189.1
I-189.2
I-190
I-191
I-192
I-193
I-194

Nakahara, Glynis
Nakanishi, Kyle
Natoli, Jane
Ng, Allen
Ng, Gina
Nunes, Dan
O'Connell, Frank
O'Connell, Frank
Osaki, John
Osaki, Lee
Osterweil, Bruce
Payor, Doug
Pearson, Melissa
Petro, Kaytea
Petty, Lorraine
Phillips, Augie (verbal comment)
Phillips, Marvin
Phojanakong, Paul
Pinnick, Genovefa
Post, Alexander (verbal comment)
Post, Alexander
Rainville, Paul
Rainville, Paul (verbal comment)
Randall, Annette
Reynolds, Marlon
Robertson, David
Robertson, Donald
Robertson, Donald
Rodriguez, Omar
Rolleri, Terry
Rothman, Richard
Rudolph, Colin
Ruiz, Dyan
Rusky, Robert
Salber, Andrew
Savchuk, Svetlana
Schechter, Joel
Schwartz, Elliot
Scott, Diana
Scott, Lois
Seiden, Jay
Selby, Thea (verbal comment)
Selby, Thea (verbal comment)
Seto, Winnie
Sheldon, Jamie
Shepard, William
Sherwood, Govinda
Sherwood, Linda
Shiozaki-Woo, Adrienne (verbal comment)
Shiozaki-Woo, Adrienne
Sides, Dennis
Simmonds, Shannon
Slade, Paul
Small, Joyce
Smith, Eden
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COMMENT NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTER

I-195
I-196
I-197
I-198.1
I-198.2
I-199
I-200
I-201
I-202
I-203
I-204
I-205
I-206
I-207
I-208
I-209
I-210
I-211
I-212
I-213
I-214
I-215
I-216.1
I-216.2
I-216.3
I-216.4
I-216.5
I-216.6
I-216.7
I-217.1
I-217.2
I-217.3
I-217.4
I-217.5
I-218
I-219
I-220
I-221
I-222
I-223
I-224
I-225
I-226
I-227
I-228.1
I-228.2
I-229
I-230
I-231
I-232
I-233
I-234
I-235.1

Sojourner, Anna
Solaegui, John
Song, Dennis
Sottile, James
Sottile, James
St John, Scott
Stadtner, Larry
Starzel, Robert
Stoltzfus, Alana
Stoltzfus, Andrew
Strassner, Howard
Sunspot@comcast.net
Sweet, Cassandra
Taber, Stephen
Tamura, Erika
Terplan, Sprague
Theaker, William
Tjerandsen, Craig
Tobey, Gregory
Tonisson, Alex
Traughber, Patrick
Uhov, Paul
Urban, Corey
Urban, Corey
Urban, Corey
Urban, Corey
Urban, Corey
Urban, Corey
Urban, Corey (verbal comment)
Urban, Glenn
Urban, Glenn
Urban, Glenn
Urban, Glenn
Urban, Glenn (verbal comment)
Valloillo, Frank
Van den Ende, Yuki
Vargo, Jade
Vlach, Claire
Vodnik, Sasha
Von Liphart, George
Wang, Annie
Wang, Maelin
Ward, Johanna (verbal comment)
Wermer, Paul
Wilson, Uncheedah (verbal comment)
Wilson, Uncheedah
Winzler, Laurel
Wong, Anna
Wong, G
Wong, Howard
Woolman, Alan
Worster, Janie
Yamada, Michiko
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COMMENT NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTER

I-235.2
I-235.3
I-236
I-237
I-238
I-239
I-240
I-241
I-242
I-243
I-244

Yamada, Michiko
Yamada, Michiko
Yamamoto, Peter
Yaskin, Jeffrey
Yee, Alfred
Yee, Jenny
Yee, Lucy
Yup, Eric
Zebker, David
Zerzan, Peter
Zimmerman, Sam

Table L.1-4 lists comments received after the close of the Draft EIS/EIR
public review period; specifically, comments received between December 10,
2015 and July 11, 2017.
The table summarizes the project-related issue or issues raised by each of
the commenters and indicates where comments are addressed in the Final
EIS and/or Record of Decision (ROD).
All letters referenced in Table L.1-4 are provided in their entirety at the end
of this appendix (Section L.3.4).
The sidebars alongside Table L.1-4 identify the titles of Master Responses
referenced in the table.
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Table L.1-4

Comments Received after the Draft EIS/EIR Public Review
Period (December 10, 2015-July 11, 2017)

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-1

Amos, Sandy

In favor of Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) stop at
Laguna.

The Hybrid Alternative/ Locally
Preferred Alternative (LPA) would
have both Local and BRT stops in
both directions at Laguna Street.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-2

Aragon, Wendy

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-3

Auerbach, Dr.
Judith D.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-4

L-5

L-6

Baker, Judith

Barish, Jean

Bernier, Sydney

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

1. Opposed to the
project for cited
reasons: cost, traffic,
impacts to business.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.
Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
1. Opposition to the project is
noted. See Master Response 2a
for a discussion of potential
traffic effects resulting from the
Geary BRT project. Section 4.2.4
of the Final EIS and Master
Response 3a conclude that BRT
would not adversely affect
businesses. See also Master
Response 6a for a discussion
regarding project cost.
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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COMMENT
NUMBER

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

2. Via an attached
article, questions the
efficacy of the
proposed BRT project,
particularly in the
western part of the
City (Masonic Avenue
to 27th Avenue).
Expresses concern that
consolidating rapid
and local service will
make rapid (i.e., BRT)
service take longer
than today and require
longer walks to access
local stops.

2. As noted in the discussion of
“Bus Operations” in Final EIS
Section 2.2.7.4, the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates
center-running bus-only lanes
between Palm and 27th/28th
Avenues without bus passing
lanes, as every stop would serve
both local and BRT buses.
Therefore, in this portion of the
corridor, local buses would not
be slower than BRT buses since
all would be making the same
stops.
In portions of the corridor where
side-running bus-only lanes are
proposed (including between
27th/28th and 34th Avenues),
BRT buses would have the ability
to pass local buses at local stops.
See Section 3.3.3 for the travel
time analysis methodology which
follows standard industry best
practices. Figures 3.3-11 and
3.3-12 show that transit travel
time savings for the build
alternatives relative to the No
Build Alternative are estimated
to be about 10 minutes each way
from one end of the corridor to
the other (between 48th Avenue
and the Transbay Transit Center).
See Master Response 2d
regarding walking distances to
bus stops.

3. Via an attached
article, implication
that ride-hailing
services are capturing
transit riders; this
phenomenon plus the
advent of driverless
cars thus calls into
question the merits of
substantial investment
in transit
infrastructure.

3. In Chapter 1, the purpose and
need for the project identify
many challenges to transit
ridership in the Geary corridor,
acknowledging that existing
transit service is unreliable, slow,
and crowded. A key purpose for
the project is to enhance the
passenger experience to support
anticipated increases in ridership
by 2035 and to make transit a
more viable mode of transport.
The addition of bus-only lanes in
the build alternatives to separate
buses from mixed-flow traffic
would ensure that transit remains
a competitive travel mode as
private vehicle technology and
use continue to evolve. Moreover,
the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA)
collects and publishes ridership
data; data for FY 2016 – August
2017 do not indicate any clear
and substantial change in
ridership systemwide.3

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost

SFMTA, Muni average weekday boardings. https://www.sfmta.com/reports/muniaverage-weekday-boardings. Accessed November 17, 2017.

3
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

4. Via an attached
article, states that
investing $300 million
in public money for
bus infrastructure is a
bad idea.

4. Comment noted. See Master
Response 6a for information
regarding project cost.

5. Via an attached
article, states that San
Franciscans for
Sensible Transit
supports more buses,
better schedules,
holding green lights
for buses, street
paving, and other
improvements at a
cost of $50 million.

5. See Master Response 1a
regarding suggested reductions in
the scale of the project. As of
2017, transit signal priority (TSP)
has already been implemented
throughout the corridor and
would be part of the build
alternatives as well. TSP
technology allows buses to send
signals to a traffic light to either
extend the green light to allow
approaching buses to pass
through or trigger a change from
red to green as traffic conditions
permit.
Similarly, the project also
includes pavement rehabilitation.

6. Via an attached
article, states that it
takes 21 minutes to
get from 20th Avenue
to Union Square and
questions accuracy of
statement in a San
Francisco Examiner
article that the
project would have
the potential to save
“20 minutes per round
trip.”

7. Via an attached
article, states that
citizens have not
adequate
opportunities to
participate in project
planning and that they
will be negatively
affected by
construction and
traffic flow changes.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x

6. Figures 3.3-11 and 3.3-12
within the Final EIS show that
transit travel time savings for the
build alternatives relative to the
No Build Alternative are
estimated to be about 10 minutes
each way from one end of the
corridor to the other (between
48th Avenue and the Transbay
Transit Center). In the No Build
Alternative, travel times are
forecast to increase relative to
today as a result of increasing
traffic congestion. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would reduce
travel times relative to the No
Build Alternative by 10-20
percent for the entire Geary
corridor in 2020 and by 15-25
percent in 2035. Accordingly, the
Final EIS demonstrates that
average travel times would
improve; see Section 3.3.3 for
details on methodology.
7. Community involvement in the
development of the Geary BRT
Project has a long history.
Section 8.3 of the Final EIS
discusses public involvement at
length. See Master Response 5b
regarding the nature of outreach
conducted.
As described in Section 4.2.5.1,
the project would include a
minimization measure (M-CI-C1)
to reduce construction-related
impacts to local businesses and
residents through a
transportation management plan
(TMP). The TMP would include
traffic rerouting, a detour plan,
and public information
procedures to minimize
confusion, inconvenience, and
traffic congestion.
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x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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COMMENT
NUMBER

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

8. Via an attached
article, states that no
studies of economic
health were done.
States that project
planners have
dismissed concerns
about quality of life.
States that the
potential loss of many
small businesses and
jobs is not addressed.

8. In 2014, to examine the
potential for the project to affect
businesses and thus the corridor’s
economic health, SFTCA
commissioned a study 4 by a Bay
Area economist to consider what,
if any, impact the presence or
absence of on-street parking and
bus stops have on businesses in
the Geary corridor. See Master
Response 3a for a discussion of
how potential impacts to local
businesses were analyzed.
Section 4.2 of the Final EIS also
details the potential for
community impacts and includes
a measure to minimize disruption
to businesses and others on the
corridor during construction.

9. Via an attached
article, states that if
many retail shops fail
due to the
interruption to
businesses, it would
create a chaotic
environment that
would deter other
businesses from
establishing on Geary
and could generate
blight.

9. Comment noted. The Final EIS
includes analysis in Section 4.2.4
concluding that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses; see
Master Response 3a regarding
local business impacts.

10. Via an attached
article, expresses
concerns about
reduction of mixedflow travel lanes on
Geary, double parking,
left-turn reductions,
and elimination of
parking spaces.
Concerned that this
may reduce patronage
of Geary businesses.

10. As described in Appendix D-1
(see Section D1.5, subsection
“Adjustments and Other
Analytical Tools”), modeling
adjustments and analysis tools
included incorporation of delays
due to double-parked vehicles,
parking maneuvers, and rightturning vehicles.
Accounting for the above factors
and the proposed number of
travel lanes, the project would
reduce traffic congestion relative
to the No Build Alternative; see
Section 3.4.4.2.
See Master Response 2c for a
discussion of changes to parking
and loading supply. See also
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS
which concludes that BRT would
not adversely affect businesses;
see Master Response 3a,
regarding local business impacts.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. Memorandum: Evaluation of Significance of OnStreet Parking on Economic Performance of Geary Boulevard Businesses. January 3,
2014.

4
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-7.1

Billings, Jim

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-7.2

Billings, Jim

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

See Response to Comment L-7.1
above.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x

L-8

L-9

Binunskaya,
Diana

Boler, Deetje

Appears to be in favor
of BRT stop at Laguna
Street; request for
creation of a “green
wave” on Geary.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street. All
alternatives would also re-time
traffic signals for optimal
progression. See also Master
Response 1a for a discussion of
signal timing (transit signal
priority or TSP) improvements
proposed as part of the project.

1. Opposed to any
removal of any
existing Muni bus
stops.

1. Comment noted. Bus stop
consolidation is an integral
component of BRT systems and,
for reasons cited in Chapter 1 of
the Final EIS, decreasing bus
travel time on the Geary corridor
is a critical need.

2. Cites the most
essential
considerations for
transit-riders as
pedestrian safety,
walking time from bus
stops, and
overcrowding on
buses.

2. The build alternatives include
numerous pedestrian safety
improvements, described in
Section 2.2.3.2 of the Final EIS.
Walking distance to bus stops is a
trade-off with reduced bus travel
times. See Master Response 2d
for a discussion of how bus stop
consolidation would increase
average walking distances to bus
stops throughout the corridor.
See Master Response 2a, which
states that the build alternatives
would either be comparable to or
improve crowding conditions
compared with the No Build
Alternative.

3. Requests addition
of extra express buses
to the fleet.

3. All project alternatives include
increases to transit service
frequency including new buses;
see Section 2.2.2.1 of the Final
EIS.
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

4. States that "lowslung" buses are
subject to excessive
vibration during
travel.

4. Low-floor buses improve
accessibility for all riders and
reduce boarding and alighting
times, as described in Final EIS
Section 2.2.3.

L-10

Briones, Mitos

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-11

Brown, Martha

Requests that tree
replacement
emphasize native
trees.

The request to use native tree
species or species that provide
similar habitat features as locally
native species is noted. Street tree
species selection would include
consultation with specialists and use
a consistent palette of species
throughout the Geary corridor to
enhance visual intactness and unity
See Master Response 4a, which
summarizes the current composition
of trees, native or otherwise, that
are located throughout the corridor

L-12

Buick, Nick

[Note: This multi-part
comment letter from
May 2016 includes a
July 2016 detailed
response from
SFCTA/SFMTA.]

1. See Final EIS Section 4.2.4 and
Master Response 3a, which
demonstrates that no adverse
operational period effect on
businesses would occur;
construction period effects could
be successfully minimized with
adherence to a minimization
measure (M-C1-C1).

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost

1. BRT will adversely
affect businesses
between 25th and
33rd Avenue due to
parking loss.
2. The EIS/EIR failed
to consider cumulative
effects of parking loss.

2. Section 5.5.3 of the Final EIS
includes analysis of cumulative
parking loss, and found that
cumulative potential parking loss
would have little impact on the
corridor's overall parking supply.

3. The BRT bus-only
lane transition from
the center to side of
the street will reduce
pedestrian safety for
disabled, elderly, and
children using the
loading zone in front
of the Holy Virgin
Cathedral.

3. The transition between sideand center-running bus lanes
would be designed for safety,
with special traffic-signal
hardware that would give buses a
safe, dedicated signal phase to
cross over and not conflict with
other vehicles or pedestrians.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA has
been modified to relocate the
westbound bus lane transition
between 27th and 28th avenues.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR.
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4. BRT violates San
Francisco General Plan
Policy 33.2: "Protect
residential
neighborhoods from
the parking impacts of
nearby traffic
generators."

4. The Hybrid Alternative/ LPA
would result in a loss of about 4
percent of areawide parking
supply across the entire Geary
corridor – a level that is not
considered adverse and would be
unlikely to result in substantial
change beyond the corridor and
thus not inconsistent with the
cited policy. See Master
Response 2c.

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives

5. Project operation would
reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT), thus decreasing air
pollution. See Tables 4.10-6 and
4.10-7 within the Final EIS, for
Criteria Pollutant and GHG
Emissions as well as regional VMT
and traffic data for each
alternative considered.

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR

5. BRT will
significantly increase
air pollution in the
Outer Richmond.

6. The EIS/EIR fails to
adequately consider
project alternatives.

7. Requests four
measures to address
concerns: (1) provide
an additional 40 offstreet parking spaces
within one block of
Geary between 25th
and 33rd Avenues, (2)
allow public parking at
Presidio Middle School
during non-school
hours, (3) suspend the
Better Streets
Program between 25th
and 33rd Avenues, and
(4) west of 25th
Avenue, eliminate the
proposed bus-only
lanes.

6. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS
describes the four build
alternatives and No Build
Alternative that were considered
in the Draft EIS/EIR. Moreover,
Chapter 10 of the Final EIS
describes the history of planning
for the project, including
numerous alternatives that were
considered but not carried
forward for further analysis.
7. The July 2016 response letter
includes detailed responses to
each requested measure.
Appendix M of the Final EIS
includes avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation
measures that are intended to
address adverse effects of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. The
measures suggested by the
commenter are either not
relevant to or not feasible in
addressing adverse project
effects of the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
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x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-13

Cal

Request to reconsider
implementing
pedestrian crossing
bulbs due to concerns
that they will
encourage pedestrians
to run out into traffic
to beat traffic signals.

SFMTA has found that pedestrian
crossing bulbs improve safety by
reducing roadway crossing
distances, providing refuge areas,
and improving visibility of
pedestrians to vehicle traffic,
reducing their exposure to
traffic. The San Francisco
Pedestrian Strategy5 specifically
cites narrowing intersections with
pedestrian crossing bulbs as a
means for improving pedestrian
safety at intersections. See
Master Response 2d for a
summary of pedestrian
improvements proposed by the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

L-14

Carle, Ryan

Requests that tree
replacement
emphasize native
trees.

The request to use native tree
species or species that provide
similar habitat features as locally
native species is noted. Street
tree species selection would
include consultation with
specialists and use a consistent
palette of species throughout the
Geary corridor to enhance visual
intactness and unity. See Master
Response 4a, which summarizes
the current composition of trees,
native or otherwise, that are
located throughout the corridor.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost

Mayor’s Pedestrian Safety Task Force. San Francisco Pedestrian Strategy. April 2013.
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/San%20Francisco%20Pede
strian%20Strategy.pdf. Accessed November 15, 2017.
5
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L-15

Catchings, Lynn

Opposed to the
project; does not
believe the project
will improve transit or
pedestrian safety;
expresses concerns
about traffic
congestion on Geary
and side streets and
impacts to businesses;
expresses desire for
subway on Geary.

As described in Section 3.5.4.4 of
the Final EIS, the project includes
the addition of pedestrian
crossing bulbs throughout the
Geary corridor, which reduce
roadway crossing distances and
provide refuge and improve
visibility of pedestrians to vehicle
traffic. The San Francisco
Pedestrian Strategy6 also
specifically cites narrowing
intersections with pedestrian
crossing bulbs as a means for
improving pedestrian safety at
intersections. As shown in Tables
3.3-6 and 3.3-9 within the Final
EIS, the build alternatives would
all have shorter Geary corridor
bus travel times compared with
the No Build Alternative. The
project would reduce traffic
congestion relative to the No
Build Alternative; see Section
3.4.4.2 and Master Response 2a
regarding traffic on Geary and
the potential for diversion to
surrounding roadways. See also
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS and
Master Response 3a which
conclude that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses.
Finally, as described in Master
Response 1a, rail-based
alternatives were considered in
the alternatives screening
process but were rejected from
further consideration due to cost.
However, none of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail.

L-16.1

Cauthen, Gerald

States that Geary BRT
will work only if
transit vehicles have
priority along the
entire route; states
that transit travel on
Geary is currently
problematic due to
excessive interior
noise, excessive
vibration, and SFMTA's
tolerance of bad
behavior of transit
riders; states that
transportation funds
must be allocated
carefully.

The build alternatives feature
different
combinations/configurations of
bus-only lanes extending from
Gough Street to 34th Avenue to
give transit vehicles priority.
As described in Section 2.2.3.2 of
the Final EIS, the project includes
pavement rehabilitation; this will
help alleviate noise/vibration
issues.
Riders’ behavior issues are noted,
but they are beyond the scope of
the Geary BRT project.
See Sections 9.1.3 and 9.1.4 of
the Final EIS for a discussion of
project funding.

Mayor’s Pedestrian Safety Task Force. San Francisco Pedestrian Strategy. April 2013.
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/San%20Francisco%20Pede
strian%20Strategy.pdf. Accessed November 15, 2017.
6
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Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
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Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition
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2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
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Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-16.2

Cauthen, Gerald

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-17

Cheatham,
Kathie

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-18

Chen, Debbie

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-19

Chin, Phil

Support for the
project with BRT stop
at Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-20

Chiu, Sheron

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-21

Choden, Bernard

1. Concerns regarding
the City/County
capitalized future
General Plan.

1. Comment noted. Comment
unclear regarding any concerns
with environmental impacts of
the project.

2. Concerns about the
lack of analysis of the
project’s affordable
housing plan.

2. Provision of affordable housing
is beyond the scope of this
transportation project.

3. Concerns regarding
“feeder lines.”

3. Comment noted. Comment
unclear regarding any concerns
with environmental impacts of
the project.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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4. Concerns about
project cost.

4. See Master Response 6a
regarding project cost. See also
Sections 9.1.3 and 9.1.4 of the
Final EIS for a description of
funding sources for the project.

5. Concerns about
project alternatives.

6. Concerns about
access to BRT service
in Japantown for
people with
disabilities, filling of
underpasses, and
pedestrian impacts.

L-22

L-23

Clark, Don

Cleese, Rose
Marie

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Opposed to the
project; cites
concerns about auto
congestion and
business impacts;
expresses preference
for subway.

5. The agencies have considered
numerous configurations for BRT
since 2008. See Chapter 10 of the
Final EIS for a detailed history of
how the alternatives were
selected and what design
concepts were evaluated but
rejected. See also Chapter 2 of
the Final EIS for a discussion of
alternatives that were carried
forward for analysis in the
EIS/EIR.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

6. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would continue to have both
Local and BRT stops in both
directions at Laguna Street and
Fillmore Street. See Master
Response 1b for a summary of
changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR. The LPA would not fill
Geary underpasses. See also
Master Response 2d and Section
2.2.7.6.3 of the Final EIS for a
summary of pedestrian safety
infrastructure improvements
proposed by the project.

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

2b: Construction-Period
Effects

Opposition to the project is
noted. See Master Response 2a
for a discussion regarding
traffic/auto travel on Geary,
including VMT and automobile
travel times. See also Section
4.2.4 of the Final EIS and Master
Response 3a, which conclude
that BRT would not adversely
affect businesses.
As described in Master Response
1a, rail-based alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost.
However, none of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail.
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Mitigation and Improvement
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Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-24

Connell, James

Opposed to the
project due to transit
benefits versus
project cost, removal
of pedestrian bridges,
traffic congestion
concerns, and
questions commute
time savings.

The project would reduce travel
times and improve transit
reliability. See Master Response
6a for a discussion regarding
project cost. Retaining the
Steiner Street bridge would
generate more bus delay because
there would not be room for a
westbound bus-only lane with the
bridge columns in place. Surfacelevel improvements will make the
crossing safer and the Webster
Street bridge will be retained to
continue to provide an option for
pedestrians to cross above
traffic. See Master Response 2d
and Response to Comment L-21.1
for a discussion of why the
pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street would be removed under
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. As
discussed in Section 3.4.4.2 of
the Final EIS, the project would
reduce traffic congestion relative
to the No Build Alternative.

L-25

Corriea, Richard

Requests meeting of
the Geary Citizen’s
Advisory Committee
(CAC) in the Richmond
District.

This comment does not relate to
an environmental impact but is
noted for the record.

L-26

Costello, Larry

1. Opposed to the
Hybrid
Alternative/LPA due
to costs versus
benefits, and
disruption to
neighborhoods and
businesses.

1. Opposition to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA is noted. See
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS and
Master Response 3a, which
conclude that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses. See
also Master Response 6a for a
discussion regarding project cost.

2. Requests more
buses, better
schedules, traffic light
synchronization, and
street paving.

2. See Master Response 1a for a
discussion of how the alternatives
were selected and what design
concepts were evaluated but
rejected.

3. Requests greater
community outreach
efforts west of
Masonic, states that
organizations including
the Jordan Park
Improvement
Association (JPIA)
were not invited to
participate in the
planning process.

3. The project team publicized
community meetings throughout
the corridor, including west of
Masonic Avenue. The project
team engaged in outreach with
neighborhoods and businesses
west of Masonic, including
offering to meet with JPIA
representatives, meeting with
stakeholders on the Spruce-Cook
block of Geary, and meeting with
representatives from the Holy
Virgin Cathedral. Multiple
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA west of Masonic
were made in response to
community input. See Section 8.3
of the Final EIS for further details
on community involvement during
and subsequent to the Draft
EIR/EIS circulation period. See
also Master Response 5b for a
discussion regarding the nature of
outreach conducted.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-28

COMMENTER

Crickard, Lewis

de Forest, John

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

4. Request to
postpone Final EIR
vote.

4. See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

Opposed to the
project, cites the
reasons noted on a
website
(stopmunibrt.org).

Opposition to the project is
noted. The cited website appears
to include a number of news
articles and opinion pieces from
neighborhood newspapers and
other sources. These articles cite
concerns about project cost and
public process, which are
addressed in numerous places in
the Final EIS, including Chapter 8
and Chapter 9.

L-29.1

DeLuca, Cathy

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-29.2

DeLuca, Cathy

In favor of outbound
bus-only lane
transition between
center and side lanes
to occur between 27th
and 28th avenues.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between centerand side-running bus lanes
between 27th and 28th avenues.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA relocates the
transition from the center- to
side-running westbound bus lane
to occur between 27th and 28th
avenues.

L-30

Dippel, David

Requests meeting of
the Geary CAC in the
Richmond District.

This comment does not relate to
an environmental impact but is
noted for the record.

L-31

Eliza, Mari

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote;
concerns about
project cost which
commenter states is
$360 million.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
See Master Response 6a
regarding project cost. The
estimated project cost (as
reported in both the Draft EIS/EIR
and the Final EIS) is $300 million.

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-32

Eshaghpour,
Tina
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x
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L-33

Ferreira, Debra

Concerns regarding
construction impacts;
pass-through traffic at
Anza Street and 16th
Avenue; concerns
about personal safety
at proposed transit
islands.

See Section 4.15 and Master
Response 2b for a description of
construction methods, a summary
of construction impacts, and
related avoidance and
minimization measures. As shown
in Master Response 2a, any traffic
diversions from Geary Boulevard
would be anticipated to access
nearby higher capacity streets,
such as California Street and
Fulton Street. Smaller side
streets, such as Anza, would not
be expected to see substantial
additional traffic.
Transit boarding islands would be
highly visible between centerrunning transit lanes; they would
likely be similar to those already
in existence along streetcar lines,
such as the N-Judah in the Sunset
or along Market Street, where instreet transit boarding is
surrounded by traffic lanes. The
San Francisco Police Department
(SFPD) and the San Francisco
County Sheriff would continue to
provide police protection services
in the project area.

L-34

Flach,
Shoshannah

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-35

Flick, Chris

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-36

Fong, Joanna

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-37

Fox, Carol

Opposed to the
project due to
concerns that it will
slow down car travel
time on Geary.

Opposition to the project is
noted. See Section 3.4.4.9 of the
Final EIS for details on estimated
automobile travel time on the
Geary corridor with and without
the project.

L-38

Francis, Robert

1. Request to
postpone Final EIR
vote.

1. See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

2. Cites concerns with
cost of the project.

2. See Master Response 6a for a
discussion regarding project cost.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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3. Cites concerns with
tree removal,
construction impacts
from excavation, and
business impacts.

3. See Master Response 4a for a
discussion of proposed tree
removals and for a breakdown of
the existing composition of trees
along the corridor. See also
Master Response 2b regarding
construction-period effects. See
Final EIS Section 4.2.4 and Master
Response 3a which concludes
that BRT would not adversely
affect businesses.

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives

4. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between sideand center-running bus lanes at
two specific intersections on
Geary equipped with special
traffic-signal hardware that
would give buses a safe,
dedicated signal phase to cross
over and not conflict with other
vehicles or pedestrians.

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR

4. Cites concerns with
safety of transitions
from side- to centerrunning bus lanes.

L-39

L-40

L-41

Garg, Ritu

Gassert, Mary

Goodson,
William

5. Cites concerns with
bicyclist safety in bike
lanes crossing traffic.

5. See Master Response 2e,
which states that bicycle safety
would be improved with
implementation of any of the
build alternatives.

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

1. Inquiry about Geary
CAC membership;
concerns about public
participation and
outreach.

1. See Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 of
the Final EIS for information on
public outreach during and after
the Draft EIS/EIR circulation
period, respectively. CAC
meetings – regardless of
membership – have been and will
remain open to the public.
Information about future CAC
meetings and the project is
available online or by contacting
SFMTA.

2. Concerns with
parking impacts.

2. The project would retain about
95 percent of the parking supply
within 1-2 blocks of Geary. See
Master Response 2c for a
discussion regarding parking and
loading supply impacts
throughout the corridor.
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x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-42

Hall, Harriet

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-43

Hamilton, Celia

Expresses concern
about speeding and
red-light running at
Geary/Divisadero;
requests enforcement
of speed limit and noright-turn-on-red
restrictions.

The project includes several
pedestrian safety improvements
which are described in Section
2.2.7.6.3 of the Final EIS. SFPD
received a grant to conduct
increased traffic enforcement on
corridors with high numbers of
pedestrian and bike collisions,
including along the Geary
corridor. That enforcement will
focus on the most dangerous
infractions, including speeding
and running red lights.

L-44

Harden, Mary

Notes it is unclear
whether or not
existing trees/plants
will be maintained.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would require removal of about
13 percent of trees in the Geary
corridor; all removed trees would
be replaced. Minimization
measure MIN-BO-C1, described in
Section 4.13.5 of the Final EIS,
requires a replacement tree to be
planted for each tree that is
removed. See Master Response
4a for details on tree removal
and replacement. Existing center
medians and associated
landscaping lost to the center
BRT lanes would be replaced by
new landscape planting in the
new center-running medians,
resulting in a net increase in the
amount of landscaping in the
Geary corridor.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-45

Hillson, Rose

1. Request to
postpone Final EIR
vote until Final EIS is
also published.
Requests a 30 day
“wait period.”

1. Comment is noted. The
commenter is correct that the
Final EIS was not completed at
the time of the Final EIR. The
local approval and federal
approval are the separate
responsibilities of each lead
agency (in this case, SFCTA and
the Federal Transit
Administration [FTA]). No
federal, state, or local
requirement precludes a local
agency such as SFCTA from taking
action on a Final EIR until an
associated Final EIS is published.
In addition, Section 1319(b) of
the Moving Ahead for Progress in
the 21st Century Act (MAP-21;
P.L. 112-141) requires, to the
maximum extent practicable,
that the U.S. Department of
Transportation develop a single
document that combines the
Final EIS and ROD in certain
circumstances without any “wait
period,” which differs from
previous practices, in which a
wait period had preceded
issuance of a Record of Decision.

2. States that the
Draft EIS/EIR was filed
with the State
Clearinghouse in
October 2015 and the
only state-level
agency commenter in
the Draft EIS/EIR was
Caltrans, and asserts
that neither document
was included in the
Final EIR.

2. The reference to “neither”
document is unclear. The
Caltrans letter is comment A-2 in
the Final EIR and is also comment
A-2 in this Final EIS.

3. States that recent
changes from
community feedback
have not been resubmitted to the State
Clearinghouse.

3. The Final EIR, including
written responses to agency,
organization, and individual
comments, was published and
made available for review well in
excess of the 10 days required by
CEQA for written responses to
agency comments and consistent
with Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
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1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
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the Project Alternatives
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Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
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2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

4. States that it is
unclear if other
federal agencies
besides FTA need to
be consulted for Geary
BRT.

4. Under Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 40, Part
1503.2, an EIS must be sent out
for review to federal agencies
with “jurisdiction by law or
special expertise with respect to
any environmental impact
involved.” The lead agency, in
consultation with the local
agencies, developed a list of
other federal agencies that,
based on the nature of the
project, would meet the criteria
at Code of Federal Regulations,
Title 40, Part 1503.2. These
include EPA, the Federal
Emergency Management Agency,
and the National Park Service.

5. States that the
Final EIR cannot be
approved until the
Final EIS has been
completed because
the project relies on
federal and state
funding.

5. See Response to Comment L45.1 above.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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6. States that it would
be judicious to revise
the Final EIR and
recirculate the
changed portions to
the public. States that
it has been 5 years
and may need to be
updated.

6. The Draft EIS/EIR was
published in October 2015; the
Final EIR was published in
December 2016. In preparing
both the Final EIR and this Final
EIS, the lead agencies reviewed
existing conditions to confirm
that the description of those
conditions remained valid and to
determine whether the
conclusions regarding impacts
remained the same. See Section
S.7 of the Final EIS which
summarizes key content areas
that were revalidated and/or
updated in this Final EIS
including:
Traffic volumes on the Geary
x
corridor (see Section 3.1.2
and 3.4.3)
x
The number of on-street
parking spaces on the Geary
corridor (existing and
proposed; see Section 3.6)
x
Major planned and
reasonably foreseeable
projects (see Section 2.8)
x
City and County of San
Francisco zoning maps (see
Section 4.1)
Left turn existing conditions
x
throughout the Geary
corridor (see Section 3.2)
Bay Area regional population
x
and employment projections
(see Appendix D2-2)
x
Historic Resources Inventory
and Evaluation Report
(HRIER; on file with SFCTA)
x
Finding of Effect (FOE; on
file with SFCTA)
x
Archaeological Sensitivity
Assessment (addendum on
file with SFCTA)
None of the validation reviews
identified any conditions that
would have changed any of the
impact conclusions of the Draft
EIS/EIR.

7. States that the only
federal agency that
commented on the
Draft EIS/EIR was EPA.
Asks if EPA reviewed
the latest changes to
the project and still
considers the Final EIR
“Lack of Objections.”

7. EPA was included in the Final
EIR distribution, as required by
CEQA. The agency did not submit
another comment letter
regarding the document or the
Geary BRT project.
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1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x
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Scale of the Project
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the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

8. Expresses concerns
about sea-level rise
and project cost;
expresses concerns
about traffic
congestion, states that
VMT will increase
because vehicles will
circle looking for
parking and that the
document does not
disclose increased VMT
because of vehicles
circling looking for
parking spaces. States
that, in the “Masonic
Area,” parking would
be reduced by 73 to
93 spaces. States that
those who rely on
vehicles will suffer.
States that traffic
from the 45,000 new
rideshares reported in
the newspapers has
not been incorporated
into the document.

8. See Master Response 6a for a
discussion regarding project cost.
As described in Section 4.9.2.2 of
the Final EIS, the Geary corridor
is not located in an area
projected to be affected by the
rise in sea levels anticipated by
2100.
Section 3.4.4.8 of the Final EIS
discusses future VMT forecasts.
As explained in Master Response
2c, the parking reductions
proposed along the corridor
would represent a small
percentage of total corridor
parking and thus would not be
expected to generate such
secondary effects as noted by the
commenter. No adverse effect on
parking would result at either the
project or cumulative levels.
Accordingly, no secondary effects
related to parking, such as traffic
effects associated with circling
for a parking space or increased
air pollutant effects, would
occur.
As described in Section 3.6.4.4.1
and Table 3.6-5 within the Final
EIS, the number of parking spaces
eliminated in the Masonic area
would be substantially fewer than
the number of spaces currently
unoccupied at peak times.
As described in Section 3.4.2.2 of
the Final EIS, SFCTA and SFMTA
consulted the most recent
available data (from 2016) to
revalidate traffic counts in the
Final EIS. The 2016 data show
that traffic volumes in the Geary
corridor are similar to or lower
than the counts used in the Draft
EIS/EIR—despite the growth in
transportation network company
(TNC) services. See Section
3.4.4.2 of the Final EIS, which
states that the project would
reduce traffic congestion
(including mixed-flow traffic,
which includes TNC vehicles)
relative to the No Build
Alternative.

9. States that the time
savings reported in the
document is not
guaranteed. Says that
the travel time savings
analysis does not
consider factors such
as variable dwell time
and blocked bus zones
and there is no
mitigation measure for
the significant impact
of things slowing the
bus down.

9. See Section 3.3.3 of the Final
EIS, for the travel time analysis
methodology which follows
standard industry best practices
and does consider factors cited
by commenter.

2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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10. Asserts that the
idea that VMT will
decrease is not
factual.

10. See Section 3.4.4.2 of the
Final EIS, which demonstrates the
anticipated reduction in VMT
associated with the project.
SFCTA uses the San Francisco
Chained Activity Modeling Process
(SF-CHAMP) to estimate VMT by
private automobiles and taxis for
different land use types. Travel
behavior in SFǦCHAMP is
calibrated based on observed
behavior from the California
Household Travel Survey (CHTS)
2010Ǧ2012, Census data regarding
automobile ownership rates and
countyǦtoǦcounty worker flows,
and observed vehicle counts and
transit boardings. (The CHTS is
conducted every 10 years by
Caltrans, therefore, these data
remain the most recent available
data input into SF-CHAMP.)

11. Asserts that Draft
EIS/EIR and Final EIR
report inconsistent
travel times savings
and construction
information.

12. States that Geary
BRT is not a good use
of money because
public opinion has
shifted to considering
a subway versus BRT
and talk is now of
continuing with BRT
and implementing a
subway later.

11. The commenter’s assertion
that the Draft EIS/EIR and Final
EIR present inconsistent travel
time savings is not clear, as the
Final EIR and this Final EIS did not
change the estimates provided in
the Draft EIS/EIR; see Figures
3.3-11 and 3.3-12 and Tables
3.3-6 and 3.3-9.
The capital cost estimates for the
build alternatives have not
changed since the Draft EIS/EIR;
see Table 9-1. See also response
to 45.25 below.
12. As described in Master
Response 1a, rail-based
alternatives were considered in
the alternatives screening
process but were rejected from
further consideration due to cost.
However, none of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x
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2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

13. Asserts that the
Final EIR omits
discussion of outside
influences that use
bus stops such as ride
shares, private
vehicles, commuter
buses and shuttles,
etc.

13. See Response to Comment
I-70.3, which states that both
private shuttle services and taxis
would continue to operate in
mixed-flow traffic lanes and
would not travel within the
dedicated BRT lanes or use BRT
stations. SFPD would continue to
enforce unauthorized use of bus
stops. The City has a program
that provides permits to eligible
commuter shuttle operators to
use a designated network of stops
in San Francisco. Private shuttles
are prohibited from using transit
lanes or non-permitted stops. The
City has several criteria, designed
to minimize disruptions to transit
operations and traffic circulation,
for permitting private shuttle
operators to use transit stops,
including yielding and giving
priority to Muni buses, and
pulling all the way parallel to the
curb so as not to block travel or
bicycle lanes, among others.

14. Asserts that
double-parking and
other traffic violation
infractions are not
included so the study
is flawed.

14. The commenter’s assertion
that double-parking and other
traffic violations are not included
in the study is not true. As
described in Appendix D-1 (see
Section D1.5, subsection
“Adjustments and Other
Analytical Tools”), modeling
adjustments and analysis tools
included incorporation of delays
due to double-parked vehicles,
parking maneuvers, and rightturning vehicles.

15. Asserts that the
lead agency’s
statements that riders
would take Geary BRT
are not factual.

15. See Section 3.3.3.1 of the
Final EIS for details on the
methodology used for projections
of future transit ridership, which
was based on industry standard
best practices and best-available
information.

16. States that VMT
for the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA and
other alternatives will
increase to equal or
exceed VMT under the
No Build Alternative
once circling of
vehicles in the
neighborhoods is
factored in.

16. The commenter has not
provided evidence that
substantiates the claim that
vehicles circling in search of
parking spaces would amount to
100,000 to 300,000 daily VMT or
more, enough to negate the
projected VMT decrease with the
project.

17. Asserts that the
document does not
include an analysis
based on VMT.

17. Section 3.4.4.8 of the Final
EIS analyzes future VMT under all
project alternatives and finds
that all build alternatives would
reduce VMT relative to the No
Build Alternative.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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18. Asks where the
data is from SF-CHAMP
that SFCTA uses to
estimate VMT. States
that travel modes
have changed since
2010-2012 and the
vehicle counts have
increased with new
projections of car
share vehicles alone
reported in the
newspaper at 45,000.

18. SFCTA uses SF-CHAMP to
estimate VMT by private
automobiles and taxis for
different land use types. Travel
behavior in SF-CHAMP is
calibrated based on observed
behavior from the CHTS 20102012, Census data regarding
automobile ownership rates and
county-to-county worker flows,
and observed vehicle counts and
transit boardings. (The CHTS is
conducted every 10 years by
Caltrans, therefore, these data
remain the most recent available
data input into SF-CHAMP.) See
Appendix D for information on
traffic modeling methodology.
As described in Section 3.4.2.2 of
the Final EIS, SFCTA and SFMTA
consulted the most recent
available data (from 2016) to
revalidate traffic counts in the
Final EIS. The 2016 data show
that traffic volumes in the Geary
corridor are similar to or lower
than the counts used in the Draft
EIS/EIR—despite the growth in
TNC services.
Moreover, in Chapter 1 of the
Final EIS, the purpose and need
for the project identify many
challenges to transit ridership in
the Geary corridor,
acknowledging that existing
transit service is unreliable, slow,
and crowded. A key purpose for
the project is to enhance the
passenger experience to support
anticipated increases in ridership
by 2035 and to make transit a
more viable mode of transport.
Moreover, SFMTA collects and
publishes ridership data; data for
FY 2016 – August 2017 do not
indicate any clear and systemic
reduction in ridership
systemwide.7

19. Says that, with
regard to the Draft
EIS/EIR conclusion
that the build
alternatives would not
result in adverse
energy effects, if LOS
F is not “adverse”
then the commenter
does not know what
could be.

19. Energy consumption impacts
are not measured using LOS.
Energy use impacts are based on
project-related changes in VMT
and associated changes in
consumption of fossil fuels. See
Section 4.12.3 of the Final EIS for
details on methodology.

SFMTA, Muni average weekday boardings. https://www.sfmta.com/reports/muniaverage-weekday-boardings. Accessed November 17, 2017.

7
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Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

20. States that the
document contains a
typographical error in
“Coalition of San
Francisco
Neighborhoods,”
which should be
“Coalition for San
Francisco
Neighborhoods.”

20. The typographical error has
been corrected in Chapter 8 of
this Final EIS.

21. Inquired about
Geary BRT funding
sources.

21. See Chapter 9 of the Final EIS
for a detailed description of
planned and potential funding
sources for the project.

22. States that funding
could change project
design and those
changes would have to
be re-analyzed in a
supplemental EIR and
recirculated.

22. If project design were to
change substantially from what is
shown in the Final EIS and
approved in the ROD, the project
may be subject to further
environmental review.

23. Commenter
references her
comment on the Draft
EIS/EIR about sewer
work, and says that
funds for Geary BRT
should not be used for
sewer work.

23. Coordinated sewer
replacement work would be the
responsibility of other City
agencies. This coordination would
minimize public disruption and
maximize efficiency and benefits.
To the extent the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA requires
relocation of sewers, such costs
would be part of the Geary BRT
project. See Chapter 9.

24. States that funding
costs also assume a
100-percent -centerrunning alternative.

24. The comment is not correct.
Capital costs were estimated for
each build alternative and
funding sources do not assume
that BRT would be center-running
for the entire corridor.

25. Asks why cost
went from $250
million in Draft to
$300 million in Final
EIR. Says that Geary
BRT would likely cost
more than $300
million in actuality.
Expresses concerns
about cost of the
project continuing to
increase.

25. The capital cost estimates for
the build alternatives have not
changed since the Draft EIS/EIR;
see Table 9-1. Since the Draft
EIS/EIR, FTA has increased the
maximum grant amount from $75
million to $100 million, and the
maximum project capital cost
from $250 million to $300 million.
SFMTA intends to apply for the
maximum grant amount, $100
million. See Chapter 9 of the
Final EIS for further details on
planned and potential project
funding sources.

3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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26. States that the
cost of fog safety
lighting at boarding
islands has not been
factored into the
project cost.

26. Muni operates buses and
streetcar lines in all areas of San
Francisco, including areas on the
west side of the city, where fog
can be more prevalent. No
special provisions for “fog safety
lighting” therefore appear
warranted. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would install
pedestrian-scale lighting at all
new center boarding islands.
Passengers would access transit
islands via existing crosswalks;
access and safety would be
improved through the pedestrian
improvements included as part of
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

27. Because Charter
Amendment/General
Sales Tax Funds did
not pass the ballot
measure, says project
is infeasible because it
lacks funding
availability. Says that
the financial analysis
should be redone. Says
the funding sources
should be analyzed
again since the Final
EIR was published
after it was known
that ballot measure
didn’t pass.

27. The funding sources described
in Chapter 9 of the Final EIS are
only prospective. The local
agencies will explore multiple
sources to fund project
construction. See Chapter 9 for
details on planned and potential
funding sources.

28. Says that, like Van
Ness BRT, the Geary
BRT project’s goal is
to stimulate
development for the
transit corridor and
says the environment
on Geary is different
from Van Ness and
needs re-thinking.

28. As described in Section 1.3.1
of this Final EIS, the project’s
purpose is to enhance the
performance, viability, and
comfort level of transit and
pedestrian travel along the Geary
corridor by improving transit
performance and promoting high
transit use, improving pedestrian
conditions and access to transit,
and enhancing transit access and
the overall passenger experience
while maintaining general
vehicular access circulation.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x
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Construction Methods
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2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

29. States that
assumptions lead to
conclusory findings in
the EIR, specifically
assumptions that
people would walk a
similar distance to
reach their destination
from a bus stop or
parking spot. States
that young people
would rather use
private means of
transportation (e.g.,
TNC vehicles) that
provide door-to-door
service.

29. Reasonable assumptions are a
fundamental component of any
study involving projections of
future conditions or behavior. To
develop any projection,
assumptions must be made based
on research, facts, and expert
opinions. The Final EIS documents
assumptions and provides
references consulted in
developing background
information and analysis.
As described in Section 3.4.2.2 of
the Final EIS, SFCTA and SFMTA
consulted the most recent
available data (from 2016) to
revalidate traffic counts in the
Final EIS. The 2016 data show
that traffic volumes in the Geary
corridor are similar to or lower
than the counts used in the Draft
EIS/EIR—despite the growth in
TNC services.
Also see response above to part
18 of this comment letter (L-46)
regarding ridership projections
and the project purpose/need.

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes

L-46

Hirsch, Ronald

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

3a: Local Business Impacts

L-47

Ho, Jennifer

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-48.1

Holmes, Fei Li

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-48.2

Holmes, Fei Li

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-49

L-50

L-51

Homan, Ann

Hoogasian,
Harold

Horne, Benjamin

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

Opposed to the
project due to
concerns about bus
stop removal
negatively affecting
seniors and people
with disabilities,
parking loss, business
impacts, and project
cost relative to
benefits of
investment. States
that the project’s
future transit travel
time benefits have
already been achieved
under existing
conditions. Notes that
pedestrian collisions
are higher on Geary
because it carries
more vehicles and has
more lanes than a
neighborhood street.

Support for the
project.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.
Opposition to the project and
comments are noted. The
project’s future transit travel
time benefits are compared
relative to a future No Build
scenario, not existing conditions.
Section 3.3.4 of the Final EIS
shows that the project would
reduce travel times relative to a
future No Build scenario, which
accounts for projected growth in
population and trip-making
compared to existing conditions.
While the completed installation
of Transit Signal Priority has been
helpful, substantial bus reliability
and time savings are associated
with the proposed dedicated bus
lanes (which facilitate running
more buses).
See Master Response 2d, which
states that the project is
expected to have an overall
neutral to positive effect on
access for seniors and people
with disabilities.
The project would retain about
95 percent of the parking supply
within 1-2 blocks of Geary. See
Master Response 2c for a
discussion regarding parking and
loading supply impacts.
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS and
Master Response 3a conclude
that BRT would not adversely
affect businesses.
Lastly, see Master Response 6a
for a discussion regarding project
cost.
Support for the project is noted.
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x
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x
x
x
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L-52

Hurbert, Charles

Opposed to the
project, expressing a
preference for
underground rail,
stating that lack of
enforcement of TNC
vehicles in red lanes
will negate benefits of
red bus lanes,
costs/benefits of the
project, and traffic
congestion.

Opposition to the project is
noted. None of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail. As described
in Master Response 1a, railbased alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost. See
Section 3.4.4.2 of the Final EIS,
which states that the project
would reduce traffic congestion
(including mixed-flow traffic,
which includes TNC vehicles)
relative to the No Build
Alternative.

L-53.1

Hyry, David

Concerns regarding
the hospital at Van
Ness/Geary (California
Pacific Medical Center
[CPMC]) impacts and
increased usage, who
will provide
funding/whose service
will be cut.

Section 2.8.1.2 of the Final EIS
identifies the new CPMC campus
as a local planning project; the
cumulative analysis also takes
CPMC into account. CPMC
contributed $1.5 million to the
City for BRT improvements,
recognizing that their expansion
would generate additional transit
ridership as part of their project
approvals. CPMC also provided
additional funding not tied to
Geary BRT improvements to
SFMTA.

L-53.2

Hyry, David

Concerns regarding
the hospital at Van
Ness/Geary (CPMC)
impacts and increased
usage, and questions
regarding funding
priorities.

See Comment L-53.1 and
response above.

L-54

Imbault, Claude

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-55

Inamasu, Cathy

Opposed to
demolishing Steiner
Street bridge due to
concerns with the
safety of groups of
children crossing at
the surface.

Opposition to Steiner Street
bridge removal is noted.
Retaining the Steiner Street
bridge would generate more bus
delay because there would not be
room for a westbound bus-only
lane with the bridge columns in
place. Surface-level
improvements on the west side of
the Steiner Street intersections
will make the crossing safer.
Moreover, the Webster Street
bridge will be retained to
continue to provide an option for
pedestrians wishing to cross
above traffic. See Master
Response 2d and Response to
Comment I-21.1, which state why
the pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street must be removed under
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-56

Jamin, Adam

In favor of 28th
Avenue stop retention.

The stop at 28th Avenue would
be removed as part of the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. Combined
BRT/Local/ Express stops would
be available within 1-2 blocks, at
29th Avenue (outbound) and 30th
Avenue (inbound). With the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA, Local,
BRT, and Express buses would
serve all of the same stops in the
center-running portion of the
corridor west of Arguello
Boulevard and the existing
Local/Express stop at 28th
Avenue would be eliminated to
maintain consistent stop spacing
and a legible system for riders.
See Master Response 2d, which
states that the project is
expected to have an overall
neutral to positive effect on
access for seniors and people
with disabilities.

L-57

L-58.1

L-58.2

Kamilowicz,
Henry

Katz, Paula

Katz, Paula

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
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L-59.1

Kawahatsu,
Alice and Robert
Hamaguchi

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street; inquiry
about whether cost
savings from not
demolishing the
Webster Street Bridge
could be used to
repair/rehabilitate the
Webster Street Bridge
or make streetscape
improvements.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. Making
improvements to the Webster
Street Bridge is beyond the scope
of the Geary BRT project, but
could be part of a separate
project.

L-59.2

Kawahatsu,
Alice and Robert
Hamaguchi

Appreciation for
changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA
adding BRT stops at
Laguna Street; states
that they look forward
to continuing being
involved in the
project.

Comment noted.

L-60

Kuhn, Brooke

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-61

Lal, Ravi

Opposed to BRT stop
at Spruce-Cook and
associated loss of
parking spaces.

A BRT stop is no longer proposed
at Spruce-Cook Cook; thus, no
change to parking in that area.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated
preservation of existing Local and
Express stops between Spruce
and Cook Streets.

L-62

Lazarus, Jim

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-63

Leahey, Sam

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-64

Leahy, Nancy

Opposed to the
project due to traffic
and pedestrian safety
concerns.

The build alternatives include
numerous pedestrian safety
improvements, described in
Section 2.2.3.2 of the Final EIS.
See Section 3.4.4.2 of the Final
EIS, which states that the project
would reduce traffic congestion
relative to the No Build
Alternative.

L-65

Lerman, Debbi

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-66

Lewin, Linda

Opposed to the
project due to
concerns regarding
impacts to Richmond
businesses, access
to/safety of transit
islands for seniors and
people with
disabilities, and cost
relative to other nontransit-related issues
that the commenter
would rather see
money spent on.

Opposition to the project is
noted. Section 4.2.4 of the Final
EIS concludes that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses; see
Master Response 3a. See also
Master Response 2d regarding
pedestrian safety and access, and
Master Response 6a regarding
project cost. The project cost
would be $300 million.

L-67

Lissak, Ron

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

L-68

Loane, Joseph

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-69

L-70

Lum, John

Lupberger,
Sarah

Opposed to the
project; states that
repaving and enforcing
traffic would suffice
for Geary.

Opposition to the project is
noted. See Master Response 1a
for a discussion of how the
alternative were selected and
what design concepts were
evaluated but rejected.

Requests that tree
replacement
emphasize native
trees.

The request to use native tree
species or species that provide
similar habitat features as locally
native species is noted. Street
tree species selection would
include consultation with
specialists and use a consistent
palette of species throughout the
Geary corridor to enhance visual
intactness and unity. See Master
Response 4a for a discussion of
proposed tree removals and
breakdown of the existing
composition of trees along the
corridor.

L-71

Lurie, Lawrence

Implies that project
cost would be better
spent on rail. Request
to postpone Final EIR
vote.

None of the project alternatives
would preclude future conversion
to below- or above-ground rail.
As described in Master Response
1a, rail-based alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost. See
Master Response 5c regarding
Final EIR certification.

L-72

Luyen, Vincent

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.
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L-73

M., Mari

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-74

Mar, Cheryl and
others

Requesting change to
location of eastbound
transition at 27th
Avenue to occur
between 32nd and
30th Avenues;
concerned about
safety of transitions.

Comment noted. SFCTA and
SFMTA are continuing to discuss
this transition with neighbors.
Following receipt of the letter,
the Geary BRT project team
conducted a site visit with
organization stakeholders. During
the site visit, the project team
explained the way the bus was
expected to operate after which
the organization stakeholders
indicated preference for the bus
lane transition to remain
between 27th and 26th avenues,
as originally proposed. However,
following the meeting,
organization stakeholders have
since indicated that not all
organization tenants have the
same perspective. The Geary BRT
team has offered to continue to
meet to help reach resolution of
any concerns that may still
remain with the current design.
The organization stakeholders
have indicated interest in
meeting but requested deferring
the meeting until a later date.
Until there is consensus among
organization stakeholders at the
Richmond Senior Center,
SFCTA/SFMTA determined that it
would be appropriate to leave
the project design in this area as
currently proposed.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between sideand center-running bus lanes at
two specific intersections on
Geary equipped with special
traffic-signal hardware that
would give buses a safe,
dedicated signal phase to cross
over and not conflict with other
vehicles or pedestrians.

L-75

Martin, Solange

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-76

Marutani, Greg

Provides letter from
Japantown Task Force
(Comment Number
L-59.1).

See Response to Comment L-59.1.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-77

McCutcheon,
Mary

Upset about adoption
of Final EIR before
new supervisors began
their terms.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

x

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

x

L-78

L-79

McDonald,
Cameron

McMurtry,
Jonathan

L-80

Mercier, Keith

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-81

Miller, Nancy

Concerns regarding
bus stop removal and
accessibility for
seniors and passengers
with disabilities.

See Master Response 2d, which
states that the project is
expected to have an overall
neutral to positive effect on
access for seniors and people
with disabilities. See also
Response to Comment I-11.4.1.

In favor of outbound
bus-only lane
transition between
center and side lanes
to occur between 27th
and 28th avenues.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between centerand side-running bus lanes
between 27th and 28th avenues.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
relocation of the transition from
the center- to side-running
westbound bus lane to occur
between 27th and 28th avenues.

In favor of outbound
bus-only lane
transition between
center and side lanes
to occur between 27th
and 28th avenues.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between centerand side-running bus lanes
between 27th and 28th avenues.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
relocation of the transition from
the center- to side-running
westbound bus lane to occur
between 27th and 28th avenues.

Provides letter from
Chamber of Commerce
(Comment Number
L-62).

See Response to Comment L-62.

L-82.1

L-82.2

L-83

Miller, Paige

Miller, Paige

Mitra, Alex

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x

x

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-84

Miyake, Kirk

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-85.1

Moldvay,
Andrew

Concerns about
parking loss.

The project would retain about
95 percent of the parking supply
within 1-2 blocks of Geary. See
Master Response 2c for a
discussion regarding parking and
loading supply impacts
throughout the corridor.

L-85.2

Moldvay,
Andrew

1. Expresses
opposition to removal
of parking and loading
areas and to the red
bus-only lanes.

1. See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.

2. Concerns about
parking loss and
impacts to businesses.

2. The project would retain about
95 percent of the parking supply
within 1-2 blocks of Geary. See
Master Response 2c for a
discussion regarding parking and
loading supply impacts
throughout the corridor. See also
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS and
Master Response 3a which
conclude that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses.

3. Opposed to SpruceCook BRT stop.

3. A BRT stop is no longer
proposed at Spruce-Cook and the
existing parking on that block
would remain. See Master
Response 1b for a summary of
changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
preservation of existing Local and
Express bus stops between Spruce
and Cook Streets.

4. Concerns about tree
removal.

4. See Master Response 4a for a
discussion of proposed tree
removals and for a breakdown of
the existing composition of trees
along the corridor.

5. Unhappy with
outreach efforts.

5. See Master Response 5b
regarding the nature of outreach
conducted.

6. Says that problems
the project aims to
address are Muni
schedules, which are
not problematic.

6. See Chapter 1 of the Final EIS
for a detailed description of the
purpose and need for the project.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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7. States that business
owners want to be
heard and not talked
to.

7. The agencies listened carefully
to community concerns, including
those of business owners, and
incorporated six modifications to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in
response to community input
(including business owners). See
Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. See also Chapter
10 which documents changes
made in response to public
comments received.

8. States that they
want the plan
amended.

8. Comment noted.

9. Concerns about
cumulative parking
loss.

9. See Chapter 5 for a discussion
of cumulative impacts. The
project would retain about 95
percent of the parking supply
within 1-2 blocks of Geary. See
Master Response 2c for a
discussion regarding parking and
loading supply.

10. States that they
want “Bus Transit
Station” and transit
lanes removed from
the plan.

10. Comment noted. See Master
Response 1a regarding the type
and range of alternatives
considered. No alternative
considered includes a “Bus
Transit Station.” As noted above,
a BRT stop is no longer proposed
at Spruce-Cook.

L-85.3

Moldvay,
Andrew

Expresses appreciation
for Spruce-Cook bus
stop change; cites an
unidentified student
body at USF and says
that moving the bus
stop will still have
effects on the SpruceCook block of Geary.

Comment noted. The remainder
of the comment is unclear.

L-85.4

Moldvay,
Andrew

1. Opposed to BRT
stop at Spruce-Cook
and red-painted lanes.

1. BRT stops are no longer
proposed at Spruce-Cook;
therefore, no change to parking
on that block would occur. See
Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated
preservation of the existing Local
and Express bus stops between
Spruce and Cook Streets.
See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

2. States that the
project is solely
focused on public
transportation needs
and ignores the needs
of private cars and
pedestrians.

2. As described in Section 1.3.1
of the Final EIS, the core purpose
of the project is to enhance the
performance, viability, and
comfort level of transit and
pedestrian travel along the Geary
corridor. Therefore, many
project components focus on
meeting this stated purpose.
However, certain elements of the
project, such as traffic signal
upgrades and retiming, and
pavement rehabilitation, would
improve conditions for auto
travel. Moreover, the project
would reduce traffic congestion
relative to the No Build
Alternative; see Section 3.4.4.2
of the Final EIS.

3. States that parking
loss will adversely
affect businesses.
States that people
with disabilities will
be unable to access
businesses or medical
offices with project
implementation.

3. See Master Responses 2c and
3a regarding parking and loading
supply and local business
impacts, respectively. Also see
Final EIS Section 4.2.4 which
concludes that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses. In
the Spruce-Cook area, the
project would result in no change
to on-street parking from current
conditions.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts

L-85.5

Moldvay,
Andrew

Expresses appreciation
for Spruce-Cook bus
stop change.

Appreciation for this modification
to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is
noted.

L-86

Moldvay,
Therese

Opposed to BRT stop
at Spruce-Cook and
associated loss of
parking spaces.

A BRT stop is no longer proposed
at Spruce-Cook and the existing
parking on that block would
remain. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated
preservation of the existing Local
and Express bus stops between
Spruce and Cook Streets.

L-87.1

Morgan,
Marlayne

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-87.2

Morgan,
Marlayne

1. Support for
Alternative 2 with
retention of
pedestrian bridges and
BRT stop at Laguna
Street.

1. Support for Alternative 2 is
noted. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would have both
Local and BRT stops in both
directions at Laguna Street. See
Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/ LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. As summarized in
Master Response 1b, the
Webster Street bridge is no
longer proposed for removal.
Retaining the Steiner Street
bridge would generate more bus
delay because there would not be
room for a westbound bus-only
lane with the bridge columns in
place. Surface-level
improvements will make the
crossing safer and the Webster
Street bridge will be retained to
continue to provide an option for
pedestrians to cross above
traffic. See Master Response 2d
and Response to Comment I-21.1.

2. Expresses
preference for
subway.

L-88

L-89

Mori, Sandy

Morris, Jenna

2. As described in Master
Response 1a, rail-based
alternatives were considered in
the alternatives screening
process but were rejected from
further consideration due to cost.
However, none of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail.

3. Expresses concerns
about project cost and
funding.

3. See Master Response 6a
regarding project cost. Sections
9.1.3 and 9.1.4 of the Final EIS
describe funding sources for the
project.

4. Expresses concern
about construction.

4. See Section 4.15 and Master
Response 2b for a description of
construction methods, a summary
of construction impacts, and
related avoidance and
minimization measures.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-90

Nakajo, Steve

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-91

Nasatir, Peter

Opposed to the
project due to
concerns about traffic
congestion caused by
bus lane side-tocenter transition
points, noise, air
quality and pollution
impacts to sensitive
receptors from bus
operation, and
impacts to businesses.
Expresses preference
for rail.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between sideand center-running bus lanes at
two specific intersections on
Geary equipped with special
traffic-signal hardware that
would give buses a safe,
dedicated signal phase to cross
over and not conflict with other
vehicles.
The build alternatives would not
result in adverse effects
regarding construction-period air
pollutant emissions (see Section
4.10.4.5.1 of the Final EIS) and
would emit fewer criteria
pollutants and greenhouse gas
emissions relative to the No Build
Alternative (see Section
4.10.4.7.1 of the Final EIS). The
Geary corridor already has
frequent bus service; the project
would provide more efficient bus
movement and likely reduce
idling buses and horn honking.
Section 2.2.7.6.3 of the Final EIS
lists and discusses several
pedestrian safety measures
proposed the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
See Section 4.2.4 and Master
Response 3a which conclude that
BRT would not adversely affect
businesses.
None of the project alternatives
would preclude future conversion
to below- or above-ground rail.
As described in Master Response
1a, rail-based alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost.

L-92

Ostendorf,
Henry

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-93

Parkes, Chris

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote for 90
days; wants Geary BRT
to wait and see what
happens with Van Ness
BRT; requests that
signs are posted on
Geary trees 60 days in
advance of any
decision on the EIR;
requests that the EIR
require the City to
document Geary BRT
project performance
in terms of transit
commute time, auto
commute time,
traffic-related injuries
and accidents; transit
ridership of people
with disabilities and
the elderly; and
multimodal traffic
flow. Question about
Vision Zero.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
Other comments regarding
monitoring are noted and would
be part of SFMTA’s ongoing
efforts to improve and manage
service in the corridor.
Vision Zero is discussed in Section
2.8.1.1 of the Final EIS.

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-95

Pendergast,
Patricia

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-96.2

Petty, Lorraine

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

x
x
x
x

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x

x

Parsons,
Winston

Petty, Lorraine

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives

x

L-94

L-96.1

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-96.3

Petty, Lorraine

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-96.4

Petty, Lorraine

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-96.5

Petty, Lorraine

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street;
concerns about
outreach meeting
notifications.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street. See
Master Response 5b regarding
the nature of outreach
conducted, including multimedia, multi-lingual notification
methods for meetings.

L-97

Post
International

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-98

Sandoval, R.
Christoph

In favor of BRT stop at
Gough Street.
Concerns regarding
mobility for people
with disabilities and
the elderly.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have Local stops at Gough
Street and BRT/Local stops at
Laguna Street nearby. These
stops are expected to enhance
service to people with disabilities
and the elderly in this area, as
will new buses with low floors.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-99

Scott, Diana

1. Request to
postpone Final EIR
vote. Other comments
unrelated to Geary
BRT project.

1. Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

2. The EIR was not
available at all public
libraries.

2. Paper copies of the EIR were
made available at public library
branches that serve the
communities along and
immediately surrounding the
Geary corridor. These include the
Anza Branch Library (550 37th
Ave.), the Richmond /Senator
Milton Marks Branch Library (351
9th Ave.), and Western Addition
Branch Library (1550 Scott St.),
and the Main Library (100 Larkin
St.). Additional paper copies
were available at the San
Francisco Planning Information
Center (1660 Mission St.), and at
SFCTA’s and SFMTA’s offices. The
EIR was also available on SFCTA’s
website. See Section 8.4 of the
Final EIS regarding Final EIR
outreach efforts.

L-100

L-101.1

L-101.2

Sedakova,
Natalia

Seeley, Marsha

Seeley, Marsha

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street; request
to postpone Final EIR
vote.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.
The Final EIR, including written
responses to agency,
organization, and individual
comments, was published and
made available for review well in
excess of the 10 days required by
CEQA for written responses to
agency comments and consistent
with Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-102

Selby, Thea

Support for the
project, states that
Phase 1 is a good
short-term strategy,
but Phase 2 is not a
good long-term
strategy. Expresses
desire for prompt
certification of the EIR
prior to the EIS to get
Phase 1 improvements
underway. Proposes
some design changes
for Phase 2. Supports
development of a plan
for future light rail.

Support for the project is noted.
SFCTA certified the Final EIR on
January 5, 2017. The project
team analyzed several
alternatives for the project,
described in Chapter 10 of the
Final EIS, and ultimately selected
the Hybrid Alternative as the
LPA, as it balanced community
concerns with meeting goals for
transit and pedestrian safety on
Geary. None of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail. As described
in Master Response 1a, railbased alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost.

L-103

Shah, Rajat

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-104

Sheehan-Meyer,
Dani

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-105

Smith, Suzanne

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-106

Spangler, Will

Requests that tree
replacement
emphasize native
trees.

The request to use native tree
species or species that provide
similar habitat features as locally
native species is noted. Street
tree species selection would
include consultation with
specialists and use a consistent
palette of species throughout the
Geary corridor to enhance visual
intactness and unity. See Master
Response 4a for a discussion of
proposed tree removals and for a
breakdown of the existing
composition of trees along the
corridor.

L-107

Starzel, Robert

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

x

x

L-108

Storey, Jill and
Richard Fisher

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

L-109

Stuart, Sheila

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-110

Su, Eihway

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-111

Sullivan, Denise

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

L-112.1

Sylvester, Anna

Supports several
features of the project
near St. Mary’s
Cathedral. Expresses
safety concerns
regarding pedestrian
crossings at Franklin
and Geary, Franklin
and O'Farrell.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 2d and Section 2.2.7 of
the Final EIS for more information
on pedestrian safety
infrastructure improvements
proposed by the project as part
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

L-112.2

Sylvester, Anna

Appreciation for
approval of the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Comment noted.

L-113

Taber, Stephen

Supports rail planning
in the corridor in
coordination with BRT
development.
Advocates deferring a
decision on BRT west
of Arguello Boulevard
until the design can
incorporate rail
planning.

As described in Master Response
1a, rail-based alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost. None
of the project alternatives would
preclude future conversion to
below- or above-ground rail.

L-114

Terplan,
Sprague

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

x

x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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L-115

Thornton,
Robert

Opposes the process
SFMTA followed to
participate in piloting
new transit-only lane
treatments that have
been implemented in
parts of the Geary
corridor and other
parts of San Francisco.

See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.

L-116

Tolson, Greg

Opposed to the
project.

Opposition to the project is
noted.

L-117.1

Troyan, Vit and
Mira

In favor of outbound
bus-only lane
transition between
center and side lanes
to occur between 27th
and 28th avenues.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would transition between centerand side-running bus lanes
between 27th and 28th avenues.
See Master Response 1b for a
summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated the
transition from the center- to
side-running westbound bus lane
to occur between 27th and 28th
avenues.

L-117.2

Troyan, Vit and
Mira

Inquiry about parking
creation on 29th
Avenue.

Comment noted. As noted in the
SFMTA’s responses back to the
commenter, detailed design
regarding parking in this area
would not take place
immediately and thus no change
in the physical parking
configuration is proposed for
implementation at this time.
Parking changes on side streets
beyond the Geary BRT project
limits could be part of a separate
project.

L-117.3

Troyan, Vit and
Mira

Appreciation for the
inclusion of the
change in the bus
transition between
27th and 28th
avenues. Notes that
an unrelated sewer
replacement project
could affect parking in
the vicinity of Holy
Virgin Cathedral and
asks for immediate
consideration of
possible changes to
parking configuration
(from parallel to
angled) to minimize
potential parking loss.

Comment noted. See Response to
Comment L-117.2 above.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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L-117.4

Troyan, Vit and
Mira

Notes that an
unrelated sewer
replacement project
could affect parking in
the vicinity of Holy
Virgin Cathedral and
asks for immediate
consideration of
possible changes to
parking configuration
(from parallel to
angled) to minimize
potential parking loss.

Comment noted. See Response to
Comment L-117.2 above.

Appreciation for the
inclusion of the
change in the bus
transition between
27th and 28th
avenues. Noted that
an unrelated sewer
replacement project
could affect parking in
the vicinity of Holy
Virgin Cathedral and
asks for immediate
consideration of
possible changes to
parking configuration
(from parallel to
angled) to minimize
potential parking loss.

Comment noted. See Response to
Comment L-117.2 above.

L-117.5

Troyan, Vit and
Mira

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-119.1

Urban, Corey

The commenter states
that current bus
schedules show faster
travel times than
projected year 2020
No Build travel times
shown in Draft
EIS/EIR.

The Draft EIS/EIR depicted
projected year 2020 “No Build”
travel times, which are to be
distinguished from today’s
conditions. Geary buses are
expected to get slower in the No
Build Alternative due to
increasing traffic congestion.

States that redcolored bus-only lanes
will restrict traffic,
restrict access and
remove parking,
reduce traffic on
Geary, and adversely
affect businesses;
states that all drivers,
including buses,
exceed the speed limit
on Geary and the
project will not
improve transit travel
times.

See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of the background and
operations of red bus-only lanes.
See Master Response 2a
regarding potential projectrelated effects on traffic, and
Master Response 2d regarding
elements of the project that
would enhance pedestrian safety
and access. See also Section 4.2.4
of the Final EIS and Master
Response 3a, which document
that BRT would not adversely
affect businesses.
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x

Tsuji, Paul

Urban, Corey

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x

L-118

L-119.2

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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CONTINUED

L-119.3

Urban, Corey

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-119.4

Urban, Corey

1. Requests data on
dashed red bus-only
lanes in front of gas
stations and asked
what accommodations
the project would
make for the
commenter's gas
station business.

1. SFMTA responded to the
information request directly to
the commenter in
correspondence from December
2016 and January 2017.
See Response to Comment I217.3.1. See Master Response 2f
for a discussion of red bus-only
lanes.

2. Opposed to redcolored bus-only
lanes.

2. See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.

1. Requested data on
dashed red bus-only
lanes in front of gas
stations and asked
what accommodations
the project would
make for the
commenter's gas
station business.

1. SFMTA responded to the
information request directly to
the commenter in
correspondence from December
2016 and January 2017.
See Response to Comment I217.3.1. See Master Response 2f
for a discussion of red bus-only
lanes.

2. Concern over how
red lanes affect gas
station sales and
profitability. States
that Caltrans requires
100-200 feet of dashed
red lane leading up to
commercial
businesses.

2. Commenter has provided no
evidence that red lanes affect
gas station sales and profitability.
The California Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices does not
specify a distance that transitonly lanes should be dashed
approaching locations where
turns are permitted. However, it
does provide guidance for bike
lane markings, specifying that
they be dashed 50-200 feet in
advance of intersections where
turns are permitted. In 2012,
following discussion with the
California Traffic Control Device
Committee, the SFMTA used this
information to develop design
guidelines for dashing red transitonly lanes 100 feet in advance of
intersections or major driveways
where turns are permitted.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost

L-119.5

Urban, Corey
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L-119.6

Urban, Corey

1. States that 100-200
feet of dashed red
bus-only lanes are
required leading up to
major commercial
entrances.

1. The California Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices
does not specify a distance that
transit-only lanes should be
dashed approaching locations
where turns are permitted.
However, it does provide
guidance for bike lane markings,
specifying that they be dashed
50-200 feet in advance of
intersections where turns are
permitted. In 2012, following
discussion with the California
Traffic Control Device
Committee, the SFMTA used this
information to develop design
guidelines for dashing red transitonly lanes 100 feet in advance of
intersections or major driveways
where turns are permitted.

2. Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)
approval not obtained
for red lanes.

2. SFMTA has been piloting red
colorized transit-only lanes in
cooperation with FHWA. Based on
positive outcomes of the pilot,
SFMTA sent a request to FHWA to
expand the pilot locations
including throughout the Geary
BRT project limits, was approved
by FHWA in June 2017.

L-119.7

Urban, Corey

The comment received
does not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

This comment does not relate to
the adequacy of the Final EIS but
is noted for the record.

L-119.8

Urban, Corey

States that California
Vehicle Code requires
a minimum of 100 feet
of a turn signal being
used before a
movement can legally
be made and that red
bus-only lanes are
unsafe. Additional
comments concern red
bus-only lanes in other
locations.

See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.

The comment received
does not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

This comment does not relate to
the adequacy of the Final EIS but
is noted for the record.

Disagrees with data
cited in SFMTA blog
post about effects of
red transit-only lanes;
disagrees with using
the National
Association of City
Transportation
Officials design
guidelines for transitonly lanes.

See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.

L-120.1

L-120.2

Urban, Glenn

Urban, Glenn

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
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L-120.3

Urban, Glenn

General discussion of
the methodology and
results of the SFMTA’s
Red Transit Lanes
Final Evaluation

Comment noted.

L-120.4

Urban, Glenn

Opposed to redcolored bus-only lanes
between Masonic and
Palm; wants lanes to
be peak-time transit
lanes only.

See Master Response 1a
regarding the type and range of
alternatives considered. See
Section 10.2.4 of the Final EIS for
details on the past consideration
of peak-period/direction lanes.

L-120.5

Urban, Glenn

Comments on an
SFMTA blog post about
recent studies of other
red bus-only lanes in
San Francisco.

See Master Response 2f for a
discussion of red bus-only lanes.

L-121

Varnum, David

States that preserving
parking spaces should
not be a priority of
Geary BRT.

Key purposes of the project are
to improve transit and pedestrian
conditions in the corridor. See
Section 1.3 of the Final EIS.

L-122.1

Vondran, Gary

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-122.2

Vondran, Gary

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street. The
comment also includes
other questions which
were answered
directly via email; see
the comment letter
(L-122.2) within
Section L.3.4.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-122.3

Vondran, Gary

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-123.1

Walsh, Linda

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-123.2

Walsh, Linda

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR

L-124

L-125

Wang, Anne

Wang, Eric

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporates the
addition of BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

L-126

Watsky, Clare

Support for the
project and the Hybrid
Alternative as the
LPA.

Support for the project and the
Hybrid Alternative as the LPA is
noted.

L-127

Wesley

Opposed to the
project due to
concerns about
project effects on
parking in the
Richmond District
(during and postconstruction),
businesses, suggests
diamond/right-turn
lanes only as an
alternative to BRT.

Opposition to the project is
noted.
As shown in Final EIS Table 3.6-3,
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
reduce the number of on-street
parking spaces in the area
between Palm Avenue and 34th
Avenue (a rough approximation of
the project’s extent within the
Richmond District) by about 60
out of an existing 600 on-street
spaces.
See Master Response 2c for a
discussion of changes to parking
and loading supply. See also
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS
which concludes that BRT would
not adversely affect businesses;
see Master Response 3a. See
Master Response 1a for a
discussion regarding the type and
range of alternatives considered.
Suggested alternative to BRT is
unclear.
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-128

White, Patrick

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-129

Wiener, Daniel

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-130

Wuerfel, Nancy

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. See Master
Response 5c regarding Final EIR
certification.

L-131

Yezzi, Michael

In favor of BRT stop at
Laguna Street.

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would have both Local and BRT
stops in both directions at Laguna
Street. See Master Response 1b
for a summary of changes to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. One of the six
modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA incorporated BRT
stops at Laguna Street.

L-132

Zeinapur, Timur

Support for the
project.

Support for the project is noted.

L-133

Zuckman,
Arnold

Request to postpone
Final EIR vote.

Comment noted. The Final EIR,
including written responses to
agency, organization, and
individual comments, was
published and made available for
review well in excess of the 10
days required by CEQA for
written responses to agency
comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
See Master Response 5c
regarding Final EIR certification.

L-134

San Franciscans
for Sensible
Transit

1. Opposed to the
project.

1. Opposition to the project is
noted.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

2. States that
construction will take
three to four years
and expresses concern
about constructionperiod effects on
travel lanes/traffic
congestion and
parking spaces. Asks if
the “single lane
downtown” will be
given to buses.

2. Section 4.15.2 of the Final EIS
describes the construction
schedule and phasing. The overall
construction duration estimate
includes active and inactive
periods. Moreover, project
construction would use the
Staggered Multiple Block Segment
Approach described in Section
4.15.3 of the Final EIS to
minimize the overall construction
duration at any given location
(one to 12 months maximum).
Construction phasing would also
limit when and where localized
construction-period effects would
occur within the Geary corridor.
As described Section 4.2.5.1 of
the Final EIS, the project would
include a minimization measure
(M-CI-C1) to reduce constructionrelated impacts to local
businesses and residents through
a TMP. The TMP would include
traffic rerouting, a detour plan,
and public information
procedures to minimize
confusion, inconvenience, and
traffic congestion.
See Master Response 2a
regarding traffic/auto travel on
Geary, including travel lanes and
automobile travel times. See
Master Response 2c regarding
parking supply.
Comment regarding a “single lane
downtown” is not clear because
there are at least two travel
lanes throughout the entire
project corridor.

3. Asks why there is
not yet a published
detour map for
construction effects
on traffic, and
expresses concern
about traffic
diversions to parallel
streets.

3. See Master Response 2a
regarding traffic diversions to
surrounding roadways. As
described in the Final EIS (see
Section 4.15.7.2), the project
would include a minimization
measure (M-CI-C1) to reduce
construction-related impacts
through a TMP. The TMP would
include traffic rerouting and a
detour plan. No such plan has yet
been published as development
of the TMP would occur when
construction plans and timing are
more detailed.

4. Expresses concern
about carryover of
construction-period
traffic effects to
operational-period
effects on traffic
patterns/driver
behavior, given
perceived issues with
traffic designs on
Mission.

4. The comment regarding traffic
designs on Mission is unclear. See
Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS
for details on operational-period
vehicle diversions and changes in
circulation patterns within and
outside of the study area.
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

5. States that the
Final EIR failed to
disclose the project’s
traffic diversion
effects of commuter
traffic on local
residential streets.

5. The project’s traffic diversion
effects in are presented in
Section 3.4.4.4 of the Draft
EIS/EIR and of this Final EIS.

6. States that the No
Build Alternative with
signal synchronization
and fewer bus stops
was not compared
with the Hybrid
Alternative.

6. All build alternatives and the
No Build Alternative include TSP;
see Section 2.2.2 of this Final EIS.
The comparison of the No Build
Alternative, which does not
propose bus stop removal, with
the build alternatives, which
would consolidate some bus
stops, is appropriate and required
by CEQA and NEPA. CEQA and
NEPA require that an EIR or EIS
evaluate the environmental
effects of a “No Project” or “No
Action” alternative, which serves
as the baseline scenario if none
of the proposed build alternatives
were implemented.
The 2007 Feasibility Study
analyzed an alternative which
proposed TSP, possible bus stop
removals, bus management
strategies, and enhancements to
on-street line management,
longer bus stops where needed,
and bus bulbs at the busiest
stops. This Basic Plus Transit
Priority alternative was screened
out as it would not effectively
meet the project goals, receiving
a score of “low” for all goals
except one.

5c: Final EIR Certification

7. Expresses concern
about project cost.

7. See Master Response 6a
regarding project cost.

6a: Project Cost

8. Expresses a
preference for
underground Muni
Metro.

8. None of the project
alternatives would preclude
future conversion to below- or
above-ground rail. As described
in Master Response 1a, railbased alternatives were
considered in the alternatives
screening process but were
rejected from further
consideration due to cost.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
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COMMENT
NUMBER

L-135

COMMENTER

San Francisco
Recreation &
Parks (RPD)

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

9. Expresses
preference for No
Build Alternative with
more buses, better
traffic light
synchronization and
control, improved bus
stops, tighter
schedules, and
repaving and notes
that this alternative
would provide equal
or greater transit
schedule benefits.
States that the
existing 38 Rapid
provides equal or
better transit travel
times as would BRT,
and that Muni could
reduce the number of
38R stops right away
without requiring
construction on Geary.
States that the 38
Local needs more
buses. States that the
project does not
include center-running
bus-only lanes east of
Masonic, and it does
not need to include
center-running busonly lanes west of
Masonic.

9. See response to comment No.
6 above for information about the
No Build Alternative. Also please
note that the Draft EIS/EIR
depicted projected year 2020 “No
Build” travel times, which are to
be distinguished from today’s
conditions. Geary buses are
expected to get slower in the No
Build Alternative due to
increasing traffic congestion.
Without infrastructure in place to
ensure competitive transit travel
time and reliability, over time,
the addition of more buses on an
increasingly congested corridor
would face increasingly longer
run times. Adding more buses
without infrastructure
improvements would not
effectively address the travel
time and reliability concerns but
would instead increase operating
costs with diminishing returns in
service improvement. See Section
2.7.1 of this Final EIS for
additional discussion of the No
Build Alternative with the
additional improvements that the
commenter is requesting. Also
see Section 2.3.8 in which
performance characteristics of
the different alternatives are
evaluated.

Provides factual
summary of proposed
project design
adjacent to RPD
facilities. Expresses
support for the
removal of the Steiner
Street bridge; lists
benefits from
removing the bridge
and challenges with
preserving the bridge.

Support for the removal of the
Steiner Street bridge is noted.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

L-136

Richmond
stakeholders’
group (Note:
these comments
were provided
by hand to
SFCTA at a
1/21/16
meeting; SFCTA
provided written
responses back
to the
commenter on
4/12/16. Letter
L-136 includes
both the
comments and
agency
responses. The
SFCTA responses
to the
commenter on
4/12/16 also
included
additional
supporting data
and
documentation,
which is on file
and available
with advance
notice at SFCTA
offices).

1. States that support
for the Geary BRT
project is not based
on public need.

1. Chapter 1 of the Final EIS,
purpose and need, identifies
challenges within Geary corridor
that the project is designed to
address.

2. States that the
Geary BRT was
developed without
public input or
collaboration with
merchants that would
be affected

2. Chapter 8 of the Final EIS
discusses public involvement
since project inception in 2004.
Section 8.3.1.4 summarizes all
groups, including merchant
groups, that the project team
convened meetings or briefings
with. Section 8.3.1.5 notes that a
door-to-door survey of local
merchants with responses from
over 200 businesses was
completed in 2013. Section 8.3.3
notes that merchant stakeholders
were also included in outreach
following the Draft EIS/EIR
circulation period. See also
Master Response 5b.

3. States that public
meetings have given
short shrift to the
merits of alternative
plans and have instead
focused on SFCTA’s
preferred plan.

3. Final EIS Chapter 8 summarizes
the public outreach process
which included scoping and
screening to consider a range of
alternatives, as well as outreach
discussing all project
alternatives. As discussed in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 10 of the
Final EIS, many designs and
alternatives were considered and
evaluated and used to inform the
selection of the LPA by the SFCTA
and SFMTA.
See Master Responses 1a, 1b, 2f,
5a, and 5b regarding public
involvement and modifications
made in response to public
comments on the Geary BRT
project.

6a: Project Cost
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

4. States that public
meetings on the
project were not held
with informed,
directly affected
Richmond residents
and businesses, and
instead were held at
locations far from the
residences and
business of community
members most likely
to be affected.

4. The format of public meetings,
including meetings held in the
Richmond District, is discussed in
Section 8.3.1.3. See Master
Response 5b regarding the
nature of public involvement
conducted.

5. States that the
SFCTA and SFMTA
refused to consider
the public’s requests
to evaluate the
economic impact of
the Geary BRT on
Geary merchants.

5. Section 4.2 of the Final EIS
analyzes the project’s potential
impacts on the economic
environment.
See Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS
and Master Response 3a, which
conclude that BRT would not
adversely affect businesses.

6. States that there is
not a need for the
project.

6. Chapter 1 of the Final EIS,
(Project Purpose and Need),
identifies the challenges within
the Geary corridor that the
project is designed to address.

7. States that the
possibility of obtaining
federal funds takes
the No Build
Alternative off the
table, despite the fact
that the public would
be satisfied by
incremental
improvements.

7. Section 2.3.8 of the Final EIS
analyzes the No Build Alternative
in addition to the build
alternatives, and documents the
selection of the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA as the Preferred
Alternative. See Master Response
1a for a discussion of how the
alternatives were selected and
what design concepts were
evaluated but rejected.

8. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

8. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

9. States that
consultants delivered
a Draft EIS/EIR which
could not be fully
understood by the
public. Further states
that there was not
opportunity for public
debate.

9. As discussed within the
Executive Summary of the Final
EIS, state and federal law require
an in-depth analysis of all
potential environmental impacts
of transportation and land use
projects. Public outreach,
including community engagement
opportunities, are discussed in
Chapter 8 of the Final EIS.

10. States that the
public was excluded
from the planning
process. Also states
that the November 5,
2015 public meeting
provided no
opportunities for
questions or answers.

10. The format of public
meetings and public involvement
on the project is discussed in
Chapter 8 of the Final EIS. Master
Response 5a discusses
opportunities at the November 5,
2015 public comment meeting to
ask questions of project staff and
provide public comments.

11. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

11. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x
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Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x

Construction Methods
Transportation Management
Plan
Construction Effects
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

12. States that the
Draft EIS/EIR did not
reveal the extent to
which the SFMTA,
SFCTA, and their
consultants
coordinated with
other agencies and
departments. Further
states that SFCTA and
SFMTA failed to
consult with subject
matter experts in
planning, police, fire,
environment, small
businesses, and
bicycles.

12. The planning and
coordination of the Geary BRT
project has been a citywide
effort led by the SFCTA in
partnership with the SFMTA and
in consultation with other City
and appropriate regional
agencies. Section 8.2.2 and 2.2.3
of the Final EIS discuss external
local agency and Federal Transit
Administration coordination. See
the List of Preparers and
Acknowledgements in Appendix K
of the Draft EIS/EIR for a list of
agencies and staff that prepared
or consulted on the document.
Appendix J of the Draft EIS/EIR
contains the full distribution list
of agencies and organizations
provided with copies of the
document.

13. States that the
project team did not
coordinate with the
Planning Department
regarding the
Affordable Housing
Bonus Program to
understand the
interrelationships
between the projects
and their
consequences.

13. As discussed in Final EIS
Section 4.1, 4.2 and Master
Response 1a, the Geary BRT
project takes into account
existing and planned land use
regulations. See Response to
Comment I-70 regarding
specifically how the Affordable
Housing Density Program is
accounted for in the growth and
land use analysis assumptions.
The project team has worked
closely with relevant city
departments, including the
Planning Department, to account
for current and potential future
zoning along the corridor.

14. States that the
Geary BRT project
does not incorporate
Vision Zero and
related safety
concepts into project
plans.

14. As discussed in Chapter 1 of
the Final EIS, a core project
purpose is to improve pedestrian
conditions in the corridor,
including safety. As referenced in
Chapter 2 and Section 3.5 of the
Final EIS, the project team has
incorporated safety treatments
throughout the project consistent
with Vision Zero concepts. In
addition, as discussed in Section
2.2.7.6.3 of the Final EIS, one of
the six minor modifications was
to add more pedestrian crossing
and safety improvements
including 26 additional pedestrian
crossing bulbs to address areas
where pedestrian injury rates are
high. See Section 2.2.7 of the
Final EIS for further details. See
also Master Responses 1b and 2d
for additional discussion of safety
treatments.

5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

15. States that the
project team did not
coordinate work with
the requirements of
Transit First in the
City Charter and plans
for increased density
and affordable housing
along the corridor.

15. Section 3.3 of the Final EIS
discusses the Transit First policy
in relation to the Geary Corridor.
By making transit a more
attractive and accessible option
through faster, safer, and more
reliable service along the Geary
corridor, the Geary BRT project is
consistent with the City’s Transit
First policy initiative. See Master
Response 2a regarding
traffic/auto travel on Geary. See
also Master Response 2c for a
discussion regarding parking and
loading supply. Final EIS Section
4.1 and 4.3 address planned
growth in the Geary corridor,
noting that the vast majority of
such growth is anticipated to
occur in eastern portions of the
City. See also the response to
part 13 of this comment above.

16. States that the
project team has not
accounted MUNI’s
history of staffing and
equipment problems
in its projections of
expected BRT
performance
improvements.

16. The models used to evaluate
the projected performance and
impacts of the Geary BRT project
were validated using SFMTA’s APC
data to account for actual transit
performance. Appendix D of this
Final EIS includes a description of
the modeling methodology and
validation.

17. States that the No
Build Alternative’s
performance
improvements have
been understated.
Cites Table 10-2,
which shows a No
Build transit travel
time of 54 minutes,
while Muni has already
reduced the time to
44 or 45 minutes
according to recent
schedules.

17. Section 3.3.4 of the Final EIS
presents modeling of No Build
and build alternatives in the
years 2020 and 2035. The results
indicate that all build
alternatives would improve
transit times substantially
relative No Build Alternative. The
No Build Alternative travel time
forecast is presented in horizon
analysis years of 2020 and 2035,
which are forecast to be slower
than current Muni schedules
because of the impacts of a
forecast increase in overall trip
making and in traffic congestion.

18. States that the
travel time benefits
promised by the Geary
BRT have already been
achieved, and that the
same table 10-2 shows
the projected Hybrid
Alternative travel time
to be approximately
the same as the
current travel times.

18. Section 3.3.4 of the Final EIS
presents modeling of No Build
and build alternatives in the
years 2020 and 2035. The results
indicate that all build
alternatives would improve
transit times substantially
relative to the No Build
Alternative. The No Build
Alternative travel time forecast is
presented in horizon analysis
years of 2020 and 2035, which
are forecast to be slower than
current Muni schedules because
of the impacts of a forecast
increase in overall trip making
and in traffic congestion.
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x
x
x
x
x
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Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
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Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
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x
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Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
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Walking Distances to Bus
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Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

19. States that the
Geary BRT program
uses outdated and
unreliable data and
assumptions.

19. See Section 3.3.3 of the Final
EIS for the travel time analysis
methodology which follows
standard industry best practices.
The commenter was provided
with an analysis of recent 2015
APC data demonstrating that it
remains consistent with the
travel time analysis in the Final
EIS.

20. Questions whether
the $300 million cost
is worth the projected
travel time gains.

20. The project is expected to
generate many transportation
and environmental benefits in
addition to transit travel time. As
discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 of
the Final EIS, these include
improved reliability, reduced
vehicle miles travelled, improved
pedestrian safety, reduced longterm emissions of greenhouse
gases and other air pollutants,
and reduced energy usage. See
Master Response 6a regarding
project cost.

21. States that the
Geary BRT benefits
will be limited since
relatively few riders
are commuters and/or
travel the entire
length of the line.

21. Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 of
the Final EIS, describe the
purposes and needs of the
project which include to improve
transit performance and enhance
transit access for all riders, as
well as to improve pedestrian
conditions. See Chapter 3.3 of
the Final EIS regarding travel
time and reliability improvements
that would benefit all transit
riders.

22. States that since
the primary segment
for riders in the
Richmond will be
found between 25th
Avenue and Fillmore
Street, the benefits of
the Geary BRT would
be inconsequential.

22. As discussed in Section 2.2.7
and depicted in Figure 2-18
within the Final EIS, the most
substantial proposed transit
improvements are between
Gough Street and 34th Avenue,
where new bus-only lanes are
proposed, and encompass the
cited segment between 25th
Avenue and Fillmore Street.
These improvements would
benefit Richmond District riders
as well as others in the corridor.

23. States that the
Draft EIS/EIR did not
contain a segment-bysegment analysis of
the corridor in order
to permit a thorough
understanding of
where the largest
number of riders
would benefit.

23. Segmented corridor data for
many project effects, such as
parking and transit reliability, are
included in the Final EIS (see
sections 3.3 and 3.6 for details).
Additional segmented data, e.g.
travel times, was provided to the
commenters.

4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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24. States that there
will never be more
local buses or better
utilization since there
will be more traffic
over time vying for
space on a more
constricted corridor.

24. Section 2.2 of the Final EIS
describes the proposed service
frequencies with each project
alternative. As discussed in
Section 3.3.4.5 and 3.3.4.10 of
the Final EIS, in the build
alternatives, local buses would
have improved travel times and
reliability because they would
use the same bus-only lanes as
BRT buses.

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives

25. Sections 2.3.4 and 3.5.4.4 of
the Final EIS discuss and compare
pedestrian safety features of the
No Build Alternative relative to
all build alternatives. Among all
the project alternatives, the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
implement the greatest number
of pedestrian safety
improvements and the No Build
Alternative would implement the
least (See Section 3.5.7.4 of the
Final EIS). See Master Response
2d for additional information
regarding pedestrian safety
conditions at center boarding
islands. Section 3.3.4.9.1 of the
Final EIS evaluates platform
crowding, finding that sufficient
space would be available at the
most crowded stations for the
expected number of riders
waiting to board.

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR

25. States that there
are safety risks
associated with
center-loading bus
platforms, including
transit riders needing
to cross lanes of
traffic to get to and
from bus stops and the
potential for
passenger congestion
due to “all door
boarding.”

26. Expresses concern
that the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would
increase the risk of
car doors hitting
bicyclists by replacing
angled on-street
parking with parallel
parking.

27. States that the
project proposals do
not reflect an
understanding of the
current traffic and
parking issues in the
neighborhoods on and
around Geary
Boulevard.

26. As discussed in Section 3.6.2
of the Final EIS, parallel parking
already exists on the majority of
the corridor. Parking on some
blocks west of Park Presidio
would change from angled to
parallel parking with the build
alternatives. As noted in Section
3.5.2.2 of the Final EIS, Geary
Boulevard west of Park Presidio is
not a bicycle route, and the
recommended bicycle route
parallel to the corridor is on Anza
Street.
27. The Final EIS analyses rely on
quantitative and qualitative data,
including field observations, as
well as input from community
meetings.
Sections 3.3 and 3.6 of the Final
EIS present existing traffic and
parking conditions along the
corridor. Each section also
presents the methodology applied
to estimate project-related
impacts.
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x
x
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Loss
Masonic Study Area
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with Disabilities
Loading Spaces
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28. States that Geary
BRT construction and
operation would cause
such a significant
change to traffic
patterns and driver
behavior that both
safety and the quality
of neighborhood life
would be diminished.

28. See Master Response 2b, as
well as Final EIS Section 4.15
which discusses construction
period impacts throughout of the
corridor. The analysis found that
with the build alternatives,
environmental consequences on
traffic and transportation may
occur but could be avoided or
mitigated with adherence to a
Transportation Management Plan.
Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 of the
Final EIS discuss operational
traffic impacts, finding that with
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, there
would be adverse effects at four
study intersections in 2020 and
eight study intersections in 2035,
but that there would be more
intersections with adverse effects
under the No Build Alternative
(ten study intersections in 2020
and 21 in 2035). In other words,
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
result in on- and off-corridor
traffic improvements relative to
taking no action (the No Build
Alternative).
Section 4.2.4 of the Final EIS and
Master Response 3a include
analysis that conclude that BRT
would not have an adverse
impact to businesses.
As noted in Section 3.5 of the
Final EIS, any of the build
alternatives would provide more
substantial beneficial pedestrian
safety improvements than the No
Build Alternative.

29. States that the
Draft EIS/EIR has not
fully evaluated or
qualified the potential
effects of Geary BRT
construction and
operations on
pedestrian and traffic
safety.

29. The Final EIS fully evaluates
potential construction impacts of
the build alternatives in Section
4.15, including discussions of
safety considerations. See also
Master Response 2b regarding
construction-period effects.
Section 3.5 of the Final EIS fully
evaluates traffic operations. As
noted in Chapter 2 and Section
3.5 of the Final EIS, the build
alternatives include many more
safety improvements than the No
Build Alternative.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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30. Expresses concern
that the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA does
not allow buses to
pass one another in
center lanes and that
this will have negative
consequences for
safety and efficiency.

30. As discussed in Section
2.2.7.4 of the Final EIS, the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
consolidate local and Rapid
service into new BRT service so
there would not be a need for bus
passing lanes in segments with
center-running bus-only lanes.
See Section 3.5 of the Final EIS,
for a comparative analysis of
safety improvements proposed
among the project alternatives.
Section 3.5.4.7 of the Final EIS
states that the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would implement
the greatest number of
pedestrian safety improvements,
and the No Build Alternative
would implement the fewest.
Section 3.3.4 of the Final EIS
discusses the project’s beneficial
effects upon transit operations
along the corridor.

31. States that one
double-parked truck, a
small collision, or a
vehicle backing into a
parallel parking space
would disrupt the
entire transit corridor.
Adds that resulting
road rage and
speeding on
alternative east/west
streets would create
significant risk for the
public.

32. States that
merchants along Geary
Boulevard have not
been heard on the
advisability of the
Hybrid Alternative,
nor are there any
disclosures in the
EIS/EIR regarding
impacts to business on
the corridor.

31. With any of the BRT build
alternatives, two travel lanes
would remain in each direction so
there would still be one lane
available to pass disruptions like
those cited. and Buses would be
separated from mixed traffic and
would therefore be less likely to
be disrupted by double-parking or
a collision. As explained in
Master Response 1a and Chapter
3.4 of the Final EIS, the reduction
in auto traffic along the Geary
corridor with the build
alternatives would result in fewer
intersections with traffic impacts
and reduced auto travel times
compared to the No Build
Alternative. See also Sections
2.3.4 and 3.5, which demonstrate
the benefits of the safety
improvements associated with
the build alternatives, including
the addition of protected leftturns, pedestrian crossing
improvements, and similar
measures.
32. As discussed in Master
Response 3a and in Chapter 8 of
the Final EIS, the project team
has conducted outreach and
engaged with local business
stakeholders. See Final EIS
Section 4.2.4 and Master
Response 3a which concludes
that BRT would not adversely
affect businesses. Also see
Master Responses 1a and 2b
regarding alternatives and
construction information.
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33. States that
reduced parking
supply and traffic flow
would inhibit
customers from
driving to corridor
businesses, resulting
in business failures.

33. Effects of parking loss on
businesses located along the
corridor are discussed in Section
3.6.4.3 and 4.2.4.4 of the Final
EIS. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would result in a loss of about 4
percent of on-street parking
supply across the entire Geary
corridor; a level that would not
result in an adverse impact. See
Master Response 2b regarding
traffic, and 2c regarding parking
supply, See Final EIS Section
4.2.4 and Master Response 3a
which concludes that BRT would
not adversely affect businesses.

34. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

34. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

35. Expresses concern
regarding the loss of
196 mature trees
along Geary Boulevard
with the Hybrid
Alternative.

35. As summarized in Master
Response 4a, the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would replace
each tree removed (a total of
182, which reflects project
changes since publication of the
Draft EIS/EIR). Also see Sections
4.13.4.2 and 4.13.5 as well as
Appendix I of the Final EIS for
additional information regarding
trees proposed for removal and
applicable mitigation measures.

36. States that the
assertion in the Draft
EIS/EIR that the
replacement trees
could restore the
streetscape within 5
to 10 years (see page
4-4-22) is false, and
that the mature trees
being removed have
taken 30 to 50 years
to reach maturity.

36. Tree removal is discussed in
Sections 4.4 and 4.13 of the Final
EIS. See also Section 4.13.5 of
the Final EIS for applicable
mitigation measures. Larger-scale
tree species would be planted to
more quickly soften the visual
appearance of the street. Also
see Master Response 4a and
Final EIS Appendix I.

37. States that San
Francisco has a poor
maintenance record
for vegetation in
median areas and the
loss of trees would be
long term or
permanent.

37. With the passage of San
Francisco’s Proposition E in 2016,
San Francisco Public Works has a
dedicated funding source to pay
maintenance of San Francisco’s
existing trees and replacements
planted in the median as a part
of the Geary BRT project. Section
4.4 of the Final EIS concluded
that lost visual intactness would
begin to be restored within 3 to 5
years. See Response to Comment
L-136.36 above. Also see Master
Response 4a regarding tree
removal and replacement.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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38. States that “visual
intactness” does not
relate to what people
want to see and
appreciate when they
look at the existing
mature trees along
Geary Boulevard.

38. Comment noted. “Visual
intactness” is a term used in the
visual impact methodology used
for the Draft EIS/EIR and Final
EIS. Since the lead agency does
not have its own adopted visual
impact methodology, the lead
agency opted to use the
methodology of another USDOT
agency that is commonly used in
corridor wide visual impact
analysis in order to provide an
objective assessment of a
project’s change in visual
character. See above responses
regarding tree removal and
replacement.
Section 4.4 of the Final EIS
includes visual simulations
showing what the project would
look like at multiple locations
along the corridor

39. States that the
amount of oxygen
produced by the trees
slated to be removed
and the impact of
oxygen loss has not
been considered.

39. The issue cited by the
commenter was not considered in
the Draft EIS/EIR or the Final EIS
because there is no established
methodology in pertinent federal,
state, and local regulations
considered in preparing the
environmental documents. The
environmental documents
acknowledge the tree loss in
terms of biological resource value
and visual value, consistent with
pertinent regulations. For more
information related to the
existing tree canopy and
environmental impacts see
Master Response 4a and
Appendix I to the Final EIS, Geary
Tree Assessment. Section 4.10 of
the Final EIS also demonstrates
that the build alternatives would
reduce vehicle miles traveled,
thereby reducing air pollutant/
greenhouse gas emissions
substantially over the No Build
alternative.

40. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

40. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

41. States that the
Draft EIS/EIR does not
contain a benefit-cost
analysis for the
project.

41. As summarized in Section S.5
of the Final EIS Executive
Summary, all of the build
alternatives would provide
benefits such as reduced VMT,
improved transit-time reliability,
reduced crowing, and otherwise
improve the passenger
experience along the Geary
corridor relative to the No Build
Alternative. See response to
Comment I-201.3 regarding
calculation of a cost-benefit
ratio. See also Master Response
6a regarding project cost.
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42. States that the
comments and
criticisms offered in
writing to the SFCTA
on the
Draft EIS/EIR will not
be carefully analyzed
and considered.

42. The Final EIR and this Final
EIS include objective and
detailed responses to all
comments included in Appendix
L. This Final EIS includes
comments not only on the Draft
EIS/EIR but also comments
received after the close of the
Draft EIS/EIR comment period
(through July 11, 2017).

43. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

43. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

44. States that there
is no analysis in the
Draft EIS/EIR to
demonstrate that
there will be sufficient
local service capacity
along the Geary
corridor under the
Hybrid
Alternative/LPA to
meet the increased
transit needs from
population growth
arising from higher
density development.

44. The transit and traffic models
described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4
of the Final EIS and further
detailed in Appendix D account
for projected local and regional
growth. Planned growth is further
described in Section 4.3 of the
Final EIS. Planned increases in
transit service are detailed in
Section 2.2. As discussed in
Section 3.3.4.10.2 of the Final
EIS, Passenger waiting and
boarding experience would
notably improve for all build
alternatives relative to the No
Build Alternative.

45. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

45. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

46. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

46. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

47. The comment does
not relate to the
adequacy of the Final
EIS.

47. This comment does not relate
to the adequacy of the Final EIS
but is noted for the record.

48. States the Draft
EIS/EIR does not
explore or analyze the
potential for further
incremental
improvements similar
to those in the No
Build Alternative.

48. Section 2.7 of the Final EIS
summarizes the alternatives
development and screening
process and Section 2.7.1 of the
Final EIS further describes why an
incremental approach including
the No Build Alternative and
additional buses would not
sufficiently improve reliability,
pedestrian conditions, or the
transit passenger experience, and
therefore would not meet many
of the project purposes, and thus
was not considered further. See
also Master Response 1a for a
discussion of how the alternatives
were selected and what design
concepts were evaluated but
rejected.
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49. States that
incremental
improvements would
be less disruptive and
provide more
flexibility for
whatever housing
density or changes in
transportation modes
occur along the
corridor in the future.

49. See Response to Comment I136.48 above regarding
consideration of incremental
improvements, which would not
meet many of the project
purposes, and thus was not
considered further.

50. States that the
implementation of red
“transit only” lanes in
San Francisco has
increased transit times
on the 38 Local, 30Stockton, and 45Union.

50. See Section 8.3.4.1.7 of the
Final EIS and Master Response 5f
for a discussion of red bus-only
lanes. The commenter was
provided before and after data
for red transit-only lanes.

51. States that a great
deal of money has
been spent on the
Geary BRT project.
Commenter expresses
concern that
government officials
have not effectively
explained where
money has been
spent.

51. Chapter 9 of the Final EIS
discusses project funding and
financial analysis conducted. Full
budget details for funds spent to
date on planning, environmental
analysis, and design are publicly
available in each request made
for Proposition K sales tax funds.
See also Master Response 6a for
a discussion regarding project
cost.

52. States that there
is a significant Geary
BRT budget shortfall
and there isn’t enough
money to build the
project.

52. Chapter 9 of the Final EIS
discusses estimated costs of the
project, as well as committed,
planned, and potential funding
sources. See also Master
Response 6a for a discussion
regarding project cost.

53. States that the
impact of removing
parking spaces has not
been fully and
properly evaluated,
and that the impact of
converting angled to
parallel parking has
not been analyzed
beyond a count of
spaces.

53. See Responses to Comments I136.26 and I-136.34 above
regarding analysis of parking
changes and impacts.

54. States that the
proliferation of the
use of handicap
parking placards
between 19th and
22nd Avenues has not
been considered by
the SFCTA/SFMTA.

54. The issue of placard abuse
cited by the commenter (illicit
use of a placard to park in
metered on-street spaces without
charge) is beyond the scope of
this environmental review.
Moreover, the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would not
remove any on-street parking
spaces in the geography
described. Notably, as discussed
in Section 3.6.4.5 of the Final
EIS, no blue spaces for people
with disabilities in the Richmond
district would be removed as part
of the Geary BRT project.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
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INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES
CONTINUED

2c: Parking and Loading Supply
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Parking Supply/Demand and
Loss
Masonic Study Area
Japantown/Fillmore Study
Area
Parking Spaces for People
with Disabilities
Loading Spaces

COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

55. States that Bauer
buses, and similar
private commuting
modes, will tend to
congregate at the
limited number of
curb bus stops along
Geary Boulevard, and
create traffic
congestion.

55. See Response to Comment I70.3. SFPD would continue to
enforce unauthorized use of bus
stops. SFMTA’s Commuter Shuttle
Program provides permits to
eligible commuter shuttle
operators to use a designated
network of stops in San
Francisco. Private shuttles are
prohibited from using transit
lanes or non-permitted stops.
SFMTA has several criteria,
designed to minimize disruptions
to transit operations and traffic
circulation, for permitting private
shuttle operators to use transit
stops, including yielding and
giving priority to Muni buses, and
pulling all the way parallel to the
curb so as not to block travel or
bicycle lanes, among others.
Regarding traffic congestion,
shuttle buses and other private
shared commute modes (e.g.
ride-hail vehicles) are captured
as part of traffic counts
conducted in the corridor and
used to validate traffic models
for the analysis in the Final EIS.
See Section 3.4.2.2 of the Final
EIS for more information on
traffic counts.

56. States that SFCTA
has not considered the
many impacts of Bauer
and other more
recently implemented
modes of
transportation,
including, ridesharing, rental
scooters and on-street
rental vehicles.

56. See Response to Comment I136.55 above regarding
commuter shuttles.
As described in Section 3.4.2.2 of
the Final EIS, SFCTA and SFMTA
consulted the most recent
available data (from 2016) to
revalidate traffic counts in the
Final EIS. The 2016 data show
that traffic volumes in the Geary
corridor are similar to or lower
than the counts used in the Draft
EIS/EIR—despite the growth in
transportation network company
(TNC) services. The project
would reduce traffic congestion
(including mixed-flow traffic,
which includes TNC vehicles)
relative to the No Build
Alternative; see Section 3.4.4.2
of the Final EIS. In addition,
SFMTA collects and publishes
ridership data; data for FY 2016 –
August 2017 do not indicate any
clear and substantial change in
ridership systemwide.

2d: Pedestrian Safety/Access
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Center Boarding Islands
Pedestrian Safety
Left and Right Turns Across
Crosswalks
Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs
Median Nose Cones
Walking Distances to Bus
Stops
Webster and Steiner
Pedestrian Overcrossings

2e: Bicycle Safety/Access
2f: Opposition to Red Bus-Only
Lanes
3a: Local Business Impacts
4a: Tree Removal
5a: Length of Comment Period
5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
5c: Final EIR Certification
6a: Project Cost
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COMMENT
NUMBER

COMMENTER

COMMENT SUMMARY

WHERE ADDRESSED IN FINAL EIS OR ROD

57. States that signal
prioritization has
decreased travel times
on the 38 Geary and
that those newer
efficiencies have not
been incorporated into
the baseline so as to
compare the No Build
Alternative and build
alternative travel
times.

57. As noted in the discussion of
previously planned and
programmed transit
improvements in Final EIS
Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.3.1, all
build alternatives and the No
Build Alternative include TSP.
TSP currently exists and is active
on the full length of the Geary
corridor. See also Master
Response 1a regarding TSP
improvements proposed as part
of the project and Section 2.7.1
for a discussion of the limitations
of TSP.

INDEX OF MASTER RESPONSES

1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
x
x
x
x

Suggested Reductions in the
Scale of the Project
Suggested Modifications to
the Project Alternatives
Suggestions for Additional
Ancillary Improvements
Suggestions for Variations on
Bus Rapid Transit

1b: Changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR
x
x
x
x
x
x

Retention of the Webster
Street Pedestrian Bridge
Spruce-Cook Block: No BRT
Stops
Additional Pedestrian
Improvements
Laguna Street: Addition of
BRT Stops
Collins Street: Retention of
Existing Local and Express
Bus Stops
27th Avenue Side-to CenterRunning Bus Lane Transition

2a: Traffic/Auto Travel on
Geary and Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Transit First Policy
Adopted Growth Plans
Travel Lanes
Traffic Diversion
Left Turn Movements
Traffic Effects
Automobile Travel Times
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Mitigation and Improvement
Measures

2b: Construction-Period
Effects
x
x
x
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L.2 Master Comments and Responses
Many of the comments received were on the same topic or expressed similar
concerns. Rather than repeat the same response to each of those comments,
the local agencies (SFCTA and SFMTA; hereinafter, “the agencies” or “the
local agencies”) prepared the following “Master Responses,” each of which
addresses broad issue areas or topics (see Table L.2-1). If a Master Response
was used to respond to an individual’s comment, the commenter is directed
to that Master Response in the response section corresponding to their
comment letter.
Table L.2-1

Index of Master Responses

NUMBER

TOPIC

1

Project Alternatives
a.

Type and range of alternatives

b.

Changes to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the Draft EIS/EIR

2

Traffic and Transportation
a.

Traffic/auto travel on Geary and diversion to surrounding roadways

b.

Construction-period effects

c.

Parking and loading supply

d.

Pedestrian safety/access (not related to Webster Street bridge; instead,
concerns regarding safety of boarding in center platforms, etc.)

e.

Bicycle safety/access

f.

Opposition to red bus-only lanes

3

Community Impacts
a.

4

Local business impacts
Biological Resources

a.
5

Tree removal
Public Participation

a.

Length of comment period

b.

Nature of outreach conducted

c.

Final EIR certification

6

Financial
a.

L.2.2

Project cost

Master Responses

L.2.2.1 Master Response 1a: Type and Range of
Alternatives
Many comments involved the alternatives considered in the Draft EIS/EIR.
Many comments were received regarding the number of alternatives
considered, the quality of the alternatives considered, and on alternatives
that were not considered in the Draft EIS/EIR.
Both NEPA and CEQA require an agency to analyze alternatives to a
project. NEPA assumes that any proposed action can be achieved through a
variety of different means. To this end, NEPA requires that an EIS evaluate
a “reasonable range” of project alternatives. NEPA requires that one
alternative is a “No Action” alternative – here referred to as the “No Build
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Alternative.” The No Build Alternative is used to understand both
potentially adverse and beneficial effects of taking no action (retaining
existing conditions). For CEQA, an EIR must describe and briefly analyze a
range of reasonable alternatives that are potentially feasible and would attain
major project objectives, and how such alternatives would avoid or lessen
impacts associated with the proposed project.
Previous rounds of design and analysis have occurred since 2008 to develop
project alternatives. Prior to the initiation of the NEPA and CEQA
processes, alternatives such as light rail or subway options as well as
improvements to other corridors, were considered but ultimately not carried
forward.
Alternatives refinement efforts since initiation of the NEPA and CEQA
process produced multiple design options for various segments and
locations along the corridor, ultimately recommending some for elimination
and others to advance for further consideration. Those alternatives not
carried forward for further analysis were eliminated for various reasons,
primarily because they did not meet the project purpose and need of
enhancing transit service and improving pedestrian conditions in the Geary
corridor. Chapter 10 of the Draft EIS/EIR described the efforts undertaken
by the agencies to generate, develop, refine, evaluate, eliminate project
alternatives and identify which to carry forward into detailed environmental
analysis. Accordingly, the Draft EIS/EIR ultimately considered five project
alternatives to satisfy NEPA and CEQA requirements: four build
alternatives and the No Build Alternative. Chapter 2 of the Draft EIS/EIR
described the alternatives that were considered; in the Final EIS/EIR,
further alternative evaluation is presented in Sections 2.3.8 and 2.7.1.
Each analytical section of the Draft EIS/EIR and Final EIS considers
potential impacts of each of the project alternatives. Chapter 2 of the Final
EIS describes changes to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA subsequent to
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. These changes were made in response to
community concerns as expressed through comments on the Draft
EIS/EIR.
Suggested Reductions in the Scale of the Project
Several comments proposed more stringent management of existing busonly lanes before creating new ones. (Side-running bus-only lanes were
installed on Geary and O’Farrell streets east of Van Ness in 2013). Separate
from the Geary project, SFMTA is working to improve enforcement of busonly lanes in this area and throughout the City. Current State law allows onbus automated camera enforcement only for parked vehicles. Legislation has
been introduced to extend automated enforcement to include moving
violations, and SFMTA has been tracking this legislation closely.
Several comments proposed consideration of an alternative wherein bus
service would be increased, with few or no corridor improvements. The No
Build Alternative carried forward into the environmental review process
does not feature substantially increased bus service/frequency because the
No Build Alternative would not include the infrastructure necessary to
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support higher service frequencies and extended service hours. Without
dedicated bus-only lanes in place to ensure competitive transit travel time
and reliability, over time, simply adding more buses to an increasingly
congested corridor would face increasingly longer run times, which would
not support the project purpose of improving transit performance and
reliability. In other words, adding more buses without infrastructure
improvements (dedicated bus-only lanes) would not effectively address the
travel time and reliability concerns, but would instead result in increased
operating costs (more labor and fuel costs needed to operate more buses)
with diminishing returns in service improvement. Moreover, this concept
would not substantially address another key aspect of the project purpose –
improving pedestrian conditions and pedestrian access to transit in the
Geary corridor. As this “more buses” concept would not improve reliability,
pedestrian conditions, or the transit passenger experience, it would not meet
many of the project purposes and thus was not considered further.
Additional buses would add capacity and potentially help address crowding
issues in the corridor; accordingly, additional service frequency is proposed
as part of the No Build Alternative as well as all build alternatives to
accommodate expected ridership demand. However, given that existing
service frequencies are already very high, additional buses would have a
limited effect on passenger wait times. Additional service frequency alone
would also have minimal or no positive effect on bus travel times and
reliability. Without other project improvements such as bus-only lanes and
bus stop consolidation, adding buses would not improve overall bus
operations; buses would continue to bunch together as they do today.
Without such infrastructure (as described above) in place to ensure
competitive transit travel time and reliability, over time, additional buses on
an increasingly congested corridor would face increasingly longer run times.
Adding more buses without infrastructure improvements would not
effectively address the travel time and reliability concerns but would instead
increase operating costs with diminishing returns in service improvement.
Thus, this option would not address the purpose and need of the project. In
addition, implementing BRT would also allow service frequencies to be
improved at a lower operating cost.8,9
Some comments expressed a desire to focus on downtown-only express bus
service rather than BRT along the entirety of the Geary corridor. The local
agencies see express, downtown-only bus service as a helpful service to
continue. To this end, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would include an
Express line that, like today’s 38 Geary A Express (38AX) and 38 Geary B

SFCTA. June 18, 2007. Geary Corridor BRT Study. Available at
http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Planning/GearyCorridorBusRapidTra
nsit/Geary_FS_low-res.pdf.
9 SFCTA. May 19, 2009. Geary BRT EIR/EIS Alternatives Screening Report.
Available at:
http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Planning/GearyCorridorBusRapidTra
nsit/GearyAltsScreeningReport_Final.pdf.
8
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Express (38BX), would serve selected stops in the western portion of the
Geary corridor and then travel directly downtown with no other stops
during commute hours. These Express lines would serve a few thousand
riders daily, but they cannot take the place of the 38 Geary Local (38) and 38
Geary Rapid (38R) services, which currently serve and are projected to
continue to serve tens of thousands of riders daily. Thus, this option would
not address the purpose and need of the project. See Final EIS Section
3.3.4.2 for more information regarding projected ridership.
Prior to publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, the agencies also considered
mixed-flow traffic lanes that convert to bus-only lanes during peak times. 10,11
The 2009 Alternatives Screening Report considered both peak-period as well
as all-day bus-only lanes as potential options for the Geary corridor, but that
report dismissed both options for having fatal flaws. Depending on its
configuration, a “peak-time only” bus lane would have impacts similar to the
build alternatives, as impacts to those alternatives were considered in the
AM and PM peak hours. Moreover, such options would do nothing to
remedy pedestrian conditions in the Geary corridor and would have little or
no ability to improve passenger conditions.
For additional information regarding the background and operating
characteristics of bus-only lanes, please see Master Response 2f.
Suggested Modifications to the Project Alternatives
Several comments objected to the consolidation of bus stops in the Laguna
Street area such that the Laguna Street stops would receive local service but
not BRT service. As further described below in Master Response 1b, the
project team modified the Hybrid Alternative/LPA to include BRT stops at
Laguna Street in response to these comments.
Several commenters expressed a preference for center-running lanes
throughout the corridor, citing fewer disruptions to transit in center-running
lanes and a more rail-ready design. The agencies did explore a longer centerrunning segment. The Draft EIS/EIR included this alternative as
Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated, which would maximize travel time
savings, but also require filling the Fillmore underpass at substantially higher
cost and require re-locating the high-ridership Masonic stop to the difficultto-access and unattractive Masonic underpass area. Section 2.3, Evaluation
of Alternatives, further summarizes the differences between alternatives that
led to the selection of the Hybrid Alternative as the LPA. The commenters’
preference is noted.

10 SFCTA. June 18, 2007. Geary Corridor BRT Study. Available at
http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Planning/GearyCorridorBusRapidTra
nsit/Geary_FS_low-res.pdf.
11 SFCTA. May 19, 2009. Geary BRT EIR/EIS Alternatives Screening Report.
Available at:
http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Planning/GearyCorridorBusRapidTra
nsit/GearyAltsScreeningReport_Final.pdf
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For Alternative 3, involving center-running bus lanes and bus passing lanes,
one commenter suggested strategically located passing lanes instead of
passing lanes at every stop. This design would retain a greater number of onstreet parking spaces than if bus passing lanes were provided for the length
of the center-running portion. However, it would require drivers of Local
buses to constantly monitor whether a BRT bus is behind them and, if so,
find a strategically located bus passing lane to pull into to allow the BRT bus
to pass. SFMTA considers this more complex bus operation to be
impracticable because it would raise both performance and safety issues.
The agencies considered prohibiting private vehicles from turning right from
the Geary corridor. Such restrictions would improve bus operations where
bus only lanes are side-running (in Alternative 2 and west of Stanyan in the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA), but would limit necessary access to and from the
corridor. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would eliminate some left turns, but
retain selected left turns to provide access to key side streets. The agencies
also explored improving traffic signal timing for the buses as a way to
improve bus performance. Each signal cycle must balance the need to serve
high traffic demand with pedestrian safety. Allocating additional time for
east-west traffic flows, including buses, must be balanced against northsouth pedestrian crossing (and, hence, pedestrian safety). In any event, as
bus operations and east-west traffic conditions are expected to worsen in the
coming years without BRT, signal-timing changes alone would not be
sufficient to meet project goals of improved transit service.
Several commenters suggested BRT treatments on parallel corridors. Prior
to the initiation of the NEPA and CEQA process for the project, the
agencies considered other alternative parallel roadways for BRT treatments
but ultimately instead chose the Geary corridor because it is the most heavily
utilized east-west transit route in the area. Other lines, such as the 1California, may well benefit from the separate future addition of transit
priority treatments but, regardless, because of the higher ridership on Geary
bus lines, the agencies have identified improving bus service on the Geary
corridor as a core project purpose.
In addition to modifications of the project itself, some commenters
indicated a preference for an incremental approach to project
implementation. SFMTA has implemented some previously planned and
programmed transit improvements, such as transit signal priority TSP,
described in Section 2.2.2.1 of the Final EIS, as part of the Agency’s Muni
Forward/Transit Effectiveness Project efforts to increase transit efficiency
citywide.12

See the Transit Effectiveness Project EIR at http://sf-planning.org/muniforwardtransit-effectiveness-project-tep-environmental-review-process for more
information on approved citywide transit improvements.

12
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Suggestions for Additional Ancillary Improvements
Some commenters suggested improving pedestrian and bicycle conditions
through various means, including traffic calming on adjacent streets. While
helpful in improving non-motorized travel on those streets, traffic calming
would not help meet the objective of Geary BRT to improve bus
performance and pedestrian conditions on the Geary corridor itself. Such
improvements would fall outside the established purpose for the project, but
could be considered by decision-makers in the future as part of a separate
project.
The agencies explored potential east-west bicycle network connections in
the study area, including on the Geary corridor and nearby parallel streets.
Because Geary Boulevard/Street is wide and serves high traffic volumes, the
agencies found parallel corridors, including Anza Boulevard in the western
portion of the City and Post Street in the eastern portion, optimal to provide
the east-west bike route, instead of on Geary. These are narrower streets
with fewer traffic lanes and lower vehicle volumes, making them more
desirable bike routes than Geary. Therefore, the Geary BRT project does
not include a separated bicycle lane or other bicycle specific improvements,
such as sharrows (i.e., shared-lane street markings), on Geary Boulevard.
Suggestions for Variations on Bus Rapid Transit
A group of comments proposed the consideration of different
treatments/variations to the proposed BRT.
One such suggestion was to close the Geary corridor to all but SFMTA
buses. While doing so would improve bus operations on the Geary corridor,
it would also create problems of access to land uses along Geary for the high
volume of vehicle traffic that currently travels the corridor, including
businesses that require vehicle access for deliveries, and businesses and
residential buildings that require passenger loading access for people with
disabilities or low mobility.
As previously noted, several comments proposed light rail or subway instead
of BRT in the Geary corridor. While such options were considered
following the 2003 adoption of Proposition K, the agencies deemed such
options to be financially infeasible and did not carry such alternatives
forward for further consideration once the formal NEPA and CEQA
processes were initiated. Specifically, the 2009 Alternatives Screening Report
expressly considered surface and below-surface rail options for the Geary
corridor, but rejected them from further consideration due to cost.
Notwithstanding, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would not preclude the
prospective future implementation of light rail or subway in the Geary
corridor, should planning and funding efforts for such a project proceed.
The agencies are, in fact, considering a more ambitious long-range project
for the Geary corridor under the SFMTA’s effort to plan for the future of
San Francisco’s subway system as a whole. This effort is called the Subway
Vision and is a part of a citywide effort called ConnectSF to build an
effective equitable and sustainable transportation system by defining a 50year vision of San Francisco’s future. Connect SF remains in process as of
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January 2018. The Draft EIS/EIR did not discuss the Subway Vision. While
the cost of a light rail or subway project for Geary is within range of the
total transportation funding that San Francisco has available in a long-range
time horizon (e.g., 20 years), competing transportation needs of the City and
the greater Bay Area make such a project unlikely. Other rail or subway
projects would be able to rely on funding contributions from sources such
as new land development, making them more competitive for other
transportation funding sources than Geary might be, given that no
development-based funding sources specifically for Geary are currently
available.
Summary
As discussed in Chapter 10 (Initial Development and Screening of
Alternative) of the Final EIS, the agencies selected the Hybrid Alternative as
the Staff-Recommended Alternative (SRA) after careful consideration and
extensive public outreach because it meets the purpose and need while
limiting impacts in key areas of community concern. The SFCTA Board
later adopted the Hybrid Alternative as the LPA. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA includes dedicated, red-colored, bus-only lanes, which
would be located on the side of the street next to the parking lane from 34th
Avenue to 27th Avenue (inbound)/28th Avenue (outbound) and Palm
Avenue to the Transbay Transit Center and the center of the street with
right-side boarding islands from 27th Avenue (inbound)/28th Avenue
(outbound) to Palm Avenue.
The agencies balanced the potential bus service improvements with other
community considerations in developing the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, given
previous community concern regarding potential impacts. For instance, in
the center-running segment between Palm and 27th/28th avenues, the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would increase bus stop spacing over existing
conditions. This is because the Hybrid Alternative/LPA does not include
bus passing lanes which would have required occupying more street width,
including space in the public right-of-way used for street parking. The
Hybrid Alternative/LPA was thus designed to minimize on-street parking
space loss, a principal concern for merchants along the corridor. The tradeoff inherent in the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is a longer walking distance to
access local bus stops and less travel time savings for BRT service, but also
reduced local bus travel times and minimized parking loss.
In response to these and similar requests to consider other alternatives than
those either fully analyzed or considered but rejected, the agencies note that
reports prior to the Draft EIS/EIR (notably the 2009 and 2014 screening
reports) gave due consideration to a wide range of potential corridor-wide
and area-specific options, evaluating them against the purpose and need of
the project and feasibility considerations. The agencies therefore believe that
the Draft EIS/EIR presented and analyzed a reasonable range of
alternatives, consistent with CEQ Guidance and 40 CFR 1505.1(e).
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L.2.2.2

Master Response 1b: Modifications to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since Publication of
the Draft EIS/EIR

The Draft EIS/EIR identified a Hybrid Alternative that included siderunning, bus-only lanes between the Transbay Transit Center and Palm
Avenue, transitioning at Palm Avenue to center-running bus lanes that
would extend to 27th Avenue (inbound) and 28th Avenue (outbound). The
Hybrid Alternative (as well as all the other build alternatives) included
removal of the Webster Street pedestrian bridge.
Many of the comments on the Draft EIS/EIR, one of which included a
petition containing more than 700 signatures (Comment O-6.3), expressed
opposition to the proposed removal of the Webster Street bridge.
Comments about the bridge were twofold: the majority of comments
expressed concerns about pedestrian safety if the bridge were to be
removed. Several other comments stated that the bridge is an important
neighborhood landmark.
Several commenters on the Draft EIS/EIR expressed opposition to the
proposed BRT stops on the north and south sides of the block of Geary
Boulevard between Spruce and Cook Streets, many citing loss of on-street
parking spaces on this particular block. The Hybrid Alternative in the Draft
EIS/EIR called for block-long BRT stops on each side of Geary Boulevard,
which would have required removal of all on-street parking in this block.
Numerous commenters cited such parking loss as detrimental to businesses.
Commenters also stated that BRT stops would generate excessive
commotion on this block.
Several other comments on the Draft EIS/EIR expressed concern about
pedestrian safety in the corridor (while some comments also noted the
proposed pedestrian enhancements associated with the build alternatives).
Additional comments following the Draft EIS/EIR public review period
raised concerns about bus access and access to a religious and community
facility along Geary Boulevard.
In response to these comments, SFCTA coordinated with community
stakeholders to consider and ultimately modify the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
The six modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA are:
1. Retention of the Webster Street pedestrian bridge;
2. Removal of proposed BRT stops between Spruce and Cook streets
(existing stops would remain and provide local and express services);
3. Addition of more pedestrian crossing and safety improvements;
4. Addition of BRT stops at Laguna Street;
5. Retention of existing Local and Express stops at Collins Street; and
6. Relocation of the westbound center- to side-running bus lane
transition.
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Each of these modifications is discussed below. Please also see Final EIS
Section 2.2.7.6 for complete descriptions of each.
As demonstrated in the technical chapters of the Final EIS, the
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative introduce no new or worsened
effects and do not result in the need for new or modified avoidance,
minimization, or mitigation measures (as set forth in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), Appendix M of the Final
EIS).
Retention of the Webster Street Pedestrian Bridge
Acknowledging that the community has local appreciation for the Webster
Street bridge for both cultural and safety reasons, the agencies listened
carefully to community concerns and worked with the Japantown Task
Force and other stakeholders to reach a solution.
The agencies held a series of meetings with neighborhood schools and the
Japantown Task Force to understand their concerns, develop potential
design solutions, and share analysis results. The agencies also consulted the
San Francisco Department of Recreation and Parks, which operates
recreation facilities at Steiner Street (the Hamilton Recreation Center and
the Raymond Kimbell Playground).1314
Through this coordination, the agencies revised the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
to retain the Webster Street bridge. (The Hybrid Alternative/LPA still
includes removal of the Steiner Street bridge.) In addition, revisions to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would include pedestrian surface crossings on both
sides of the intersection, as well as other pedestrian safety improvements
along the corridor. These revisions to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA address
commenter concerns about the Webster Street bridge’s role in pedestrian
safety and its symbolic importance to the community.
Removal of Proposed BRT Stops between Spruce and Cook Streets
The agencies worked with stakeholders to modify the configuration of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary Boulevard,
whereby the revised Hybrid Alternative/LPA would not include BRT stops.
Rather, existing local and express stops would be retained. This change was
made in response to overwhelming comment from business owners along
this block who expressed concern about the loss of on-street parking and
loading spaces that would have been converted into BRT stops.

Regarding the Steiner Street pedestrian bridge: the Department of Recreation and
Parks supports the proposed removal of the Steiner Street bridge (associated with all
build alternatives, including the Hybrid Alternative/LPA). The agencies considered the
implications of retaining each bridge (including transit travel time, reliability, traffic
circulation, ADA access, and pedestrian safety) and documented the results of a bus
travel time analysis in a technical memorandum.
14 Geary Boulevard Bus Rapid Transit: Japantown Bus Delay Analysis from Daniel Mackowski
to Wahid Amiri dated March 29, 2016.
13
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Addition of More Pedestrian Crossing and Safety Improvements
A combination of an agency initiative focused on improving pedestrian
safety (Vision Zero) along with responses to comments on the Draft
EIS/EIR about pedestrian safety, led the agencies to add the following
several enhancements to the Hybrid Alternative: 26 additional pedestrian
crossing bulbs (for a total of 91), a painted safety zone at Taylor and
O’Farrell streets, and implementation of “daylighting” at strategic
intersection locations along the Geary corridor.15 The additional pedestrian
crossing bulbs were added for safer travel to transit stops and to address
areas where pedestrian injury rates are high.
Addition of BRT Stops at Laguna Street
The Hybrid Alternative in the Draft EIS/EIR proposed to designate the
existing curbside bus stops at Laguna Street as being served only by local
buses at a newly created transit bulb, as shown in Figure L.2-1.

Figure L.2-1

Local-Only Bus Stop Design at Laguna Street

Members of the Japantown Task Force and residents at the Sequoias senior
living facility who live near Geary Boulevard/Laguna Street expressed
concerns regarding the Hybrid Alternative’s initial proposal to have the
Laguna Street bus stops be served in the future by Local buses only, as
compared to serving both Local and Rapid buses today, and submitted
several hundred petition signatures against this change after the close of the
public comment period on the Draft EIS/EIR. This concern was raised and
the petition was submitted after the comment period, during discussions
with the Japantown Task Force regarding the Webster and Steiner
overcrossings. After meeting with area stakeholders, the project team
analyzed the implications of maintaining a BRT stop for key project

“Daylighting” is achieved by removing parking spaces adjacent to curbs around an
intersection, increasing visibility for pedestrians and drivers and minimizing conflicts.

15
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performance metrics (transit travel time, reliability, and pedestrian safety). In
response to public input, SFCTA ultimately approved an LPA with
Local/BRT stops in each direction at Laguna Street (see Chapter 2 for
further details).
The change at this location would designate Laguna Street as a stop on the
BRT line in the form of combined Local/BRT stops in each direction
located on new transit islands, as shown in Figure L.2-2.16 In the combined
Local/BRT stop design, passengers would board from a transit island that
would separate right-turning vehicles from the bus lane to minimize transit
delay and improve traffic safety.

Figure L.2-2

Combined Local/BRT Bus Stop Design at Laguna Street

Retention of Existing Local and Express Bus Stops at Collins Street
The Hybrid Alternative in the Draft EIS/EIR proposed to remove the
existing Local and Express bus stops at Collins Street. The change at this
location would retain the existing Local and Express bus stops in their
existing curbside configurations (i.e., maintain existing conditions).
Representatives of Russian-American Community Services (RACS), located
on Collins Street at Anza Street, raised concerns about the removal of the
existing Local and Express bus stops at Collins Street proposed for the
Hybrid Alternative in the Draft EIS/EIR. In particular, RACS
representatives were concerned that seniors who rely on RACS services and
use the stop at Collins Street would have reduced access to RACS services if
the stops were to be removed.

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency and San Francisco County
Transportation Authority. Analysis of Geary Corridor Stop Options at Laguna Street.
September 14, 2016. This memorandum is available for review at the San Francisco
County Transportation Authority, 1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor, San Francisco, CA
94103.
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Given these stakeholder concerns, the project team analyzed the
implications of maintaining the existing Local and Express bus stops at
Collins Street for key project performance metrics. In response to
stakeholder concerns, SFCTA ultimately approved an LPA which retained
the existing Local and Express bus stops at Collins Street (see Chapter 2 for
further details).
Relocation of the Westbound Center- to Side-Running Bus Lane
Transition
After publication of the Final EIR, SFCTA and SFMTA proposed a sixth
minor change to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA regarding the transition from
center- to side-running bus lanes in the western portion of the Geary
corridor in the Outer Richmond neighborhood.
Figure L.2-3 depicts the Hybrid Alternative/LPA analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR and Final EIR. As shown in Figure L.2-3, the transition from
center- to side-running bus lanes was placed between 26th and 27th
Avenues for both the eastbound and westbound bus lanes.
This transition area is on the block including the Holy Virgin Cathedral
(6210 Geary Boulevard), a religious and community facility.
Figure L.2-3 Hybrid Alternative/LPA Bus Lane Configuration between
26th and 28th Avenues Proposed in the Draft EIS/EIR and Final
EIR
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In response to concerns from representatives of Holy Virgin Cathedral that
the transition area would result in compromised access along the westbound
lanes of Geary Boulevard, including on-street parking and loading areas,
SFCTA and SFMTA proposed to modify the transition.
To notify the community of the change, a multi-lingual flyer was mailed to
all the addresses between 26th and 28th avenues, and members of the
project team went door-to-door to businesses on those blocks. During doorto-door outreach, the project team shared the flyer, answered questions, and
collected feedback. All of the businesses and other stakeholders the project
team connected with were either neutral or supportive of the change.
In the change intended to address the above access concerns, the westbound
transition would shift one block to the west, to the block between 27th and
28th avenues. The eastbound transition would remain between 26th and
27th avenues on the south side of Geary Boulevard, opposite Holy Virgin
Cathedral. Figure L.2-4 depicts this change.
Figure L.2-4

Hybrid Alternative/LPA Bus Lane Configuration Change
between 26th and 28th Avenues Proposed in the Final
EIS
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L.2.2.3

Master Response 2a: Traffic/Auto Travel
on Geary and Traffic Diversion to
Surrounding Roadways

The following responds to several comments regarding potential traffic
effects resulting from the Geary BRT project. SFCTA received comments
and questions regarding the project’s consistency with San Francisco’s
Transit First Policy, adopted growth plans, travel lanes and left-turn
movements in the Geary corridor, the alternatives’ potential effects on
traffic along Geary Boulevard, the potential for traffic diversion to parallel
roadways, and overall VMT.
Section 4.3 of the Draft EIS/EIR established that population and
employment growth generally were expected to result in increasing traffic
levels on San Francisco streets, including the Geary corridor as well as many
other parallel and intersecting roadways.
Section 3.3 of the Draft EIS/EIR concluded that all of the project
alternatives would increase transit ridership. While crowding would continue
to occur, the build alternatives would either improve or be comparable in
terms of crowding conditions in comparison with the No Build Alternative.
With regard to automobile conditions, the build alternatives are projected to
result in less traffic relative to the No Build Alternative owing to increased
transit service and reduced vehicle capacity on Geary Boulevard.
Transit First Policy
Some commenters asked for clarification on San Francisco’s Transit First
Policy. The Transit First Policy identifies the Geary corridor as a “Transit
Preferential Street.” The Transit Preferential Street program includes
measures to improve public transit vehicle speeds and to minimize the
effects of traffic on transit operations. Policy 1.3 in the San Francisco
General Plan’s Transportation Element states, “Give priority to public
transit and other alternatives to the private automobile as the means of
meeting San Francisco’s transportation needs.”
According to the Transit First Policy, decisions regarding the use of limited
public street and sidewalk space shall encourage the use of public rights-ofway by pedestrians, bicyclists, and public transit, and shall strive to reduce
traffic and improve public health and safety.
In addition, transit priority improvements, such as designated transit lanes
and streets and improved signalization, shall be made to expedite the
movement of public transit vehicles (including taxis and vanpools) and to
improve pedestrian safety.
In summary, policy of the City of San Francisco is to give priority to public
transit and other alternatives to the private automobile in the City, and
particularly along a Transit Preferential Street like the Geary corridor.
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Adopted Growth Plans
Some commenters questioned the land use assumptions in Section 4.3 of the
Draft EIS/EIR. The transportation analysis performed as part of the Draft
EIS/EIR was based on adopted growth plans. The analysis accounted for
future city and regional growth by using the Association of Bay Area
Governments’ (ABAG) most recent land use assumptions when the Geary
BRT transportation analysis commenced (Projections 2009/p2009). The
forecasts account for land use development, Muni and other transit
improvements, and roadway improvements within the City and throughout
the greater Bay Area region. The p2009 forecast was also compared with
more recent ABAG forecasts (Projections 2011/p2011, published in spring
2013). In addition, following publication of the Final EIR, the land use
inputs to the model were reviewed by the San Francisco Planning
Department. In a memo from May 2017 included as Appendix D2-2, the
Planning Department documented that the economic slowdown of the late
2000s resulted in a delay of the pace of growth being realized but that
p2009’s estimated upper limits of the amount of growth remained
reasonable. The memo takes a close look at how regional forecasts were
allocated across the Geary study area and confirmed the validity of use of
the p2009 forecast data.
These forecasts and their subsequent reviews ensure that anticipated land
uses in the Geary corridor remain consistent with those used in the Draft
EIS/EIR analysis.
Travel Lanes
A number of comments related to the conversion of existing travel lanes to
bus-only lanes, including where such conversion would occur and in some
cases expressing preferences for or against such conversion.
As discussed in Chapter 2 (Descriptions of Project Alternatives) of the Draft
EIS/EIR, all of the build alternatives would convert one mixed-flow travel
lane in each direction between Gough Street and 14th Avenue and between
28th and 34th avenues into a bus-only lane in each direction of travel on the
Geary corridor.
Between Gough Street and Scott Street (the ends of the Fillmore
underpass/service road area), each of the build alternatives would remove
one additional travel lane in each direction to allow space for pedestrian
safety enhancements.
Between 14th and 28th avenues, each direction of Geary Boulevard
currently features two travel lanes and diagonal parking. Adding a bus-only
lane between 14th and 28th avenues would not require removing any travel
lanes. Existing outside travel lanes offer limited car-carrying capacity due to
their mixed use (e.g., buses weaving in and out of them to and from bus
stops, and making frequent stops).
The conversion of existing mixed-flow travel lanes to bus-only lanes would
improve transit operating conditions on Geary Boulevard, but would
decrease private vehicle traffic capacity along the Geary corridor. However,
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dedicated bus lanes would somewhat offset this reduction by eliminating
most buses from the remaining mixed-flow lanes. Some of the current
demand for private vehicle travel on Geary Boulevard would shift modes to
transit under the build alternatives; however, there would also be some
diversion of traffic from Geary Boulevard to alternate travel routes.
Traffic Diversion
A number of comments related to the potential for the project to result in
diversion of traffic from Geary to nearby intersecting and parallel streets. Of
these comments, many expressed concern about the potential for
neighboring streets to be impacted; several requested additional information
on the subject. As noted in Section 3.4.2.3 of the Final EIS, average daily
traffic volumes along Geary Boulevard were reviewed for five- to 10-block
segments of each street parallel to Geary Boulevard between 25th Avenue
and Webster Street: California Street, Clement Street, Anza Street, Balboa
Street/Turk Street, and Golden Gate Avenue. Each of these streets has
ample capacity to serve the current traffic demands.
As discussed in Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS, depending on the location
along the Geary corridor, 12 percent to 39 percent of private vehicle trips
that would use the Geary corridor under the 2020 No Build Alternative
would shift to other options under the build alternatives. The build
alternatives would result in a 17-percent to 53-percent (depending on the
alternative) reduction in private vehicle trips on the Geary corridor relative
to the No Build Alternative. Travelers making these trips would change their
behavior in one of the following ways:
•

Switch to transit, biking, or walking.

•

Switch route by continuing to travel in the study area but on a
parallel street instead.

•

Switch route by shifting to travel outside of the study area but on a
parallel street instead.

•

Change trip destination.

•

Change time of day of their trip and potentially choose to make trips
outside of the peak travel hours.

•

Not make a trip.

Most of the private vehicle trips diverted from the Geary corridor would
either change modes or shift to an alternate route within the study area.
As discussed in the Final EIS Section 3.4.4.3 (Table 3.4-7), under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA, 2035 PM peak hour traffic diversions from Geary
Boulevard to parallel streets within the Geary corridor are expected to range
from about 100 to 700 vehicles per direction depending on the street and
the location along the corridor. Overall, peak hour traffic diversions from
the Geary corridor would be higher in the eastern end of the study area and
lower in the western portion. Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard
would not be concentrated on any particular street. Instead, they would
disperse across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor. Higher
capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles, such as California and
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Fulton Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the diverted traffic.
Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted
traffic. Overall, diverted traffic would increase on other streets by about 10
percent, generally not more than three to four cars per minute during peak
hours. The Final EIS, accounted for this diversion in its determination of
potential traffic effects, inclusive of the modifications following the Draft
EIS/EIR.
Left-Turn Movements
Some commenters asked about potential effects on left-turn lanes, and in
some cases, expressed opposition to the reduced number of left-turn
opportunities. As shown in Final EIS Section 3.4.4.3, between 25th Avenue
and Gough Street, there are a total of 40 left-turn locations (with both
permissive and protected left-turn signal phasing) on Geary Boulevard.
Protected left-turn signal phasing grants the right-of-way to vehicular traffic
(i.e., with the use of left-turn signal arrows); permissive phasing does not
(i.e., green circular light requiring yielding to conflicting traffic and
pedestrian movements).
As shown and described in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS, some existing left
turns for mixed-flow traffic would be eliminated to improve safe and
efficient operations by reducing conflicts with left-turning vehicles. The
number of eliminated left turns would vary by alternative.
Where new left-turn lanes are created, traffic signals would be programmed
so that these turns would have protected signal phases (i.e., left-turn arrows)
to improve safety for motorists as well as pedestrians crossing side streets.
All left turns in any segments of the corridor with center-running bus-only
lanes would be converted to protected left-turn arrows. Conversion from
permissive left turns to protected left turns would eliminate the conflict with
opposing vehicles and pedestrians. By reducing conflicts with pedestrian
movement and vehicular traffic, protected left turns have a higher vehicle
capacity than permissive left turns,17 which would allow for a reduced
number of left-turn opportunities to accommodate the left-turn demand.
Traffic Effects
Some commenters asked about potential effects on intersection
performance and, in some cases, expressed concerns regarding worsening
traffic conditions along the Geary Corridor and side streets. As noted in
Section 3.4.2.5 of the Final EIS, the vast majority of Geary corridor
intersections currently operate at level of service (LOS) C or better during
the PM peak hour. However, the unsignalized intersection of Presidio
Avenue and Geary Boulevard currently operates at LOS E. Most study

Federal Highway Administration. Signalized Intersections: Informational Guide.
Chapter 4—Traffic Design and Illumination. Section 4.2.2, “Protected-Only” Left-Turn
Phasing. Accessed 11/22/16 at
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/04091/04.cfm#chp422.
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intersections outside of the section of Geary Boulevard between Van Ness
Avenue and 25th Avenue operate at LOS C or better during the PM peak
hour. Five intersections operate at LOS D: Anza Street and Park Presidio
Boulevard, Fulton Street and Park Presidio Boulevard, Pine Street and
Franklin Street, Geary Boulevard and Polk Street, and O’Farrell Street and
Hyde Street. The intersection of Fulton Street and Stanyan Street currently
operates at LOS E during the PM peak hour.
Traffic volumes in the corridor are expected to increase by 2035 due to
anticipated growth in San Francisco and the region. As discussed in Section
3.4.4.11 of the Final EIS, with this projected traffic volume increase, the No
Build Alternative would have adverse effects under CEQA at 21 study
intersections (17 on-corridor and four off-corridor). In comparison, the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA (inclusive of modifications following the Draft
EIS/EIR) would result in adverse effects at eight study intersections (four
on-corridor and four off-corridor). As the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
improve LOS conditions at several intersections by 2035 relative to the No
Build Alternative, it would accommodate future growth in the City more
effectively than the No Build Alternative. Although the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would result in adverse impacts at eight intersections with
future increases in traffic volume, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would still
provide overall net traffic improvements throughout the Geary corridor
compared with the No Build Alternative.
Section 3.4.4.1 of this Final EIS provides further detail on how changes to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA subsequent to Draft EIS/EIR publication do
not substantially change any of the traffic impact conclusions provided in
the Draft EIS/EIR.
Automobile Travel Times
Some commenters questioned why automobile travel times would generally
decrease along the Geary corridor for some alternatives and expressed
preference for automobile travel times to stay the same or improve. Because
each of the build alternatives would include some form of dedicated bus
lanes, and buses would therefore not obstruct vehicle traffic as they do
currently, each build alternative would decrease future projected automobile
travel times along the corridor relative to the No Build Alternative. In
addition, traffic diversion away from Geary as a result of the project,
discussed above, would also serve to reduce automobile travel times. As
discussed in Section 3.4.4.9.2 of the Final EIS, by 2035, compared with the
No Build Alternative, average automobile travel times under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would decrease by about six minutes in the eastbound
direction and about one minute in the westbound direction. This equates to
a 20 percent decrease in travel times in the eastbound direction and 4
percent decrease in the westbound direction. See Final EIS Table 3.4-13 for
more details.
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Vehicle Miles Traveled
Some commenters requested information about prospective effects on
VMT. VMT is a performance measure used to quantify the amount of
vehicle travel. Level of service (LOS), a measure of traffic congestion, has
long been the standard for evaluating transportation impacts under CEQA.
In conducting NEPA reviews, FTA will typically adopt the transportation
impact methodology of the sponsoring local agency.
As such, the Draft EIS/EIR included an analysis of automobile delay (i.e.,
LOS) impacts in Sections 3.4.4.9 and 3.4.4.10. However, the Draft EIS/EIR
also analyzed the impacts of the project alternatives on VMT and vehicle
hours traveled (VHT) in Section 3.4.4.7. Subsequent to publication of the
Draft EIS/EIR, the City and County of San Francisco formally adopted
VMT as a preferred metric for transportation analysis instead of LOS.
Section 3.4 of the Final EIS reflects the inclusion of VMT-based significance
criteria along with LOS-based criteria. It should be noted that the Draft
EIS/EIR used LOS, as does this Final EIS, as the sole basis for determining
significance under CEQA or whether an adverse effect under NEPA has
occurred.
Consideration of a project’s impacts on automobile delay is often at odds
with other goals, including reducing greenhouse gas emissions, developing
multimodal transportation, and promoting diverse land uses and infill
development. To address this issue, SB 743, passed and signed into law in
September 2013, requires the Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to
amend the CEQA Guidelines to provide an alternative to LOS for
evaluating a project’s transportation impacts. OPR recommends VMT as the
most appropriate performance metric by which to measure transportation
impacts. VMT quantifies the amount of vehicle travel that a project would
generate by measuring the aggregate number of miles that vehicles travel
over the roadway network and is highly correlated to transportation-related
greenhouse gas emissions. It is calculated based on the projected number of
vehicles multiplied by the distance traveled by each vehicle. Once the CEQA
Guidelines are amended, automobile delay will no longer be considered a
significant impact under CEQA.
In January 2016, OPR released a revised proposal for changes to the CEQA
Guidelines for transportation impact analysis.18 In early 2018, following
public review of the above proposal, OPR transmitted its proposed updates
to the CEQA Guidelines to the California Natural Resource Agency, with
formal codification in the CEQA Guidelines expected to follow.

Governor’s Office of Planning and Research. January 20, 2016. “Revised Proposal on
Updates to the CEQA Guidelines on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA –
Implementing Senate Bill 743 (Steinberg, 2013).” Available at
https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised_VMT_CEQA_Guidelines_Proposal_January_20
_2016.pdf.
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While the revised CEQA Guidelines were still under review, the Planning
Commission in March 2016 (after the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR),
adopted Resolution 19579 to move forward with removing automobile delay
as a significant impact on the environment and replacing it with a VMT
threshold for all CEQA determinations. If the City’s new VMT rule had
been in place at the time the Draft EIS/EIR was published, the VMT
analysis would have shown a beneficial transportation effect of the build
alternatives and LOS intersection impacts would not have been considered
as significant project impacts. Moreover, under OPR’s proposed CEQA
Guidelines, transportation projects that reduce or have no impact on VMT
may be presumed to cause a less-than-significant transportation impact. As a
transit project, Geary BRT would qualify as a transportation project that
would not result in significant effects on VMT.
Consistent with the evaluation of other projects in San Francisco at the time
of the Draft EIS/EIR publication, as well as statewide guidance from OPR,
the Draft EIS/EIR evaluated VMT in Section 3.4.4.7 in addition to LOS.
Because the project would enhance transit, pedestrian, and bicycle
conditions, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would decrease VMT by
approximately 0.4 percent relative to the No Build Alternative in 2035. See
Section 3.4 of this document for information on revisions to the Draft
EIS/EIR analysis approach in response to SB 743 and Planning
Commission Resolution 19579.
Mitigation and Improvement Measures
Several commenters requested information on avoidance, minimization,
and/or mitigation measures. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA (inclusive of
modifications after the Draft EIS/EIR) would result in adverse LOS effects
at eight study intersections in 2035. Four of these intersections are on the
Geary corridor, and four are on nearby corridors. Generally, automobile
delay impacts can be mitigated through both physical and technical means
that allow more vehicles to proceed through an intersection. Physical means
to increase vehicular capacity include adding travel lanes by widening
intersections and roadways, removing parking lanes, or slimming sidewalks.
Technical means include changing signal timing at intersections to optimize
traffic throughput. Slimming sidewalks to add travel lanes to increase
vehicular capacity would worsen pedestrian conditions, contrary to project
goals for pedestrian comfort and safety.
As discussed in Section 3.4 of the Final EIS, providing additional travel
lanes or otherwise increasing vehicular capacity at these intersections is not
feasible because it would require narrowing sidewalks to deficient widths
and/or acquisition and demolition of adjacent buildings to allow for
sufficient sidewalk widths. Signal timing adjustments may improve
intersection operations, but major timing changes are infeasible due to
traffic, transit, or pedestrian signal timing requirements.
Therefore, because no feasible measures were identified to completely
reduce project impacts at the above-identified locations, traffic effects at
these intersections would remain adverse, albeit to a lesser degree with
adherence to mitigation incorporated as part of the project. Please see
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Chapter 7 of the Draft EIS/EIR and Appendix M (Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program) of this Final EIS for details on all such mitigation
commitments.

L.2.2.4

Master Response 2b: Construction-Period
Effects

Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.15 (Construction Methods and Impacts) provided
an overview of anticipated construction activities, including construction
stages and their estimated duration. Overall, construction methods and
equipment for the Geary BRT project would be similar across all build
alternatives, but the intensity of the work would vary by alternative and
would further depend upon the specific project elements proposed for any
given location.
The Draft EIS/EIR determined that some adverse construction effects to
area residents, businesses, and visitors could occur on a temporary basis
along the street segments under construction. Construction of each of the
build alternatives would result in impacts to traffic, circulation, parking,
transit service, and the pedestrian and bicycle environment in the Geary
corridor. These impacts could affect communities’ ability to access local
businesses and community facilities during active construction. Mitigation
measures discussed below would be implemented to reduce these impacts
during project construction.
The following responds to questions and comments relating to the Geary
BRT project’s proposed construction methods, the elements of a
Transportation Management Plan, the expected construction effects, and
proposed mitigation/improvement measures.
Construction Methods
Some comments indicated concern that construction of center-running bus
segments would cause excessive disruption to the Geary corridor. As
discussed in Section 4.15.3 of the Final EIS, construction would most likely
follow the Staggered Multiple Block Segment Approach to minimize the
length of disruption to the corridor as a whole. Corridor disruption in the
center-running segment would be limited to the duration of construction,
which the agencies estimate to be one to five months long for a given group
of blocks.
Center-running bus lanes would be constructed in the space that is currently
occupied by existing medians and existing pavement sections (i.e., centermost mixed-flow travel lanes). Bus stop platforms and landscaped medians
flanking center-running bus lanes would be constructed in spaces currently
occupied by existing pavement sections.
Side-running bus lanes would be constructed on the existing pavement
section adjacent to parking lanes (where present) or adjacent to sidewalks. It
is anticipated that the existing pavement would be resurfaced for the width
of the bus lanes.
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Four construction approaches were evaluated. The Staggered Multiple Block
Construction Approach is the most likely approach for construction of all of
the build alternatives, which would introduce multiple active work zones up
to five blocks each. The separation between the work zones would generally
be up to five blocks long. This approach is the second shortest approach
among four approaches considered, and was found to provide the best
opportunity to achieve the balance between construction productivity and
reduction of localized construction-period effects.
The Draft EIS/EIR estimated total active construction duration under the
Staggered Multiple Block Construction Approach for the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA at 100 weeks, not counting inactive periods during project
phasing. Section 4.15 was updated in the Final EIS to reflect changes
between the Draft EIS/EIR and Final EIS.
Transportation Management Plan
To avoid or minimize adverse impacts during construction of the build
alternatives, a TMP, discussed in Section 4.15.5 of the Final EIS, would be
developed and implemented as part of the Geary BRT project. The TMP
would include measures to manage traffic congestion and minimize transit
service disruptions such as traffic rerouting, a detour plan, and public
information procedures. The TMP would be developed during the design
phase with participation from local agencies, other major project proponents
in the area, local communities, business associations, and affected drivers.
Early and well-publicized announcements and other public information
measures would be implemented prior to and during construction to
minimize confusion, inconvenience, and traffic congestion.
Geary corridor activities to be maintained through construction include:
•

Through-travel: East of Gough Street, at least one mixed-flow travel
lane in each direction would generally be maintained. Re-grading of
the street for construction of physical improvements may require
temporary lane closures.

•

West of Gough Street, where the right-of-way is wider, two mixedflow travel lanes in each direction would generally be maintained
with further lane reductions possible during certain construction
activities (including, but not limited to, utility relocation).

•

Off-peak travel periods and/or during heavy construction activities:
one mixed-flow travel lane would be maintained in each direction,
with each lane a minimum of 10 feet in width.

•

Sidewalks, with widths temporarily reduced to maintain no less than
six feet clear in commercial areas where possible; where this is not
possible, an absolute minimum width of four feet; sidewalks would
comply with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.

•

Ongoing operations for Muni bus routes 38 Geary (Local), 38
Rapid, and 38 Express (AX and BX), as well as for the 1 California,
43 Masonic, 22 Fillmore, electric trolley bus access to the Presidio
Division, and Powell Street Cable Cars.
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•

Ongoing operations for Golden Gate Transit buses.

•

Accessibility at intersections and sidewalk detours.

•

Parking within the right-of-way along the Geary corridor and
adjacent side streets would be subject to restrictions.

•

Loading zones, with possible relocations.

•

Paratransit and hospital shuttle boarding and alighting, with possible
relocations.

To reduce construction-related impacts to adjacent land uses and to the
community (such as access disruptions), the unique characteristics of each
area would be taken into consideration in construction planning and
scheduling, and access would be maintained to the extent feasible.
Construction planning would minimize nighttime construction in residential
areas and minimize daytime construction in retail and commercial areas.
Construction activity would be restricted to specified (daytime) hours with
some exceptions allowable by permit. While daytime works is generally
preferable, in certain circumstances conducting work at night would be less
disruptive.
In addition to day-to-day restrictions on work hours, there may be seasonal
restrictions, such as the City’s Holiday Moratorium (Thanksgiving to January
1). The moratorium applies to any City block where at least 50 percent of
the frontage is devoted to business, or to businesses located between Taylor
and Market streets (contractors may apply for a waiver to the moratorium).
Construction Effects
Several comments expressed concern about the potential for project
construction to be disruptive to people, businesses, and mobility.
Conditions to expect during construction include:
•

Traffic would be maintained to the minimum number of lanes
allowed by the City of San Francisco but may be interrupted
periodically

•

Bus access would be preserved but some stops may be temporarily
relocated and the number of stops temporarily reduced

•

Pedestrian access throughout the corridor would be preserved, but
some crosswalks may need to be detoured

•

Bicycle access may be temporarily detoured in some locations

•

Parking within the right-of-way along the Geary corridor and
adjacent side streets would be subject to restrictions

•

Driveway access to parking or loading located outside the street
right-of-way would be subject to restrictions

Environmental consequences on traffic and transportation during
construction may include increased traffic congestion on the Geary corridor
as well as on the streets running parallel to the Geary corridor. Increased
congestion would be due to slower operating speeds of both traffic and
transit resulting from fewer and/or narrower mixed flow travel lanes near
active construction zones and safety protocols employed on travel lanes
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running adjacent to the active construction zones. During certain
construction operations, detours could further increase congestion on side
streets and parallel streets adjacent to the Geary corridor.
Residents, businesses, and visitors along the Geary corridor would also be
subject to noise, dust, vibration, and emissions from construction equipment
during project construction. These impacts could discourage or restrict
pedestrian activity along the blocks under construction and reduce foot
traffic, which could impact local businesses. Potential air quality and noise
and vibration impacts during construction and associated mitigation and
improvement measures are discussed in Final EIS Sections 4.15.10 and
4.15.11, respectively, inclusive of modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA after the Draft EIS/EIR. Light and glare impacts to
residential properties that could result from nighttime construction are
addressed in the Final EIS Subsection 4.15.8.
With adherence to the San Francisco Noise Ordinance, which includes
limiting the noise levels from individual pieces of construction equipment to
80 dBA at a distance of 100 feet, equipping impact tools with both intake
and exhaust mufflers, and obtaining a noise permit for night work from
SFPW, temporary construction noise effects would not be adverse. In
addition, the proposed project construction plan would include a program
for accepting and addressing noise and construction-related complaints.
Contact information for the project manager, resident engineer, and
contractor would be posted on site, with direction to call if there are any
concerns. Complaints would be logged and tracked to ensure they are
addressed.
All build alternatives may result in noise levels in excess of 80 dBA at 100
feet due to removal of pedestrian bridges at Webster and/or Steiner Streets
(as discussed in Master Response 1b, SFCTA has modified the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA to retain the Webster Street bridge). However, with
adherence to the aforementioned provisions of the San Francisco Noise
Ordinance, these temporary construction noise effects would not be
adverse.
Vibration effects from equipment used during installation of right-of-way
improvements as well as associated utility relocation/demolition activities
could potentially cause physical damage or alteration to historic properties,
affect existing underground infrastructure, or cause annoyance among
nearby sensitive receptors.
Potential annoyance related to vibration would be addressed through a
minimization measure incorporated into the project – the Draft EIS/EIR
calls for preparation of a Vibration Reduction and Minimization Plan to be
developed to avoid construction vibration damage using all reasonable and
feasible means available. MIN-NOISE-C1 identifies required elements of a
Vibration Minimization and Reduction Plan. Project construction would
implement best practices in equipment noise control, including using newer
equipment with improved noise muffling, as set forth in MIN-NOISE-C2.
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L.2.2.5

Master Response 2c: Parking and
Loading Supply

Section 3.6 of the Draft EIS/EIR determined that each of the build
alternatives would decrease overall on-street parking supply within one to
two blocks of the Geary corridor, but that substantial numbers of on- and
off-street parking would remain, particularly in high-demand areas. A
detailed parking analysis was undertaken for two such areas that would
experience the highest levels of parking loss – the Masonic and Fillmore
study areas.
The Draft EIS/EIR noted that the build alternatives would each entail the
relocation or removal of some commercial and passenger loading zones in
the Geary corridor. Parking changes associated with the modifications to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA are reflected in Final EIS Section 3.6.
The net loss of parking in the Geary corridor under the build alternatives
would not inhibit multimodal access in the corridor because a sufficient
parking supply would remain to accommodate automobile access while
improvements to pedestrian, bicycle, and transit travel would enhance access
by alternative modes. Therefore, no adverse effect related to parking would
occur.
The following responds to questions relating to the Geary BRT project’s
potential impacts on vehicle parking, including an overview of the Geary
corridor’s parking supply and demand, the estimated number of public
spaces lost with the project, and recommended mitigation and improvement
measures.
Transit First Policy
The City’s Transit First Policy identifies the Geary corridor as a Transit
Preferential Street. The Transit Preferential Street program includes
measures to improve public transit vehicle speeds and to minimize the
effects of traffic on transit operations. Policy 1.3 of the Transportation
Element of the San Francisco’s General Plan states, “Give priority to public
transit and other alternatives to the private automobile as the means of
meeting San Francisco’s transportation needs.”
According to the Transit First Policy (San Francisco Charter § 8A.115 and
San Francisco General Plan Transportation Element at Policy 11.1 -11.4),
decisions regarding the use of limited public street and sidewalk space shall
encourage the use of public rights-of-way by pedestrians, bicyclists, and
public transit, and shall strive to reduce traffic and improve public health
and safety.
In addition, transit priority improvements, such as designated transit lanes
and streets and improved signalization, shall be made to expedite the
movement of public transit vehicles (including taxis and vanpools) and to
improve pedestrian safety.
In summary, the policy of the City of San Francisco is to give priority to
public transit and other alternatives to the private automobile in the city, and
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particularly along a Transit Preferential Street like the Geary corridor. Onstreet parking is related to private automobile use, which the Transit First
Policy assigns a lower priority than transit, and lack of parking, in and of
itself, is not considered an environmental impact under CEQA.
Notwithstanding, impacts from loss of parking were considered in the Draft
EIS/EIR, as well as this Final EIS, in order to help inform such NEPA
required topics as Community Impacts and Environmental Justice effects.
As stated in Final EIS Section 3.6.4.6, the net loss of parking in the Geary
corridor under the build alternatives would not inhibit multimodal access in
the corridor because a sufficient parking supply would remain to
accommodate automobile access while improvements to pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit travel would enhance access by alternative modes. No adverse
effect on parking would result at either the project or cumulative levels.
Accordingly, no secondary effects related to parking, such as traffic effects
associated with circling for a parking space or increased air pollutant effects
would occur.
Parking Supply/Demand and Loss
Several commenters expressed concerns regarding on-street parking loss.
Many commenters are people who regularly park in the corridor; others are
business owners concerned that parking loss would affect their businesses.
As part of the Draft EIS/EIR, SFCTA conducted counts of spaces along
the streets comprising the Geary corridor from 34th Avenue to Market
Street. In addition, areawide parking supply estimates included on-street
parking on side streets and publicly accessible off-street parking. To quantify
the total parking supply available, all parking and loading spaces are
considered together, including unrestricted parking spaces, metered spaces,
short-term spaces, and residential parking permit zone spaces, because many
users could use one or more types of spaces. Much of the loading zone
supply consists of spaces that are designated for loading at certain hours of
the day but become general parking spaces in the evening and overnight.
The parking analysis assumed that transit-riders and private-vehicle-drivers
would walk a similar distance to reach a destination from a bus stop or
parking spot, respectively. Because transit-riders often need to walk at least a
block or two from a bus stop in order to reach a destination, drivers can be
expected to walk a similar distance from a parking spot to a destination.
Thus, the areawide parking supply includes an area encompassing about 700
feet north and south of Geary Boulevard, or one block in the western
portion of the corridor and two blocks in the eastern portion of the corridor
where blocks are smaller.
Section 3.6 (Parking and Loading Conditions) of the Draft EIS/EIR
discusses parking and loading conditions along the Geary corridor under the
project alternatives. As shown in the Draft EIS/EIR, the build alternatives
would be expected to reduce parking demand in the Geary corridor because
the proposed transit improvements would encourage a shift from some auto
trips in the Geary corridor to transit trips.
However, the build alternatives would result in some on-street parking space
loss to accommodate construction of new station platforms, pedestrian
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crossing bulbs, travel lane striping for bus-only lanes, or exclusive right- and
left-turn pockets. While the project would result in an overall decrease in the
number of on-street parking spaces, parking gains in certain corridor
segments could result from bus stop consolidation, relocation of curb bus
stop locations, restriping of existing curb lanes for parking, or addition of
parking spaces through restriping of existing parking.
Tables 3.6-2 and 3.6-3 of the Final EIS list areawide public parking spaces
and on-street parking spaces in the Geary corridor, respectively, by project
alternative. Parking space loss on the Geary corridor under the build
alternatives would range from 210 to 460 spaces. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would result in a 3 percent decrease in the Geary corridor’s
areawide parking supply (a loss of 410 on-corridor parking spaces – the
second-fewest of the build alternatives).
Under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA,19 on-street parking space loss for
individual study segments would be as shown below (numbers are rounded
to nearest ten).
•

34th Avenue to 25th Avenue – 40 spaces lost

•

25th Avenue to Park Presidio Boulevard – 20 spaces lost

•

Park Presidio Boulevard to Palm Avenue – 0 spaces lost

•

Palm Avenue to Broderick Street – 100 spaces lost

•

Broderick Street to Laguna Street – 130 spaces lost

•

Laguna Street to Van Ness Avenue – 70 spaces lost

•

Van Ness Avenue to Market Street– 40 spaces lost

•

Total – Approximately 410 spaces lost

SFCTA conducted a more detailed parking analysis for the two areas that
would have the highest levels of parking supply loss under certain build
alternatives: the Masonic and Fillmore study areas. Parking occupancy data
was collected for these areas in order to determine whether a reduced
areawide parking supply could still accommodate the demand for parking
along Geary Boulevard. The results of this effort are described in Section
3.6.4.3 of the Final EIS and below.
Masonic Study Area
As shown in Table 3.6-5 of the Draft EIS/EIR, in the Masonic study area,
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in a 7-percent loss in the study
area’s public parking supply.

See Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details on changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See also Chapter 3.6
regarding analysis of parking and loading spaces in light of the changes to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.

19
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During the data collection period, a maximum of 73 percent of parking
spaces in the Masonic study area were occupied. There was a higher parking
occupancy rate for parking off of Geary Boulevard than parking on Geary
Boulevard, potentially because many side streets are not metered.
Although the build alternatives would result in the loss of seven to nine
percent of the study area parking supply, the number of spaces eliminated
would be substantially fewer than the number of spaces currently
unoccupied at peak times, indicating that sufficient parking capacity would
remain to accommodate demand.
Japantown/Fillmore Study Area
As noted in Section 3.6 of the Final EIS, within the Japantown/Fillmore
study area, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in a 4-percent loss in
the area’s public parking supply.
A maximum of 80 percent of area parking spaces were occupied during the
data collection period. Although spaces on Geary Boulevard were 89 percent
occupied during the peak period, off-street spaces had lower occupancy
rates.
The number of spaces eliminated would be substantially fewer than the
number of spaces currently unoccupied at peak times, indicating that
sufficient parking capacity would remain to accommodate demand.
Parking Spaces for People with Disabilities, Loading Spaces
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would not change the number of parking
spaces for people with disabilities, although some spaces would be relocated
within the same block face within a distance of 250 feet. Under all build
alternatives, where removal of curb spaces is necessary, the project would
prioritize retention and replacement of parking spaces for people with
disabilities above all other types of parking spaces. The parking analysis
identifies potential locations to replace all parking spaces reserved for people
with disabilities that would be affected by the build alternatives.
As shown in Table 3.6-9, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in the
loss of five commercial loading spaces and the relocation of 10 to 15 such
spaces. All build alternatives would result in one to three passenger loading
spaces lost and seven to 12 spaces relocated. The loading analysis identifies
potential locations to replace nearly all commercial and passenger loading
spaces that would be affected by the project, with several exceptions. All
other spaces could be replaced within the accepted threshold distance of 250
feet.
Summary
The agencies have worked to minimize parking loss through implementation
of specific project design principles, wherever feasible. These design
principles entail the replacement of current bus stops with stops that will be
consolidated, redesigned, or moved to the center of the street with on-street
parking. Additionally, new on-street parking would include the conversion
of parallel parking to back-in angled parking, where possible as a result of
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travel lane restriping, which can accommodate more spaces on a given block
(See Improvement Measure I-PRK-2). Finally, any additional infill spaces
would be provided as feasible.

L.2.2.6

Master Response 2d: Pedestrian
Safety/Access

Growth in pedestrian activity is anticipated throughout the Geary corridor
under both short- and long-term future scenarios. Section 3.5 (Pedestrian
and Bicycle Transportation) of the Draft EIS/EIR determined that
pedestrian safety would be improved with implementation of any of the
build alternatives as each of the build alternatives include improved
crossings and median refuges. Additionally, implementation of any of the
build alternatives would increase the number of protected left turns for
vehicles and reduce the number of permissive left turns (i.e., vehicles may
turn left with a green signal, provided there are no conflicting oncoming
traffic and/or pedestrian crossing). These improvements are further outlined
below.
The following responds to questions relating to the Geary BRT project’s
potential impacts on pedestrian safety and access, including measures
proposed to reduce the potential for pedestrian-related collisions and
injuries, walking distances to bus stops, and options regarding the Webster
Street and Steiner Street pedestrian overcrossings. One of the project’s
objectives is to improve pedestrian safety and access throughout the Geary
corridor.
Center Boarding Islands
Some commenters expressed concerns with how the project would provide
safe pedestrian access to center boarding islands. The build alternatives
include pedestrian crossing enhancements at each crossing to center
boarding platforms in order to improve the safety of center island transit
access, including enhanced crosswalk striping, lighting, and pedestrian
crossings. Furthermore, center boarding platforms in the middle of Geary
Boulevard would require the same amount of street crossings as curbside
stops. In a curbside stop configuration, transit passengers would board the
bus on one side of the street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive
on the opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip. Hence, most
passengers would have to cross the street once, if assuming a round trip.
Center boarding platforms require crossing half the street on one end of the
trip and half the street on the other, or one street crossing for each
passenger if assuming a round trip. For these reasons, center boarding
islands would not have adverse pedestrian safety impacts compared to
curbside stops.
Pedestrian Safety
Some commenters raised concerns regarding existing pedestrian conditions
along the Geary corridor. Published in October 2011, the Mayor’s
Pedestrian Strategy and WalkFirst Study, an initiative to improve pedestrian
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injury corridor, especially for collision types involving a left-turning vehicle,
high speeds, and pedestrians crossing without a crosswalk. The WalkFirst
study also listed Geary as a high-priority location in the City for pedestrian
improvements.
Therefore, through a combination of agency initiative focused on improving
pedestrian safety, along with responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR
about pedestrian safety, SFCTA and SFMTA incorporated additional
pedestrian crossing bulbs, daylighting, and other pedestrian safety
improvements to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA; these are detailed in Master
Response 1b and Chapter 2 of this Final EIS.
SFCTA conducted the Geary Corridor Pedestrian Safety Analysis for the
project (Appendix D-8 of the Draft EIS/EIR), which confirms that
segments east of Divisadero Street experienced the highest number of
severity-weighted pedestrian injuries per mile along the Geary corridor,
followed by the segment from Cook Street to 22nd Avenue. The latter
segment also experienced a higher percentage of collisions involving leftturning vehicles (about 40 percent versus 25 percent citywide) and involving
seniors (about 30 percent compared with 14 percent citywide).
Left Turns and Right Turns Across Crosswalks
Some commenters asked about the rationale for reducing left turns, and how
the project would make these maneuvers safer. Left turns on the Geary
corridor currently have permissive signal phasing, which allows vehicles to
turn when there is no oncoming through traffic and when pedestrians are
not crossing. In this situation, pedestrians may not be fully visible to turning
vehicles because drivers may be distracted by other factors on the roadway,
such as oncoming traffic and queuing vehicles behind them. As a result,
drivers may be less aware of pedestrians in the crosswalk while executing a
left turn.
Reducing the number of permissive left turns would contribute to improved
pedestrian safety on the Geary corridor. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
reduce the number of permissive left turns from 37 to 10, and increase the
number of protected left turns from three to 18. This would have a
beneficial impact on pedestrian safety because pedestrians and vehicles
would have separated signals.
Under all of the build alternatives, several locations with heavy expected
right-turn volumes would be designed to include right-turn lanes for
automobiles. Due to comparatively increased visibility of pedestrians to
drivers, right turns generally result in fewer pedestrian collisions than leftturns.20,21

Zeeger, C.V., K.S. Opiela, and M.J. Cynecki. 1984. Effect of Pedestrian Signals and
Signal Timing on Pedestrian Accidents. In Transportation Research Record 959,
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Pedestrian Crossing Bulbs and Median Nose Cones
Commenters expressed concern with existing safety conditions along Geary
Corridor, as well as concerns regarding safety of proposed pedestrian
crossings. Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR described
pedestrian safety issues at length. Pedestrian crossing bulbs and median nose
cones improve safety by reducing roadway crossing distances, providing
refuge areas, and improving visibility of pedestrians to vehicle traffic,
therefore reducing their exposure to traffic. Shorter crossing distances
enabled by new pedestrian crossing bulbs and longer crossing “walk” times
at signals particularly benefit slower-moving pedestrians. Additionally,
pedestrian crossing bulbs can improve visibility for seniors and people with
disabilities, and they provide additional curb space for wheelchair
maneuvering.
The City had previously approved plans to add 14 pedestrian crossing
corner bulbs at various locations along the Geary corridor. As outlined in
the Draft EIS/EIR, each of the build alternatives included the provision of
51 additional pedestrian crossing bulbs to improve transit access and
pedestrian safety at high-priority locations (for a total of 65). The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA, as noted in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS would add 26
additional bulbs for a total of 91 throughout the Geary corridor.
Under all build alternatives, some segments would have reduced crossing
distances due to reductions in the number of lanes, which would result in
increased sidewalk widths, reduced pedestrian exposure to vehicle traffic,
and opportunities for pedestrian crossing bulbs.
Walking Distances to Bus Stops
Some commenters were concerned with potential increased walking
distances to and from some bus stops. Bus stop consolidation is a
component of all build alternatives to improve transit travel times. As a
result, average walking distance between bus stops would increase from
existing conditions. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would increase the average
walking distance to the closest bus stop, with the longest increase of about
280 feet between 12th Avenue and 17th Avenue due to the relocation of the
Park Presidio stop.

Transportation Research Board, National Research Council, Washington, D.C. pp. 1-7.
Available at http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/trr/1982/847/847-012.pdf.
21 Lord, D., A. Smiley, and A. Haroun. 1998. Pedestrian Accidents with Left-Turning
Traffic at Signalized Intersections: Characteristics, Human Factors, and Unconsidered
Issues. Presented at the 77th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board,
Washington, D.C. Available at http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/00674.pdf.
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Proposed stop locations for the build alternatives were evaluated relative to
the locations of senior centers along the Geary corridor. Most senior living
facilities would be located closer to or about the same distance away from a
stop with the build alternatives. The project team has also conducted
outreach to senior centers along the Geary corridor to identify any access
issues and refine stop locations as needed.
Although access to some stops would be more challenging for some seniors
and people with disabilities, the project would include significant
improvements to pedestrian conditions and safety. As a result, the project is
expected to have an overall neutral to positive effect on access for seniors
and people with disabilities. Moreover, the project would use Universal
Design Principles to inform detailed engineering design of pedestrian and
station facilities to enhance access for people with disabilities.
The project would also include state-of-the-practice bicycle safety and design
treatments for the Masonic-to-Presidio bicycle connection (see Master
Response 2e for more details on bicycle safety and access) and monitor
pedestrian safety on parallel streets to assess if and how changes in traffic
volumes affect pedestrian safety, and identify improvements to address
safety issues if necessary.
Webster Street and Steiner Street Pedestrian Overcrossings
Many of the comments received focused on the proposed removal of the
Webster Street pedestrian bridge, voicing concern about pedestrian safety
for children and seniors who would then be using the new surface
crosswalks proposed by the project. A much smaller number of comments
expressed similar concerns in response to the proposed removal of the
Steiner Street pedestrian bridge.
Although removal of the bridge would not have resulted in any adverse
pedestrian safety or historic/cultural impacts, the agencies listened carefully
to the comments, met with concerned stakeholders, gathered additional
data, and considered additional options for bus lanes and street crossings at
these locations. After this consideration, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA has
been revised to retain the Webster Street pedestrian bridge. At Steiner
Street, the agencies concluded that removing the bridge remained the best
solution.
Boarding Efficiency
Several comments spoke to the boarding efficiency of the Geary BRT
Project. All project alternatives are assumed to operate low-floor buses. This
would reduce dwell time and improve accessibility to buses, especially for
people with disabilities and other mobility-impaired passengers.
Conditions at Bus Stops
Comments expressed concern regarding passenger congestion at various bus
platforms. In some cases, comments and concerns were focused on
platform conditions prior to, during, and following bus loading and
unloading. As per Section 3.3.4.9.2 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the passenger
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waiting and boarding experience would notably improve for all build
alternatives compared to No Build conditions. At stations with the heaviest
forecasted use, passengers would be accommodated with more than 5
square feet per anticipated passenger.

L.2.2.7

Master Response 2e: Bicycle
Safety/Access

Bicycle volumes on Geary are expected to increase from existing conditions
in all future scenarios. Section 3.5 (Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation) of
the Final EIS determined that bicycle safety would be improved with
implementation of any of the build alternatives. In all build alternatives, an
enhanced bicycle facility would be added on Geary Boulevard on one block
between Presidio Avenue and Masonic Avenue. This location would close
an east-west bicycle facility gap where the route transitions from Class II
bike lanes (aka designated bike lanes) south of Geary Boulevard, west of
Masonic Avenue, to Class II bike lanes north of Geary, east of Presidio
Avenue.
Some commenters asked how the project could improve bicyclist
accessibility and safety. As discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.2 of the Draft
EIS/EIR, the Geary corridor does not have a dedicated bicycle facility, and
few bicyclists currently travel along the corridor - Geary carries the fewest
bicyclists of all nearby parallel east-west streets, with fewer than five
bicyclists per hour in the morning and afternoon peak periods. However,
many cyclists cross Geary Boulevard at various locations.
During a five-year period (2006-2010) there were 69 reported bicycleautomobile collisions in the Geary corridor, or approximately 14 per year.
Bicycle-automobile collisions are more common east of Van Ness Avenue
and on streets parallel to or crossing Geary rather than along Geary itself.
Most planned additions to the bicycle network in the Geary corridor from
the most recent Bicycle Plan (2009) have been completed. SFCTA
conducted the Geary Boulevard Bicycle Demand Study (2008) to identify a
bicycle route alignment parallel to the Geary corridor. The preferred
alignment that emerged from that study included the addition of a Class II
(designated bike lanes) bicycle facility on Anza Street from 23rd Avenue to
Masonic Avenue that crossed Geary Boulevard and connected to existing
bicycle lanes on Post Street. SFMTA is evaluating an east-west bicycle
facility in the Richmond District through the long term Bicycle Strategy
planning effort, potentially on Anza Boulevard, to better serve this
connection. Such lanes would be implemented independently from the
Geary BRT project.
Existing bicycle lanes on Post Street extend east to Steiner Street. The
connection between Anza Street and Post Street would be comprised of
Class II accommodations on Masonic Avenue from Anza Street to Geary
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Boulevard as part of the Masonic Avenue Streetscape Project,22 on Geary
Boulevard from Masonic Avenue to Presidio Avenue as part of the Geary
BRT Project, and on Presidio Avenue from Geary Boulevard to Post Street
as part of another unrelated bicycle improvement project.
All build alternatives would include enhanced bicycle accommodations on
Geary Boulevard on the block between Presidio Avenue and Masonic
Avenue. This includes designated bicycle lanes in both directions as well as
enhanced treatments to promote cyclist visibility, including green-colored
bicycle lanes.

L.2.2.8

Master Response 2f: Opposition to Red
Bus-Only Lanes

Two commenters – co-owners of the Shell Gas Station on the south side of
Geary Boulevard at Cook Street – commented extensively during the public
comment period on the Draft EIS/EIR as well as afterward in opposition to
the proposal to implement and operate red-colored, full-time, bus-only lanes
west of Masonic Avenue, expressing particular concern about the potential
for such lanes to harm their business. Some of the correspondence from
these commenters also indicated opposition to the use of colorized bus-only
lanes on multiple transit corridors across San Francisco.
The commenters’ request to eliminate the bus-only lane treatment west of
Masonic could not be incorporated into the project refinements as dedicated
bus-only lanes are a key component of BRT and of the project being able to
meet the established purpose and need. Both prior to and after publication
of the Draft EIS/EIR, the local agencies met with the commenters in an
effort to achieve a mutually workable solution. As a result of these meetings,
the local agencies agreed, prior to publication of the Final EIR on December
9, 2016, that the final design drawings of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in this
area will include a dashed, red, bus-only lane on the portion of Geary
between Cook Street and Blake Street at the driveway to the commenter’s
business to convey to motorists that they could still access the gas station
driveway. Such a change would introduce no change in bus operations or
any environmental effect.
In meetings with the agencies, the commenters stated that this refinement
would represent an improvement relative to a continuous red lane, but
stated continued opposition to the red bus-only lanes west of Masonic and
in other parts of San Francisco. The commenters stated that the dashed line
treatment would still not be sufficiently legible to drivers needing to enter
the lane to access the gas station driveway and that there is not adequate
length of hashing to allow for cars wishing to access the gas station to merge
into the bus-only lane.

More information on the Masonic Avenue Streetscape Project is available at
https://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/masonic-avenue-streetscapeproject.
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Many of the commenters’ remarks relate more generally to the process by
which SFMTA has participated in experimentation with new design
treatments as a part of the processes facilitated by the California Traffic
Control Device Committee (CTCDC) and the FHWA. This is a part of a
nationwide experiment with other participating cities, including Washington
D.C., Chicago, and New York City. Since 2013, SFMTA has been piloting
red colorized bus-only lane design treatments in cooperation with CTCDC
(CTCDC Experiment 12-18) and FHWA (9(03)-18(E)). SFMTA completed
an evaluation documented in the “Red Transit Lanes Final Evaluation
Report” in February 2017. At the CTCDC’s May 18, 2017 meeting, CTCDC
adopted SFMTA’s final evaluation report, closed the experiment and
deferred further action to FHWA. Based on positive outcomes of the pilot,
SFMTA sent a request to FHWA to expand the pilot locations including
throughout the Geary BRT project limits, which was approved by FHWA in
June 2017. At the time of final design and implementation of red lanes on
Geary, SFMTA will consult with the CTCDC and FHWA regarding design
guidelines for the use of red lanes.

L.2.2.9

Master Response 3a: Local Business
Impacts

Some commenters expressed concerns that the project may negatively affect
local businesses, including as a result of construction disruption, loss of
parking spaces, and/or bus stop consolidation. The Draft EIS/EIR
(including sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.15) determined that none of the build
alternatives would require any temporary or permanent displacement of any
residence, community facility, park, or business. Construction would likely
follow the Staggered Multiple Block Segment Approach, which is intended
to minimize the length of disruption to the corridor as a whole. Although
pedestrian access would be preserved during construction, detours and
temporary closures of portions of the sidewalk would nonetheless occur
during construction, adversely affecting patrons and employees of
businesses along the Geary corridor. However, such effects would be
temporary and would be lessened through a minimization measure (M-C1C1). Similarly, construction of the build alternatives would result in shortterm emissions of air pollutants and increases in noise and vibration directly
associated with construction activity. However, such effects would not be
adverse. Adherence to City regulations for work conducted within public
rights-of-way would also help avoid any adverse effect. The Draft EIS/EIR
determined that implementation of any of the build alternatives, once in
operation, would result in decreased levels of air pollutant emissions,
improved transit amenities, and improved transit travel times and thus
enhanced connectivity that would translate to benefits to businesses and
economic activity within the study area.
A reduction in the number of on-street parking spaces is a chief concern for
business owners, who commented that current parking options are already
limited in the Geary corridor, complicating access for customers as well as
loading. Other factors that commenters cited in hindering customer access
to businesses along the Geary corridor include a reduction in the number of
bus stops and the potential for side-running bus-only lanes to restrict ingress
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and egress of businesses for motorists. Commenters also expressed concern
about noise impacts to businesses during project construction and
operation.
Research has found that bus stop consolidation does not adversely impact
ridership23 and may increase ridership by increasing speed and reliability of
bus service.24 These findings do not support assertions that bus stop
consolidation would hinder customer access to businesses. For businesses
with automobile points of entry from the Geary corridor (including but not
limited to gas stations and auto service businesses, restaurants, banks, and
others), motorists would still be able to cross side-running bus lanes to turn
into and out of these businesses; motorists would by necessity need to
monitor the bus lane and yield to any on-coming buses before turning across
it.
As described in Section 4.15 (Construction Methods and Impacts of the
Final EIS), businesses along the Geary corridor would experience temporary
impacts during construction related to increased noise, dust, vibration, and
air pollutant emissions from construction equipment. Construction would
result in short-term impacts to automobile traffic, parking, transit service,
and pedestrian and bicycle movement. These impacts could affect the
community’s ability to access local businesses during active construction. See
Section 4.15.5 of the Final EIS for a detailed description of the TMP, which
would be implemented to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts
related to accessing the Geary corridor during construction. Project
construction would likely be phased to reduce the period of disruption at
any particular location to the shortest practical length of time. Neither
project construction nor operation would displace any businesses. Projectrelated operational noise would not exceed criteria established by the lead
agency. Accordingly, no adverse effect would occur. Despite temporary
impacts during construction, project operation would result in decreased
levels of air pollutant emissions, improved transit amenities, and improved
transit travels times, thereby enhancing connectivity that would benefit
businesses and economic activity in the Geary corridor over the long term.
In response to concerns regarding potential negative effects of the proposed
changes associated with the provision of BRT along the Geary corridor on
local businesses, SFTCA commissioned a study25 by a Bay Area economist
(Economic and Planning Systems) to consider what, if any, impact the
presence or absence of on-street parking and bus stops have on businesses

El-Geneidy, A. M., J. G. Strathman, T. J. Kimpel, and D. T. Crout. 2006. Effects of
bus stop consolidation on passenger activity and transit operations. Transportation
Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board. No 1971, pp. 32-41.
24 Kehoe, O. Effects of bus stop consolidation on transit speed and reliability: a test case.
2004. Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master
of Science in Civil Engineering, University of Washington.
25 Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. Memorandum: Evaluation of Significance of OnStreet Parking on Economic Performance of Geary Boulevard Businesses. January 3,
2014.
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in the Geary corridor. This study focused on retail businesses between 25th
Avenue and Masonic Avenue. The study found that businesses with bus
stops directly in front (and, hence, no on-street parking) and those with bus
stops on the same block did not have statistically significant differences in
sales per square foot than businesses without bus stops either directly in
front or on the same block.
The project team has conducted outreach and engaged with local business
stakeholders along the corridor and would continue to do so in advanced
design and construction phases in order to better ensure that final designs
are as responsive as possible to the needs of specific businesses. The Draft
EIS/EIR included a TMP in Sections 4.2.5 and 4.15.7.2 to help avoid
and/or minimize disruption to businesses during construction. The TMP
would include measures to facilitate access for motorists, transit-riders,
bicyclists, and pedestrians.

L.2.2.10

Master Response 4a: Tree Removal

The Draft EIS/EIR determined that each of the build alternatives would
require tree removal to varying levels of effect as outlined in Table L.2-2. As
a result, the Draft EIS/EIR determined that there is potential to directly
affect migratory birds or their eggs and nests during project construction.
Each build alternative would include planting of new trees to be similar to
that currently existing within the Geary corridor.
Commenters state that the proposed removal of street trees would diminish
ecosystem services currently provided by trees (including carbon
sequestration, oxygen generation, filtration of air pollutants, and stormwater
runoff control). Commenters also state that tree removal would have
adverse social, visual, and other community effects (e.g., impacts on
aesthetics, traffic calming, noise attenuation, and property values). Several
commenters express a preference for a larger tree replacement ratio due to
anticipated prospective survival rates of replacement trees, as well as to
compensate for the short-term reduction in benefits provided by
replacement saplings relative to mature trees.
The Geary corridor contains 1,437 ornamental landscape trees, representing
53 species, most of which are not native to California. Two species in
particular dominate the Geary corridor, comprising more than half of the
trees: New Zealand Christmas tree (424 total, 29.5 percent) and London
plane tree (360 total, 25.1 percent).
Each of the build alternatives would preserve at least 80 percent of Geary
corridor trees. The build alternatives would require the removal of about
11 percent to 19 percent of corridor trees. Table L.2-2 provides a
breakdown of trees that each build alternative would preserve and remove.
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Table L.2-2

Trees preserved and removed, and attributes of removed
trees, by build alternative
REMOVED
TREES

BUILD
ALTERNATIVE

TOTAL
TREES IN
CORRIDOR

TOTAL TREES
PRESERVED

TOTAL
TREES
REMOVED

SIGNIFICANT1

GOOD
CONDITION

MATURE2

2

1,437

1,281
(89.1%)

156
(10.9%)

86 (55.1%)

84 (53.8%)

12
(7.69%)

3

1,437

1,184
(82.4%)

253
(17.6%)

154 (60.9%)

130
(51.4%)

51
(20.2%)

3Consolidated

1,437

1,169
(81.4%)

268
(18.6%)

168 (62.7%)

134
(50.0%)

51
(19.0%)

Hybrid/LPA

1,437

1,242
(86.4%)

182
(12.6%)

118 (60.5%)

98 (50.3%)

26
(13.3%)

1

A tree qualifies as “significant” if it is located within 10 feet of the property edge of the sidewalk, is above 20 feet in height,
has a canopy greater than 15 feet in diameter, or has a trunk diameter greater than 12 inches at breast height.
2
A “mature” tree is defined as having a diameter at breast height from 19 to 32 inches.
Source: HortScience, 2014

Commenters expressed concern about the project’s potential to remove
large numbers of mature, healthy trees. While approximately half of the trees
proposed for removal under each build alternative are in good condition
(having a health and structural condition rating of at least 4 out of 5), the
majority (about 80 percent to 90 percent) of trees that each build alternative
would remove are not mature (see Table L.2-2).
Each build alternative would preserve and incorporate existing mature trees
into the project landscape plan as much as possible and plant an equivalent
number of new, healthy, drought-resistant trees for each tree removed. The
agencies propose replacement plantings focused on quality, so as to provide
conditions that allow trees to thrive and mature, ultimately enhancing
community benefits.26 Street tree species selection would include
consultation with specialists and use a consistent palette of species
throughout the Geary corridor to enhance visual intactness and unity.
Irrigation plans and design measures to promote tree health and protect
surrounding infrastructure would accompany replacement plantings. Larger,
taller tree species that are more in scale with the width of the Geary corridor
would replace removed trees, ultimately increasing canopy cover along the
corridor.
While the Draft EIS/EIR acknowledges that aesthetic quality would
temporarily decline in areas where trees are removed (for a period of three
to five years until replacement trees begin to mature), within five to 10 years,
plantings would further mature and improve the visual setting. Because the
project would retain the majority of trees along the Geary corridor, any tree
removals that occur under the project would have negligible impacts on
ecological, social, and community benefits and replacement plantings would
ultimately enhance these benefits in the long term. According to the

Marritz, Leda. October 10, 2012. “Urban Trees: Let’s Grow Old Together.” Next City.
Accessed February 15, 2016 at https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/urban-trees-lets-growold-together.
26
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FHWA’s Highway Traffic Noise Analysis and Abatement Policy and Guidance,
roadside street trees and other vegetation do not provide noise abatement.
Trees along the Geary corridor may serve as nesting locations for migratory
birds; as such, tree removal as part of the build alternatives could directly
affect migratory birds and their eggs and nests. Replacement plantings would
initially have reduced capacity relative to existing trees to host migratory
birds due to their smaller size. However, this would be temporary and
capacity to host birds would increase as trees mature.
For detailed information on individual trees within the Geary corridor,
including species, size, age class, health and structural condition, suitability
for preservation, and relocation potential, see Appendix I of the Draft
EIS/EIR, which contains a tree survey conducted by HortScience, Inc. in
2013 and 2014.

L.2.2.11
Master Response 5a: Length of Comment
Period
Several comments were focused on the length of the public participation
and the public comment period, requested an extension to the comment
period, and expressed discontent with the format of the public comment
meeting held on November 5, 2015.
The Draft EIS/EIR was released for public review on October 2, 2015 and
the public comment period was scheduled to extend 45 days, per
NEPA/CEQA regulations/requirements (CEQ NEPA Regulations - 40
CFR Sec. 1506.10c; 14 CCR § 15087(d)). The lead NEPA and CEQA
agencies, FTA and SFCTA respectively, provided multiple opportunities and
methods for the public to comment on the Draft EIS/EIR, including via
mail, email, and in person during the public meeting held at St. Mary’s
Cathedral on November 5, 2015. The purpose of the public comment
period was to provide an opportunity for the public to provide input on the
adequacy of the Draft EIS/EIR. Several commenters also commented on
the alternatives under consideration. All testimony is included in this
response to comments document for public review.
The public comment meeting was presented in an open-house format. The
public had an opportunity to discuss project features with subject experts
including engineers and planners on the project development team. There
was a 30-minute PowerPoint presentation given during the public meeting,
and over two hours were devoted to an open-house question-and-answer
session with the development team to provide open dialogue between the
public and staff. The public had the opportunity to provide formal
comments using comment cards or the court reporters on site.
At the public comment meeting, the public was provided with opportunities
to submit comments either through a comment card or orally with a court
reporter. During the formal presentation at the meeting, some previously
submitted written comments and sign-in sheets were stolen from the sign-in
table. As soon as staff were made aware of the incident, a staff member
publicly announced the theft to all community members in attendance and
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encouraged those who had previously submitted comments to resubmit and
sign in again. As a result of the incident and subsequent public comments
requesting an extension of the public comment period, SFCTA extended the
public comment period an additional 14 days, to November 30, 2015.
Several (or perhaps all) of the comments that were stolen from the meeting
were later returned by mail anonymously to SFCTA. Those returned are
contained within Chapter 8 (Public Participation), of this Final EIS.
The following methods were used to publicize the extended public comment
period:
•

SFCTA sent an e-blast to over 750 people who signed up to receive
project-related emails on November 12, 2015.

•

Newspaper ads announcing the extension of the public comment
period were placed in the following papers: San Francisco Examiner,
Western Edition, Kstati, and Nichi Bei Weekly.

•

Social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, and Nextdoor
were used to notice the extension (Facebook and Twitter posts on
11/13/16; Twitter and Nextdoor posts on 11/16/16).

•

SFMTA published a follow-up blog post on November 23, 2015 to
announce the extension of the comment period and provide
additional details on the SRA.

L.2.2.12
Master Response 5b: Nature of Outreach
Conducted
Several comments were related to the nature of public outreach. Some
expressed dissatisfaction with the locations and format of community
meetings, and questioned the nature of public involvement and
consideration of public input in project design. Others took issue with the
notices announcing the public meetings and the public comment period.
This master response is designed to address all comments pertaining to the
nature of public outreach, by providing information as to the extent of all
outreach efforts made by SFCTA, FTA, and SFMTA to date. Also see
Chapter 8 of this Final EIS, which also describes public outreach efforts
subsequent to publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
Over the course of the project and in response to community input to date,
the Geary BRT project has evolved over time. Community involvement in
the very earliest stages of project formulation has long history, beginning
with public outreach activities around the 2003 Proposition K Expenditure
Plan and reauthorization and adoption of the 2004 Countywide
Transportation Plan. These efforts preceded public outreach efforts in the
context of the NEPA/CEQA processes, initiated in 2008. During the
preparation of the Geary Corridor BRT Study (the Feasibility Study),
adopted by the SFCTA Board in 2007, SFCTA conducted extensive
outreach including public workshops, met with dozens of community
groups and organizations, conducted multi-lingual outreach in Spanish,
Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Vietnamese, and Korean. SFCTA staff also met
with and gave presentations to several citywide organizations and
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commissions, along with key stakeholders on request. The Feasibility Study
includes conceptual design and evaluation of several BRT alternatives.
Through technical analysis and community input, the Feasibility Study
developed and evaluated a set of BRT alternatives for Geary Boulevard. The
Feasibility Study is available for review at SFCTA. SFCTA has conducted
multiple rounds of outreach and considered previous community input as
the project design has undergone refinement. Community outreach efforts
will continue throughout the development and implementation of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA as described in Chapter 8 of this Final EIS. Since
2007, the project team has convened over 200 meetings and/or briefings
with local community, neighborhood, business, advocacy, and interest
groups over the course of project development process since the Feasibility
Study launched in 2007. These meetings have taken place in various
locations throughout the Geary corridor to garner the most attendance from
interested individuals and community groups and to address specific
community concerns. The meetings to date have varied in character,
including both small-group discussions and large-group presentations. Input
received at these meetings has continually shaped project development.
The agencies recognize the importance of reaching out to project
stakeholders and the broader community throughout the development
process. During the public comment period the agencies received input on
the adequacy of the analyses in the Draft EIS/EIR and project alternatives
analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR. The agencies have carefully considered all
input received during the public comment period in designing the project
and has responded to all comments received in this Final EIS.
Notification of the availability of the Draft EIS/EIR and the associated
public comment meeting was provided in a variety of mediums, formats,
and languages, including the following:
•

A multi-lingual (English, Spanish, Filipino and Chinese) mailer was
mailed to over 20,000 residents and owners along the length of the
corridor, stakeholder groups and past meeting attendees.

•

The project website was updated the week prior to release of the
Draft EIS/EIR announcing the upcoming public comment period.
Information was provided in English, Spanish, Chinese, Filipino,
Russian, Japanese, Vietnamese, and Korean.

•

Multi-lingual bus shelter ads were posted along the Geary corridor
in English, Spanish, Chinese, and Filipino, announcing the
availability of the Draft EIS/EIR for public review and comment.
The same ad was also posted inside buses in the space behind the
driver seat.

•

A multi-lingual email was sent on October 5, 2015, in English,
Spanish, Chinese and Filipino to over 1,000 people by SFCTA and
SFMTA. Additional emails were sent on the following dates:
October 30, 2015, and November 12, 2015, via social media
accounts on SFCTA’s and SFMTA’s Twitter and Facebook pages
announcing the public comment meeting and the extension of the
public comment period.
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•

The Notice of Availability/Notice of Completion of the Draft
EIS/EIR was published in the following publications: San Francisco
Examiner, Richmond Review, The New Fillmore, Western Edition, Central
City Extra, Kstati, Nichi Bei Weekly.

•

Facebook ads were posted to announce the public comment
meeting targeting people using the application near the Geary
corridor.

•

A Project Fact Sheet was housed on the Project website
(gearybrt.org) available for the public to download. It was also
provided at all community meetings and briefings, and available at
the public comment meeting held on November 5, 2015. Fact sheet
inserts describing the public comment period and meeting were
available in Spanish, Chinese, Filipino, Russian, Japanese,
Vietnamese, and Korean.

•

An SFMTA Blog post was published on October 20, 2015, that
described the environmental process, including the purpose of the
public comment period and public comment meeting.

•

The agencies contacted over 80 local stakeholder organizations and
met with those groups that requested a meeting with the project
team prior to or during the public comment period for the Draft
EIS/EIR. These meeting occurred in October and November 2015
and provided project updates, including information about the Draft
EIS/EIR and the public comment meeting.

•

Information about the release of the Draft EIS/EIR and public
comment meeting were provided to the project’s Citizen’s Advisory
Committee (CAC) at the October 7, 2015, meeting.

•

A press release announcing the availability of the Draft EIS/EIR
was distributed to local media outlets on Thursday October 1, 2015.

SFCTA has developed its own noticing approach based on established local,
state and federal requirements. The SFCTA provided notice consistent with
noticing procedures for a Draft EIR stated in Chapter 31 of the San
Francisco Municipal Code and CEQA Guidelines section 15087(d) and
15105(a). Under these CEQA requirements and NEPA Regulations (40 CFR
Sec. 1506.10(c)), a Draft EIR or EIS is to be circulated for a period of 45
days.
The Draft EIS/EIR document was initially circulated for 45 days, but the
comment period was extended an additional 14 days for a total of 59 days.
An electronic version of the Draft EIS/EIR was posted to the project
website at www.gearybrt.org; paper copies were made available at SFCTA
(1455 Market St.), the SFMTA (1 S. Van Ness Ave.), the SF Planning
Information Center (1660 Mission St.), the SF Main Library (100 Larkin St.),
the Anza Branch Library (550 37th Ave.), the Richmond/Senator Milton
Marks Branch Library (351 9th Ave.), and the Western Addition Branch
Library (1550 Scott St.) throughout the duration of the public comment
period. A radius mailer was also sent to over 20,000 residences and
businesses adjacent to the project corridor with information about public
meetings and how to access the document. Newspaper ads were placed
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Citywide in English, Spanish, and Chinese newspapers as well as local
neighborhood newspapers. These ads contained the legal Notice of
Availability/Notice of Completion information. Finally, advertisements
announcing the availability of the document were placed on transit vehicles
and in transit shelters along the corridor as well as on key Muni transfer
lines. CD copies of the Draft EIS/EIR were made available upon request
through the SFCTA at no cost to the public and paper copies could be
purchased at the cost of printing.
Numerous outreach activities continued following the end of the Draft
EIS/EIR comment period. As summarized in Section 8.3.3 of the Final EIS,
the project team continued outreach to many neighborhood groups,
advocacy organizations, residents, and merchants who had submitted
comments. In all the project team convened a total of more than 60
meetings with over 30 different groups. Section 8.3.4 of the Final EIS
identifies these groups. Further, throughout 2016 and early 2017, the project
team attended community events to hear input and answer questions about
the project. Four CAC meetings were also held after release of the Draft
EIS/EIR. Input from these outreach efforts helped inform some of the
minor modifications to the project introduced in this Final EIS. In addition,
there was outreach and a public review period leading up to certification of
the Final EIR in January 2017. The project team provided notice of the
Final EIR release and related hearing dates in multiple languages and
explained how to provide public feedback to the project decision-makers,
the SFCTA Board and SFMTA Board. Advertisements included newspaper
ads, postcards at bus stops, information cards in bus shelters and on buses,
and ads in local newspapers in accordance with Federal, state and local law.
Finally, as shown in Table L-4 above, the project team received extensive
correspondence following the close of the Draft EIS/EIR comment period;
Table L-4 summarizes these comments and provides brief responses.

L.2.2.13
Master Response 5c: Final EIR
Certification
Many comments, particularly comments received after the close of the Draft
EIS/EIR public comment period, included questions or statements
regarding the certification of the Final EIR, including some comments
stating that there had been inadequate time to review the Final EIR prior to
certification and/or requesting that certification be delayed.
SFCTA published the Final EIR on December 9, 2016. Publication of the
Final EIR was accompanied by information regarding the anticipated public
hearing on the Final EIR and project approval set for January 5, 2017.
CEQA does not require a public comment period prior to certification of a
Final EIR. Rather, CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(b) requires that written
responses to comments by public agencies be made available at least 10 days
prior to any action to certify a Final EIR. San Francisco Administrative
Code Section 31.15(a) (which is not binding on SFCTA) requires that a Final
EIR be made available for public review not less than 10 days prior to the
hearing to consider its certification. The Final EIR, including written
responses to agency, organization, and individual comments, was published
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and made available for review well in excess of the 10 days required by
CEQA for written responses to agency comments and consistent with
Section 31.15(a) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.
At its January 5, 2017, hearing, the SFCTA Board heard public comment
and then certified the Final EIR and approved the project. Each supervisor
present was serving his or her elected term.
This Final EIS reflects consideration of all written comments submitted
prior to the January 2017 hearing as well as comments submitted to the local
sponsors for several months after the January 2017 hearing (see Table L1.4).

L.2.2.14

Master Response 6a: Project Cost

Although not an environmental consideration, SFCTA received multiple
comments on the Draft EIS/EIR expressing that the build alternatives for
the Geary BRT project are too expensive for the benefits they would
provide. A large portion of these comments indicated a preference for a
more expensive project that would be expected to bring more benefits, with
light rail and subway as suggested alternatives. A smaller portion of these
comments indicated a preference for either side-running bus lanes as a
cheaper alternative that could still provide some benefits, or the No Build
Alternative that would rely on other, less expensive efforts to improve
transit and walking along Geary. Finally, some commenters felt that $300
million is simply too much to spend on a bus and street improvement
project.
The agencies considered a fully side-running alternative (Alternative 2)
whose capital costs were estimated to be substantially lower than the
preferred alternative. However, as discussed in the considerations of the
preferred alternative (Section 2.3.8.2), Alternative 2 would not be expected
to generate substantially improved ridership, a key part of the project
purpose. For this as well as other reasons documented in Chapter 2,
Alternative 2 was not selected as the preferred alternative.
The agencies believe that the appropriate response is to generate as accurate
a cost estimate as possible, as early as possible, to provide clarity for the
public and decision-makers approaching the decision of whether to move
forward. The $300 million total cost covers a large set of improvements,
including bus-only lanes, new stations, additional vehicles to increase service
frequency, new traffic signals and streetlights, pedestrian safety upgrades,
new medians and landscaping, and utility and paving work. During the
project design and construction phases, the agencies will work to identify
potential cost savings. When building major infrastructure projects, the
agencies use rigorous protocols and policies to control costs, including those
for procuring services and materials. For more information about the
project cost and funding sources, see Chapter 9 of this Final EIS.
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The agencies considered project cost as a critical factor during the process
of refining and evaluating the project alternatives and selecting an LPA.
In the earlier screening process (the 2009 Alternatives Screening Report),
other lower-cost alternatives, such as peak-period or striping-only bus lanes,
were considered but ultimately rejected as fatally flawed due to their inability
to meet the purpose and need of the project. For example, peak-period busonly lanes were found to offer little or no benefit to transit travel time
improvement and pedestrian conditions, which are key elements of the
project purpose and need. For more information on other alternatives
considered but rejected, please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a and Chapter 10 of the Draft EIS/EIR.

L.3 Individual Responses to Comments
on the Draft EIS/EIR
As described above, during circulation of the Draft EIS/EIR for public
review, the agencies received comments on the Draft EIS/EIR in multiple
formats, including letters, emails, comment cards submitted by public
hearing attendees, and verbal comments transcribed by a court reporter.
This section provides copies of the comment letters, emails, cards, and
transcripts of verbal comments, as well as responses to each of these
comments. Where appropriate, responses to individual comments provide
references to relevant Master Responses in Section L.2.

L.3.1

Agencies
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Responses to Comment A-1: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)
A-1.1

The rating of the Draft EIS/EIR as “LO,” Lack of Objections, is
noted and part of the project administrative record.

A-1.2

EPA indicated that they appreciate the analysis of air quality and
associated health risk included in the Draft EIS/EIR. The
comment does not question the adequacy of the environmental
document or the characterization of any specific potential effect.

A-1.3

Text corresponding to Table 4.11-4 on page 4.11-12 of the Draft
EIS/EIR has been revised to say that some of the construction
equipment used could exceed 80 dBA at 100 feet on occasion.
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Responses to Comment A-2: California Department of
Transportation
A-2.1

SFCTA as the lead agency will ensure appropriate
implementation of mitigation and improvement measures
identified for the project. In certifying the Final EIR, SFCTA
adopted a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (see
Appendix M of this Final EIS), which carries forward all of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA mitigation measures presented in the
Draft EIS/EIR. SFCTA welcomes input from Caltrans during
the environmental process and throughout the encroachment
permit application process.

A-2.2

At the commenter’s request, the following tables provide detailed
information from the intersection analysis regarding level of
service and delays for each approach for each study intersection
along SR 1 and US 101.

Table L.3-3

2020 PM Peak Hour LOS for Intersections with Park
Presidio (State Route 1)
MINOR LEG
EASTBOUND

CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

LOS

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

NORTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

SOUTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

Existing Conditions
California

27.4

C

44.9

D

16.3

B

15.6

B

21.3

C

Clement

37.2

D

39.4

D

23.3

C

6.6

A

18.7

B

Anza

26.1

C

92.5

F

35

D

20.8

C

36.2

D

Fulton

42.4

D

39.1

D

33.3

C

45.7

D

40

D

2020 No Build
Geary

21.5

C

15.3

B

34.1

C

69

E

41.4

D

California

30

C

44.7

D

16.5

B

19.4

B

23.1

C

Clement

61.5

E

45.4

D

25.7

C

6.4

A

22.4

C

Anza

25.3

C

74.4

E

33.9

C

24.1

C

34.5

C

Fulton

147

F

45.6

D

31.5

C

62.6

E

64.1

E

2020 Alternative 2
Geary

9.5

A

6.5

A

27.6

C

33.4

C

24

C

California

28.4

C

41.4

D

19.6

B

20.4

C

23.7

C

Clement

75.2

E

49.8

D

30.9

C

7.3

A

26.9

C

Anza

27.4

C

97

F

39.1

D

26

C

40.1

D

Fulton

124.1

F

50.3

D

32.2

C

54.2

D

57.6

E

2020 Alternative 3
Geary

13.5

B

10.6

B

45.9

D

78.9

E

48.9

D

California

30.4

C

67

E

17.4

B

18.6

B

27.1

C
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MINOR LEG
EASTBOUND
CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

Clement

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

205.3

F

Anza

28

Fulton

144.2

NORTHBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

80.5

F

C

95

F

57.7

SOUTHBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

38.5

D

F

43.3

E

31.3

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

6.3

A

48.7

D

D

24.3

C

41.4

D

C

52.7

D

61.7

E

2020 Alternative 3C
Geary

12

B

14.5

B

27.5

C

32.6

C

26.6

C

California

31.3

C

50.9

D

15.9

B

24.5

C

26.1

C

Clement

166.7

F

155.5

F

26.7

C

9.9

A

45.7

D

Anza

28.5

C

85.6

F

29.5

C

35.6

D

38.1

D

Fulton

142.5

F

52.3

D

30.8

C

66.6

E

65.4

E

2020 (Hybrid Alternative/LPA)
Geary

9.1

A

7.9

A

24.6

C

29.1

C

22.2

C

California

30.6

C

48

D

16.6

B

20.9

C

24.3

C

Clement

173

F

108.1

F

27.4

C

6.6

A

40.9

D

Anza

25.7

C

104.6

F

35.4

D

26.4

C

39.9

D

Fulton

137.6

F

63.9

E

34.2

C

63.5

E

65.9

E

Source: Parisi, 2016

Table L.3-4

2035 PM Peak Hour LOS for Intersections with Park
Presidio (State Route 1)
MINOR LEG
EASTBOUND

CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

LOS

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

NORTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

SOUTHBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

2035 No Build
Geary

33.6

C

13.2

B

40.8

D

114.4

F

60.3

E

California

28.2

C

39

D

17.7

B

40

D

30.7

C

Clement

75.3

E

42.5

D

27.3

C

33.5

C

35.3

D

Anza

26.2

C

99.8

F

46.1

D

66.4

E

60.3

E

Fulton

121.5

F

41.7

D

44.5

D

128.8

F

88

F

2035 Alternative 2
Geary

9.5

A

6.4

A

27.6

C

83.6

F

41.8

D

California

29.7

C

48.7

D

18.2

D

27

C

27

C

Clement

90.4

F

67.7

E

40.6

D

11.2

B

34.9

C

Anza

25.6

C

103.9

F

55.5

E

44.8

D

55.7

E

Fulton

142.7

F

55.3

E

49

D

112.7

F

88.4

F
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MINOR LEG
EASTBOUND
CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

LOS

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

NORTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

SOUTHBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

2035 Alternative 3
Geary

13

B

12.6

B

38.5

D

116.9

F

61.2

E

California

31

C

48.1

D

18.3

B

25.9

C

26.7

C

Clement

198

F

153.3

F

34.9

C

7.4

A

51.2

D

Anza

27.3

C

100.7

F

49.2

D

34.9

C

48

D

Fulton

147.7

F

58.6

E

50.5

D

98.1

F

84.5

F

2035 Alternative 3C
Geary

13

B

14.6

B

26.3

C

48.2

D

33.2

C

California

31.6

C

61.1

E

16.4

B

33.9

C

31.4

C

Clement

229.1

F

155

F

34.7

C

12.3

B

56.8

E

Anza

29.2

C

131.8

F

49.4

D

47.5

D

56.9

E

Fulton

143.5

F

55.5

E

50.3

D

118.5

F

91.2

F

2035 (Hybrid Alternative/LPA)
Geary

10.8

B

9.1

A

24.1

C

70.8

E

39.5

D

California

30.3

C

59.9

E

19

B

44.6

D

36.1

D

Clement

175.7

F

75.2

E

45.2

D

30.1

C

53.9

D

Anza

30.4

C

116.8

F

59.4

E

63.5

E

66.5

E

Fulton

135.7

F

54

D

50.5

D

117.3

F

89.2

F

Source: Parisi, 2016

Table L.3-5

2020 PM Peak Hour LOS for Intersections with Van Ness
(US 101)
MINOR LEG

EASTBOUND
CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

LOS

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

NORTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

SOUTHBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

2020 No Build
Geary

—

—

25.3

C

15

B

139.9

F

55.7

E

O’Farrell

58.4

E

—

—

137

F

15

B

71.7

E

2020 Alternative 2
Geary
O’Farrell

—
51.5

—

70.6

E

13.9

B

141.5

F

74.4

E

D

—

—

147.8

F

19

B

73.2

E

2020 Alternative 3
Geary

—

—

42.5

D

11.8

B

128.1

F

61.8

E

O’Farrell

47.6

D

—

—

142.4

F

19.4

B

69.1

E
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MINOR LEG
EASTBOUND
CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

NORTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

SOUTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

2020 Alternative 3C
Geary

—

—

52

D

20.4

C

164.5

F

79.2

E

O’Farrell

30.3

C

—

—

184

F

24.9

C

77.7

E

2020 (Hybrid Alternative/LPA)
Geary

—

—

70.8

E

11.1

B

115.8

F

65.6

E

O’Farrell

58.7

E

—

—

127.9

F

15.7

B

67.9

E

Source: Parisi, 2016

Table L.3-6

2035 PM Peak Hour LOS for Intersections with Van Ness
(US 101)
MINOR LEG

EASTBOUND
CROSS
STREET

DELAY
(S)

LOS

PARK PRESIDIO (SR 1)

WESTBOUND
DELAY
(S)

LOS

NORTHBOUND
DELAY
(S)

SOUTHBOUND

LOS

DELAY
(S)

INTERSECTION

LOS

DELAY
(S)

LOS

2035 No Build
Geary

—

—

66.1

E

19.5

B

226.9

F

82.6

F

O’Farrell

32.5

C

—

—

131.9

F

10.5

B

72.3

E

2035 Alternative 2
Geary

—

—

54

D

13.6

B

148.2

F

70.8

E

O’Farrell

47.8

D

—

—

156

F

20.6

C

73.9

E

2035 Alternative 3
Geary

—

—

87.5

F

10.6

B

164.1

F

78.9

E

O’Farrell

40.4

D

—

—

146.4

F

17.4

B

68.3

E

2035 Alternative 3C
Geary

—

—

47.8

D

20.4

C

163.1

F

76.7

E

O’Farrell

42.8

D

—

—

185.3

F

22.9

C

79.8

E

2035 (Hybrid Alternative/LPA)
Geary

—

—

69.5

E

10.2

B

125.6

F

67.1

E

O’Farrell

53

D

—

—

129.5

F

13.7

B

67.2

E

Source: Parisi, 2016

A-2.3

The sewer replacement would occur between Franklin and
Stanyan Streets and would not extend beyond the Franklin Street
intersection toward Van Ness Avenue. The San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission (SFPUC) has no intention to shift sewer
pipeline locations at this time. There is potential sewer work at
Park Presidio adjacent to the BRT station area; the scope of work
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will be better defined once SFMTA initiates the conceptual
engineering phase in early 2017.
A-2.4

Wider stop spacing would result in better transit performance.
Stop location was carefully studied to match with intersecting
transit lines, schools, hospitals, senior services, and other
common trip destinations.
There are a total of 40 left-turn locations (with both permitted
and protected left-turn signal phasing) on Geary Boulevard from
25th Avenue to Gough Street. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA
would reduce the number of permissive left turns from 37 to 10,
and increase the number of protected left turns from three to 18.
All left turns in the portion of the corridor with center-running
bus-only lanes would be converted to protected left-turn arrows.
The project aims to provide a continuous, dedicated lane for
transit vehicles. There are several constraints identified along the
corridor. Widening the roadway is not feasible given the built-out
nature of the corridor. Parking demand is a concern for fronting
businesses. Grade separated crossings at Fillmore and Masonic
result in narrow side segments. The design was developed to
balance desire for a continuous, dedicated BRT lane against these
constraints.
Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the alternatives development process and attributes
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA that are being carried forward.

A-2.5

SFCTA will incorporate traffic-related mitigation and
improvement measures into construction plans and will follow
the process outlined in the comment in submitting the
encroachment permit application, when necessary. See Appendix
M of this Final EIS, Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting
Program, which carries forward all mitigation commitments for
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA (as were also recorded in Draft
EIS/EIR Chapter 7).
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Responses to Comment A-3: BART
A-3.1

Suggestions for future transit improvements are noted. Please
refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of alternatives to the project, including rail and subway
options that are not feasible at this time.

A-3.2

Suggestion for the inclusion of pre-BRT studies in the Project
History section of the Executive Summary is noted. See Section
S.10 of the Final EIS, which mentions previous studies and
describes in more detail the Geary Corridor BRT Feasibility
Study, which was completed in 2007. Pre-BRT studies are
discussed in Section 1.2, Planning Context. The comment does
not question the adequacy of the environmental document or the
characterization of any specific potential effect, thus no change to
the Draft EIS/EIR has been made.

A-3.3

Comments related to the purpose and need of the project are
noted. The first Project Need in Section S.11.2 of the Final EIS is
related to transit service in the Geary corridor. The third Project
Need is related to the streetscape as well as the existing bus stop
infrastructure and amenities. The Project Purpose (Section
S.11.1) aims to not only improve pedestrian conditions, but to
improve transit performance and enhance passenger experience.

A-3.4

The comment is correct—the No Build and build alternatives do
not meet the 85-percent load factor;27 however, Tables 3.3-14 and
3.3-15 in the Draft EIS/EIR illustrate the alternatives and
represent better prospective conditions than the No Build. The
agencies recognizes the importance and need for improved
transit service on the Geary corridor and will continue to identify
opportunities for greater enhancements.

A-3.5

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
detailed discussion of project alternatives.

A-3.6

The suggestion to summarize information is noted.

A-3.7

See response to comment A-3.3 above. The purpose and need is
primarily focused on providing faster, more reliable transit
service to reduce overcrowding with a secondary, ancillary
purpose of improving pedestrian facilities on Geary (which in
turn help facilitate transit ridership). As shown in Section
3.3.4.8.2 of the Draft EIS/EIR, Year 2020 and 2035 outbound
load factors are lower than No Build conditions for all build
alternatives.
Furthermore, as discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 3.3.4.9.2,
passenger waiting and boarding experience would notably

“Load Factor” is a term applied to bus crowding, and is measured by the number of
passengers on board a bus relative to the vehicle’s carrying capacity.

27
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improve for all build alternatives compared to No Build
conditions. At stations with the heaviest forecasted use,
passengers would be accommodated with more than five square
feet per anticipated passenger. In addition, all build alternatives
would be designed to be rail-ready consistent with requirements
of Proposition K (refer to Section 1.2 for more detail on
Proposition K). Also see Master Response 1a regarding railreadiness.
A-3.8

Draft EIS/EIR Tables 2-3 and 2-4 (pp. 2-16 and 2-17) identify
Market Street stops associated with each of the alternatives, for
both eastbound and westbound direction. The No Build and
build alternatives would have stops at the same locations but with
varying degrees of service. Section 2.7.1.2 of the Draft EIS/EIR
acknowledged the Better Market Street project as one of many
projects constituting the regional context.

A-3.9

The project’s proposed consolidated service would combine the
Rapid and Local service into a single BRT service. Because all
buses would stop at the consolidated stops, the average headway
experienced at any given stop (Local or BRT) would decrease as
well.

A-3.10

Table 3.3-2 in the Draft EIS/EIR was revised to provide the
2015 weekday ridership value for BART’s Montgomery Street
station.

A-3.11

The comment is noted. Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1a for a detailed discussion of the development
of alternatives.
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Responses to Comment A-4: Golden Gate Bridge Highway
and Transportation District
A-4.1

The project will have standard-height
accommodate standard transit vehicles.

curbs

that

can

A-4.2

The request to allow for Golden Gate Transit (GGT) signage at
joint BRT/GGT stops is noted. SFMTA is open to discussing
how GGT signage and hardware needs can be accommodated,
pending specifications with the Clear Channel shelters during
detailed design. Including GGT signage at such stops would not
have any foreseeable new or different environmental impact over
what was disclosed in the Draft EIS/EIR.

A-4.3

The projections regarding Geary corridor daily ridership do not
include GGT route 92 ridership. Route 92 operates eight times
per day in each direction. Including route 92 would not have a
meaningful impact on overall Geary corridor bus ridership, and
thus was not included.

A-4.4

SFMTA has begun discussions with GGT regarding the project’s
potential effects to GGT service. SFMTA has confirmed that if
GGT has the same TSP technology as SFMTA in their fleet of
coaches, they are welcome to use the TSP at intersection(s) with
TSP functionality.

A-4.5

The comment requests that the build alternative preserve a
permissive left turn for GGT buses southbound Park Presidio
onto eastbound Geary Boulevard. The transit modeling
conducted for the Draft EIS/EIR assumed continuation of this
permissive left turn. The comment also requests the opportunity
for GGT buses to exit center-running bus lanes at or before
Webster Street, where current GGT bus routes deviate from
Geary Boulevard. Because the Hybrid Alternative/LPA and
Alternative 2 would each feature side-running bus lanes on Geary
at Webster, GGT buses would have unrestricted movement from
Geary to Webster. As noted in Tables 2-3 and 2-4, the build
alternatives would modify some stops between Park Presidio and
Webster Streets, differing by alternative.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would consolidate the eastbound
Masonic Avenue and Presidio Avenue bus stops. This would
eliminate the eastbound Presidio Avenue stop, and the existing
Masonic Avenue stop would move to the far side of the street.
No other changes to GGT bus stops are anticipated. No changes
to GGT bus routing are anticipated in any of the build
alternatives.

A-4.6

SFMTA is open to discussing how GGT signage and hardware
needs can be accommodated, pending specifications with the
Clear Channel shelters during detailed design. SFMTA developed
a simplified shelter system map last year as part of a larger
branding effort which does not include other bus service
provider routes; however, the transit and bicycle printed maps
have a schematic representation of regional transit connections
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and opportunities to include this here can be discussed. The
comment is unrelated to the adequacy of the environmental
document and no further response is required.
A-4.7

The traffic model determined bus loading zone size based on
future demand and need of the Geary corridor and included
GGT transit loading needs.

A-4.8

The intent of Table 2.3 in the Draft EIS/EIR was to depict
proposed eastbound stop locations for Muni buses only.
Eastbound GGT buses would have stops at 12th Avenue, 6th
Avenue, Arguello Boulevard, Spruce Street, Masonic Avenue,
Presidio Avenue, Baker Street, Divisadero Street, and Fillmore
Street. The agencies do not believe it is appropriate to include
Route 92 in this table because the purpose is to solely illustrate
Muni 38 services.

A-4.9

The Masonic Avenue and Presidio Avenue bus stops are
proposed to be consolidated in the eastbound direction under the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. For GGT’s purposes, this would
eliminate the eastbound Presidio Avenue stop, and the existing
Masonic Avenue stop would move to the far side of the street.
No other changes to GGT bus stops are anticipated.

A-4.10

The intent of Table 2.4 in the Draft EIS/EIR was to depict
proposed westbound stop locations for Muni buses only.
Westbound GGT buses would have stops at Fillmore Street,
Divisadero Street, Baker Street, Presidio Avenue, Spruce Street,
Arguello Boulevard, 6th Avenue, and 12th Avenue. The agencies
do not believe it is appropriate to include Route 92 to this table
because the purpose is to solely illustrate Muni 38 services.

A-4.11

No GGT bus stops would be eliminated in the westbound
direction under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

A-4.12

See response to comment A-4.5 above.

A-4.13

The agencies appreciate clarification regarding GGT routes
crossing Geary Boulevard. These changes are reflected in Section
3.3.2.1.2 of the Final EIS.

A-4.14

GGT could use the queue jump, however, SFMTA and GGT
would need to work together to ensure that the current system
can detect GGT’s buses. SFMTA also anticipates working with
GGT on their TSP technology so that GGT can take advantage
of the TSP along the Geary corridor.

A-4.15

The agencies appreciate the corrections regarding GGT routes in
and out of San Francisco, and related to Route 92. These changes
have been incorporated in Section 3.3.2.2 of the Final EIS.

A-4.16

SFMTA boarding islands include multiple information panels and
map cases. GGT will be able to use available space for its own
information. As long as GGT has the same TSP technology as
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SFMTA in their fleet of coaches, they are welcome to use the
TSP at intersection(s) with TSP functionality.
A-4.17

During detailed design and implementation, detailed construction
plans will be developed; this will include identifying alternative
stop locations for both Muni and GGT buses as well as other
service providers affected.

A-4.18

Requests regarding notification during construction have been
noted. The project team will continue to work with District staff
on how to minimize disruption to GGT service during
construction. For example, most existing stops will be maintained
during construction as feasible, or a replacement stop in the
immediate vicinity will be created. SFMTA and GGT have similar
goals to maintain transit access during construction, and the
transportation management plan (described in Section 4.15) will
use best practices to minimize traffic and transit delays. Please
refer to Master Response 2b for a detailed description of
outreach and notification that will occur before and during
construction activities for project implementation.

A-4.19

Thank you for the clarification regarding the extent of Golden
Gate Transit regional bus service. The text in Section 5.5.1 of the
Final EIS has been revised to document that bus service from
Geary Boulevard extends to Sonoma and Contra Costa counties.

A-4.20

The comment is noted. The project team would also like the
opportunity to continue to work with GGT staff as needed to
resolve any coordination barriers that may arise during project
development and implementation.

A-4.21

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would be side-running through the
Fillmore area and would utilize buses with doors on one side only
(right side). All center-running bus-only lanes would have dual
medians, allowing for right-side boarding and alighting, similar to
GGT’s fleet. The project team will accommodate future GGT
coaches along the corridor, as feasible.

A-4.22

See response above.

A-4.23

The comment is noted and is part of the record. The Hybrid
Alternative is the SRA and became the locally preferred
alternative (LPA) upon official SFCTA Board action in January
2017.

A-4.24

The comment is noted and is part of the record.
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Rosa Parks Elementary School
A Restorative Practices School
1501 O’Farrell Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
T 415.749-3519
F 415.749-3610
Paul Jacobsen, Principal

Geary Bus Rapid Transit Advisory Committee
c/o San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

October 7, 2015

RE: Opposition to Removal of the Japantown Pedestrian Bridge at Geary & Webster
Dear Members of the Citizens Advisory Committee and CTA Board,
On behalf of Rosa Parks Elementary School (PTCC-JBBP), I wish to express the school community’s strong concern and
objection to the draft EIR’s inclusion of the MTA/CTA staff recommendation to remove the pedestrian bridge crossing
Geary at Webster Street.

"

The Japantown Bridge is an important resource for Rosa Parks School. It connects our school and Japantown, which
is an important part of our curriculum and serves as a cultural resource and provides a variety of services for our
programs and families. As we have repeatedly stressed in our meetings with MTA/CTA staff, increasing the risk to our
children and their families by removing the pedestrian bridge to Japantown is unnecessary and unacceptable.

"

The Japantown Bridge is the only fully safe way for children and their families to cross Geary Boulevard. Why
would we increase the risk to their safety even 1% for 18-20 seconds of passenger delay at the westbound Webster bus
stop? Rosa Parks Elementary students, and JBBP students especially, consistently use the Japantown Bridge to cross
between the school and Japantown, both before and after school, on class field trips involving groups of up to 40-60
students and adults, and during community events and festivals in which they participate. The Japantown Bridge provides
the only 100% safe way to cross Geary Boulevard. As we have repeatedly stressed to the MTA/CTA staff, we oppose tearing
down the Japantown Bridge because it puts our children, families and staff at risk by forcing them to cross Geary at street
level.
We also are not convinced by the 4 other reasons MTA/CTA staff have presented to justify removal of the Bridge that
we have heard at and/or subsequent to their meetings with our school community:
ϭ͘

The MTA/CTA staff contends that demolition is justified because the Bridge does not meet current ADAstandards. Even
if the Bridge doesn’t meet ADA standards, the MTA/CTA has proposed placing two street levelcrosswalks at Webster and
a crosswalk at Buchanan that would be ADA compliant and have large pedestrianrefuges. PTCC-JBBP and others at Rosa
Parks told MTA/CTA staff that, providing proper safety measures areincluded, these crosswalks would be useful. We do
not consider the street level crossings to be a substitute forthe Japantown Bridge and staff statements indicating that we
believe otherwise are incorrect and misleading.

Ϯ͘

The suggestion that even if ADA compliant crosswalks were installed the Bridge is required to be removed forlack of
compliance appears arbitrary. There are numerous buildings in San Francisco, including City Hall andJapan Center, that
have been retrofitted with ADA ramps; no one would suggest that their ADA non-compliantstairs need to be removed.
The non-compliant rise in elevation on the Japantown Bridge is not so great that it
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creates a barrier to use by a substantial number of children, seniors and adults who use the Japantown Bridge on a
regular basis.

ϯ͘ The MTA/CTA staff has argued that demolition is justified because the Bridge attracts homeless people who
occupy the area under the ramps. Rosa Parks staff and families, and others in the area, have been working
successfully with the SFPD Northern Station homelessness team to address problems when they arise. Earlier
this year, the City installed new fencing around the ramp areas which has greatly reduced problems with people
occupying the areas under the ramps. Concern over homeless encampments does not justify removal of the
Bridge.
ϰ͘ The MTA/CTA staff also asserts that demolition is justified because sculptures or plantings in the areas formerly
occupied by the ramps will be installed to beautify the intersection. Safety should be a higher priority than
beautification. The money being allocated for demolition, acquisition of sculptures and creating and maintaining
plantings could better be applied to improving the Japantown Bridge – notably reviewing and performingseismic
reinforcement, painting the railings and possibly adding informational signage highlighting the history of
Redevelopment, including Geary Boulevard’s division of the existing community and the role and symbolism of
the Japantown Bridge in maintaining our community connections.

Rosa Parks School has a long history serving the Japantown and Fillmore neighborhoods. There are currently
390 students enrolled at Rosa Parks including 245 students enrolled in the Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program
(JBBP). Our school community, and especially JBBP, has many interactions with Japantown. Our teachers take
large groups of students across the Bridge on field trips; without the Bridge as a safe means of crossing Geary, we
will be forced to curtail such activities. Many of our students attend Nihonmachi Little Friends Afterschool and
other programs that require crossing Geary to reach their sites. We ask that these essential connections not
require students and their families to take greater risks crossing Geary Boulevard.

"

The history and identity of Rosa Parks School embraces the neighborhood north and south of Geary. Rosa Parks
School and its families strive to repair the divide created as a result of Redevelopment’s creation of Geary
Boulevard as a virtual highway through the neighborhood. The Japantown Bridge, as is evident from its
Japanese influenced design and location, was intended to be a tangible symbol of the connection between the
areas north and south of Geary. It serves us well as a reminder of our shared heritage and as a practical link to the
resources of the Japantown community. Please do not destroy this important link.
On behalf of the Rosa Parks School community, I am asking the MTA and CTA to demonstrate their respect for
our community and act to ensure the safety of the children, seniors and all members of our community by
withdrawing the recommendation to demolish the Japantown Bridge. We further request that MTA/CTA staff
work with the affected communities to explore installation of ground level crosswalks with appropriate safety
measures to provide ADA accessible alternatives to the Bridge. In order to support the improvement of the
pedestrian crossing at Geary and Webster, we suggest that funds contemplated for demolition of the Japantown
Bridge and streetscape improvements for the ramp areas be applied instead to seismic and aesthetic improvements
to the Bridge itself. After meeting with MTA and CTA staff and with my school community, I believe that
preserving the Japantown Bridge is essential to provide a safe crossing at Geary and that it will have minimal
impact on the efficiency of the Geary BRT. No child should be put at risk to save 20 seconds on a bus schedule.
Thank you for your consideration,
Paul Jacobsen, Principal
Rosa Parks Elementary School
Cc: Supervisor London Breed, President, SF Board of Supervisors; CTA Board of Directors
Supervisor Scott Wiener, Chair, CTA Board of Directors
Supervisor Malia Cohen, Vice-Chair, CTA Board of Directors
Supervisors John Avalos, David Campos, Julie Christensen, Mark Farrell, Jane Kim, Eric Mar, Katy Tang and
Norman Yee; CTA Board of Directors
Tilly Chang, Executive Director, SF CTA
Richard Hashimoto, Geary BRT CAC
David Wong, Assistant Superintendent, Cohort 2, San Francisco Unified School District
2

Emily Murase, President, Board of Education, San Francisco Unified School District
Robert Hamaguchi, Executive Director, Japantown Task Force
Cathy Inamasu, Executive Director, Nihonmachi Little Friends
Maria Su, Director, Department of Children, Youth & Families
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Response to Comments A-5: San Francisco Unified School
District – Rosa Parks Elementary School
A-5.1

The pedestrian bridge at Webster Street is no longer proposed
for removal under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Refer to Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details regarding this
and other modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

A-5.2

SFCTA has modified the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR and the Webster Street bridge will no longer be
demolished. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for
further details.

A-5.3

The agencies acknowledge that PTCC-JBBP and others at Rosa
Parks Elementary School believe that new street-level crosswalks
at Webster and Buchanan Street would be useful if proper safety
measures are included. It is noted that PTCC-JBBP does not
consider these crosswalks to be a substitute for the Webster
Street bridge, and no statements on behalf of PTCC-JBBP
reflecting such will be made.
The pedestrian bridge at Webster Street is no longer proposed
for removal under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please refer to
Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated
information regarding modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

A-5.4

The Webster Street bridge is not ADA-compliant; however, the
pedestrian bridge at Webster Street is no longer proposed for
removal under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please refer to Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

A-5.5

Concerns over homeless encampments near the Webster Street
bridge are noted. Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no
longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please refer
to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated
information regarding modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

A-5.6

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please refer to Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

A-5.7

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please refer to Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: SFE Geary BRT EIR Comments

From: Singa, Krute (ENV) <krute.singa@sfgov.org>
Date: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 11:21 AM
Subject: SFE Geary BRT EIR Comments
To: "Chester Fung (chester.fung@sfcta.org)" <chester.fung@sfcta.org>
Cc: "Hayden, Bob (ENV)" <bob.hayden@sfgov.org>, "Singa, Krute (ENV)"
<krute.singa@sfgov.org>

-FUUFS"

Hi Chester,

SF Environment would like to submit the following comments on the Geary BRT Draft EIS/EIR.

Thanks,

Krute

SFE Comments:

The San Francisco Department of the Environment supports the SFCTA staff-recommended Hybrid
Alternative(Alternative 3.2C) for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit Project for the following reasons:

"


This alternative has center-running dedicated bus lanes in the Richmond District which allow more
efficientoperations than the curb lane, and is an industry best practice
This alternative provides the most capacity to accommodate future ridership demand than the other

alternatives
This alternative provides more transit access and pedestrian safety elements than the other

alternatives

Krute Singa
Senior Clean Transportation Program Coordinator
San Francisco Department of the Environment
1455 Market Street, 12th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Krute.Singa@sfgov.org
T: (415) 355-3734
SFEnvironment.org/CommuteSmart | Facebook | Twitter | Get Involved

Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Responses to Comment A-6: SF Department of the
Environment
A-6.1

Commenters’ support for the SRA (Hybrid Alternative) is noted.
See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated
information regarding modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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L.3.2

Organizations
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Pedestrian Bridge Needed for Pedestrian Safety
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Pedestrian Bridge Needed for Pedestrian
Safety1 message
Rosa Parks PTA Leadership Team <rosa.parks.sf.pta@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: info@japantowntaskforce.org, london.breed@sfgov.org,
breedstaff@sfgov.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 11:03 PM

Dear Decision Makers,
Please Note that the PTA of Rosa Parks Elementary SF is opposed to the removal of the pedestrian
bridge atthe intersection of Geary Boulevard & Webster Street.

0

The intersection of Geary & Webster is the intersection of two high-injury corridors (Geary between
Laguna and Divisadero & Webster between Clay and Grove) designated as such by numerous
deaths and severe injuries ofpedestrians attempting to cross these streets at street level during the
past decade.
Pedestrian bridges are the only way to guarantee pedestrian safety crossing Geary Boulevard along
the high-injury corridor. Our children, teachers/staff and community members rely on the pedestrian
bridges for safepassage between the North and South sides of Geary Boulevard. Please take their
lives into consideration andkeep pedestrian bridges along the high-injury corridors.
Thank You.
Sincerely,
Rosa Parks Elementary SF PTA

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15114415835535c6&siml=15114415835535c6
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Responses to Comment O-1 Rosa Parks Elementary SF
PTA
O-1.1

The Webster Street bridge will no longer be removed under the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1b for updated information regarding modifications to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft
EIS/EIR.
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Geary Bus Rapid Transit Advisory Committee
c/o San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

October 7, 2015

RE: Opposition to Removal of the Japantown Pedestrian Bridge at Geary &
Webster
Dear Members of the Citizens Advisory Committee and CTA Board,
The Parent Teacher & Community Council of the Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program
at Rosa Parks Elementary School (PTCC-JBBP), wishes to express our strong
objection to the proposal to remove the pedestrian bridge crossing at Webster Street as
part of the draft EIR/EIS.

0

Our school is located south of Geary Boulevard, but our program includes many
students who attend programs (after school and other activities) north of Geary Blvd, in
and around Japantown. The pedestrian bridge connects our school and the community
around Japantown; that connection is an important part of our curriculum, and has
historical and cultural significance as part of one of the 3 remaining Japantowns in the
United States.
In addition, this bridge is the only fully safe way for groups of children to cross Geary
Blvd; without it, some of the elementary school activities would become much more
difficult or impractical, and discussion with teachers and staff at Rosa Parks Elementary
School has shown strong opposition to removing the bridge.
We ask the MTA and CTA to demonstrate their respect for our community and concern
for the safety of the families at Rosa Parks by withdrawing the recommendation to
demolish the Japantown Bridge.
Thank you for your consideration,

Joerg Herrmann (PTCC-JBBP Co-Chair), Kent Iwamiya (PTCC-JBBP Co-Chair),
Ed Korthof, Kristen Hata, Laura Schmidt-Nojima, Tony Tam, Erina Kautz, Kiyomi
Noguchi, Erika Onuma, Maire Sogabe , Jon Withrington, Rachel Hinson, Naomi
Nishioka, Taeko Morioka, Raymond Lum
2015-2016 PTCC-JBBP Board Members

1

Cc: Richard Hashimoto, Geary BRT CAC
Paul Jacobsen, Principal, Rosa Parks Elementary School
Robert Hamaguchi, Executive Director, Japantown Task Force
Cathy Inamasu, Executive Director, Nihonmachi Little Friends
Supervisor London Breed, President, SF Board of Supervisors; CTA Board of Directors
Supervisor Scott Wiener, Chair, CTA Board of Directors
Supervisor Malia Cohen, Vice-Chair, CTA Board of Directors
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Responses to Comment O-2: Community Council of the
Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program, Jacobson, Paul
(principal at RPE)
O-2.1

Although it has no historic or cultural value pursuant to the
National Historic Preservation Act or California Office of
Historic Preservation criteria, the Webster Street bridge will no
longer be removed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] SUPPORT the Geary BRT
2 messages
Tim Colen <tim@sfhac.org>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Oct 30, 2015 at 3:25 PM

Hello:
On behalf of the 300 business, organization and individual members of the SF Housing Action
Coalition, I'mwriting to express our strong and unqualified support for moving ahead as quickly as
possible on this vitalinfrastructure project.

2

We are aware that there is organized local opposition because of its construction impacts, but we
believe it isabsolutely necessary to view the Geary BRT in the larger context as a crucial
investment in the City's future.
The SFHAC focuses primarily on supporting the housing we need to help solve our affordability
crisis. However, a successful transit system is an essential component for this urban vision to be
successful. The importance ofthe Geary BRT can not be overstated in this regard.
Please do NOT slow down - keep this project moving forward!
Many thanks,
Tim Colen

_______________________________
Tim Colen, Executive Director
San Francisco Housing Action Coalition
95 Brady Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Office: (415) 541-9001
Cell: (415) 601-1709
www.sfhac.org
Vote November 3rd! Download the SF Housing Action Coalition voter guide.
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Responses to Comment O-3: San Francisco Housing Action
Coalition (Tim Colen, Executive Director)
O-3.1

Commenter’s support for BRT on Geary Boulevard is noted.
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November 25, 2015

Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Via e-mail

SUBJECT: Geary Draft EIS/EIR Comments

0

The Japantown community has been engaged in discussions related to the proposed
Geary BRT since 2007, as part of the lengthy planning process that resulted in the
Japantown Cultural Heritage and Economic Sustainability Strategy (JCHESS). Based
on these discussions, the Japantown Task Force, the planning body responsible for the
implementation of JCHESS, has identified several serious omissions/deficiencies in
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Draft Environmental Impact Review
(DEIS/DEIR). These defects principally, but not entirely, relate to the pedestrian
bridges crossing Geary at Webster and Steiner Streets, which are targeted for removal
in the recommended design.

Webster and Steiner Street Bridges
First, we note that the DEIS/DEIR fails to adequately explain its reasons for
0 proposing that the Webster and Steiner Bridges be demolished, or address alternatives
to demolition, thereby hampering an assessment of the significance of even the
environmental effects, as well as the socio-economic and cultural context, of the
proposed demolition of the bridges.

0

Second, while the DEIS/DEIR recognizes and discusses the historical/cultural
significance of the Japan Center Mall (and its associated light standards on Geary)
and the St Francis Square Apartments Cooperative, it fails to consider the historical,
cultural or architectural significance of the Webster and Steiner bridges. The Webster
Bridge was built as part of the widening of Geary Blvd. in the early 1960s,
incorporating a Japanese architectural aesthetic and cultural meaning deliberately
consonant with the planned Japan Center construction and the character of the
Japantown community. Indeed, pedestrian bridges are commonly used to facilitate
crossing high traffic flow streets in Japan, as in Tsukuba, designed and built in the
1960s, which makes extensive use of pedestrian bridges and elevated walkways to
separate pedestrians and traffic.

0
DPOU

While the bridges are testaments to the failed autocentric urban planning and the adverse
impacts of high traffic flow designs such as the Geary Expressway, the bridges also serve as
actual and important symbolic connections between the once vibrantly intermixed communities
north and south of Geary, particularly the African American and Japanese American
communities, before Redevelopment/Urban Renewal nearly destroyed those communities.
Today, the bridges continue to facilitate and promote that inter-cultural connection. The
Webster Bridge, for instance, allows Rosa Parks Elementary School, which historically served
the Japantown/ Western Addition neighborhood, to continue to engage with Japantown, both
through the whole school and particularly the Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program. The
Steiner Bridge connects Kimball Playfield with the Hamilton Recreation Center, thereby also
serving the community’s youth.
Demolishing the bridges would destroy a key structural component of the neighborhood’s visual
character and cultural community. The Webster Bridge in particular was plainly designed as a
gateway to the Japantown community and offers a view of the Western Addition, both eastward
and westward, and thus an opportunity for public education about the history of Redevelopment
and the neighborhood, available nowhere else. With some care and performance of deferred
maintenance, the Webster Bridge could regain its character as dramatic feature of the
neighborhood’s visual and cultural landscape.
Third, demolishing the bridges will actually decrease, not increase, pedestrian safety in crossing
Geary Blvd. Precisely because they separate the pedestrian traffic from the vehicular traffic on
Geary, the bridges provide the safest way for pedestrians, whether individually or in groups, to
cross Geary Blvd. Conversely, precisely because they place pedestrians in the flow of vehicular
traffic, street-level crosswalks will always be less safe than the bridges, regardless of the
medians, pedestrian refuges or other safety features installed.

0

The bridges’ superior safety protects all classes of pedestrians, including seniors and persons
with disabilities, who choose the use the bridges both for their safety and for the freedom they
afford to navigate the Geary throughway at their own speed and discretion. But it is especially
applicable when the pedestrians are large groups of children, whose youth and exuberance
present unique challenges when moving them across any street, let alone a major thoroughfare
like Geary. For the many youth-serving agencies in the Japantown-Fillmore community – Rosa
Parks Elementary School, Nihonmachi Little Friends, Buchanan YMCA, Japanese Community
Youth Council, Hamilton Recreation Center, Kipp/Gateway Middle-High School – the bridges
provide complete separation and therefore complete safety from traffic hazards that street-level
pedestrian crossings and refuges do not and cannot provide.
By focusing exclusively on providing ADA compatible at-grade crossings, the DEIS/DEIR’s
analysis of pedestrian safety fails to recognize or comprehend how the bridges afford the safest
way for many persons, and particularly groups of children from the neighborhood schools and
agencies, to meet the challenges posed by the need to cross Geary safely. Providing pedestrian
refuges for the children and more slowly moving seniors and persons with disabilities may
sound like a good solution, but they still leave pedestrians in the middle of traffic on a highwaylike throughway, which many of our seniors find hazardous and unacceptable. The proposed
street-level crossings, even with medians, cannot match the exceptional safety provided by the
existing
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Responses to Comment O-4: Japantown Task Force
O-4.1

The project team has appreciated continued involvement from
the Japantown Task Force in the project planning process.

O-4.2

Although it has no historic or cultural value pursuant to the
National Historic Preservation Act and California Office of
Historic Preservation criteria, the Webster Street bridge will no
longer be removed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA,
including discussion of the Webster Street and Steiner Street
bridges, since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. For
information regarding other alternatives, including the No Build
Alternative, please see Master Response 1a. See Master Response
2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.

O-4.3

Neither the Webster Street bridge nor the Steiner Street bridge
has historic or cultural value pursuant to the National Historic
Preservation Act and California Office of Historic Preservation
criteria. Nevertheless, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is
no longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. The
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would still remove the Steiner Street
bridge, as retaining it would interfere substantially with providing
a continuous, bus-only lane.28 See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

O-4.4

Removal of the Steiner Street bridge would not result in any
adverse pedestrian safety impacts. An existing ground level
crosswalk with pedestrian crossing bulbs would continue to
provide safe pedestrian access. Furthermore, the Webster Street
bridge is no longer proposed for demolition under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response
1b for updated information regarding modifications to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft
EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety
and access.

O-4.5

See Master Responses 1a, and 2d. Demolition of the Webster
Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response
1b for updated information regarding modifications to the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft
EIS/EIR.

JRP Historical Consulting. August 17, 2016. Memorandum Re: Geary Corridor Bus
Rapid Transit Project.
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O-4.6

Section 3.5.4.4, Access for Seniors and People with Disabilities,
in the Draft EIS/EIR acknowledges that changes in bus stop
spacing would affect seniors and people with disabilities. The
Draft EIS/EIR concluded that Alternative 3-Consolidated would
have the maximum projected increase in average walking distance
among all build alternatives, that this increase would be less than
1/10 of a mile, and thus would not result in an adverse effect.
The maximum estimated increase in average walking distance
would be less for the other build alternatives, including the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
Inherent to local service is its more frequent, closely spaced
stops. Seniors who have difficulty walking long distances would
more likely use the Local service stop and therefore their access
to transit would be maintained. See Master Responses 1a and 2d
for further discussion of project alternatives and pedestrian
safety, respectively.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Comment on Draft EIS/EIR for Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit
Project
1 message
Dan Flanagan <dan@fuf.net>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: Ben Carlson <ben@fuf.net>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 2:44 PM

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT
Friends of the Urban Forest, a non-profit organization founded in 1981, respectfully submits for your
consideration the following comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report for the Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Project.
1. Replacement Rate

0

Considerable research shows that urban trees provide considerable ecological, social, and monetary
benefits, and that large, mature trees provide greater benefits that small ones. We understand that the
project entails the removal of a certain number of existing mature (and therefore relatively large)street
trees, and the planting of a certain number of new (and therefore relatively small) street trees.The
project will therefore result in a near-term decrease in the benefits that San Francisco derivesfrom street
trees in the project area. We recommend that for every tree you remove, you plant two. A two-to-one
replacement rate will compensate for the near-term reduction in benefits by ensuring along-term
increase in benefits. We believe that this compensation will be vital to gaining communitysupport for
the project.
2. Watering Plan

0

Adequate water is vital to the health and survival of street trees, particularly during the first few years
post-planting when the tree is being established. We recommend that you develop a watering planfor
all trees planted, and that such a plan include an irrigation system where warranted and feasible.
3. Soil Volume

0

We urge you to ensure that each planting site will have an adequate volume of soil for the growth and
health of the species selected for the site. For example, the narrow planting strips in the draft project
plan may not be suitable for large species. We refer you to the soil requirements chart on page 4 ofthis
document:
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/documents/ch_6_mw06.pdf.
4. Infrastructural Matters

0

We recommend you consider incorporating continuous trenching and suspended paving in the project
plan to increase and improve the rooting area and to help prevent damage to surroundinginfrastructure.
For example, once the planting site is excavated to three feet, scarify or roughen thenative base soil.
Then, install the fill soil in 12" high maximum lifts, roughening each layer prior to

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a913de67fe32&siml=1515a913de67fe32
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filling the next layer.
5. Community Resources

0

Friends of the Urban Forest and the Urban Forestry Council can provide valuable input regardingspecies
selection and infrastructural matters. For example, please note that in regions with summerdrought,
Corymbia citriodora trees may be susceptible, depending on their health and stress levels, toa couple of
Lerp psyllids, specifically the lemon gum psyllid (Cryptoneossa triangula) and thespotted gum psyllid
(Eucalyptolyma maideni). See http://www.ipm.ucdavis.
edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7423.html.

Respectfully submitted,

Dan Flanagan
Executive Director, Friends of the Urban Forest
Chair, San Francisco Urban Forestry Council

_______________________________________
Dan Flanagan
Executive Director
Friends of the Urban Forest
415-268-0779
Subscribe to our enews
Connect with us on Facebook and Twitter
Sign our "Speak for the Trees" petition

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a913de67fe32&siml=1515a913de67fe32
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Responses to Comment O-5: Friends of the Urban Forest
O-5.1

Please see Master Response 4a regarding tree removal and
replanting. As shown in Final EIS Section 2.3.8, the number of
trees that would be removed under each project alternative was
considered in identifying the LPA and the preferred alternative.
Information on trees to be removed under each build alternative,
and opportunities for new tree plantings is presented in Section
4.4.4.2.2, Build Alternatives – Operational Effects.

O-5.2

Please see Master Response 4a. A watering plan will be developed
for all new landscaping as part of the design phase of work, and
irrigation systems will be provided where necessary.

O-5.3

Please refer to Master Response 4a. Street tree species selection
would include consultation with specialists to ensure adequate
conditions are present for the growth and health of the species
selected for the site.

O-5.4

The comment regarding trenching and paving is noted. Refer to
Master Response 4a for a description of tree removals and
replanting.

O-5.5

The comment is noted. Refer to Master Response 4a.
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[GearyBRT] Over 700 signatures to Save the Geary-Webster St. Pedestrian
Bridge
3 messages
Mindy Nakashima <mindy.nakashima@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 12:40 PM

To: London.Breed@sfgov.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org, Scott.Wiener@sfgov.org
Cc: Cathy Inamasu <nlfchildcare@gmail.com>, info@japantowntaskforce.org, Adrienne Shiozaki-Woo
<adrienne.shiozaki.woo@gmail.com>
Dear Supervisor Breed, Supervisor Wiener and the SFCTA:
On behalf of Nihonmachi Little Friends Preschool/After School Program, the Japan town community and
as aconcerned parent, I would like to submit the results of our online petition of 700+ signatures and
comments insupport of the preservation of the Geary-Webster St. bridge which is at risk of being
demolished due to theGeary Rapid Transit plans.
We humbly request your consideration of the safety of the preschool and elementary school children that
use thebridge each and everyday for school outings and getting to and from after school care. The Bridge
0 offers thesafest way to cross the busy traffic on Geary and is a symbolic bridge connecting Japantown
and WesternAddition. It is not only children that use the bridge daily but many families and elderly that
live in the Japan townand Western Addition community.
Here is a link to the online petition and attached are the signatures and comments within the excel sheet.
https://www.change.org/p/london-breed-save-the-geary-webster-st-bridge-keep-our-children-elderly-andfamilies-safe
Thank you for your consideration,
Mindy
Board
Nihonmachi Little Friends

Iwanaka
Member

save the geary street bridge_11302015.xlsx
65K

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a2037f02c243&siml=1515a2037f02c243&siml=1515a2ece8aa7fae&siml=1…
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Save the Geary - Webster St. Bridge Keep our children, elderly and families
safe
Nihonmachi Little Friends

Help save the Geary-Webster Bridge connecting Rosa Parks Elementary School
to Japantown from being demolished!
We need to retain this Bridge for our children, students, families, teachers, seniors and
everyone in the Japantown community that uses the bridge as the only 100% safe way
to cross Geary.
What is happening, and why?
As part of its Geary corridor transit plan, the San Francisco County Transportation
Authority (CTA) and Municipal Transit Agency (MTA) have decided to demolish the
bridge to make room for reconfigured traffic lanes for the westbound 38 Geary buses,
which they claim will “save” an average 18-20 seconds per bus. They propose to
replace the bridge with street-level crosswalks – two at Webster and a larger one where
Buchanan Street once was, connecting the Japantown Peace Plaza and South of Geary
community. They claim these street-level crossings will be safe, even for large groups
of children on field trips.
Please add your name to this petition to tell the CTA/MTA that no street-level
crosswalk can ever be made as safe as the bridge in crossing Geary, and that
saving a few seconds of bus time at the Webster stop is not worth putting our children,
our families, our seniors and others at risk when crossing Geary. Please make your

voice and objection heard by November 30, 2015. (comment period was extended
from Nov. 16)
Community agencies – including the Japantown Task Force (JTF), Nihonmachi Little
Friends (NLF), and the Rosa Parks JBBP PTCC – have already sent letters opposing
demolition of the bridge, precisely because they want to avoid a tragedy from crossing
Geary at street level. No one opposes the crosswalks, so long as they are made as
safe as possible, but we oppose destroying the bridge as an option for those who
want or need the safety it affords.
Why we need to keep the Geary-Webster Street Bridge:
Pedestrian Safety – School & Community Use of the Bridge
x
x
x

The Bridge is the safest way to cross Geary; pedestrians are not exposed to risks from the
high speed traffic on the roadway.
Schools, afterschool and youth programs use the Bridge as a crossing for field trips and
other activities because it is the safest way to cross Geary with large groups of children.
Pedestrians using the Bridge, including seniors and caregivers with small children, can cross
Geary at their own pace without having to stop at a median in traffic.

Community Unity & the History of Redevelopment in Japantown
x
x

Geary Boulevard was hugely expanded during Redevelopment, dividing the Japanese
American community and isolating the African American community south of Geary.
The Bridge is an important symbol of the division forced upon communities of color by
Redevelopment and the persistence and survival of our ethnically based neighborhoods and
larger unified community.

The Bridge is a Gateway that Identifies Japantown
x

x

The Bridge was part of the Japan Center phase of Redevelopment. Its distinctively Japanese
styling is a significant adjunct to the Japan Center buildings designed by noted architect
Minoru Yamasaki.
The Bridge is a visual gateway marking Japantown for motorists and transit riders on Geary.

Please add your name to tell the CTA and MTA to preserve the history and culture
of Japantown and most importantly to keep our children, seniors and community
safe from the high speed traffic on Geary.
LETTER TO
District 5, Board of Supervisors London Breed
Save the Geary - Webster St. Bridge - Keep our children, elderly and families safe

Nihonmachi Little Friends started this petition with a single signature, and now has
731 supporters. Start a petition today to change something you care about.

Updates

1. 4 weeks ago
500 supporters
2. 4 weeks ago
Petition update

Comment period extended to November 30
Thank you for your support! Please note the CTA has extended the deadline to submit
comments/objections to November 30 so please continue to share and encourage others to sign
until then! Thank you again!

Name
City
State
Mindy Iwanaka
San Francis California
Augie Phillips
San Francis California
Mayuko Lee
San Francis California
Yuji Uchida
San Francis California
Lance Iwanaka
San Francis California
Elise Phillips
San Francis California
Greg Yu
San Francis California
Michelle Nimo
San Francis California
Evers Izumi
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
Cindy Chen
San Francis California
Jennifer Tam
San Francis California
Jennifer Ishii
San Rafael California
kacey nakashima
San Francis California
Emily Chen
San Francis California
Kevin Chan
San Francis California
Roberta Rothman
San Francis California
Janet Low
San Francis California
anna choi
San Francis California
Sheryl Serafino
San Francis California
Angela Little
San Francis California
Yuko Terasawa
San Francis California
Diane Rigda
San Francis California
Michiyo Ando-Mertz
San Francis California
Me Sogabe
San Francis California
Ed Castellanos
Brentwood California
Rae Tokushige
San Francis California
Shanya Becha-Desai
San Francis California
Thaomy Beltran
San Francis California
Karen Chinn
Fresno
California
Mie Yaginuma
San Francis California
Deanna Iwamiya
San Francis California
Paolo Beltran
San Francis California
Naomi Lam
San Francis California
Joelle Matsuura
San Francis California
Jonathan Sifuentes-WinterSan Francis California
Karen Kai
San Francis California
carolyn ma
San Gabrie California
jashlyn girard
San Francis California
Kimberly Cahoon
Richmond California
Ashley Colagross
San Francis California
Lawrence Bottome
San Francis California
Meredith Kurahara
San Francis California
Miok Kil
San Francis California
Corinna Low
Alameda California
Laurie Lee
Castro valleCalifornia
Susan Kobayashi
San Francis California

Postal CodeCountry
94121 United States
94122 United States
94115 United States
94115 United States
94121 United States
94115 United States
94104 United States
94111 United States
94116 United States
94111 United States
94112 United States
94903 United States
94121 United States
94111 United States
94118 United States
94109 United States
94122 United States
94110 United States
94121 United States
94109 United States
94127 United States
94109 United States
94118 United States
94109 United States
94513 United States
94121 United States
94118 United States
94115 United States
93704 United States
94124 United States
94118 United States
94115 United States
94102 United States
94118 United States
94129 United States
94114 United States
91776 United States
94115 United States
94804 United States
94117 United States
94108-3550United States
94115 United States
94109 United States
94502 United States
94552 United States
94117 United States

Signed On
11/6/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Melissa Igushi
BurlingameCalifornia
Susan Williard
San Francis California
Hanako Pai
San Francis California
Julie Hata
San Francis California
Shuji Igushi
BurlingameCalifornia
Cindy Mar
San Francis California
roger oyama
san Francis California
Peter Tobias
San Francis California
Mutsuko adachi
San Francis California
rachael hinson
San Francis California
Lynn Muscat
San Francis California
Banks Lam
Daly City California
Eilean Drummond
San Francis California
Jocelyn Herndon
San Francis California
Yukari Noguchi
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
Steven Hom
Castro ValleCalifornia
rio dluzak
sf
California
Rani Spudich
San Francis California
Christina Pon
Rancho Pal California
Angela Luscombe
San Francis California
Kiyomi Noguchi
San Francis California
Brian Rodriguez
San Francis California
Emily Geiges
San Francis California
Stephen Yee
Brisbane California
Derrick Mar
San Francis California
Robert Wong
San Francis California
Linda Sugaya
San Francis California
Kristiana Tom
Oakland California
Trina Chinn-Milo
South San FCalifornia
Ryan Matsuura
San Francis California
Rachel Reves
Pacifica
California
Mabel Rodriguez
San Francis California
Yuki Morris
San Francis California
Kaoru Mesa
San Francis California
ᮾᾏᯘ ᇶᩥ
Hitomi Silver
San Francis California
Jamie Kronenberger
San Francis California
Celia Magtoto
San Francis California
Derrek Tomine
Mountain VCalifornia
Patricia Ravarra
Oakland California
Jennie Tanaka
San Francis California
Mitzi Nakashima
SacramentoCalifornia
Grace Horikiri
San Francis California
Deborah Lamascus HamiltoSan Francis California
Melinda Leiser
Oakland California
Suta Lin
San Francis California
Ashleigh He
San Francis California

94010 United States
94122-1014United States
94121 United States
94118 United States
94010 United States
94122 United States
94121 United States
94129 United States
94127 United States
94117 United States
94121 United States
94015 United States
94133 United States
94117 United States
94121 United States
94552 United States
94107 United States
94116 United States
90275 United States
94115 United States
94118 United States
94121 United States
94131 United States
94005 United States
94118 United States
94121 United States
94109 United States
94611 United States
94080 United States
94118 United States
94044 United States
94121 United States
94117 United States
94115 United States
231-0021 Japan
94116 United States
94117 United States
94131 United States
94043 United States
94608 United States
94121 United States
95822 United States
94115 United States
94122 United States
94611 United States
94115 United States
94112 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
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11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Sophie Miranda
Quillan Rusky
Mine Ipek
Salome El
Hiroko Schreiber
Linda Shigio
Wayne Yamaguchi
Akemi Hata
Lael DasGupta
Rolando Bucago
Rong Wang
Heather Lunan
Regan Young
Concerned Citizen
David Blacker
Michelle Windell
Jami Kapla
Kealani Kitaura
Tiffanie Muraoka
margaret schulze
Isabel Das Gupta
Andrea Dublin
Naoki Kaneko
Susanne Kagami
Shira Rutman
Dav Yaginuma
Sara Verches
Mary Jo Denney
Sandra Gutierrez
Rachael Wu
Gary Sumi
Richard Woo
Sharon Johnson
William Lee
Linda jew
Jess Beltran
Gayle Kojimoot
Mioi Hanaoka
Steve Dowd
Midori Tong
Angela Pang
Severine Tymon
Cynthia McDermott
Judi Yabumoto
Gary Hume
Darryl Honda
Sachiyo Shelton

SacramentoCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
Atlanta
Georgia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Mateo California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Alameda California
New City New York
San Francis California
Pacifica
California
San Francis California
Davis
California
San Mateo California
San Francis California
Livonia
Michigan
San Francis California
Ladera Ran California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Leandr California
San Francis California
Danville California
Cupertino California
Friendship Maine
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Glendora California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

95821-244 United States
94114 United States
94131 United States
30311 United States
94122 United States
94121 United States
94404 United States
94118 United States
94121 United States
94118 United States
94116 United States
94109 United States
94502 United States
10956-2406United States
94116 United States
94044 United States
94116 United States
95616 United States
94402 United States
94121 United States
48152 United States
94115 United States
92694 United States
94127 United States
94118 United States
94107 United States
94577 United States
94117 United States
94506 United States
95014 United States
4547 United States
94123 United States
94116 United States
94114 United States
94127 United States
91741 United States
94122 United States
94110 United States
94109 United States
94131 United States
94122 United States
94117 United States
94117 United States
94122 United States
94122 United States
94116 United States
94103 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Kiyomi Takeda
Hyunsook Kang
Jayne Tanabe
Peggy Baslow
Masahiro Kumashima
Anthony Morris
Jasmin Matsuura
Tiffany Cruncleton
Michael Mikawa
Daneen Akers
Gayle quan
Tadashi Kagami
Brandon Quan
Tamari Hedani
Victoria Lai
Francis Serrano
Susan Rogin
Dulguun Bayardorj
Katie stoyka
Darlene Ruiz
CB Smith-Dahl
Erina Kautz
Tobee Chung-Vanderwall
Greg Viloria
Doug Yamamoto
Greg Cheong
Pat Yamamura
Jacqueline Arai
Julia Hansen
Teiko Sannomiya
Erik Satow
Matthew Gladwin
Marla Kadlecek
Hilda Mendez
Joyce Hata
Ron Rubia
Crystal Choi
Leslee Kurihara
masaki hirayama
Claire Thrift
Camille Seiberling
Terry Akiyama
Reiko Ando
Christopher Sofis
Satoko Boris
Candace Bowen
Yuko Oda

San Francis California
Fremont California
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
Fair Oaks California
San Francis California
Los AngelesCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
South San FCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Novato
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Oakland California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Albany
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Newark
California
San Francis California
Moraga
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Tiburon
California
Stow
Ohio
San Francis California

94115
94539
94115
94102
94121
94117
95628
94121
90007
94121
94122
94080
94127
94132
94109
94115
94947
94115
94117
94117
94612
94131
94118
94115
94706
94122
94117
94116
94115
94102
94116
94121
94117
94117
94118
94115
94560
94114
94556
94103
94117
94109
94116
94110
94920
44224
94131

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Sandy Fong-Navalta
Yoko Okamoto
Paul Vega
Kathy Chinn
Lorraine Wong
Koji Iwata
Catherine Saul
gerelmaa Ochirdanzan
Ikuko Korthof
Lexie Marsh
Catherine Chen
Scott Haile
Yasuhiro Noguchi
Jack Lin
Susan Essenmacher
Makiko Kambayashi
Kate Shimamoto
Giselle Murase
Derek Poon
Molly Siemers
Denise Miura
Rezvan Perera
Esther Lew
Margaret Takeda
Satomi Hamblen
Jodie louie
Helen Smolinski
Louis Camacho
Lilian Perez
Catherine Withrington
Erika Tamura
Bird Levy
Yuri Hardin
Aspet Archouniani
Arlene Kato
Leah Dang
Glenn Galang
Malia Okamura
Victoria Weilhammer
Tyla Brown
Jessie Hom
cesar tapia
Sandra Perkins
Emalyn Lapus
Chris Lee
Clare Blackwell
Esther Honda

San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
.
California
Houston Texas
Redondo B California
Fremont California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Sunnyvale California
San Francis California
Pacifica
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Hercules California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Oakland California
Oakland California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Henderson North Carolina
San Bruno California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94115
94110
94103
94112
94121
94122
94121
94115
94114
94121
94143
94131

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
.
United States
77077 United States
90278 United States
94555 United States
94109 United States
94117 United States
94121 United States
94117 United States
94109 United States
94123 United States
94087 United States
94134 United States
94044 United States
94131 United States
94118 United States
94110 United States
94547 United States
94109 United States
94118 United States
94131 United States
94110 United States
94122 United States
94107 United States
94115 United States
94124 United States
94127 United States
94618 United States
94605 United States
94122 United States
94109-651 United States
28739 United States
94066 United States
94115 United States
94112 United States
94114 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

daniel seiberling
Mitoki Inagaki
Kristy Topham
Daniel Nguyen
Kelly Holland
Kris Chow
Donna Kimura
Jade Nelson
Lynne Adams
Stephanie Yu
Satoe Haile
Anna Yamaguchi
Dan Hardin
Judy Hamaguchi
Marisa Abril
Kristin Tatum
Tiffany Wang
Kelly Duong
David Toshiyuki
Katharine Merkley
Terri Yee
Cyrus Kon
ClarizeYale Revadavia
Wendy Wong
Brandon Ngo
elizabeth rubenstein
Jaclyn Kuwada
Rudy Leung
Linda Sawamoto
Vicki kong
Michiko Toki
Karen Field
Kayo Garcia-Maquis
Jennifer Yoshida
Kentaro Takeda
Jennifer White
Amanda Wong
Diane Cho
jennifer chan
Joshua Luces
Hiroi Arisa
Karen Iovino
Matty Taga-Allen
Ben Halili
Arnold Low
Karen Thomas
Sally Osborn

San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
irvine
California
san franciscCalifornia
San Francis California
Pacifica
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Mateo California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Antioch
California
Brentwood California
Hayward California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
pacifica
California
San Francis California
Central District
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San mateo California
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Hercules California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Redwood CCalifornia
San Leandr California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94114
94108
94118
94014
94118
92612
94131
94110
94044
94112
94131
94404
94110
94118
94132
94109
94122
94112
94118
94509
94513
94544
94102
94121
94127
94044
94110

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Hong Kong
94132 United States
94134 United States
94115 United States
94402 United States
㸷㸲㸯㸯㸮United States
94015 United States
94115 United States
94122 United States
94547 United States
94109 United States
94117 United States
94115 United States
94116 United States
94122 United States
94063 United States
94577 United States
94118 United States
94121 United States
94107 United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Dorie Apollonio
Chris Navalta
Akiko Giometti
Kevin Kagehiro
John Haile
Kent Iwamiya
Jonathan Withrington
Joy Querida
Anna Maria Phan
Katherine Furukawa
Miho Obiraki
Ellee Koss
Chelsea Mullen
Carisa Nakano
Jeani Kim-Slesicki
Christen Alqueza
Lisa Sera
Charles Wong
Rowena Lee
Rick Ng
Regina Leeds
Alison Markstone
Kristen Goodfellow
Sathya Seigel
Jason Beresini
Steven Leung
Atsushi Miyamoto
Anita Kanitz
Keith Parker
Kazumi Sumi
Elizabeth Traver Kukka
Harumi Quinones
Genie Gee
Karen Chu
Mary Phuong
jenny tam
phillip owyoung
Donna Fujita
Susan Kuo
Steph Burton
Timothy Caraher
change uall
Tim Miller
Yuko Inatsuki
Ruth Leach
Fanny Szeto
Vita Rodriguez

San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
South San FCalifornia
SacramentoCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Sunnyvale California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
Sunnyvale California
SacramentoCalifornia
Los AngelesCalifornia
South San FCalifornia
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
Toluca LakeCalifornia
Concord California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
Milpitas California
San Francis California
Stuttgart
San Francis California
Hercules California
San Francis California
Berkeley California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
BurlingameCalifornia
Louisville Kentucky
San Francis California
san jose California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94122 United States
94115 United States
94127 United States
94080 United States
95817 United States
94118 United States
94109 United States
94132 United States
94089 United States
94131 United States
94121 United States
94117 United States
94015 United States
94088 United States
95831 United States
91324 United States
94080 United States
94115 United States
94015 United States
94116 United States
91602 United States
94519 United States
94122 United States
94127 United States
94015 United States
95035 United States
94103 United States
70378 Germany
94131 United States
94547 United States
94114 United States
94704 United States
94121 United States
94122 United States
94116 United States
94015 United States
94118 United States
94116 United States
94010 United States
40206 United States
94115 United States
95128 United States
94114 United States
94107 United States
94417 United States
94122 United States
94109-1458United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Dave Luscombe
Kelly Quon
David Woo
Lauren Morimoto
Gail Lieuwon
Evan Calip
Misty Matsuba-Lee
Ami Boyer
Sabrina Mah
Tina Pasquinzo
Waki Gojo
Jan Mallett Strong
Monica Edwards
Cathy Inamasu
Tracy Jue
Chan Tami
Alice kawahatsu
Yuki Thompson
Yoshiko Kume
Jeddie Kawahatsu
Nadeen Hanhan
Martin Chan
Paul Engler
Aaron Adams
Kimiko Naito
Tomohisa Watanabe
vivian au
Carol Rosanelli
Kristen Nadaraja
Neal Taniguchi
Masa Jow
Richard Hata
Maria Florencia Cudos
Mia Macaspac
Stephanie Chan
Erica Kunisaki
Kaori Kuroda
Elena Cawthon
Brian Inami
Yoshida Miho
Felicia Hoshino
Kristenne Abalos
Alan Martinez
Sherilyn Thach
Zafiro Joseph
Katrina Abalos
DAVID Boyer

Camperdown
South San FCalifornia
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Berkeley California
Arlington Tennessee
Lynnwood Washington
San Francis California
san franciscCalifornia
Fremont California
San Francis California
Fremont California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Jose California
Portland Oregon
Pacifica
California
San Francis California
san franciscCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
Corte MadeCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Bruno California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Berkeley California
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
Hayward California
San Francis California
South San FCalifornia
San Francis California
Hayward California
San Francis California

NE12 5XR
94080
94015
94115
3232
94112
94107
94118
94115
94118
94704
38002
98087
94121
94118
94536
94115
94538
94116
94115
94116
95117
97211
94044
94122
94112
94132
94123
94925
94132
94115
94066
94115
94121
94122
94116
94720
94121
94115
94131
94122
94545
94116
94080
94115
94545
94118

United Kingdom
United States
United States
United States
Netherlands
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015

Annie Won
Samuel Schreiber
Diane Duque
Lisa Hirai Tsuchitani
Ana Gabriela Clark
Kim Nakasu
Taniguchi Troy
Emerald Lee
Chris Ochoa
Wilson Louie
David Mertz
Shaun Dublin
Anthony Brown
Derrick Kwan
Matthew Dahlman
Renea Leathers
Robert Rusky
Emily Thayer
Luisa Sicairos
Debbie Irawan
Alyssa Rowatt
Tony Choi
Beth Sachnoff
Julie Matsueda
Eun Sun Park
Michelle Guan
Catherine Ho
Andrea Nguyen
Lorraine Gates
Munson Tom
Tyler Woo
Hina Shah
Gretchen Doran
Laura Schmidt-Nojima
Jennifer Hamamoto
Erika Shimizu
Naomi Funahashi
Christopher lee
Corrine Nagata
Kelly Liu
choy yuka
Inoue Yuka
Gina Chow
Aileen Ichikawa
Randi Day
John Nagano
Hiroko Suzuki

San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Berkeley California
Los Gatos California
San Bruno California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Berkeley California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Sausalito California
San Francis California
Oakland California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
New York New York
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Emeryville California
San Francis California
Monterey PCalifornia
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
El Cerrito California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94122
94122
94122
94720
95030
94066
890-0064
94118
94110
94115
94118
94115
94702
94109
94115
94965
94114
94609
94103
94115
94103
94116
94115
94115
94112
94114
94115
94110
11211
94110
94131
94105
94115
94121
94118
94115
94115
94608
94115
91754
94134
94122
94122
94110
94530
94115
94116

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Japan
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015

Kate Hoisington
Etsuko Yumoto
David Nakai
Catherine Goulet
Kimi Nishikawa
Sandi Matoba
Donald Drummond, PhD
Donna Drummond
Vimatey Lim
Courtney Yeung
Stanley Yeung
Doralina Leanillo
Lea Price
Kyle Kurahara
Sylvia Lee
Denise Naganuma
Kyle Nakanishi
Rose Oda
Paul Wermer
Sara Wilson
Douglas Lum
May Luu
gerd mairandres
Cynthia Tsuchimoto
Ann Freccero
Rebecca Lasky
Keith Akama
Lawrence Terry
Caroline Scott
patty wada
Katharine Wright
Marina Krueger
Tom Krueger
Donna Ames-Heldfond
William Pendergast
Michelle Glauser
Jacqueline Jankowski
Bonnie Sarlatte
Richard Winger
Courtney Cassinelli
Amy Berler
zoe lush
Diana Arsham
Patricia Lovelock
Leilani Smith
Rendell Camacho
Tamae Akuhara

San Francis California
San Francis California
San Jose California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Richmond California
Richmond California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Fresno
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94115
94121
95128
94117
94107
94122
94804
94804
94109
94121
94108
94132
94103
94115
94127
94114
94112
94118
94115
94114
94115
94124
94115
94131
94115
94115
94115
94131
94115
94115
94115
94118
94118
94118
94143
94109
94115
94116
94147
94112
94118
93722
94115
94109
94107
94117
94114

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015

Angela Sinclair
Susan Desaritz
Ran Oehl
Mark Langer
ె௦ 㟷ᒣ
୰ᶫ ⯙
Emi Nagai
Ross Wilson
Sumiko Yamamoto
Kyoko Sipila
Carol Field
A Sawa
Fumiko DiDomizio
Lynn Nihei
Max Onoe
Vincent Wong
alice mar
JANE Hashimoto
Katie Terry
Melvin Kon
jan novak
Jillian Hom
Claire Pesiri
Yamada Keisuke
Darren Woo
Raymond Whalin
Agarie Hiromi
Saori Hamidi
Shannon Sexton
Makiko Schultz
Denise Iwamoto
Armand Venenciano
William Shon
Landon Yamaoka
Tai Iwamasa
Simon Shitamoto
Denise Dung
Helen Fischer
Chiharu Tanaka
Miyuki Kiba
Melissa Miyashiro
David Wong
YAMAGUCHI AYA
Debra Chong
Jennifer Fon
Alex Trinh
Richard Wada

Pinole
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Larkspur California
San Francis California
San Jose California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Campbell California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Union City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Auburn
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San franciscCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
South San FCalifornia
Los Altos California
San Francis California
San Mateo California
Los AngelesCalifornia
Moraga
California
San Mateo California
Richmond California
Concord California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94564
94123
94109
94939
100-0001
94117
95112
94114
94102
95008
94115
94115
94107
94122
94587
94118
94103
94115
94131
94117
95603
94116
94118
94114
94127
94123
94116
94105
94115
94110
94114
94121
94080
94022
94115
94404
90024
94556
94404
94804
94521
94118
94105
94104
94134
94121
94118

United States
United States
United States
United States
Japan
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015

merriman mathewson
san franciscCalifornia
Ruby Tsang
San Francis California
David Lee
San Francis California
Sandra Yen
Vacaville California
Peter Luong
San Francis California
Isaac Kang
San Francis California
alex kim
BurlingameCalifornia
Roselinn Lee
Ewa Beach Hawaii
Keith Kojimoto
San Francis California
John Nishio
Chico
California
Chris Fujimoto
San Francis California
Brenda Berlin
San Francis California
lisa tsukamoto
San Francis California
Jennifer Nguyen
San Francis California
Greg Sakita
Kensington California
Ann Lew
San Francis California
Miya Tsukamoto
San Francis California
Tommy Szeto
San Francis California
Nicole Biasbas
Daly City California
Emily Solorzano
San Francis California
Lisa Driskill
San Francis California
Michael Williamson
San Francis California
Barbara Graham
San Francis California
Tais perpetuo
San Francis California
Michael Lathrop
San Francis California
➉ᮏ 㐨Ꮚ
chihori lietman
San Francis California
Glenn Omatsu
Los AngelesCalifornia
Emmet Murphy
San Francis California
betsy nolan
San Francis California
Yumi Yuge
Los AngelesCalifornia
Anne Young
San Francis California
Heather Littleton
San Francis California
Gayle Matsumoto
Castro ValleCalifornia
Arisa Takahashi
San Francis California
National Japanese AmericaSan Francis California
Jana Walsh
San Francis California
Diana Tsoi
San Francis California
Anne Altman
San Francis California
Andrea Pilapil
San Francis California
melinda huot
San Francis California
Brandon Do
San Francis California
Kimberly Gongora
San Francis California
Arlene Escueta
San Francis California
Lisa Ma
San Francis California
Paul Rainville
San Francis California
Victoria Trinh
San Francis California

94123
94115
94131
95687
94121
94115
94010
96706
94122
95973
94116
94115
94107
94116
94708
94112
94131
94116
94014
94132
94121
94109
94115
94121
94110
100-0001
94121
90066
94115
94115
90033
94115
94115
94552
94121
94115
94122
94115
94115
94122
94117
94114
94121
94114
94115
94110
94121

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Japan
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015

Msi Ciong
Victoria Young-Chin
Victoria Sampang
Hiromi Roy
Chris Casiano
Gina Aragon
Kathy Kojimoto
Robert Yee
Mako Neumann
Don Sadler
Dr. Tina Stromsted
Yvette Wong
tamamura mayumi
Deborah spencer
Kumi Stanfield
alyssa Limontas
Laura Jacoby
David swift
A Chan
Brittany Robinson
Lynne Winslow
Sandra Gutcher
Ken Mishima
Miki kodama
Murphy Patrick
Tim Cheng
Katharine velleman
Jessette Novero
Susanne. Chang
Sarah Welsh
Todd Nakagawa
Michael Chan
Maureen Gray
Felicia Valmonte
Lisa Fell
Brigette Sullivan
Lorraine Cathey
Helen Yi
Betsey Low
Lynne Sloan
Aaron Beardsley
Elizabeth Raybee
Liz Kwan
LuAnne Daly
Carmen D. Melendez
Nancy Horrocks
Peta Cooper

San Francis California
San Bruno California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Alameda California
San Francis California
Berkeley California
San Francis California
Oakland California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
࢚ࣝࢡࢢࣟIllinois
San Francis California
San Francis California
Norfolk
Virginia
San Francis California
Concord California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
ࢧࣥࣇࣛࣥCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Menlo ParkCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Rancho CorCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
Fort Collins Colorado
San Francis California
berkeley California
Poter Valle California
San Francis California
Santa Rosa California
san franciscCalifornia
Ukiah
California
San Francis California

94116 United States
94066 United States
94115 United States
94110 United States
94502 United States
94109 United States
94704 United States
94109 United States
94618 United States
94109 United States
94117 United States
94102 United States
60007 United States
94121 United States
94103 United States
23503-460 United States
94118 United States
94518 United States
94115 United States
94115 United States
94102 United States
94109 United States
94102 United States
94109 United States
94131 United States
94132 United States
94115 United States
94122 United States
94025 United States
94118 United States
94121 United States
94014 United States
94121 United States
94122 United States
94118 United States
95670 United States
94118 United States
94109 United States
80525 United States
94111 United States
94703 United States
95469 United States
94109 United States
95404 United States
94122 United States
95482 United States
94121 United States

11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/19/2015
11/19/2015
11/19/2015
11/19/2015
11/20/2015
11/20/2015
11/23/2015
11/23/2015
11/23/2015
11/24/2015
11/24/2015
11/24/2015
11/24/2015
11/24/2015
11/24/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015

kate gallagher
Libby Benedict
Steven Ballinger
Ronald Schafranek
Jane Schafgans
john o'donnell
Garrick Evans
Peter Phwan
Mary Innes
Tami Suzuki
Grace Kaori Suzuki
Gaime Berhane
Kouslaa Kessler-Mata
Lora Ma-Fukuda
Katherine Kodama
Jane Fried
Jerrica Hau
Isabella Schwarzinger
Koichi Fukuda
Karim Scarlata
Kevin Fong
Sharon Sasaki
Ket Pongpattana
Bruce Jolly
Dylan Riley
Gina Narciso-Tukka
Cheri Gee
John Herber
Linda Lau
cindy nakamoto
Brion Charles
Rich Eijima
john oshima
Keiko Noguchi
steven fukuda
yuri kim
Stephanie Ciletti
Battumur Yadam
Stacey Tanabe
Denise Teraoka
Hiroshi Fukuda
Maki Matsunami
Keiko Moore
Saika Stevens
Maki Carlson
Lisa Wong
Miyuki Murakami

Novato
California
San Francis California
sf
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Los AngelesCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
South San FCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Oakland California
San Francis California
san franciscCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94947
94118
94122
94117
94112
94122
94121
94114
94118
94127
94115
94115
94117
94131
94015
94115
94134
94102
94115
90010
94122
94102
94118
94118
94112
94121
94108
94080
94121
94115
94115
94127
94602
94121
94127
94121
94108
94115
94118
94115
94121
94115
94131
94118
94116
94109
94122

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015

Miho Soejima
Miki Ito
Jaime Monroy
Patrick Gee
Alicia Cacdac
Margarita Martin
Takako Yellin
Francis Lee
Jayson Lorenzen
Jennie Ottinger
Joerg Herrmann
Gary Sumi
Sheriann Chaw
Ellen Smith
akemi Nojima
Pauline Tomita
Lothar Schubert
Miki Heitzman
Barbara Dimas
Laura Kondo
Regina Deacon
Bret Lobree
Tomi Lewis
Naomi Nishioka
Troy Kondo
Emily Lo
Jamilah King
Colombe Chappey
Sam Hertig
James Moore
dmitry luchinsky
Diane Matsumura
Lin Ishihara
KATHY MICHIHIRA
Grace McKee
Sherry Kawaguchi
Nina Mayer
Olga Fedorova
Kim Dang
Mary Lim
Nikolai Ulianov
Hitomi Inagawa
Merle Rusky
Kimberly Owyang
Wayne Hiroshima
Carol Kawasaki-Wong
Mary Eijima

San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Madrid
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Hercules California
San Mateo California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Corte MadeCalifornia
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Union City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
New York New York
San Francis California
Oakland California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Santa Clara California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Apollo BeacFlorida
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
San Francis California
San Francis California
Daly City California
Fremont California
Quincy
California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California
San Francis California

94121
94121
94115
94108
99999
28022
94117
94014
94122
94102
94131
94547
94404
94117
94117
94925
94117
94115
94114
94587
94117
94114
10003
94131
94603
94115
94117
94110
94110
94116
95051
94121
94127
94121
33572
94131
94110
94014
94118
94121
94014
94538
95971
94123
94122
94118
94121

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Spain
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/27/2015
11/28/2015
11/28/2015
11/28/2015
11/28/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/29/2015
11/30/2015

Toshihiro Michihira
Sturdy McKee

Cupertino California
San Francis California

95014 United States
94121 United States

11/30/2015
11/30/2015

Name
augie phillips

City
San Francisco

State Zip
Country
CA
94117 United States

SignedOn
11/9/2015

Yuji Uchida

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/9/2015

Elise Phillips
Cindy Chen
Jennifer Tam
Jennifer Ishii

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Rafael

CA
CA
CA
CA

94115
94111
94112
94903

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015
11/9/2015

Kevin Chan
Roberta Rothman
Angela Little

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94118 United States
94109 United States
94109 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Diane Rigda
Michiyo Ando-Mertz
Ed Castellanos
Paolo Beltran
Joelle Matsuura

San Francisco
San Francisco
Brentwood
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

94109
94118
94513
94115
94118

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Karen Kai
jashlyn girard

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94114 United States
94115 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Lawrence Bottome
Miok Kil

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94108-3550United States
94109 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Susan Kobayashi
Julie Hata
roger oyama

San Francisco
San Francisco
san Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94122 United States
94118 United States
94121 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Lynn Muscat

san francisco

CA

94116 United States

11/10/2015

Banks Lam

Daly City

CA

94015 United States

11/10/2015

Jocelyn Herndon
Rani Spudich

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94117 United States
94116 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Kiyomi Noguchi

San Francisco

CA

94118 United States

11/10/2015

Derrick Mar

San Francisco

CA

94118 United States

11/10/2015

Hitomi Silver

San Francisco

CA

94116 United States

11/10/2015

Celia Magtoto

San Francisco

CA

94131 United States

11/10/2015

Deborah Hamilton

San Francisco

CA

94122 United States

11/10/2015

Quillan Rusky

San Francisco

CA

94114 United States

11/10/2015

Hiroko Schreiber
Linda Shigio
Isabel Das Gupta

San Francisco
San Francisco
Livonia

CA
CA
MI

94122 United States
94121 United States
48152 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Andrea Dublin

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/10/2015

susanne kagami

sf

CA

94127 United States

11/10/2015

Dav Yaginuma
Sara Verches
Sandra Gutierrez

San Francisco
San Leandro
Danville

CA
CA
CA

94107 United States
94577 United States
94506 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Gary Sumi

Friendship

ME

4547 United States

11/10/2015

Richard Woo
Sharon Johnson
Jess Beltran

San Francisco
San Francisco
Glendora

CA
CA
CA

94123 United States
94116 United States
91741 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

M Tong

San Francisco

CA

94121 United States

11/10/2015

Kiyomi Takeda

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/10/2015

Hyunsook Kang
Jayne Tanabe

Fremont
San Francisco

CA
CA

94539 United States
94115 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Daneen Akers

San Francisco

CA

94118 United States

11/10/2015

Brandon Quan

San Francisco

CA

94127 United States

11/10/2015

Francis Serrano

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/10/2015

Dulguun Bayardorj
Katie Stoyka

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94115 United States
94117 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Darlene Ruiz

San francisco

CA

94117 United States

11/10/2015

CB Smith-Dahl

Oakland

CA

94612 United States

11/10/2015

Erina Kautz
Tobee Vanderwall

San Francisco
SF

CA
CA

94131 United States
94127 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Julia Hansen
Matthew Gladwin
Crystal Choi
Leslee Kurihara

San Francisco
San Francisco
Saratoga
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA

94115
94121
95070
94133

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Terry Akiyama

San Francisco

CA

94109 United States

11/10/2015

Reiko Ando

San Francisco

CA

94116 United States

11/10/2015

Camille Seiberling
Christopher Sofis
Satoko Boris

San Francisco
San Francisco
Tiburon

CA
CA
CA

94117 United States
94110 United States
94920 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Candace Bowen

Stow

OH

44224 United States

11/10/2015

Yuko Oda

San Francisco

CA

94131 United States

11/10/2015

Paul Vega
Catherine Saul
Jack Lin

San Francisco
Oakland
Houston

CA
CA
TX

94131 United States
94611 United States
77077 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Susan Essenmacher
Makiko Kambayashi

Falls Church
Fremont

VA
CA

22044 United States
94555 United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015

Kate Shimamoto
Louis Camacho
Bird Levy
Aspet Archouniani
Sandy Hoffman/Perkins
Esther Honda
Daniel Nguyen
Daniel Nguyen

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
Daly City
Hendersonville
San Francisco
Daly City
Daly City

CA
CA
CA
CA
NC
CA
CA
CA

94109
94110
94131
94015
28792
94114
94014
94014

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/10/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Jade Nelson
Judy Hamaguchi
Kelly Duong
Matty Taga-Allen

San Francisco
Salt Lake City
san francisco
Redwood City

CA
UT
CA
CA

94110
84118
94132
94063

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Hiroi Arisa

San Francisco

CA

94116 United States

11/11/2015

karen thomas
John Haile
Jonathan Withrington
Rick Ng

San Francisco
Sacramento
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA

94102
95817
94109
94116

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Anita Kanitz
jenny tam
Timothy Caraher

Stuttgart
Daly City
San Francisco

CA
CA

70378 Germany
94015 United States
94115 United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

change uall

san jose

CA

95128 United States

11/11/2015

Tim Miller
Dave Luscombe

San Francisco
Camperdown

CA
ENG

Kelly Quon

South San Francisco

CA

94114 United States
NE12 5XR United Kingdom
94080 United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Sabrina Mah
Jan Mallett Strong
Monica Edwards

San Francisco
Arlington
Lynnwood

CA
TN
WA

94115 United States
38002 United States
98087 United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Aaron Adams
Kristen Nadaraja

Pacifica
San Francisco

CA
CA

94044 United States
94117 United States

11/11/2015
11/11/2015

Stephanie Chan

San Francisco

CA

94122 United States

11/12/2015

Zafiro Joseph
Samuel Schreiber
Matthew Dahlman

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94115 United States
94122 United States
94115 United States

11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/12/2015

Renea Leathers

Memphis

TN

38104 United States

11/12/2015

Robert Rusky

San Francisco

CA

94114 United States

11/12/2015

Luisa Sicairos
Catherine Ho

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94103 United States
94115 United States

11/12/2015
11/12/2015

Lorraine Gates

Brooklyn

NY

11231 United States

11/13/2015

Laura Schmidt-Nojima
Erika Shimizu
Naomi Funahashi

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94121 United States
94115 United States
94115 United States

11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015

Kelly Liu

Monterey Park

CA

91754 United States

11/13/2015

Aileen Ichikawa

SF

CA

94110 United States

11/13/2015

Randi Day

El Cerrito

CA

94530 United States

11/13/2015

Kate Hoisington

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/13/2015

Donald Drummond, PhD

Richmond

CA

94804 United States

11/13/2015

Donna Drummond

Richmond

CA

94804 United States

11/13/2015

Denise Naganuma

San Francisco

CA

94114 United States

11/13/2015

Kyle Nakanishi
Sara Wilson

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94127 United States
94114 United States

11/13/2015
11/13/2015

gerd mairandres
Cynthia Tsuchimoto
Lawrence Terry

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94115 United States
94131 United States
94131 United States

11/13/2015
11/13/2015
11/13/2015

Caroline Scott

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/13/2015

Katharine Wright

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/13/2015

Donna Ames-Heldfond

San Francisco

CA

94118 United States

11/13/2015

Michelle Glauser

San Francisco

CA

94109 United States

11/13/2015

Jacqueline Jankowski

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/13/2015

Courtney Cassinelli

San Francisco

CA

94127 United States

11/13/2015

Amy Berler
zoe lush

San Francisco
Fresno

CA
CA

94118 United States
93722 United States

11/14/2015
11/14/2015

diana arsham

san francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/14/2015

Patricia Lovelock
Ross Wilson
Carol Field

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94109 United States
94114 United States
94115 United States

11/14/2015
11/14/2015
11/15/2015

vincent wong
alice mar
Lance Whalin

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94124 United States
94103 United States
94123 United States

11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015

Shannon Sexton

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/15/2015

William Shon
Melissa Miyashiro
Jennifer Fon
Richard Wada

South San Francisco
Antioch
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA

94080
94531
94112
94118

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015

Ruby Tsang
Sandra Yen
Isaac Kang

San Francisco
Vacaville
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94115 United States
95687 United States
94115 United States

11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015

Keith Kojimoto

San Francisco

CA

94122 United States

11/15/2015

John Nishio

Chico

CA

95973 United States

11/16/2015

Miya Tsukamoto
Nicole Biasbas
Emily Solorzano
Michael Williamson

San Francisco
Daly City
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA

94131
94014
94132
94109

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/16/2015

Barbara Graham

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/16/2015

betsy nolan

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/16/2015

Anne Young

Palo Alto

CA

94306 United States

11/16/2015

Richard Vannucci
Arisa Takahashi
Jana Walsh

Castro Valley
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94546-2418United States
94121 United States
94122 United States

11/16/2015
11/16/2015
11/17/2015

anne altman

san francisco

CA

94109 United States

11/17/2015

Kimberly Gongora

San Francisco

CA

94121 United States

11/17/2015

Arlene Escueta

San Francisco

CA

94114 United States

11/17/2015

Paul Rainville
Victoria Trinh
Msi Ciong
Hiromi Roy

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA

94110
94121
94116
94110

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015
11/17/2015

Kathy Kojimoto
Robert Yee

Berkeley
San Francisco

CA
CA

94704 United States
94109 United States

11/17/2015
11/17/2015

Dr. Tina Stromsted
Deborah spencer

San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94117 United States
94121 United States

11/18/2015
11/18/2015

david swift
Sandra Gutcher
Jessette Novero

Concord
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94518 United States
94109 United States
94122 United States

11/19/2015
11/20/2015
11/24/2015

Todd Nakagawa

San Francisco

CA

94121 United States

11/24/2015

Michael Chan

Daly City

CA

94014 United States

11/25/2015

Felicia Valmonte

San Francisco

CA

94122 United States

11/25/2015

Brigette Sullivan

Rancho Cordova

CA

95670 United States

11/25/2015

Lorraine Cathey
Helen Yi
Betsey Low

San Francisco
San Francisco
Fort Collins

CA
CA
CO

94118 United States
94109 United States
80525 United States

11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015

Elizabeth Raybee

Poter Valley

CA

95469 United States

11/25/2015

LuAnne Daly

Santa Rosa

CA

95404 United States

11/25/2015

peta cooper

Hayes

ENG

Steven Ballinger
john o'donnell
Mary Innes

sf
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94122 United States
94122 United States
94118 United States

11/25/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015

Tami Suzuki

San Francisco

CA

94127 United States

11/25/2015

Katherine Kodama
Isabella Schwarz.

SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco

CA
CA

94114 United States
94102 United States

11/26/2015
11/26/2015

Koichi Fukuda
Karim Scarlata
Ket Pongpattana
Gina Narciso-Tukka

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA

94115
94114
94118
94121

United States
United States
United States
United States

11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015

John Herber
Linda Lau

South San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA

94080 United States
94121 United States

11/26/2015
11/26/2015

john oshima

Oakland

CA

94602 United States

11/26/2015

Denise Teraoka
Hiroshi Fukuda
Maki Carlson

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA

94115 United States
94121 United States
94116 United States

11/26/2015
11/26/2015
11/26/2015

Jaime Monroy

San Francisco

CA

94115 United States

11/26/2015

Alicia Cacdac

San Francisco

CA

99999 United States

11/26/2015

jayson lorenzen

San francisco

CA

94122 United States

11/27/2015

ub3 1tp

United Kingdom

11/25/2015

Joerg Herrmann

San Francisco

CA

94131 United States

11/27/2015

Sheriann Chaw
Ellen Smith
Miki Heitzman
Laura Kondo
kacey nakashima
Bret Lobree
Sam Hertig

San Mateo
San Francisco
San Francisco
Union City
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

94404
94117
94115
94587
94121
94114
94110

United States
United States
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Safety is more important than time.
SAVE THE BRIDGE!!! CHILDREN IN THE COMMUNITY NEED IT!!! IT IS VERY DIFFICULT FOR THE
CHILDREN TO WALK ACROSS A BIG, LONG, AND BUSY STREET AND THE BRIDGE HAS BECOME THIER
PROTECTOR!! PLEASE, PLEASE SAVE OUR BRIDGE!

I use this bridge! And last week's Bay Street accident shows the dangers of freeway/streets such as Geary and Bay.
We need the bridges to keep our children safe from the busy Geary St traffic.
Please save this bridge! It is the only safe way for our students and families to cross Geary street safely!
I'm signing because I would like to keep all pedestrians safe
I'm signing because I want to keep the area 100% safe for all pedestrians crossing such a busy and large intersection. I
think people and drivers need to slow down instead of speeding up and potentially causing fatal accidents like the one
on bay street last week.
Children and elders more important than buses.
The bridge is essential for all of us who need to cross Geary. Do not demolish.
I am a mother of an elementary school aged child who attends Rosa Parks Elementary School which utilizes the
bridge regularly for the safety of our children.
I am using this brige often and my kids too. I feel safe to across the big street with this brige.
I'm signing because I don't want the bridge removed.
I want to preserve the safety of our children.
I'm signing this because my kids need a safe way to cross Geary Street.
The bridge is the safest way to cross Geary! It's essential for schools, such as Rosa Parks ES & NLF, that teach children about
their community heritage, to be able to take them north & south of Geary! We can have both ADA street level crossings
and the bridge. Save the Steiner St. bridge between Hamilton Rec Ctr. & Kimball Field, too!
My kids deserve to be safe.
Geary Blvd is a dangerous road, and The Geary-Webster bridge is the safest way to cross for neighborhood schools,
afterschool, youth programs, seniors, and caregivers with small children, all of whom use the bridge daily.
I am signing because The Bridge is the safest way to cross the busy Geay st for small children and seniors.
I want to keep our kids safe! Geary has become like a highway. We cannot have groups of children crossing a highway.
We need safety with the children, elderly and all others who must cross the very busy and FAST Geary Blvd.
how and the hell will anyone get across Geary Blvd???
It's one thing for individuals to cross at an improved intersection, but groups of children rely on this bridge for weekly
crossing. There is no safer way to cross Geary (or any street) than a pedestrian bridge.
The bridge is a japantown landmark. It is also the safety of all pedestrians. Walking over a bridge is the safest for all
pedestrians
I'm signing because my daught goes to Rosa Parks Elementary and we regularly use the bridge to get to
Japantown after school.
My child goes to Rosa Parks Elementary School and uses the pedestrian bridge to cross Geary regularly.
My child attends Rosa Parks and we use the bridge often! It's the only safe way to cross such a busy street. Please
keep the bridge for the safety of our community!
The bridges keep the community safe. Crossing Geary street takes too long and will put people in danger and also
create more traffic.

Because the bridge keeps our community children & seniors safe while crossing geary at one of its widest parts
with crazy drivers who zoom through the intersection without a care
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I am signing this petition because it is important to take care of our elderly. It is important to take care of our
children. This bridge is the only way for them to safely get across Geary Blvd safely. Drivers care only about one
thing and that is to get where they are going. Please save the bridge to save lives.
It's the safest way for kids from Rosa Parks Elementary School to cross the street to go to Japantown (where
there are cultural afterschool programs like NLF, Xperience!, etc.).
Crosswalks aren't force fields, no matter what color you make them and adding wider medians won't stop a
speeding vehicle. Sacrificing people's safety for a minor and unproven convenience is just plain irresponsible.
We need to retain this Bridge for our children, students, families, teachers, seniors and everyone in the
Japantown community that uses the bridge as the only 100% safe way to cross Geary.
it is better to be safe.
I want my granddaughter to be safe!!
My son goes to Rosa Parks. He and a lot of students at this school use this bridge. When I was at school, there
was a student who was killed crossing a busy road. Even with a crossing, Geary is very dangerous. I value the
safety of our children.
We need a safe crossing over Geary for our children and seniors. I dontn mind if a new Bridge were constructed, but
a bridge is necessary.
My children and their schoolmates cross this bridge often, and it is much safer than crossing Geary at street
level. Honestly I can't understand why this is even being considered.
The bridge serves as a cultural landmark for Japantown as well as the safest way to cross the busy street.
I'm signing because is safe for everybody!
I was born and raised in San Francisco and the bridge was built when I was growing up to ensure safe crossing of
Geary Blvd. Seniors and young children need the bridge to cross.
Removing an existing structure that provides safety and convenience for one group of people to benefit another
group of people's convenience just doesn't make sense.
I use the bridge with my children regularly. It is a safe way for ALL to cross a very busy road.
It will affect the safety of my grandchildren in going to school.
keep our kids safe! Several schools rely on that bridge to get kids to and from Japan town activiites and schools in
the Fillmore district.
I want to ensure the safety of all members of our community. My husband and I walk over that bridge regularly to
access Japantown - the loss of this bridge would be detrimental to our community
My family, including small child and elder family member, use this bridge all the time! It's safer than crossing the
large street!
The bridge is the safest way to cross Geary Street.
This bridge is the only safe way to get across an incredibly busy and wide street. Kids and elderly can't walk fast
enough to safely cross without it, and drivers are far too impatient to wait. We would see many more pedestrians
injured or killed if this bridge was demolished. Please revise the plan.
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I grew up in Japantown and still go to the area. When living there I used this bridge almost daily, but especially when
shopping for groceries at Safeway. A number of children whose families are still living and working in Japantown atten
Rosa Parks, due to the Japanese program at the school, and children use this bridge to cross Geary. In a day and age when
San Francisco is pursuing a zero-incident pedestrian injury, it is incomprehensible that the City is even considering getting
rid of a pedestrian bridge, which is THE SAFEST way for pedestrians to cross one of the City's busiest thoroughfares. What
is more amazing is the fact that we aren't asking if more pedestrian bridges should be built! We should be emulating cities
that are actually concerned about pedestrian safety and do real things to reduce pedestrian accidents, and have
pedestrian bridges at multiple intersections, cities like Tokyo. Keeping the pedestrian bridge is a no-brainer. Getting rid of
the bridge would only further demonstrate the inability of this city to remain consistent in its policies, and further
demonstrate our city
"leaders" are more interested in simply espousing outrage at the problems we facr, but never really doing anything about
it.
I am a longtime resident and both of my children attend Rosa Park Elementary School. My family and I use this bridge
almost on a daily basis to safely cross Geary Street. Eliminating this bridge will have a negative impact on pedestrian safety.
I'm signing this petition because my family of five including three small children resides 2 blocks from the Geary and
Webster intersection. We walk across Geary blvd on Webster multiple times a day to send our kids to their preschool and
day-cares. The Geary blvd especially on Webster is extremely busy and unsafe for young pedestrians; therefore, we use
the bridge at all times and strongly feel that it is the safest way to cross this intersection.
supporting keeping pedestrians safe!
I am signing because I have 2 kids that go to Rosa parks and we use that bridge all the time. Please don't tear it down for a
few seconds of faster driving
I come to Japantown all the time and appreciate irreplaceable cultural artifacts like the Geary-Webster Bridge. Also, I care
about the safety of little friends and elders when car/bike/pedestrian accidents in SF are increasing.
My son goes to Rosa Parks Elementary and he and I often to go Japan town using the bridge on Geary with my 9 month
daughter on a stroller. This is the safest way for us to across Geary.
Signing to encourage the CTA and MTA to invest in pedestrian safety as they seek to improve public transit.
This bridge must remain for those who take the extra time to protect themselves and/or their children to get across the
semi-freeway of Geary.
signing because would be utterly impossible to cross that section of Geary without that bridge.
This bridge demolishing makes no sense.
I am a frequent user of the bridge and agree that is a safety feature which should not be removed.
The Webster Street Bridge is necessary to keep our citizens safe when they attempt to cross Geary to visit
JapanCenter.
Let's prioritize pedestrian safety and community bridging over shaving seconds for a bus line. Human lives are more
important than the bottom line. Please do not demolish the bridge.
We need to keep the Bridge because crossing Geary Street is dangerous for families in this community.There are too many
distracted drivers on their cell phones who speed through this area and intersection of Geary Street.
I use the bridge with my kids and believe in it's importance for the continued safety of the dhildren
It;s for the kids safety
I'm signing because I am a grandma who visits her granddaughter and picks her up a Rosa Parks School. We then walk back
to take the Geary bus home. It is an important safety measure.
All the students in Rosa Park Elementary school including our daughter need the BRIDGE to cross the Geary street
safely.
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Because people of all ages and physical abilities should be able to safely cross this busy intersection without
disturbing traffic.
I have a child who attends school in the neighborhood. No crosswalk is safer than a bridge.
I've walked on that bridge and its pretty cool.
I want my friends and their families to have safe options when crossing the street. Safety should be everyone's
priority! Don't demolish the bridge before building an alternative route!
The members of Japantown community feel it is important to keep the current bridge as is.
My family of five reside in Japantown. All three of my children go to school in JTown and frequently use this
bridge to cross Geary safely.
This is another example of th e racketeering that is taking place in our city with regards to shady contracts
Quit changing our city!! We need that overpass bridge!!!
Safety FIRST!
My grandaughter used this bridge all week. Pls don't make me worry!
Pedestrian safety is a must for a liveable city.
Safety first. Why would you take away something that is very safe for pedestrians and the community.
Safety first. Why would you take away something that is very safe for pedestrians and the community.
My kids use this bridge every week! School field trips, after school activities and safely crossing Geary. Please
keep our streets safe for children and seniors !!!
There is no compelling reason to remove this bridge. Our children, our seniors need to be kept safe.
Safety of children, seniors, and every citizen should be a priority. The crosswalk does not help.
It's one of the few safe paths left in the City. Please save it!!!!!
Either keep the bridge or build a new one that meets BOTH community and CTA/MTA needs. Listen to the needs
of the community that lives there!
I travel across that bridge with my 7 and 10 year olds frequently. It is the safest way to get to Jtown. Halloween
last year proved this point. While crossing the bridge there was a hit and run that happened at Geary Webster
intersection while we were on the bridge! The driver ran a red light while being pursued by police and hit a car in
the intersection, we were a group of children walking from rosa parks to nihonmachi. I shudder to think what
would of happened without bridge there. Please save our bridge!
I'm from San Francisco, and used to live within blocks of this site.
Our kids use this bridge all the time.
Safety for people crossing the street!
“The only people who can change the world are people who want to. And not everybody does.”
,ƵŐŚDĂĐ>ĞŽĚ
this structure is necessary; I wish there were more
My family and I use that bridge and safety is paramount for our community.
The safety of children in real life far more important than the MTa
Seems to recognize. A bridge will ALWAYs be safer than a street level crossing on a street where cars and trucks
regularly exceed speed limits
This bridge is used constantly by children's groups in he community including schools and daycare a that nee
cross Geary. Eliminating he bridge is certain to lead to injury as traffic on Geary is movin incredibly fast and
drivers are distracted more like they are in a freeway than a city street. There is no good reason to eliminate the
led bridge and every reason to safe it. How does eliminating a safe pedestrian bridge align with the city's Vision
Zero?
My niece and nephew use this all the time to cross a very fast moving road near their school.
We need to keep our children, seniors and families safe while crossing this wide, busy street, especially from
aggressive Muni drivers!
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Our kids at Tomodachi use that bridge to cross safely. They will not all fit on the islands proposed to replace the
bridge.
I am signing this because it concerns me that my grandson will be in a less save area if this passes.
I was born and raised in San Franciso and took this bridge regularly.
I have been raised in Japantown and work with the Tomodachi Summer Day Camp. The bridge is used very often
and our campers would be at risk if it was removed.
The pedestrian bridge is essential!
We need to protect the Japantown community and keep them safe- especially our children who use this daily!!
As a SF native, I've used this bridge all the time which is crucial to keeping pedestrians safe as they try to cross
Geary blvd.
Many of our children and youth (as well as families and seniors) use this bridge as a safe passage across Geary
Street since cars often drive faster than the posted speed limit!!
Our Tomodachi program uses the bridge to get our groups of 25+ children across Geary Street in a safe manner.
I want my kids to have a safe place to cross that really wide and busy business corridor.
The bridge symbolically links our communities together, and it effectively keeps our kids safer.
I'm signing this because crossing Geary in a crosswalk is like playing chicken with your life. That bridge is safe,
easy to access and lets people cross at their own pace. Leave the bridge alone!
The Webster Street and Steiner Street bridges are the safest way to cross Geary Blvd., one of the busiest and
widest streets in the city. The proposed crosswalks at Buchanan and Webster simply cannot be made as safe,
especially for children and seniors who choose to use the bridges precisely because they separate them from the
street traffic.
Both bridges are also important historical and cultural resources for the Japantown-Fillmore community. The
Webster bridge especially was deliberately designed to echo Japanese bridge architecture, and affords a public
view of the neighborhood for residents, tourists and school children unmatched anywhere else.
Demolishing these community resources to save a hoped-for few seconds of time at the Webster bus stop
makes no sense. Keep the bridges!
I'm signing this because I want to ensure our children, youth and elderly have a guaranteed safety passage across
the street.
We need to keep our kids safe.
I signed this petition because I think it's important for the safety of the children and elderly. A guaranteed safety
passage. That is very important.
My children go to school at Rosa Parks and Chibi Chan preschool, and we use the bridges weekly to cross scary
Geary.
For the safety of all those who cross the Geary street.
I care about the safety of pedestrians in the SF Japantown neighborhood and Geary Blvd corridor.
Please support this bridge, it has been with Japan town San Francisco for a long time and has helped children and
the elderly cross a busy intersection like geary without any problems! Don't let them tear it down! They're not
rebuilding it, they're trying to get rid of it!
Your plan is truly misguided. It smacks of a mono-focus on faster transit. Really?? People LIVE HERE, and need
safe access DAILY. Are we really on the periphery of your consideration? Taking down this safe pedestrian
crossing is insanity. Please reconsider!!
There is no safer way to cross Geary for family and friends than that bridge! Don't demolish the bridge, please.
Lives are worth more than seconds saved!
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Our family uses this bridge to cross Geary multiple times daily. It is essential for pedestrians commuting to
school, work, and around the neighborhood. It is also a wonderful gateway to Japantown.
My grandchildren have gone to NLF and have benefited from the safety provided by the Webster-Geary
pedestrian bridge. During my years of work in J-town the bridge had provided safe crossing for the thousands of
children participating in CUPC's summer camp program. I strongly oppose the removal of the pedestrian bridge.
I spend a lot of time in Japantown and my grandkids go to school in the neighborhood. This bridge is an essential
link for them and a walkway would not be safe for them crossing the intersection. Saving 18 seconds is not
worth the risk of a life.
Please understand the lives you will be putting at risk because you think you are saving a few seconds of bus
time at the Webster stop. It is not worth putting everones lives at risk when crossing Geary. My family and
friends have depended on that bridge for decades as a safe way to cross. I have been driving through that
intersection daily for decades and ask that you please take into account the HUGE accidents that have happened
at that intersection. Debris flying everywhere. Do you honestly think people will be able to safely cross? We do
not.
CTA & MTA have an option to not demolish the bridge. Why are they doing so then? The Geary - Webster st.
Bridge protects pedestrians from getting hurt by fast moving cars!
Geary is not a safe street for pedestrians to cross at ground level.
I use this crossing as a safe means to get across Geary… cars fly down this corridor and I believe the bridge serves
as safe means of crossing
I'm signing for the safety of our children and seniors
We need more pedestrians bridges not less in SF!
I think for safety reasons we need this bridge. There are a lot of young people come from south of Geary to
Hamilton Rec as well as just general public crossing Geary.
I never use the bridge at Webster but go along Post to Fillmore. The bridge connects the posh end of Fillmore to
Western addition -- removing the bridge would be like building a wall between neighborhoods. Another stupid
idea and saving seconds - that is nuts !!
I support not demolishing the walking overpass.
Donna
Geary is a large, dangerous strange, and I don't think we should prioritize changes for cars when there are a lot
of pedestrians needing to cross Geary there.
We need more safe walkable options for this city, less cars. Shaving 18-20 seconds off of a bus commute to
potentially cause many more pedestrian accidents, what is our city thinking?
The city "planning" is out of control and horrible - no one knows what they are doing. Lights are untimed leading
to more traffic accidents and gridlock. Lanes are being taken away for unsafe bike lanes. It's out of control.
I'm signing this petition because the bridge is an effective and safe crossing for pedestrians and is not worth
demolishing to save a few seconds on a bus line. SF MTA has bigger issues!
I use this bridge all the time. It is clearly much safer than crossing the street.
It is a better idea to keep the bridge.
THINK ABOUT Effectiveness (safety) is usually better /wiser for community than efficiency (speed)
As a person with a disability I have used this bridge many times as the safest way to cross Geary. It allows me to
cross at my own pace, away from traffic. Traffic will only get more dangerous in this area with the new cpmc on
Geary.
agree that bridge is better for pedestrian safety that sideways on very wide Geary blvd.
It's the only really safe way across Geary.
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It will save lives! Children's lives at that! Vision Zero will never happen if this bridge is removed. Nothing will be
done until somebody losses their life. Typical city government. Look what happened at Buchanan/Bay. The city
knew that people speed on that end of the street and now they have a new street only because kids lives were
nearly lost.
Do not remove the bridge - the safety of our community! THINK about that corridor and pedestrian safety!!!!
The bridge helps keep people safe!
This bridge has been part of my community for many years, it is not necessary to remove it to improve public
trasportation. Geary Blvd and Webster Street is 8 lanes wide, plus room for parking. If MTA can't respect the
Japantown community by finding an alternative measure to improve its transportation, I will never forgive an
already struggling monopoly that claims to improve people's lives. San Francisco is a pedestrian heavy city,
pedestrians need safer walking areas, especially in areas with six or more lanes like the Geary/Webster St. You
need to think about the possibility of increased pedestrian fatalities after removing this bridge; it could prove
entropic. Do not remove this iconic bridge, better yet, spend funding to improve internal corruption or replacing
it with a better bridge.
I'm signing because as a native SF born and raised citizen who spent their childhood in and around Japantown I
cannot understand this asinine proposal to remove a safe passage for pedestrians to cross a very dangerous
street in the name of a possible small gain in transit speed. There will be an inevitable death if seniors and
children are forced to cross at street level here and their blood will be on the hands of all politicians which
support this proposal.
The bridge is a safe way to get across The very busy Geary Blvd.
that bridge is what keeps people safe from traffic and crazy drivers
The CTA and MTA have no real plan to make traffic crossings on Geary safe for pedestrians.
We need to avoid any potential collision. Too many elderly and young students. No repeat of fast drivers like
Bay Street that hit two middle school kids last week! Keep the bridge. Less liability!!!
I've crossed that bridge whenever I'm in that area. It's much safer crossing there than a busy it already is.
I'm signing because I live near and taking the bridge down will cause more accidents and traffic.
I'm signing because the bridge is the only safe way for all pedestrians--children, seniors and all--to cross Geary.
Slower, NOT faster traffic, including Muni buses, is necessary. a
I used to live in SFand Oakland. I still visit SF, and whenever we can, we visit J-Town. Wow, it has changed, but
removing one of the main pedestrian access points, and placing pedestrians at risk doesn't make sense. At the
bridge, the rule should be that vehicles yield to the buses. Putting folks at risk is crazy. The delay at the bridge
might add 5-10 minutes. OK, the rest of the trip is/will be much faster than at present, or when I lived in the
city.
My children cross that pedestrian bridge at Geary and Webster every morning and afternoon. I only feel
comfortable letting them cross because of the bridge. I don't have to worry about them getting run over. I cross
that bridge all the time, too. I feel safe not having to worry about the cars. The new ideas of those street level
pedestrian crossing are scary. My elderly mother has a hard enough time crossing Webster. How will she cross
Geary? I may not allow my young children to take muni anymore if they have to cross at street level.
i love this bridge
I think this bridge is a nice part of Japantown! I cross it often.
It is needed by groups of kids. Please clean up the homeless people below the south anchorage!
I oppose tearing down the Geary-Webster pedestrian bridge for safety reasons particularly for children and
seniors.
just look at what happened to the marina middle school students trying to cross bay street ... leave the overpass
... crossing at webster is life threatening, people speed up all the time to tmake the light
I use this pedestrian bridge all the time for shopping and going to the bus especially when it is raining. Trust me
you do not want to cross Geary at the street level if you don't have to. Save this bridge!
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The bridge is attractive and street level crosswalks would be very dangerous for pedestrians on Geary Blvd, a
heavy traffic corridor in SF.
Safety in our community is extremely important!
Geary is hard to cross even for able bodied folk. Why get rid of it?
There is no way a street level crossing will be safe for children or seniors.
Can't the city find something that's actually broken to fix with the amount of money it will cost to demolish and
reconfigure.
Our community - children, families, seniors - use the bridge as a safe passage across Geary Street where cars
often drive faster than the posted speed limit and waiting for the light on those proposed little islands is a safety
hazard!
The elevated crossover bridge is safe for large groups of children, for elders & others that are speed walking
challenged, it's a safeguard for the keeping the CITY's liability insurance re:auto Vs.pedestrian accidents. I use
this bridge to safely cross Geary Boulevard. Please leave it in place. Thank you.
I'm signing because my child attends Rosa Parks Elementary School SF and we, along with others in the
community, use the bridge for safe passage between the North and South sides of Geary Boulevard and there is
no way to guarantee safe travel between the two sides of Geary Boulevard between Steiner and Webster
without the existence of pedestrian bridges.
Save the bridge! It is iconic and no doubt safer to cross than any traffic light.
Please keep the Geary bridge, for it helps many people safely travel!
Because it's safer for old people and kids. The section is very busy. It probably good for drivers as well.
This is a Bridge to connect two formerly displaced communities. The SF CTA and MTA has no real alternative
plan. This Bridge needs to be retain to save the lives of children, students, seniors, and everyone who uses it to
cross the busy Geary Blvd.
My family and I use this bridge as a safe way to cross this busy intersection.
Safety is essential; please preserve the bridge that makes it possible for children and seniors to cross over an
enormously busy, potentially hazardous street in safety. Prioritize people!
safety to cross busy Geary Blvd
Even though we are from the East Bay, my family uses this bridge several times each year to visit Japantown. It
is the safest way to cross Geary Street.
Concern over pedestrian safety issues.
Safety! Geary street is not safe to cross!!
Geary Street has always been very dangerous in that area and seniors and children will never have enough time
to cross all those lanes safely.... especially nowadays that no one has any common courtesy and are lost in their
own world of smartphones and self importance. look how bad Laguna Street is a few blocks away! you're not
gonna fix the problem with a few painted lines and a beeping pedestrian signal!
As someone who drives past that intersection and visits Japantown quite often (parking on the opposite side of
Geary on occasion), I can tell you that crossing that intersection would be the most dangerous given the speed
cars come barreling down Geary towards the avenues. Also, the 38 is as efficient as it can get, and shaving a few
minutes on a line with multiple lines does not outweigh the safety impact of keeping the bridge. However, if the
bridge were to be upgraded or updated alongside the proposed lane changes, that would work as well.
This is a terrible idea. There are enough Geary St. buses that 18 seconds mean abosolutely nothing when you
can save the lives of pedestrians. How dare the MTA chose saving seconds verses lives! Need I mention the
amount of money will be wasted for nothing!
It's safe for children to use this bridge. Geary St. Is dangerous. I grew up in SF and felt safe when I crossed this
bridge.
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My adult disabled son goes to J-Town a lot. I don't need to receive a visit from SFPD explaining how he was
flattened by some overpaid MUNI driver who had to make a pee break. Save the damn bridge.
getting rid of the pedestrian bridge will DEFINITELY cause more accidents than we already have.
As a native I know people who use this bridge because they need to I.e. disabled, older, have children
In heavy traffic areas that also have restaurants and other attractions for pedestrians, it is far safer for all
concerned to have the bridge.
Being a pedestrian is becoming increasingly an extreme sport, and cities NEED pedestrians to remain lively and
connected! Keep us safe and alive!!
Some drivers treat geary Street like it's the indy500... This bridge has probably saved so many pedestrians. We
need it to keep our community safe.
What a insane plan by CTA and MTA. There is no way that a street level crosswalk across that wide traffic
corridor can be safe compared to the bridge.
It's a safety issue and one of the few links to Japan's identity
It is very dangerous crossing streets in SF, even with lights and crosswalks.
Pedestrians need protection from two-ton cars and fully-loaded, six-ton 38 Geary buses. Don't devalue the lives
of residents and guests of the Western Addition.
The bridge addresses the needs of children, seniors, families and anyone who walks. We all need a safe way to
cross Geary Blvd.
This bridge is essential for the safety of pedestrians, especially children and elderly people.
The bridge provides the only safe way across a very busy & dangerous Geary Blvd. It is essential for the safety of
pedestrians. Please keep it.
Safety for children
Safety for children
The bridge is safer than street level crosswalks.
I always use this bridge when visiting J-Town; it keeps street crossing safe while allowing traffic to flow through,
and it's aesthetically pleasing for the surroundings! If anything, we could use more pedestrian bridges in that
area! How about a campaign to build more bridges over Geary?
My children use that bridge to cross Geary and I feel safer knowing the bridge is there for them!
without the bridge access is limited to a long block up the hill and crossing at filmore where there are high curbs
and not enough space for movement for the elderly at the curb areas
I'm signing because I am a resident of Japantown-Western Addition. The bridge is the link between the two
segments of this historic area.
Children's safety is the highest priority that a community can have, Japantown's children need this bridge.
Because a lot of kids is crossing Geary Street, the bridge is the safest way to cross big street.
We could always refer to it as London's Bridge, if Ms. Breed is a catalyst for saving the Geary St. Bridge. Just a
thought anyway.
Save the pedestrians safe
This bridge connects the Nihinmachi and Filmore/Western Addition communities. Travelig on foot without this
bridge would be almost impossible task for anyone, and impossible for children and the elderly. Rosa Parks
Elementary School, located just south of Geary, for instance, has a Japanese language and cultural program, and
this bridge allows these kids access to Nihonmachi and all of the events and cultural activities related to Japan,
enhancing their learning. Geary would be impossible to cross for these kids without it. Heck I do not want to
cross Geary without it! Please keep the bridge.
j
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Geary bridge is the only safe way for the Rosa Parks Elementary students to cross Geary street to go to their
Afterschool activities around Japantown.
As a former camp director, preschool teacher, and community participant for most of my youth and young adult
life using this pedestrian bridge, I urge you to keep this bridge for the safety of the community. I used it then
and now when I bring my family to visit the city. It is one of the safest options to cross the large street for large
groups as well as those who walk slower.
Please save the bridge for you g children and the elderly
I have a youth program in Japantown (above Geary) and will affect our children's safety.
As a kid i always used the bridge to cross the street. Crossing a 6 lane street is too dangerous.
Please save this bridge for the safety of children and the elderly.
I think removing the bridge will make crossing Geary less safe for pedestrians.
I want SF to be a safe place for pedestrians.
I'm signing because I'm concerned with the safety of children and the elderly being able to safely cross Geary
Blvd!
Drivers go way too fast on Geary! The Geary Webster Street Bridge is the alternative for pedestrians to cross
safely
We have grandchildren attending school nearby.
We need to KEEP pedestraians safe, and they need t figure out a better way to improve bus efficiency. How
about a STREETCAR down the center of Geary Blvd???
I believe for the school children and seniors, it is much safer crossing over the bridge. Many members of our
church members don't even make it to the middle divider, crossing Geary at Laguna Street.
Preschool children regularly cross here. And a keeping a pedestrian bridge over (literally) 8 lanes of traffic is a
good idea. We don't want more people hit by cars.
My daughter and I utilize that pedestrian bridge every weekday - bus stop to Rosa Park Elementary.
The bridge is the safest way for our children and seniors to cross Geary.
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Responses to Comment O-6: Nihonmachi Little Friends
Preschool (Shiozaki-Woo, Adrienne; Vargo Nelson, Jade;
Inamasu, Cathy; Nakashima, Mindy)
O-6.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

O-6.2

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

O-6.3

The comment includes an online petition signed by over 700
people requesting to keep the Webster Street bridge in place. The
concerns are summarized in an accompanying cover letter
presented by the Nihonmachi Little Friends Preschool. Individual
concerns related to Webster Street bride removal are also
included after the signed petition. In response to public
opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge, demolition
of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed under the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1b for updated information regarding modifications to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft
EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety
and access.
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Responses to Comment O-7: Tree Talk
O-7.1

The comment is noted. Please see Master Response 4a regarding
tree removal and the 1:1 replanting ratio. Information on trees to
be removed under each build alternative and opportunities for
new tree plantings is presented in Section 4.4.4.2.2, Build
Alternatives – Operational Effects.

O-7.2

The comment is noted. Please refer to Master Response 4a
regarding tree removal, replanting, and irrigation plans.

O-7.3

The comment is noted. Please refer to Master Response 4a. As
noted in Master Response 4a, street tree species selection would
include consultation with specialists to ensure adequate
conditions are present for the growth and health of the species
selected for the site.
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November 12, 2015

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Re: Comments on Geary BRT EIS/EIR

To Whom It May Concern:
The San Francisco Transit Riders are strong supporters of a vibrant BRT service in the Geary Corridor
and are glad to see an environmental document recommended for certification, so that long overdue
upgrades to Geary transit can begin to be put in place.

0

At the same time, we are less than enthusiastic about the staff recommended alternative as presented. In
its present form, it represents both too little and takes too long to get there. It is "too little" in that it lacks
sufficient vision for a long-term Geary strategy, and presents an alternative with excessive compromises
and too little in the form of high quality, reserved center-lane BRT. And it is "too long" in that it requires
Geary riders to wait too long for improvements beyond "Phase 1" for a final project based on an overly
optimistic schedule. And if and when built, the staff-recommended alternative still offers only 45-minute
trip times.
In the current staff recommended alternative, we're not seeing the improvements we should be seeing for
the magnitude of investment.
We do however find value in the analyses and alternatives presented, and particularly in paving the way
for a set of early action improvements.
We believe our goal should be to achieve the maximum benefit for Geary Corridor riders in the
shortest achievable timeframe with the least uncertainty.
Accordingly, our recommendations are as follows:
--We urge prompt certification of the environmental document as a state-certified EIR, so that SFMTA
can work expeditiously to implement a much needed "Phase 1" project at the earliest possible date.
--We urge the SFCTA to not adopt the staff recommended alternative as the Locally Preferred
Alternative at this time. If this requires separate "EIR" and later "EIS" certifications, so be it. We
note that Phase 1 does not expend federal funds.

P.O. Box 193341, San Francisco, CA 94119-3341
www.sftransitriders.org | info@sftru.org | @SFTRU

San Francisco Transit Riders
Comments on Geary BRT EIS/EIR
November 12, 2015

Page 2

The following are some of our specific concerns with the staff recommendation as presented:

0

0

0

x

We believe Geary riders deserve a coherent long-term strategy which takes us from 2015 through the
development of short-term and long-term improvements culminating in at least a Geary light rail
subway-surface project. This includes development of a more extensive median BRT alignment than
is represented in the staff recommended plan. This has not happened.

x

We believe the schedule as presented is overly optimistic, given the realities of federal process,
project development, and the lack of identification of a major component of necessary funding. We
believe Geary Corridor riders deserve a a Phase 2 project which can be constructed within 3-4 years
with available or identifiable funding. We believe that is an achievable goal.

x

We believe the staff recommendation excessively compromises both local and Rapid (limited-stop)
service, without even a long-term corridor transit plan sketched out. We have discussed variants of
the EIS/EIR alternatives with both SFCTA and SFMTA staff and intend to explore these more fully
once EIR certification has been achieved.

x

We believe staff have avoided developing an acceptable BRT strategy to cross Masonic Avenue. The
frequent stop-and-go tortured ascent of the ramp from Baker to Presidio is one of the principal
sources of delays encountered by current service, and no acceptable long-term, let alone short-term,
strategy has been identified to mitigate these delays. That is unacceptable.

We will subsequently work with SFMTA staff to explore a refined strategy that can balance short term
benefits with a phased approach for a long term plan on Geary leading to light rail or subway, but in the
meantime it is essential that implementation of the Phase 1 improvements not be further delayed.

Sincerely,

Thea Selby
Chair, San Francisco Transit Riders

cc: Supervisor Eric Mar
Supervisor Mark Farrell
Supervisor London Breed
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Responses to Comment O-8: San Francisco Transit Riders
O-8.1

As noted in the comment, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA aims to
maximize transit benefit in the shortest timeframe. More robust
BRT features like continuous center-running lanes would
introduce much greater cost with the issues of the grade
separated crossings at Fillmore and Masonic.
Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the alternatives development process and attributes
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA as the agencies are moving
forward.

O-8.2

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered and screened various alternatives.
Chapter 10, and the Alternatives Screening Report (May, 2009)
explain why rail was not recommended for further alternatives
analysis. Those alternatives not carried forward for further
analysis were eliminated for various reasons, primarily because
they did not meet the project’s purpose and need of enhancing
bus service and improving pedestrian safety within the Geary
corridor. The Geary BRT Project is not the first phase of a future
rail project, but it does not preclude any separate, future,
prospective plans for rail within the Geary corridor.

O-8.3

Please see Final EIS Chapter 9 and Master Response 6a. The
agencies have secured $115 million of the needed capital funding
and have identified sources to provide additional construction
funds. Funding for operation of the proposed project would
come from existing revenue sources for SFMTA, which include
fare and parking revenues, operating grants (e.g., State Transit
Assistance), traffic fees, and fines. As an example of potential
project packaging for funding purposes, Table 9-2 in the Draft
EIS/EIR describes a separation of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
into three funding packages. A potential set of near-term
improvements, as described in Chapter 2 (Descriptions of Project
Alternatives), is bundled together as Package A and would be
funded by local and non-Small Starts federal funds. Package B
would serve as the project definition for application to the FTA
Small Starts program. Package C would represent other
concurrent improvements to be implemented in the corridor that
would use other funding, including local sources and potentially
other federal sources aside from the FTA Small Starts program.

O-8.4

The agencies balanced the potential bus improvements with
other community considerations in developing the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
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During the alternatives screening process, the project team
considered eight possible configurations for BRT service through
the Masonic underpass, six of which were eliminated from
further consideration. Please see Section 10.2.6 for more
information.
Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the alternatives development process and attributes
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Refer to Master Response 2a for
a summary of traffic effects and measures to minimize such
effects.
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SIERRA CLUB

SAN FRANCISCO GROUP
85 Second Street, Box SFG, San Francisco, CA
November 6, 2015
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street 22nd Floor
San Francisco CA 94103
Re: Geary BRT
Dear Sirs,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject DEIR. The Sierra Club appreciates
your electronic publishing of the SEIR to save paper, printing and mailing cost. I thank you for a
format that allowed this commenter/reviewer to move directly from the index to the sections of
concern, nearly similar to how I used to insert labeled place marks into a paper EIR.
This transit project has been beset with concerns with parking and the rapid movement of private
cars in a Transit First City for six to twelve years or much longer depending on what you
consider starting to study a project. Finally we have an EIR that deals with parking and traffic
while actually improving pedestrian safety and transit speeds just a little, though more is
possible. The Sierra Club comments are as follows:
0

0

The Van Ness EIR and this study show a clear advantage in both speed and reliability of center
running over side running bus routes. This study, and the Muni schedule show how there are
more Rapid riders for longer distances than the Local because the 38Rapid comes almost twice as
frequently as the 38Local which makes many more stops than the 38R. Fewer stops allows the
38R to complete the same route more quickly than the 38. In addition, currently the 38R is able
to easily pass the 38 which tends to reduce bunching with parallel operation rather than series
operation. However, in spite of these advantages, this EIR is proposing a Locally Preferred
Alternative with minimal center running and even that will not allow for the 38R to pass the 38
because of concerns with impacts on traffic and parking. We understand the timing and funding
limits which compel too much siding running for now; but we suggest that this EIR should have
studied a small variation in Alternative 3 which would have allowed 38Rs to pass 38s in a few
strategically located passing lanes, like on uphill mountain roads for slower cars.
Consider the inbound route of an ultimate Geary BRT with a 38 leaving 34th Avenue shortly after
a 38R during the AM peak and running in the same center lane (outbound will be similar starting
close to Gough). After the 38 has made a few stops (your simulations can predict the number of
stops much better than any advocate and improved BRT reliability will make the prediction
accurate) the following 38R will start to catch up to the 38 and with proper caution begin to slow
down. The SFMTA should locate the passing lane just after the far side 38 stop, and in the same

0
DPOU

block, just before 38R slowing is predicted to be necessary. The passing lane will consist of
removing some of the median east of the boarding island . The pedestrian crossing island at the
end of the block and as much median as possible should remain. The passing procedure will start
with a 38, probably assisted with a signal priority extension of time, crossing the intersection to
the stop. The priority at this intersection should be extended to allow the following 38R to cross
with the same light. If the 38 spends more time at the stop, than normally predicted, the 38R
could just “block the box” and stop in the intersection for a moment (because there is very little
traffic on most side street crossing Geary). In addition traffic in the next inner lane should be
stopped as a variation of bus lane jumping. After the 38 completes unloading and loading it will
leave the stop, accelerate and turn slightly right, instead of turning left from a curb side bus stop.
Then the 38 will move partially into the general traffic lane, just enough to clear the BRT lane.
Next the 38 will continue moving slowly eastward, or stop (to retain as much median as possible)
until the following 38R passes. Then the 38 will turn slightly left and accelerate back into the
BRT center lane. For the short length of initial center running BRT one “passing lane” will be
sufficient. For the ultimate full length of center running BRT the simulator will have to locate
one or two more passing lanes. Providing the passing lane just after a 38 stop should require less
median and tree loss than the alternative of a passing lane before a 38 stop.
The Sierra Club has been a strong supporter of BRT for many years. While Geary BRT, as
proposed, is not ideal it is past time to build it. We can make Geary BRT better in time as funds
and designs to deal with Fillmore and Masonic are available.
Very truly yours,

Howard Strassner, Member SF Group Executive Committee of the Sierra Club
419 Vicente, San Francisco CA 94116, 661-8786, (h,w)
email: ruthow1@gmail.com
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Responses to Comment O-9: Sierra Club
O-9.1

The agencies balanced the potential bus improvements with
other community considerations in developing the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
Other alternatives that included passing lanes resulted in greater
on-street parking removal, which would have greater impacts on
the community. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA in the centerrunning segment has wider stop spacing to improve transit
service while not proposing passing lanes to reduce the number
of lost parking spaces.
Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the alternatives development process and attributes
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

O-9.2

One of the other potential ideas for the particular alternative
involving center-running bus lanes and bus passing lanes is to
provide strategically located passing lanes instead of passing lanes
at every stop. This design would result in lower loss of on-street
parking. However, it would require drivers of Local buses to
constantly monitor whether a BRT is immediately behind, and if
so, to find a strategically located bus passing lane to pull into to
allow the BRT bus to pass. SFMTA considers this more complex
bus operation to be impracticable insofar as it would raise both
performance and safety issues. Please refer to Final EIS Chapter
2 and Master Response 1a for a discussion of the alternatives
development process and attributes of the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA that the agencies are moving forward.
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To: Geary BRT
c/o Chester Fung
Interim Co-Deputy Director for Planning
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4804

San Francisco

URBAN
FORESTRY
COUNCIL

Date: November 9, 2015

The City of San Francisco’s
Urban Forestry Council is the
primary advisory body to the
Mayor, Board of Supervisors and
City agencies on urban forestry
planning, policy, funding, and
tree-care in San Francisco.
Dan Flanagan, Chair
Urban Forestry Non-Profit
Representative

Subject: Geary BRT DEIR Feedback from the Urban Forestry Council

Mr. Fung,
Thank you for your presentation on the Geary BRT project to the
Urban Forestry Council on October 27, 2015, as well as your earlier
presentations to the Council.
The Council appreciates the SFCTA’s efforts to protect the Charlie
Starbuck tree in place and to move the Mayor Christopher tree to a
new location.

Carla Short, Vice Chair
Public Works Department
Tom Carter
Port of San Francisco

The UFC respectfully requests that the Geary BRT project
coordinators consider and provide response on the following
feedback to the DEIR:

Malcolm Hillan
Education Professional
Rose Hillson
Community Representative
Dan Kida
Tree Management Professional

x

Please provide the current tree canopy coverage percentage (TCC)
along the Geary BRT corridor, the TCC that’s expected upon
completed implementation, and the estimated length of time it will
take for the planned tree plantings to reach the current TCC.

x

The UFC strongly requests a minimum 2:1 tree replacement plan to
minimize the negative effects of tree removal, as newly planted trees
cannot provide the same level of benefits as mature trees.

x

The UFC understands that tree removal and planting plans are not
yet finalized. The Council requests that finalized tree planting plans
be provided to them, including the number and locations of trees
that will be removed, and the number and locations of trees that will
be planted.

x

Cells to increase soil volume are costly. If Geary BRT project
coordinators considering installation of this type of infrastructure,
these costs needs to be included in your implementation budget
now. The UFC requests follow up on this.

0

Igor Lacan
Community Representative
John Leffingwell
Tree Care Industry Professional

0

Yolanda Manzone
San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission
Sandy Sherwin
Urban Forestry Non-Profit
Representative
Michael Sullivan
Community Representative
Andrew Sullivan
Tree Management Professional

0

Jon Swae
SF Planning Department
Zack Taylor
Recreation and Parks Department
Vacant Seat
Golden Gate National Recreation
Area

1455 MARKET STREET, SUITE 1200, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
PHONE: (415) 355-3700 FAX: (415) 554-6393
EMAIL: URBANFORESTCOUNCIL@SFGOV.ORG WEB: HTTP://SFENVIRONMENT.ORG/UFC
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x

Irrigation is critical to ensure tree survivability, therefore considerations for the cost of
effective irrigation should be included in plans now. The UFC requests follow up on this.

x

The UFC requests information on the limiting factors that prevent tree planting at the
median stations, and would like to note that if the concern is pedestrian clearance, this
clearance may be achievable with tree grates.

x

UFC members request that there is opportunity for the UFC to weigh in on species early
in the tree selection process, when UFC feedback will be meaningful.

Thank you in advance for your leadership in ensuring that San Francisco’s vital street
side greenspace remains a priority in SFCTA projects.

Dan Flanagan
Urban Forestry Council Chair
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Responses to Comment O-10: Urban Forestry Council
O-10.1

Neither CEQA nor NEPA stipulate that an analysis of existing
and proposed tree canopy is required. Section 4.4 (Visual
Resources) employs widely accepted methodology from the
FHWA in terms of measuring changes in visual character and
visual quality. These analyses are qualitative. Quantitative analysis,
such as the commenter is requesting, is not part of the FHWA
methodology. The Draft EIS/EIR was clear that the project will
require tree removal and it duly assessed the impacts of tree
removal from both visual (Section 4.4) and biological resources
(Section 4.13) standpoints, consistent with thresholds from the
City of San Francisco and the CEQA Guidelines. Section
4.4.4.2.2 of the Draft EIS/EIR acknowledged the time from the
planting of trees to maturity. Larger, taller tree species that are
more in scale with the width of the Geary corridor would replace
removed trees, ultimately enhancing canopy cover along the
corridor. While new trees are growing, there would be a
temporary reduction in the corridor’s tree canopy; the Draft
EIS/EIR disclosed visual and biological effects of this in Section
4.4 and Section 4.13 (Biological Resources). The spacing of
existing trees on Geary does not provide any measurable degree
of acoustical screening. Tree removal would thus not contribute
to any change in identified noise effects. Maturation of
replacement tree plantings is acknowledged to take 10 years or
more, as discussed in Section 4.4.

O-10.2

The request for 2:1 tree replacement is noted. City policy
currently requires 1:1 tree replacement and the Geary BRT
project will comply with this requirement; however, SFMTA will
explore opportunities for additional tree plantings where feasible.
The Draft EIS/EIR analyzes the effects of tree removal in
Section 4.13.4.1.2. The Draft EIS/EIR includes a measure
requiring a replacement tree for each tree removed. This measure,
however, does not preclude additional plantings where feasible.
The Geary BRT Project anticipates including new landscaping
and trees to replace existing trees that must be removed in order
to build the proposed transit infrastructure. The project has
identified all trees that may need to be removed, and the Geary
BRT project will replace each removed tree at least at a 1:1 ratio.
The next phase of project development will create more detailed
information regarding the areas to be available for landscaping.
At that point, a landscaping and tree planting plan can be
developed, and an exact replacement ratio determined. After
discussions with the Urban Forestry Council and other
stakeholders interested in supporting a strong urban forest, the
Geary BRT Project commits to designing the landscaping and
tree plan so as to maximize the number of trees to be planted
along the Geary corridor, with the aim of achieving as high a
replacement ratio as possible, and at the least, a ratio higher than
1:1.
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O-10.3

The project team has budgeted for known tree removals and
additions, which account for all costs associated with planting
new trees. An irrigation system will be provided where necessary
for all new landscaping. SFMTA can provide the UFC with more
detailed tree planting plans once they are finalized.

O-10.4

Please see Response O-10.3 above.

O-10.5

UFC’s suggestion for tree grates is noted. SFMTA can provide
more detail related to the locations of new plantings once the
conceptual engineering phase starts.

O-10.6

SFCTA anticipates that the landscape architect plans to match
new plantings with existing species as appropriate. SFMTA is
open to including UFC in the tree selection process.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] RE: OVERPASS AT WEBSTER STREET AND GEARY BOULEVARD
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] RE: OVERPASS AT WEBSTER STREET AND GEARY BOULEVARD
1 message
'peter yamamoto' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 3:30 PM
Reply-To: peter yamamoto <peteryamamoto@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>, "info@japantowntaskforce.org" <info@japantowntaskforce.org>

To whom it may concern,
0

As the Executive Director of the National Japanese American Historical Society
(NJAHS)located at 1684 Post Street in San Francisco Japantown, I would like to go
on record asopposing the demolition of the overpass at Webster Street and Geary
Boulevard, withoutconstruction of a new one, as proposed by the BRT plan.
The above-mentioned overpass now sees significant and safe use by groups of
childrenfrom nearby institutions as well as seniors and those from the disabled
community. Acrosswalk at street level would not provide the absolute safety to
pedestrians that anoverpass above the Geary intersection would provide. Thus, I
would recommend an abovetraffic overpass that is ADA compliant.
Thank you very much.
Cordially,
Rosalyn M. Tonai
Executive Director
National Japanese American Historical Society
1684 Post Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 921-5007

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15112a2bf6915c2e&siml=15112a2bf6915c2e
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Responses to Comment O-11: National Japanese American
Historical Society
O-11.1

Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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November 30, 2015
San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: Public Comment, Geary BRT Draft EIR
Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board,
On behalf of Walk San Francisco and our members, I am writing in support of the Geary BRT project,
which will significantly improve transit service and pedestrian safety along a major corridor in the city.

0

Current pedestrian conditions along the Geary corridor are in desperate need of improvement. Large
segments of Geary Boulevard are very wide, requiring pedestrians to cross long distances with limited
refuge areas. Many crossings are uncontrolled, meaning that pedestrians have no safe, designated time
to cross multiple lanes of traffic. Speeding traffic along Geary is also a serious danger to pedestrians.
Unsurprisingly, Geary has been identified as a pedestrian high-injury corridor – 7% of all pedestrian
injuries in the city occur along Geary.
To help make Geary safer, Walk SF strongly supports the many pedestrian safety features included in the
staff recommended alternative of the Draft EIR. The staff recommended alternative would provide 65
pedestrian bulbs, which shorten crossing distance, increase visibility of pedestrians, and slow turning
vehicles. This is more than four times the number of bulbs planned under the No Build Alternative (14
bulbs). The staff recommended alternative also includes increased protected left turns for vehicles and
reductions in permissive left turns, both of which address a major collision factor for pedestrians; we
encourage the City to maintain all safety improvements to left turns (including at the intersection of
Geary and Palm), as left turns are responsible for 28% of pedestrian injuries in San Francisco. All
alternatives would provide new high-visibility crosswalk striping at all intersections, as well as additional
median refuges, two new signalized pedestrian crossings, and two new crosswalks at existing signalized
intersections.

0

Walk SF worked with staff at SFCTA and SFMTA to make improvements to the pedestrian crossing at
Geary and Webster Street, which added a third, wider median. We are hopeful that this change, along
with the new Buchanan Street crossing, will make the intersection safe for pedestrians, so people’s safety
is prioritized along our city streets, rather than the convenience of vehicles. We understand the
community’s concern with the bridge removal, however, we also understand the City will first install the
improvements prior to the bridge removal in order to ensure that the improved crossing is safe. We are
excited about this process, and will eagerly support the community and City if additional safety
improvements are needed at the Webster and Geary intersection.

0

Walk SF also supports the many transit improvements the Geary BRT project will bring. Studies have
found that communities with high transit ridership are safer for all road users, so by making transit more
reliable and convenient, this project will benefit all people who use Geary, not just pedestrians. Currently
transit serving the communities along Geary is inconvenient and slow, which encourages more people to
drive. The staff recommended alternative with make transit much more reliable in the near-term, thereby
increasing walking to and from transit, and decreasing private vehicle use, which means cleaner air, more
active San Franciscans and safer streets. We would also like to see a project that will maintain a centerrunning BRT in the long-term.
Overall, the project will offer immense benefits to the San Francisco community, making it safer and
more inviting to walk and take transit. Walk SF is excited to see this groundbreaking project move
forward.
Sincerely,

Nicole Ferrara, Executive Director
CC: John Rahaim, Director SF Planning
Ed Reiskin, Director SFMTA
Mohammed Nuru, Director SF Public Works
District 1 Supervisor, Eric Mar
District 2 Supervisor, Mark Farrell
District 3 Supervisor, Julie Christensen
District 5 Supervisor, London Breed
District 6 Supervisor, Jane Kim
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Responses to Comment O-12: Walk SF
O-12.1

The comment is noted. Refer to Master Response 2d for more
detailed discussion of the proposed pedestrian safety
improvements.

O-12.2

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New pedestrian surface
crossings would also be added at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

O-12.3

Walk SF’s support for the project is noted.
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TO: San Francisco County Transportation Authority, gearybrt@sfcta.org
Re: Geary BRT Draft EIS/EIR comments from San Francisco Tomorrow (SFT)

GEARY CORRIDOR BRT DRAFT EIS/ EIR: COMMENTS
An Alternative should be prepared for the EIS/ EIR which studies a complete Master Plan for Geary BRT; then,

0 the present project would be studied as Phase One only. What is needed is a vision for the future, phased in
stages, not just the present project description and analysis. Without a broad-ranging and ambitious
project, San Francisco is missing an opportunity for a world-class Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor for the
entire length of Geary Boulevard and Market Street---connecting the City from the Bay to the Ocean.
We need the highest quality BRT as exists today in European cities. Instead, we have a limited portion of a plan
that is shortsighted and incomplete and will eventually cost more money; The Draft EIS/ EIR accepts
compromises that hamper the goals of true BRT systems. A thorough and complete plan would study proven
devices such as dedicated transit lanes unhindered by car parking, bicyclists, double-parked vehicles, weaving
between side-running and center-running dedicated lanes and turning traffic. Without such an Alternative
studying the fullest possible goals, there will be large expenditures of money which will gain marginal transit
benefits on a very limited proposal. Money does not have to be set aside at this time for the whole project, but
decision-makers would know the full scope of the ultimate plan if a full Master Plan were present at this time.
CEQA requires that if known, the full plan should be studied. Additional description of the proposed Alternative
follows: .

0

ALTERNATIVE: THE GEARY RED RIBBON
Center-Running BRT stretching from the Transbay Terminal to the Pacific Ocean.
x Thinking simplicity, focus on the cost of red-colored dedicated bus lanes, transit stops, paint, signage,
safety, strategic lighting…..
x Future Phasing: Separate the costs for concrete median strips, landscaping, other lighting….
x Re-imagine traffic---reverting Geary to two-way traffic or at minimum, two-way bus traffic.
x Re-imagine parking---to manage and increase each neighborhood’s net parking.
x Re-imagine a really “cool” Geary Red Ribbon: Clean, high courtesy, high status…
x Emphasize full-fledged BRT systems: Dedicated bus lanes, pre-boarding payment machines, on-board
payment machines, low-floor buses, all-door boarding, synchronized traffic signals, digital schedules,
information kiosks…

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment O-13: San Francisco Tomorrow
O-13.1

Alternatives 2 and 3 include dedicated center-running BRT lanes
noted in the comment. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA was
developed in recognition of existing constraints, available and
potential funding (FTA Small Starts), likely timing for
implementation, and compatibility with the larger transit system.
Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the alternatives development process and attributes
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA that the agencies are moving
forward.

O-13.2

Many of the features mentioned in the comment are included in
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, including transit stop
improvements, colored lanes, signage, pedestrian improvements,
dedicated bus lanes, low-floor buses, all-door boarding, traffic
signal synchronization, and digital resources. Selection of the
LPA included considerations of parking supply. Additionally, for
purposes of the financial information in the Draft EIR/EIS and
FTA Small Starts, all project elements and costs are considered in
their entirety.
Among other potential ideas for improving bus operations is to
close Geary to all but SFMTA buses. While doing so would
improve bus operations on Geary, it would also create problems
of access to land uses along Geary, including businesses that
require vehicle access for deliveries, and businesses and
residential buildings requiring passenger loading access for people
with disabilities or low mobility.
Parking supply was carefully considered in designing the build
alternatives. Further increases in parking supply would need to
construct parking structures—this is outside the scope of the
BRT project.
Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the alternatives development process and attributes
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA as the agencies are moving
forward.
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L.3.3

Individuals
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Responses to Comment I-1: Abercrombie, David
I-1.1

Support for the project is noted.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Comment on Geary BRT from Richmond resident
2 messages
Catherine Adams <adamscatherine@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:52 AM

Hello,
I am writing to express strong support of the Geary Bus Rapid Transit Project, particularly the
"Alternative 3 -Consolidated" plan.

*

I'm a resident of the Inner Richmond with my home address on Geary Boulevard, and I use MUNI as
my primarymode of transportation. I'm very familiar with this line, and the need for improvement. In
addition to reducingtransit time across the city, the project will ease auto traffic and facilitate much
needed pedestrian improvementsalong the corridor. I have looked through the virtual reality displays
along Geary and find the proposed streetconfiguration to be practical and aesthetically pleasing. I also
believe that the Geary BRT will increase visitors tothe Richmond and improve business. From
discussing the plan with friends that live in other, more easternneighborhoods, they too would love to
see the BRT come to life, as they rarely take MUNI to the Richmond it's tootime-intensive. The Geary
BRT would make the Richmond more accessible to both residents and visitors.

Thank you,
Catherine Adams
4450 Geary Blvd.
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Responses to Comment I-2: Adams, Catherine
I-2.1

Support for the project, and specifically Alternative 3Consolidated, is noted. Refer to Chapter 10 for background on
the alternatives screening process.
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Responses to Comment I-3: Amul, Kalia
I-3.1

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a on
alternatives definition and screening, and the Alternatives
Screening Report (May, 2009).

I-3.2

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered and screened various alternatives.
Chapter 10 and the Alternatives Screening Report (May, 2009)
explain why rail was not recommended for further alternatives
analysis.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Local Business Owner FOR Geary BRT
2 messages
Alissa Anderson <alissa@foggy-notion.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 10:47 AM

Hello,

*

I live on 6th Ave. and own a business in the Inner Richmond and I am 100% FOR Geary BRT.
I am on the board of the Clement Street Merchants Association and we want to be clear that we
are NOT againstGeary BRT like the Geary Merchants. In fact, they already tried to say that we
were against it - we're not!! Weare in support of improved transportation to and from the Richmond
for residents and tourists alike.
Thank you,
Alissa Anderson
Owner, Foggy Notion
275 6th Ave #101
San Francisco, CA 94118
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Responses to Comment I-4: Anderson, Alissa
I-4.1

Support for the project on the behalf of both the individual
noted.
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Responses to Comment I-5: Anonymous
I-5.1

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered and screened various alternatives.
Chapter 10 and the Alternatives Screening Report (May, 2009),
explain why rail was not recommended for further alternatives
analysis.
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Responses to Comment I-6: Arebalo, Minerva
I-6.1

Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted. In
response to community concerns, demolition of the Webster
Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1b for details on modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the Draft EIS/EIR.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Subject: Comment on Geary Corridor BRT
1 message
'Eugene Bachmanov' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Eugene Bachmanov <bsidecon@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:17 PM

Dear Sir/Madam,

*

It's time to stop wasting money on the band-aids like this proposed project and start planning and procuring
financing forthe sorely needed underground Muni on Geary.
The proposed project is not justified - giving just (presumed) 15 minutes gain in the travel time and killing
mature trees(which we sorely need for carbon absorption and pollution elimination) in the process.
Sincerely,
Eugene Bachmanov
418 Arch St.
San Francisco, CA 94132

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515ae6d04c51832&siml=1515ae6d04c51832
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Responses to Comment I-7: Bachmanov, Eugene
I-7.1

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered and screened various alternatives.
Chapter 10 and the Alternatives Screening Report (May 2009),
explain why rail was not carried forward for further alternatives
analysis or environmental review.
Please see Master Response 4a regarding tree removal and the 1:1
replanting ratio. Information on trees to be removed under each
build alternative and opportunities for new tree plantings is
presented in Section 4.4.4.2.2, Build Alternatives – Operational
Effects.
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From: 'Cheryl Bagattin' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 12:03 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Balboa St. NOT Geary Blvd for Transit
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

*

-FUUFS*

For better or worse, Geary Blvd will remain a highly traveled street because of the thriving restaurant
business on thewestern end of the boulevard (Richmond District). Adding light rail to an already
precarious pedestrian and parkingmix wouldl further complicate the situation, making it even more
dangerous than it already is! Diverting traffic tonearby streets with BUS ONLY lanes would result in
even more speeding automobiles traversing adjoining residentialavenues, vying for parking spaces and
access to Geary Blvd. There would be a greater number of pedestrian andautomobile accidents as
residents (especially children) attempt to cross their streets to make use of recreationalareas. On the
whole, traffic congestion and noise on side streets would increase exponentially.
Why not divert the trains to Balboa Street at Arguello for the last part of their journey to Ocean Beach?

* The lesstraveled Balboa Corridor has been struggling for years to once again become a viable business
community, providinga full range of services to Richmond District residents. While many merchants have
recently attempted to establishbusinesses along this street, only a few on outer Balboa have been
consistently successful in doing so. This is dueto lighter foot traffic on Balboa St. which once thrived with
shops and restaurants as the corridor to Playland at theBeach. The presence of light rail would not pose
a danger there and would help revitalize the area.
Please listen to those of us who are residents of the Richmond District along the proposed Geary St. line.
We knowour area best and anticipate the worst! Putting light rail on outer Geary Blvd. would have the
exact same effect asputting it on the surface of Columbus Avenue. Imagine the resulting traffic and
parking impact on adjoining sidestreets there! An underground system on Geary would be ideal, but
probably is not financially feasible at this time. Short of that, a workable alternative is needed if light rail is
to extend through the Richmond District to Ocean Beach!
Respectfully,
Cheryl Bagattin
bagattin@aol.com
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Responses to Comment I-8: Bagattin, Cheryl
I-8.1

Please see Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety. The
Mayor’s Pedestrian Strategy and WalkFirst Study identified the
Geary corridor as a high pedestrian injury corridor, especially for
collision types involving a left-turning vehicle, high speeds, and
pedestrians crossing without a crosswalk.
Reducing the number of permitted left turns would contribute to
improved pedestrian safety on the Geary corridor. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would reduce the number of permissive left
turns from 37 to 10, and increase the number of protected left
turns from three to 18.
Pedestrian crossing bulbs reduce crossing distances and provide
additional space for access and maneuvering for seniors and
people with disabilities. Shorter crossing distances enabled by
new pedestrian crossing bulbs and longer crossing “walk” times
at signals benefit slower-moving pedestrians. Additionally,
pedestrian crossing bulbs can improve visibility for seniors and
people with disabilities, and they provide additional curb space
for wheelchair maneuvering.
Under all build alternatives, some segments would have reduced
crossing distances due to reductions in the number of lanes,
which would result in increased sidewalk widths, reduced
pedestrian exposure to vehicle traffic, and opportunities for
pedestrian crossing bulbs.

I-8.2

Please see Master Response 2a for a summary of traffic effects
and measures to minimize such effects. Traffic diversions from
Geary Boulevard would not be concentrated on any particular
street. Instead, they would spread out across all of the parallel
streets within the Geary corridor. Higher capacity streets with the
ability to carry more vehicles, such as California and Fulton
Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the diverted
traffic. Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller amounts
of diverted traffic. See Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS for more
information pertaining to traffic diversions. Overall, diverted
traffic would increase on other streets by about 10 percent,
generally not more than three to four cars per minute during peak
hours.
Please see Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety.

I-8.3

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a on
alternatives definition and screening. The agencies considered
other alternative parallel roadways for BRT treatments but
instead chose Geary because it is the most heavily utilized eastwest transit route in the area. Other lines, such as the 1-California
might warrant a BRT route but, regardless, because of the higher
ridership on Geary, the agencies have identified improving bus
service on Geary as a core project purpose and need, and thus
the project is focused on Geary.
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Responses to Comment I-9: Bailey-Knobler, Amie
I-9.1

Support for the proposed project is noted.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT feedback
2 messages
'troy barber' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: troy barber <finocchio68@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Wed, Oct 7, 2015 at 3:41 PM

HelloI reviewed the draft plan for Geary BRT at my local library and wanted to supply the
requested feedback.
I'm very supportive of the idea of creating a robust BRT on Geary (a subway would
make alot more sense given how heavily used this corridor is).
I'm quite disappointed that after almost a decade of study, the proposal is one of
the weakerversions that were put forward. In particular I'm disappointed that for
large segments of theBRT (Fillmore, etc) there are not separated dedicated lanes
(preferably center-aligned) forbuses. BRT is faster if its lanes can't be used by
* cars, trucks, blocked by double parkers,etc. - as your report acknowledges. if I
read the plan correctly, the excuse for not usingcenter lanes for so much of Geary
was the need to fill in the tunnel at Fillmore and therewasn't time to explore this
option and get community buy-in. I find this excuse verydisappointing -- as this
has been studied for about a DECADE. That kind of explorationshould have
already occurred and we should be already building a robust BRT withdedicated
lanes for buses. There isn't time to study a Fillmore tunnel fill-in? what have you
been doing for the last 10 years?
Why bother doing this at all if it's going to be so watered down?
Troy
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Responses to Comment I-10: Barber, Troy
I-10.1

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a on
alternatives definition and screening. The agencies explored a
longer center-running segment: Alternatives 3 and 3C are centerrunning alternatives. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA features
center-running operations only in the western part of the Geary
corridor to avoid the cost and difficulties of filling the Fillmore
underpass and/or locating the Masonic stop in the difficult to
access and unattractive underpass area. However, filling the
Fillmore underpass and restoring the intersection at-grade would
further advance project goals for bus performance and pedestrian
safety.
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Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:28 PM
To: Wiener, Scott <scott.wiener@sfgov.org>; Cohen, Malia (BOS) <malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; Breed,
London(BOS) <london.breed@sfgov.org>; Mar, Eric (BOS) <eric.mar@sfgov.org>; Avalos, John (BOS)
<john.avalos@sfgov.org>; Campos, David (BOS) <david.campos@sfgov.org>; Farrell, Mark (BOS)
<mark.farrell@sfgov.org>; Yee, Norman (BOS) <norman.yee@sfgov.org>; Tang, Katy (BOS)
<katy.tang@sfgov.org>; Kim, Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@sfgov.org>; Christensen, Julie (BOS)
<Julie.Christensen@sfgov.org>
Cc: Dennis Herrera <dennis.herrera@sfgov.org>; Reiskin, Ed (MTA)
<ed.reiskin@sfmta.com>; tilly.chang@sfcta.org; Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dental-post@sfcta.org>
Subject: Geary BRT EIR - Public Comments

To: The Board of Commissioners of SF Country Transportation Authority

*

I am writing regarding an incident that occurred at the November 5, 2015 public
comment meeting for the Geary BRT Environmental Impact Report. The meeting was
organized by the SFCTA. At this meeting, attendees were instructed to submit public
comments by handing in a "Comment Card" or by dictating their comments to a
stenographer in the room. Over 100 people attended this meeting.

Toward the end of the meeting an SFCTA staff member announced that all comment
cards had allbeen "taken," and that comments should be resubmitted. By the time he
made this announcement,most attendees had already left the meeting. You can see a
video of this announcement
at http://www.stopmunibrt.org/ Click on the video on the bottom right. The SFCTA announcement is toward
the end of thevideo. In addition, we were advised that the meeting sign-up sheets were also "taken."

As a result of this incident, many public comments will not become part of the EIR record. Additionally, there is
no way ofknowing which comments were "taken." I am writing to request that in order to assure that all public
comments are properlyentered into the EIR public record, the SFCTA must extend the public comment period
and hold another public commentmeeting that is properly noticed.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Jean

Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
415-752-0185
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Responses to Comment I-11.1: Barish, Jean
I-11.1.1

Please see Master Response 5a. The public comment period was
extended an additional 14 days as a result of the incident during
the November 5, 2015 Public Comment Meeting. As noted in the
Master Response, the public comment box was stolen during the
meeting with an unknown number of public comment cards
inside. A number of comments were returned anonymously to
SFCTA. All such comments returned are included within this
Final EIS.
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jean Barish <jeanbbarish@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 5:12 PM
Subject: RE: Geary Corridor BRT Public Comment Period Extended
To: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

-FUUFS*

Dear Colin,
I'm disappointed you are reluctant to post the announcement of the extension of time on the citywide
NextDoornetwork.

*

A great deal of information about the Geary BRT has already been broadcast to the entire City. For
example, therehave been posters on every 38 Geary bus and every 38 Geary bus stop. The information
is available
to everyone who uses the 38 Geary bus, regardless of where in the City they live. Additionally, Geary
BRT CACmeetings are open to anyone in the City. And the SFMTA has frequently distributed information
citywide on-line andin hard copy about the Geary BRT. It seems reasonable, therefore, that the notice
of the extension of time shouldalso be sent to everyone in the City.
Your reluctance to post this advisory throughout the City is unreasonable and prejudicial.
Please reconsider your decision.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Jean B Barish
Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
415-752-0185

Ms. Barish,
As a matter of practice, we target our NextDoor posts that concern projects in specific locations to nearby neighborhoods. We do not
want to inundate NextDoor users with posts that are not directly relevant to their neighborhoods and risk having them turn off our posts,
because in that case we would not be able to reach them regarding other projects in their neighborhoods.
Thank you,
Colin
Colin Dentel-Post
Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836
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On Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 4:35 PM, Jean Barish <jeanbbarish@hotmail.com> wrote:

Hi Colin,
NextDoor just sent me a map of the area that your announcement about the extension of the Geary BRT
EIR comments went to. While it covers the Geary corridor, in all fairness to everyone living in the City
please post this on the entire SF NextDoor network.
Thanks for your help,
Jean Barish

Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
415-752-0185

From: jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
To: colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org
Subject: RE: Geary Corridor BRT Public Comment Period Extended
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2015 15:29:36 -0500
Thank you.
Did this go throughout the entire Richmond District, as well as the Geary corridor? We're all impacted
by this project here, not just folks on the Geary corridor.
It'd be best if just post it Citywide, to be sure everyone is reached.
Many thanks,
Jean Barish

Jean B Barish
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
415-752-0185

From: colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2015 12:10:23 -0800
Subject: Re: Geary Corridor BRT Public Comment Period Extended
To: jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
Ms. Barish,
Thanks for the suggestion. The Transportation Authority also has a NextDoor account, and we have now posted an
annoucement to all neighborhoods along the Geary corridor.
Best,
Colin
Colin Dentel-Post
Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836
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On Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 7:43 PM, Jean Barish <jeanbbarish@hotmail.com> wrote:

Thanks for this post.
I use NextDoor, a social network that many people in the City are on. Some agencies, such
as DPW, can post notices city-wide on NextDoor. It would be great if you could work w/
NextDoor to facilitate this. I'm friends with someone who works at ND, and will also ask
him about this.
Many thanks,
Jean

Jean Barish
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
415-752-0185

Subject: Geary Corridor BRT Public Comment Period Extended
From: info@sfcta.org
To: jeanbbarish@hotmail.com
Date: Sat, 14 Nov 2015 02:10:02 +0000

Spanish (Español) | Chinese (中文) | Tagalog | Vietnamese (Tiếng Việt)
Russian (Русский) | Japanese (日本語) | Korean (한국어)

Dear Geary BRT Stakeholder,
The Public Comment Period for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit (Geary BRT) project Draft EIR/EIS has been extended to
November 30. We encourage everyone who uses the Geary Corridor—whether for transportation, shopping, or daily
living—to weigh in on this important project.
Download a copy of the Draft EIR/EIS document here.
Comments can be sent via email to gearybrt@sfcta.org or mailed to:
Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Additionally, we would like to inform you about an unfortunate incident that occurred during our November 5 public
meeting. At around 7:10 p.m., participant sign-in sheets and a handful of completed comment cards (approximately
five) were stolen from the table where they were being stored. Our project team quickly announced the theft to meeting
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attendees and asked them to re-sign in and to confirm their comments were not among those missing. On Monday,
November 9, a package containing some, and possibly all, of the stolen materials was anonymously returned to the
Transportation Authority. Despite having some resolution to this unfortunate situation, please know that we are taking
the theft seriously. We have filed a police report on the incident and also have consulted with the City Attorney on the
matter. If you attended the November 5 meeting, submitted a comment card before 7:10 p.m., and are concerned that
the card may have been one of those stolen, please do not hesitate to contact us to verify that we have it, or simply resubmit a comment to gearybrt@sfcta.org. We feel strongly that public participation is an essential element to the
development of good public policy and are saddened that the public trust was breached during this process.
Nevertheless, we are continuing to solicit input into this important project, which we hope will meaningfully improve
transit for 55,000 daily riders, increase pedestrian safety, and enhance the overall experience for all users along the
corridor.
Thank you for your continued participation and interest in the Geary BRT planning process.
Regards,
Colin Dentel-Post

To learn more about the Geary BRT project, please visit www.gearybrt.org or email gearybrt@sfcta.org.
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Responses to Comment I-11.2: Barish, Jean
I-11.2.1

See Master Responses 5a and 5b for detailed descriptions of
outreach conducted and regarding the announcement of the
extension of the public comment period.
SFCTA has developed a noticing approach based on established
local, state and federal requirements. SFCTA provided notice
consistent with noticing procedures for a Draft EIR stated in
Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code.
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-FUUFS*
Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
4758 Geary Boulevard, Suite 341
San Francisco, CA 94121
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com 415-752-0185

November 30, 2015

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Project
Draft Environmental Impact Statement / Environmental Impact Report

To whom it may concern:
This is in response to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement / Environmental Impact
* Report (“Draft EIS / DEIR”) for a Bus Rapid Transit system on the Geary Boulevard corridor
in San Francisco (the “Project”).
I am writing to express my opposition to this Project, and to urge the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority and other agencies and organizations of the City and County of
San Francisco (“SFCTA”), and the Federal Transit Administration of the US Department of
Administration (“USDOT”) to not approve this Project as recommended by the staff.
The recital of observations and data in the Draft EIS / EIR confuse and obscure the
purpose of this project, and do not answer the critical question of whether the Project will
improve the quality of life for people living in the Gear transit corridor. This Project is not
designed to facilitate travel within most of the Geary corridor. Removing stops, for example,
means that it will be more difficult for people to shop and do business on Geary, which in
turn will adversely impact all the small businesses on Geary. Rather than improve the
transit experience of users within portions of the corridor, the Project has been designed
primarily to improve transit between the Western part of San Francisco and downtown.
While it may be true that transit improvements such as low boarding busses, timed lights,
better shelters and the like, are necessary, those improvements are already part of the
MTA’s transit improvement plans, and do not require a BRT.
In addition to reducing service to many people by eliminating stops, the Project does not
significantly decrease transit time, it is not cost effective, and it will significantly impact
businesses along the Geary Corridor.

San Francisco County Transit Authority
November 31, 2015
Page 2

Following are specific defects in the Draft EIS / EIR:
1. Improvements in transit times are not significant. One of the main reasons given for
this Project is that transit times will be significantly decreased. But that is not the case. For
* example, according to Table 10, Transit Performance of Local Service Alt. 2 is 45:00
versus 44:45 for Alt. 3.2C. This is only a 15 second improvement. And Limited Alt. 2
DPOU
Performance is only 2:05 slower than Alt. 3.2-C Performance. In fact, many riders will likely
experience an increase in total travel time since they will have to walk further before and
after boarding the bus. Additionally, the decreased transit time is calculated from one end
of the route to the other. Riders who do not travel the entire route are not likely to
experience any significant decrease in transit time. Accordingly, the No Build Alternative,
which will include improvements such as low boarding busses, improved shelters and
timed lights, is the preferred Project option.

*

2. The elimination of several stops, especially on the center lane portion of the
route, will significantly impact many riders, especially seniors and people with
mobility problems. According to Table 10.2, the average distance between stops will be
increased from the current distance of 720 and 1540 feet for the Local and Limited No
Build Option, respectively, to 1190 and 1630 feet for the Staff Recommended Alt. 3.2C.
There will also be an increase of up to 0.1 mile, or over 500 feet, between stops. The Draft
EIS / EIR trivializes this increase, and incorrectly concludes that it will not have a significant
impact on seniors and riders with mobility problems
One specific location impacted by the elimination of stops is Self Help for the Elderly is a
senior center serving hundreds of Richmond District seniors. It is located at 22nd Avenue
and Geary, which will no longer have an outbound stop at 22nd Avenue. Elimination of this
stop affects all users of this center, and it should be reinstated.

*

3. The Draft EIS / EIR does not study the impacts of the Project on businesses on
Geary Boulevard and adjoining streets during and after Project construction. Not
only will businesses be impacted during Project construction, but the elimination of many
stops along the center lane portion of the route between 27th Avenue and Palm Avenue,
which is lined with small businesses, will impact businesses after completion of the Project.
Despite repeated requests by business leaders on the Geary Corridor and adjacent areas,

San Francisco County Transit Authority
November 31, 2015
Page 3

* the Draft EIS / DEIR does not contain an economic impact analysis of the Project. Absent
an economic analysis, the Draft EIS / DEIR is incomplete and should not be approved.
DPOU

*

*

*

4. Construction of the center lane portion of the Project will increase construction
costs by at least $130M with no significant improvement in transit time, and with a
significant impact on seniors, people with mobility problems and local businesses. It
makes no sense to spend an extra $130M for a center lane section that will inconvenience
many riders, and put businesses at risk without improving transit time
5. There is no analysis of a no-build alternative with extended bus-only lanes and
limited stops during commute hours only. This should have been considered as a lowcost option for a trial period, and the results a study of this option should have been
included in the Draft EIS / EIR. Accordingly, the Draft EIS / EIR is inadequate due to the
failure to consider this alternative.
6. The analysis of the impact on traffic diversion is inadequate. While there is
extensive analysis of the impact of traffic diversion on specific intersections, there is no
analysis of the impact of this diverted traffic as it travels on adjoining streets, such as
Balboa, Clement, Cabrillo and Fulton. Absent such analysis, the Draft EIR / EIS is
inadequate.

*

7. The analysis of transit user growth is inadequate. It it is unclear if the Project will be
able to accommodate increased transit usage.

*

8. The analysis of the impact of the Project on land use in the Project area,
especially the Western portion of the Project, is inadequate. For example, there was
no discussion of the impact of the Project on rezoning along the Project corridor.
Thank you for your consideration of these issues.
Sincerely,
Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
cc: Raymond Sukys, US DOT
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Responses to Comment I-11.3: Barish, Jean
I-11.3.1

Opposition to the project is noted.
See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives, Master Response 3a
regarding traffic on Geary and diversion to surrounding
roadways, and Master Response 6a regarding project costs.
Transit performance considered bus travel time from 48th
Avenue to the Transbay Terminal to provide a picture of overall
system improvement. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA travel times
(38 Local and 38 BRT) would be 21 to 23 percent less than the
No Build Alternative in 2035. SFCTA could not find the
reference with the specific transit travel times to which the
commenter refers.
Wider stop spacing is inherent to faster transit service. Trips for
some residents may get longer due to the walk distance.
However, the improvement to transit travel time was shown to
benefit the overall community.
Although access to certain stops would be more challenging for
some seniors and people with disabilities, the project would
include significant improvements to pedestrian conditions and
safety. As a result, the project is expected to have an overall
neutral to positive effect on access for seniors and people with
disabilities.

I-11.3.2

Please refer to Master Response 2d and Section 3.5.4.4, Access
for Seniors and People with Disabilities in the Final EIS. The
maximum projected increase in average walking distance in any
alternative would be about 360 feet with Alternative 3Consolidated in two locations: between Fillmore Street and
Divisadero Street due to the elimination of the local stop at Scott
Street, and between Van Ness Avenue and Laguna Street due to
the elimination of the local stops at Franklin Street and Gough
Street. This equates to an increase of less than 1/10 of a mile and
would not result in an adverse effect. The maximum estimated
increase in average walking distance would be less for the other
build alternatives.
Opposition to the removal of the outbound (westbound) bus
stop at 22nd Avenue and Geary Boulevard is noted. As shown in
Table 2-4 in the Final EIS, this particular stop is proposed for
removal under Alternative 3-Consolidated and the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. Additionally, a new stop would be constructed
one block away at 21st Avenue and Geary Boulevard under both
Alternative 3-Consolidated and the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. The
approximately 310-foot increase in distance between the Self
Help for the Elderly and the current bus stop at 22nd Avenue
and the proposed bus stop at 21st Avenue would not be an
adverse impact on pedestrians, including seniors.

I-11.3.3

Please see Master Responses 2b and 3a.
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Section 4.2.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR considered impacts to
businesses during project construction and operation. The
document included the appropriate level of analysis under
relevant federal and state regulations. As discussed in Section
4.2.4, pedestrian access would be preserved during construction;
however, detours and temporary closures of portions of the
sidewalk would occur during construction, which could adversely
affect patrons and employees of businesses along the Geary
corridor. The severity of these effects would be reduced by
adherence to City regulations for work conducted in public
rights-of-way (see discussion in Section 4.6.1.2). Please also see
Section 4.15 (Construction Impacts) for more discussion of
construction-period transportation-related effects and pertinent
mitigation and improvement measures, as well as Appendix M of
this Final EIS, the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting
Program. With these measures, impacts from construction would
not be adverse.
Project operation would not displace any businesses and, through
transit improvements, would enhance connectivity and access to
businesses along the corridor. In addition, SFTCA commissioned
a study29 by a Bay Area economist (Economic and Planning
Systems) to consider what, if any, impact the presence or absence
of on-street parking and bus stops have on businesses in the
Geary corridor. This study focused on retail businesses between
25th Avenue and Masonic Avenue. The study found that
businesses with bus stops directly in front (and, hence, no onstreet parking) and those with bus stops on the same block did
not have statistically significant differences in sales per square foot
than businesses without bus stops either directly in front or on the
same block.
I-11.3.4

See Master Responses 2d, 3a, and 6a. The center-running
alternatives (Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated) would have the
lowest travel times of all alternatives, with reductions in travel
time of between 20 and 35 percent relative to the No Build
Alternative for the entire Geary corridor, and 40 to 50 percent
between Van Ness Avenue and 25th Avenue by 2035.

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. Memorandum: Evaluation of Significance of OnStreet Parking on Economic Performance of Geary Boulevard Businesses. January 3,
2014.

29
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As described in Chapter 10 (Initial Development and Screening
of Alternatives) of the Final EIS, of the alternatives considered in
the Draft EIS/EIR, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA and Alternative
3-Consolidated30 would provide the most significant
improvements to transit. While all of the build alternatives would
improve transit speed, reliability, and the passenger experience
compared to the No Build Alternative, the alternatives that
include center-running bus-only lanes in the Richmond would
most improve bus performance in the corridor and would attract
more riders than either Alternative 2 or the No Build Alternative.
A significant advantage of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is its
benefits to pedestrian safety, a key element of the project
purpose. All of the build alternatives would out-perform the No
Build Alternative, but the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
incorporate the greatest number of pedestrian safety features of
all alternatives considered.
I-11.3.5

See Chapter 2 of this Final EIS and Master Response 1a
regarding the type and range of project alternatives.
The agencies considered traffic lanes that convert to bus-only
lanes during peak times. However, SFMTA provides frequent bus
service on Geary all day, and the buses need reliability
improvements throughout the day, not just during the peak
periods. As was noted in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIS/EIR,
SFMTA implemented red bus-only lanes on Geary and O’Farrell
streets east of Van Ness Avenue in 2014. The success of those
lanes has given SFMTA enough information to be satisfied that
implementing the project and in effect extending these bus-only
lanes to 34th Avenue, would provide greater passenger/transit
benefits. An alternative consisting of peak-only side-running bus
lanes would have similar environmental impacts as Alternative 2
but would offer less robust performance improvements.
NEPA requires an EIS to evaluate a reasonable range of feasible
alternatives. Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening of
Alternatives, of the Final EIS discusses alternatives that were
previously considered and rejected, which include an option that
would have permitted automobile access in bus lanes for certain
segments of Geary and an option that would have provided busonly lanes only during the peak period and in the peak direction.
These designs were dropped from consideration in the 2009
Alternatives Screening Report because they would not have
provided significant transit performance benefits, which are a key
component of the project purpose and need.

Chapter 10 includes references to Alternative 3.2, which is the same as Alternative 3Consolidated.

30
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I-11.3.6

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be
concentrated on any particular street. Instead, they would spread
out across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor.
Higher capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles,
such as California and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively
greater shares of the diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would
carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted traffic.
Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS contains an analysis of traffic
diversions to parallel streets reported in aggregate for north-south
“screenlines” in the study area. These screenlines include changes
in traffic on all parallel streets (other than Geary Boulevard)
between Fulton Street in the south and the Presidio or Pacific
Street to the north. Hence, the analysis in Section 3.4.4.4 of the
Final EIS contains the commenter’s requested analysis of
diverted traffic on parallel streets, including Balboa Street,
Clement Street, Cabrillo Street, and Fulton Street. Tables 3.4-7
and 3.4-8 quantify the amount of traffic diverted from Geary
Boulevard to parallel streets for each build alternative in 2020 and
2035, respectively.

I-11.3.7

Future housing and population assumptions used in the Draft
EIS/EIR are consistent with adopted City and regional growth
scenarios. Future transit ridership projections are based on the
adopted growth scenarios. As stated in Section 3.3.4.8.2, all build
alternatives would decrease existing and anticipated future
crowding relative to the No Build Alternative.

I-11.3.8

The alternatives were evaluated for potential land use effects in
terms of consistency with existing and future planned land uses,
consistency with applicable land use policies, the potential to
create new physical divisions within a community, and the
potential to impact the existing character of the vicinity. See
Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.1, (Land Use).
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As discussed in Section 4.1.4.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the build
alternatives would be consistent with the San Francisco General
Plan, San Francisco Transportation Plan, Transit Center District
Plan, Countywide Transportation Plan, Downtown Area Plan,
Transbay Redevelopment Plan, Tenderloin-Little Saigon
Neighborhood Transportation Plan, East SoMa Plan, Rincon Hill
Area Plan, and Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation
Implementation Planning Study by increasing the speed,
reliability, and capacity of transit along the Geary corridor, linking
planned land uses with existing neighborhoods and regional
transit connections. Projected growth in the City is generally
focused in the eastern portions of the City. The purpose and
need of the project is to better serve existing and previously
approved growth. The project is not predicated on new growth in
the Richmond beyond what is envisioned in adopted City plans.
The project does not require any rezoning. The analysis in the
Draft EIS/EIR assumed nothing other than growth associated
with previously approved City plans and ABAG projections.
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-FUUFS*
Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
4758 Geary Boulevard, Suite 341
San Francisco, CA 94121
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com 415-752-0185

December 1, 2015

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Project
Draft Environmental Impact Statement / Environmental Impact Report

To whom it may concern:
This is an addendum to my November 30, 2015 letter regarding the Geary BRT Draft EIS / EIR.
Earlier today I was on the inbound 38 Geary between 25th Avenue and Park Presidio. An elderly
* blind gentleman with a guide dog boarded at 20th Avenue and got off at 17th Avenue. At 17th
Avenue another elderly gentleman with a full shopping cart boarded and got off at 9th Avenue.
The recommended plan eliminates stops at 20th and 9th Avenues. These are just two of the
countless riders who will be significantly impacted if stops on the center lane section of the BRT
are permanently removed.
It is unconscionable for the SFCTA / SFMTA, and USDOT to remove local stops along the
Geary corridor. It is imperative that you revise the Project to reasonably accommodate all riders,
not just those who are able-bodied or are travelling all the way downtown.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jean B Barish, Esq., MS
cc: Raymond Sukys, US DOT

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-11.4: Barish, Jean
I-11.4.1

Please see Master Response 2d and Final EIS Section 3.5,
Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation. While some seniors and
mobility-impaired people could experience longer distances
between bus stops, others could experience shorter distances.
Although certain current stops would be consolidated, the build
alternatives would provide improved access for seniors and
people with disabilities in several ways. All build alternatives
would add new crosswalks at intersections where crossings are
restricted today, which would benefit seniors and pedestrians
with disabilities by providing more frequent crossing
opportunities. Several new landscaping and urban design features,
such as new ADA-compliant curb ramps, improved bus waiting
areas, as well as new pedestrian crossing bulbs, nose cones, and
pedestrian-scale lighting, would all promote improved comfort
and have potential safety benefits for seniors and people with
disabilities. Proximity to senior high injury density corridors was
considered in the selection of proposed pedestrian crossing bulb
locations (see Draft EIS/EIR Appendix D-8).
Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated, and the section of the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA west of Palm Avenue would have centerrunning transit operations. In these locations, protected left-turn
signal phasing for automobiles would be provided, thus reducing
potential vehicle-pedestrian conflicts at intersections with left
turns from Geary Boulevard to side streets. People with visual
impairments may have difficulty identifying locations of bus
stops in sections of the corridor with center-running transit
operations, but design features such as tactile cues on signal posts
would provide wayfinding information to people with visual
impairments. In sum, the project would not have adverse impacts
on pedestrians, including seniors.
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1

approved by the Congress, they mentioned that there was

2

going to be a bare-bones -- this is a bare-bones budget

3

that they approved.

4

innovative ideas for cities or municipalities.

5

wondering, is there money for all -- is there money in

6

the budget for some -- for the alternative plans that

7

we're looking at tonight?

8
9
10

COREY URBAN:

There's very few funds for
And I'm

C-O-R-E-Y, Urban, U-R-B-A-N.

I own

the Shell gas station and car wash at the corner of
Geary and Cook.

11

I'd like to say that the Draft EIR is flawed

12

and biased just on its foundation.

13

alternatives are all based on increasing efficiency by

14

eliminating bus stops, anywhere from 18 percent

15

elimination to 54 percent elimination.

16
17

The build

The no-build alternative is not remove any bus
stops and therefore is doomed from the start.

18

If you remove bus stops, the buses become more

19

efficient.

20

redone on a valid basis.

21

statistics, all the graphs, all the keywords, they're

22

all moot.

23

It's a rotten apple-to-apple pie comparison.

24
* 25

And that's -- the Draft EIR should be
It's -- the whole, all the

It's not an apples-to-apples comparison.

ROGER BAZELEY:

My name is Roger Bazeley,

R-O-G-E-R, B-A-Z-E-L-E-Y.

19

*DPOU
1
2

I live in Russian Hill, but I come over to
Japantown every day practically.

3

My wife is Japanese, so I'm immersed in

4

Japanese culture and food.

5

shop at the grocery market, and I come over and, you

6

know, eat at the restaurants when the -- okay.

7

I come over to shop.

And my daughter, who is now 25, she grew up in

8

San Francisco.

9

Friends -- N-I-H-O-N-M-A-C-H-I, Little Friends.

And she attended Nihonmachi Little

10

it's on Sutter and -- it's right off of Buchanan

11

Street.

12

Community Center.

13

years, been a resident over 30 years in the city.

14

I

And

It's next to the JCC, Japanese (Northern)
So spent a lot of years here, 30

So I'm also -- I am a transportation designer

15

and planner.

16

at San Jose State.

17

thesis on the impacts of BRT -- bus rapid transit -- on

18

transit corridors.

19

I went to Mineta Transportation Institute
And I wrote a definitive master's

And four of the corridors that I studied were

20

Geary BRT corridor and -- as a non-built, and then

21

three others as a -- every third stop, which is

22

Route 61 AC Transit, which is on Alameda, and the

23

half-mile spacing, the San Pablo 720, I believe it is,

24

I can't remember the number, San Pablo BRT.

25

goes for 13 miles in length, and that was half-mile

And that

20

*DPOU
1

spacing stops.

2

Wilshire 720 BRT.

3
4
5

And then the top quality was the L.A.
So that was in my study.

And I preface that because -- to put
validation on the comments that I'm going to make.
I have changed my opinion on BRTs' application

6

in certain locations in the city of San Francisco.

7

I want to preface the Geary one first by saying I was

8

for both the Van Ness BRT and the Geary BRT under

9

certain circumstances and requirements.

10

And

The federal Starts program wanted cities to

11

prove that they had the ridership numbers, sustainable

12

ridership numbers to -- before they invested in light

13

rail or subways on major urban corridors.

14

My preference, for example, on the Van Ness

15

now, because it's taken so long to put a system in

16

place of improvement, an improved system in place, is

17

that I feel that the City has changed in population

18

numbers; it's gotten increased.

19

amount of bus traffic on the avenues due to corporate

20

buses such as Google and Genentech.

21

in complexity because of the multimodes of

22

transportation being integrated, such as bicycle lanes

23

along bus routes and cars and commercial truck traffic.

24
25

It's changed the

And it's changed

I believe the most sensible thing, regardless
of the specific cost, and the functional thing to do is

21

*DPOU
1

to now bring the subway -- the subway system that

2

they're now putting in down to Washington Square to

3

bring that around and all the way down Van Ness Avenue,

4

back to the Civic Center BART for connectivity.

5

I believe the tunnel, it's the least

6

disruption and it will take traffic off the avenue and

7

leave the lanes free instead of eliminating lanes.

8
9

Both plans incorporate several different
levels of alternatives.

My first preference

10

alternative was always to have a center-aligned system

11

that emulated the layout of a light rail system.

12

that means is that you have doors that open up onto the

13

center island, that you do not have side islands.

What

14

So my preference is to have buses with both

15

left and right doors so they can be used on multiple

16

routes.

17

I believe that the -- using a right door, the

18

standardized bus design, the right door opening up, and

19

using small, skinny side islands, not only takes up

20

extra space, valuable space for traffic lanes, but

21

creates a hazard when dealing with large groups of

22

people -- tourists, students in school -- students on

23

field trips from schools.

24
25

I feel that that configuration creates kind of
an unsafe layout for getting in and out of the bus and

22

*DPOU
1

then waiting to get across the traffic at the crossing

2

points.

3

on that.

4

Okay.

That's one of the main considerations

I almost feel on the Geary that, if they don't

5

do it that way, that they're better off lane painting

6

the right lane next to the existing parking and just

7

sort of marking that as, during peak hours, two or

8

three of the peak-hour rush-hour, marking that as a bus

9

lane.

When you do that, you've left open ability of

10

three lanes of traffic, of fire engines and emergency

11

equipment to be able to go in and out of the lane.

12

You've made it porous.

13

those lanes more porous.

14

You've made your navigation on

And when you have double-parked commercial

15

vehicles, which you're invariably going to get, they're

16

less likely to double park and block traffic if that is

17

an exclusive marked bus lane.

18

there, the buses are able to move to the left center

19

lane and pass that vehicle.

20

But if there is a truck

When you have the side-loading stations, you

21

are going to be cut down to only one viable traffic

22

lane if you have a double-parked car or a car going in

23

and out of the parking spaces.

24
25

So one has to decide that running limited
service, such as 38 Limited, if that, with the painted

23

*DPOU
1

lanes and improvements in -- we call it signal

2

preemption.

3

senior moment here -- it's smart traffic signaling is

4

what it is, transit signal priority.

5

signal priority system and the painted lanes would

6

garner significant improvement in the transit times

7

between stops.

Using a transit

8

And to include -- also included in that would

9

be making sure that the bus stops that are chosen have

10

to have appropriate spacing to reduce dwell time,

11

stand-out time and dwelling.

12

There's no doubt that less stops would

13

allow -- with signal prioritization will reduce the

14

transit time on the bus route, on the Geary bus route.

15

And that can be done at a significant lower

16

cost than tearing up a major amount of infrastructure

17

and causing a significant disruption of business

18

activity, therefore, reducing angst and discomfort of

19

the Geary -- merchants along Geary Boulevard.

20
*

There's another word I've forgotten;

So there's an issue in Japantown.

And the

21

Japantown issue is about the bridge that is deemed as

22

an iconic pedestrian crossing bridge, which I like the

23

look of.

24

branding, along with the pagoda, to Japantown.

25

I feel that it adds an identity and a

But there is an issue that, for some people,

24

*DPOU
1

the grade is not current to the current levels of ADA

2

compliancy.

3

placement of the supporting structure can easily be

4

knocked down by a truck or a significant vehicle

5

accident, making the structure unsound or weakened

6

enough to fall down as a direct result of that

7

incident.

8
9

And the structural integrity is such and

I believe that it has -- the existing bridge
would have to be retrofitted, strengthened, especially

10

at the base.

11

something as elegant, emulating the same kind of

12

Japanese look.

13

And could in fact be replaced by

The bridge was designed to emulate the famous

14

Japanese bridges -- the bridge that's known in Kyoto,

15

Japan, with the hanging lanterns over it.

16

will replace it needs to emulate that particular

17

historic look as a reference to Japanese culture.

18

So whatever

I do believe that a service crosswalk, fully

19

high visibility service crosswalks should be put in at

20

all four corners because the pedestrians now are

21

crossing illegally and in unsafe conditions.

22

was -- the same thing was done at the Fort Hamilton

23

crossing, the Fort Hamilton Community Center on

24

Steiner.

25

people were illegally crossing there, and they were not

And it

They have installed ladder crosswalks because

25

*DPOU
1

visible.

2

provided for them.

3

They weren't using the pedestrian bridge

In the end, the main importance is to reduce

4

pedestrian fatalities and injuries by increasing the

5

visibility of all crossings, especially where

6

certain -- certain percentage of people may not use the

7

elevated pedestrian bridges.

8
9
10

And there will always be those people who
don't do that, who do not comply to good common sense
and safe crossing methodology.

11

Geary is kind of interesting.

I've got to

* 12

think, either the big double flex buses -- I think the

13

large double flex buses can work on Geary because it's

14

a fairly wide boulevard, whereas on other areas of the

15

city, one must think that maybe they should be using

16

the more compact 40-foot buses, you know, when they

17

have to -- especially on a street like Polk Street, for

18

example.

19

they take up too much lane space on those particular

20

streets.

21

The full-size Muni buses are just to big;

Ideally, I'd like -- ideally, I would rather

* 22

see a light rail center alignment down Geary Boulevard.

23

Given the cost of being potentially less to do the BRT,

24

I still would like to see a center alignment without

25

right-side boarding stations but with center boarding

26
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1

by ordering a bit more expensive of a bus.

2

that's pretty good.

3

And since it's so much about Geary, I did want

4

to make that plug that I feel like the Van Ness -- I

5

think I made it already -- really should have a subway,

6

the Van Ness BRT.

7

I would like it to just improve the side -- do it the

8

side way and spend the least amount of money

9

temporarily.

10
11
*

And I think

12
13

It should be.

It really should be.

That's how they can afford to do a subway

tunnel.
Geary not going to get the population
build-out.
I also believe that the best corridors to

14

build apartment buildings and affordable housing are

15

not only on Van Ness Avenue but on Geary.

16

treatment that is going on Van Ness where they have

17

these new apartment buildings -- and some of them are

18

very attractive, in my opinion -- I think would be a

19

good fit on key pieces of property on Geary, fronting

20

Geary -- not necessarily in the back streets, but you

21

know, on key locations.

22

The

I think it would pick up maybe 400,000 --

23

maybe 200,000 to 300,000 housing units over a period of

24

ten years.

25

within ten years easily because they're building out

I'm sure we can pick that up on Van Ness

27
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1

the Honda -- they're going to build out the Honda

2

property where the San Francisco Honda was.

3

And then I -- you know, I think if you build

4

out the population on Geary corridor, then you could

5

justify more expensive transit with the higher

6

ridership numbers.

7

there, but -- I think the ridership number is around

8

45,000 trips a day on Geary.

9

I forgot the ridership number on

So I know that Federal Starts would require

10

doubling that number.

11

you have to prove out that you have a sustainable

12

ridership.

13

double; it went from 45,000 to 95,000.

14

get that ridership, you've really got to increase the

15

neighborhood development to match that.

16

In order to get federal funding,

Like the Wilshire Boulevard has gone
So in order to

And I believe that by really improving --

17

either by -- even the subway on Geary or a light rail

18

system would really link up Japantown.

19

benefit by more tourists going further out in the

20

avenues to visit.

21

that way on Geary as a result of the overcrowded

22

transit system that's there now.

23
24
25

I think very few tourists go out

All right.
THEA SELBY:

And it would

That's good.

Thea Selby.

Thank you very much.

So I have an idea for

the bridge, how to fix the bridge problem.
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Responses to Comment I-12: Bazeley, Roger (verbal
comment)
I-12.1

See Chapter 2 in the Draft EIS/EIR and Final EIS. Also
reference Master Response 1a regarding the type and range of
project alternatives and Master Response 3a regarding local
business impacts.
Connecting Van Ness with the Central Subway and Civic Center
Muni and BART is outside the scope and purpose of this project,
which is to provide BRT and associated enhancements within the
Geary corridor.
As noted in Chapter 10 of the Draft EIS/EIR, an alternative with
left side loading buses was considered but not pursued because
such a vehicle is relatively new to the domestic bus market and
would create a sub-fleet for SFMTA. This would cause the buses
to be expensive to procure and maintain, and the fleet’s longterm viability would be in question if ever a parts supplier
discontinued manufacture. A bus with dual side doors would
have reduced vehicle capacity due to spacing needed for the
doors.
A center-running dedicated bus lane presents the greatest
opportunity to improve transit service by completely removing
the buses from obstacles like double-parked vehicles.
Signal priority technology and painted lanes are part of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Stop spacing optimization is also part
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

I-12.2

Retrofitting the Webster Street bridge is outside the scope of the
Geary BRT project; however, the bridge was seismically
retrofitted in 2012. Moreover, the bridge would be retained under
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA as modified in response to public
comments. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for
details on modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
Draft EIS/EIR. New highly visible crosswalks crossing Geary
Boulevard on the eastern and western legs of existing signalized
intersection would be implemented to increase pedestrian safety
in this area.

I-12.3

Geary is the most heavily utilized east-west transit route in the
area. Large-capacity buses are needed to handle the traffic
demand on the corridor.

I-12.4

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives chosen for consideration in
the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-12.5

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
summary of project components proposed under each of the
alternatives. See also Draft EIS/EIR Sections 4.1 (Land Use) and
4.3 (Growth).
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As described in Draft EIS/EIR Chapter 3.3 (Transit Conditions),
the existing total weekday ridership for routes 38, 38R, 38AX,
and 38BX combined is over 50,000 trips, or boardings per
weekday. Projections of future Geary corridor bus ridership show
that weekday Geary corridor boardings would increase by
approximately 28 percent from over 50,000 in 2012 to about
64,000 in the year 2020 under the No Build Alternative.
Ridership is projected to increase by an additional 19 percent to
nearly 84,000 in 2035 under the No Build Alternative; this
ridership increase is related directly to the expected increases in
study area population. Therefore, both the No Build and build
alternatives are anticipated to result in higher ridership on Geary
corridor bus routes.
In 2020, the build alternatives are anticipated to result in up to
82,000 daily transit boardings. In 2035, this figure would increase
to between 92,000 and 99,000 boardings per day.
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-FUUFS*
1

some people can save ten minutes on their bus ride.

2

seems to me that a lot of traffic would be diverted to

3

the ancillary streets, and this is completely unfair to

4

the residents who will be affected.

5
6
*

Do not turn Geary into a big freeway.
MELVIN BEETLE:

7

M-E-L-V-I-N.

8

like the insect.

9

My first name is Melvin,

My last name is Beetle, B-E-E-T-L-E, just

Now, my only comment is I do -- I'm a senior

10

peer counselor.

11

work with disturbing and grieving Filipinos all over

12

the city who can't go back home; they don't have the

13

money.

14

It

I speak two Philippine languages.

So I travel 38 a lot.

I

The only problem I've

15

ever seen by traveling 38 is left-hand turns onto Geary

16

from the side streets.

17

doesn't create a problem.

18

they're talking about in what I read, I would agree

19

with off of side streets onto Geary but not off Geary

20

onto the side streets.

21

differently.

22
23
24
25

Left-hand turns off of Geary
So the left-hand-turn thing

Somehow or other it works

Thank you.

UNCHEEDAH WILSON:

Okay.

Uncheedah,

U-N-C-H-E-E-D-A-H, Wilson, W-I-L-S-O-N.
You know, when I looked at the presentation on
YouTube, they had it going so that when the -- I live

13
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Responses to Comment I-13: Beetle, Melvin (verbal
comment)
I-13.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Pedestrian crossing bulbs reduce crossing distances and can
provide additional space for access and maneuvering for seniors
and people with disabilities.
Shorter crossing distances enabled by new pedestrian crossing
bulbs and longer crossing “walk” times at signals benefit slowermoving pedestrians. Additionally, pedestrian crossing bulbs can
improve visibility for seniors and people with disabilities, and
they provide additional curb space for wheelchair maneuvering.
Under all build alternatives, some segments would have reduced
crossing distances due to reductions in the number of lanes,
which would result in increased sidewalk widths and reduced
pedestrian exposure to vehicle traffic.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT.
1 message
TED BEKEFI <teddy-art@att.net>
Reply-To: TED BEKEFI <teddy-art@att.net>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 1:05 AM

Dear Sirs:
After 38 years of riding the 38 bus I can comment on a lot. I
am a driver and a pedestrian.
May I say that Muni is a very well run company considering
the job they must do.

*

I think the BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT is a waste of
time and money. There shouldbe a subway, BART or a
monorail (all more important than asubway to ChinaTown.
Did we have a ballot to vote on either?). It would be nice if
GearyBlvd. was a shopping mallat least from 25th Avenue
to Divisadero - with large parkinggarages instead of all the
bigapartments that are everywhere.

*

As anyone can see Geary Blvd. has become a commuter
racetrack. Many of us haveexperienced almost being killed
by cars going through redlights. If the buses stop at a
platform in the middle of the street, as is planned, I'd expect
many jaywalkers would behit running to catch a bus. I
would hope that there will be a

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1510f8b0dd77f5cd&siml=1510f8b0dd77f5cd
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stop line (not stripes) for the
cross walk to the platform - and maybe a 10mph limit, as
used on Market Street.
*
DPOU

I notice (on Geary Street) that many, especially taxis
ignorethe bus-only lanes.
(I don't see any enforcement).
Thank you.

Ted Bekefi, San Francisco.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1510f8b0dd77f5cd&siml=1510f8b0dd77f5cd
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Responses to Comment I-14: Bekefi, Ted
I-14.1

Opposition to the project is noted. Please see Final EIS Chapter
2 and Master Response 1a regarding how the agencies considered
and screened various alternatives.

1-14.2

Please see Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety.
Several pedestrian safety improvements would be implemented as
part of the project. Under all build alternatives, some segments
would have reduced crossing distances due to reductions in the
number of lanes, which would result in increased sidewalk
widths, reduced pedestrian exposure to vehicle traffic, and
opportunities for pedestrian crossing bulbs. Reductions in the
number of lanes would also contribute to reduced traffic speeds,
providing some additional benefit to pedestrian safety. Pedestrian
crossing bulbs would be located at select locations; please refer to
Chapter 2 (Descriptions of Project Alternatives) in the Final EIS
for more detail.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] removal of Geary Pedestrian Bridges in the Fillmore
2 messages

Justin Bigelow <jdbigelow@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 3:33 PM

Dear SFCTA folks,
I write regarding my strong disapproval of efforts to remove the pedestrian bridges over Geary at
Webster and Steiner. The removal of the bridges, although a great long term goal, would cause
more harm than good giventhe miniscule benefits of side-running BRT through the Fillmore area.

*

As proposed, Geary BRT offers no legitimate BRT benefits in the Fillmore area. Geary is a
nightmare to crosson foot or bike. Paint, whether for crosswalks or bus lanes, is not going to help.
Until the traffic is calmed onGeary (for instance, by reducing general through-traffic lanes for
separated transit-only lanes when the Fillmoreunderpass is addressed), it would be simply foolish
to remove an existing, grade separated crossing.
Fake BRT, as proposed by the SFCTA (with valid reason), should be cheap and easy. Notremoving thepedestrian bridges (and support structures) to replace them with planters should save
some money (probablyallowing for purchase of extra off-board ticket machines). I strongly
encourage the SFCTA and implementingagencies to stop attempts to remove the pedestrian
overpasses across Geary unless and until Geary general-through lanes are reduced to calm this
surface level highway.
Sincerely,
Justin D. Bigelow
jdbigelow@gmail.com
SF Resident
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Responses to Comment I-15: Bigelow, Justin
I-15.1

Opposition to the removal of the Webster and Steiner Street
bridges is noted. While the Steiner Street bridge would still be
removed under all build alternatives, the Webster Street bridge
would be retained under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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*
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Responses to Comment I-16: Blerkman, Joseph
I-16.1

Support for the project and preference for center-running BRT
lanes is noted. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a
for a summary of project components associated with each of the
build alternatives.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT, SUPPORT
1 message
scott.r.blood@gmail.com <scott.r.blood@gmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:25 AM

To Whom It Does Concern:

*

As a San Franciscan and a person who lives on Geary Boulevard in the inner Richmond, I support the
proposedGeary BRT project in its entirety.
Sincerely,
Scott Blood
3419 Geary Blvd
SF, CA

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15159dbbfb417598&siml=15159dbbfb417598
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Responses to Comment I-17: Blood, Scott
I-17.1

Support for the proposed project is noted.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT comments
2 messages
christopher bolander <jelesuis@hotmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Oct 5, 2015 at 8:20 AM

Thanks, as always for all of your work and for involving community feedback and inviting comments.

I like the idea of the dedicated “red lanes” and keeping them on the sides of the street – rather than
creatingexpensive dual medians in the center (the construction of which would be massively disruptive
in the interim) –would seem to be the best alternative … if:

*

-

Traffic enforcement of non-bus traffic is increased

- Right turns off of Geary are curtailed, either during certain hours and/or eliminated altogether at
variousnon-arterial intersections (especially out in “the avenues”)

I am disappointed that very little seems to address the snail-paced travel times of the 38/38R between
downtownand Van Ness. My suggestions:

*

- Create a 38 “loop” or “circulator” (but definitely do NOT call it 38 or any version thereof) that goes
fromdowntown, just past Van Ness, then turns back downtown, at least during rush hours. Not every
bus needs to goway out into the city.
- 38R should limit stops downtown (i.e. on Market), the same as is done further out – the repeated
“dwell time”is excruciating during this stretch regardless of whether you are on a 38R or a regular 38.

Thanks, as always, for listening.

Christopher Bolander
SF Resident, Downtown worker, Daily MUNI rider
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Responses to Comment I-18: Bolander, Christopher
I-18.1

Preference for side-running bus-only lanes is noted. While
increasing traffic enforcement of the Geary corridor is not within
the scope of this project; the request is noted. There are no
adverse impacts from right turns and therefore no need to
include mitigation measures precluding right turns. Please see
Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a summary of
project components associated with each of the build
alternatives.

I-18.2

Express service on the Geary corridor today currently includes
both a short and a long line. The 38AX (48th Avenue to Pine
Street) and 38BX (25th Avenue to Pine Street) run inbound in
the morning peak hours and outbound in the evening peak hours.
SFMTA regularly examines Geary bus service for potential
adjustments. The service proposed for the Geary BRT project
includes a “turn-back” service that would operate between 25th
Ave and downtown. The comment suggesting turn-back at Van
Ness instead is noted but, given the ridership data, the project
team’s assessment is that turning back at Van Ness would not
benefit as many riders as a turn-back farther west. When
developing the short and long lines, ridership was evaluated,
which found a need to run the short route out to the Richmond
District to be most effective, and not turning around at Van Ness
Avenue as suggested.
The comment about large dwell delays at stops in the downtown
area is noted, as is the suggestion to skip some of these stops.
The agencies view these high-ridership stops as important ones
to serve with high frequency and so would not propose to skip
these stops. The project’s features that address these kinds of
delays include additional and longer bus bulb-outs to facilitate
faster passenger loading.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

From: Nelson Bonilla <nelson.bonilla@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 4, 2015 at 2:02 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

-FUUFS*

I am writing to voice my support for the Geary BRT project Alternative 3: Center Lane BRT with
Dual Medians andPassing Lanes.

*

I live in the Inner Richmond. I have a car and drive in the city, but I take the 38 bus to work. As both a
driver and atransit commuter, I have insight into the pain points that both groups experience. As such,
I think that it is harder fortransit riders to get downtown than for drivers. Additionally, I feel it is more
important to improve transit travel time,even at the cost of losing some parking and lanes on Geary.
My family is from Los Angeles and I have seen a very good and successful BRT project there. The
Orange Line inthe San Fernando Valley exceeded ridership expectations from the beginning. It allows
riders to travel at a muchfaster rate than traditional buses that share roads with cars. The main reason
is that is is completely separated fromtraffic throughout it's entire length. While this is not an option
for the Geary BRT, it is important to include laneseparation in as much of the route as possible.
Alternative 3 with Passing Lanes allows the bus to have dedicated lanes for the longest portion of any
of thealternatives. Another important factor in speed and travel time is the number of stops. I always
ride the 38R if it isavailable because of the fewer stops. Allow passing lanes will give the BRT the
opportunity to move riders fasterover long distances by skipping stops. Keeping the local service
means that riders not traveling long distances orwho want to stop closer to their destination are not
limited by the BRT's longer distances between stops. It alsomeans people traveling across the city
don't have to be slowed down by buses stopping on every 2 to 3 blocks.Additionally, replacing all
service with a single line, like Alternative 3: Consolidated, means that it has to make everystop, even
in places without dedicated lanes. This will greatly affect travel time negatively. If the project does not
increase travel time by a noticeable amount, it seems like a waste of money. That is why Alternative
3: CenterLane BRT with Dual Medians and Passing Lanes is the best option for this project.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.
Sincerely,
Nelson Bonilla
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Responses to Comment I-19.1: Bonilla, Nelson
I-19.1.1

Support for Alternative 3 is noted. Refer to Final EIS Chapter 2
and Master Response 1a for a discussion of the alternatives.
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Responses to Comment I-19.2: Bonilla, Nelson
I-19.2.1

Support for Alternative 3 is noted. Refer to Final EIS Chapter 2
and Master Response 1a for a discussion of the alternatives.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Please hurry up and start BRT

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Please hurry up and start BRT
1 message
Andy Branscomb <andy.branscomb@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 8:38 PM

I'm excited about the arrival of a BRT line to San Francisco (though another BART line would be
preferable). Thedelays to the project so far have been ridiculous. I am a bit worried about the
pedestrian bridges though.Crossing Geary can be pretty daunting because it's so wide. I think there
might be medians added during BRTthat will break up the crossing, which will help. But no one
wants to wait in the median for the light to turn. I thinkit's necessary to either keep or rebuild the
pedestrian bridges. If I recall correctly, a Muni bus hit and killed apedestrian crossing Geary within
the last 18 months.

Andy Branscomb
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Responses to Comment I-20: Branscomb, Andy
I-20.1

Support for BRT along the Geary corridor and opposition to
removal of the Webster and Steiner Street bridges is noted. In
response to public comments on the Draft EIS/EIR, the
agencies made minor modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. While the Steiner Street bridge would still be
removed, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer
proposed as part of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please See Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for more details on
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA and Master
Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary pedestrian bridges
1 message
Larry Burg <burginfo@sonic.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 7:03 PM

Please, please do not remove the existing pedestrian bridges over Geary in the BRT
project. Please find aworkaround with the structural support issue.
 Geary is a wide boulevard with fast moving traffic. Despite the removal of a lane in each direction,
I believe itwill continue to be a fast-moving corridor from Van Ness, going west. Safe passage for
many who are elderly inthat area, is paramount and the present bridges work toward that goal.

*

 I believe that the Geary/Fillmore intersection will only become more congested if that bridge is
taken down. Idecry the great increase in traffic going out to the avenues, but as a non-car owner,
40-yr. veteran of MUNI-ridingand frequent pedestrian, I know that that intersection benefits from
allowing through-traffic to proceed through thearea without coming into contact with pedestrians at
the 4 corners of Fillmore/Geary. I fear that traffic making it'sway to the Kabuki Theatre area will tie
up traffic there and pedestrians will be NOT be safer as they cross at anyof those points. In addition,
longer lights for cars traveling along Geary would be needed for the increase intraffic.
 Yes the MUNI stop on Fillmore-particularly the west-side--needs some sprucing up. (Why isn't
there aNextBus board at that key stop??) But it also provides rain protection and a wide sidewalk for
easy movement
 I do not think the area "suffers" from a division of neighborhoods because of the underpass. It
actuallyprovides a bit of calmness from the rush of traffic below.
Thanks,
Larry Burg
San
Francisco

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15103f315e6d56c7&siml=15103f315e6d56c7
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Responses to Comment I-21: Burg, Larry
I-21.1

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways and Master Response 2d regarding
pedestrian safety and access.
The pedestrian bridge at Webster Street is no longer proposed
for removal under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Master Response
1b contains updated information regarding the Webster Street
pedestrian bridge and other associated pedestrian safety
improvements occurring at Webster Street. The pedestrian bridge
at Steiner Street is at the end of its structural life and would block
areas needed to provide the dedicated bus lane. The alignments
of proposed bus-only lanes within each build alternative would
conflict with the piers of existing pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street. As a result, the pedestrian bridge at Steiner Street would
need to be removed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
At-grade crosswalks at the Webster and Steiner overcrossings
would be improved to provide pedestrian refuge areas.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT and Rail
1 message
Asher Butnik <asher.nj.b@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 12:12 PM

Hello organizers of the Geary BRT -

*

*

I just wanted to voice my support for the project; I hope it moves forward swiftly, and I don't think loss
of parkingor pedestrian bridges are serious concerns, especially when most people who travel along
Geary already use thebus, and new crosswalks will be better than the pedestrian bridges.
My one concern about the project is rail readiness. I strongly believe that Geary needs some sort of
light rail,ideally BART or a MUNI subway, but even a streetcar like the N-Judah, as long as it goes
underground by VanNess at the very least, would be a welcome improvement. I understand that the
funding for that isn't there rightnow, but I really hope that in designing this BRT, making it rail ready
remains a top consideration throughout theentire project. Also, I really really hope that when funding
for rail does become available, that you don't putGeary in line behind other projects just because of
the BRT.
Thank you for your time,
Asher Butnik

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111ee1bea06376&siml=15111ee1bea06376
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Responses to Comment I-22: Butnik, Asher
I-22.1

Support for the proposed project is noted.

I-22.2

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered which alternatives were to be carried
forward for analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and which were
screened out.
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Responses to Comment I-23: Camp, Daniel
I-23.1

Support for Alternative 3 (first) and the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
(second) is noted.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT]
1 message
'eric' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: eric <sftrajan@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

*

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 10:13 PM

I write to tell you I strongly support the pending rapid bus improvements proposed for Geary corridor.
SSpeeding up theservice gets passengers to their destinations, or home, faster. Fasterians more reliable
service, and more service with thesame number of vehicles and employee-hours.
Thanks for your attention
Eric Carlson
17th Street SD
I ride the geary corridor at least 5X per months and was on the 38 geary just yesterday

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c2cdbd06e8d1&siml=1515c2cdbd06e8d1
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Responses to Comment I-24: Carlson, Eric
I-24.1

Support for the proposed project is noted.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Bus
1 message
'Duke' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Duke <modernaction@yahoo.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 8:04 PM

I am against this project, as it will be very expensive, time consuming, and will snarl vehicle traffic
along thatroute. There will be unnecessary construction, and I fell it will be wasted money and
not make it quicker andmore efficient for everyone.
Sean Cassidy, SF, CA
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S® 4 mini

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15160dd5eab73acf&siml=15160dd5eab73acf
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Responses to Comment I-25: Cassidy, Sean
I-25.1

Opposition to the project is noted. Please see Master Response
2b for a description of the construction period and constructionperiod effects, and 6a for a summary of project costs. Refer to
Master Response 2a for a summary of traffic effects and
measures to minimize such effects.
As described in Section 3.4.4.8.2 of the Draft EIS/EIR,
compared to the No Build Alternative, average automobile travel
times would decrease by about 20 percent in the eastbound
direction and four percent in the westbound direction by 2035
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Section 3.3.4.6 of the Draft
EIS/EIR summarizes bus travel times by horizon year (2035).
Implementation of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would reduce
bus travel times by approximately 21-23 percent relative to the
No Build Alternative by 2035. Refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1a for a summary of the benefits of each of the
build alternatives.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Yes to Geary BRT, real BRT.
1 message
Christina Castro <christina.b.castro@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:12 PM

Dear SFCTA,
While I believe the SRA can lead to improving the long-standing issues with the 38-Geary ("the route
is oftenslow, unreliable, and crowded"), it feels more like a step to the side more than a step
forward; a sort-of bandagerather than a long-term solution.

*

This center-to-side-running design (among other proposed aspects) is not BRT. Why can't we go
BIG for realBRT? Yes, real BRT is more expensive and will take longer to plan and implement, but
transit riders have beenanticipating improvements that make their wait worthwhile. The SRA is not
the system I have been waiting for.
Sincerely,
Christina Castro
Member, San Francisco Transit Riders

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c62b9a42db6a&siml=1515c62b9a42db6a
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Responses to Comment I-26: Castro, Christina
I-26.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The agencies explored a longer center-running segment.
Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated include center-running bus
lanes from Laguna Street to 27th Avenue. While it would provide
higher travel time savings, these alternatives require filling the
Fillmore underpass at high cost, and locating the high-ridership
Masonic stop in the difficult-to-access and unattractive Masonic
underpass area. In light of these disadvantages, the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA’s center-running operation is limited to just the
Richmond area. Filling the Fillmore underpass and restoring the
intersection at-grade would further advance project goals for bus
performance and pedestrian safety. However, it would also add
substantially to the project cost.
SFCTA acknowledges that wider stop spacing would result in
better transit performance. Stop location was carefully studied to
match with intersecting transit lines, schools, hospitals, senior
services, and other common trip destinations.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
1 message
Cautn1 via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Cautn1@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 12:59 PM

Hi Tilly,
Here are a couple of comments which may reflect my
inadequate understanding of the EIR. However, for what
they're worth:

*

San Francisco is going a lot of trouble and expense to
establish BRT along Geary and O'Farrell. Therefore, you
should go all out to make the bus service as car/bicyclefreeas possible, and therefore as reliable and expeditious
aspossible.
Getting the buses out of traffic between Octavia and 27th
would appear to be an essential part of achieving this
objective.
Alternative 3 with dual medians and bus passing lanes (if I
correctly understand your diagrams) appears to do this
best. The bus passing feature is attractive because it
would minimize both the impact of bunching and of a
local bus impeding an express bus.
Today's bus service between Laguna and Palm is not as
fastas it could be. For this reason the hybrid alternative
seemsto fall short.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1513624b5f83b329&siml=1513624b5f83b329
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I hope these comments are of some help to
you.Regards,
Jerry Cauthen

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1513624b5f83b329&siml=1513624b5f83b329
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Responses to Comment I-27: Cauthen, Jerry
I-27.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
In developing the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, the agencies have
attempted to balance bus improvements with other community
concerns. For instance, in the center-running segment between
Palm Avenue and 27th/28th Avenue in the Richmond District,
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA’s stop spacing is longer than
existing, which was made necessary by its lack of bus passing
lanes which required occupying more of the street width.
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C-O-R-R-I-E-A.

2

Association for the Richmond.

3

issues to raise based on concerns in the community and

4

concerns and questions that my organization has had.

5

I just have a couple of

Number one, the research that has led to the

6

assumptions about the effectiveness and the effects of

7

the BRT:

8

updated to current conditions, such that the

9

assumptions and bases for determining how efficient

10
11

How recent is that research and has it been

this is are reliable?
Number two, to the extent that there is a

12

dollar shortfall for construction, where is that money

13

going to come from?

14
15
16

Number three, where are delivery trucks going
to stop when delivering for the merchants?
Number four, I have a question.

The City has

17

a real bad habit of doing major construction and

18

missing utility issues for things that require the

19

streets to be dug up later, and I would like to know

20

what sort of planning will take place to make sure that

21

doesn't happen in connection with a project this size.

22
23
24
*

I am the President of the Planning

25

Number five, what efficiencies does the BRT
offer over the transit effectiveness plan?
GARY CHAMPAGNE:

My name is Gary Champagne,

G-A-R-Y, last name C-H-A-M-P-A-G-N-E.

I am a merchant

32
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1

at 180 O'Farrell Street between Stockton and Powell.

2

And I came here tonight, David Heller (phonetic) is a

3

friend of mine, who has helped me a lot.

4

here to support him and to actually let the other

5

merchants in the Greater Geary Merchants Association

6

know what they might expect when this construction

7

starts because I have been a victim of the construction

8

of the Central Subway System.

9

And I came

And at first our business was stagnant for the

10

first year.

11

down about 30 percent.

12

finished, I will be out of business.

13

tell all these merchants here this, and I think it's

14

just abhorrent that they are not allowing me to speak

15

tonight.

16

Each year it keeps going down.

We are

By the time the project is
And I wanted to

I thank you for your time, but I came here to

17

speak, to tell these people exactly what they could

18

expect from this construction.

19

people, we have customers that continually tell us, "I

20

just don't like coming downtown anymore.

21

downtown if I have to," and you can't run a business on

22

comments like that.

23

Geary Merchants that this could happen to them, and I

24

think it's a travesty that they will not let me speak

25

tonight.

It's like we have

I only come

And I wanted to warn the Greater

33
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Responses to Comment I-28: Champagne, Gary (verbal
comment)
I-28.1

Please see Master Response 3a for a discussion of construction
period effects upon local businesses. Please also refer to Master
Response 5a for a summary of public participation.
The purpose of the open house format for the public comment
meeting was to allow for open dialogue between the public and
project staff and to encourage attendees to provide official
comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. The public had an opportunity
to discuss project features with subject experts including
engineers and planners on the project development team. In
order to ensure attendees had the opportunity to provide input
on the project in the form of a formal public comment, court
reporters were made available during the meeting to take
testimony from the public. All testimony, both as written
comment cards and oral testimony, has been responded to and
included in this response to comments document for public
review.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Public Comment
1 message
Jeremy Chan <jeremy.lee.chan@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:35 PM

To Whom it May Concern:
I am concerned that my comment card may have been among those taken during the Geary BRT
PublicComment meeting. Therefore, I am submitting my comment here with additional thoughts, as
follows:
There are two aspects of the proposed plan that I disagree with strongly: (1) the removal of the
pedestrianbridges on Webster and Steiner, and (2) the removal of the 38R Rapid stop at Geary and
Laguna.

*

The pedestrian bridges hold enormous utility and cultural significance for the communities in
Japantown and theWestern Addition at large. Symbolically, they link Japantown and the Fillmore,
two communities that weredevastatingly separated by redevelopment and the construction of the
Geary expressway. Today, the pedestrianbridges continue to serve the plethora of senior and youth
organizations in these neighborhoods, includingKimochi, the Japanese Community Youth Council
(JCYC), Rosa Parks Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program
(JBBP), and the YMCA.
The city has set up a false dichotomy between crosswalks and bridges, without explicitly explaining
why thesetwo safety structures cannot co-exist. Concerns about the bridge pillars blocking view of
pedestrian crosswalktraffic could be addressed by placing the crosswalk on the east side of the
pillars. I also think that the city'sreports of traffic on the Webster corner, with the bus getting blocked
by cars turning right, are greatlyexaggerated. The city should further explore alternative solutions
that implement crosswalks in a way thatavoids any potential conflict with the pedestrian bridges.

*

*

The aforementioned plethora of senior and youth organizations also currently use the 38R Rapid
stop. From myexperience riding the Geary line, this is one of the most frequent stops, especially for
seniors who would struggleto use the rapid stop on Fillmore. Based on frequent ridership, the current
38R Rapid stop on Laguna should bemaintained.
There are positive aspects of the proposed plan. For example, the added crosswalk at Buchanan
connecting thePeace Plaza to the other side of Geary will be quite useful for people going to and
from Japantown. However,due to the number of pedestrian injuries and deaths that occur on Geary,
I urge the city to focus on makingsafer crosswalks. For example, implementing lights at crosswalks
to improve visibility at night time. Additionalcrosswalks are helpful, but the city should create new
crosswalks and improve current crosswalks such thatthey are safer for pedestrians to use.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c77aa11ec874&siml=1515c77aa11ec874
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Responses to Comment I-29: Chan, Jeremy
I-29.1

While the Steiner Street bridge would still be removed,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

I-29.2

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Inherent to local service is its more frequent, closely spaced
stops. Seniors and students who have difficulty walking long
distances would more likely use the Local service stop and
therefore their access to transit would be maintained.

1-29.3

Concern for pedestrian safety is noted. Please see Master
Response 2d. All build alternatives would enhance pedestrian
safety along the Geary corridor, as described in Section 2.2.3.2,
Roadway and Multimodal Changes Common to All Build
Alternatives, in the Draft EIS/EIR. The build alternatives include
pedestrian safety improvements, including new bus bulbs,
pedestrian crossing bulbs, new, high-visibility crosswalk striping,
and new signalized street crossings at Buchanan and Broderick
Streets. Refer to Section 3.5.4.4, Pedestrian Safety, for more
details related to the pedestrian safety improvements.
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Responses to Comment I-30: Chan, Sam
I-30.1

Opposition to center-running bus lanes is noted. Please see
Master Response 2d for a discussion of pedestrian safety.
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Responses to Comment I-31: Chan, Siu Lam
I-31.1

Opposition to center-running bus lanes is noted. Please see
Master Response 2d for a discussion of pedestrian safety.
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Responses to Comment I-32: Cheatham, Kathie
I-32.1

Opposition to Webster Street bridge removal is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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[GearyBRT] STOP Removal of Existing Parking Spaces between Spruce Street
and Cook Street
1 message
Ccchien via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Ccchien@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: ccchien@aol.com

Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 7:12 PM

To: San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Re: Parking Removed Full Block between Spruce Street and Cook Street
I am a neurologist practicing in the inner Richmond District. My office is located at 3115 Geary
Boulevard whichis between Spruce Street and Cook Street. This is a medical and dental building.

*

My patients are mainly seniors suffering from strokes and also disabled people who would require
street parkingwhile they are being transported and assisted. Currently, we have metered and white
zone street parking spacesin front of our building to make it accessible for patients to come to
receive medical care. They come withfamily members and caretakers and it is so crucial for them to
be able to park in front of our building. It takestime for them to get out of the car and to get in the car
because their immobility requires walkers, wheel chairs,and personal assisstance.
I respectfully request that the existing parking spaces remain as it would be vital for these disabled
patients tohave the parking spaces due to their immobility.
Very truly yours,
Chau Chun Chien, Ph.D., M.D.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151566075ced7660&siml=151566075ced7660
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Responses to Comment I-33: Chien, Chau Chun
I-33.1

See Master Responses 2c and 2d regarding parking loss and
pedestrian safety, respectively.
Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA have eliminated
the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary
Boulevard, retaining existing on-street parking and loading on
both sides of Geary along this block. Master Response 1b
provides details regarding these modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
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Responses to Comment I-34.1: Choden, Bernard
I-34.1.1

The City of San Francisco has adopted a General Plan, which is
available on SF Planning’s website (http://www.sfplanning.org/ftp/general_plan/). The Draft EIS/EIR discussed
relevant goals and policies from the City’s General Plan within
each of the environmental topic areas, as appropriate.

I-34.1.2

Please see Master Response 3a for a discussion of local business
impacts and Section 4.3 of the Final EIS for a discussion of
community impacts. Although pedestrian access would be
preserved during construction, detours and temporary closures of
portions of the sidewalk would occur during construction,
adversely affecting patrons and employees of businesses along
the Geary corridor, although these impacts were determined not
to be adverse with adherence to City regulations for work
conducted in public rights-of-way (see discussion in Section
4.6.1.2). Please also see Section 4.15 (Construction Impacts) and
Appendix M of this Final EIS (Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program) for more discussion of construction-period
transportation-related effects and pertinent mitigation and
improvement measures. Implementation of any of the build
alternatives would result in decreased levels of air pollutant
emissions, improved transit amenities, and improved transit
travel times and thus enhanced connectivity that would translate
to benefits to businesses and economic activity within the study
area. Refer to Final EIS Section 4.2.4 for more information
regarding impacts to the community and economic environment.

I-34.1.3

The project already directs a large portion of its revenue toward
public transit service, which is highly used by City residents,
workers, and visitors. This project is attempting to operate the
transit service more efficiently. See Final EIS Chapter 9 and
Master Response 6a for more information on project costs.

I-34.1.4

Utilities will be replaced as opportunities present themselves, in
keeping with City policies that discourage serial construction
projects.31 However, the focus of this project is to improve transit
service on Geary.

I-34.1.5

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Those alternatives, including other alignment considerations, not
carried forward for further analysis were eliminated for various
reasons prior to the NEPA/CEQA environmental review
process. Those alternative options were eliminated primarily
because they did not meet the project’s purpose and need of
enhancing bus service and improving pedestrian safety within the
Geary corridor. The agencies chose Geary because it is the most

31

See Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.6.1.2.1 for a discussion of SFDPW Order 176,707.
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heavily utilized east-west transit route in the area. Other lines,
such as the 1-California might warrant a BRT route but,
regardless, because of the higher ridership on Geary, the agencies
have identified improving bus service on Geary as a core project
purpose and need, and thus the focus is on Geary.
I-34.1.6

All public comments received are made public in the Final EIS.

I-34.1.7

This comment is unclear. As best as can be determined, the
comment does not question the adequacy of the analysis in the
Draft EIS/EIR.

I-34.1.8

The comment is unclear. As best as can be determined, the
comment does not question the adequacy of the analysis in the
Draft EIS/EIR.
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the city following implementation of some of these

2

changes.

3

transportation effectiveness for residents as well as

5

visitors.
This project should be stopped and defunded.

7

Muni drivers should be better trained to facilitate

8

better scheduling.

9

a whole world of difference.

10
11
12

*

Limits to parking and

4

6

*

And three:

13

That's it.
BERNARD CHODEN:
C-H-O-D-E-N.

Sometimes the simple fixes can make

Thank you very much.
Bernard Choden, B-E-R-N-A-R-D,

My e-mail is bchoden85@gmail.com.

"Need to provide diverse and affordable

14

transit access.

Where required, planning expertise and

15

safe general plans directives determine where

16

affordable, safe and sustainable community needs exist.

17

One:

City does not have such a General Plan.

18

Two:

Since the City does not have such a

19

General Plan, the Study has not based its proposals on

20

such a plan.

* 21
22
23
* 24
25

Three:

Impact on existing commercial,

residential communities not acknowledged economically.
Four:

(1) Alternative priorities for use of

public expenditures, overtime, not provided.

Given the

City and County has the highest cost of housing in the

37

* 1
DPOU
2
3

Nation and the greatest economic inequality in the
Nation, the City has a better use its money.
(2) The Geary Corridor has a higher priority

* 4

to rebuild its combined sewer lines so that recycled

5

water can be provided prior to the rebuilding of the

6

transit corridor.

*

7
8
9

*
10
11
* 12
13
14
* 15

considered.
(4) These comments were never made public
before and never addressed.
(5) Flexibility and efficiency, given the
disaster involved, is not considered and would be
inhibited by both structures.
(6) The City has a diverse population in terms
of income, health and occupation that is not

16

specifically addressed in the demographic presentation.

17

That needs to be considered for its impact.

18
*

(3) Feeder transit access to Geary was not

(7)

The lane's affordability in terms of

19

long-term sustainability and availability to its

20

community is not mentioned."

21

That's it.

22

ALICE KAWAHATSU:

Thank you.
My first name is Alice,

23

A-L-I-C-E, and my last name is K-A-W-A-H-A-T-S-U.

24

And my affiliation is with the Japantown

25

Taskforce, and I am the President of the Board.
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Responses to Comment I-34.2: Choden, Bernard (verbal
comment)
I-34.2.1

Please see response to comment I-34.1.1 above.

I-34.2.2

Please see response to comment I-34.1.1 above.

I-34.2.3

Please see response to comment I-34.1.2 above.

I-34.2.4

Please see response to comment I-34.1.3 above.

I-34.2.5

Please see response to comment I-34.1.4 above.

I-34.2.6

Please see response to comment I-34.1.5 above.

I-34.2.7

Please see response to comment I-34.1.6 above.

I-34.2.8

The intent of the comment and reference to flexibility and
efficiency is unclear. As best as can be determined, the comment
does not question the adequacy of the analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR and thus no further response is required.

I-34.2.9

The demographics analysis included in Section 4.14 of the Draft
EIS/EIR considered race and income, which are socioeconomic
characteristics critical to the consideration a project's effects on
minority and/or low-income populations. The Draft EIS/EIR
considered whether potential adverse effects would
disproportionately affect any minority or low-income
communities within the Geary corridor study area. Refer to
Section 4.14 of the Final EIS for more information regarding
potential impacts to minority or low-income communities.

I-34.2.10 The core purpose of the project is to enhance the performance,
viability, and comfort level of transit and pedestrian travel along
the Geary corridor. As discussed in Section 9, Financial Analysis,
both operating and maintenance costs of the project were
evaluated. The agencies have secured $115 million of the needed
capital funding and have identified sources to provide additional
construction funds. During the design phase of the project, the
agencies will apply for additional grants from various sources to
complete the funding plan. Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 9
and Master Response 6a for a summary of project costs.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] EIR COMMENTS
1 message
Bernard Choden <bchoden85@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 6:10 PM

TO: Gearybrt@sfcta.org
FR: Bernard Choden @ 85 Cleary Ct., # 11, SF., 94109; ph: 415-929 7714

PROPOSED COMMENTS ON GEARY BLVD. BRT TRANSIT PROPOSALS:

The Geary Blvd. BRT EIR proposals are significantly deficient regarding federal and state environmental
standards and, therefore, the present proposal is invalid for the following reasons citing document Sections 3, et.
al. and 4, et. al. concerning presumptions for:
a: Planning Regulatory oversight.
b: Projections for populations usage and needs.
Specifics are cited below.
1. Population projections: The analysis, in Sections 4 of the EIR, described as bulk total populations
without
a required detailed analysis of the diverse ridership needs of the serviced populations for:
a: multiple service locations concerning multiple origins and destinations.

*

b: personal characteristics that require BRT investment mitigations for youth and aged persons,
handicapped persons assistance, household affordability for transit use and their associated specialized
services and infrastructure which require enforceable mitigations for the life of the capitalized future of the
BRTproject.

*

 The Regulatory Planning basis,: Sections 3 of the EIR, for projects community and household needs
andcapabilities from a General Plan that has no programmatic enforceable programs as to means and
resources foreither meeting the city’s holding capacity and enforcement for the capitalized future of the EIR
impacts. SanFrancisco and ABAG projections are legally considered advisory guidelines by the city rather
than earmarkedenforceable policies as described by State Code for a General Plan (Sections 35500 et. al.)
and, therefore, forproject purposes, are an unreliable basis for accomplishing mitigations effectiveness or
efficiencies. EIR’s mustprove that enforceable economic means will be provided to mitigate EIR impacts.

*  Accessibility and economic impacts: Ancillary use impacts were ignored.


Ignores known approved and proposed developments in the impacted area:
D Ignores, by example, approved permits for Geary Blvd. high density/market rate
residences.

*

E The Japan Town development cited as existing in 2009 has been disapproved and is
underreconsideration by the Planning Department. The BRT proposal for Japan Town
ignores theneeds to provide for direct transit access, bridging the Peace Plaza across Geary
Blvd. and

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b4eb1001c0ab&siml=1515b4eb1001c0ab
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parking needs, and pedestrian safety considerations.

*
DPOU

c. Ignores the approved costly MTC CAC program for a light rail replacement of the this
projected bus oriented Geary Blvd. BRT even before it is built making it’s expenditures highly
redundant and possibly unaffordable as well as unnecessary.

*

 Access: Ignores vehicular emergency, service and freight access to adjacent areas that in previous
MTCanalysis consist of about 25% of total vehicular traffic.

*

 Competing Public Services: Ignores possible implementation conflicts with the substantial Geary
Blvd.combined Sewer/waste pipeline that may require replacement to recycle water from it due to
climate changecontingencies.

*

 Ancillary transit access: Feeder transit access needs not considered for impacts and remedies.

In summary, the project and subsequent EIR should consider the alternatives:



Diverse transit modes and infrastructure that provides effective affordability for use by diverse
populations.



Require enforceable means and resources for mitigations of the impacts noted.

*

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b4eb1001c0ab&siml=1515b4eb1001c0ab
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Responses to Comment I-34.3: Choden, Bernard
I-34.3.1

Please see Tables 2-2 and 2-3 for a detailed summary of bus
station types and locations for each of the build alternatives;
Section 3.3.4.3 in the Final EIS for a discussion of impacts
related to bus stop locations; and Section 3.5.4.5 in the Final EIS
for a discussion of access for seniors and people with disabilities.
Diverse ridership needs and potential impacts to transit-riders
were addressed in the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-34.3.2

Mitigation and improvement measures proposed throughout the
Draft EIS/EIR were developed based on technical studies and
the best expert and professional judgment of the agencies,
consultants, and in accordance with 40 CFR 1502.16. The
measures identified are feasible, enforceable, and would help to
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for adverse effects of the proposed
project. Please see Final EIS Appendix M (Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program) for more information.

I-34.3.3

Accessibility during the construction-period is discussed in
Section 4.15, Construction Effects. Economic impacts during
both the construction and operational period were analyzed in
Section 4.2, Community Impacts of the Draft EIR/EIS.
Construction-period mitigation and improvement measures
would be implemented to reduce impacts to local businesses,
residents, and other Geary corridor users as described in Section
4.15. Please see Final EIS Appendix M (Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program) for more information.

I-34.3.4

In its assessments of future conditions, the Draft EIS/EIR
assumed planned and programmed transportation improvements
and land use development project within the vicinity of the Geary
corridor, including those described in the comment. These
projects were included in the document’s estimates of future
travel demand, ridership, traffic volumes, and roadway and transit
capacity. Please refer to Sections 2.2.2.1 and 4.1 of the Final EIS.

I-34.3.5

The transportation analysis accounts for vehicular access,
including business access and deliveries, access to medical
facilities, and emergency access.

I-34.3.6

The project will account for utilities within the right-of-way and
potential upgrades will be consistent with industry standard
analyses.

I-34.3.7

The Draft EIS/EIR described key transfer bus stops for
important feeder service to and from the Geary bus lines, and the
project alternatives feature locations and designs of these key bus
stops that facilitate smooth transfer between Geary and the
connecting services. As described in Section 3.5, Pedestrian and
Bicycle Transportation, access to the Geary corridor would be
improved for pedestrians and cyclists. Furthermore, changes in
circulation patterns within and outside of the Geary corridor
were analyzed, as well as effects on taxi and shuttle operations,
and truck turning movements and diversions. Please refer to
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Section 3.4, (Automobile Traffic) for more information regarding
impacts to other transit and transportation modes along the
Geary corridor.
I-34.3.8

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
discussion of the components of each of the project alternatives,
all of which enhance the existing service and infrastructure
benefitting all people wishing to travel the Geary corridor.
Mitigation and improvement measures were included, as needed,
in the Draft EIS/EIR. Such measures were carefully defined and
incorporated to ensure feasibility, and to be capable of being
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period
of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal,
social, and technological factors. Please see Final EIS Appendix
M (Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program) for more
information.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit
1 message
'Raisa C' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Raisa C <raichonok@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 8:09 AM

To whom it may concern:

*

The proposed project presumably gives 15 minutes gain in the travel time and would kill many trees. Trees
absorb CO2and eliminate pollution. It will take many years for replacement saplings to provide equivalent
service.
Most importantly, this project is just a band-aid and will not serve the increasing public transportation needs of
theresidents. It should be stopped before even more money is thrown away - the city should get serious and
startplanning/securing financing for the much needed metro Muni on Geary.
Sincerely,
Raisa Chudnovskaya
1503 Balboa St.
San Francisco, CA 94118

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515e4ea55d16a86&siml=1515e4ea55d16a86
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Responses to Comment I-35: Chudnovskaya, Raisa
I-35.1

Opposition to the proposed project is noted. Please refer to
Master Response 4a for a discussion of tree removal and the 1:1
replanting ratio. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a regarding how the agencies considered and screened
various alternatives.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE THOSE PARKING METERS ON
SPRUCE-COOK STREET.
1 message
Eric Chung <echung668@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Thu, Nov 26, 2015 at 1:11 PM

Hello, My name is Eric Chung and I am against the Rapid Transit plans/ removal of the Metered
parking spotson Geary Blvd./Cook-Spruce Street.

*

I am a barber in the Richmond district that just so happens to be on Spruce-Cook. This would have a
directnegative impact on my business. Please take this into consideration that the city is NOT
thinking about thebusinesses on these blocks. Taking away the parking meters to install these bus
stops are outrageous. Thereis already not enough parking in SF Richmond District, How is this
going to help at all with that? With the largeinflux of people moving into San Francisco, There would
not be enough parking spots around my area if you planon removing the parking meters around this
area on Geary/ Spruce-Cook. This will also be a huge waste ofmoney for the city in my opinion
because, there is NOTHING wrong with the way the busses run right now onGeary Blvd. The 38 is
full every now and then, but it never gets that bad that we need to build a center island.
Thank you,
Eric T. Chung.
Co-Owner of Geary Salon

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15145a2fadc00a7a&siml=15145a2fadc00a7a
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Responses to Comment I-36: Chung, Eric
I-36.1

Please see Master Responses 2c and 3a for a discussion of
parking effects along the Geary corridor, as well as constructionperiod impacts to local businesses.
Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA have eliminated
the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary
Boulevard, retaining existing on-street parking and loading on
both sides of Geary along this block. Final EIS Chapters 2 and 3
Master Response 1b provides details regarding these
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Stop make bus stop in front of my salon
1 message
Yvonne Chung <yvc22@sbcglobal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 3:07 PM

My name is Yvonne Chung , salon owner and this property 's owner
Address is 3123 Geary Blvd San Francisco CA 94118
I don't want the bus stop in front of my store .
The bus stop should stay at the old place please thank you
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515aa719a0301c9&siml=1515aa719a0301c9
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Responses to Comment I-37: Chung, Yvonne
I-37.1

Opposition to a new bus station located at Spruce-Cook is noted.
Please See Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, which
no longer include new BRT stops in this area. Also see response
to comment I-36.1 above.
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From: Andrea Clatterbuck <aclatterbuck@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 7:02 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] I support your plans!
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

-FUUFS*

I just wanted to send you a quick note letting you know that I support the work you are doing along Geary Street to:

*

add more medians (crosswalk islands) and signalized crosswalks
eliminate dangerous, unprotected left-turns
shorten crossing distances with 30+ bulb-outs
incorporate countdown signals and accessible pedestrian signals
paint high-visibility continental (zebra) crosswalk painting at every intersection
replace traffic lanes with bus-only lanes to calm road speeds and increase Muni reliability (this WON'T
happen if the bridge stays up)

Thank you!
Best,
Andrea
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Responses to Comment I-38: Clatterbuck, Andrea
I-38.1

Support for the proposed project is noted.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Comments and questions on Geary BRT EIR
2 messages
William Cline <william.w.cline@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Tue, Oct 27, 2015 at 9:45 AM

Dear SFCTA:

*

*

*

*

 The document states that a light rail solution was rejected because of the construction cost
(estimated at $2.5billion for a surface line). Why is funding available for the Central Subway ($1.7
billion dollars for a 1.7-mileextension), but not Geary? What is the cost/benefit difference (transit
ridership gain, transit trip delay reduction,environmental benefits) of a light rail line versus busway
improvements?
 Page 10-20 gives the person-minutes of delay experienced under the different project alternatives,
but it doesnot break this down into transit rider delay and automobile passenger delay. The end-toend travel timeestimates suggest that 3.2 might result in the lowest transit rider delay, but this is not
certain from the documentas written. How do the different alternatives compare in terms of *transit
rider* delay, and is this consistent withthe city's Transit First policy?
 The document does not offer details about the transit signal priority improvements being
considered. Whatchoices are available to balance transit and automobile traffic, and is the chosen
trade-off (e.g., ability ofapproaching buses to pre-emptively stop cross traffic) consistent with Transit
First? Are there environmentalimpacts available with different signal priority schemes?
 The alternatives under consideration re-allocate up to 500 parking spaces to the BRT project. This
reduction inautomobile storage space should be given little to no weight in choosing a locally
preferred alternative. In light ofSan Francisco's Transit First policy, as well as other environmental
and livability goals, a reduction of a fewhundred parking spaces is immaterial compared to the transit
experience of over 50,000 passengers every day(soon to be many more).

Respectfully yours,
William Cline
4600 18th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
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Responses to Comment I-39: Cline, William
I-39.1

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered and screened various alternatives.

I-39.2

The person-delay figures provided on page 10-20 of the Draft
EIS/EIR were intended to facilitate comparisons between the
benefits provided for all users of the corridor in aggregate, while
the bus travel times provided indicate how the options would
perform in terms of transit rider travel time benefits. Alternatives
with slower bus travel times would also have greater transit rider
delay. All of the alternatives under consideration would
substantially improve transit service along the Geary Corridor.

I-39.3

Wireless TSP was installed at several intersections in 2005 and
again in 2014. TSP is active on the entire Geary corridor. The
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would upgrade existing traffic signals
with the latest fiber TSP technology and optimize bus stop
locations to improve operations. TSP currently exists and is
active on the full length of the Geary corridor. Installing the
fiber-based TSP would require upgrading the traffic signal
programming to the latest city, state, and federal standards, which
often includes changing the pedestrian signal phasing to allow for
slower walking speeds and, in the case of Geary Boulevard,
decreasing the amount of green time for the major roadway. The
fiber-based TSP has similar operational effects as wireless, but
provides improved reliability of the system. When paired with
bus-only lanes and bus stop improvements, it offers additional
travel time and efficiency benefits. Further information on TSP is
provided in the Final EIS at Section 2.2.3.1.

I-39.4

Support for parking removal to accommodate the project is
noted. Chapter 10 in the Draft EIS/EIR describes the process
undertaken to generate, develop, refine, evaluate, eliminate, and
compare project alternatives, and the resulting identification of a
SRA. This process includes the consideration of parking as a
factor. While parking effects were found not to be adverse, the
project team has endeavored and will continue to work with the
community to minimize or improve parking and other conditions
along the corridor, while also providing an alternative with the
greatest transit improvements, as discussed in Chapter 1 (Project
Purpose and Need).
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Responses to Comment I-40: Cochran, Sean
I-40.1

See Master Response 5b regarding the type of outreach
conducted. While the cost of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is
estimated at $300 million, the analysis shows tangible bus travel
time benefits, and the cost provides for additional important
community benefits as well, including pedestrian safety and
streetscape enhancements. Final EIS Chapter 9 and Master
Response 6a contain more information about project costs.
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1

I can live without owning a car in this city

2

because my home is on a high quality transit corridor

3

(Market Street).

4

improving upon it in the future through enhanced BRT or

5

rail will allow more San Francisco residents to live

6

and prosper without needing to own a vehicle, something

7

we should all support.

8
9

Moving ahead with the Geary BRT and

ALEXANDER POST:

My name is Alexander Post,

A-L-E-X-A-N-D-E-R, P-O-S-T.

I live near the project.

10

I am very excited for the project.

11

Transit is the way to go, much better than the subway,

12

and I am excited to see the project develop.

13

concern I have is the one-for-one replacement of trees.

14

I think Bus Rapid

One

I understand that building the project will

15

necessitate removal of more mature trees.

16

with the Van Ness Rapid Transit Plan, the current

17

discussion is to replace the trees two-for-one,

18

replacing the mature trees with more young trees so as

19

not to lose the vibrant tree cover.

20

However,

If we could get somewhere close to two-for-one

21

on the Geary Corridor, I think that would improve the

22

environmental benefits as well as the aesthetic

23

benefits of the entire Corridor.

24
25

That's it.
RICHARD CORRIEA:

My name is Richard Corriea,

31

1

C-O-R-R-I-E-A.

2

Association for the Richmond.

3

issues to raise based on concerns in the community and

4

concerns and questions that my organization has had.

5

*

I just have a couple of

Number one, the research that has led to the

6

assumptions about the effectiveness and the effects of

7

the BRT:

8

updated to current conditions, such that the

9

assumptions and bases for determining how efficient

10
11
*

I am the President of the Planning

How recent is that research and has it been

this is are reliable?
Number two, to the extent that there is a

12

dollar shortfall for construction, where is that money

13

going to come from?

14

Number three, where are delivery trucks going

*
15
16
17
* 18

to stop when delivering for the merchants?
Number four, I have a question.

The City has

a real bad habit of doing major construction and
missing utility issues for things that require the

19

streets to be dug up later, and I would like to know

20

what sort of planning will take place to make sure that

21

doesn't happen in connection with a project this size.

22

Number five, what efficiencies does the BRT

*
23
24
25

offer over the transit effectiveness plan?
GARY CHAMPAGNE:

My name is Gary Champagne,

G-A-R-Y, last name C-H-A-M-P-A-G-N-E.

I am a merchant

32
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Responses to Comment I-41.1: Corriea, Richard (verbal
comment)
I-41.1.1

The comment questions the timeliness of the “research” that was
used in evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed BRT
alternatives. These issues were addressed in earlier studies leading
to the Draft EIS/EIR, including the 2007 Feasibility Study and
the 2009 Alternatives Screening Report. The Feasibility Study in
particular described SFCTA’s reasoning in selecting bus rapid
transit for use in several locations in San Francisco. Evaluation of
the BRT project in the Draft EIS/EIR and Final EIS utilized the
City’s preferred traffic simulation software as further described in
Chapter 3.

I-41.1.2

See Sections 9.1.3 and 9.1.4 and Final EIS Chapter 9 for a listing
of other potential funding sources for the project.

I-41.1.3

Deliveries will be accommodated with the project either with
designated loading zones on Geary or on side streets. See Final
EIS Sections 3.6.4.6 and 3.6.4.7 and Tables 3.6-9 and 3.6-10 for
information on loading. See Master Response 2c for more
information on parking changes as a result of the project.

I-41.1.4

Utility replacement will be coordinated among the City’s
departments.

I-41.1.5

The TEP proposed increased bus frequencies and expansion of
Rapid-stop service to include Sundays on Geary, which have
since been implemented, but did not propose any route changes
and was designed to coordinate with Geary BRT. 32 The BRT
project offers a dedicated center-running right-of-way for a
portion of the corridor, upgrades to side-running transit stations,
improvements to pedestrian access (pedestrian crossing bulbs
and enhanced crossings) and traffic safety measures (left-turn
protection).

SFMTA. 2014. TEP Implementation Workbook, Part 7. Available at
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/TEP%202013%20Implementation
%20Plan%20v11.12_Part%207_0.pdf.

32
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The DEIS fails to adequately assess, quantify or address the
safety implications occasioned by the center bus lane design. In
this connection, the following points related to the allocation of
roadway space suggest the need for further study or
consideration of other options:
1. Bicycles are in regular use on Geary Boulevard. As set out
in the DEIS, between parallel parked cars and the first lane
of traffic in each direction, there is inadequate space for
bicycle travel. California law requires that motor vehicles
not get closer than 3 feet to a bicyclist in traffic. There is
*
insufficient roadway space in the plan to accommodate the
safe and legal use of Geary Boulevard by both motor
vehicles and bicycles. Currently bicyclists and motorists
use Geary Boulevard simultaneously. There is the
corollary question that needs to be considered.
Specifically, what is the impact when bicyclists occupy a
lane of traffic, as is their right, at a speed that impedes the
normal flow of traffic?

*

2. Parallel parking increases the risk of harm to motorists who
would, in the planned configuration and width of lanes,
have to open vehicle doors into a traffic lane in order to exit
or enter their vehicle. On-coming traffic is at risk as well
due to increased need for evasive maneuvers necessitated

by doors being opened into traffic. The DEIS needs to
address this increased risk harm.

*
DPOU

*

*

In addition, with bicyclists being required to drive as far to
the right as is safe, the space as planed, with a parking lane
and two lanes of traffic, is inadequate. A bicyclist will be
at an increased risk of harm due to striking doors opened in
their path or serving into a lane of traffic to avoid colliding
with a vehicle door. This issue in not adequately addressed
in the DEIS. Consideration should be given to the risk of
harm created by the BRT design and the high probability of
increasing the city’s legal liability occasioned by clearly
foreseeable harm due to potentially negligent design.
3. When a motorist stops to back into a parallel parking space
all traffic must stop in the lane closest to parking lane or
move into the next lane to pass. Changing lanes presents
drivers with some additional motoring complexity and, in
times of higher traffic volume, there will be little or no
ability to change lanes efficiently or safely. This should be
fully considered and assessed in DEIS.
4. Much of the area proposed for the BRT now has
perpendicular parking and adequate room for safe backing
when exiting a parking space. In places where there is now
parallel parking there is sufficient roadway space for traffic
to pass around a vehicle executing a parking maneuver. A
BRT with two lanes of Traffic in each direction, two lanes
for parking and center street space for busses, leaves
insufficient space for safe driving or parking maneuvers.

*
DPOU

*

*

*

This needs to be more fully considered before an option is
selected.

5. The Affordable Housing Bonus Program (AHBP) is
currently set to to be implemented. One of the “bonuses”
used to entice developers to create more affordable housing
is a reduction in the number of parking spaces required in
multi-family residential buildings. The BRT build options
set out in the DEIS calls for a significant reduction in the
number of parking spaces on Geary Boulevard. There is a
lack of analysis on the impact of reducing both street
parking and off street parking at the same time. In
addition, the very first sites to expected to be developed
under the AHBP are parking lots. The reduction of parking
spaces on Geary and the planned reduction in off-street
parking needs to be quantified and evaluate.
6. The DEIS fails to address the parking needs associated
with delivery of goods to commercial establishments. Most
deliveries are now made by trucks double parking, and
there is adequate room to accommodate this illegal yet
common practice. The DEIS fails to address parking of
delivery trucks, the impact of same on the community and
how large truck will be able to fit on the roadway or in
parallel parking spaces.
7. It’s Muni’s policy that when there is a dispute or an
incident of any sort on a bus, the operator stops the bus and
waits for the arrival of first responders and/or a Muni
Inspector. The DEIS fails to account for or discuss this

*
DPOU

*

policy. The DEIS should address the impact of an idle bus
in the Muni lane, and if not in the Muni lane, address the
issue of where a bus might stop and quantify the impact of
same.
8. Finally, some people have difficult time executing a
parallel parking maneuver. Will that fact, and the fact that
there will be fewer parking spaces, negatively affect
business operations on Geary. People that have a difficult
time parking will choose to shop elsewhere.
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Responses to Comment I-41.2: Corriea, Richard
I-41.2.1

The design of lane and parking space widths is per industry
standard for safe movement into and out of parking vehicles. See
Master Response 2e for information on bicycle safety and access.

I-41.2.2

Although Geary does not provide a dedicated bicycle facility, the
project would improve bicycle conditions for much of the
corridor. The conversion from either head-in angle parking to
parallel parking, or from parallel parking to back-in angle parking
would improve bicyclists’ visibility to drivers moving into and out
of parking spaces. Where the transit is center running, bicyclists
would not be subject to buses overtaking bicyclists and then
stopping at bus stops.
In other locations where parallel parking would remain, the
design of Geary would be no different than other streets without
dedicated bicycle facilities. See Master Response 2e for
information on bicycle safety and access.

I-41.2.3

Parking maneuvers were considered and modeled in the
transportation analysis.

I-41.2.4

Parking maneuvers were considered and modeled in the analysis.
Parking space and lane widths are consistent with City standards.

I-41.2.5

See Master Response 2c for information regarding parking. The
analysis assessed the parking demand and supply per existing
uses. It will be necessary for other development projects to
analyze their parking need based on the details of their project.
However, as urban density increases within the city, the need for
individual automobile ownership would decrease with
improvements to mass transit, improved bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, and new technologies such as ride-sharing services.

I-41.2.6

See Master Response 2c for information regarding parking loss.
The Draft EIS/EIR extensively studied ways to maintain the
supply of loading and delivery spaces. The center-running
portion of the project is designed to separate transit vehicles
from illegal behaviors like double parking. The City will continue
to enforce against double parking violators as resources allow.

I-41.2.7

Per SFMTA’s Rubber Tire Rule Book 2000; the Operational
Control Center (OCC) must be notified when there is a
disturbance on a train, station area, or other Muni property. It is
not SFMTA’s policy to have a bus stop and potentially block a
bus-only lane until a disturbance is resolved; it is up to the OCC
to make a determination on a case-by-case basis.

I-41.2.8

Please see Master Response 2c for a discussion of parking
changes along the Geary corridor and Master Response 3a for a
discussion of impacts to local businesses.
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Effects of parking and loading changes along the Geary corridor
as a result of the project were considered in the development of
the build alternatives carried forward and analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR (see Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening of
Alternatives). The effect of parking loss on local businesses was
discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.2.4.3, Operational Effects.
Overall parking losses would be offset by new and improved
transit service along the corridor; thus the community would not
be substantially affected by a loss of available parking.
Additionally, the parking supply analysis (see Final EIS Section
3.6, Parking and Loading Conditions) revealed that the loss of
parking spaces along Geary corridor would not create a
substantial parking deficit that could not be accommodated by
remaining parking capacity in areas adjacent to the Geary
corridor.
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Responses to Comment I-42: Dairner, Jack
I-42.1

Opposition to Webster Street bridge removal as designed is
noted. Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer
proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade
crosswalks would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Save Webster Bridge
1 message
David Darling <dd@aidlin-darling-design.com>
Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:18 PM
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org
Cc: genaro@walksf.org, Breedstaff@sfgov.org, Chester Fung <chester.fung@sfcta.org>

Dear Supervisor Breed et al,
I am writing to support the overarching goals of the GearyBRT project but to plead for a compromised
solution to SAVE THE WEBSTER STREET BRIDGE. Having reviewed the EIR, I would argue that
theWebster-Geary Bridge is not incompatible with the goals of the proposal, and the bridge is vital to
theidentity, continuity, and safety of the surrounding community.

*

History is littered with examples of urban communities divided by transportation systems (freeways,
railways, etc). Nowhere along the Geary corridor, and perhaps in the city, will you find a more abrupt
division (social, economic, cultural) than Geary Blvd. between Steiner St. and Laguna St. Despite the
fact that Japantown technically straddles Geary Blvd., the north and south sides are severed by high
speed traffic and inhospitable concrete structures. This reality of two sides; one with and one without,
isespecially troubling given the area's arduous history of displacement including the Japanese
Americaninternment in the 1940s and the Redevelopment Authority's footprint thereafter. The
Webster-GearyBridge is the last thing keeping the community together. (A great legacy project might
be to bridge theentire Japantown Peace Plaza over a lowered Geary Blvd.).
Insofar as San Francisco's "General Plan" has strived to integrate socio-econimic groups while
maintaining the cultural identity of each neighborhood, the Geary - Webster St. is a vital asset to the
City.
Among reasons to keep the Geary - Webster St. Bridge include:

*

*

*

Pedestrian Safety: The primary goal of the GearyBRT project, increasing speed for bus traffic,is
inherently at odds with safe pedestrian crossing. A compromise scheme that keeps the bridge(at the
expense of faster lane configuration for 2 blocks) would give pedestrians more optionsand reduce
friction along Geary Blvd. at Webster St. The reduced pedestrian surface flow mightmore than
compensate for the speed lost by compromised lane configuration.
Children & Seniors: Even though the bridge was built prior to the enactment of ADA, it stillprovides
safe passage for children and seniors, of which there are many in the immediate area.Based on my
personal experience and observation, children (especially in large groups --- i.e.Rosa Parks
Elementary, Nihonmachi Little Friends Pre-School, etc.) are hard to manage whencrossing large
streets --- even with refuge islands. Also, most senior citizens would probablyprefer the stress free
passage via a steep bridge over the stress of racing a traffic signal --- or sosaid my 92 year old
father in-law. Many streets in San Francisco exceed the maximum sloperequired by the ADA
guideline. Additionally, by my own count, I would guess that the pedestriancrossing stats in the EIR
are on the low side of reality. The Bridge option is good for pedestriansand good for bus traffic.
The bridge is a vital iconic cultural marker for Japantown. As one of the last (struggling) Japantown's in the
country, it is critical that the bridge remain as a monument by which visitors and San Franciscans can find it.
The Bridge serves as a vital means of orientation for pedestrians, bicyclists, drivers and bus passengersalike.

As a nearby resident, I cannot over stress enough the importance of the Geary - Webster St. Bridge. Please
SAVE THE BRIDGE!
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515ae80574e1d9c&siml=1515ae80574e1d9c
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Thank You,
---

David Darling AIA, IIDA, ASLA
dd@aidlindarlingdesign.com

aidlin darling design
500 third street, suite 410
san francisco, ca 94107
t. 415 974 5603 ext 14
f. 415 974 0849
www.aidlindarlingdesign.com
****************************************************
This e-mail and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential
information. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified any dissemination, distribution or copying of this email, and any
attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error please immediately notify me at (415) 974-5603 and permanently delete the original
copy and any copy of any e-mail, and any printout thereof.
****************************************************
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Responses to Comment I-43: Darling, David
I-43.1

Support for Geary BRT and opposition to Webster Street bridge
removal are noted. Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no
longer proposed as part of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please
refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details
on modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in response to
public comments.

I-43.2

Removal of the Webster Street and Steiner Street bridges would
not result in any adverse pedestrian safety impacts. Nevertheless,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

I-43.3

Removal of the Webster Street and Steiner Street bridges would
not result in any adverse pedestrian safety impacts. Nevertheless,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

I-43.4

The Webster Street Bridge was reviewed for historic and cultural
significance pursuant to criteria established by the National
Historic Preservation Act and the California Office of Historic
Preservation and was found to not be a historic or cultural
resource. Nevertheless, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is
no longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Super-rapid bus transit on Geary - full supporter
1 message
'Gregory Davies' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Gregory Davies <gregory_m_davies@yahoo.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 11:34 PM

Hi - I'm a resident of San Francisco. I can't believe it has taken so long to implement super fast
brt on Geary. Do it now! And include rail beds!!
Gregory M. Davies
Senior Vice President
Cushman & Wakefield
M 408-221-0290
D 408-615-3484
gregory.davies@cushwake.com
CA License 01362233

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151619ccb0aa2db5&siml=151619ccb0aa2db5
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Responses to Comment I-44: Davies, Gregory
I-44.1

Support for BRT on Geary Boulevard is noted. Please refer to
Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a discussion of
alternatives considered and rail readiness.
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MICHAEL LOCKE:

My name is Michael Locke,

2

L-O-C-K-E.

3

project.

4

feel largely cut off from the central city and agree

5

with the efforts to speed access toward downtown.

6

local business interests successfully derail this

7

opportunity to connect the city, I will be much less

8

inclined to patronize them.

9

I support the implementation of this
As resident of the Geary Corridor area, I

EDEN SMITH:

If

My name is Eden Smith, E-D-E-N, last

10

name Smith, S-M-I-T-H.

11

Friends of the Urban Forest, an advocacy group for San

12

Francisco's tree canopy.

13

Francisco, I would like the tree removal and replanting

14

project to consider two factors:

15

line irrigation at the time of construction to save

16

long-term costs and ensure health of the trees.

17

And further:

I am here on behalf of the

And as a resident of San

One, include drip

To consult specialists on the

18

species of trees that will be planted to ensure drought

19

resistance and appropriateness of location, and that

20

specialist should be the Friends of the Urban Forest.

21

MARIA DE ALVA:

My name is Maria De Alva, spelled

*
22

M-A-R-I-A

D-E space A-L-V-A.

I support the removal of

23

the pedestrian bridge at Webster and Stanyan.

24

no need for it.

25

are second-class citizens and the car is king.

There is

Currently, it feels like pedestrians
The

34

*
1
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2
3
*

night.
I have questions:

What will happen to the

4

spaces at the base of the bridge that have become

5

camping and dumping sites?

6

create public spaces?

7
*

bridge is poorly maintained and doesn't feel safe at

Are there opportunities to

And the other question is:

Are there plans to

8

collaborate with the Peace Plaza to create a more open

9

and pedestrian-friendly gateway to the Plaza from Geary

10
11
12
13

Boulevard?
GLYNIS NAKAHARA:

My full name is Glynis Nakahara,

spelled G-L-Y-N-I-S, N-A-K-A-H-A-R-A.
The format of this public comment hearing,

14

meeting is galactically a waste of time.

15

to get a distilled presentation of the main points so I

16

don't have to read 750 pages, and I was hoping not only

17

to deliver my personal comments but to benefit from a

18

rich conversation with others about the pros and cons

19

of the proposed improvements.

20

provides neither, I wasted an hour already of my time.

21

I came here

Because this format

I came here because I thought there would be a

22

lot of people making public comments and it would be a

23

rich conversation, I could really get full

24

understanding of other people's ideas that would

25

influence my own opinions.
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Responses to Comment I-45.1: De Alva, Maria (verbal
comment)
I-45.1.1

Support for the removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted. In
response to public comments, demolition of the Webster Street
bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for further
details.

I-45.1.2

The project previously had proposed converting the footprint of
the existing bridge into landscaped or hardscaped public space.
However, in response to public comments, demolition of the
Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response
1b for further details.

I-45.1.3

The comment does not question the adequacy of the
environmental document or the characterization of any specific
potential effect. The project does not include modifications to
Peace Plaza. However, the proposed new signalized pedestrian
crossing of Geary Boulevard at Buchanan Street will provide
new, more direct access to Peace Plaza from the south. Aside
from that connection, the project does not include any
improvements to the interface between Geary Boulevard and the
Peace Plaza.
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Responses to Comment I-45.2: De Alva, Maria
I-45.2.1

Support for the removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted. In
response to public comments, demolition of the Webster Street
bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for further
details.

I-45.2.2

Please see response to identical comment I-45.1.2 above.

I-45.2.3

Please see response to identical comment I-45.1.3 above.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Opinion on Geary BRT
1 message
danny@dannydechi.com <danny@dannydechi.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 12:30 PM

I grew up in the Richmond District. I am not for the Geary BRT because it will take out car lanes,
make trafficworse. Also, it's not aesthetically appealing to replace the median greenery with a
metal fence.
Besides, the 38 bus line works fine right now, getting from 23rd Avenue to downtown in 30
minutes. What's thebig rush?
Danny

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15130e3e42c5b3fa&siml=15130e3e42c5b3fa
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Responses to Comment I-46: Dechi, Danny
I-46.1

See Master Response 2a for a discussion of traffic on Geary and
diversion to surrounding roadways. The existing transit service
suffers from slow travel speeds, irregular arrivals, and other
problems that decrease its utility for the many riders that use it
every day. The project would improve the transit service and
reliability for these riders, along with improving safety for
pedestrians along much of the Geary corridor.
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From: cabolh via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 12:43 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT]
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: Chris Denevi <ace1photo1basbal@aol.com>

-FUUFS*

Dear SFCTA,

*

*

*

Your proposal to change GEARY BOULEVARD to a procession like street is not in the best
interests of tax paying citizens . You want to improve bus times by 10-15 min. is a very
poorreturn for the money, headaches and problems for the people who can’t ride the bus.
Howmany cars use Geary Boulevard in a day? You are eliminating one lane of traffic each
direction to make bus lanes only.
First what about double parked cars cutting lanes to one. We all know it’s illegal but NO
ONEEVER enforces it. What happens is traffic diverts into the residential neighborhoods.
Its already happening with Geary Boulevard signals set for go a block and stop wait 45 sec.
goa block and stop wait 45 sec. (this is from about Park Presidio to Masonic)!!
The parallel streets of Anza, Balboa, Cabrillo , California and Lake have highly increased
cartraffic from people not using the BOULEVARD!!

*

Second the buses will be stopping and picking up passengers . The longer people wait the
more passengers there are so buses will back up since the people on the bus will have to
alsoget off the bus at some place along the route. Will buses be passing one another in
those 2lanes? and what about people who cross in those two lanes.

*

Third I think it will result in more pedestrians being hit as they try to run for the bus now in
themiddle of the street!! Think about it!! Now you can run do the sidewalk for a few blocks
to get tothe bus stop .

*

Fourth this city NEEDS MORE EDUCATION FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLISTS!
PUBLIC SAFETY !!! FOR EXAMPLE JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF WAY
DON’T ASSUME THE CAR ,TRUCK OR BUS OR BIKE SEES YOU!!
I LEARNED THAT RULE WHEN I WAS 5YR OLD GOING TO KINDERGARTEN!!
I take care of an elderly Mom and every day when I drive to her house 20 min away there is
atleast one person walking distracted not paying attention; bicyclists running red lights or
nothaving a light on their bike after dark. Pedestrians should wear clothing that can be
seen atnight. Or else light the streets better.

*

If you REALLY WANT TO IMPROVE BUS SERVICE FOR THE Richmond corridor have
somebuses that turn around at Park Presidio like they use to !! Then the people who live in
the innerRichmond can actually catch a bus instead of waiting for 3-5 buses pass them
full!!
Plus have more buses run during the commute times!! and school times. Plus work on
improving the practice of replacement drivers for when bus drivers are sick. (I know for a
factthat many times if a regular driver of a route is sick HE IS NOT REPLACED!! that
means thatthe route is short one bus all day!!

*

With as much $$$ this city collects in taxes I believe as a native San Franciscan that it
needs tospend $$ on public playgrounds, the public schools-(including pay to keep
teachers in San
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Francisco), and its MUNI. Especially increase the number of electric (battery -not
overheadwires-those need to go too).
 Digging up Geary Boulevard is wasting $$ for a short sighted fix of transportation
*
DPOU

SUREOHPVZLWKMUNI. It effects the businesses who will have less street parking
available and the disruptionof 2-4 years of construction. The main areas where
buses have congestion is after Franklinand Van Ness. They already have a lane
buses only but because the buses are too long forthat area of the city they block
the street . There needs to be ENFORCEMENT of bus onlylanes unless turning. If
they need more cops on traffic duty and or meter persons so be it.
It seems to me the only people benefitting from this project will be the construction
companies .
Thank You ,
Christine Denevi
415-752-6384
PS I have live on or next to Geary Boulevard for 64 years! I remember when they
had streetcars!! Don’t go back to those -noisy and ground shaking!! the best solution
would be to puteverything underground!!

Sent from Windows Mail
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Responses to Comment I-47: Denevei, Chris
I-47.1

The Geary corridor is identified as a Transit Preferential Street in
the City’s Transit First Policy. The Transit Preferential Street
program includes measures to improve public transit vehicle
speeds and to minimize the effects of traffic on transit
operations. San Francisco’s General Plan, Policy 1.3, states “Give
priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private
automobile as the means of meeting San Francisco’s
transportation needs.”
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would generally result in decreased
automobile travel times along the Geary corridor relative to the
No Build Alternative. A portion of traffic trips would divert to
walk, bicycle, public transit, and ride sharing.
There are 50,000 transit boardings on Geary bus lines every day,
which is roughly the same number of private autos utilizing the
Geary corridor every day.

I-47.2

See Master Response 2a for a discussion of traffic on Geary and
diversion to surrounding roadways.
The center-running portion of the project is designed to separate
transit vehicles from illegal behaviors like double parking. Traffic
regulations enforced by SFMTA for double-parking include fines
ranging from $100 to $1,000 depending on the type of traffic
obstruction. The city will continue to enforce against double
parking violators as resources allow.

I-47.3

Geary is the most heavily utilized east-west transit route in the
area. The City has declared Geary as a transit priority corridor.
Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be
concentrated on any particular street. Instead they would spread
out across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor.
Higher capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles,
such as California and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively
greater shares of the diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would
carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted traffic. See Master
Response 2a and Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS for more
information pertaining to traffic diversions.

I-47.4

The project improvements will improve transit travel time,
reduce bus bunching, and more evenly distribute bus boarding.
Please see Master Response 2d as well as Section 3.5.4.4 for a
discussion of pedestrian safety.

I-47.5

The existing unfavorable pedestrian conditions along the Geary
corridor are the basis for part of the project need, as described in
Draft EIS/EIR Chapter 1 (Project Purpose and Need). Please
refer to Master Response 2d as well as Final EIS Section 3.5.4.4
(Pedestrian Safety) for a discussion of pedestrian safety as a result
of the project.
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I-47.6

Support for pedestrian and bicyclist education is noted. Please see
Master Responses 2d and 2e for a discussion of pedestrian and
bicyclist safety as it relates to the project.

I-47.7

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Short-lining transit routes is highly dependent on finding suitable
layover space for drivers. This operational change was considered
by the City and may be implemented sometime in the future.
As noted in Master Response 1a as well as at Section 2.7.1 of the
Final EIS, providing additional transit service but not improving
the travel time and reliability of the service would be very
expensive operationally and would yield marginal improvement.
However, allowing the bus to travel the corridor more quickly,
such that it is able to traverse the corridor more times than
conditions allow, would have the same effect as adding additional
service.

I-47.8

See Master Responses 2b, 2c, and 3a regarding constructionperiod effects, parking loss, and local business impacts,
respectively.
The Draft EIS/EIR extensively studied ways to maintain the
supply of loading and delivery spaces. The center-running
portion of the project is designed to separate transit vehicles
from illegal behaviors like double parking. The city will continue
to enforce against double parking violators as resources allow.
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Francisco), and its MUNI. Especially increase the number of electric (battery -not
overheadwires-those need to go too).
 Digging up Geary Boulevard is wasting $$ for a short sighted fix of transportation
*
DPOU

SUREOHPVZLWKMUNI. It effects the businesses who will have less street parking
available and the disruptionof 2-4 years of construction. The main areas where
buses have congestion is after Franklinand Van Ness. They already have a lane
buses only but because the buses are too long forthat area of the city they block
the street . There needs to be ENFORCEMENT of bus onlylanes unless turning. If
they need more cops on traffic duty and or meter persons so be it.
It seems to me the only people benefitting from this project will be the construction
companies .
Thank You ,
Christine Denevi
415-752-6384
PS I have live on or next to Geary Boulevard for 64 years! I remember when they
had streetcars!! Don’t go back to those -noisy and ground shaking!! the best solution
would be to puteverything underground!!

Sent from Windows Mail
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By Paul Kozakiewicz
Supervisors Pull a Fast One
The SF Board of Supervisors didn’t do city residents any favors
when they rushed a 1/2-cent sales tax increase for transit projects
to the ballot in the middle of one of the most-contested election
battles or all time – the Gavin Newsom versus Matt Gonzalez race
for mayor in November 2003. The proposition looked like a nobrainer with its slick and glossy cover, but the fine print of the
proposition’s putrid innards is where the devil lie.
Proposition K, which needed a two-thirds vote to pass, was
approved by the voters in 2003. It replaced a previous sales tax
measure, Proposition B; the original 30-year sales tax measure
passed by city voters in 1989. The City did not need to renew the
measure for another 16 years, but the supervisors, acting in their
capacity as the County Transportation Authority, voted 11-0 to
move the new measure to the people.
By doing so, the supervisors accelerated transit projects in the City
by going into debt and forced major transportation projects on the
citizenry without adequately telling them about the changes or
giving them the opportunity to voice their opinions about the
projects. That’s call not properly vetting the public process.
Prop. K was 10-pages long as printed in the voter’s pamphlet.
Buried in its text was the creation of a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
plan for the City, which would create dedicated transit lanes on
some of the city’s busiest thoroughfares – Geary Boulevard (with
an eye toward a light rail system), Van Ness Avenue and Potrero
Avenue. The resulting reverberations from the action – traffic
being dispersed into the neighborhoods, safety issues, and the
potential decimation of the local business communities – were not
discussed by the public at large because they did not know about
the plan.
But it gets worse. The TA, via the committee operating right under
its nose, was running a political campaign, complete with hired
political consultants, to pass the measure. The Chamber of

Commerce and the TA both commissioned polls and members of
the Expenditure Plan Advisory Committee (EPAC) were told to
treat their actions as part of a political campaign. The advisory
committee was established to work with the TA in the creation of
Prop. K’s legislative language.
A TA poll that was conducted and given to EPAC members during
their regular meetings showed some 35 percent of the public was
opposed to light rail.
That’s bad when you need 67 percent of the public to pass a tax
measure.
It’s no wonder the presidents of the Geary, Clement and
Sacramento street merchants’ associations knew nothing of the
transportation plan’s fine print, because they might have had some
problems with it.
“I’m opposed to any measure that would bring more cars to
Clement Street,” said Irv Phillips, president of the Inner Clement
Street Merchants Association.
With the board of supervisors flying their plan under the radar of
the city’s citizens, many neighborhood activists also didn’t know
of the Geary plan, including Edith McMillan, who was the one
who informed me of the city’s plan to put cellular antennae on the
top of George Washington High School, a plan that was halted.
In fact, I’ve discovered very few people in the Richmond who
knew they were voting for the Geary BRT/light rail plan when they
voted for Prop. K.
I don’t think that’s an accident.
Muni Wins Without Firing a Shot
Muni was out in the Richmond in the early ’90s pushing its light
rail plan for Geary Boulevard when they encountered resistance
from some people in the district, including the merchants, who
wanted to know what the action would do to them.
A major planner of the project with Muni at that time, Peter Straus,
is now working with the TA to get the Geary plan implemented.

With Prop. K, Muni was able to achieve its aims for Geary without
firing a shot – no messy debates or constructive criticism. Just do
it.
The plan was slipped into Prop. K, with the tacit blessing of
Richmond District Supervisor Jake McGoldrick, and moved
forward in the planning and budgetary notification process with
little or no notification to significant neighborhood groups.
There was also little discussion about the financial ramifications to
city taxpayers. Yes, the 1/2-cent sales tax would help pay for
transit projects, but Prop. K also allows the board of supervisors to
issue bonds to go into debt to pay for projects.
Under the old Prop. B, the city was paying for transportation
projects as sales tax revenue was coming in. But, with the board of
supervisor’s new and improved Prop. K, voter authority was
slipped into the language of the legislation to issue bonds and
deficit-spend on transit projects. Over the 30 year life of Prop. K,
the City could pay as much as $10.1 billion in debt service for the
current transit plan.
Prop. K Process Flawed
The process of getting Prop. K to the ballot was flawed from the
start when BART Director Tom Radulovich, an avid transit
promoter who was a primary antagonist in the battle to save the
Central Freeway in 1999, was named chairman of EPAC.
At the first meeting of advisory committee on April 29, 2003,
Radulovich told committee members “EPAC’s approach to the
expenditure plan should be along the lines of running a campaign
for the November ballot.”
As well, the TA’s legal representation, attorney Stan Taylor told
committee members that their advocacy for a particular position
was OK. At the fourth meeting, on May 27, 2003, Taylor told
committee members they did not have to follow the Fair Political
Practices Act, which bans a committee member’s direct financial
benefit while conducting city business, because the TA would not
be the primary builders of the city’s BRT program.

Concerning the 28 members of EPAC (including seven alternates),
only one was from District 1 (Richmond District). That person was
Bruce Oka, who was on the committee representing the disabled
community.
The people who composed EPAC did not represent a broad cross
section of the population – it was heavily loaded with transit
advocates, including members from Muni and the non-profit
organization Rescue Muni, and short on small merchant advocates.
The SF Chamber of Commerce was represented on EPAC and was
a major sponsor of Prop. K, but the chamber has never let the
views or concerns of the city’s small merchants get in the way of
its agenda. Despite the chamber’s representative holding down the
number two spot on EPAC, the chamber voiced little concern for
the merchants on Geary Boulevard, Van Ness Avenue or Potrero
Avenue.
Marie Brooks, the proprietor of an auto dealership on Van Ness
Avenue who has been involved in civic affairs for decades, said
she had no knowledge of the TA’s plan for Van Ness. My guess is
most of the merchants on Van Ness, like most of the merchants on
Geary Boulevard, still don’t know of the plan.
The TA says one of the groups it was working with before the
November 2003 election was the Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods. But the TA never mentioned the BRT program
when it was looking for Prop. K support, according to Barbara
Mescunas, former president of the coalition.
The TA’s outreach campaign was inadequate or non-existent, with
many important groups being overlooked or ignored. The entire
ethnic community, including the Chinese living in the west side of
the City, was not even notified. Only within the past several
months, years after this process started, did the TA secure a
$200,000 grant for outreach to ethnic minorities.
The language to include Geary Boulevard in Prop. K was added to
the draft proposition at EPAC’s fourth meeting, a “special
meeting” where the legislation was moved forward had six

members in attendance, less than a quorum, and no members of the
public to give testimony on an expected $11 billion program.
It was at this meeting when one paragraph was popped into Prop.
K’s text by Rescue Muni’s Andrew Sullivan. The
But Sullivan’s one paragraph that was enough to get a “voter
approved” mandate for digging up Geary Boulevard for a BRT and
then light rail system.
Three ‘Options’ a Farce
It’s no wonder the TA McGoldrick and other transit advocates
haven’t been out front discussing the Geary Boulevard Plan.
There’s only one plan – the one Muni always wanted in the middle
of Geary – that makes any sense according to the language of Prop.
K.
The TA is pretending to look at three options for Geary BRT,
which has to be designed “rail ready” and built with dedicated
transit lanes, according to Prop. K.
One option the TA is presenting at public workshops would use the
outside lanes of Geary, much like the buses currently use. The two
other options would have dedicated center lanes on Geary
Boulevard.
The plans are:
• Option number 1 – the outside lanes of Geary Boulevard – It is
debatable as to whether or not this option is even legal. All of
Muni’s light rail systems, which is what Prop. K calls for, are in
the center of city streets. It is unlikely the supervisors would move
a plan that would not be acceptable to seniors and advocates for the
disabled. It also potentially costs the most in terms of lost parking
for merchants because the bus stops have to be lengthened to
accommodate the length of a two-car train.
According to TA Senior Planner Tilly Chang, the TA will not
build rail in the outside lanes but can reserve the right to install
light rail at a later time in the center of Geary because exclusive
transit lanes on the outside of the street will be transferable.

I called City Attorney Dennis Herrera’s office numerous times for
a reading on the option, but got no response. I was initially told my
four questions had to go to four lawyers, but I heard from no one.
• Option number 2 – Center lanes of Geary with transit villages on
the inside of dedicated transit lanes. This plan would have
passengers waiting on a center platform with buses or trains
loading passengers on the left side of the vehicle.
There are two problems with this “option.” First, the City would
have to spend millions of dollars purchasing special left-loading
buses. And because there are no other left-loading vehicles in
Muni’s fleet, spare parts would have to be stocked and any vehicle
that breaks down would have to be replaced from the special stock.
Secondly, a bus would not have the ability to pass another bus,
killing the option of operating speedier limited buses and causing a
massive backup in the system if a bus breaks down. (Chang says
the buses could possibly jump the short curb between transit lines
to bypass a breakdown.)
A “twist” to Option #2 is to have buses and vehicular traffic
running in opposite, or contra, directions on Geary so that the
current stock of buses can be used.
This option is DOA.
• Option #3 – Center lanes of Geary with transit villages on the
outside of dedicated transit lanes. The only drawback to this plan is
the fact that transit riders will have their backs to vehicular traffic –
a problem that can be easily mitigated.
The board of supervisors and the public are being led down a
predetermined path.
According to Chang, speaking to members of the TA’s Citizens
Advisory Committee, the TA was hoping to narrow the choice of
plans down to one before starting an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) for the project.
The TA’s pretense of exploring “options” – it’s not even a good
charade.
PAR’s Previous Forays in Transportation Planning

About the only group that I could find that knew anything about
the plan for Geary BRT and light rail was the Planning Association
for the Richmond (PAR), a group that supports the transit plan.
But PAR was involved in an earlier planning disaster on Geary.
In the late ’70s, PAR supported a plan to calm traffic by adding
bus bulb outs and restricting traffic on many of the district’s side
streets.
The experiment came to an end when neighborhood residents
stormed City Hall demanding a change, according to Dr. Ron
Konapaski, an Outer Geary resident who was involved in the
storming of the Bastille
One member of PAR said the disaster occurred because an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was not prepared for the
project. He said the current plan for Geary would work better
because an EIR will be prepared.
McGoldrick’s Silent Treatment
“What I tried to get going was the process,” McGoldrick told
members of the public at the TA’s Dec. 12 workshop.
In early December he said the Geary BRT was just a “set of
options” being investigated to improve Geary.
But in this month’s column in the Richmond Review, he now
claims credit for the Geary BRT and says he is fulfilling a
campaign promise.
As I mentioned in last month’s column, McGoldrick had the
opportunity to keep the neighborhood informed via Town Hall
Meetings, direct mail, press conferences or via his monthly column
in the Richmond Review. Yet, he chose silence except for a couple
of oblique references to Geary transit improvements over the past
two-plus years.
McGoldrick has an obligation to disseminate information to the
public, especially concerning the largest public works project in
half a century being jammed down the public’s throat. As a district
supervisor, other members of the board trust his decisions to be in

the best interest of the neighborhood-at-large – not in the interests
of special interest groups.
McGoldrick voted to put Prop. K on the ballot. He addressed the
first meeting of the Geary Citizens Advisory Committee, formed
by his vote as a member of the TA, and has been chair of the TA
for the past two years (and currently). There have been numerous
opportunities to discuss the plan with the public as it has moved
forward.
It’s not right when neighborhood leaders, including the presidents
of all of the merchant associations in the district, know nothing
about a plan moving forward right under their noses that could
drastically effect their livelihoods and the overall quality-of-life in
the district.
I believe McGoldrick abused his position as a representative for all
of the people when he decided to become a dictator – deciding on
his own what is best for 80,000 people living in the district while
quietly plotting to move the Geary BRT/light rail program forward
without notifying the district’s major stakeholders.
He decided to stay silent.
That is unethical – it should be illegal.
Is BRT Really Needed?
Prop. K passed because most people want to improve transit. A
better, faster ride is a good thing.
But Prop. K is a flawed public process that throws money at
transit, up to $11 billion over the next 30 years, without objectively
looking at the consequences of the TA’s action or if the plans to
tear up Geary and other city streets are actually needed.
The current plan for Geary BRT will run in the $150 to $200
million range and will not increase capacity by one person. It could
decimate local businesses and increase traffic congestion and the
good quality-of-life residents now enjoy. It is estimated that up to
15,000 vehicles, out of the 65,000 that travel the corridor every
day, could be displaced to other east/west streets, including Fulton,
Balboa, California and Lake streets.

As well, there is talk of increasing the housing density in the Geary
Transit Corridor because the state and federal governments are
giving grants for transit projects that achieve increased housing
density.
And the intersections of Geary and Fillmore Street and Masonic
Avenue will be reconfigured once again so vehicles at two of the
city’s busiest intersections can cross at street level while BRT or
light rail vehicles take the tunnels.
One local merchant, Jack Reil from Big O Tires on Geary near the
Masonic tunnel, almost went out of business in the late ’70s
because of the years of construction that was required to build the
intersection. He says his only avenue to staying in business could
be to sue to stop the process.
The current process is seriously flawed and should be investigated
by the Civil Grand Jury.
A public process that is driven by political considerations is not
acceptable. The people making policy decisions on behalf of the
public should not be hiring political consultants and making
transportation decisions based on political considerations. What
happened to public agencies giving the people and elected officials
the facts they need to make an intelligent decision?
The members of the board of supervisors should be ashamed for
foisting a half-baked transit plan on the public without proper
public notification or public input. They stuck their heads in the
sand and refused to believe anything could be wrong with their
massive public works project.
The way the enabling language for Geary BRT/light rail was
buried, one paragraph deep in the language of Prop. K, would truly
make any pork-barrel politician proud.
But are the results worth it? Spending $200 million to $1.5 billion
for a mass transit system that won’t add on person of capacity.
Riders during busy times will still have to stand and hang on while
BRT or light rail vehicles lurch forward, one stop at a time.

The supervisors, and McGoldrick in particular, are gambling that a
smoother, faster ride on mass transit will increase ridership and
lure people out of the cars.
For the Richmond’s sake, I hope the gamble pays off.
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Responses to Comment I-48.1: Dippel, David
I-48.1.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
type and range of project alternatives, Master Response
regarding construction-period effects, Master Response
regarding local business impacts, and Master Response
regarding project cost.

the
2b
3a
6a

I-48.1.2

Please see Master Response 5b for a detailed discussion of public
outreach and the evolution of the build alternatives carried
forward in response to public input.

I-48.1.3

Concerns over surface transit improvements and center-running
lanes are noted. Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a and Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening
of Alternatives, for a summary of the considerations that resulted
in the build alternatives that are carried forward herein. Please
also see Master Response 2d for a discussion of pedestrian safety
and Master Response 3a for a discussion of potential impacts to
local businesses and how the project will address them.

I-48.1.4

The commenter asserts impacts and mitigation were “ignored” in
this and several subsequent comments. The commenter cites a
number of public and published remarks about the Geary BRT
project and other transportation issues in other locations around
San Francisco. While the precise intent of the comment is not
clear, the comment variously appears to endorse the concept of
removing the Fillmore Street underpass and otherwise providing
stronger pedestrian connections at this (and apparently other)
locations in San Francisco.
To the extent the comment was critical of the proposed removal
of the Webster Street pedestrian overcrossing associated with
some build alternatives, please See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b, which summarizes a number of
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, including retention
of the Webster Street overcrossing and secondary, improved
ground-level crossings at this intersection. This modification was
made after the agencies reviewed numerous comments on this
issue and then conducted several focused meetings with
organizations and stakeholder groups in the area. Please also see
Master Responses 1a for a discussion of the alternatives
development process, 2d for a discussion of pedestrian safety
features, and 5b for a description and rationale for the outreach
conducted to date. Also see Final EIS Chapter 8 for more
information on further public outreach.

I-48.1.5

In asserting “ignored impacts,” the commenter incorrectly
characterizes the proposed alternatives. Some, but not all build
alternatives incorporate center-running bus lanes, but all such
proposed center-running lanes would extend no further west
than 27th/28th Avenue, not 48th Avenue as asserted. The
Hybrid Alternative/LPA is proposed to have center-running bus
lanes without bus passing lanes. Buses would not cross into the
opposing bus lane to pass each other in that center-running
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segment. The Draft EIS/EIR considered pedestrian safety for all
alternatives, however, including those with center-running bus
lanes and bus passing lanes. See also Master Response 2d
regarding portions of the comment concerning pedestrian safety.
I-48.1.6

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives, Master Response 2a
regarding traffic on Geary and diversion to surrounding
roadways, and Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety
and access.
Traffic signal improvements in the project include upgrading all
left-turn locations to protected phasing (dedicated left turn
arrow), which will greatly improve safety for pedestrians.
A single-lane bus service is not feasible because, with over 50,000
daily riders in total, Geary has consistently high ridership in both
directions. Moreover, buses running in the counter-commute
direction (outside the commenter’s proposed single BRT lane)
would encounter delays that would slow these buses from turning
around to service the commute direction.

I-48.1.7

See Master Response 2a for a discussion of traffic on Geary and
diversion to surrounding roadways. The analysis of traffic in the
Draft EIS/EIR took into account changes to left-turn locations.

I-48.1.8

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
None of the build alternatives would substantially increase bus
activity in the area west of 39th Avenue. A similar number of
buses would continue to use the existing layover area at the
intersection of 48th Avenue and Point Lobos Avenue. SFMTA
will continue to monitor all of its layover areas throughout the
Geary corridor to ensure that no particular layover area becomes
oversubscribed.

I-48.1.9

See Master Responses 1a, 2b, and 3a regarding project
alternatives, construction-period effects, and local business
impacts, respectively.
To avoid any adverse construction-related impacts to adjacent
land uses and to the community (such as access disruptions), the
unique characteristics of each area would be taken into
consideration in construction planning and scheduling, and
access would be maintained to the maximum extent feasible.
Construction planning would minimize nighttime construction in
residential areas and minimize daytime construction affecting
retail and commercial areas.

I-48.1.10 See Master Responses 1a and 6a for a discussion of project
alternatives and project costs, respectively. Also see Final EIS
Chapters 2 and 6 on these subjects.
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The agencies have previously considered light rail, including an
underground line. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a regarding how the agencies considered and screened
various alternatives.
None of the build alternatives would physically preclude the
future construction of an above-ground light rail system.
Implementation of center-running bus-only lanes in the western
portions of the corridor would potentially facilitate future
construction of dedicated light-rail service. The comment
regarding the appropriate use of funds is noted, and can be
considered by decision-makers at the time of project approval.
I-48.1.11 The City has used funds consistent with its voter-approved
funding sources. See Master Responses 5a and 6a (and Final EIS
Chapters 5 and 9) for more information on the nature of
outreach conducted and project costs, respectively.
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Responses to Comment I-48.2: Dippel, David
I-48.2.1

Please see Final EIS Chapter 8 and Master Responses 5a and 5b
for a discussion of public outreach methods and length of the
public comment period, both of which were conducted to
maximize public participation and input in the alternatives
development process.

I-48.2.2

Please see Master Responses 2a and 2b for a summary of traffic
diversion and construction period effects.

I-48.2.3

As described in Section 4.15.2.1, Construction Approaches
Considered, once construction starts, completion of the all
improvements for any build alternative is expected to take 2 to 4
years, including inactive periods. On a block by block basis,
active construction efforts are expected to last between 1 to 5
months, depending on the alternative selected. Please see Master
Response 2b for a description of construction period effects
resulting from project implementation.

I-48.2.4

Utility replacement will be coordinated among the City’s
departments and located in appropriate locations.

I-48.2.5

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a discussion
of the type and range of project alternatives, Master Response 2a
for information on traffic on Geary and diversion to surrounding
roadways, and Master Response 2b for a discussion of
construction-period effects.
As noted in the Draft EIS/EIR, construction period
transportation would be guided by a TMP. The TMP would
include traffic rerouting, a detour plan, and public information
procedures. The TMP would be developed during the design
phase (i.e., prior to construction) with participation from local
agencies, other major project proponents in the area, local
communities, business associations, and affected drivers. Early
and well-publicized announcements and other public information
measures would be implemented prior to and during construction
to minimize confusion, inconvenience, and traffic congestion.

I-48.2.6

Please see Master Response 5b.
The Draft EIS/EIR was released for public review on October 2,
2015 and the public comment period was scheduled for 45 days,
per both NEPA and CEQA regulations (CEQ NEPA
Regulations - 40 CFR Sec. 1506.10c; 14 CCR § 15087d). The
public comment period was then extended an additional 14 days
to close on November 30, 2015.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Additional Public Comment Geary BRT (3)
1 message
David Dippel <d.dippel@sbcglobal.net>
Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 12:40 PM
Reply-To: David Dippel <d.dippel@sbcglobal.net>
To: "chester.fung@sfcta.org" <chester.fung@sfcta.org>, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>
Cc: "mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org" <mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org>, "board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org" <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>,
"planning@rodneyfong.com" <planning@rodneyfong.com>, "Silverman Simon (POL)" <simon.silverman@sfgov.org>, "gearybrt@sfcta.org"
<gearybrt@sfcta.org>, "editor@richmondreview.com" <editor@richmondreview.com>, "cwnevius@sfchronicle.com"
<cwnevius@sfchronicle.com>, "edwin.reiskin@sfmta.com" <edwin.reiskin@sfmta.com>, David Heller <david@beautynetwork.com>

Dear Mr. Dentel-Post:

*

I am particularly concerned about the removal of stops proposed for the Geary BRT section between 30th/
Palm:Inbound: 30th, 25th, 22nd, 18th, Park Presidio, 7th, Arguello. Similar stops Outbound. And it's not
much better afterArguello: Spruce, Masonic, Baker (local), Divis, Scott (local), Fillmore, Wester(local),
Laguna (local), etc., etc.
My concern is for seniors and others with mobility issues, those carrying packages, children, bad weather.
Eliminatingall these stops is unfair to people who want to use Geary as their favorite retail corridor.
Removing stops should be a non-starter.

*

In closing, thank you for extending the public comments period through close of business on Monday,
November 30th.We appreciate the time to weigh in on the value of "Alternative 2". We would like to have
had a 30 to 60-day extensionto allow the Richmond District the needed time to weigh in. May I suggest that
in the future you contact the SFPUC tohave a leaflet or flyer enclosed in the water bills for the affected zip
codes in the City.
Sincerely yours,
David W. Dippel

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15154f9fe101addf&siml=15154f9fe101addf
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Responses to Comment I-48.3: Dippel, David
I-48.3.1

See Master Response 2d for information regarding pedestrian
safety and access.
Wider stop spacing would result in better transit performance.
Stop location was carefully studied to match with intersecting
transit lines, schools, hospitals, senior services, and other
common trip destinations.

I-48.3.2

The commenter’s suggestion regarding outreach is noted.
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From: <rmdosb@sonic.net>
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 3:26 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Comments
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: d.dippel@sbcglobal.net

-FUUFS*

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
*

I prefer SFCTA Alternative 2 with painted diamond lanes for commute direction
buses asthe most cost effective and most reasonable alternative to the other
alternatives.
Thank you.
Robert M Dittler TTEE
355 15th Ave
San Francisco CA 94118
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Responses to Comment I-49: Dittler, Robert
I-49.1

Support for Alternative 2 is noted.
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1
2

RICHARD HASHIMOTO:

Thank you.

Richard Hashimoto,

3

H-A-S-H-I-M-O-T-O.

4

Cherry Blossom Festival.

5

celebrating its 50th anniversary, and hopefully there

6

will be no impact on traffic that will affect the

7

festival, whether it's construction on the asphalt or

8

traffic signals.

9

impact because a lot of our visitors do come from out

10
11

I'm with the Northern California
In 2017, the festival will be

Just hopefully there will be no

of town.
And then, let's see, I'm also the president of

12

the Merchants Association, and the merchants do have

13

concerns with the bridge removal on Webster and Geary.

14

A lot of their customers do come from south of Geary

15

across the bridge into our community.

16

Thank you very much.

17

MYLES DIXON:

18

name Dixon, D-I-X-O-N.

19

*

That's my statement.

First name Myles, M-Y-L-E-S, last

I am in favor of the BRT.

I especially like

20

wide -- I don't know what you call them, the center

21

lane, the center lanes.

22

concern, is, if they're going to tear down the walkway

23

on Webster -- not Webster -- Steiner, near Hamilton

24

Recreation Center and the Kimbell Playground, I would

25

like to see them have vastly improved pedestrian

But my only concern, my main

11

*
DPOU

1

signals and walkways in that area, as there are a lot

2

of children and elderly, the elderly people there.

3

people drive like maniacs in that particular corridor.

4

And I'm afraid that there will be more pedestrian

5

accidents if that walkway is torn down and there's no

6

change in the signals.

7
*

I'm a person with disabilities.

8

transit.

9

38 Geary a lot.

I use

I live on Geary Boulevard, and I ride the
So any improvement in picking up

10

passengers, unloading-loading passengers, to me, it is

11

a plus.

12
* 13

*

And

I know there's a lot of concern here about
building.

Some people want a no-build.

I don't think

14

that's a good solution for the changes that are

15

occurring in the area.

16

increasing.

17

the -- the transit corridor system.

18

The population seems to be

So there need to be an enhancement in

But my main concern is safety for pedestrians,

19

the elderly, and people with disabilities.

20

basically what I want to say.

21
22

LUIS GONZALEZ:

That's

Luis Gonzalez, L-U-I-S, Gonzalez

G-O-N-Z-A-L-E-Z.

23

As a homeowner in the Richmond, I am concerned

24

that Geary is going to be transformed into a giant

25

freeway.

I don't want my neighborhood ruined just so

12
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Responses to Comment I-50: Dixon, Myles (verbal
comment)
I-50.1

Support for BRT along the Geary corridor is noted. Please see
Master Response 2d for a summary of pedestrian safety
improvements.

I-50.2

Support for transit improvements to the Geary corridor is noted.

I-50.3

Support for the Geary corridor transit system is noted.

I-50.4

Please see Master Response 2d for a summary of pedestrian
safety related to children, the elderly, and for people with
disabilities.
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1

crossing Geary, particularly because it's a major

2

thoroughfare and the parents have to navigate it

3

whether driving or walking.

4
5

introduce drivers going west, downhill, perhaps into

6

the sun to a new crosswalk potentially filled with

7

children.

8

want to explain how commuters saved 20 percent of

9

transit time to the parent of a hurt child as

10
11

It is a recipe for disaster.

And we don't

justification for removing the bridge.
My daughter's school utilizes the bridge for

12

many events, especially those related to Japantown.

13

this bridge were taken down, I would not use the

14

crosswalk but go to other crossing areas, even at

15

serious inconvenience.

16

I would say don't take the bridge down until

17

you have an ADA-compatible bridge, ready and designed

18

to go in its place, or simply make the existing

19

crosswalks ADA compatible.

20

is not worth losing the structure.

21
22
*

Take down the pedestrian bridge, and you

KEVIN DOLE:

If

A slight commuter advantage

Kevin Dole, K-E-V-I-N, D-O-L-E.

So I would like to strongly endorse

23

Alternative 3, consolidated option.

I think that

24

eliminating the local routes would make the most

25

efficient transit along the Geary corridor.

And I

7

1
*
DPOU 2

think that the parallel routes -- there are plenty of
parallel bus routes within walking distance of the

3

Geary corridor, both to the north and south, for people

4

that are concerned about missing the local routes.

5

And I think that the -- I think that the

6

Alternative 3rd consolidated, since it results in the

7

least loss of parking, will serve people who are

8

disabled as well and their concerns about the distance

9

between the stops on the Alternative 3 consolidated

10
11

option.
I think that having the center isles -- center

12

boarding for the consolidated 3 option will go well if

13

the subway master plan that has recently been passed --

14

or endorsed by the Board of Supervisors comes to

15

fruition, that the real estate necessary for subways

16

will already be dedicated for transit under the

17

Alternative 3 consolidated option.

18
19
20

KYLE NAKANISHI:

Kyle Nakanishi, K-Y-L-E,

N-A-K-A-N-I-S-H-I.
So when I was younger, the tradition for me

21

and my grandmother was to walk across this

22

Webster Bridge from Japantown to go see the other Geary

23

merchants.

24

week, every day.

25

when I grew up, I realized was a safety thing.

And we did it time and time again, every
And what I thought was a tradition,

8
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Responses to Comment I-51: Dole, Kevin (verbal comment)
I-51.1

Support for Alternative 3-Consolidated is noted. Refer to Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for an overview of all
project alternatives.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Fliers

-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Fliers
1 message
Steve Dombek <steven.dombek@gmail.com>
To: Gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 2:14 PM

I was just walking on Geary and saw a few anti-BRT fliers taped to trees. They reminded to write in
in support ofthe project. Please stick with it. We need projects like Geary BRT to speed up transit as
soon as possible.
Cheers,
Steve Dombek
-Sent from Gmail Mobile

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a76099983d7c&siml=1515a76099983d7c
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Responses to Comment I-52: Dombeck, Steve
I-52.1

Support for the project is noted.
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1

this ill-conceived idea that they keep trying to force

2

upon us.

3

We don't want it in the Richmond.

It's going

4

to ruin the businesses.

5

to take the streets away from the people who drive

6

cars.

7

are in power hate cars.

8

of trying to create obstacles for the cars, the people

9

that drive cars.

10

It's just another scam to try

And the Muni and the transportation people who
And this is just another means

And to be honest with you, 90 percent of the

11

people in this city drive cars.

12

they trying to kill us all?

13

emotional about this because I'm very frustrated to

14

have to be here to do this again after we went through

15

this already 15 years ago.

16

nothing personal to you, now.

17

So why in the hell are

Excuse me, but I'm

So, I'm sorry, but this is
Okay?

No, how do I know -- how would I know if this

18

testimony of mine really gets into the record and the

19

consideration of this project going forward?

20

would welcome someone from the Authority to respond to

21

that.

22
23
* 24
25

STEVE DOWD:

And I

Steve, S-T-E-V-E, Dowd, D-O-W-D.

You want the affiliation -- well, I can just
say I'm a parent of a nine-year-old girl at Rosa Parks
Elementary.

The bridge is an extremely safe method of

6

* 1
DPOU 2
3

crossing Geary, particularly because it's a major
thoroughfare and the parents have to navigate it
whether driving or walking.

4

Take down the pedestrian bridge, and you

5

introduce drivers going west, downhill, perhaps into

6

the sun to a new crosswalk potentially filled with

7

children.

8

want to explain how commuters saved 20 percent of

9

transit time to the parent of a hurt child as

10
11

It is a recipe for disaster.

And we don't

justification for removing the bridge.
My daughter's school utilizes the bridge for

12

many events, especially those related to Japantown.

13

this bridge were taken down, I would not use the

14

crosswalk but go to other crossing areas, even at

15

serious inconvenience.

16

I would say don't take the bridge down until

17

you have an ADA-compatible bridge, ready and designed

18

to go in its place, or simply make the existing

19

crosswalks ADA compatible.

20

is not worth losing the structure.

21
22

KEVIN DOLE:

If

A slight commuter advantage

Kevin Dole, K-E-V-I-N, D-O-L-E.

So I would like to strongly endorse

23

Alternative 3, consolidated option.

I think that

24

eliminating the local routes would make the most

25

efficient transit along the Geary corridor.

And I

7
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Responses to Comment I-53: Dowd, Steve (verbal
comment)
I-53.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Responses to Comment I-54: Eaton, Madelaine
I-54.1

The City will continue to study opportunities to improve transit
service for all parts of San Francisco.

I-54.2

The “freeway” section will be calmed as part of this project with
the reduction in lanes. Further improvements to transit in San
Francisco will continue to be studied by the City as opportunities
and funding is made available.

I-54.3

The City will continue to study opportunities to improve transit
service for all parts of San Francisco.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Please opt-in to participate in an important study about our community

-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Please opt-in to participate in an important study about our
community
1 message

Elfego Felix
<elfegof@gmail.com>To:
Gearybrt@sfcta.org
To whom this may concern.

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 5:13
PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Elfego Felix <elfegof@gmail.com>
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2015
Subject: Please opt-in to participate in an important study about our community
To: chester.fung@sfcta.org

*

Chester, per your Nov 11, 2015 email about our contact info being stolen at the Nov 5,
2015 Gearytransit meeting, I wanted to share that I got the mysterious email below
claiming to be the SFMTA.
Please know that I think it was unacceptable that so many people's personal information was so
easily stolen.Do you know how it happened? Was it left unattended? Who is being held
accountable? I hope you are takingproper measures to correct this breach of personal information.
Elfego
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: SFMTA <pwood@mcguire-research.com>
Date: Friday, November 20, 2015
Subject: Please opt-in to participate in an important study about our community
To: Elfego Felix <elfegof@gmail.com>
The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) has commissioned GRA and McGuire
Research,independent research firms, to conduct research on important issues in your area. If you
would like to beincluded in this email list to receive and be able to participate in important community
surveys such as this andfuture ones, then please click on this link below.
http://www.1shoppingcart.com/o?a=af2b2a69aa1ff017ccde366bfdd28580
If you click on the link above, then an email invite for this specific survey will be sent to you shortly.
Thank you.
Your individual responses will be entirely confidential and will be used for research purposes only.
We are notselling anything or asking you to donate anything and the data from these surveys will not
be sold or provided toanyone. You will not be approached for any other reason - we are only
interested in your opinions on theseimportant community issues.
Thank you in advance for your participation.
Regards,
Tom Maguire
Director, Sustainable Streets Division
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15131e70b8cbbdbc&siml=15131e70b8cbbdbc
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Responses to Comment I-55.1: Elfego, Felix
I-55.1.1

The comment is noted. The comment is unrelated to the
adequacy of the environmental document and no further
response is required.
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1
2

think it's actually very possible.
We could take out an iconic bridge and replace

3

it with another iconic bridge and get some wonderful

4

design, some great architects, you know, something

5

interesting, and turn it into a plus.

6

The current entrance to Peace Plaza at Geary

7

Street is awkward is not ADA compliant, so this would

8

solve that access as well.

9

stone, and this a happier J-Town community.

10
11
12
13

So two birds with one

I guess that's it.
ELFEGO FELIS:

Elfego, E-L-F-E-G-O, last name

Felis, F-E-L-I-S.
I noticed that one of the main, first project

*
14

goals listed is to improve bus travel times and on-time

15

performance.

16

I spoke to three staff.

All three of them

17

said that better enforcement of the red bus-only lanes

18

is not within the scope of this project.

19

I ride the 38R, Geary, 38R line between Fifth

20

and Geary and Third and Market every day of the week,

21

and from personal experience, cars coming in and out of

22

the red lane is one of the major problems.

23

speaking to the added bus travel time, which, again, is

24

the first goal that is listed in this project's goals.

25

I am

So I would highly encourage and request that

42

* 1
DPOU
2

efforts to improve the enforcement of the bus-only red

3

because, again, from personal experience, this is what

4

slows the busses down.

5

back from work, the bus driver is honking off his horn,

6

trying to get cars out of his lane.

lanes be incorporated into this project and be reviewed

7

On a typical day, when I come

And I understand, I have heard that the busses

8

are now equipped with cameras that are equipped with

9

reading license plates, and perhaps could assist with

10

efforts or have the capability to be able to issue

11

tickets more easily.

12

I spoke to one of the staff members and

13

mentioned there was only two enforcement officers

14

across the City for enforcement of the bus-only red

15

lanes.

16

more added staff necessarily, but look into technology

17

options and ways to, again, improve that because what's

18

the use in having bus-only red lanes if they are not

19

really only being used by the busses?

20

So just revisiting that, it doesn't have to be

I understand there are certain situations

21

where cars can come in and make a right turn, they need

22

access.

23

technology is out there to be able to see who the

24

violators are and really make an effort to deter them

25

so that travel time benefits can be gained as a result

I think that's fine.

But I think the

43
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*

of that.

So that was that.

2

Another comment that is a separate topic:

3

I noticed there were 19 intersections as part

4

of the CEQA and NEPA analyses, that basically

5

demonstrated they would be significant, unavoidable

6

mitigation for these 19 intersections.

7

mentioned a couple of times, but they weren't

8

identified in any of the big public plans for the

9

public to be able to easily see where those were.

10

And it's

I did ask a couple of the staff, and they

11

pointed me to the detailed EIR package and said that

12

they would identify them there, but I think that's

13

something that is significant enough that that should

14

be clearly marked on these larger maps for the public

15

to see and to react to those.

16

next public meeting that change is incorporated.

* 17

So I would hope at the

And lastly, I want to voice support for the

18

bus-only lanes to be built as soon as possible, west of

19

Van Ness up through 25th Avenue at the very least

20

because I do believe that these would significantly

21

help in improving traffic flow, again, if there is some

22

enforcement presence there and a deterrent of cars

23

actually coming in and out these lanes.

24
25

ADRIENNE SHIOZAKI-WOO:

Hello.

My name is

Adrienne Shiozaki-Woo, spelled, A-D-R-I-E-N-N-E, and

44
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Responses to Comment I-55.2: Elfego, Felix
I-55.2.1

Comments related to enforcement of bus-only lane violations is
noted. Such technology improvements are not within the scope
of the project at this time. Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2
and Master Response 1a for a summary of improvements
included with each of the build alternatives.

I-55.2.2

Preference for larger maps depicting significant unavoidable
traffic impacts at public meetings is noted. The comment is
unrelated to the adequacy of the environmental document and no
further response is required.

I-55.2.3

Support for immediate bus-only lanes from Van Ness Avenue to
25th Avenue is noted. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a for a description of the alternatives being
considered.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary Rapid Bus Transit

From: Virginia Ferrero <virginiaf123@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 12, 2015 at 10:02 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary Rapid Bus Transit
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

-FUUFS*

Greetings,

I attended the public meeting on November 5 and would like to submit the following comments:
I have lived on Balboa Street in the Inner Richmond for almost 40 years. I have ridden the 38 and 38L
at all times ofthe day and night on a regular basis; I no longer have a car; I do not own a business in
the area. I would like tomake comments regarding your new Geary Blvd. plan, and the bus lines,
from that perspective.

 The plan looks well thought out and, pretty much, a good compromise in facilitating
38/38R/38X movements.
*

*

*

 On the plus side, I have noticed a significant improvement in the time needed to get
downtown on the 38R. That is a result of more buses and the red striping between Union
Square and Van Ness! Maybe you needn't do anything but add more red striping
andkeep those 38R buses coming!
 Your new plan has at lease one big negative for me: Increased traffic that will occur on
thestreets parallel to Geary during the construction phase. All drivers want to get where
they'regoing as fast as possible. They won't take Geary at all, they'll chose California,
Anza, Balboa,or Fulton instead. Even now, pre-construction, these streets are minifreeways during commutehours. Those of us who live, and sleep, in homes on those
streets have to put up with trafficnoise. (With a stop sign at almost every intersection,
cars have to accelerate to get movingagain. Too many cars with loud engines! Even with
a "white noise" machine in my bedroom, Iget woken up by traffic every day of the week.)
Once construction starts, it's only going to getworse. So please have the whole project
finished as fast as possible.
 For the Muni, another comment. When I take the 38/38R, especially during the day, I
amamazed at how many seniors and disabled people ride the bus. Canes, walkers,
wheelchairs.And the first of the baby boomers are now approaching 70. Geary's many
medical facilities aresoon expanding with the new hospital and medical building at Van
Ness. Lots more riders whoare seniors, disabled persons, patients, visitors, and, of
course, employees will be on our buslines. Please add signage in other parts of the
buses (besides the front) remindingpeople to give up seats to seniors and
handicapped. The handful of seats in the front ofthe bus isn't enough.

Thank you for reading my comments. And good luck!

Virginia Ferrero
Inner Richmond resident
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Responses to Comment I-56: Ferrerro, Virginia
I-56.1

Comments related to transit benefits associated with route 38R
are noted. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response
1a on alternatives definition and screening. The alternatives
screening process evaluated several bus-only lane treatments
along the Geary corridor, including red lanes only. Analysis
showed that this treatment was not effective in meeting the
project purpose and need because it would not provide
significant transit performance benefits; would have adverse
impacts to parking and loading; substantially degrade the
pedestrian environment, or it would require a major
reorganization and redesign of transit and traffic circulation along
the Geary corridor. Further detail on alternatives screening is
provided in Section 10.2, Options Previously Considered and
Rejected, in the Final EIS.

I-56.2

See Master Response 2a for a discussion of traffic on Geary and
diversions to surrounding roadways and Master Response 2b for
information on construction-period effects.
As noted in the Draft EIS/EIR, construction period
transportation would be guided by a TMP included as a
mitigation measure. The TMP would include traffic rerouting, a
detour plan, and public information procedures. The TMP would
be developed during the design phase (i.e., prior to construction)
with participation from local agencies, other major project
proponents in the area, local communities, business associations,
and affected drivers. Early and well-publicized announcements
and other public information measures would be implemented
prior to and during construction to minimize confusion,
inconvenience, and traffic congestion. Please see Final EIS
Appendix M (Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program) for
more information regarding reducing impacts to local businesses.

I-56.3

The comment suggesting additional signage reminding people to
give up seats for seniors and people with disabilities is noted.
Such signage is not within the scope of the project but will be
taken into consideration by the agencies. Please refer to Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a summary of project
improvements included for each of the build alternatives.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Corridor protest
1 message
SUSAN FILIPPO <susna206@sbcglobal.net>
Reply-To: SUSAN FILIPPO <susna206@sbcglobal.net>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 10:03 AM

San Francisco County Transportation Authority

To Whom It May Concern:

*

I do not approve your proposal to make my block (SPRUCE TO COOK) a grand
centralstation for buses to stop where people will congregate night and day,
pollute the street andmake noise. Be aware that except for the medical building,
all the other buildings housepeople who live and sleep there with their families.
Why disrupt people’s lives? BetweenSpruce and Cook on Geary there are two
driveways that have garages with many cars thatpark in them. Between Spruce
and Cook, there are nine parking meters. Businesses rely onthese parking meters
to accommodate the clients that stop to do business with them. Youwill take their
livelihood away from them. God knows we don’t have enough parking tobegin
with in this district.
Why isn’t the bus stop left where it is and make Parker and Spruce the new bus
stop? Thatblock has only one driveway, the Toyota repair, and there are no
houses with families thatlive and sleep there and only four parking meters that
can be moved to Parker Street.

*

I also think that as a taxpayer, all the people on this block should have been
informed bymail about this proposal, not find out at the last minute.
I am opposed to your proposal and I hope that you reconsider and have the buses
stopbetween Parker and Spruce Street.
Sincerely.
Rose Filippo,
3105 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 386-6759

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1513586a180773a7&siml=1513586a180773a7
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Responses to Comment I-57: Filippo, Rose
I-57.1

See Master Responses 1a, 2c, and 3a.
Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA have eliminated
the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary
Boulevard, retaining existing on-street parking and loading on
both sides of Geary along this block. Please See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details regarding these
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.

I-57.2

Please see Master Response 5b.
Notification of the project and the availability of the Draft
EIS/EIR and associated public comment meeting was provided
by several platforms, including: a multi-lingual mailer sent to
residents along the Geary corridor, a multi-lingual announcement
on the project website, announcements through the local
agencies’ social media accounts, and the information published in
the San Francisco Examiner, Richmond Review, The New Fillmore,
Western Edition, Central City Extra, Kstati, and Nichi Bei Weekly.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary project
Chris <chris_flick@sbcglobal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 11:22 PM

I object strongly to the so-called improvements of this project.

*

 Letting people off on "islands" with traffic flanking them is very dangerous. This is the arrangement
that hasbeen adopted for my bus at Market +Battery/First Streets. Multiple buses let out crowds of
people that are
"stranded" on a narrow island between 2 lanes of fast moving traffic. There is danger of being pushed
or shoved,either in error or on purpose, into oncoming traffic.
Traditionally buses have forever let folks out on the safety of the sidewalks by the side of busy
streets, not onskinny islands in the middle of moving traffic where people are "trapped" and
congested waiting for traffic signalsto change.

*

 Please do NOT discontinue the R bus at Laguna or worse eliminate that stop! It is a well
populated/usedstop. The R bus is very important and key for folks getting to work downtown. It
would truly be a hardship tohave to go further to VanNess or Fillmore to get downtown !

*

 Removing the Japantown bridge is totally not fair to the neighborhood residents. It is well used
and belovedby many local residents. It is the only safe way for the local school children, and adults,
to get to Japantown.Crossing Geary in a crosswalk, of any kind, is not safe!
There is nothing that will ever make it safe for pedestrians!

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=1510f2ce5f2e3687&siml=1510f2ce5f2e3687
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Responses to Comment I-58: Flick, Chris
I-58.1

Concern for pedestrian safety is noted. Please see Master
Response 2d.
The Geary BRT Project aims to reduce crowding at bus stops by
providing more frequent stops and reliable service. All build
alternatives would enhance pedestrian safety along the Geary
corridor, as described in Draft EIS/EIR Section 2.2.3.2
(Roadway and Multimodal Changes Common to All Build
Alternatives). The build alternatives include pedestrian safety
improvements, including new bus bulbs, pedestrian crossing
bulbs, new, high-visibility crosswalk striping, and new signalized
street crossings at Buchanan and Broderick Streets. With
implementation of these pedestrian improvements as well as
more frequent and reliable service, the potential for crowding on
center boarding areas would be significantly reduced. Refer to
Final EIS Section 3.5.4.4, Pedestrian Safety, for more details
related to the pedestrian safety improvements.

I-58.2

As noted in Master Response 1b, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
has been modified to include both local and BRT stops at Laguna
Street.

I-58.3

Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Responses to Comment I-59: Fong, Jon and Linda
I-59.1

Support for side-running bus lanes is noted. Please see Master
Response 2b and 3a for a summary of construction period and
local business impacts; refer to Master Response 6a for a
description of project cost per build alternative (as well as Final
EIS Chapter 9); Master Response 4a for a summary of tree
removal by alternative; and Master Response 2c for a summary of
parking loss.

I-59.2

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a.
Several improvements suggested by the comment are part of the
project or already enacted, including all-door boarding and signal
priority. However, the underlying issues adversely affecting
transit service and causing poor service outcomes, like bus
bunching and irregular arrivals, are a function of buses not having
a dedicated right-of-way. While the side-running lanes are a
deterrent to violators, center-running lanes have a much greater
likelihood to remain bus-only, would require far less
enforcement, and result in the greatest improvement to transit
service.
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JOHN FONG:

356 - 15th Avenue, 94118.

3

Okay.

I prefer the side bus lanes.

In the

4

morning commute hour, inbound at certain commute

5

hours -- for example, like 6:30 to 9:30 a.m., bus only.

6

Okay?

7

One way.
Then on the outbound, it just -- outbound,

8

it's just regular, you know.

9

understand what I'm trying to say?

10

I don't know -- you

So what I'm trying to say, the whole -- the

11

whole project is side bus lane only.

12

they paint it red, bus only.

13

problem is, the traffic problem is between Franklin and

14

Transbay Terminal.

15

Richmond District, all the way from the Richmond

16

District all the way out there to the Ocean Avenue --

17

out there to the ocean.

18

Okay.

The bus lane,

And I think the major

Instead of the -- instead of the

The next question is on the -- on the

19

outbound -- yeah -- I'm sorry.

20

downtown early in the morning, they should make the

21

green lights longer and -- what do you call it -- and

22

perpendicular light is shorter, so they got go downtown

23

faster.

24
*

John Fong, F-O-N-G, J-O-H-N,

25

Inbound buses going

Okay?
And also they should spend some money to

educate a lot of people that get off the bus on the

15

* 1
DPOU
2

*

*

back of the bus instead of the front of the bus, so
save some time.

3

I think I said -- basically that's it.

4

Oh, one more thing, too.

Why spend all the

5

taxpayer money doing something we don't need to do?

6

Okay?

7

side bus lanes option all the way through, from the

8

side bus lane only, all the way through from

9

48th Avenue all the way to Franklin Street, 48th Avenue

So that's it.

So, again, I prefer that bus, the

10

to Franklin Street, side bus lane only, the bus lane

11

painted red.

12
13

You have got my address; you got my name, and
I'm done.

14

THEA SELBY:

15

Okay.

T-H-E-A, S-E-L-B-Y.
So I encourage SFMTA and SFCTA to

16

complete the EIR.

17

Which is not to say that I think the project is

18

perfect.

19

I want to see this EIR completed.

I don't.
I think the project is not making significant

20

enough changes and that the time being shaved off isn't

21

enough, is not enough, and that -- let's see.

22

it should be going down the center lane more than it is

23

now.

24
25

And I'm conflicted on the bridge.
sure how I feel about the bridge.

And that

I'm not

As a young mother --

16
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Responses to Comment I-60: Fong, John (verbal comment)
I-60.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA incorporates elements of the siderunning bus service on half of the segment. However, the siderunning service is most susceptible to delay due to double
parking, vehicles parallel parking, right turning vehicles, and lane
violators. Center-running lanes presents the opportunity to
improve transit service beyond what could be achieved with siderunning BRT lanes.

I-60.2

Commenter’s suggestion to enhance bus passenger education is
noted. Please refer to Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response
1a for a summary of improvements included within the scope of
the project.

I-60.3

Please see Final EIS Chapter 9 and Master Response 6a for a
summary of project costs. While the Geary corridor serves
thousands of multimodal trips per day, current transit
performance and pedestrian conditions in the Geary corridor are
in need of improvement in several key ways. Refer to Draft
EIS/EIR Chapter 1 (Project Purpose and Need) for a description
of the improvements needed to enhance transit performance and
pedestrian safety along the Geary corridor.

I-60.4

Preference for side-running bus-only lanes is noted. Please see
Final EIS Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening of
Alternatives, and Master Response 1a. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA and Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated would
provide the most significant improvements to transit. While all of
the build alternatives would improve transit speed, reliability, and
the passenger experience compared to the No Build Alternative,
the alternatives that include center-running bus-only lanes in the
Richmond would most improve bus performance in the corridor
and would attract more riders than either Alternative 2 or the No
Build Alternative.
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Responses to Comment I-61: Fong, L
I-61.1

Preference for side-running bus-only lanes is noted. Please see
Final EIS Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening of
Alternatives, and Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Responses 1a
and 2d. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA and Alternatives 3 and 3Consolidated would provide the most significant improvements
to transit. While all of the build alternatives would improve
transit speed, reliability, and the passenger experience compared
to the No Build Alternative, the alternatives that include centerrunning bus-only lanes in the Richmond would most improve
bus performance in the corridor and would attract more riders
than either Alternative 2 or the No Build Alternative. All build
alternatives also would significantly improve pedestrian safety
relative to the No Build Alternative.
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Responses to Comment I-62: Fraser, Jean
I-62.1

Support for the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is noted.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] 38 super rapid
1 message
Ian Fregosi <ian.fregosi@gmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

*

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 9:04 PM

My name is Ian Fregosi and I take the 38R to work every day. It takes me 45 minutes on average to
commutefrom my apartment on 20th ave to my work at 16th and mission. Having a super rapid bus
would greatlydecrease my commute time and improve my daily transportation in San Francisco. It is
important to me that thisservice moves forward. Thank you for your time.
-Ian Fregosi

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1516113e7f1e6dd2&siml=1516113e7f1e6dd2
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Responses to Comment I-63: Fregosi, Ian
I-63.1

Support for BRT along the Geary corridor is noted.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Please fund Geary BRT ASAP
1 message
David Freitag <freitag415@gmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 5:36 PM

Please approve this plan. It is ridiculous in this day & age that Geary Blvd does not already have a
subway linerunning beneath it, let alone a bus rapid transit line above. This is a no-brainer.

*

For far too long the residents of the Richmond District have had to rely on the 38, which is only
slightly fasterthan walking, and completely unreliable.
Please find this BRT project and get it moving as soon as possible.
Thank you,
David G. Freitag
San Francisco

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15160555975606f7&siml=15160555975606f7
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Responses to Comment I-64: Freitag, David
I-64.1

Support for the project is noted.
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Responses to Comment I-65.1: Geiler, Pete
I-65.1.1

Opposition to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is noted. See Master
Responses 1a and 2d.
Most transit passengers will board the bus on one side of the
street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive on the
opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip, hence
most passengers will have to cross the street at least once, if
assuming a round trip.
High ridership on the Rapid and Express lines is indicative of the
need for better transit service throughout the corridor.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA and Alternative 2 include siderunning bus service. However, the side-running service is most
susceptible to delay due to double parking, vehicles parallel
parking, right-turning vehicles, and lane violators. The centerrunning alternatives (Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated, and the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA between Palm and 27th/28th avenues)
presents an opportunity to improve transit service to a greater
degree than is possible with only side-running BRT lanes.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Comments
1 message
Pete Geiler <zg1@pacbell.net>
Reply-To: Pete Geiler <zg1@pacbell.net>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: "editor@sfrichmondreview.com" <editor@sfrichmondreview.com>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 9:27 PM

Since my last comments, I have been timing the 38 Local, 38 R and 38 BX runs from Park
Presidio/Geary to downtown and back. (See attached Excel file) The results show a 10-15
minutedifference between the 38 Local and 38 R. This is significant because is conflicts with
Figure 3.3.11in the EIS.

*

For the 38 Local and 38 R lines, the buses move well once out of downtown. So the timing
includes a split at Van Ness Ave. The result clearly show the problem in the bus lines are
between Van Ness Avenue and downtown, where average speed of the buses drops
dramatically. This indicates a realneed to implement a solution downtown.
There is no need to make any changes in the Richmond District. The staff proposal for a bus
onlylane on Geary Blvd between 27th Ave and Arguello would cause more harm than good,
as it wouldincrease traffic congestion, harm local businesses and have no or little impact on
travel times in theRichmond District.
One of the main benefits included in the staff proposal is a 30% reduction in time from 48th/
Gearyand downtown, which is based on Figure 3.3.11. However the actual time I have
recordedinvalidates Figure 3.3.11, which in turn invalidates the proposed time saving.
Further with the 38 R and 38 BX lines taking approximately 20 minutes in the morning and 25
minutes in the afternoon, the assumed 30% reduction in time is unrealistic which invalidates
thestaff proposed solution.

*

The EIS also includes ideas of turning the Masonic Tunnel into a transit stop and remove
three of thefour lanes of vehicle traffic. Where would the traffic go? Up and over would
create a huge trafficnightmare. Also putting a bus stop in the tunnel would require elevator
service which adds costsand become another graffiti target. Bad idea?
The proposal to fill in the Fillmore Street underpass along Geary is also a bad idea. Traffic on
Gearycurrently flows through easily and quickly. The congestion is caused by the Fillmore
Street traffic,one of the main north/south routes in the city. Fillmore Street is narrow and
this causes the trafficdelays. Maybe covering part of the Fillmore underpass with left turn
only lanes would allow thebuses to stop at Geary and Fillmore, and speed travel through this
intersection.
Pete Geiler
273 16th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c0239ce36ac5&siml=1515c0239ce36ac5
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38BX
38BX
38R
38R
38R
38R
38R
38BX

Line

11/5/2015
11/6/2015
11/10/2015
11/12/2015
11/16/2015
11/23/2015
11/24/2015
11/30/2015

Date

11/10/2015
1AX
11/13/2015
1AX
11/16/2015
38R
11/17/2015
38R
11/20/2015 38 Local
11/23/2015
38R
11/24/2015 38 Local

Line

Date

Outbound
Outbound
Outbound
Outbound
Outbound
Outbound
Outbound

Direction

Inbound
Inbound
Inbound
Inbound
Inbound
Inbound
Inbound
Inbound

Direction

5:51 PM
5:40 PM
5:35 PM
5:37 PM
6:08 PM
5:06 PM
1:16 PM

Board

7:10 AM
7:00 AM
7:04 AM
7:09 AM
7:16 AM
9:24 AM
7:08 AM
7:33 AM

Board

6:05 PM
5:51 PM
5:49 PM
5:49 PM
6:32 PM
5:17 PM
1:33 PM

Van Ness

7:17 AM
7:23 AM
7:30 AM
9:44 AM
7:20 AM

Van Ness

Muni 38 Geary Travel Times, November 2015:

6:20 PM
6:04 PM
6:02 PM
6:07 PM
6:55 PM
5:38 PM
1:58 PM

Off

7:28 AM
7:17 AM
7:24 AM
7:31 AM
7:36 AM
9:52 AM
7:27 AM
7:56 AM

Off

15:00.0
13:00.0
13:00.0
18:00.0
23:00.0
21:00.0
25:00.0

5.5714
7.0909
5.5714
6.5000
3.2500
7.0909
4.5882

Avg Speed

Downtown to Van Ness to
Van Ness Park Presidio

14:00.0
11:00.0
14:00.0
12:00.0
24:00.0
11:00.0
17:00.0

13.3846
12.4286
12.4286
8.7000
14.5000

Avg Speed

07:00.0
08:00.0
06:00.0
08:00.0
07:00.0

13:00.0
14:00.0
14:00.0
20:00.0
12:00.0

1.3

2.9

15.8182
15.8182
13.3846
9.6667
7.5652
8.2857
6.9600

Avg Speed

11.1429
9.7500
13.0000
9.7500
11.1429

Avg Speed

C:\Users\ekettell\Downloads\MUNI 38 Geary Ride Times 2015 11 30

29:00.0
24:00.0
27:00.0 Arguello
30:00.0
47:00.0
32:00.0
42:00.0

Elapsed Time

18:00.0
17:00.0
20:00.0
22:00.0
20:00.0
28:00.0
19:00.0
23:00.0

Elapsed Time

1100
O'Farrell to
695 Market

5100 Geary
to 1100
O'Farrell
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Responses to Comment I-65.2: Geiler, Pete
I-65.2.1

See Master Responses 1a and 2a.
The travel times presented in the EIR/EIS may differ from
individual experience, but are reflective of average travel
conditions. Moreover, model projections for future scenarios are
reflective of future growth, not existing conditions as measured
by the commenter. The commenter’s travel time calculations are
appreciated, but the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR was based on
a larger pool of travel time data from which to more reliably
predict year 2020 Geary corridor bus travel times. See Figure 3.311 of the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-65.2.2

Neither of those options is part of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Express lines
1 message
Edouard Gendreau <edgendreau@gmail.com>
Reply-To: EdGendreau@gmail.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 10:10 PM

Hello,

*
I was thinking any line that has an A and B line, could alternate stops, so that those of us who take the express
bus from downtown could take either bus to get home and simply walk a few more blocks.

Best regards,
Ed Gendreau
4156861836

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511410a304fe75c&siml=1511410a304fe75c
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Responses to Comment I-66: Gendreau, Edouard
I-66.1

The suggestion is noted. Please refer to Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a and Final EIS Chapter 10, Initial Development and
Screening of Alternatives, for a summary of alternatives and key
performance indicators considered in the development of the
build alternatives carried forward in the Draft EIS/EIR.
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From: <apglk@comcast.net>
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 4:19 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Questions:
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

-FUUFS*

Dear Sir/Madam,
I have two general questions and a big (general) concern.

*

*

*

 It's kind of obvious that with the proposed density increase the reasonable way
to go wouldbe the underground Muni on Geary. Does it make sense to spend (not
a small change) onmoving bus lines for 15 minutes gain in the travel time, than to
spend more on replacing it withthe light rail instead of just doing the right thing? If
you are using the underground you knowhow much faster it is than any surface
transportation.
 Why the street cars need to run in the middle of the street - and not on the
sides? Is thereany reason for this?
 I started looking at these projects out of the concern about the trees. After seeing
notices onMasonic where 9 trees on the western median are to be removed to
build a stupid ugly plaza -instead of accommodating the existing trees into the
design. These trees in NO WAY interferewith the proposed lane shifting. Also, I
had consulted a building contractor who said thatremoving the sidewalk trees is
not necessary for the sidewalks widening. He also said that it'sdone to increase
the amount of money going to the contractors.
There is the global warming. There is the air pollution. And the allegedly green city
chops downmature, healthy trees right and left.
The talk about the replacement doesn't hold water.
How many saplings do you need to replace the benefits of one medium size mature
tree?Would it be 20? Or more? Not all of the new trees survive. I have just seen
two newly dead onBosworth near Glen Canyon Park a week or two ago. There
was one big one dead there also.With the drought we will probably see more of
those, but I mostly see young, newly plantedones dead.
Please take the trees into account. They are not just green things that stand in the
way. Theyprovide important benefits to all of us.

I planned to attend today's meeting at St. Mary's, but it turned out I cannot do that.
I would appreciate your reply.
Thank you,
Anastasia Glikshtern
150 Chaves Ave.
SF, CA 94127
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT comment
1 message
apglk@comcast.net <apglk@comcast.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 11:14 PM

Instead of spending time and money on this BRT project the city should seriously
thinkabout the current and future transportation needs and start work on
underground line onGeary.
BRT would just be a band-aid and in process would destroy substantial number of
maturetrees which are in short supply here.
It's much cheaper than metro but it would be much slower too and the metro would
besorely needed very soon (it's actually needed now.)
Money have been already spent on the outreach and the EIR, but it's better to stop
now andstart working on planning and locating funding for the subway.
Thank you,
Anastasia Glikshtern

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511971ec9726ef1&siml=1511971ec9726ef1
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Responses to Comment I-67: Glikshtern, Anastasia
I-67.1.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

I-67.1.2

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA incorporates elements of the siderunning bus service on half of the segment. However, the siderunning service is most susceptible to delay due to double
parking, vehicles parallel parking, right turning vehicles, and lane
violators. The center-running alternatives (Alternatives 3 and 3Consolidated) would offer the opportunity to improve transit
service to a greater degree than would be possible with only siderunning BRT lanes.

I-67.1.3

Please see Master Response 4a. Each of the build alternatives
would preserve at least 80 percent of Geary corridor trees.
Because the project would retain the majority of trees along the
Geary corridor and plant an equivalent number of new, healthy,
drought-resistant trees for each tree removed, any tree removals
that occur under the project would have negligible impacts on
ecological, social, and community benefits and replacement
plantings would ultimately enhance these benefits in the long
term.

I-67.2.1

See Master Responses 1a, 4a, and 6a as well as Final EIS
Chapters 2 and 9.
Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding
how the agencies considered and screened various alternatives.
Chapter 10 and the Alternatives Screening Report (May 2009),
explain why rail was not carried forward for further alternatives
analysis or environmental review.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Get er done
1 message
Evan Goldin <evan.goldin@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 9:42 PM

Please, for the love of god, get this project done as fast as possible. I've wasted so much time
taking the busout to the Richmond. These days, I usually just drive instead because the bus ride
is unbearably long.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c107fdc282bd&siml=1515c107fdc282bd
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Responses to Comment I-68: Goldin, Evan
I-68.1

Support for the project is noted.
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Responses to Comment I-69.1: Gonzalez, Luis
I-69.1

See Master Response 2a regarding the type and range of project
alternatives.
Traffic on Geary will be reduced as some vehicular trips will
transition to walk, bike, transit, and ride-sharing trips. Traffic
diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be concentrated on
any particular street. Instead, they would spread out across all of
the parallel streets within the Geary corridor. Higher-capacity
streets with the ability to carry more vehicles, such as California
and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the
diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller
amounts of diverted traffic.
See Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS for more information
pertaining to potential traffic diversions. Overall, diverted traffic
would increase on other streets by about 10 percent, generally not
more than three to four cars per minute during peak hours.
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signals and walkways in that area, as there are a lot

2

of children and elderly, the elderly people there.

3

people drive like maniacs in that particular corridor.

4

And I'm afraid that there will be more pedestrian

5

accidents if that walkway is torn down and there's no

6

change in the signals.

7

I'm a person with disabilities.

8

transit.

9

38 Geary a lot.

And

I use

I live on Geary Boulevard, and I ride the
So any improvement in picking up

10

passengers, unloading-loading passengers, to me, it is

11

a plus.

12

I know there's a lot of concern here about

13

building.

14

that's a good solution for the changes that are

15

occurring in the area.

16

increasing.

17

the -- the transit corridor system.

18

Some people want a no-build.

I don't think

The population seems to be

So there need to be an enhancement in

But my main concern is safety for pedestrians,

19

the elderly, and people with disabilities.

20

basically what I want to say.

21
22

LUIS GONZALEZ:

25

Luis Gonzalez, L-U-I-S, Gonzalez

G-O-N-Z-A-L-E-Z.

23
* 24

That's

As a homeowner in the Richmond, I am concerned
that Geary is going to be transformed into a giant
freeway.

I don't want my neighborhood ruined just so

12

* 1
DPOU
2

some people can save ten minutes on their bus ride.

It

seems to me that a lot of traffic would be diverted to

3

the ancillary streets, and this is completely unfair to

4

the residents who will be affected.

5
6

Do not turn Geary into a big freeway.
MELVIN BEETLE:

7

M-E-L-V-I-N.

8

like the insect.

9

My first name is Melvin,

My last name is Beetle, B-E-E-T-L-E, just

Now, my only comment is I do -- I'm a senior

10

peer counselor.

11

work with disturbing and grieving Filipinos all over

12

the city who can't go back home; they don't have the

13

money.

14

I speak two Philippine languages.

So I travel 38 a lot.

I

The only problem I've

15

ever seen by traveling 38 is left-hand turns onto Geary

16

from the side streets.

17

doesn't create a problem.

18

they're talking about in what I read, I would agree

19

with off of side streets onto Geary but not off Geary

20

onto the side streets.

21

differently.

22
23
24
25

Left-hand turns off of Geary
So the left-hand-turn thing

Somehow or other it works

Thank you.

UNCHEEDAH WILSON:

Okay.

Uncheedah,

U-N-C-H-E-E-D-A-H, Wilson, W-I-L-S-O-N.
You know, when I looked at the presentation on
YouTube, they had it going so that when the -- I live

13
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Responses to Comment I-69.2: Gonzalez, Luis (verbal
comment)
I-69.2.1

See Response to Comment I-69.1.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT (EIR/EIS) comments

From: 'Aaron Goodman' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Thu, Nov 12, 2015 at 10:09 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT (EIR/EIS) comments
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

-FUUFS*

Geary BRT EIR/EIS comments as an individual on the issues noted attached and
below...

*

*

Please see the attached maps pictures of longer bus systms and memo (PDF) format
on theconcerns about north south transit and the need to look at Light Rail Vehicle
systems on thewest side of SF in terms of capacity and AHBP issues of density being
discussed currently forthe sunset and inner and outer Richmond areas.
I am concerned about the linkage and loop of systems from the F-Line out to the
Presidio andaround the western edge of SF possibly along the Sunset Blvd. and outer
19th Ave. zones thatneed a secondary system initiated to improve west-side transit
due to large projects and lackingmass-transit improvement investment and taxation for
transit funding such as light-rail systems,and improved flexibility of systems for
increased capacity...

data:text/html;charset=utf-8,%3Cspan%20style%3D%22color%3A%20rgb(0%2C%200%2C%200)%3B%20font-family%3A%20arial%2C%20sans-serif%3B%…
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Aaron Goodman
25 Lisbon St.
San Francisco CA, 94112
Email: amgodman@yahoo.com
Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
gearybrt@sfcta.org
November 12, 2015
Thank you for giving the opportunity to discuss the Geary BRT EIS/EIR document and concerns about the proposal to place a
BRT line system out along the Geary Corridor.
My concerns stem from the issues and EIR/EIS sections noted below;
a)

*

b)

*

c)

*

d)

*

The AHBP “Accessory Housing Bonus Program” proposal for additional density and creation of larger
swaths of redevelopment along existing transit lines, which include major east west corridors along Judah,
Taraval, and Geary that will undoubtedly increase population and impact transit capacity in major traffic
areas of San Francisco. How will the BRT service this additional load of transit riders, and why was there
so low a transit impact fee assessed vs. a more adequate transit impact fee to pay for more robust transit
light-rail vehicle solutions along Geary Blvd.? How will additional population and capacity of bus systems
be addressed due to the already “crush-capacity” of existing bus systems? Will longer newer articulated 5door bus designs be implemented? How do corporate bus systems play into the use of the red-zones
shown in your Nov. presentation, and will these private bus systems continue to be allowed to take
priority over the MUNI system?
The existing issues with the bus “unit” design currently in terms of the restrictive wheel base design,
which causes congestion when multiple people or ADA or disabled users attempt to board busses
currently, and if this unit is acceptable for future use for the future BRT system if this bus (2-3 door
depending if articulated or extended bus design) and the limited entry systems for card swiping at entry
boarding and unboarding is in-efficient and will not meet the capacity needs of an aging population
increasing in disabled and limited mobility residents. Why is pre-paid boarding at all doors not being
seriously considered? How the swiping and access dimensions of vehicles affects timely boarding and
deboarding and bus frequency and capacity of disable riders is also of concern in this same vein. When 2-3
disabled users attempt to board a bus currently many times I have seen the disabled riders be left behind
due to lacking space on existing bus systems.
The expenditure on BRT is often pre-emptive of light-rail or future conversion to a more durable, and
long-range transit planning solution. Has the financial review of options and alternatives looked at the
upfront and long range costs of converting to Light Rail Vehicles sooner, to save money and capital costs
and not paying for the same re-engineering twice in the development of mass transit systems along
Geary, if there is also studies for a BART extension vs. MUNI along the Geary corridor in the “BART to the
Beach” proposal seen prior from James Fang, and if there is a need to vet the costs of the BART and or
MUNI Light-Rail Vehicle options as part of this EIR/EIS to determine the most cost effective solution to
transit systems that may serve the inner-richmond and sunset neighborhoods.
Has there been any real comprehensive linkage and looping of systems studied or proposed to bring
th
transit north to south along the 19 Ave. or Sunset Boulevard locations from Geary so that adequate
transit new systems are planned to move people northward to the Presidio and Southward to SFSU-CSU

*
DPOU
e)

*

*

*

*

*

and Parkmerced, including the eventual connectivity to Daly City BART as a southbound intermodal
connective loop for this proposed project. Can BRT service more than one neighborhood in its extension
north and southbound instead of just east and west bound, when we already have connector and corridor
service on the J and L Muni lines on Judah and Taraval?
The proposal for bus lanes in the center median, ignore the impact of reduced turning and driving lanes
for many existing families with children and seniors that must utilize vehicular access to their homes and
for errands/trips daily. The need is to look at how the central lane disperses auto-traffic to side streets
and impacts traffic and neighborhoods due to the lessened vehicle capacity along Geary. Were
alternatives studied such as the 5-Fulton Line or Balboa Street for an additional capacity area for transit
improvement or location of the light-rail line installation?

Section 2.0 – Alternatives – I would strongly suggest that a light-rail vehicle alternative plan be included and
studied in terms of cost savings long-term to build a light-rail vehicle train system out Geary and down sunset blvd.
to link to the western edge of Parkmerced or the Sloat Blvd. extension back up to the St. Francis Woods area, or
further looping on Lake Merced Blvd. to Daly City and John Daly Blvd.
Section 4.0 – Land-Use – Does not address the AHBP impact on adjoining properties and cumulative properties
and development that will occur as a domino effect and impact tremendously the capacity issues of any bus BRT
development. The shown effects of the removal of the overpass pedestrian walkways is not a positive solution to
the pedestrian safety concerns for crossing wide traffic arterials such as Geary, and solutions need to be provided
that discuss the impacts of additional residential density with pedestrian safety and impacts on walkability issues
near and adjacent to the transit stops vs. traffic vehicular areas, which may be improved by separating the masstransit from the car lanes on geary by shifting the bus systems and light-rail future routing to a more southern
street like Balboa or Fulton line.
Section 4.16 – Irreversible and Irretrievable Resources – it seems to be counterintuitive to do a BRT system when
it will cost doubly environmentally and resource wise when further down the road due to capacity issues Light-Rail
Vehicle or larger and more flexible bus systems will need to be implemented due to capacity issues. This segment
and section should tackle the environmental costs on Light-rail vehicle system investment and track line work vs.
BRT systems and having to replace bus terminal and bus systems due to inadequate capacity of the buses due to
future growth needs.
Section 10.0 – Alternative Analysis – Under section 10.2.2 the light-rail surface option and underground options
are eliminated due to upfront costs and funding, yet they are being discussed by BART and regional transit
agencies, and would provide a better more cost effective way of getting people in the sunset and inner Richmond
areas out of their cars. The lacking “backbone” of city agencies to tax adequately the development of high-end
housing, business interests, and institutional growth in SF has led to the problem of funding. In addition money
that should be “ear-marked” for district solutions has been used for larger over-funded projects like the central
subway, and downtown terminals, vs. new light-rail vehicle line extensions and system looping and linkages on the
western side of SF. Proper independent analysis on cost effectiveness and the benefits of going with light-rail
vehicle investment over BRT bus systems should be presented as part of the EIR/EIS study.

Sincerely
Aaron Goodman (D11)
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Responses to Comment I-70: Goodman, Aaron
I-70.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis. Please see response to
comment I-70.3 below regarding the Affordable Housing Bonus
Program (AHBP).

I-70.2

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

I-70.3

Growth projections in the Draft EIS/EIR were based on
ABAG’s Projections 2013 which reflected previously approved
plans and zoning. A portion of the AHBP related to 100%
affordable housing projects was approved in July 2016, after the
2015 publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
Projects constructed under the AHBP would accommodate
projected growth included in ABAG’s Projections 2013, and would
not result in additional population growth above that which is
already anticipated. As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 3.3.5,
all build alternatives would exceed Muni’s 85-percent capacity
utilization threshold under Year 2020 and 2035 conditions in the
peak direction during the peak hour due to projected population
growth.
Additional service hours could be considered for the Geary
corridor, consistent with SFMTA’s plans as outlined in its TEP,
some of which have already been implemented. See Section 3.3.5
of the Final EIS for further details. Regarding the transit impact
fee, this question is unrelated to Geary BRT and has no bearing
on the environmental analyses in the Draft EIS/EIR or Final
EIS. As discussed in Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.3 of the Final EIS,
both the No Build and build alternatives include new, low-floor
buses, which do not have steps as older traditional buses do.
The City has a Commuter Shuttle Program that provides permits
to eligible commuter shuttle operators to use a designated
network of stops in San Francisco.33 However, private shuttles
are currently prohibited from using transit lanes or non-permitted
stops. The City has several criteria, designed to minimize
disruptions to transit operations and traffic circulation, for
permitting private shuttle operators to use transit stops, including
yielding and giving priority to Muni buses, and pulling all the way
parallel to the curb so as not to block travel or bicycle lanes,

More information on the City’s Commuter Shuttle Program is available at
https://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/commuter-shuttle-program-20162017.

33
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among others.34 As of January 2016, the SFMTA Commuter
Shuttle Program had six designated stops on the Geary corridor
(three in each direction).35 The project’s impact on shuttle
services themselves would be similar to its impacts on other
private vehicles, which are detailed in the traffic analysis in
Section 3.4 of the Final EIS. With BRT on the Geary corridor,
both private shuttle services and taxis would continue to operate
in mixed-flow traffic lanes and would not travel within the
dedicated BRT lanes or use BRT stations.
I-70.4

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives and Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
All-door boarding is a feature currently used by Muni. The new
bus fleet has more room for wheelchair and other disabled users.

I-70.5

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

I-70.6

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis. Please also see the
Geary Bus Rapid Transit Alternatives Screening Report (May, 2009) for
more information pertaining to the selection of feasible
alternatives. The local agencies considered other alternative
transit lines for improvements but instead chose Geary because it
is the most heavily utilized east-west transit route in the area.
Other lines, such as the 1-California might warrant a BRT route
but, regardless, because of the higher ridership on Geary, the
agencies have identified improving bus service on Geary as a core
project purpose and need, and thus the focus is on Geary. The
comment suggesting a need for stronger north-south transit
connectivity is noted, although such a concept is outside the
scope of this project.

SFMTA. 2015. SFMTA – Commuter Shuttle Program: Exemption from
Environmental Review. Accessed August 29, 2016 at
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/2015/Commuter%20Shuttle%20P
rogram%20Certificate%20of%20Exemption%20from%20Environmental%20Review.pd
f.
35 SFMTA. 2016. SFMTA Commuter Shuttle Pilot Network of Designated Stops (as of
01.31.16). Accessed August 29, 2016 at
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/2016/Shuttles%20Network%2016
0131.pdf.
34
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I-70.7

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives and Master Response 2a
regarding traffic on Geary and diversion to surrounding
roadways.
Traffic on Geary will be reduced as vehicular trips will transition
to walk, bike, transit, and ride-sharing trips. Traffic diversions
from Geary Boulevard would not be concentrated on any
particular street. Instead they would spread out across all of the
parallel streets within the Geary corridor. Higher-capacity streets
with the ability to carry more vehicles, such as California and
Fulton Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the
diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller
amounts of diverted traffic. See Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS
for further details on vehicle diversions.
Overall, diverted traffic would increase on other streets by about
10 percent, generally not more than three to four cars per minute
during peak hours. Also, the traffic analysis accounted for
changes in left-turn opportunities as proposed by the various
alternatives. See Section 3.4.4.3 of the Final EIS for a more
detailed discussion of left-turn reductions. The project would
generally consolidate left turns that are in close succession to one
another, retaining alternative left-turn locations in close
proximity.

I-70.8

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

I-70.9

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives and Master Response 2d
regarding construction-period effects.
The project accounts for increased future growth both within the
City and the region.
The project includes numerous improvements to pedestrian
safety, including signalization changes, pedestrian crossing bulbs,
new crosswalks, and pedestrian median refuges.
Geary is the most heavily utilized east-west transit route in the
area. The agencies have identified improving bus service on
Geary as a core project purpose and need, and thus the focus is
on Geary.

I-70.10

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

I-70.11

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives and Final EIS Chapter 9
and Master Response 6a regarding project costs.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Geary median

-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary median
2 messages
whgjgg@sbcglobal.net <whgjgg@sbcglobal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 12:12 PM

I'm totally not in favor of this project. I live 5 houses off if Geary.

*

Pedestrian safety is huge factor. Asking folks to cross into median area is recipe for deaths.
Please do not proceed.
Janet Goodson
160 commonwealth
Sent from my iPhone

1/1
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Responses to Comment I-71: Goodson, Janet
I-71.1

Opposition to the project is noted. Please see Master Responses
2d. All build alternatives would enhance pedestrian safety along
the Geary corridor, as described in Section 2.2.3.2, Roadway and
Multimodal Changes Common to All Build Alternatives, in the
Draft EIS/EIR. The build alternatives include pedestrian safety
improvements, including new bus bulbs, pedestrian crossing
bulbs, new, high-visibility crosswalk striping, and new signalized
street crossings at Buchanan and Broderick Streets. Refer to Final
EIS Section 3.5.4.4 (Pedestrian Safety) for more details related to
the pedestrian safety improvements and Final EIS Chapter 2, for
additional pedestrian improvements added to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA in response to public comments on the Draft
EIS/EIR.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] unintended consequences

-FUUFS*

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: WILLIAM GOODSON <whg3md@att.net>
Date: Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 12:26 PM
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] unintended consequences
To: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

Such typos when I looked back. Sorry...
* Dear Reviewers,

It may move the buses faster, but asking riders to cross traffic to catch the bus is
aninvitation to disaster.
There is already experience with cable cars where pedestrians cross traffic to catch a
cable carand pretty much ignore traffic and do not look.
I am 69 years old, and I ride the 38 Geary several times a week. I want the safety of
standingout of the street as I wait. And there is not any way that an island in the
middle of the street willever feel as safe. As I get older, I do not want to need to
hobble across traffic to get to the bus. You can assume better enforcement of yield-topedestrian laws, but better enforcement onaverage will never help me if even just
one driver looks at a text while I am in the street. The presumed benefits of
speeding traffic do not outweigh the risks for myself and all seniorcitizens who
eventually will be dependent on the Muni for our independence.
Please leave bus stops safely on the curb.
Thank you,
William Goodson
160 Commonwealth

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a0bdf82eb995&siml=1515a0bdf82eb995&siml=1515a0de6fdeaa4a&siml=1…
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Responses to Comment I-72: Goodson, William
I-72.1

Preference for side-running bus stops is noted. Please see Master
Response 2d. All build alternatives would enhance pedestrian
safety along the Geary corridor, as described in Section 2.2.3.2,
Roadway and Multimodal Changes Common to All Build
Alternatives, in the Draft EIS/EIR. The build alternatives include
pedestrian safety improvements, including new bus bulbs,
pedestrian crossing bulbs, new, high-visibility crosswalk striping,
and new signalized street crossings at Buchanan and Broderick
Streets. Refer to Final EIS Section 3.5.4.4 (Pedestrian Safety) for
more details related to the pedestrian safety improvements and
Final EIS Chapter 2, for additional pedestrian improvements
added to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in response to public
comments on the Draft EIS/EIR.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] My public comment in favor of improved transit on Geary

-FUUFS*
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] My public comment in favor of improved transit on Geary
2 messages
madawaska2 via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: madawaska2@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Oct 16, 2015 at 2:49 PM

I am a transit rider who has been car-free for 15 years. I use much of the current service that runs
along Geary.

*

In general, I would prefer to see subway and/or light rail, but I do believe that BRT would be an
improvement if itencompasses the following:
dedicated transit lanes, center running, low floor buses, transit signal priority at stop lights and bus
stopconsolidation.
It is important to think long-term and implement a plan that will move us on transit as efficiently,
safely and ascomfortably as possible, with an eye toward implementing subway and/or light rail.
Thank you,
Bob Gordon
790 Church Street #203
San Francisco, CA 94114

PUBLIC COMMENT SOLICITED
A 45-day public comment period, during which the agencies will accept public comments for official
responses, runsfrom October 2, 2015, to November 16, 2015. After the close of the comment period, the
agencies will generateresponses to all comments received and produce a Final EIS/EIR, with responses to
comments, in spring 2016. Afterrelease of the Final EIS/EIR, staff will present the Staff-Recommended
Alternative to the Transportation AuthorityBoard of Commissioners and the SFMTA Board of Directors,
respectively, to select as the project’s Locally PreferredAlternative.
A public comment meeting is scheduled for:
November 5, 2015, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
St. Francis Hall at St. Mary’s Cathedral
1111 Gough Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
Comments may also be submitted via email to gearybrt@sfcta.org, or letter to:
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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Responses to Comment I-73: Gordon, Bob
I-73.1

Support for dedicated transit lanes, center-running, low floor
buses, and TSP is noted. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a regarding the type and range of project alternatives
considered and ultimately carried forward for environmental
analysis.
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Responses to Comment I-74: Greenfield, Adam
I-74.1

Support for parking removal and near-term improvements is
noted. Please refer to Master Response 1a and Final EIS Chapter
2 for a summary of the project improvements that would be
implemented under each of the build alternatives.
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Responses to Comment I-75: Grimm, Maria
I-75.1

Support for BRT along the Geary corridor is noted.

I-75.2

Please see Master Response 4a. Each of the build alternatives
would preserve at least 80 percent of Geary corridor trees. Each
build alternative would preserve and incorporate existing mature
trees into the project landscape plan as feasible and plant an
equivalent number of new, healthy, drought-resistant trees for
each tree removed.
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Responses to Comment I-76: Groth, Kelly
I-76.1

Support for BRT along the Geary corridor is noted.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Support Geary BRT

-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Support Geary BRT
1 message
GM <towardscarfreecities@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:51 PM

Hello,
I am a regular rider of Muni and I walk extensively in the City as well. The current 38 Geary is what I'd
call a "slowdinosaur". Walking is sometimes just as fast as waiting for and riding the bus to my
destinations. BRT is longoverdue. Many poor countries have excellent BRT systems, while SF's bus
system is somewhat shameful.

*

We need to take space away from cars to speed up our buses. A physically-separated BRT lane is the
only way toensure cars and delivery trucks aren't interfering with bus travel. Studies show that taking
away parking improvessafety (both pedestrian safety and reducing crime) and is actually economically
beneficial for businesses along theroute as people shift to walking and BRT-ing and can see into
businesses more easily. Please make the safety ofpeople walking and biking as the top concern when
you design the route, which is likely to be in place forgenerations. Storage for cars and numerous
lanes of car traffic is not important when you are considering humanlives and how well Muni functions
and attracts riders.
Thanks,
Gwynn

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b05bc52d196d&siml=1515b05bc52d196d
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Responses to Comment I-77: Gwynn
I-77.1

Support for parking removal is noted. Please see Master
Responses 2d and 2e, which address pedestrian and bicyclist
safety related to the project.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

From: Sarah Gyotoku <sarahflorida@earthlink.net>
Date: Tue, Nov 10, 2015 at 7:25 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

-FUUFS*

Hello,

*

I have lived in the Richmond District for 19 years and my primary bus line is the 38 Geary. I have been
very satisfiedwith the service and have found it to be usually reliable, and not usually slow. The only
issue is that there aren’tenough buses for the amount of people and would only like to see more buses
added because there are numerousriders.

I am not in favor of any of the other changes:

*

 I don’t like the “island” type of bus stops. I don’t feel safe standing in the middle with traffic on
either side,there’s not enough room for large crowds of people. It would also be inconvenient and
dangerous if you’re down thestreet and you see your bus coming and you try to hurry and catch it
because you’ll have to cross traffic to do it.
 If you provide “bus lanes only”, then you will be taking away traffic lanes from the car drivers and
traffic isalready bad enough on Geary. That would make it even worse for regular drivers.
 There are already “bus lanes only” downtown to speed through traffic and around cars that are
doubleparked,etc.. I don’t believe that we need to have them in the local neighborhoods.

Thank you for considering my comments. Please all you need to do really is just add more buses to the route.

Thank you kindly,
Sarah

Sarah Gyotoku
sarahflorida@earthlink.net
415.752.2965
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Responses to Comment I-78: Gyotoku, Sarah
I-78.1

Request for additional buses is noted. Please refer to Final EIS
Sections 2.7.1 as well as Master Response 1a for a summary of
the alternatives under consideration and the benefits associated
with each, including improved transit times. The Geary BRT
project is being proposed because without additional
infrastructure changes such as those being proposed, additional
bus service would not be sufficient to alleviate the crowding
problem because the bus bunching problem would continue to
cause bus over-crowding.

I-78.2

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways and Master Response 2d regarding
pedestrian safety and access.
Most transit passengers will catch the bus on one side of the
street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive on the
opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip, hence
most passengers will have to cross the street at least once, if
assuming a round trip.
The Geary BRT Project aims to reduce crowding at bus stops by
providing more frequent stops and reliable service. All build
alternatives would enhance pedestrian safety along the Geary
corridor, as described in Draft EIS/EIR Section 2.2.3.2, Roadway
and Multimodal Changes Common to All Build Alternatives. The
build alternatives include pedestrian safety improvements,
including new bus bulbs, pedestrian crossing bulbs, new, highvisibility crosswalk striping, and new signalized street crossings at
Buchanan and Broderick Streets. With implementation of these
pedestrian improvements, the potential for crowding on
pedestrian islands, for center stops, would be significantly
reduced upon operation of the Geary BRT. Refer to Final EIS
Section 3.5.4.4 (Pedestrian Safety) for more details related to the
pedestrian safety improvements and Final EIS Chapter 2, for
additional pedestrian improvements added to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA in response to public comments on the Draft
EIS/EIR.
The median boarding stations will be nine feet wide, which the
EIR determined would be adequate capacity for expected
ridership.
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The City’s Transit First Policy identifies the Geary corridor as a
Transit Preferential Street. The Transit Preferential Street
program includes measures to improve public transit vehicle
speeds and to minimize the effects of traffic on transit
operations. Policy 1.3 of the San Francisco General Plan states
“Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the
private automobile as the means of meeting San Francisco’s
transportation needs.”
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would generally result in decreased
automobile travel times along the Geary corridor relative to the
No Build Alternative. A portion of traffic trips would divert to
walk, bicycle, public transit, and ride sharing.
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-FUUFS*

Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Attn: Geary BRT
2 messages
Tom Haddad <thaddad43@hotmail.com>
Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 9:49 AM
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: suma gona <gona40@hotmail.com>, Tom Haddad <thaddad43@hotmail.com>, may lynn
<morgansuntan@mac.com>
To Whom it May Concern,
Our family lives on Beaumont Avenue between Anza and Geary and would like to voice some of our
concernsregarding the proposed GEARY BRT project.

*

There are multiple families with young children on the block, many under the age 7 (including ours).
This
section of Beaumont is very busy with driving traffic due to drivers travelling North-South
and South-North. Many drivers use Beaumont as a way to avoid traffic on Parker and
Arguello streets. Cars are often travelling well above the speed limit to try to, "beat the
traffic". A neighborhood proposal and petition to install speed bumps was circulated and
sent to the city for review, but speed bumps were never installed. Cars turning North onto
Geary from Anza and cars travelling South at unsafe speeds often have near collisions at
the Anza/Beaumont corner as the field of view from both Driver's perspectives are limited
(from the hill, the trees and due to parked cars on Beaumont).
I have concerns regarding limiting the left hand turn lanes on Geary because I think that any left hand
turn laneleft in the planning will have greatly increased North/ South traffic, which is already at what I
would consider anunsafe level. I understand that Beaumont has been left on some of the BRT plans,
and removed on other plans.

*

I believe keeping numerous left hand turn lanes is the best option for the Geary BRT. Left hand turn
lanes arededicated lanes that do not obstruct traffic flow and allow turning with less risk to pedestrians
(who can be seenmore easily as the entire crosswalk and sidewalk traffic is clearly visible to the driver
turning left). Removing theleft hand turn lanes altogether would force all Southward travel from Geary
to make right turns in order toeventually travel South (ie. they would have to go around a block to go
south). Right hand turns are inherentlydangerous to pedestrians due to limited site lines from parked
cars and also pose a risk for cyclists travelling inthe right hand lane. A recent injury of a small child in
a stroller on Euclid and Parker occurred as a car wasturning right. Many cyclists have also been injured
in right hand turn situations . I believe there will be increasedrisk to pedestrians and cyclists if right
hand turns to travel South become a mandatory ( and much morecommon) action.
I would favor a proposal that kept the left hand turn lanes on the Geary corridor to a maximum.
Consideration forleft hand turn signals would also increase the safety at large intersections. Speed
bumps on smaller streets likeBeaumont would help limit unsafe driving speeds in order for cars to try
and "beat the traffic". I believe thesechanges would maintain traffic flow and efficient travel through the
Geary corridor and maximize pedestrian andcycling safety.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Thomas K. Haddad, MD and Suma Gona, MD
Resident/owners, 70 Beaumont Avenue
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Responses to Comment I-79.1: Haddad, Tom
I-79.1

Concerns regarding traffic diversion and safety are noted. Please
refer to Master Response 2a for a discussion of project-related
traffic diversion and 2d for a summary of pedestrian safety
enhancements associated with the project.

I-79.2

Support for retaining left turns is noted. See Master Response 2a
regarding traffic on Geary and diversion to surrounding
roadways, Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and
access and Master Response 2e regarding bicycle safety and
access.
Left turns made by vehicles are typically more hazardous because
drivers must account for oncoming traffic and crossing
pedestrians. Left turns on the Geary corridor currently have
permissive signal phasing, which allows vehicles to turn when
there is no oncoming through traffic and when pedestrians are
not crossing. In this situation, pedestrians may not be fully visible
to turning vehicles because drivers may be distracted by other
factors on the roadway, such as oncoming traffic and queuing
vehicles behind them. As a result, drivers may be less aware of
pedestrians in the crosswalk while executing a left turn.
Reducing the number of permitted left turns would contribute to
improved pedestrian safety on the Geary corridor. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would reduce the number of permissive left
turns from 37 to 10, and increase the number of protected left
turns from three to 18.
Under the build alternatives, several locations with heavy
expected right-turn volumes would be designed to include rightturn lanes for automobiles. Due to comparatively increased
visibility of pedestrians to drivers, right turns generally result in
fewer pedestrian collisions than left turns.36,37

Zeeger, C.V., K.S. Opiela, and M.J. Cynecki. 1984. Effect of Pedestrian Signals and
Signal Timing on Pedestrian Accidents. In Transportation Research Record 959,
Transportation Research Board, National Research Council, Washington, D.C. pp. 1-7.
Available at http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/trr/1982/847/847-012.pdf.
37 Lord, D., A. Smiley, and A. Haroun. 1998. Pedestrian Accidents with Left-Turning
Traffic at Signalized Intersections: Characteristics, Human Factors, and Unconsidered
Issues. Presented at the 77th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board,
Washington, D.C. Available at http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/00674.pdf.
36
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1

Both me and my grandmother were -- I was

2

young; she was a little older.

3

Geary, a huge street, safely.

4

I've worked in Japantown, especially with summer camp

5

and the elderly in Kimochi, I've realized that crossing

6

the bridge is the safest way to get across Geary.

7

It was a way to cross
As I've grown up and

I understand they're going to put islands

8

along the crosswalk.

However, what happens when a

9

group of 30 children can't cross the street in one go?

10

They may get stuck right on the islands.

11

fear of mine, because Geary is a downhill or uphill and

12

going extremely fast.

13

maybe the elderly will get hit.

14

And that is a

I'm nervous that those kids and

Along with the safety issues, I'm concerned

15

that the tradition of going across and going to other

16

Geary merchants will die.

17

Geary merchants from Japantown and the Geary merchants

18

on the right side, which would be the Western Addition,

19

the bridge would not be there any longer; the unity

20

would no longer be there.

21

The connection between the

I think that's why I want the Webster Bridge

22

to stay and for this project to not happen moving

23

forward.

24
* 25

BOB HAMAGUCHI:

I am Bob Hamaguchi,

H-A-M-A-G-U-C-H-I, Executive Director, Japantown Task

9

1
2
3
*
DPOU 4

Force, Inc.
I have followed the progress of the
development and outreach of this GBRT since 2007.
was one of the first outreach consultants.

JTF

We were all

5

looking forward to some significant improvements to the

6

Geary Boulevard through Japantown area.

7

What was once going to be a center-riding or

8

center-running bus line from large stations at Fillmore

9

and a filling of the tunnels has turned into not a

10

significant improvement to what we have today.

11

crossings are not going to be materially improved.

12

community was told the filling of the tunnels would be

13

cost prohibitive.

14

bus line with no material change to the stops.

15

Geary

So we are left with a side-running

Pedestrian bridges, which were never planned

16

to be removed, are now planned for removal.

17

Side-running buses are not materially different than

18

what we have today.

19

to Geary Boulevard that were originally envisioned.

20

The

I just don't see the improvements

I was sent this afternoon a memo written today

21

to the CAC from the staff, commenting on the outreach

22

to the community concerns for the removal of the bridge

23

and the response to those concerns.

24
25

I will reserve making comment to the memo
until I have a chance to read it more thoroughly.

10
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Responses to Comment I-80: Hamaguchi, Bob (verbal
comment)
I-80.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Alternatives 3 and 3/Consolidated include longer center-running
segments. While each would provide higher travel time savings,
Alternative 3 and 3-Consolidated require filling the Fillmore
underpass at high cost, and locating the high-ridership Masonic
stop in the difficult-to-access and unattractive Masonic underpass
area. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA’s proposed center-running
operation in just the Richmond area avoids these disadvantages.
Filling the Fillmore underpass and restoring the intersection atgrade would further advance project goals for bus performance
and pedestrian safety. However, the increased cost of such work
caused staff to choose the Hybrid Alternative as the SRA (and
SFCTA to adopt the Hybrid Alternative as the LPA).
The pedestrian bridge at Webster Street is no longer proposed
for removal under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. Please refer to
Master Response 1b for modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA in response to public comments, including
updated information regarding the Webster Street pedestrian
bridge and other associated pedestrian safety improvements
occurring at Webster Street. The pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street is at the end of its structural life and would block areas
needed to provide the dedicated bus lane. The alignments of
proposed bus-only lanes within each build alternative would
conflict with the piers of existing pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street. As a result, the pedestrian bridge at Steiner Street would
be removed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would improve the existing crosswalk and also
add two new crosswalks at the Webster Street intersection (in
addition to retaining the pedestrian bridge there).
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1
2

That's my statement.
RICHARD HASHIMOTO:

Thank you.

Richard Hashimoto,

3

H-A-S-H-I-M-O-T-O.

I'm with the Northern California

4

Cherry Blossom Festival.

5

celebrating its 50th anniversary, and hopefully there

6

will be no impact on traffic that will affect the

7

festival, whether it's construction on the asphalt or

8

traffic signals.

9

impact because a lot of our visitors do come from out

*

10
11

In 2017, the festival will be

Just hopefully there will be no

of town.
And then, let's see, I'm also the president of

*
12

the Merchants Association, and the merchants do have

13

concerns with the bridge removal on Webster and Geary.

14

A lot of their customers do come from south of Geary

15

across the bridge into our community.

16

Thank you very much.

17

MYLES DIXON:

18

name Dixon, D-I-X-O-N.

19

First name Myles, M-Y-L-E-S, last

I am in favor of the BRT.

I especially like

20

wide -- I don't know what you call them, the center

21

lane, the center lanes.

22

concern, is, if they're going to tear down the walkway

23

on Webster -- not Webster -- Steiner, near Hamilton

24

Recreation Center and the Kimbell Playground, I would

25

like to see them have vastly improved pedestrian

But my only concern, my main

11
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Responses to Comment I-81: Hashimoto, Richard (verbal
comment)
I-81.1

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways and Master Response 2b regarding
construction-period effects.
To reduce construction-related impacts to adjacent land uses and
to the community (such as access disruptions), the unique
characteristics of each area would be taken into consideration in
construction planning and scheduling, and access would be
maintained to the extent feasible. Construction planning would
minimize nighttime construction in residential areas and
minimize daytime construction affecting retail and commercial
areas.

I-81.2

See Master Responses 2d and 3a.
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Responses to Comment I-82: Hayes, John
I-82.1

Opposition to demolishing the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Responses to Comment I-83: Herd, Jim
I-83.1

Opposition to demolishing the Steiner and Webster Street
bridges is noted. While the Steiner Street bridge would still be
demolished, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer
proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Support
1 message
John Hermansen <jkhermansen@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 6:00 PM

I wanted to share my support for the bus rapid transit project on Geary Street. San Francisco needs
modern,flexible transportation alternatives to alleviate congestion and accommodate growth. Bus
rapid transit has provenan effective solution elsewhere, and I believe is a good fit for our
infrastructure requirements.
Thank you,
John Hermansen
2848 California St
San Francisco

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151606c1cf1e80d7&siml=151606c1cf1e80d7
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Responses to Comment I-84: Hermansen, John
I-84.1

Support for BRT along the Geary corridor is noted.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
1 message
Tim Hickey <tahickey@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 8:29 PM

Hello,

*

Please make this happen ASAP and provide soft hit posts and raised bike lanes between Masonic
and Presidiofor safe transition of cyclists, especially as this intersection will have many changes
coming.
Thanks,
Tim Hickey

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515bcda8f285435&siml=1515bcda8f285435
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Responses to Comment I-85: Hickey, Tim
I-85.1

Support for the project is noted. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2
and Master Response 1a for a summary of the project
improvements that would be implemented under each of the
build alternatives, and 2e for a description of bicyclist safety and
access enhancements.
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November 3, 2015
Attention: Geary BRT
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

sent via email to gearybrt@sfcta.org

SUBJECT: Comments on Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Project DEIS/EIR

*

*

*

Page S-6:
The Hybrid Alternative as described is considered the “staff-recommended alternative.”
Do the Hybrid Alternative and Alternative 2 (Side-Lane BRT) factor in people in wheelchairs or walkers or
the disabled and their reasonably foreseeable impact to dwell time for Muni? What timeframes have been
factored in for wheelchair boarding and the days/hours of people who are elderly or disabled into the Hybrid
Alternative which forces the elderly and disabled to have to go out to the center median to board and
unboard?
How is that safer to have them go out to a center median than to do so at the sidewalks? Perhaps the seniors
and disabled will feel they do not wish to walk out to the center median and not take Muni and this will
certainly speed up the dwell time…
Page S-12:
The DEIS/EIR states, “Another improvement to pedestrian safety would be increases in protected left turns
for vehicles (i.e., vehicles may only turn left with a left-turn signal), and reductions in permissive left turns (i.e.,
vehicles may turn left with a green signal, provided there is no conflicting oncoming traffic and/or pedestrian
crossing).”
It appears that some neighborhoods are allowed to get more left turns inserted for their stretch of Geary and
then other neighborhoods are being asked to eliminate their left turns to the detriment of that neighborhood
and against their wishes.
With more vehicles on the road and their getting stuck in congestion, these vehicles will need to get off of
Geary so they will cut through the more residential streets with right turns, U-turns, etc. SFMTA needs to
maintain the left turns for residentially zoned low-density areas such as Jordan Park (Palm, Jordan,
Commonwealth, Parker Avenues).
Adding more left turns defeats the purpose of saving time for the entire trip so why would you add left turns
for some “community” sections and not others (delete them)? It appears that the decision is not due to
safety reasons as more protected left turns were about to be eliminated by the Mayor as a safety issue at one
point in the “Vision Zero” project. It is some other reason which may not have anything to do with
speeding up the Muni ride or safety.
Page 2-1:
How did you come up with lumping Jordan Park’s streets into the “Masonic” section of the GearyBRT
project in the analysis?
Masonic (from Broderick Street to Masonic Avenue) has many large multi-level buildings and commercial
properties like Target and Best Buy. On the other hand, Jordan Park (Palm, Jordan, Commonwealth and
Parker) is a low-density residential area. To lump Jordan Park with Masonic streets in this analysis in this
GearyBRT project analysis skews the outcome that the traffic patterns are the same up near Masonic to the
east of Jordan Park as compared to the lower density residential area with fewer boardings until it hits
Arguello
(Inner Richmond – in your analysis, not in the “Masonic” bucket). The DEIS/EIR does not differentiate the
blocks within the Richmond District as “Inner, Central or Outer” so why categorize Jordan Park as
“Masonic”? Why would SFMTA lump Jordan Park in with Masonic for this analysis? What is the target
being sought by doing so? It appears that this was based arbitrarily, so it is flawed and was not thoroughly
analyzed.
Please also see Page 3.6-9 comments on “Masonic” area.
Page 2-40:
Jordan Park Improvement Association and Laurel Heights Improvement Association asked that all of its left
turns as in your picture (except to keep Palm as well). Where is the data that shows that taking out left turns
in

,FRQWG
Jordan Park/Laurel Heights will NOT put more cars on certain streets in these neighborhoods? Where is
this study and why is it not in the DEIS/EIR?
Page 3.6-7:
By lumping Jordan Parks’ streets in with all the streets eastward to Broderick, I suspect the 7% reduction of
parking spaces under Alternative 3 and the Hybrid Alternative is actually higher due to using the eastern
* streets in the same bucket with the western streets of Jordan Park area. It also appears erroneous and
flawed in Table 3.6-2 that the parking for Alternative 3 and the Hybrid is at 5% reduction when the
Alternative 3-Consolidated is at a 4% reduction when 50 more cars spaces are being eliminated there even
with the DEIS/EIR footnote stating, “SFCTA rounded to nearest ten. Not all numbers sum correctly due to
rounding.”
Page 3.6-9:
“3.6.4.3.1 Masonic Study Area” defines the “Masonic” area as Collins, Euclid/Bush, Baker and O’Farrell.
Yet and still, Jordan Park and Laurel Heights (Palm, Jordan, Commonwealth, Parker, Spruce, Collins) is
lumped in with what the DEIS/EIR states, “This area is intended to encompass the retail district surrounding
the intersection of Geary Boulevard and Masonic Avenue as one of the areas that could be most affected by
parking losses with the project, depending on the alternative selected. Table 3.6-4 shows the total number of
*
existing public parking spaces in the Masonic study area, including on-street parking spaces located both on
and off of Geary Boulevard.” The DEIS/EIR is flawed when the corridor sections for determining
elimination of left turns, addition of left turns, elimination of bus stops, additions of various street
appurtenances and other changes to the whole BRT corridor and having Jordan Park lumped in with the
“Masonic” section do not sync up with the same streets for the parking loss data or other comparative
buckets for the DEIS/EIR. The “Masonic” section and the “Masonic Study Area” are not synced with the
same streets so this is a big flaw to determine parking loss, number of stops, left turn insertions and or
deletions, etc. What was SFMTA’s goal in analyzing the parking with different streets and saying the
“Masonic” section are the same streets for parking and for bus stop elimination, left turns, etc.? In order to
have a fair and consistent unflawed and unbiased analysis, the streets chosen need to be the same (i.e.
compare apples to apples). Inconsistency results in biased outcomes.
See also above under “Page 2-1.”
Page 2-38:
* Agree with side-running for Palm to Collins (Jordan Park / Laurel Heights) as a low-density area similar to
Sea Cliff and the Outer Richmond which also starts the side-running from 27th Avenue to 48th Avenue.
Page 4.4-29:
Why did SFMTA decide for the streetscape analysis, for each of the alternatives, different streets from the
parking study, the bus stop consolidation, left turns study, etc.? This DEIS/EIR seems to group streets for
* the different analysis by choosing streets to put together to come to some conclusion.
Different analyses are using different streets that have been grouped into some random study group.
This appears to be a flaw in the DEIS/EIR.
Page 4.5-29:
Due to older buildings along the lateral streets to Geary, it is better to use the Hybrid Alternative to not
have adverse construction effects. Since the buildings along this corridor have not been surveyed, it is hard
to say if some historic resources yet unknown will get damaged, especially towards the eastern side of town
*
where the older buildings are located. One of the older settlements west of Masonic is along the Geary
corridor on the blocks between Masonic and Arguello. These buildings have not been surveyed for this
project so there could be damage. Where is the chart of these older buildings from the 1860’s+?
Page 4.13-3:
One significant tree per the Tree Assessment done by HORT Science dated April-May 2013 is tree #174
and needs to be re-located as a tree planted for the first major greening project for the City after Golden
Gate Park and that was done by Mayor Christopher. It has been explained to both SFMTA staff and
*
supervisors that this tree is important as a Richmond District tree and also for the Greek community with
the history of Christopher Dairy business as background for the then-Mayor. It was vetted at the Urban
Forestry Council and was noted to be relocated. This should be noted in the DEIS/EIR for the trees for that
part of the corridor.
Page 10-22:
There are no statistics in the DEIS/EIR for the number of mature trees that will be removed (e.g. street
* trees vs. median trees, etc.). Without knowing how many trees are to be removed, it appears that, as
described under

*DPOU

“Existing trees retained,” “All of the alternatives under consideration would retain most of the
existing trees corridor-wide, but some would need to be removed to accommodate street
reconfigurations.”
Removing hundreds of mature trees and planting an equal number of younger/smaller trees will not
be sufficient to mitigate the noise the neighbors will hear from the traffic for the years it takes for
those young trees to get to the canopy coverage which functioned to mitigate the noise. There
needs to be a greater than one-for-one planning of trees and sufficient to meet or exceed the canopy
coverage that is lost from the removal of all the trees along Geary, especially since we are going to
have more people living here.

*

Why is there no assumption statement that boarding and unboarding times (dwell times) for the
entire corridor are based on the use of today’s articulated buses? That is the assumption I’m
making when reading this
DEIS/EIR but it is not clear. It is misleading. If SFMTA is using a different bus (non-articulated,
shorter, longer bus, etc.), the different alternatives outcomes could change. Would there be less
impact to removal of bus stops, left turns if you use a bus with more doors such as the one that
BART is considering using? Why not have an alternative with the use of a newer designed bus?
It’s not just the street changes that make the difference. It is also the bus capacity, how to make
boarding quicker (via bus design). You only have so many linear feet of street so eventually, just
making the buses longer will NOT remedy things as you’ll end up with buses all lined up with no
place to move ahead.
Thank you for allowing me to comment and ask questions.
Rose Hillson
Jordan Park Improvement Association Member
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Responses to Comment I-86.1: Hillson, Rose
I-86.1.1

See Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.
Transit analysis for average boarding time accounts for a number
of standard and local factors involving bus boarding, including,
but not limited to, ridership, passengers with special needs, and
bus design.
Most transit passengers will catch the bus on one side of the
street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive on the
opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip, hence
most passengers will have to cross the street at least once, if
assuming a round trip.
Permissive left turns made by vehicles are typically more
hazardous because drivers must account for oncoming traffic and
crossing pedestrians. Protected left turns reduce these hazards,
and on-coming traffic and pedestrians are not allowed during the
protected left-turn phase.38 Reducing the number of permitted
left turns would contribute to improved pedestrian safety on the
Geary corridor. The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would reduce the
number of permissive left turns from 37 to 10, and increase the
number of protected left turns from three to 18.
Left-turn locations included in the Hybrid Alternative/LPA were
selected to accommodate the transit station design, provide
access to residential, commercial, employment, and
recreational/cultural destinations, and to distribute left-turn
opportunities evenly across the corridor.

I-86.1.2

For the purposes of the Draft EIS/EIR’s project description and
transportation analysis, the Geary corridor was divided into
distinct segments to differentiate varying proposed bus facility
configurations and service. For example, in Alternative 3 there
would be non-consolidated bus service running in center bus
lanes between Broderick Street and Palm Avenue. In Alternative
3-Consolidated there would consolidated bus service running in
center lanes between Broderick Street and Palm Avenue. In the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA, there would be non-consolidated bus
service running in side lanes between Broderick Street and Palm
Avenue. The segments were defined solely based on the
proposed bus facility configurations and service plans, and were
not based on land uses.

I-86.1.3

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.

Federal Highway Administration, Office of Safety. “Permissive/Protected Left Turn
Phasing.” Available at
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/conventional/signalized/case_studies/fhwasa09
015/.

38
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Left-turn locations included in the Hybrid Alternative/LPA were
selected to accommodate the transit station design, provide
access to residential, commercial, employment, and
recreational/cultural destinations, and to distribute left-turn
opportunities evenly across the corridor.
Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be
concentrated on any particular street. Instead they would spread
out across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor.
Higher-capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles,
such as California and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively
greater shares of the diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would
carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted traffic.
Overall, diverted traffic would increase on other streets by about
10 percent, generally not more than three to four cars per minute
during peak hours. The Draft EIS/EIR analyzed the impacts of
this increase in Section 3.4.4.3 and accounted for this diversion in
its determination of potential traffic effects.
I-86.1.4

The number of existing on-street parking spaces by block and
side of street were determined based on field reviews. The
potential locations of on-street parking spaces along Geary
Boulevard for the various alternatives are illustrated in Appendix
A of this Final EIS. The information summarized in Table 3.6-2
in the Draft EIS/EIR is based upon the reviews and plan
drawings. The values shown in the table were rounded to the
nearest ten. The percent reductions shown in the table are
accurate. Please refer to Master Response 2c for more
information regarding parking loss along the Geary corridor.

I-86.1.5

The “Masonic Study Area” discussed in Section 3.6.4.3.1 of the
Draft EIS/EIR and Section 3.6.4.4.1 of the Final EIS is in regard
to overall parking capacity not just along a segment of Geary
Boulevard, but also between Collins Street, Euclid Avenue/Bush
Street, Baker Street, and O’Farrell Street. This area was
considered as a retail district that could be most affected by
parking losses with the implementation of the project.
The Masonic “segment” on Geary Boulevard between Broderick
Street and Palm Avenue is a distinct segment that, like other
Geary corridor segments, was used to differentiate varying
proposed bus facility configurations and service (see Response I86.1.2). In addition, the distinct segments were used to easily
differentiate each alternative’s potential effect on on-street
parking along Geary Boulevard, left-turns, bus stops, and other
features.
The Masonic study area (related to parking), and the Masonic
segment (related to bus facility configurations and service), were
consistent throughout the analysis of all alternatives, allowing for
an “apples to apples” comparison of impacts.

I-86.1.6

Support for side-running lanes from Palm Street to Collins
Avenue is noted (Alternative 2 and Hybrid Alternative/LPA).
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I-86.1.7

The visual effect analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR selected
“landscape units” based on existing and/or potential future
unique features within each of the landscape units. For the
purposes of the Draft EIS/EIR’s project description and
transportation analysis, the Geary corridor was divided into
somewhat different distinct segments to distinguish varying
proposed bus facility configurations and service.

I-86.1.8

Support for the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is noted.
JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, (JRP) developed the “built
environment,” or architectural Area of Potential Effects (APE)
for this project in conjunction with SFCTA and their
environmental consultant team. Consistent with general cultural
resources management practices, the APE for the built
environment encompasses areas that could be affected either
directly or indirectly by the project. Once the architectural APE
was established, JRP staff conducted a reconnaissance field
survey of the area to account for all buildings, structures, and
objects found within the project APE.
As discussed in Section 4.5.2.3, Historic Architecture in the Draft
EIS/EIR, The architectural APE contains 123 buildings or
groups of buildings and structures that required formal
evaluation. All of these surveyed properties were constructed in
1968 or before - in other words, the properties were at least 45
years old as of 2013. Please refer to Table 4.5-1 for a summary of
properties listed in or previously determined eligible for listing in
the NRHP. All but one of the properties listed are located east of
Van Ness Avenue. Please refer to Appendix E of the Final EIS
to review the historic architecture APE map.
As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.5.5 (Cultural
Resources), no adverse impact to archaeological, historic,
architectural, or paleontological resources would occur with
implementation of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA with adherence
to avoidance and minimization measures. See also Final EIS
Section 4.5 for further discussion.

I-86.1.9

Please refer to Master Response 4a.
Commenter’s preference to relocate Tree #174 is noted. The tree
survey conducted for the project identified this tree as a semimature New Zealand Christmas tree planted on a median, in
moderate condition (rating of 3 out of 5), with moderate
suitability for preservation and low relocation potential due to its
size and location. Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated and the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA propose to remove this tree to
accommodate the center-running busway and a BRT stop.
Landmark trees in San Francisco are designated by the Board of
Supervisors, and are nominated and considered for the
designation on a case-by-case basis. Species is only one of many
factors considered, in addition to tree's size, age, condition, form,
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prominence, and historical significance. The tree in question is
not a designated Landmark tree in the City of San Francisco.
I-86.1.10 The number of trees preserved and removed, and attributes of
removed trees, by build alternative is provided in Master
Response 4a. See also Section 4.13.4.2.2 of the Final EIS. Each
build alternative would preserve and incorporate existing mature
trees into the project landscape plan as feasible and plant an
equivalent number of new, healthy, drought-resistant trees for
each tree removed. While the Draft EIS/EIR acknowledges that
aesthetic quality would temporarily decline in areas where trees
are removed (for a period of 3 to 5 years until replacement tree
canopies begin to mature), within 5 to 10 years, plantings would
further mature and improve the visual setting. According to
FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Analysis and Abatement Policy and
Guidance, vegetation, if it is high enough, wide enough, and dense
enough that it cannot be seen through, can decrease highway
traffic noise. It is usually impossible, however, to plant enough
vegetation along a street in an urban setting like the Geary
corridor and achieve measurable reductions. The planting of
trees and shrubs provides benefits to humans for visual, privacy,
or aesthetic treatment—but not noise abatement. Under existing,
no build, and build conditions (including under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA), trees within the roadway median and/or along
the roadway edges would have no effect related to noise
abatement. Once new plantings mature, they would provide
aesthetic and visual quality benefits to the community. Because
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would retain the majority of trees
along the Geary corridor, any tree removals that occur under the
project would have negligible impacts on ecological, social, and
community benefits and replacement plantings would ultimately
enhance these benefits in the long term.
I-86.1.11 Bus boarding and alighting parameters used in the analysis within
the Draft EIS/EIR are based on the bus fleet that would be
expected to operate. As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Sections
2.2.2.1 and 2.2.3 both the No Build Alternative and build
alternatives include new, low-floor buses, which do not have
steps as older traditional buses do, thereby improving accessibility
for all riders and reducing boarding and alighting times. See also
response to comment I-86.2.9.
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November 25, 2015

Attention: Geary BRT
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

sent via email to gearybrt@sfcta.org

Subject: GearyBRT DEIS/EIR Comments – Part 2 of 2
In addition to my comments dated November 3, 2015, I have the below comments:
The main goal for the Geary BRT (as well as the Van Ness BRT was) is stated on Page S-5, “to
enhance the performance, viability, and comfort level of transit and pedestrian travel along the Geary
Corridor Between…First and Mission Streets, and 48th Avenue.” The DEIS/EIR lists on Page S-5,
under “S.4.2,” the core purpose and fulfillment of NEPA for the project purpose are the following:
* Improve transit performance on the corridor as a key link in the City’s rapid transit network to improve the
*

passenger experience and promote high transit use.

* Improve pedestrian conditions and pedestrian access to transit.
* Enhance transit access and the overall passenger experience, while maintaining general vehicular access
circulation.
Each of these project purposes is not well-filled by the proposed GearyBRT project.

There is no substantial transit performance improvement with the proposed GearyBRT. A savings of 8
minutes for a trip from the beach to the end of the line on Geary of about 30-45 minutes depending on the
regular-38 or the rapid-38 for the 6-mile total route means that the bus is going about 4 MPH – 6 MPH. This is
hardly a rationale for this miniscule time savings. That’s why people take the car-sharing over Muni even
today. The ride times will be pretty comparable to what we have today before this GearyBRT is implemented.
This is not a 21st century earth-shattering time record savings to warrant the spending of the millions of
taxpayer dollars. And when the basis for doing the project is not convincing, then that basis cannot be true.
The slow time savings will not entice people to use the GearyBRT when it is faster to ride a bike or drive. And
even riding a bike will diminish during the rainy season almost upon us. “Fair weather bicyclists” will not bike
in the rain! The DEIS/EIR states that among the reasons for doing the GearyBRT project is (Page S-3, under
“S.4 Project Need and Purpose”) is that “existing transit service is …slow…in need of improvement in order to
promote high ridership and competiveness with other travel modes.” It will *still be slow* after the GearyBRT
is implemented as explained above with the stated “time savings” SFMTA has determined for it. It seems like
some reasons that barely make the grade were used to get the federal and state funding dollars to save 8 minutes
while proposing through this project to create “significant and unavoidable” impacts that do not fulfill the goals
of a genuinely efficient transit project. It is a flawed need and the need for this project is now more apparent to
be unnecessary. But since the Prop K funds have already been expended, the GearyBRT will likely proceed as
staff dictates regardless of any group’s or person’s comments.
*

One can only conclude that the primary reason for this GearyBRT project (as it was for the Van Ness BRT
project) is the SEWER and WATER LINE REPLACEMENT projects. The city needs to upgrade them to
accommodate all the new housing units forthcoming along these corridors.
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This reason makes even more sense based on the information gleaned from the document the SFCTA
(comprised of the entire members of the BOS) I have linked here:
http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Executive/Meetings/cac/2015/09%20Sep%2030/VN%20BRT%
202015%20Sep%2030%20CAC%20Update.pdf
On Page 2 of 5 in the text of and in Figure 1 (“Relationship of Van Ness BRT and Van Ness Corridor Transit
Improvements Project”), one notes the “Sewer Line Replacement” and the “Water Line Replacement” circles
as part of the “Van NessBRT Corridor Transit Improvement Project.” The way the sewer line replacement can
proceed is through making the BRT projects a “transit improvement project” so that federal and state funding
dollars can be acquired by the city.
*
DPOU

The transit portion of the city’s plan must align with the building and development of housing units. See
DEIS/EIR Section 4.3, specifically, Pages 4.3-2 – 4.3-5. The transit dollars inform the housing that will be
built. When more housing is built, the sewer and water will be taxed so they need to be repaired or
completely redone. The way the city gets the funding is to make it a “transit” project. SF is going to get a lot
more housing units coming online along the “transit corridors” and everybody will be taxing the water and
sewer systems and the city has been attempting for years for the taxpayers to pass the bonds to upgrade them to
no avail. With the construction of the new buildings going in listed in the reasonably foreseeable projects list
on Pages 4.3-4 – 4.3-5, there should be also not just a list of a pick of the city’s “Major” projects as in Table
4.3-3, but more pointedly ALL THE PROJECTS along GearyBRT route that will add more units in the
development pipeline through 2035. This will give a more accurate picture of the neighborhoods impacts.
Please provide this missing analysis in the DEIS/EIR.
So part of the GearyBRT “transit” project (while we are at digging up the streets) is that the sewer lines will
also be replaced as well as the water lines just as the VanNessBRT project has going for it. Both the Van Ness
and Geary corridors have ceramic and/or brick 100+ year-old sewer lines under the streets. *IF* the project
were to *just* have the buses running along the center (remember, no rail is being put in!) the city could
remove the existing medians, flatten out the surface and get the GearyBRT buses running above it and it could
be done based on a shorter time duration for the project WITHOUT disrupting whole neighborhoods, without
removing parking, without putting seniors and people with disabilities at risk by having them board at the
center of the street (see more on this below), without putting merchants’ at risk of having to close shop, etc.
The reason for the longer time frame for BOTH the projects is due to the re-doing of the sewer lines. It is not
about any real time savings for either BRT corridor. The Van NessBRT documents have stated anywhere from
20-13 minutes of time savings along its entire route. Geary BRT states 8 minutes time savings along its entire
route. Also, if the center lane of the street does NOT get dug up, how would they have funded the project to redo the SEWER project? They would not have been able to except to go back to the voters who would likely
not pass the bond again and with the housing crisis and development taxing the old sewer system, this was the
only alternative or the sewer project will have, well, gone down the sewer.

*

If it does not make sense to do all the “transit upgrades to improve efficiency” for the GearyBRT, then it is not
true. 8 minutes overall to get from the beach to downtown is not any big improvement in “efficiency.” You
will always have people who take a little longer to get on the buses (e.g. ADA, kids, etc.) and so long as you
run the buses down the middle instead of at the sides (Alternative 2), you will have more impact on
discouraging ADA, kids, “slow people” to ride the GearyBRT. By choosing all the other alternatives, you will
be doing a veiled discriminatory move for these people. Besides, Alternative 2 has the LEAST environmental
impact. But
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then again, if SFMTA/SFCTA chooses that, the city will not get its sewer/water lines replaced with
transportation funding, etc.
Sure, the buses will be newer, but they will have less seats for those who cannot stand for certain lengths of
time. The city’s concern about the Muni riders’ “experience” to be a pleasant one is a good concern but it is
not the reason the buses are being revamped. They could revamp the buses without digging up the Geary
route.
*
DPOU

This GearyBRT project also includes light pole replacements, traffic light upgrades, etc. and it seems like a
very nice improvement project for the transit route but the real issue, it appears is NOT “time savings,” nor
concern for the disabled or the elderly or the riders’ experience but is to support the housing units coming on
line and is the sewer replacement / water lines.
The transit portion seems to be more of a “while we’re at replacing the sewer lines, let’s “upgrade” the transit”
because if SFMTA/SFCTA has already procured the buses for both BRT lines, they will still have the same
number of doors to load and unload passengers so the total “dwell time” of roughly ONE MINUTE for the
entire length of the GearyBRT corridor is not going to make much of a difference along with the supposed 8
minutes savings from the beach to downtown.
Again, GearyBRT is a sewer and water replacement line project. It is not about efficiency for the route, as
stated above, with a speed that results in an overall bus rate of 4-6MPH over the entire 6-mile route.

*

The GearyBRT project is also a way to get rid of parking assuming people will not drive and park in the
neighborhoods. The DEIS/EIR states on Page S-12 that “traffic volumes in the corridor are expected to
increase by 2035.” It continues with “The build alternatives are projected to result in less traffic relative to the
No Build
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Alternative.” With the Planning Department and the city poised to have more units in the Richmond
District and in every other area near the GearyBRT increase in density (density cap removed), people, even
without parking in some of the new developments, will still bring cars.

There will be more traffic, more deliveries with more people wanting goods. This commerce portion
*

*

*

affecting GearyBRT has not been studied as to impacts on the traffic. Amazon and other private delivery
services have increased with their fleets. The “new economy” car-sharing vehicles have increased, perhaps
eclipsing regular private drivers. The SFMTA announced on Nov. 17, 2015 that it will reevaluate the
“Residential Parking Permit Program” (RPP) which allowed residents to be able to park near their residences
due to the high volume of vehicular visitors in the area. With the reduction in parking spaces along the
GearyBRT corridor, and the probably ending or the allowance of very few parking spaces for regular cars in
the residential neighborhoods may exacerbate even the scenario painted in the GearyBRT DEIS/EIR. While
reasonably foreseeable projects are supposed to be included, it is absolutely vital to note that this DEIS/EIR
does not take into account this new re-evaluation and possible ending of the RPP announcement which
will virtually “drive” the residents crazy looking for on-street parking because there will simply be more cars
by 2035. If the RPP is “curbed” for the residents in the Richmond, Jordan Park and Laurel Heights areas, in
conjunction with all the other vehicles coming into the area, with an inefficient GearyBRT, there will be a
disaster for the neighborhoods along Geary and even within a few blocks from Geary since people will still
be looking for parking or having car-share people double-parking and taking up parking space as they wait
for their next fare, etc. Also, for 2035, one of Jordan Park’s street at Parker and Geary will be
adversely impacted per your map with the green dot with the “Hybrid Alternative’ (Figure 4.14-3
(“Minority Block Groups and Adverse Traffic Effects in 2035”) and that is NOT acceptable to impact
Jordan Park Streets. Jordan Park has been on record since the beginning to not remove the left turn lanes
between Palm and Spruce but it appears this request has fallen on deaf ears. All the left turns being removed
to save 1 minute is due to the fact that even with the proposed GearyBRT, SFMTA has acknowledged that
there will be more cars by 2035.

At least in the Jordan Park neighborhood (Palm to Parker, Geary to California), on-street parking has only
gotten worse with the new ADA ramps which took out more parking, with the recent white and red zones
painted in for Livable Streets projects. The flaw in the GearyBRT DEIS/EIR is that the parking space data
and the traffic analysis with the new “ride-sharing” service vehicles and delivery vans and shuttles on the
increase are not analyzed in this GearyBRT DEIS/EIR. On Page 4.3-3, it does not list impacts of the
Livable Streets Project as a foreseeable impact but changes to on-street parking and other “enhancements”
are impacts that will skew the data studied in the GearyBRT DEIS/EIR which is missing. It is incomplete,
not thorough, and inaccurate.

Now look at the 2nd of the core reasons – to “improve the pedestrian experience and access”:
If the pedestrian experience is to be made better, that can be done WITHOUT the GearyBRT project. It’s
been going on through the Livable Streets Projects and does not need this GearyBRT Project to continue to
improve pedestrian experience in relation to GearyBRT. So the core reason is not entirely true. If the
pedestrian is to be a better experience, they would not have to walk to the middle of the street to catch a bus.
This is inaccurate. Does one hail a taxi from the middle of the street?
On Page 1-7 through 1-8 of the DEIS/EIR, it states:
“There is also a concentration of senior living and service centers on the corridor and a high percentage of
seniors relative to the rest of San Francisco, a group with higher rates of people with disabilities and other
mobility-limitations than the overall population. And because most transit riders access the Geary transit stops by
walking
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from adjacent neighborhoods, the quality of the pedestrian experience, including as defined by safety and
comfort, is an important element affecting the corridor’s ability to retain existing riders and attract new ones.”
With the higher percentage of seniors and persons with disabilities in SF, why would the SFMTA/
SFCTA essentially make them walk to the center of the street to board? They cannot get there easily.
This is prejudicial as a system to these people because it makes it MORE difficult for them to use the
GearyBRT. The analysis for where these people are along the corridor has not been studied. What are the
cultural mixes of these people along the corridor? There is no analysis in the DEIS/EIR block by block and
maybe some blocks along Geary are more affected than others and that data is missing. It is incomplete.

With the high percentage of seniors in the city, these mobility-challenged people cannot easily board the
GearyBRT. It makes less sense to put the GearyBRT lanes in the center of the street. The “time
savings” (idle time as the bus is loading these people) when less of the mobility-challenged people make it
to the center to board will be greater so that may be a small reason why SFMTA/SFCTA is putting the lanes
in the center. But again, one has the problem of saving 8 minutes over the 6-mile route. Having the lanes in
the middle does not make sense for the fact that there IS, per the DEIS/EIR, “a concentration of senior
living and service center on the corridor and a high percentage of seniors relative to the rest of San
Francisco, a group with higher rates of people with disabilities and other mobility-limitations than the
overall population.” With the IOA (Institute on Aging – senior living facility) across Geary from Jordan
Park, that would mean to leave the side-running buses as-is. In fact, SFMTA/DPW/SFPUC would not even
have to dig up the center of the street but somehow it probably will be because the sewer and water lines are
* there.
The new GearyBRT buses have fewer seats. This is also bad for seniors and disabled people who cannot
stand and is a DETERRANT to them for riding Muni altogether. This is a bias against these people and for
safety with passengers standing. It does not hit one of the core purposes as stated on Page 1 of this letter of
“enhance…overall passenger experience” for these people. This project is flawed for safety reasons and for
using this as a reason for building it. The DEIS/EIR does not analyze how many seats are available for
seniors and the disabled. Also, the non-metal hanging straps for passengers to hold onto does nothing for
people who cannot hang on due to whatever physical reasons they have (height challenged, inability to raise
arms, etc.). This is not a good passenger experience for some as proposed. The GearyBRT project has not
been analyzed from a disability and ergonomic standpoint for people with these issues. They also likely do
not bike as an alternate means of travel. Further analysis is needed and lacking in the DEIS/EIR. It is
incomplete and not thorough as to addressing the stated purpose of the GearyBRT project.
The DEIS/EIR states, Page S-3 (under “S.4.1 ‘Project Need’”): “Geary Boulevard’s wide travel-way and
high vehicle travel speeds create unfavorable pedestrian conditions…” as a basis for doing this project. On
Page 1 of this letter, one of the 3 core purposes was to “improve pedestrian access to transit.” Pedestrians
will have a tougher time accessing the buses out in the middle of the street. That is why the original rails
were covered up from the old days and the bus stops put close to the sidewalks in the name of safety. Now
we go the opposite way. It is easier to reduce the speed limit on the street. If the GearyBRT really cared
about pedestrian safety, they would not have all the riders cross to the center of the street to board the
GearyBRT. This is a flawed need. The project is unnecessary for pedestrian safety as other alternatives to
slow traffic and put in pedestrian safety measures can be made without the GearyBRT project.
“Enhance transit access” and “overall passenger experience” is also flawed per the core purpose and need
for the DEIS/EIR. None of this is proven to be true. Taking away bus stops does not increase access. It
decreases it because people are forced to walk farther to catch the bus.
The overall passenger experience” is not enhanced when the bus design is made so that more people are
forced to stand for the 30-45 min. trip from the beach to go to work, school, etc. and cling on to the “flexible
hanging
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straps” rather than being seated in cushy seats as in the Google buses. Although the Muni buses
are made for “the (m) asses,” this passenger experience is even more questionable when people are
so packed together even standing that they are packed in like sardines. This cannot be a positive or
“enhanced overall passenger experience.” The DEIS/EIR conclusion is not true and questions how
often the decision-makers even ride the Geary line and experience life on Muni buses.

*

Missing key component in DEIS/EIR analysis – BUS DESIGN impacts all analysis in all
CEQA categories:
This GearyBRT DEIS/EIR at no point, factors in the type of bus that will be running once the
GearyBRT is done. This is a major FLAW. Did SFMTA/SFCTA already approve the purchase of
BRT cars with the current number of doors as on today’s buses? A comparison of different style
buses (seat arrangements, number of doors, length, etc.) to use for the GearyBRT is not in the
DEIS/EIR and thus it is incomplete.
Refer back to Page 1 of this letter, one of the 3 core purposes was to “enhance overall passenger
experience” and the goal is not about smooth rides or turns that may or may not jostle people on
the buses as has been an excuse to NOT move platforms around the route proposed. The
GearyBRT and the entire Muni fleet has decided to take away more seats so more passengers can
be stuffed standing.

*
Reasonably

foreseeable projects not thoroughly analyzed for delays, etc.:
The GearyBRT DEIS/EIR is deficient in that although the VanNessBRT is listed as reasonably
foreseeable impact in table 4.3-3, what is not shown is the analysis of the VanNessBRT Project as
it falls behind schedule in relation to the GearyBRT. What are all the other transit projects listed
that also, if delayed, have an impact to the GearyBRT project? This analysis is missing. It does
not take into account the delays and the impacts with GearyBRT. See above link and below
graphic on delay:

What are the environmental impacts to each of the CEQA categories with the delays of 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 years? 10 years? 20 years? This is incomplete in the DEIS/EIR and needs to be included.
*
Traffic Analysis / other non-Muni vehicle impact/lumping into pre-ordained zones:
With both of the BRT projects going forward in overlapping construction years AND with the new
housing units that are being built along the corridors and nearby streets with the inhabitants
supposedly not bringing cars but may be utilizing the ever-increasing ride-share vehicles that have
increased the traffic congestion in the neighborhoods to a great degree, where is the traffic analysis
for those scenarios in this DEIR/EIS?
How many of the vehicles on the roads today are from the fare-taking vehicles vs. those who are
taking transit vs. vehicle owner drivers? Where is the data analysis for this? Without the data,
how can the conclusions be
Page 6 of
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made? How will traffic be diverted during construction? How many vehicles will be diverted
and to which streets?

*

*

Where is the street-by-street analysis adjacent to the GearyBRT project in this DEIS/EIR for the 2
zones –
“Masonic” and “Fillmore” -- which will see an increase in traffic and the number of cars predicted
from start of project to 5 years after project completion, to 2040? This is important for the noise and
vibration and air quality to those adjacent streets as they will get impacted. Please provide in the
DEIS/EIR.
The DEIS/EIR is flawed in the use of ONLY 2 neighborhood block ZONES – “Masonic” and “Fillmore”
for the entire route and then lumping smaller neighborhoods into them for another purpose. Although it
lists the various neighborhoods affected (e.g. neighborhood organization names), the link with the
establishment of the 2 zones is to match them to the future high-density development of the areas (Masonic
area and the Japantown / Fillmore area). The DEIS/EIR is flawed to say there is no impact to the various
CEQA categories in the way this DEIS/EIR is written but had it been written with the smaller sections of
all the neighborhoods really studied, the impacts would be greater so perhaps that was the way to bypass
“significant and unavoidable” impacts and allow the project to proceed.

*

*

Where is the analysis of where most of the traffic comes from (Silicon Valley / Peninsula to SF?
East Bay to SF to Silicon Valley/Peninsula? East Bay to SF? Intra-SF?)? The DEIS/EIR is
incomplete without knowledge of these impacts to GearyBRT. If all cars were taken off the
roads, how would the trip from beach to downtown be? That is not in the analysis. All traffic
should be on Geary and in the Richmond District, on ARTERIALS only. Residential streets
should not be overburdened. 600-750 vehicles a day on one residential street is too much for that
residential street when similar adjacent streets only have 275 vehicles a day if even that.
The city’s decision to adopt this DEIS/EIR will be the stamp of approval to divide communities based on
the traffic patterns and the baseline grouping of the analysis being used in the DEIS/EIR which do not
group based on known “communities” but rather by what appears to be buckets (“Masonic” / “Fillmore”)
based on transportation funding to facilitate future intensified development of lots around Geary rather
than for any of the asterisk-bulleted 3 core transit purposes stated on Page 1 of this letter.
Per my comments in my earlier submission of comments on this Geary DEIS/EIR, the grouping of Jordan
Park into the much more dense and higher height and density of Masonic (Best Buy, Copper Penny (now
going to be a 7-8 story condo project on the corner), SFMTA Muni Barn height, e.g.) into the “Masonic”
zone for this BRT project analysis is flawed. What about the small community that is the Pt. Lobos
Avenue Homestead (Blake, Wood, Cook, Spruce)? That is also lumped in with the “Masonic” zone which
are mainly 2-4 stories with many older pre-1900 homes that are still “affordable.” How were the zones
determined? That is not explained in the DEIS/EIR and thus is incomplete. It is also inaccurate to say that
the lower-density areas such as Jordan Park are the same as the Masonic Avenue area in the analysis. It is
a neighborhood quite unlike many others in SF.

*

Noise / Canopy Coverage:
It also does not take into account that the small immature replacement trees, even if doubled or
tripled in number along the corridors, do not have the canopy to mitigate noise for years until
they reach the existing canopy of today’s mature trees.
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the canopy coverage existing today and what is being proposed and
how many years it will take to reach today’s canopy levels again. Also to consider what amount
of canopy will quash noise impact to the neighbors.

*

Speaking of noise, there is no analysis of each of the streets crossing into Geary block-by-block of
noise impacts within ¼-mile of the GearyBRT line. Residents need to know the noise impact from
the construction of the project as well as the noise levels after the project completion as the road
surface would be changed. Just monitoring each side of the corridor along each of the streets for just
a dozen spots is not sufficient and should be block-by-block for at least ¼-mile of the active
construction work areas. Sounds will echo towards the taller buildings near the lower, less dense,
older established homes and will impact sensitive receptors along the corridor. Stating the decibel
levels in a chart in the DEIS/EIR is not the same as analyzing the sound that will be directed toward
low-density housing along the corridor for *each* of those side-streets and blocks. Where is that
analysis? The DEIS/EIR is not thorough and complete.
*

Landfill:
As a result of the GearyBRT project, there is a foreseeable need to put the debris from the project
somewhere. There will be a change in the amount of land needed for the debris from the tear out of
the GearyBRT. Please provide in the analysis which landfill will be taking on the additional filters.
Please have this analyzed in the DEIS/EIR which is missing.
*

Health Impact:
Although the newer buses use a different diesel fuel purported to be “cleaner,” the particles are
smaller and lodge deeper in the lungs so this is important for sensitive receptors walking about on the
roads where these vehicles travel. Although the older buses had the blacker “dirtier” diesel, the
particles did not lodge as deep into the lungs. I suspect a worsening of bronchial patients. The health
impact and diesel particulates analysis with the “biodiesel” or newer diesel-running buses vs. those of
the old diesel type is not in the DEIS/EIR and no study has been done for the number of people
affected since the start of the new diesel in the buses citywide. This is also not in the DEIS/EIR.
There needs to be a study for alternative fuel impact of the buses. Lately, on TV, there is an ad
running that said ethanol was more polluting than regular gasoline. It is important to not have
people’s lungs compromised. This is a health and safety issue. Please provide as it is incomplete in
the DEIS/EIR.
Thank you very much for extending the time of response to November 30, 2015 due to the theft of
some comments at your Nov. 5, 2015 meeting at St. Mary’s Cathedral on this GearyBRT Project. I
appreciate your taking my comments and putting them with my Nov. 3, 2015 (Part 1) comments. I
look forward to receiving the CC&Rs document.
Sincerely,
/s
Rose Hillson
Concerned Jordan Park Improvement Association Member
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Responses to Comment I-86.2: Hillson, Rose
I-86.2.1

While the cost of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is estimated at
$300 million, the analysis shows tangible bus travel time benefits,
and the cost provides for additional important community
benefits as well, including pedestrian safety and streetscape
enhancements. The comments are noted and can be considered
by the decision-makers at the time of project approval.

I-86.2.2

The commenter is asserting that the motivation for the Geary
BRT project is unrelated to transportation. Chapter 1 (Project
Purpose and Need) of the Final EIS outlines the transportation
needs that have been identified for the Geary corridor and serve
as the basis for the project purpose. These include unreliable,
slow, and crowded existing transit service; unfavorable pedestrian
conditions; and a lacking transit passenger experience. These
improvements to transit performance and pedestrian conditions
are needed to serve the more than 50,000 transit person-trips and
tens of thousands of pedestrian trips daily along the Geary
corridor. Certain utility improvements are likely to proceed with
or without the Geary BRT Project. Depending on the alternative
selected, Geary BRT would require some relocation of existing
utilities as a byproduct of the project, but not as the objective of
the project.
The SFPUC is in the process of upgrading aging sewer
infrastructure Citywide, 30 percent of which exceeds 100 years in
age and some of which dates to the Gold Rush. 39 The SFPUC
would assess the condition of the infrastructure on Geary and
may capitalize on the opportunity to upgrade systems as needed
during construction of the Geary BRT project to minimize
construction disturbance. Replacement of infrastructure that is
nearing the end of its useful life does not, however, necessarily
equate to upsizing infrastructure to accommodate increased
development. Increasing development density along the Geary
corridor would require environmental review and consideration
separate from the Geary BRT project.

I-86.2.3

The comments are noted.
In a curbside stop configuration, transit passengers board the bus
on one side of the street at the beginning of their initial trip, and
arrive on the opposite side of the street at the end of their return
trip. Hence, most passengers would have to cross the street once,
if assuming a round trip. Center boarding platforms require
crossing half the street on one end of the trip and half the street
on the other, or one street crossing for each passenger if
assuming a round trip. The center-running alternatives would

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission. 2015. “Sewer Repair Work.” Accessed
August 29, 2016 at http://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=601.

39
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include the same improved low-floor bus design as Alternative 2
which would be designed to improve accessibility for passengers
with special needs.
See response to comment I-86.2.2 regarding the purpose and
need for the project.
I-86.2.4

In its assessments of future conditions, the Draft EIS/EIR
assumed planned and programmed transportation improvements,
regional projections, and several anticipated land development
projects, which are described in Final EIS Sections 2.2.2.1 and
Section 4.1. Traffic increases are expected based upon planned
and programmed land use development projects.
Parking loss would occur as a result of the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. However, retention of parking spaces is not
part of the project purpose or need, as described in Chapter 1 of
the Final EIS.

I-86.2.5

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives and Master Response 2c
regarding parking loss along the Geary corridor.
Opposition to removing the left turn at Palm Avenue is noted.
Left-turn locations included in the Hybrid Alternative/LPA were
selected to accommodate the transit station design, provide
access to residential, commercial, employment, and
recreational/cultural destinations, and distribute left-turn
opportunities evenly across the corridor.
Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be
concentrated on any particular street. Instead, they would spread
out across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor.
Higher-capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles,
such as California and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively
greater shares of the diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would
carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted traffic.
See Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS for more information
pertaining to potential traffic diversions. Overall, diverted traffic
would increase on other streets by about 10 percent, generally not
more than three to four cars per minute during peak hours.

I-86.2.6

See Master Response 2c and response to comment I-86.2.5.
Table 4.3-3 on page 4.3-3 of the Draft EIS/EIR listed major
planned and reasonably foreseeable transportation and
development projects that would be expected to directly increase
population or employment through the construction of new
housing, office/commercial space, or improved transportation
infrastructure and/or capacity. As stated in Draft EIS/EIR
Section 4.3.2.3, the table does not provide an exhaustive list, but
is representative of the types of development and magnitude
projected. Anticipated citywide and regional population growth
used in the Draft EIS/EIR analysis are based on ABAG’s
regional projections (Projections 2009 and Projections 2013), which
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are rooted in locally adopted land use plans and zoning; these
were revalidated as part of preparing the Final EIS (See Appendix
D2-2). The Livable Streets Project is focused on pedestrian and
bicyclist safety and would not be expected to directly increase
population or employment; as such, it is not included in Table
4.3-3.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in the loss of some
on-street parking spaces (see Final EIS Section 3.6). However,
parking loss would be minimized through adopted measures to
reduce parking loss and the increase the availability of other offstreet parking. The Livable Streets Project would not substantially
change on-street parking from what was included in the Draft
EIS/EIR. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, which includes no longer
adding the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of
Geary near the Jordan Park neighborhood and thereby retaining
more on-street parking spaces there. Other parking space losses
are distributed throughout the corridor.
The project would not result in any adverse effect related to
loading space supply, as discussed in Section 3.6.4.6 of the Final
EIS.
I-86.2.7

Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a
summary of all of the alternatives under consideration, including
side-running (Alternative 2) and center-running options
(Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated), as well as a combination of
both (Hybrid Alternative/LPA).
Please refer to Master Response 2d, Draft EIS/EIR Section
3.5.4.4, and Final EIS Chapter 2 for a discussion of pedestrian
safety improvements associated with the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
for all pedestrians, including seniors and people with disabilities.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would add new crosswalks at
intersections where crossings are restricted today, which would
benefit seniors and pedestrians with disabilities by providing
more frequent crossing opportunities. Several new landscaping
and urban design features, such as new ADA-compliant curb
ramps, improved bus waiting areas, as well as new pedestrian
crossing bulbs, nose cones, and pedestrian-scale lighting, would
all promote improved comfort and have potential safety benefits
for seniors and people with disabilities. Proximity to senior high
injury density corridors was considered in the selection of
proposed pedestrian crossing bulb locations. Alternatives 3, 3Consolidated, and the section of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
west of Palm Avenue would have center-running transit
operations. In these locations, protected left-turn signal phasing
for automobiles would be provided, thus reducing potential
vehicle-pedestrian conflicts at intersections with left-turns from
Geary Boulevard to side streets. People with visual impairments
may have difficulty identifying locations of bus stops in sections
of the corridor with center-running transit operations, but design
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features such as tactile cues on signal posts would provide
wayfinding information to people with visual impairments.
I-86.2.8

Refer to Final EIS Section 3.5.4.4 (Pedestrian Safety) for more
details related to the pedestrian safety improvements and Final
EIS Chapter 2, for additional pedestrian improvements added to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in response to public comments on
the Draft EIS/EIR.
New Geary BRT buses would include the same features as the
new low-floor buses which have accessible features for seniors
and people with disabilities, including low-floor boarding,
wheelchair lifts and ramps, kneelers, accessible stop requests,
stanchions, automated stop announcements, tactile vehicle
numbers, and priority seating for seniors and people with
disabilities.
As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 3.5.4.5 (Access for
Seniors and People with Disabilities), the maximum projected
increase in average walking distance in any alternative would be
about 360 feet under Alternative 3-Consolidated. The maximum
estimated increase in average walking distance would be less for
the other build alternatives; the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would
have the second-largest increase at about 280 feet; this equates to
an increase of less than 1/10 of a mile.
The project aims to enhance overall passenger experience. The
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would replace the current 38 Rapid
service with BRT service between the Transbay Transit Center
and 48th Avenue. BRT service would have reduced headways
(the time in between one bus and the next) and extended hours
of service. New BRT stations would include amenities such as
maps, improved signage, lighting, landscaping, and trash
receptacles. Pedestrian improvements would include bus bulbs,
pedestrian crossing bulbs, high-visibility crosswalk striping, new
signalized crossings, updated curb ramps to be ADA compliant,
etc. For more information, please refer to Draft EIS/EIR Section
2.2.3, Features Common to All Build Alternatives.

I-86.2.9

As noted on in Final EIS Section 2.2.3, the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would utilize new, low-floor buses. Low-floor
buses do not have multiple steps as in traditional buses, thereby
quickening the boarding and alighting process for most
passengers. All project alternatives analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR assumed the same type of fleet of low-floor buses
would operate.

I-86.2.10 The analysis accounted for all reasonably foreseeable projects
based on best available knowledge of implementation schedules
at the time of publication. It would be speculative to attempt to
analyze other implementation schedules. Moreover, the
construction period mitigation and improvement measures
summarized in Section 4.15 include measures to conduct ongoing
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coordination of construction efforts with other city agencies and
to implement a Transportation Management Plan.
I-86.2.11 See Master Responses 2a (overall traffic levels on Geary), 2b
(construction period transportation effects), and the response to
comment I-86.2.5. As described in Section 3.4.2.2 of the Final
EIS, SFCTA and SFMTA consulted the most recent available
data (from 2016) to revalidate traffic counts in the Final EIS. The
2016 data show that traffic volumes in the Geary corridor are
similar to or lower than the counts used in the Draft EIS/EIR—
despite the growth in TNC services.
Notwithstanding, from the standpoint of traffic impacts, a
shared-ride trip is similar to a trip in a rider’s own vehicle. Traffic
modeling accounts for taxis and carpooling, which are reasonable
proxies for other shared-ride services. The traffic analysis
methodology used reflects current accepted industry practice.
I-86.2.12 Expected traffic volumes on streets parallel to the Geary corridor
are provided for various locations, including at Masonic Avenue
and at Fillmore Street, in Appendix D-7 of the Final EIS. Traffic
and transit analysis for these locations are discussed in Section
3.4.4.4.
I-86.2.13 The analysis of parking and loading effects in the Draft EIS/EIR
provided information on these effects at both the corridorwide
and segment level for the entire project length. In addition, the
“Masonic Study Area” and the “Fillmore Study Area” to which
the commenter appears to refer were used for the purpose of
supplementary analysis of parking effects, including analysis of
current occupancy data. These two areas were selected for
targeted analysis within the Draft EIS/EIR because they would
have the highest levels of parking supply loss under certain build
alternatives and represent important business districts in the
Geary corridor. Streets within one to three blocks, depending on
block size, were included in these study areas in order to
encompass a reasonable walking distance from Geary Boulevard
to reach a parking space. Selection of these study areas is not
related to any future development or land use changes, and these
study area definitions were not used for analysis of any other
environmental topic area.
I-86.2.14 See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
The transportation analysis performed as part of the Geary BRT
EIS/EIR was based on adopted growth plans. The analysis
accounted for future city and regional growth by using the
Association of Bay Area Government’s (ABAG) most recent
land use assumptions when the Geary BRT transportation
analysis commenced (p2009). The forecasts account for land use
development, Muni and other transit improvements, and roadway
improvements within the city and throughout the greater Bay
Area region.
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I-86.2.15 Analyses of some environmental topic areas in the Draft
EIS/EIR include information conducted along various segments
of the Geary corridor. These segments account for the fact that
the character of the Geary corridor differs over its length and are
intended to provide more detailed information pertaining to
particular areas. These segments or smaller study areas are
typically defined based on the characteristics of the BRT
alternatives or the Geary corridor itself. The Masonic study area
was used only for supplementary analysis of parking effects in
this area, and was defined for purposes of that analysis to include
blocks within a short walk of Geary Boulevard near the
intersection with Masonic Avenue.
I-86.2.16 Please see Master Response 4a for a discussion of tree removal
associated with the project. Although new replacement trees
would begin to mature over three to five years, each of the build
alternatives would preserve at least 80 percent of existing Geary
corridor tree canopy.
According to FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Analysis and Abatement
Policy and Guidance, vegetation, if it is high enough, wide enough,
and dense enough that it cannot be seen through, can decrease
highway traffic noise.40 A 61-meter width of dense vegetation can
reduce noise by 10 decibels, which cuts in half the loudness of
traffic noise. It is usually impossible, however, to plant enough
vegetation along a road to achieve such reductions particularly in
a dense urban area such as San Francisco. The planting of trees
and shrubs provides benefits to humans for visual, privacy, or
aesthetic treatment – but not noise abatement. Under existing
conditions, the No Build Alternative, and the build alternatives,
trees within the roadway median and/or along the roadway edges
would have no effect related to noise abatement. Once new
plantings mature, they would provide aesthetic and visual quality
benefits to the community.
Neither CEQA nor NEPA stipulate that an analysis of existing
and proposed tree canopy is required. Section 4.4 (Visual
Resources) employs widely accepted methodology from the
FHWA in terms of measuring changes in visual character and
visual quality. These analyses are qualitative. Quantitative analysis,
such as the commenter is requesting, is not part of the FHWA
methodology. The Draft EIS/EIR is clear that the project will
require tree removal and it duly assesses the impacts of tree
removal in terms of both visual impacts (Section 4.4; which was
prepared per the FHWA methodology) and biological resources
(Section 4.13) standpoints, which was prepared pursuant to all

FTA’s noise manual does not discuss vegetative screening as a method of noise
reduction. See FHWA’s Highway Traffic Noise Analysis and Abatement Policy and

40

Guidance.
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pertinent federal, state, and local regulations. With adherence to
identified mitigation, no adverse effects would occur. Draft
EIS/EIR Section 4.4.4.2.2 acknowledges the time needed from
the planting of trees to maturity. Larger, taller tree species that
are more in scale with the width of the Geary corridor would
replace removed trees, ultimately enhancing canopy cover along
the corridor. While new trees are growing, there would be a
temporary reduction in the corridor’s tree canopy; the Draft
EIS/EIR discloses visual and biological effects of this in Section
4.4 and Section 4.13 (Biological Resources). The spacing of
existing trees on Geary does not provide any measurable degree
of acoustical screening. Tree removal would thus not contribute
to any change in identified noise effects. Maturation of
replacement tree plantings is acknowledged to take 10 years or
more, as discussed in Section 4.4.
I-86.2.17 Please see Master Response 2b for a discussion of construction
period effects, including noise.
FTA has established noise screening criteria to identify sensitive
receptors that may be affected by transit projects. These criteria
were used in the Draft EIS/EIR and remain valid for use in the
Final EIS. FTA guidance prescribes sensitive receptor screening
distances for noise impacts that are dependent on transit mode
type, rail type, and other factors. A 200-foot screening distance
applies to buses that travel in dedicated transit lanes where no
intervening buildings are present, whereas a 500-foot screening
distance is recommended for buses that travel in mixed-flow
travel lanes without any intervening structures. Given that the
only portion of the Geary corridor where buses would travel in
mixed-flow travel lanes would be between 34th and 48th
Avenues, the noise analysis uses the screening criteria for buses
traveling in dedicated bus-only lanes because this portion of the
corridor is lined with many intervening structures that would
attenuate noise effects. Refer to Section 4.11, Noise and
Vibration, for more information regarding the methodology used
for evaluation noise impacts along the Geary corridor. See Draft
EIS/EIR Section 7.5.11 for a discussion of noise impacts.
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Construction noise impacts are discussed in Section 4.11.4.3 of
the Final EIS. As shown in the Draft EIS/EIR and Final EIS, the
project would comply with the San Francisco Noise Ordinance,
DPW Article 2.4, and DPW Order 176,707, thus temporary noise
impacts would not be adverse with adherence to mitigation.
Nonetheless, construction noise still may disturb nearby sensitive
receptors. Section 4.11.5.1 addresses this potential impact
through avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation measures.
Please see Final EIS Appendix M (Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program) and Draft EIS/EIR Section 7.5.11 for more
information.
Table 4.11-7 of the Final EIS lists the sensitive receptors located
within the noise screening distances (within 200 feet with
unobstructed views of the noise source and within 100 feet with
buildings between the receptor and the noise source) along the
Geary corridor. The table quantifies operational noise effects for
each listed sensitive receptor. As shown in the table, the
maximum operational noise increase that would occur at any of
the listed sensitive receptors as result from the project is 1 dBA,
which is not perceptible to the human ear and would not
constitute an adverse effect measured against noise criteria for
the land use type. Given that no adverse effects were detected at
a distance of 200 feet and noise would attenuate at greater
distances, sensitive receptors beyond this distance would not be
adversely affected.
I-86.2.18 Recycling and transfer services are provided by Recology San
Francisco. The City’s landfill disposal agreement at the Waste
Management Altamont Landfill expired in January 2016. The
DOE has negotiated a landfill disposal agreement with Recology
for disposal at their Hay Road landfill in Solano County. The new
disposal agreement allows for 3.4 million tons of waste over 9
years, and includes language to extend the agreement for an
additional 6 years and 1.6 million tons, subject to the approval of
the Board of Supervisors.41

City and County of San Francisco, Department of the Environment, Approving
Revised Landfill Disposal Agreement between the City and County of San Francisco
with Recology San Francisco,
http://sfenvironment.org/sites/default/files/notice/attach/sfe_zw_landfill_memo_coe
_7_22_15.pdf (accessed May 20, 2016).

41
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In September 2015, the City approved an Agreement with
Recology, Inc., for the transport and disposal of the City’s
municipal solid waste at the Recology Hay Road Landfill in
Solano County. The City began disposing its municipal solid waste
at Recology Hay Road Landfill in January 2016. San Francisco had
a goal of 75 percent solid waste diversion by 2010, which it
exceeded at 80 percent diversion, and has a goal of 100 percent
solid waste diversion or “zero waste” to landfill or incineration by
2020. San Francisco Ordinance No. 27Ǧ06 requires mixed
construction and demolition debris be transported by a Registered
Transporter and taken to a Registered Facility that must recover
for reuse or recycling and divert from landfill at least 65 percent
of all received construction and demolition debris. The San
Francisco Green Building Code also requires certain projects to
submit a Recovery Plan to the Department of the Environment
demonstrating recovery or diversion of at least 75 percent of all
demolition debris. San Francisco’s Mandatory Recycling and
Composting Ordinance No. 100-09 requires all properties and
everyone in the city to separate their recyclables, compostables,
and landfill trash.
As of September 2015, the Altamont Landfill’s average annual
throughput was 1 million tons of solid waste, with an average
annual capacity of 2 million tons. The Hay Road Landfill’s
average annual solid waste throughput was 250,000-374,999 tons
and its estimated capacity is 750,000-999,999 tons per year.42
Much of the Geary corridor construction debris would be trees,
vegetation, and soils, which would be composted as appropriate.
Furthermore, the City adopted an ordinance (No. 27-06) effective
on July 1, 2006, that creates a mandatory program to maximize
the recycling of mixed construction and demolition (C&D)
debris. The Ordinance requires that mixed C&D debris must be
transported off-site by a Registered Transporter and taken to a
Registered Facility that can process and divert from landfill a
minimum of 65 percent of the material generated from
construction, demolition or remodeling projects. The project
would comply with the ordinance and recycle as much
construction debris as is feasible.
Therefore, given that there is existing landfill capacity to serve
San Francisco, and construction debris would be composted and
recycled to the extent possible, project demolition and
construction waste would be accommodated by the existing
offsite landfills that serve San Francisco.

Calrecycle, Facility Operations: Altamont Landfill and Resource Recovery,
http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/FacIT/Facility/Operations.aspx?FacilityID=13818
(accessed May 20, 2016).

42
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I-86.2.19 As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.10.4.1.2, the project
would not increase the number of diesel vehicles on the roadway.
The Draft EIS/EIR evaluated air quality impacts based on the
project’s proposed diesel hybrid electric buses; thus, the analysis
provides a conservative estimate of air quality impacts, none of
which were found to be adverse. In December 2015, after
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, San Francisco switched from
petroleum diesel to renewable diesel (i.e., produced from nonpetroleum, renewable resources) in the City’s fleet.43 The City’s
contract is for 99 percent pure renewable diesel fuel (denoted as
R99). The California Air Resources Board (ARB) evaluated
health-relevant emissions of pure renewable diesel (R100). Their
study found that, relative to petroleum diesel, R100 had 30
percent lower PM emissions, 10 percent lower NOx and CO
emissions, and 5 percent lower total hydrocarbon emissions.44
R99 diesel fuel would yield similar emissions reductions; these
emissions reductions from R99 diesel fuel constitute a human
health benefit, contrary to the commenter’s assertion that
“cleaner” diesel would have worse respiratory effects than
“dirtier” diesel.

Neste Corp. “San Francisco fleets complete switch to renewable diesel.” Biodiesel
Magazine. Available at http://www.biodieselmagazine.com/articles/645306/sanfrancisco-fleets-complete-switch-to-renewable-diesel.
44 California Environmental Protection Agency. May 2015. Staff Report: Multimedia
Evaluation of Renewable Diesel. Prepared by the Multimedia Working Group. Available
at http://www.calepa.ca.gov/cepc/2015/RenDieselRpt.pdf.
43
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From: Samuel Hom <samuelhom519@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 9, 2015 at 8:37 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Support SFCTA Alternative2
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

-FUUFS*

We wish to support Alternative 2 as the best choice.Thank you. Samuel/Myrna Hom 370 15th
Avenue, SF 94118
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Response to Comment I-87: Hom, Samuel
I-87.1

Support for Alternative 2 is noted.
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Responses to Comment I-88: Horne, Benjamin
I-88.1

Support for the project and removal of the Webster Street bridge
is noted.
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3
4

*

CHRISTOPHER HRONES:

My name is Christopher

5

Hrones.

6

C-H-R-I-S-T-O-P-H-E-R,

7

of San Francisco a transit rider and a member of San

8

Francisco Transit Riders Union.

9

First name is Christopher,
H-R-O-N-E-S.

I am a resident

I support Bus Rapid Transit in the Geary

10

Corridor and the certification of this EIR/EIS.

11

Although the staff recommended alternative is not the

12

one that provides the greatest transit benefits, I

13

understand the reasoning for moving forward now with

14

this compromise alternative in order to expedite the

15

implementation of the BRT.

16

However, raising Geary to grade at Fillmore

*
17

and potentially Masonic is a step that needs to be

18

taken in the future to enable the extension of center

19

running BRT.

20

inappropriate roadway design for a dense urban area and

21

dramatically improve its safety and walkability.

22

That would also eliminate an

I request that SFMTA provide public comment to

23

pursue this as an additional phase, even as it moves

24

ahead with a less expensive and time-consuming

25

alternative in the shorter term.

30

*

1

I can live without owning a car in this city

2

because my home is on a high quality transit corridor

3

(Market Street).

4

improving upon it in the future through enhanced BRT or

5

rail will allow more San Francisco residents to live

6

and prosper without needing to own a vehicle, something

7

we should all support.

8
9

Moving ahead with the Geary BRT and

ALEXANDER POST:

My name is Alexander Post,

A-L-E-X-A-N-D-E-R, P-O-S-T.

I live near the project.

10

I am very excited for the project.

11

Transit is the way to go, much better than the subway,

12

and I am excited to see the project develop.

13

concern I have is the one-for-one replacement of trees.

14

I think Bus Rapid

One

I understand that building the project will

15

necessitate removal of more mature trees.

16

with the Van Ness Rapid Transit Plan, the current

17

discussion is to replace the trees two-for-one,

18

replacing the mature trees with more young trees so as

19

not to lose the vibrant tree cover.

20

However,

If we could get somewhere close to two-for-one

21

on the Geary Corridor, I think that would improve the

22

environmental benefits as well as the aesthetic

23

benefits of the entire Corridor.

24
25

That's it.
RICHARD CORRIEA:

My name is Richard Corriea,

31
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Responses to Comment I-89: Hrones, Christopher (verbal
comment)
I-89.1

Support for the project is noted.

I-89.2

Support for raising Geary to grade at Fillmore and Masonic is
noted. Please see Final EIS Chapters 2 and 10 as well as Master
Response 1a for a summary of alternatives considered (including
the suggested design options) and those carried forward and
analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-89.3

Support for the project is noted.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT, SUPPORT
1 message
Juliet Huntington <juliethuntington@gmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:27 AM

To Whom It Does Concern:

*

As a San Franciscan and a person who lives on Geary Boulevard in the inner Richmond, I support
the proposedGeary BRT project in its entirety.
Sincerely,

Juliet Huntington
3419 Geary Blvd
SF, CA

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15159dd1d9f6aba7&siml=15159dd1d9f6aba7
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Responses to Comment I-90: Huntington, Juliet
I-90.1

Support for the project is noted.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Bus Time Over Safety???

From: Aileen 97 <aileen97@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 12, 2015 at 9:22 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Bus Time Over Safety???
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

-FUUFS*

Dear SFCTA,

I am a parent of twin 8-year olds who attend Rosa Parks Elementary School (SFUSD) at
Webster & Geary Street.
*
I have been very dismayed by the plans you have to take down the pedestrian overpass
at bothWebster & Steiner and Geary Streets.

Likely you will receive numerous objections, complaints, pleas for sanity, demands for
correctvision from many in my community. Long story short, the idea that you would
take down a wellused and NECESSARY pedestrian crossing to increase bus transit time
seems extremelymisguided.

Would you really place transit time over PEDESTRIAN SAFETY???

Nevermind the issues it may place many adults in jeopardy, but an entire K-5 public
elementaryschool 1 block from the bridge?? Really??? Of course there are many
communities of interestin the area that would be adversely affected, but especially the
Rosa Park's community.

I'm sure you have heard by now that this school hosts a bilingual Japanese Program
(43yrlegacy program and a stellar success story within SFUSD). The bridges facilitate a
naturallinkage with Japantown. Without it, scores of very young children will have to
brave crossingthe major thoroughfare of Geary Blvd. That is truly insanity.

Is it really true you plan to construct a "refuge" midway across Geary for all those times
we justwon't make it across that extremely wide thoroughfare? As a parent, I can't wait
to be with myyoung children, stranded mid-way across, with extremely fast traffic zooms
past both in frontand behind us. A nightmare. It will only take one distracted driver on a
cellphone to plow intothe "refuge". Believe me, we will assure the press with have a
heyday with that one.
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* But instead, can you please think beyond the mono-focus of wanting your faster buses?? On
what seems to be the far periphery of your vision, there are real people, children, senior
citizensliving here DAILY that need to make this city, corridor and community thrive. Please
place thesafety of our daily living above your dubious gains in a 15 min faster commute.

I ask again. Really???

Lastly, I'm sure there is some weird study I'm not aware of that explains why waiting for
pedestrians (children, handicapped) to cross this impossibly wide street will not cause the
traffic, buses or otherwise to have to WAIT while we cross. I'm sure this time 'savings' has
been calculated. Or, is the plan to have us all 'refuge' in the middle of the crazy fast traffic
street, every time?? While your buses zoom by?? And what about all the traffic from
Webster,etc that will have to wait to turn left or right onto Geary? What about them?

Please, please, please reconsider this misguided plan.

Not only do we transit here, we LIVE HERE TOO.

Sincerely,

Aileen Ichikawa
20yr resident of San Francisco (I've seen a lot!), and very concerned mother of 8yr old twins
*
P.S. Rumor is, you all are just going through the 'motions' of public comment. That SFCTA &
MTA officials are just check-boxing community comment. That this plan is already locked and
loaded, and you all plan to just plow through us. I sincerely hope this is not the case.
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Responses to Comment I-91: Ichikawa, Aileen
I-91.1

Opposition to removal of the Webster and Steiner Street bridges
is noted. While the Steiner Street bridge would still be
demolished, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer
proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-91.2

See Master Responses 1a, 1b, and 2d. In addition to retaining the
Webster Street bridge, new at-grade crosswalks would also be
constructed at Webster Street.

I-91.3

SFCTA listened carefully to community comments in response to
the Draft EIS/EIR and worked with stakeholders to address
concerns. Master Response 1b provides details on how SFCTA
has modified the project plans in response to public comments.
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Responses to Comment I-92: Iwamasa, Tai
I-92.1

Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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-FUUFS*
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Geary corridor
transit project (brt)
2 messages
Jma3888@gmail.com <Jma3888@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Oct 30, 2015 at 7:35 PM

Hello gearybrt,
Jane (Jma3888@gmail.com) has sent you a message via your contact form
(http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/contact) at San Francisco County Transportation
Authority.
If you don't want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings at
http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/edit.
Message:

*

Hi
I want to expresss my wish that this project will not go forward.
This project will have a negative impact for business on Geary blvd, loss
of parking
San Francisco should do more for small business
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Responses to Comment I-93: Jane
I-93.1

Opposition to the project is noted. Please see Master Response
3a for a discussion of impacts to local businesses and Master
Response 2c for a discussion of parking loss along the Geary
corridor. Please see Final EIS Appendix M (Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program) for more information.
Effects of parking and loading changes along the Geary corridor
as a result of the project were considered in the development of
the build alternatives carried forward and analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR (see Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening of
Alternatives). The effect of parking loss on local businesses is
discussed in Section 4.2.4.3, Operational Effects. Overall parking
losses would be offset by new and improved transit service along
the corridor; thus the community would not be substantially
affected by a loss of available parking. Additionally, the parking
supply analysis (see Section 3.6, Parking and Loading Conditions)
revealed that the loss of parking spaces along Geary corridor
would not create a substantial parking deficit that could not be
accommodated by remaining parking capacity in areas adjacent to
the Geary corridor.
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Responses to Comment I-94: Jesson, David and Violet Lee
I-94.1

Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-94.2

Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. In addition to retaining the
bridge, pedestrian crosswalks would also be constructed at
Webster Street. These modifications and others are discussed in
Master Response 1b. See Master Response 2d regarding
pedestrian safety.

I-94.3

The project team has engaged the public in the development of
the alternative carried forward in the Draft EIS/EIR in several
ways, as described in Master Response 5a and Final EIS Chapter
8. Public outreach and community input has been of critical
importance during all stages of project development. The
agencies recognize the importance of reaching out to project
stakeholders and the broader community throughout the
development process. The public comment period provided the
opportunity for the public to provide input on the alternatives
under consideration and on the Draft EIS/EIR. All input
received during the outreach process was considered in designing
the project. All comments received during the Draft EIS/EIR
public comment period are responded to in this Final EIS. Please
also refer to Draft EIS/EIR Chapter 10, Initial Development and
Screening of Alternatives, for a description of the design options
considered throughout the history of the project.
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Responses to Comment I-95: Jones, Mary
I-95.1

Support for side-running BRT is noted. Please See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a and Chapter 10, Initial
Development and Screening of Alternatives, in the Draft
EIS/EIR for a summary of the alternatives development process
and refer to Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety. Also
see Master Responses 2b and 3a for a discussion of construction
period effects, and effects to local businesses.
Refer to Final EIS Section 3.5.4.4 (Pedestrian Safety) for more
details related to the pedestrian safety improvements and Final
EIS Chapter 2 for additional pedestrian improvements added to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in response to public comments on
the Draft EIS/EIR.
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Responses to Comment I-96: Jones, Otto
I-96.1

Support for the project is noted.
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Responses to Comment I-97: Joyce, Michelle
I-97.1

Support for center-running BRT is noted. Please see Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a and Chapter 10, Initial
Development and Screening of Alternatives, for a summary of
the alternatives screening process and description of the
improvements that would be implemented with each of the build
alternatives.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] you screwed up and put the WRONG EMAIL ADDRESS on the EIR
Comments link page (seriously?)
9 messages
Jason Jungreis <jasonjungreis@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Tue, Oct 27, 2015 at 10:35 PM

Dear incompetent staffer:
You have listed the Geary BRT EIR comment email address as "geartybrt@sfcta.org" on http://
www.sfcta.org/delivering-transportation-projects/geary-corridor-bus-rapid-transit-home

*

Please do the following:
 Correct the page.
 Tell me exactly how many days that page has been listing the wrong address.
 Extend the comment period by the number of days that the incorrect email address has been
listed.
Thank you, and I look forward to your response.
Jason Jungreis
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Responses to Comment I-98: Jungreis, Jason
I-98.1

Please see Master Responses 5a and 5b and Chapter 8 of the
Final EIS. The agencies have continually strived to provide
several opportunities and avenues for the public to comment on
the Draft EIS/EIR, including via mail, email, and during the
public comment meeting held at St. Mary’s Cathedral on
November 5, 2015. Notification of the availability of the Draft
EIS/EIR, process for submitting comments, and the associated
public comment meeting was provided in a variety of mediums,
formats, and languages. SFCTA also extended the public
comment period an additional 14 days to close on November 30,
2015.
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Responses to Comment I-99: Kaufman, Holly
I-99.1

Please see Master Responses 1a and 2d for a summary of the
improvements proposed with each build alternative, including
pedestrian safety components.
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Responses to Comment I-100.1: Kawahatsu, Alice
I-100.1.1 Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
I-100.1.2 The agencies listened carefully to community concerns regarding
the proposed removal of the Webster Street bridge. In response
to such expressed concerns from the community, the agencies
have modified the Hybrid Alternative/LPA to retain the Webster
Street bridge, as detailed in Master Response 1b and Final EIS
Chapter 2.
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Nation and the greatest economic inequality in the

2

Nation, the City has a better use its money.

3

(2) The Geary Corridor has a higher priority

4

to rebuild its combined sewer lines so that recycled

5

water can be provided prior to the rebuilding of the

6

transit corridor.

7
8
9
10
11

(3) Feeder transit access to Geary was not
considered.
(4) These comments were never made public
before and never addressed.
(5) Flexibility and efficiency, given the

12

disaster involved, is not considered and would be

13

inhibited by both structures.

14

(6) The City has a diverse population in terms

15

of income, health and occupation that is not

16

specifically addressed in the demographic presentation.

17

That needs to be considered for its impact.

18

(7)

The lane's affordability in terms of

19

long-term sustainability and availability to its

20

community is not mentioned."

21

That's it.

22

ALICE KAWAHATSU:

Thank you.
My first name is Alice,

23

A-L-I-C-E, and my last name is K-A-W-A-H-A-T-S-U.

24

And my affiliation is with the Japantown

25

Taskforce, and I am the President of the Board.

38

*

1

And at our Japantown Taskforce meeting a few months

2

ago, we had a presentation of the MTA plans.

3

the attendees and board members were very concerned

4

about the Webster Street Bridge, which connects from

5

Japantown across Geary Street.

6

Many of

Many of the guests and Board had concerns

7

about that bridge being demolished and had concerns

8

about the safety of students and seniors who need a

9

safe way to get across from Japantown across to Geary.

10

Moreover, they also had the concern that this

11

bridge had cultural significance and how it plays a

12

role with Japantown, bridging Japantown and the Western

13

Addition.

14

There has also been historical studies done on

15

the bridge; why it was built, what our hopes were for

16

that bridge.

17

community building.

18

are located across Geary Boulevard take that bridge

19

when they come into Japantown for cultural studies, for

20

field trips, visits with their families, go to the

21

restaurants and attend the different events.

And those are very strong connections of
Many of the school children that

22

So the Japantown Taskforce strongly urges that

23

the bridge not be demolished and that alternative plans

24

be made so that the bridge can stay intact and MTA can

25

also continue their plans with the bus lanes and the

39

1

traffic flow.

* 2

We are also asking that the connection of the

3

crossover to Japantown via the steps leading up to the

4

Peace Plaza be made ADA approved and that it connect

5

directly to the Peace Plaza rather than have to take

6

the stairs, if there is any way to do that.

7
8
9
10
11

That's it.

And I could be reached at

akawahatsu@japantaskforce.com.
AUGIE PHILLIPS:

Thank you.

Augie Phillips, A-U-G-I-E,

P-H-I-L-L-I-P-S.
I have two concerns.

One is the environmental

12

impact of using so much red paint on this lane for so

13

many miles.

14

representatives if this has been studied, and nobody

15

really had an answer.

I have asked several of the

16

And I asked them if there were alternatives to

17

painting this many gallons of red paint, and they said,

18

really they don't think they have studied this.

19

am hoping they can actually check this out.

20

So I

My second comment is really related to my

21

neighborhood.

That's why I came here.

And it's the

22

bridge at Webster Street and their plans to remove it.

23

Right now this bridge is the 100 percent safe, sure way

24

to cross Geary, and you cannot get hit by anything,

25

other than a bird, walking across this bridge.

40
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Responses to Comment I-100.2: Kawahatsu, Alice (verbal
comment)
I-100.2.1 Opposition to removal of the Webster Street bridge is noted.
Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
I-100.2.2 Retrofitting and reconfiguring the Webster Street bridge is
beyond the scope of this project. However, as discussed above,
the Webster Street bridge would no longer be removed as part of
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA; See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1b.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Comment on Geary Street project
1 message
Nancy Keane <nkeane17@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: Nancy Keane <nkeane17@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 12:55 PM

Thank you for extending the comment period for the Geary Street BRT
project.

*

*

I live at 16th Avenue & Cabrillo, and I visit Geary Blvd. multiple times each
day,as a pedestrian or by car to shop or to use the 38 Geary bus to go
downtown. Itseems to me that the Geary bus works just fine the way it is.
It is clearly thefastest way downtown, and I think it just needs more
frequent buses, not a giantexpensive fix that requires completely redoing
the whole corridor.
The small shops along Geary will clearly suffer under this new plan, even
if itcould the magically put in place with no construction. If you need to
do anyerrand in a car (grocery shopping, hardware store, shoe repair,
mailing packages), it is already difficult to park to drop off and pick up-with the parking reducedeven more, it will be terrible, and the whole
character of this area will change. Ido lots of errands on Geary by foot
that don't require a car (like banking), but Ialso like to do minor grocery
shopping while I'm out walking, and the smallgrocery stores there
probably won't survive if no one can park on Geary to usethem for more
major shopping.
This just seems to me like a project where some big company with
politicalconnections is going to make a bundle of money and the people
who actually livehere in the Richmond District will not benefit at all.
Nancy Keane

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511215990d0f3d8&siml=1511215990d0f3d8
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Responses to Comment I-101: Keane, Nancy
I-101.1

Refer to Final EIS Chapter 1 (Project Purpose and Need) for a
summary of the need for transit improvements along the Geary
corridor, including pedestrian safety enhancements and transit
travel time improvements. Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1a describes each of the build alternative components
under consideration to improve transit service on the Geary
corridor.

I-101.2

Please see Master Response 3a for a discussion of impacts to
local businesses and Master Response 2c for a discussion of
parking loss along the Geary corridor.
Effects of parking and loading changes along the Geary corridor
as a result of the project were considered in the development of
the build alternatives carried forward and analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR (see Chapter 10, Initial Development and Screening of
Alternatives). Effects on local businesses were discussed in Draft
EIS/EIR Section 4.2.4.3 (Operational Effects). Overall parking
losses would be offset by new and improved transit service along
the corridor; thus the community would not be substantially
affected by a loss of available parking. Additionally, the parking
supply analysis (see Section 3.6, Parking and Loading Conditions)
revealed that the loss of parking spaces along Geary corridor
would not create a substantial parking deficit that could not be
accommodated by remaining parking capacity in areas adjacent to
the Geary corridor.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Visual & Environmental Impact
2 messages
drlnkelly via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: drlnkelly@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 12:20 PM

It appears that you intend to scrape clean the meridians of Geary Street of trees that have been
successfullystruggling to thrive there for years. The meridian vegetation is what makes the Geary
Corridor gracefully SanFranciscan. We want our city environment to continue to have a gracious
neo Parisian feel even as we copewith tech boom ravages.
If you rape the meridians of their greenery (I believe your drawings replaced the lushness w/
scrubby shrubs) youwill shame all who learned from Herb Caen the meaning of civic pride. There
are old proud residents remainingwho, like me, hate the prospect of such anti environment, anti
beauty standards taking over our streets.Consider your legacy both in visual terms and in
evaluations from the future. In that court of judgement, yourshort-sightedness (& artistic blindness)
will tag your plan - and rag it too - for a very long time..
Auxiliary concerns:

*

*

I've ridden from the Outer Avenues to downtown for years. It's a rare day when anything, except
oddly pacedstop lights, can slow down bus traffic in the Outer Richmond. How many seconds are
you killing trees to save?
So now the speaking cards mysteriously disappeared. That follows other meeting slight of hand
where Iappeared at a Richmond District meeting (22nd/Geary) only to find (too late) it was being
moved to theTenderloin area. This is a fertile area of research and critique for those future
commentators and evaluators of"What Happened to Our City via BRT?" It promises to be a sad
story with values and priorities that Old SanFranciscans would not recognize.
D F Kelly
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Responses to Comment I-102: Kelly, DF
I-102.1

Please see Master Response 4a. Each build alternative would
preserve and incorporate existing mature trees into the project
landscape plan as feasible and plant an equivalent number of
new, healthy, drought-resistant trees for each tree removed.
While the Draft EIS/EIR acknowledged that aesthetic quality
would temporarily decline in areas where trees are removed (for a
period of 3 to 5 years until replacement tree canopies begin to
mature), within 5 to 10 years, plantings would further mature and
improve the visual setting. Because the project would retain the
majority of trees along the Geary corridor, any tree removals that
occur under the project would have negligible impacts on
ecological, social, and community benefits and replacement
plantings would ultimately enhance these benefits in the long
term.

I-102.2

Please see Master Response 4a for details regarding tree removal
along the corridor. Implementation of the project would reduce
travel time by between 10 to 30 percent by 2020, and by 15 to 35
percent by 2035 for the entire Geary corridor, depending on
alternative. Refer to Chapter 3.3, Transit Conditions, in the Final
EIS for further detail regarding bus travel time reductions.

I-102.3

Please see Master Responses 5a and 5b for a summary of
outreach conducted for the public meetings, various
announcements of public meetings, and on ways to comment on
the Draft EIS/EIR. The public comment period was extended an
additional 14 days as a result of the incident during the
November 5, 2015 Public Comment Meeting. As noted in the
Master Response, the public comment box was stolen during the
meeting with an unknown number of public comment cards
inside. A number of comments were returned anonymously to
SFCTA. All such comments returned are included within this
Final EIS.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Statement
1 message
'Hene Kelly' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Hene Kelly <henekelly@aol.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 3:34 PM

My name is Hene Kelly, and I live with my husband, Dennis Kelly, at
7040Geary Boulevard. We have lived in our house since 1975.
Previously welived on 15th and Balboa. I taught at Presidio, and my
husband taught atWashington HS. Our children went to publice
schools in the neighborhood. They both live in the Richmond
District.

*

I am writing in support of the staff recommended alternative for the
GearyBRT project. While I believe a neighborhood the size of the
RichmondDistrict deserves a subway or BART extension, I also
understand that this isthe quickest and most affordable path to real
improvements. It will also causethe least disruption to the small
businesses on Geary.

*

Additionally, as a long-time advocate for seniors and people with
disabilities, I applaud the effort to improve pedestrian safety and
mobilityaccess across the entire length of the corridor. (I hold the
position of VP andLegislative Director of the California Alliance for Retired
Americans, and I am thechair of the CDP Disabilities Caucus. Pedestrian
safety and good transportation arepriorities for seniors as well as young
families with children.)

In solidarity,
Hene Kelly
415-533-5244

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515abf0791836c1&siml=1515abf0791836c1
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Responses to Comment I-103: Kelly, Hene
I-103.1

Support for the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is noted. Refer to Final
EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a description of the
alternatives screening process and process by which the Staff
Recommended Alternative was chosen.

I-103.2

Support for the pedestrian safety improvements proposed as a
part of the project is noted.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] I support the Geary BRT

From: Joshua Kelly <Joshua.Kelly@nasdaq.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 6, 2015 at 10:21 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] I support the Geary BRT
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

-FUUFS*

Hello,

I’m writing in support of the Geary BRT project.

*

I ride the 38L home every day and since the bus-only lanes have gone up in downtown SF I’ve been
getting home 5 or sometimes 10 minutes earlier. Add that up over a week and that is 30 to 50 more
minutes I get to spend with mybaby daughter every week, to give her a bath and help with her dinner.

Please don’t let a few voices afraid of change slow down this project. We need the Geary BRT.

Joshua Kelly
Service Account Manager
NASDAQ

*******************************************
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachments are for the exclusive and confidential use of the
intended recipient and may constitute non-public information. If you received this e-mail in error, disclosing,
copying,distributing or taking any action in reliance of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
Instead, pleasenotify us immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this message and its attachments
from your computersystem. We do not waive any work product or other applicable legal privilege(s) by the
transmission of this message.
*******************************************
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Responses to Comment I-104: Kelly, Joshua
I-104.1

Support for the project is noted.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Supporting Alt 3-Consolidated
1 message
Brian Kennedy <brian.alex.kennedy@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 12:35 PM

Dear Geary BRT Staff,

*

After staring at PDFs of traffic data in a zombie like trance for hours, I'm excited to cash it in in the
form of apublic comment :D
Please run with the Alternative 3-Consolidated plan. It looks like the best balance of encouraging
MUNI ridershipand providing steady driving times down Geary.
Thank you for your time :)
Brian

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511202b1e77872d&siml=1511202b1e77872d
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Responses to Comment I-105: Kennedy, Brian
I-105.1

Support for Alternative 3-Consolidated is noted. Please refer to
Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a for a summary of
the transit benefits expected under each of the build alternatives.
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Responses to Comment I-106: E., L.
I-106.1

Support for removing the Webster Street pedestrian bridge is
noted. Based on other public input received, the project is no
longer proposing to remove the Webster Street pedestrian bridge.

I-106.2

As described in Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.15.2.1 (Construction
Approaches Considered) once construction starts, completion of
all improvements is expected to take 2 to 4 years, including
inactive periods. The year 2020 is the earliest year by which any
of the build alternatives could be expected to be fully operational.

I-106.3

The comments regarding the timeline of upgrades and content of
the public comment meetings do not relate to an environmental
impact or the adequacy of the Draft EIS/EIR, thus no response
is required.

I-106.4

Comment regarding the 38 Local having too many stops is noted.
Each of the build alternatives would reduce the number of transit
stops. Please see Tables 2-2 and 2-3 in Final EIS Chapter 2
(Descriptions of Project Alternatives) for proposed eastbound
and westbound stop locations under each project alternative.

I-106.5

The 60-foot hybrid vehicles currently entering service have
comparable standee room relative to the existing high floor 60foot motor coach vehicles. Some hybrid buses may have reduced
standee room; up to a maximum 10 percent reduction.

I-106.6

The comment regarding the public comment meeting does not
relate to an environmental impact or the adequacy of the Draft
EIS/EIR, thus no response is required.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit
1 message
Becky Klawans <hasklaws@mac.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Wed, Nov 18, 2015 at 6:43 PM

Dear Project Staff,

*

The hassle and cost of this project doesn’t seem worth it to save 15 min. of commute time to
downtown. I takethe 38R and I also drive on Geary and it is going to make Geary into a terrible
street to drive on. You blithelysay that traffic can go onto parallel streets. Geary is the business
heart of the district, so that won’t work muchof the time. It will turn our neighborhood in the Inner
and Outer Richmond into having much longer traffic jams. What the Richmond and San Francisco
really needs is to extend the underground metro into all areas of theCity. I strongly urge you to start
planning for extending the metro and not waste so much money on somethingthat doesn’t truly solve
our neighborhood’s and San Francisco’s transportation needs.
Sincerely,
Becky Klawans
A Richmond resident

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511da0778eb4f1a&siml=1511da0778eb4f1a
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Responses to Comment I-107: Klawans, Becky
I-107.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.
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Responses to Comment I-108: Komp, Rick
I-108.1

Preference for the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is noted.

I-108.2

As discussed in Final EIS Chapter 2. pedestrian crossing bulbs
enhance pedestrian safety by increasing pedestrian visibility,
reducing crossing distances, slowing turning vehicles, and visually
narrowing the roadway. Enhancing pedestrian safety along the
Geary corridor is a key project objective.

I-108.3

The comment that fewer bus stops improve travel time is noted.

I-108.4

The comment that placing bus stops on the far side of
intersections will improve travel time is noted. The proposed
designs located BRT bus stops on the far side where feasible.
That placement was not possible at every bus stop, as the project
incorporated other considerations such as on-street parking
placement, existing driveways, and access to residential,
commercial, employment, and recreational/cultural destinations
for people with disabilities. Please see Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1a for a summary of improvements proposed
under each of the build alternatives.
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---o0o--COMMENTS REPORTED BY DEBORAH FUQUA, CSR
GLENN URBAN:
U-R-B-A-N.

5

So the main transportation agency website,

6

when you look at it, this meeting was not announced.

7

It said "Next Meeting," "Coming Events," nothing

8

scheduled.

9

It's been that way since October.

The only meeting they cited was last October.

10

So if somebody went to the main website, they would not

11

have been able to know that this meeting was going on.

12

I didn't think they were involved in this

13

meeting.

14

I knew it was scheduled through the Stop Geary BRT.

15

didn't say anything on this website.

16
17
18

*

Glenn with two N's, Urban,

I thought it was a home town meeting because

RONALD KONOPASKI:

The end.

Full name is Ronald Konopaski,

R-O-N-A-L-D, last name, K-O-N-O-P-A-S-K-I.
Well, I'm not sure exactly where to start, but

19

before I left my home tonight, my wife said to me, "I

20

think you're just a waste of time going there because

21

this thing has already been decided."

22

It

I come here to find out that -- this was

23

presented as being a meeting for public comment.

What

24

I'm seeing is it's just a big sales pitch to try to

25

force this BRT thing through.

And there's no

4

*
DPOU 1

opportunity, really, other than to come to you or to

2

fill out this thing, all of which is disposable.

3

it's apparent that the staff has already made up their

4

minds, and they're bound and determined to ram this

5

thing through.

6

And

Ten or fifteen years ago, we went through this

7

whole same process.

We determined and gave our

8

testimony at that time that this was a bad idea.

9

still a bad idea.

Nothing has changed.

It's

And they might

10

have re-dressed it or put some more frills or something

11

else to make it more palatable or to scam the people --

12

because this whole meeting is a scam.

13

However, if this Municipal Transportation

*
14

Authority and M -- the Muni wants to do something

15

constructive, instead of spending $2 billion to create

16

some little detour into Chinatown, they should instead

17

go back to what BART had planned 50 years ago.

18

there was a plan to put a subway under Geary Boulevard.

19

And

That's what they should be doing instead of

20

this nonsense of the BRT.

And this is something that

21

would be far more productive and far more beneficial,

22

to have an underground Muni running under Geary from

23

Market Street out to the ocean.

24

stages.

25

the process instead of wasting the taxpayers' money on

It might be done in

However, it would be very beneficial to start

5

*
DPOU

1

this ill-conceived idea that they keep trying to force

2

upon us.

3

We don't want it in the Richmond.

It's going

*
4

to ruin the businesses.

5

to take the streets away from the people who drive

6

cars.

7

are in power hate cars.

8

of trying to create obstacles for the cars, the people

9

that drive cars.

10

It's just another scam to try

And the Muni and the transportation people who
And this is just another means

And to be honest with you, 90 percent of the

11

people in this city drive cars.

12

they trying to kill us all?

13

emotional about this because I'm very frustrated to

14

have to be here to do this again after we went through

15

this already 15 years ago.

16

nothing personal to you, now.

17

So why in the hell are

Excuse me, but I'm

So, I'm sorry, but this is
Okay?

No, how do I know -- how would I know if this

*
18

testimony of mine really gets into the record and the

19

consideration of this project going forward?

20

would welcome someone from the Authority to respond to

21

that.

22
23

STEVE DOWD:

And I

Steve, S-T-E-V-E, Dowd, D-O-W-D.

You want the affiliation -- well, I can just

24

say I'm a parent of a nine-year-old girl at Rosa Parks

25

Elementary.

The bridge is an extremely safe method of

6
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Responses to Comment I-109: Konopaski, Ronald (verbal
comment)
I-109.1

Please see Master Responses 5a and 5b. The agencies have
continually provided multiple opportunities and avenues for the
public to comment on the Draft EIS/EIR, including via mail,
email, and during the public comment meeting held at St. Mary’s
Cathedral on November 5, 2015. The public comment period
provides the opportunity for public to provide input on the
alternatives under consideration and all testimony has been
included in this response to comments document for public
review. The public comment meeting was presented in an open
house format. The public had an opportunity to discuss project
features with subject experts including engineers and planners on
the project development team. There was a 30-minute
PowerPoint presentation given during the public meeting, and
over two hours were devoted to a Question and Answer session
with the development team to provide open dialogue between
the public and staff.

I-109.2

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis. Please see Final EIS
Chapter 9 and Master Response 6a regarding costs.

I-109.3

See Master Responses 2a and 3a.

I-109.4

The comments are noted and are part of the project record in
this chapter.
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Responses to Comment I-110: Kwong, Eva
I-110.1

See Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.
Center boarding platforms in the middle of Geary require the
same amount of street crossings as curbside stops. In a curbside
stop configuration, transit passengers will board the bus on one
side of the street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive
on the opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip.
Hence, most passengers will have to cross the street once, if
assuming a round trip. Center boarding platforms require
crossing half the street on one end of the trip and half the street
on the other, or one street crossing for each passenger if
assuming a round trip.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] re: Spruce-Cook St Parking

-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] re: Spruce-Cook St Parking
1 message
Ravi Lal <ravi@indiaarts.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:09 PM

Hello,

*

I am the owner of The UPS Store located between Spruce and Cook St. We have
owned thisbusiness for over 10 years (business had been around for 30 years in this location
under MBE and now UPSStore) now and have become a reliable source for the shipping needs of
our neighborhood. While I understandthe need to increase efficiency in the transit system, along
with many of the other concerned business interestsin this corridor, the parking situation is a
concern. After reviewing the documentation on the project, I could notgain a clear understanding
on what the street parking will be within this block. If the plan is to remove streetparking for this
block, it will cripple our business. Customers cannot walk multiple blocks with their heavy
packages. Most of the long term parking is filled with students of nearby USF, and the residents
tend to fill therest of the available street parking with their residential permits. The UPS, FEDEX,
USPS, DHL, Ontrac carrierswill double park and block the flow of traffic on a daily basis twice
daily (Drop offs and Pickups). With reducedgeneral traffic lanes, this could cause serious delays.
It would seem to me the existing bus stop a block away isa more logical choice for the muni stops
since the only adjacent building to this is the Toyota dealership, whichhas little need for street
parking, since they have a parking lot and garage.

Could you please clarify what the leading proposal is for the parking on this block? Also,
will theproposal obstruct the visibility of my business?

Thank You,

Ravi Lal

India Arts, LLC
20 Heron St.

San Francisco, CA 94103
Ph: (415) 621-1116 | Fax: (415) 621-1634

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515adf30c85a123&siml=1515adf30c85a123
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Responses to Comment I-111: Lal, Ravi
I-111.1

See Master Responses 2c and 3a and Final EIS Chapter 2. Under
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA, the bus stops at Spruce/Cook
would remain as local; no new BRT stops would be constructed
and thus remove on-street parking in this area.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] SFCTA Alternative 2 !

-FUUFS*
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] SFCTA Alternative 2 !
2 messages
'laureen' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: laureen <llangland7@yahoo.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Tue, Nov 10, 2015 at 8:05 AM

I live on 15th Avenue between Geary and Clement Streets.
We want the cheapest, quickest BRT solution that has the least negative impact at the least cost!
SFCTA Alternative 2 = painted diamond lanes for buses only during commute times in
commutedirections.

*

This won't shift traffic into our neighborhoods during or after construction. This is far cheaper that
$300 million forother options and a lot less disruptive.
The BRT plan works on seldom used Market Street but I feel it would negatively affect Geary
Boulevard as athoroughfare as well as negatively affect the surrounding neighborhoods with too
much traffic. We are close tothe GG bridge and people will not stop driving into the City.
15th Avenue has already had an issue with the rerouted 2 Clement bus affecting our underground
utilities, letsnot make this more expensive and lets not open that can of worms and incur even more
work and delays andcosts.
SFCTA Alternative 2 is the BEST solution.
Thank you.
Laureen Langland
347 15th Avenue
SF CA. 94118
415-933-8536
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Responses to Comment I-112: Langland, Laureen
I-112.1

Preference for Alternative 2 is noted.
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Responses to Comment I-113: Larkin, Brian
I-113.1

The request to provide utilities for future LRT service is noted.
See Master Response 1a.

I-113.2

The request for future transit tunnel infrastructure in the event of
filling the grade-separated intersections is noted. See Master
Response 1a.
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SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] HURRY UP AND BUILD THE GEARY TRAIN LINE!!!

-FUUFS*
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] HURRY UP AND BUILD THE GEARY TRAIN LINE!!!
3 messages
Sam Leahey <sam.leahey@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sat, Oct 31, 2015 at 6:30 PM

Hello there,

*

I just moved to San Fran from the east coast and you people's public transportation out here in
Cali SUCKS!Please hurry up and build the train onGeary street we San Franciscan's can stop
being offensive to the publictransportation community. Thank you.
:)
All the best,
Sam Leahey

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-114: Leahey, Sam
I-114.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] I support the Geary BRT
1 message
David Lee <del19@att.net>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

*

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 5:39 AM

As a resident, small business owner and nonprofit executive director on Geary Blvd., I support
moving forwardthe the Geary BRT. I believe it is a vitally important to the Richmond District's
future and will bring manypositive benefits to the businesses and residents. I would urge you to
work closely with residents, merchantsand small business owners on Geary Blvd. to mitigate any
disruptions that may occur during construction. It isimperative that you have a transparent and
open process so that everyone who is affected can have input.Please keep me informed of your
progress.
Regards,
David Lee
4442 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94118
4153978133
Sent from my iPad

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151589e5aec5daee&siml=151589e5aec5daee
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Responses to Comment I-115: Lee, David
I-115.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted. Ongoing public outreach
through construction will be coordinated by SFMTA. For more
information on Geary-related announcements and meetings,
please see https://www.sfmta.com/projects/geary-rapid
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Responses to Comment I-116: Lee, Joan
I-116.1

Opposition to center bus lanes is noted. See Master Response 2d.
Center boarding platforms in the middle of Geary require the
same amount of street crossings as curbside stops. In a curbside
stop configuration, transit passengers will board the bus on one
side of the street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive
on the opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip.
Hence, most passengers will have to cross the street once, if
assuming a round trip. Center boarding platforms require
crossing half the street on one end of the trip and half the street
on the other, or one street crossing for each passenger if
assuming a round trip.
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Responses to Comment I-117: Lee, Marissa
I-117.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Responses to Comment I-118: Lee, May
I-118.1

Opposition to center bus lanes is noted. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety. Center boarding platforms in the
middle of Geary require the same amount of street crossings as
curbside stops. In a curbside stop configuration, transit
passengers will board the bus on one side of the street at the
beginning of their initial trip, and arrive on the opposite side of
the street at the end of their return trip. Hence, most passengers
will have to cross the street once, if assuming a round trip. Center
boarding platforms require crossing half the street on one end of
the trip and half the street on the other, or one street crossing for
each passenger if assuming a round trip.
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Responses to Comment I-119: Leong, Faithy
I-119.1

The suggestion to relocate the 29th/30th Avenue and 33rd
Avenue stops eastward one block is noted. The project proposed
stop locations based on a number of considerations, including
available curb space, adjacent land uses, traffic flows and
configurations, bus stop spacing, and others, and it was not
always possible to achieve an even spacing between stops.

I-119.2

The Draft EIS/EIR analyzed travel time benefits for the full
package of transit improvements, including the bus-only lane,
transit signal priority, bus stop design, vehicle design, and bus
stop removals. The analysis did not analyze the travel time effects
of each feature separately.
Stop removal under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would improve
travel time on Geary corridor bus lines by reducing (1) time lost
decelerating before and accelerating after stopping at removed
stations, and (2) dwell time of buses stopped at removed stations.
Changes in stop-related acceleration and deceleration lost time
are primarily driven by number of stops, whereas dwell time is
also affected by platform height. Higher level platforms under the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA would contribute to faster boarding at
central median stations in the Richmond between Palm and
27th/28th Avenue).
Due to interactions between stop locations, traffic signalization,
traffic conditions and passenger loading it is difficult to fully
separate travel time savings related to each element of the bus
rapid transit program. The simulation model cannot directly
calculate lost time due to acceleration and deceleration, but it can
evaluate station dwell time. Therefore, changes in dwell time
between different scenarios can serve as a rough approximation
of the travel time savings related to stop removal.
After project implementation it is estimated that the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA would reduce dwell time by 36 percent on the
38 Local and by 17 percent on the 38 BRT for a full-length,
round-trip journey relative to the No Build Alternative. In year
2020, these savings would account for 27 percent of Local bus
travel time reductions and 11 percent of BRT bus travel time
reductions under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA relative to the No
Build Alternative. In the year 2035, these savings would account
for 19 percent of local bus travel time reductions and 7 percent
of BRT bus travel time reductions under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA relative to the No Build Alternative. The
absolute travel time savings of stop consolidation stays relatively
constant over time, whereas the travel time savings due to the
dedicated bus lane increase over time as background traffic
volumes increase and further slows buses under the No Build
Alternative. As a result, the relative value of travel time savings
due to stop consolidation diminishes over time.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Stop to make bus transit on Geary Blvd between Spruce and Cook
1 message
Yvonne Chung <yvc22@sbcglobal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:54 PM

My name is Hoa Lieu property owner on 3139-3141 Geary Blvd San Francisco CA94118 I don't
want bus stop infront of my property. Stop it please thank you
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b0861bb22bb4&siml=1515b0861bb22bb4
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Responses to Comment I-120: Lieu, Hoa
I-120.1

The comment is noted. For more information about proposed
changes on Geary Boulevard on the block between Spruce Street
and Cook Street, please see Master Response 3a.
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[GearyBRT] Spruce to Cook Street do not remove meters
1 message
Joan Loeffler <joanloeffler@zephyrsf.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 12:36 PM

To whom it may concern:
Please DO NOT take out the meters and change the bus stops on Geary Blvd. Having people get
* on the bus inthe middle of the block is insane. Pedestrian deaths will soar!
Not everyone can ride their bike or take MUNI to get everywhere. Please stop taking out meters
everywhere.
Joan Loeffler
415-816-1335

Joan Loeffler
Realtor/Advisor since 1995, CalBRE# 01198078
t: 415 816-1335 f: 415 277-3725
e: joanloeffler@zephyrsf.com. www.SFRoost.com
A personal hands-on approach to your success.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a1c4f65e4f92&siml=1515a1c4f65e4f92
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Responses to Comment I-121.1: Loeffler, Joan
I-121.1

See Master Response 2d.
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Responses to Comment I-122.1: Locke, Michael
I-122.1.1 Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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MICHAEL LOCKE:
L-O-C-K-E.

My name is Michael Locke,

I support the implementation of this

3

project.

4

feel largely cut off from the central city and agree

5

with the efforts to speed access toward downtown.

6

local business interests successfully derail this

7

opportunity to connect the city, I will be much less

8

inclined to patronize them.

9

As resident of the Geary Corridor area, I

EDEN SMITH:

If

My name is Eden Smith, E-D-E-N, last

10

name Smith, S-M-I-T-H.

11

Friends of the Urban Forest, an advocacy group for San

12

Francisco's tree canopy.

13

Francisco, I would like the tree removal and replanting

14

project to consider two factors:

15

line irrigation at the time of construction to save

16

long-term costs and ensure health of the trees.

17

And further:

I am here on behalf of the

And as a resident of San

One, include drip

To consult specialists on the

18

species of trees that will be planted to ensure drought

19

resistance and appropriateness of location, and that

20

specialist should be the Friends of the Urban Forest.

21

MARIA DE ALVA:

My name is Maria De Alva, spelled

22

M-A-R-I-A

D-E space A-L-V-A.

I support the removal of

23

the pedestrian bridge at Webster and Stanyan.

24

no need for it.

25

are second-class citizens and the car is king.

There is

Currently, it feels like pedestrians
The

34
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Responses to Comment I-122.2: Locke, Michael (verbal
comment)
I-122.2.1 Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
1 message
Dylan Lorimer <write2dylan@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 9:30 PM

Hi. I'm a home owner on 11th Ave in the Richmond. I just wanted to submit my support for the
* Geary BRTproject. I do wiVK it were a light rail or subway of course, but at this point we're
desperate over here in theRichmond for faster ways to get downtown. Please make the BRT a
reality. Please do not water it down formerchants. Please make it true BRT that is rapid rapid
rapid !
Regards,
Dylan
--

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c05bfdc9113f&siml=1515c05bfdc9113f
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Responses to Comment I-123: Lorimer, Dylan
I-123.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted. See Master Response 1a.
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Responses to Comment I-124: Lou, Jeannie
I-124.1

See Master Response 1a.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Comment
1 message
Henry Machtay <machtayh@sfusd.edu>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Wed, Nov 18, 2015 at 11:01 AM

I'd like to address the store owners along Geary Boulevard.

*

I live in Russian Hill and use public transit. Right now I avoid going to a Geary location because the
shlep feelsso long. I wouldn't consider living out along Geary because the commute to downtown is
too long. With the BRTI will happily travel to Geary to do shopping. Those who think short term and
worry about losing business for afew weeks aren't considering the long term. Your business and
your property will be more valuable with GearyBRT.
thank you,
Hank Machtay
Media Arts, Galileo Academy, SF
"Behind every classroom misbehavior is a story. If you knew the stories, nine times out of ten they
would breakyour heart."

CONFIDENTIAL STUDENT INFORMATION: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the designated SFUSD recipient(s) with a
legitimateeducational interest and may contain legally confidential information protected by the Family Education Rights Privacy
Act (FERPA) 20 USC1232g. Any unauthorized review; use, distribution or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact thesender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. This email cannot be
produced for a records request.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511bf8d97120320&siml=1511bf8d97120320
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Responses to Comment I-125: Machtay, Henry
I-125.1

For more information on commenter concerns about the
project’s business impacts, please see Master Response 3a.
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[GearyBRT] Geary BRT EIS/EIR
1 message
Mark Maigatter <mmaigatter@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sat, Nov 28, 2015 at 11:38 AM

I applaud you for taking on a project with much controversy. Any option you chose and quickly
implement willimprove many of us on the Geary corridor.
I am a Muni commuter and user. I have been in the 18 years we have lived here.

*

The most expeditious way for me to work would be the 38R to the 47 to the Adobe office in the
Design Centerarea. However the 38R is too unpredictable and normally so packed (both morning
and night) that I haveabandoned it for the 1BX to the 10 or 12.
Of the options you are considering, the ones that segment the BRT into the middle lanes for the
majority of theroute before it hits the bus lanes East of Van Ness would be the best. It would
provide the most focused andsegmented traffic option available and would likely be the best
transition to a Muni light-rail line which is what Ibelieve the Geary corridor truly needs.
Mark Maigatter
66 7th Ave
San Francisco 94118
415-425-5699

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1514f9a7daa04d75&siml=1514f9a7daa04d75
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Responses to Comment I-126: Maigatter, Mark
I-126.1

See Master Response 1a.
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[GearyBRT] In SF, ALL things have a Seismic Pre-requisite/Pop Projections
1 message
Charles Marsteller <cm_marsteller@hotmail.com>
To: "Gearybrt@sfcta.org" <Gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 7:34 AM

Greetings,

*

I. A context for all things in SF is our seismic risk/forecasts, with system resilience
the goalfor post-quake recovery.
We can expect two major quakes in the next 40 years (to 2056, the 150th anniv.of
1906):one on Hayward (overdue) and the other on San Andreas. Both will disrupt
waterdistribution/increase fire risk. Per CAPSS II report/2011.

*

2. SFPUC by Dec.2015 is expected to announce their 5 year update on
pop.projections (forWater/Sewer) per State Law. They are expected to announce
a pop.of 1.1 million by 2020,based on permit entitlements/expected growth.
There is a goal by some to raise this number with permits let thru Jan.2019--to a
number asgreat as 900,000 (to 2M) from sources known to me.
Charles Marsteller
415/292.3441

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515e2e74eebebdb&siml=1515e2e74eebebdb
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Responses to Comment I-127: Marstellar, Charles
I-127.1

The comment is noted.

I-127.2

The comment is noted.
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Letter I-128
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Support for Geary BRT
1 message
Omar <omar.masry@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: eric.l.mar@sfgov.org

I-128.1

Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 6:24 PM

Hi. As a resident, I am writing to express my profound support for Geary bus rapid transit. I
believe this is an important step in creating a cohesive and efficient eastwest connection in
northern San Francisco.
It will also create a greater "pull" factor, making small businesses along Geary Boulevard a more
enticing culinary and shopping destination for those that may not currently venture as far west
(from areas like NOPA) via traditional (slower) bus routes.
Sincerely,
Omar Masry
Noe Valley resident
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1516081186914e06&siml=1516081186914e06
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Responses to Comment I-128: Masry, Omar
I-128.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Feedback
1 message
matt@chromeweb.com <matt@chromeweb.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

*

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 12:30 PM

BRT is asinine. You should extend BART and MUNI down Geary (the same way that people have
been askingfor for DECADES now). To say there is no budget is just a cop out in a city that has a
9.8 billion dollar budgetand throws it around quite liberally on any project that catches its eye. Not
only would BART / Metro reducestreet traffic, improve commute times, improve air quality, and get
you even close to your "Vision Zero" plan
(underground trains have an amazingly lower chance of hitting pedestrians in the street above them)
but it wouldbring more people out to the avenues to improve the businesses out there. As it is
today, I have no, zero, zilch,interest in riding the "dirty eight Geary" whether it is a regular bus or a
tree killing (you're removing all the treeson Van Ness for the other BRT boondoggle), parking space
eating, time and money wasting BRT.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111fd736c735a8&siml=15111fd736c735a8
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Responses to Comment I-129: Matt
I-129.1

See Master Response 1a, 4a, 2c, and 6a.
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[GearyBRT] Opposition to Geary BRT stop between Cook & Spruce streets
1 message
Alex Mawhinney <amawhinney@sonic.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:28 PM

Hello,
I'm writing to voice my objection to the planned creation of a "Grand Central Station" bus stop
between Cook andSpruce streets. I actually just found out about the project last week from another
business owner on my block.Neither of us were contacted by mail, email, phone, or in person about
this project.

*

The entire block between Cook and Spruce street is lined with store-front businesses that benefit
from meteredparking. Removing all metered parking would, in my opinion, negatively affect these
businesses. Why not usethe block between Parker and Spruce instead? There's already a bus stop
on that block. Moreover, there areonly two, 20-minute parking spaces between Parker and Spruce
and no store-front businesses; only a Toyotaservice lot and the post office on the corner.
The proposed bus station would be directly in front of my business, Touch Thai Bodywork and
Massage. Ourcustomers periodically complain about the difficulty finding a parking spot in the area.
Completely removing allmetered parking would only make the situation worse.
Another major concern we have is the increased noise level. Our business requires the least amount
of noisepossible so our customers can relax and enjoy their treatments. We have installed doublepaned, insulated glassto block out noise from Geary Blvd, but still sometimes get complaints about
noise. Having a full-block bus stopwould be disastrous to our business. The increased noise from the
bus engines starting and stopping, thespeakers on the bus announcing the current stop when the
doors open, and the noise from passengers gettingon/off the bus would all negatively affect our
business. There's also the year-long construction work andaccompanying noise that would affect our
business.
Please use the block between Parker and Spruce for the full-block bus station instead of between
Cook andSpruce streets.
Regards,
Alex & Siriluck Mawhinney
Owners of Touch Thai Bodywork and Massage
3121 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 279-5380

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515af0bef960d3b&siml=1515af0bef960d3b
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Responses to Comment I-130: Mawhinney, Alex
I-130.1

See Master Response 3a.
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Responses to Comment I-131: McElmell, Jackson
I-131.1

The comment is noted.

I-131.2

The comment is noted. The overarching purpose in preparing an
EIR or EIS is to provide the public and decision-makers with
detailed information about a project’s environmental impacts,
ways to avoid or minimize adverse impacts, and reasonable
alternatives to the project.

I-131.3

See Master Response 6a.
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Responses to Comment I-132: McNeill, Brien
I-132.1

See Master Response 1a.
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Responses to Comment I-133: Mello, Austin Liu
I-133.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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Re: GEARY BRT
Comments on the draft EIR/EIS for the Geary BRT
My comments are several. Living in the west end, I do not expect my
ride downtown to be quick and slick. As long as we have buses instead
of LRV, improvements in riders’ time are limited.

*

The planners for this project have found that for every difficulty they try
to solve, a new problem is created. I would like to ask that the “no
Project” alternative have a variant, which is that the exclusive M lane
program be continued and enforced with cameras and citations for
offenders who use the M lane during rush hour. That is really all that
needs to be done on Geary. Enforcement is the key. Enforcement was
never there for the M exclusive lanes so now a new, disruptive and
expensive system is the city’s preferred project.
Local service which conserves stops at three-block intervals works for
the N Judah; the new BRT would erase many of the intermediate stops,
and inconvenience all but those who are downtown-bound. The
preferred project could operate express buses in the morning and
evening rush hours. But during the middle of the day and at night, the
local stops should be retained.
MUNI has had a great success and received a lot of praise for the
revamp of the No.5 line where express and local buses operate to serve
everyone’s needs. (Of course, the Geary buses carry more riders and
the two lines are not the same.) The same logic, which provides for all
users but at different hours during the day, would benefit Geary express
riders by limiting stops during the 6:30 to 9:30 morning rush and the 3:30
to 6:30 evening rush, while during the middle of the day, local service
would be allowed for the convenience of seniors and shoppers.
MUNI had unrealistic goals for what a change from traditional curbside
bus service to BRT would bring and I think that the various users have
spoken their concern. The Geary bus is their only line! It should not
become the exclusive means for downtown workers to get downtown.

*

I understand that the ride downtown by BRT would save two minutes,
which is a lot of money and disruption for so little gain! The EIR should
state clearly what savings in time the BRT would give a downtown rider
would be if this is just a rumor.
Mary Anne Miller
1239 42nd Avenue
San Francisco 94122

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-134: Miller, Mary Anne
I-134.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
While designated side-running lanes would be a deterrent to
violators, center-running lanes would have a much greater
likelihood to remain bus-only, would require far less
enforcement, and result in significant improvement to transit
service. The City will continue to enforce against double parking
violators as resources allow.
Providing only Rapid service during commute hours and local
service during non-peak hours would not accommodate the
existing ridership along the Geary corridor, which has
consistently high ridership in both directions throughout the day.
The Geary ridership is comprised of able-bodied people, but also
seniors, youth, and people with disabilities, all of whom ride the
service throughout the day.

I-134.2

Transit service would improve by more than two minutes. See
Tables 3.3-6 and 3.3-9 of the Final EIS.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
1 message
Blake Mitchell <blake@barkingspoon.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Sat, Nov 14, 2015 at 1:56 PM

I support the plan to demolish the pedestrian bridges at Webster and Steiner. They
attract homelessencampments, and are not practical to use.
Blake
1415 Eddy St.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15108005961cc538&siml=15108005961cc538
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Responses to Comment I-135: Mitchell, Blake
I-135.1

Commenter’s support for demolishing the pedestrian bridges at
Webster Street and Steiner Street is noted.
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-FUUFS*

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Traffic Plan
1 message
Total Mac <totalmacrepair@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:35 AM

Dear Sirs,

*

I have found that the Traffic Plan for Geary Blvd involves a " Bus Staging Area" that
would take up the entire block between Spruce and Cook on Geary Blvd.
This would make conducting business much more difficult. The Merchants
on this block need at least a loading zone for delivery trucks. The UPS store will
probably have to move. This is a severe hardship that is being imposed on
this block. Please give us a response and if at all possible incorporate a loading
zone into the plan.
Andrew Moldvay
The Total Mac
3139 A Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-386-4320
totalmacrepair@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15159e47784560d2&siml=15159e47784560d2
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Handicapped Access to businesses on Geary
1 message
Total Mac <totalmacrepair@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 3:58 PM

Dear BRT Personel,

*

The " Bus Staging Area" in theTraffic Plan for Geary Blvd that
would take up the entire block between Spruce and Cook on Geary Blvd.,
would make Handicapped access to the businesses in that block impossible
in some cases. There are Doctors Offices on that block that treat patients
that would not be able to go to their health care professional if this plan
is executed as it is currently written.
Andrew Moldvay
3139 A Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-386-4320
totalmacrepair@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515ad558ea65f98&siml=1515ad558ea65f98
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Responses to Comment I-136: Moldvay, Andrew
I-136.1

See Master Response 3a.

I-136.2

See Master Responses 2c and 3a.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Oppose BRT plan to install bus lanes
1 message
'Therese Moldvay' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: Therese Moldvay <tmoldvay@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:06 PM

To Tilly Chang:
We oppose BRT plans to take out parking meters and replace them with bus lanes.

*

My husband and I are the owners of a computer store The Total Mac 3139 A located on Geary between
Spruce andCook. My understanding is that there is a bus terminal planned on this block and that all the
parking meters will beeliminated. Our business needs an area where peoplecan drop off their computers and
park their cars so these changeswill destroy our business. There are medical offices on our block that need
parking for their clients.
Geary Blvd is the home of many small businesses and medical offices that service the needs of San
Franciscans. Todaythere is a healthy mix of public transportation and private cars and pedestrians along
Geary Blvd. All are important andyet this plan focuses on just public transportation needs. Without parking
many businesses will cease to exist . It is unfairto Senior citizens and pedestrians as well. Handicapped people
will not have access to businesses or medical officesshould these changes go through.

*

We strongly oppose this effort. We were not given information about the public meetings and we heard that
thoseopposed to your plan were not given time to express their opinions at the November meeting.

Therese Moldvay (707)332-6651 Cell

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515adfbe9d166ba&siml=1515adfbe9d166ba
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Responses to Comment I-137: Moldvay, Therese
I-137.1

See Master Responses 2c and 3a.

I-137.2

See Master Response 5b.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] attn Geary BRT eis/
1 message
'a. molinelli' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Reply-To: "a. molinelli" <molinelli@rocketmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 9:23 AM

Good morning,
I am a resident at 10th ave and Geary and would like to comment on the proposed
development.

*

I think Geary does need some of the improvements suggested - especially the
rapid transitand designated bus lanes. I avoid Geary because of the traffic and
also think theimprovements on bus lanes downtown have been helpful to traffic.
In addition, I think developing the corridor (especially) between Masonic and
Arguello makessense. It makes sense that this is an area that can welcome
development on building andtraffic.

*

What is essential and often forgotten is that increased improvements and
development mayrequire traffic calming elsewhere. I would ask that in addition to
looking at theimprovements along Geary blvd. instead of compartmentalizing and
possibly creating otherproblems in the neighborhood that all of the development
and traffic issues are looked at inthe Richmond District neighborhood. For
example - I live on a residential street but haveextensive commercial and tour bus
traffic on my avenue even though there are libraries,elementary schools,
preschools and a playground within a 2-block radius. While somestreets should be
developed as corridors, others should be calmed and assessed properly. There is
a problem in this neighborhood with that and while residents may be upset it is
because so much is compartmentalized.
Thank you,
Amy Molinelli
353 10th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511678c6bfbbc78&siml=1511678c6bfbbc78
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Responses to Comment I-138: Molinelli, Amy
I-138.1

The comment is noted.

I-138.2

See Master Responses 1a and 2a.
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From: John D Monroe <jmonroe@sfsu.edu>
Date: Mon, Nov 9, 2015 at 3:52 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] BRT Public Comment from 15th Ave Resident
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: "ddippel@pacific.net" <ddippel@pacific.net>

-FUUFS*

Hello,

I am a resident of the Richmond District in San Francisco. I live on 15 th Avenue, between Geary and Clement.

*
I am writing to support the SFCTA Alternative 2 to Geary Avenue - painted diamond lanes for commute
direction buses,over the other choices presented to the community.

Note: There has been a significant increase of traffic on our street over the past two-to-three years. The
vehicularincrease is on the order of 65-70 percent. The quality of life in our neighborhood has been
compromised. Speeding IS aproblem now. Exiting driveways feels dangerous and walking across the
street is frightening. I see commercialvehicles on our street frequently, and MUNI simply does not belong
on such a narrow street. In that regard, has
anybody surveyed the drivers of the #2 Muni bus to see how they experience the right turn from Geary on to
15th?

It seems that the city planners haphazardly, or carelessly, implemented changes that have resulted in
anything rangingfrom personal discomfort for residents, to jeopardizing the safety of everyone in the
neighborhood – ie this summer’sgas leak.

The city planners need to thoroughly consider all ramifications before implementing changes to traffic
plans. They needto listen to the people they work for – resident tax-payers.

Please consider the community’s feedback, and try not to louse-up the neighborhood any more than it
already is.

Thank you,
John Monroe
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Responses to Comment I-139: Monroe, John
I-139.1

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA includes side-running bus service
on approximately half of the Geary corridor. However, the siderunning service is most susceptible to delay due to double
parking, vehicles parallel parking, right turning vehicles, and lane
violators. Center-running portions would see less conflict with
other vehicles and thus improved transit service.
Bus travel times along the Geary corridor are expected to
decrease by up to 24 percent under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
Traffic on Geary would be reduced as vehicular trips transition to
walking, biking, transit, and ride-sharing trips. Auto traffic
diverting from the Geary corridor would not be concentrated on
any particular street; instead, trips would spread out across all
streets parallel to the Geary corridor. Higher-capacity streets with
the ability to carry more vehicles, such as California and Fulton
Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the diverted
traffic. Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller amounts
of diverted traffic. See Final EIS Section 3.4.4.4 for more
information pertaining to potential vehicle diversions. Overall,
diverted traffic would increase on other streets by about 10
percent – generally not more than three to four cars per minute
during peak hours.
Under all build alternatives, some segments would have reduced
crossing distances due to reductions in the number of lanes,
which would result in increased sidewalk widths, reduced
pedestrian exposure to vehicle traffic, and opportunities for
pedestrian crossing bulbs.
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-FUUFS*
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Public Comment: Geary Bus Rapid Transit Project
1 message
Chuck Morganson <chuck.morganson@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:18 PM

*

As a Geary corridor home owner and president of the 565 Arguello Blvd Homeowners Association, I
support the Geary BRT project. I was disappointed at the behavior of many of the members of the
public at the November 5 meeting. I wish the project staff the best at sorting through the issues to
lead to the locally preferred alternativeand approved environmental document.

*

I will note that the varied 38 Geary service offerings (38, 38R, AX, BX) function fairly well at present
time, allthings considered. The project needs to consider closely how the new service will allow
buses to pass eachother along the route, avoid bunching and decrease crowding on the buses. A
clear picture of that overallperformance improvement is what the public needs to support the project
and get over the fear of theconstruction period impacts. Finally, if there are significant utility
improvements expected to be included in theproject, then representatives from SFDPW should
explain those benefits separate from the transportationbenefits.
Sincerely,
Chuck Morganson
565 Arguello Blvd #4
President, 565 Arguello Blvd Homeowners Association
Former President, 501 Arguello Blvd Condo Owners Association
phone: 415-269-8283
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Responses to Comment I-140: Morganson, Chuck
I-140.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.

I-140.2

Buses would not be able to pass each other in the center running
segment, but would be able to pass in the side-running segment.
The dedicated right-of-way and other improvements would
improve transit operations and reduce bus bunching by reducing
obstacles encountered by the buses.
Improvements to utilities would be incorporated into the project
design as opportunities present themselves.
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*

*
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Responses to Comment I-141: Morimoto, Lauren
I-141.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for further details and updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Webster Pedestrian Bridge

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Michael Morris <michaelmorris825@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 4, 2015 at 10:30 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Webster Pedestrian Bridge
To: gearyBRT@sfcta.org

*

-FUUFS*

I live just north of Geary and use the webster street bridge a lot, mostly when going to
safeway. Websteris two lanes in both directions with bike lanes and geary is 4 each
way with constant buses. This is ahuge intersection.
Many of these drivers are coming from Gough, Franklin and the freeway (not in a city
mindset) and in ahurry to get home, the 4 lanes and no pedestrian crossings from
Laguna to Scott (1/2 mile) allow them totravel at high speeds. Car traffic on geary needs
to be significantly "calmed" before the currentpedestrian infrastructure is eliminated.
I'm encouraged by the new street design, but I would urge the city to consider the order
of events, if thepedestrian bridge on webster is eliminated before the Geary street redesign the community will beforced to cross a street not designed for pedestrian safety.

Make Geary safe, then eliminate the bridge.

Mike,
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Responses to Comment I-142: Morris, Michael
I-142.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

From: Victor Morse <victormorse@comcast.net>
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 7:32 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

-FUUFS*

Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
San Francisco County Transportation Authority

*

I have been a resident of the Richmond District for 30 years. My children attended Alamo, Presidio,
and GeorgeWashington schools. During that time, I have patronized stores and restaurants up and
down Geary Blvd. I havebeen a car driver, Muni rider (the 38, the former 38 Limited, and 38AX to and
from downtown), walker, runner, andcyclist. I strongly support the Geary BRT project. It is essential
to improve the transit experience because traffic onGeary is only getting worse. I'm glad to see that
the project has a draft environmental report and I hope that it willmove forward expeditiously.

Victor Morse
415-517-2837
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Responses to Comment I-143: Morse, Victor
I-143.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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-FUUFS*
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Exciting plan
3 messages
mike@subfocal.net <mike@subfocal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Oct 2, 2015 at 8:18 PM

Hello gearybrt,
Michael Mueller (mike@subfocal.net) has sent you a message via your contactform
(http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/contact) at San Francisco CountyTransportation Authority.
If you don't want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings athttp://
www.sfcta.org/user/42/edit.
Message:
Hi,
I just want to thank you guys for putting together this excellent documentoutlining
some much-needed improvements to the Geary corridor's transit. The38 is one of the
more frustrating and yet most used bus lines in the city.

*

*

Dedicated bus lanes make a lot of sense. I worry about the alternative thathas the bus
lanes next to parking spaces, because that means passengervehicles will be in and
out of the bus lanes all the time and double parkedvehicles will impede bus traffic. The
center lane makes a lot of sense andseems most appropriate for long-term "rail ready"
implementation.
One last thought: Do we have to continue using diesel buses? Their exhaust isreally
bad for air quality. So many other major bus lines are electrified, is
that prohibitively expensive to do here? Diesel exhaust pollution (and enginenoise) has
a negative effect on all of us.
Thanks again, and good luck!
Mike
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Responses to Comment I-144: Mueller, Mike
I-144.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidiated include a longer centerrunning segment than the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. While
Alternative 3/3-Consolidated would provide more travel time
savings, they require filling the Fillmore underpass at a high cost,
and locating the high-ridership Masonic stop in the difficult-toaccess and unattractive Masonic tunnel area. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA’s limitation of center-running operation to just
the Richmond area avoids these disadvantages. Filling the
Fillmore underpass and restoring the intersection at-grade would
further advance project goals for bus performance and pedestrian
safety; however, the increased cost of such work caused staff to
choose the Hybrid Alternative as the SRA (and SFCTA to adopt
the Hybrid Alternative as the LPA.

I-144.2

Electrification of bus lines along the Geary corridor is not part of
this project. However, for more information pertaining to the
reduction of air quality impacts, refer to Final EIS Section 4.10 as
well as Final EIS Appendix M (Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program).
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Public Comment on Geary BRT
1 message
Ed Munnich <emunnich@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sat, Nov 21, 2015 at 3:20 AM

First of all, it is clear that a huge amount of work has gone into the current proposals for Geary BRT-thank youvery much! And many thanks also for the informative Public Comment meeting on Nov. 5th.
I had severalhelpful conversations with staff members and the displays made it easy to visualize the
proposed changes.

*

What I love: I am very excited about the pedestrian improvements. I had an ankle injury a couple of
years ago,and it became virtually impossible to cross Geary (cars don't stop for crosswalks, too few
crosswalks, and lightsdo not allow enough time to cross). This experience made me more conscious
of what children, elderly people,and people with disabilities deal with on a daily basis. These
improvements will be a huge benefit to ourneighborhood.

*

What seems OK: The improvements in reliability and travel time are modest, but better than nothing.
You willalways have my support for making transit faster and more reliable, even if only incrementally.

*

What is very disappointing: The most essential part of the original Geary BRT proposal was going
undergroundeast of Van Ness, and this seems to have been completely scrapped. The best solution
would be a subwayalong Geary, but many of us bought into BRT on the assumption that it would take
on the most seriousobstacles along the corridor. By contrast, the current recommendation involves
lanes east of Gough that carsmust cross to park or turn, and which have no physical separation from
car traffic. Will there be enoughenforcement of the red lane to keep buses moving? And how will
officers prove that someone driving in the redlane was not trying to park or turn? I am skeptical of
time and reliability estimates that seem to rely on theassumption that traffic will not interfere much
with BRT.
When I raised this concern, staff indicated that an underground portion of Geary BRT was off the
table due tocost. But if we are making major changes all along the Geary corridor, causing disruption
in neighborhoods, whynot do it the right way? Why are we not talking about raising height limits along
Geary, adding considerabletransit-oriented development, and applying developer fees towards major
improvements in transit? Why are wenot talking about congestion pricing to help reduce traffic and
finance the project? San Francisco desperatelyneeds a bold vision for more housing and faster and
more reliable transit. When we are ready to think big, pleaseknow that I will regularly attend
community meetings, reach out to my neighbors--whatever I can do to support it.
We are the world center of technology, the city that was built on gold--why can't we have Gold
Standard BRT?Earlier generations could have kept running ferries across the Golden Gate, but they
built a bridge that is an iconaround the world. Is this really the best we can do in 2015 San
Francisco?
All of that said, please don't let my skepticism take anything away from the hard work you all have put
into this,including many hours of listening patiently. Again, thank you very much!
Ed Munnich
568 5th Ave. #2
SF CA 94118

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15129c5f9007fb53&siml=15129c5f9007fb53
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Responses to Comment I-145: Munnich, Ed
I-145.1

The comment is noted.

I-145.2

The comment is noted.

I-145.3

See Master Response 1a.
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1

bridge is poorly maintained and doesn't feel safe at

2

night.

3

What will happen to the

4

spaces at the base of the bridge that have become

5

camping and dumping sites?

6

create public spaces?

7

Are there opportunities to

And the other question is:

Are there plans to

8

collaborate with the Peace Plaza to create a more open

9

and pedestrian-friendly gateway to the Plaza from Geary

10
11
12
*

I have questions:

13

Boulevard?
GLYNIS NAKAHARA:

My full name is Glynis Nakahara,

spelled G-L-Y-N-I-S, N-A-K-A-H-A-R-A.
The format of this public comment hearing,

14

meeting is galactically a waste of time.

15

to get a distilled presentation of the main points so I

16

don't have to read 750 pages, and I was hoping not only

17

to deliver my personal comments but to benefit from a

18

rich conversation with others about the pros and cons

19

of the proposed improvements.

20

provides neither, I wasted an hour already of my time.

21

I came here

Because this format

I came here because I thought there would be a

22

lot of people making public comments and it would be a

23

rich conversation, I could really get full

24

understanding of other people's ideas that would

25

influence my own opinions.

35

*
DPOU 1

So this is no different than me being at home,

2

logging on, and in my own silo, delivering my own

3

opinions.

4

Director with the Japantown Taskforce, by the way.

5

It means nothing.

JAMES SOTTILE:

I am also a Board

My name is James Sottile, spelled

6

J-A-M-E-S, last name is spelled S-O-T-T-I-L-E.

7

I will just read this to you slowly:

8

admission" -- this in quotes -- "project's" -- boldly

9

underlined -- "significant and unavoidable effect is

"By its own

10

increased delay at certain roadway intersections along

11

and near the Geary Corridor," close quote.

12

As a commuter within the City, Muni has become

13

almost unusable.

14

Street has increased because of more idling traffic due

15

to the delays caused by painting the red line down the

16

street.

17

In addition, pollution along Geary

In addition, I have seen no benefits to safety

18

since cars will weave unexpectedly in and out of the

19

red lanes -- although Muni buses still managed to kill

20

a cyclist recently near Market and Second, right on a

21

red line.

22

This project is proving to be ineffective for

23

these reasons:

24

the city.

25

pollution.

One, it has created gridlock all around

Two, idling cars and buses, increased
There are regular sites of gridlock around

36
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Responses to Comment I-146: Nakahara, Glynis
I-146.1

See Master Response 5b.
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1

think that the parallel routes -- there are plenty of

2

parallel bus routes within walking distance of the

3

Geary corridor, both to the north and south, for people

4

that are concerned about missing the local routes.

5

And I think that the -- I think that the

6

Alternative 3rd consolidated, since it results in the

7

least loss of parking, will serve people who are

8

disabled as well and their concerns about the distance

9

between the stops on the Alternative 3 consolidated

10
11

option.
I think that having the center isles -- center

12

boarding for the consolidated 3 option will go well if

13

the subway master plan that has recently been passed --

14

or endorsed by the Board of Supervisors comes to

15

fruition, that the real estate necessary for subways

16

will already be dedicated for transit under the

17

Alternative 3 consolidated option.

18
19
20

KYLE NAKANISHI:

Kyle Nakanishi, K-Y-L-E,

N-A-K-A-N-I-S-H-I.
So when I was younger, the tradition for me

*
21

and my grandmother was to walk across this

22

Webster Bridge from Japantown to go see the other Geary

23

merchants.

24

week, every day.

25

when I grew up, I realized was a safety thing.

And we did it time and time again, every
And what I thought was a tradition,

8

* 1
DPOU
2

Both me and my grandmother were -- I was
young; she was a little older.

It was a way to cross

3

Geary, a huge street, safely.

4

I've worked in Japantown, especially with summer camp

5

and the elderly in Kimochi, I've realized that crossing

6

the bridge is the safest way to get across Geary.

7

As I've grown up and

I understand they're going to put islands

8

along the crosswalk.

However, what happens when a

9

group of 30 children can't cross the street in one go?

10

They may get stuck right on the islands.

11

fear of mine, because Geary is a downhill or uphill and

12

going extremely fast.

13

maybe the elderly will get hit.

14

And that is a

I'm nervous that those kids and

Along with the safety issues, I'm concerned

15

that the tradition of going across and going to other

16

Geary merchants will die.

17

Geary merchants from Japantown and the Geary merchants

18

on the right side, which would be the Western Addition,

19

the bridge would not be there any longer; the unity

20

would no longer be there.

21

The connection between the

I think that's why I want the Webster Bridge

22

to stay and for this project to not happen moving

23

forward.

24
25

BOB HAMAGUCHI:

I am Bob Hamaguchi,

H-A-M-A-G-U-C-H-I, Executive Director, Japantown Task

9
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Responses to Comment I-147: Nakanishi, Kyle
I-147.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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-FUUFS*
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT DEIR comments
2 messages
Jane Natoli <wafoli@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Thu, Oct 29, 2015 at 10:21 PM

Hello,
Unfortunately, I will not be able to make the upcoming meeting on November 5th due to a prior
comment, but Ihad a chance to peruse the report recently and I wanted to provide my thoughts for
the record.

*

As a resident of Inner Richmond, I'm someone who stands to benefit greatly from increased transit
capabilitiesalong Geary, and I'm happy to see this is finally moving forward. While the Hybrid
alternative makes sense interms of accounting for the input of lots of individuals, I feel like we would
be better off with the Alternative 3-consolidated. Given how long it's taken to get this going, now is
not the time for half-measures. We need bettertransit options in the Richmond, and I feel the city
would benefit more if we committed full to this. While theHybrid and 3 both at least have center
lanes for much of it, I feel like the 3-consolidated would be an even betteroption. People who drive
want legitimate options if they are going to take transit. Let's give them a legitimateoption. While it
has a higher up front cost, it looks like it delivers more in the long term, and that's what I wouldlove
to see out of this: something designed for the long-term needs of San Francisco, not something
hobbled byshort-term compromises.
Thanks for your consideration.
Jane Natoli
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Responses to Comment I-148: Natoli, Jane
I-148.1

Preference for Alternative 3-Consolidated is noted.
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From: Allen Ng <allen2ng@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 10:52 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Comment per Draft EIS/EIR
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

-FUUFS*

*

These are my comments on the Geary BRT project based on the recently released Draft EIS/EIR. I
am a CentralRichmond district resident and am opposed to the Staff-Recommended Alternative (SRA)
for the following reasons.

*

The SRA project will only save 10 minutes for a bus transit from 48th Ave to Transbay Terminal. Most
#38 Gearybus riders have a shorter trip and their time saving will be even less. Furthermore, this time
saving is offset by theincreased transit time that will result for riders in autos, trucks, etc.

*

The SRA project is too expensive. Estimated capital cost is currently $300 million, and actual cost will
probably behigher based on past public projects. In addition, on-going operating and maintenance
costs will increase by over$12 million per year.

*

The SRA project will cause Geary Blvd vehicle traffic to incrementally shift onto adjacent residential
streets due tothe proposed traffic light controls, reduced left turn intersections, loss of parking spaces,
fewer lanes, etc. Thisincreased neighborhood traffic will negatively impact residential street safety,
noise, pollution, and road erosion.

*

The SRA project will mean 2 years of inconvenience and nuisance due to construction noise, vibration,
and pollution,and disruption of Geary Blvd businesses and traffic (pedestrian, bicycle, auto, truck, and
bus as well).
In summary, the SRA project is not justified as its benefits are far outweighed by its negatives.
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Responses to Comment I-149: Ng, Allen
I-149.1

Commenter’s opposition to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is
noted.

I-149.2

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
While the cost of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is estimated at
$300 million, the analysis shows tangible bus travel time benefits,
and the cost provides for additional important community
benefits as well, including pedestrian safety and streetscape
enhancements. Please see Draft EIS/EIR Section 9.2.1
(Operating Costs) and Final EIS Chapter 9.
Traffic volumes in the corridor are expected to increase by 2035
in the No Build Alternative due to anticipated growth in San
Francisco and the region. With the projected traffic volume
increase under the No Build Alternative, adverse effects would
occur at 21 study intersections (17 on-corridor and four offcorridor). The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in adverse
effects at a lower number of study intersections (eight; four oncorridor and four off-corridor).
Overall, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would reduce the number
of intersections operating beyond the City’s significance
threshold and thus would accommodate previously
planned/anticipated growth more effectively than the No Build
Alternative.

I-149.3

See Master Response 6a and Final EIS Chapter 9 regarding
project costs.
While the cost of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is estimated at
$300 million, the analysis shows tangible bus travel time benefits,
and the cost provides for additional important community
benefits as well, including pedestrian safety and streetscape
enhancements. Improvements to transit would benefit the City
by reducing transit operating costs, as transit service would
operate more efficiently. Benefits would also be realized in
reduced travel time for transit-riders.

I-149.4

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
Traffic on Geary would be reduced as some vehicular trips will
transition to walk, bike, transit, and ride-sharing trips. Traffic
diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be concentrated on
any particular street. Instead they would spread out across all of
the parallel streets within the Geary corridor. Higher-capacity
streets with the ability to carry more vehicles, such as California
and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the
diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller
amounts of diverted traffic. See Final EIS Section 3.4.4.4 for
more information pertaining to traffic diversions. Overall,
diverted traffic would increase on other streets by about 10
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percent, generally not more than three to four cars per minute
during peak hours.
I-149.5

See Master Responses 2b and 3a.
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Responses to Comment I-150: Ng, Gina
I-150.1

See Master Response 2d regarding the concerns raised about
pedestrian safety on proposed center-boarding platforms.

I-150.2

With regard to the portion of the comment concerning the
potential difficulty for some people to climb stairs to board
buses, please see Draft EIS/EIR Section 2.2.3.1, which notes that
the No Build Alternative and build alternatives include
replacement of the existing bus fleet with low-floor buses.
Regarding other aspects of the comment speaking to pedestrian
safety, passenger comfort, and construction costs, see Master
Responses 2b, 2d, and 6a.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
1 message
Dan Nunes <Dan.Nunes@riverbed.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: "dan1964@me.com" <dan1964@me.com>

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 3:37 PM

Please, please, please improve this bus line. Option 3 with the dedicated center lanes are the

* bestsolution for a number of reasons:
 I ride the bus everyday and where the bus has a dedicated lane from Gough to Market, it is
considerably faster.
 The center lane will also look the best and allow for easier integration of bike lanes.
 More buses. Yes, this has improved recently. However, more buses are still needed. For some
reason, there is a 20-minute plus gap in 38R buses between 5:30PM and 6:00PM.
 With center lanes and timed lights, everyone’s commutes will improve.

I’d like to add that I live at 48th and Geary and work at Folsom and 3rd. The 38R takes 40+
minutes in the morning, and 45+ in the evening (not including 5-10 or 20 minutes waiting
for abus). I can drive to 3rd/Folsom St. garage in 30 minutes. And I can ride my single
speed bicycleto the office in 37 minutes (45 minutes in the evening—HILLS) and that’s
going through goldengate park and the panhandle.
Thank you so much for your time! I know this is an uphill battle and appreciate all the work
that’s gone into this project. Here’s hoping it’s completed before I retire and move away!
P.S. Can anything be done about policing the people who are not paying to ride the bus???
Daniel Nunes
Marketing Writer
Riverbed Technology
Mobile: 650-576-5255
Desk: 415-645-2268
Email: dan.nunes@riverbed.com
www.riverbed.com
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Responses to Comment I-151: Nunes, Dan
I-151.1

Preference for Alternative 3 is noted.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Suggestion
regarding Geary BRT Fillmore area
1 message
sfteachr@pacbell.net <sfteachr@pacbell.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Dec 4, 2015 at 2:26 PM

Hello gearybrt,
Frank O'Connell (sfteachr@pacbell.net) has sent you a message via your
contact form (http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/contact) at San Francisco County
Transportation Authority.
If you don't want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings at
http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/edit.
Message:
To SFCTA representative,

*

I have a suggestion regard the next phase of Geary BRT Project. Though I
realize you are seeking input for the Geary BRT as designed, I am very
concerned with the capacity of the Geary BRT as proposed. My suggestion is
that rather than filling in the Geary underpass at Fillmore Street, SFMTA
should construct a two lane overpass in the median of the existing Geary
Boulevard underpass in order that Muni buses can reach Fillmore Street
directly. This overpass should be an exclusive right of way for Muni
vehicles to operate between Webster Street and Steiner Streets and would
permit direct access to the Fillmore Street crossover at street level. I
would think this would remove much of the infrastructure issues and costs
have to do with filling in the existing roadway beneath Filmore Street and
would provide ability for the 38R and other 38 buses to board and offload
passengers at this key intersection and at a higher capacity.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Frank O'Connell
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Responses to Comment I-152.1: O’Connell, Frank
I-152.1.1 See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Filling the Fillmore underpass and restoring the intersection atgrade would further advance project goals for bus performance
and pedestrian safety. However, due to the increased cost of such
work, staff chose the Hybrid Alternative as the SRA and the
SFCTA Board adopted the Hybrid Alternative as the LPA.
Constructing a bridge deck over the Fillmore underpass was
considered early but not further pursued. See also the 2014
Design Options Screening Report. Constructing a bridge deck
rather than filling Fillmore would be more expensive on a
lifecycle basis, as the deck would degrade and need to be replaced
periodically. Moreover, the existing Fillmore bridge would need
to be incorporated into the bridge deck design.
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From: <sfteachr@pacbell.net>
Date: Thu, Dec 10, 2015 at 9:28 AM
Subject: [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Geary BRT/Fillmore Street Express Bus Access
To: chester.fung@sfcta.org

Hello chester.fung,
Frank O'Connell (sfteachr@pacbell.net) has sent you a message via your
contact form (http://www.sfcta.org/user/46/contact) at San Francisco County
Transportation Authority.
If you don't want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings at
http://www.sfcta.org/user/46/edit.
Message:

Hello Mr. Fung,

*

I have a suggestion regard the next phase of Geary BRT Project. I am very
concerned with the capacity of the Geary BRT as proposed. My suggestion is
that rather than filling in the Geary underpass at Fillmore Street, SFMTA
should construct a two lane overpass in the median of the existing Geary
Boulevard underpass in order that 38R buses and other buses can reach
Fillmore Street directly. This overpass should be an exclusive right of way
for Muni vehicles to operate between Webster Street and Steiner Street that
would reach the existing Fillmore Street crossover at street level. This
would remove much of the infrastructure issues and costs have to do with
filling in the existing roadway beneath Filmore Street and would provide
ability for the 38R and other 38 buses to board and offload passengers at
this key intersection.
Additional advantages:
-Provides direct access to Fillmore Street for the 38R and other express
bus services along Geary Blvd for those with a disability
-Provides additional capacity at the side running BRT bus stops
-Keeps road way capacity in place for the driving public
-Ease of construction (versus filling in underpass)
I realize that Tiger funding is both an opportunity and a limitation for the
Geary BRT project, but I thought I would offer this suggestion for the follow
on phase of the Geary BRT project. In addition, I realize that you oversee a
number of projects, but since you had been part of the team making
presentations to the public at some of the Geary BRT outreach meetings, I
thought that i should bring this to your attention.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Frank O'Connell
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Responses to Comment I-152.2: O’Connell, Frank
I-152.2.1 See response to comment I-152.1.1.
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Responses to Comment I-153: Osaki, John
I-153.1

In response to community concerns, demolition of the Webster
Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks would also be
constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Responses to Comment I-154: Osaki, Lee
I-154.1

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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bosterweil@sbcglobal.net <bosterweil@sbcglobal.net>

-FUUFS*
Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 11:57 AM

Reply-To: bosterweil@sbcglobal.net
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

The EIR completely and appropriately addresses the issues required by an EIR.
Furthermore, it is urgent that this project move forward.
The positives of the project are:

*

For the short distance that the project is center-running, private automobiles
will be mostly unable to interfere with the operation of the transit system.
Riders have been hearing about improvements since 2004 (at which time the
commencement of operations was scheduled for 2012!). Further delays will
only cause riders to be completely disillusioned with MUNI and transit in
general (if they are not already).
Our roads are only getting more congested with automobiles and private
shuttles; we must provide a faster, cleaner alternative in order to avoid
complete gridlock.

The negatives:

*

It isn't a subway
It isn't light rail
It isn't center-running for its entire length, so the buses will be held up by rightturning vehicles and double-parked vehicles.
It doesn't do enough to eliminate automobile parking along its route, so that
individuals will be still be operating private vehicles to the detriment of system
operation, global warming, air quality, etc.
The stops are too close together in places.
IT HAS TAKEN TOO LONG ALREADY
Bruce Osterweil
316 17th Avenue
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Responses to Comment I-155: Osterweil, Bruce
I-155.1

The comment is noted.

I-155.2

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The agencies explored a longer center-running segment.
Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated include center running bus
lanes from Laguna Street to 27th Avenue. While it would provide
higher travel time savings, these alternatives require filling the
Fillmore underpass at high cost, and locating the high-ridership
Masonic stop in the difficult-to-access and unattractive Masonic
underpass area. In light of these disadvantages, the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA’s center-running operation is limited to just the
Richmond between Palm and 27th/28th Avenue. Filling the
Fillmore underpass and restoring the intersection at-grade would
further advance project goals for bus performance and pedestrian
safety; however, it would also add substantially to the project
cost.
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Responses to Comment I-156: Payor, Doug
I-156.1

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
Traffic on Geary would be reduced as vehicular trips will
transition to walking, biking transit, and ride-sharing trips. Traffic
diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be concentrated on
any particular street. Instead they would spread out across all of
the parallel streets within the Geary corridor. Higher-capacity
streets with the ability to carry more vehicles, such as California
and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively greater shares of the
diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would carry relatively smaller
amounts of diverted traffic.
See Final EIS Section 3.4.4.4 for more information pertaining to
potential vehicle diversions. Overall, diverted traffic would
increase on other streets by about 10 percent – generally not
more than three to four cars per minute during peak hours.

I-156.2

See Master Response 2c regarding parking loss along the Geary
corridor.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA balances potential
improvements with other community considerations.
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Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Public Comment - in favor of Alternative 2
1 message
Melissa-Bill <pearson371@comcast.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 6:41 PM

As residents of the outer Richmond district and MUNI riders and supporters, we are strongly in favor
of Alternative 2 as the preferred solution to the Geary BRT. Other alternatives are too expensive and
disruptive to neighboring commerce and communities, particularly related to the center transit lanes
that are questionable with regard to pedestrian safety and transit efficiency. The center lanes
approach is also a dead end to future transit improvements which in the long run will require a subsurface transit system in order to effectively serve a growing population and uphold the “Transit-First”
policy along the Geary corridor.

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns,
William and Melissa Pearson, homeowners
371 15th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
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Responses to Comment I-157: Pearson, Melissa
I-157.1

Preference for Alternative 2 is noted.
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--------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kaytea Petro <kaytea.petro@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 10:47 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary Street Pedestrian Bridges
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org, info@japantowntaskforce.org
Cc: Paul Rainville <paul.rainville@gmail.com>

*

-FUUFS*

Dear SFMTA and other decisionmakers,
The Japantown Street pedestrian bridges are vital to safely allow cyclists and pedestrians cross Geary
Street. Geary Street near Japantown was widened in the height of the 1950's and 60's urban highway
building craze. As such, it is designed for high speed motor traffic, and not much else. The foot bridges,
while an imperfect solution, keep the people away from the speeding cars and prevent pedestrian
deaths.
Added to that, there is a school and a church on one side of the street, and a cultural center and an old
folks home on the other side of the street. Children and elderly people (the people statistically most
likely to be killed by vehicles) need the pedestrian bridges so that they don't get hit by speeding cars.
Be rational. Either build new pedestrian bridges, or work these ones into the design for the new and
improved bus route (which I'm a big fan of, btw).
Best,
Kaytea
Riding a bike through [a city] is like navigating the collective neural pathways of some vast global mind.
It really is a trip inside the collective psyche of a compacted group of people.
-David Byrne
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Responses to Comment I-158: Petro, Kaytea
I-158.1

While the Steiner Street bridge would still be demolished,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary corridor
2 messages
lgpetty <lgpetty@juno.com>
Reply-To: lgpetty <lgpetty@juno.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

*

Wed, Oct 28, 2015 at 1:27 PM

I am extremely alarmed and object strenuously at the reduction in stops you have made for the 38
Local. Also the Rapid needs to have more stops. Suggest Local stops every 2 blocks and Rapid
every five blocks.
What good is making the rides faster when they sacrifice the needs and health of passengers in
between stops. You don't need to increase frequency of buses except after 7 pm. Just add
frequency of stops. This would help passengers get to homes, work (not everyone works downtown)
AND businesses.
Thank you
Lorraine Petty
Registered Voter
____________________________________________________________

American Express Travel
http://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/clk/289652160;116676809;s
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Responses to Comment I-159: Petty, Lorraine
I-159.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Increased stop spacing would result in better transit performance
since buses would spend less time pulling out of and into traffic.
Passenger walk distances and stop locations were carefully
studied to match with intersecting transit lines, schools, hospitals,
senior services, and other common trip destinations. Stop
consolidation was also considered against potential parking loss.
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traffic flow.

2

We are also asking that the connection of the

3

crossover to Japantown via the steps leading up to the

4

Peace Plaza be made ADA approved and that it connect

5

directly to the Peace Plaza rather than have to take

6

the stairs, if there is any way to do that.

7
8
9
10
11
*
12

That's it.

And I could be reached at

akawahatsu@japantaskforce.com.
AUGIE PHILLIPS:

Thank you.

Augie Phillips, A-U-G-I-E,

P-H-I-L-L-I-P-S.
I have two concerns.

One is the environmental

impact of using so much red paint on this lane for so

13

many miles.

I have asked several of the

14

representatives if this has been studied, and nobody

15

really had an answer.

16

And I asked them if there were alternatives to

17

painting this many gallons of red paint, and they said,

18

really they don't think they have studied this.

19

am hoping they can actually check this out.

20
*
21

So I

My second comment is really related to my
neighborhood.

That's why I came here.

And it's the

22

bridge at Webster Street and their plans to remove it.

23

Right now this bridge is the 100 percent safe, sure way

24

to cross Geary, and you cannot get hit by anything,

25

other than a bird, walking across this bridge.

40

1
*DPOU
2

think it's actually very possible.
We could take out an iconic bridge and replace

3

it with another iconic bridge and get some wonderful

4

design, some great architects, you know, something

5

interesting, and turn it into a plus.

6

The current entrance to Peace Plaza at Geary

7

Street is awkward is not ADA compliant, so this would

8

solve that access as well.

9

stone, and this a happier J-Town community.

10
11
12
13

So two birds with one

I guess that's it.
ELFEGO FELIS:

Elfego, E-L-F-E-G-O, last name

Felis, F-E-L-I-S.
I noticed that one of the main, first project

14

goals listed is to improve bus travel times and on-time

15

performance.

16

I spoke to three staff.

All three of them

17

said that better enforcement of the red bus-only lanes

18

is not within the scope of this project.

19

I ride the 38R, Geary, 38R line between Fifth

20

and Geary and Third and Market every day of the week,

21

and from personal experience, cars coming in and out of

22

the red lane is one of the major problems.

23

speaking to the added bus travel time, which, again, is

24

the first goal that is listed in this project's goals.

25

I am

So I would highly encourage and request that
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Responses to Comment I-160: Phillips, Augie (verbal
comment)
I-160.1

As noted in Draft EIS/EIR Section 2.2.3.2 (page 2-18), the red
coloring of new bus-only lanes could be achieved through a
variety of means, including but not limited to paint, thermoplastic
coatings, and “color-integrated” or dyed concrete or asphalt.
Whatever method is ultimately selected would need to be
consistent with existing state and local regulations, including but
not limited to state-imposed standards regarding paint and
coatings, as well as regional and local environmental standards
(described in the Draft EIS/EIR starting at Section 4.10.1.3).
The air quality analysis at Section 4.10.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR
identified construction-related air pollutant emissions for several
types of construction activity, including roadway striping. Air
quality impacts would not be adverse.

I-160.2

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-708

-FUUFS*

*

*DPOU
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Responses to Comment I-161: Phillips, Marvin
I-161.1

See Master Responses 2c and 2d.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-711

-FUUFS*
As the boards of the San Francisco County Authority (SFCTA), Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA)
consider the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) to the Geary BRT project based on the
draft EIS/EIR released in October 2015 I’d like to for them to consider the alternative that
would create the most pedestrian and cyclist friendly streetscape for this six mile stretch
of Geary.

*

I am a resident of the St Francis Square Cooperative and live near the corner of Webster
and Geary. My two children attend elementary school 2 blocks from this busy
intersection, I commute to work via bicycle and my wife rides the 38 bus to work. This
stretch of Geary has long suffered with the deleterious affects of the creation of the
Geary Expressway and trench built under Fillmore street over 60 years ago. Narrow 7.8’
sidewalks, a right of way of 168’ with eight lanes of traffic often times moving in excess
of 35 miles per hour have all made for a dangerous experience for those walking or
riding their bikes in this intersection.
Over the ten years that have passed from the feasibility phase to the current draft
EIS/EIR phase we are currently in of this project, feedback from the Japantown and
Western Addition neighborhood groups has been consistent in asking for the Fillmore
trench to be filled in in order to slow traffic and create a safer pedestrian and transit
experience for the Fillmore corridor and historical Japantown area.

*

*

*

It appears a little disingenuous in all the marketing materials for this draft EIS/EIR public
comment phase that the SFCTA is only providing maps and graphical layouts of their
SRA in their pamphlets distributed to the community and not the 4 other options buried
in the EIS/EIR. Pre-biasing the available options in marketing for the 45 day public
comment period does not seem fair. My neighbors did not even know there was a no
build option until I told them so.
That being said with the agencies goal of improving transit times and the community’s
goal of wanting a safer Fillmore/Japantown experience for those not in cars, I would like
to express my support for Alternative 3-Consolidated which would create center lane
BRT service from 27th Street to Laguna Street. I implore the agencies to explore all
avenues to fund this radical rebuild of Geary Boulevard wresting priority from individual
cars to public transit. This center lane alternative would also be most applicable to a
future move to create rail service on Geary. The hybrid SRA would keep intact the
tunnels at Masonic and Fillmore and not addressing the safety issue of speeding cars
and safe crossing the 168’ length of Geary for children and the elderly in this section of
Geary.
While I am not necessarily nostalgic for unifying the Western Addition and Japantown
neighborhoods by filling in the Fillmore trench, I am keenly interested in a future where
cars are not zooming down an 8 lanes expressway and my family can walk across
Geary from Fillmore to Buchanan on the street level with a right of way punctuated by a
center island BRT stop resplendent with trees and other streetscape enhancing
greenery.
Paul Phojanakong
1440 Webster Street #4
San Francisco, CA 94115
paul@upte-cwa.org

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-162: Phojanakong, Paul
I-162.1

See Master Responses 1a, 2d, and 2e.

I-162.2

See Master Response 5b.

I-162.3

Support for Alternative 3-Consolidated is noted.

I-162.4

See Master Response 2d.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-713

11/13/2015

SFCTA Mail - Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

From: Genn Pinnick <genna.pinnick@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 11:25 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT]
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

-FUUFS*

From:
Genovefa Pinnick
2446 Anza St.
Richmond Resident
To:
Geary BRT Comments

*

I am AGAINST the Geary BRT project and want alternative #2 implemented as a less expensive,
more impactful, and responsive design for the traffic and bus routes in the Richmond.
Please, respond to me email so I know my voice has been heard.
Thank you,

Genna Pinnick
Details, follow up, and making things happen!
genna.pinnick@gmail.com
(510) 395-4489 Cell
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Responses to Comment I-163: Pinnick, Genovefa
I-163.1

Opposition to Geary BRT and preference for Alternative 2 are
noted.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-715

Letter I-164.1
1

I can live without owning a car in this city

2

because my home is on a high quality transit corridor

3

(Market Street).

4

improving upon it in the future through enhanced BRT or

5

rail will allow more San Francisco residents to live

6

and prosper without needing to own a vehicle, something

7

we should all support.

8
9
I-164.1.1
10

Moving ahead with the Geary BRT and

ALEXANDER POST:

My name is Alexander Post,

A-L-E-X-A-N-D-E-R, P-O-S-T.

I live near the project.

I am very excited for the project.

I think Bus Rapid

11

Transit is the way to go, much better than the subway,

12

and I am excited to see the project develop.

13
I-164.1.2
14

One

concern I have is the one-for-one replacement of trees.
I understand that building the project will

15

necessitate removal of more mature trees.

16

with the Van Ness Rapid Transit Plan, the current

17

discussion is to replace the trees two-for-one,

18

replacing the mature trees with more young trees so as

19

not to lose the vibrant tree cover.

20

However,

If we could get somewhere close to two-for-one

21

on the Geary Corridor, I think that would improve the

22

environmental benefits as well as the aesthetic

23

benefits of the entire Corridor.

24
25

That's it.
RICHARD CORRIEA:

My name is Richard Corriea,

31
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Responses to Comment I-164.1: Post, Alexander (verbal
comment)
I-164.1.1 See Master Response 4a.
I-164.1.2 See Maser Response 4a.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-717

Letter I-164.2

I-164.2.1

I-164.2.1
cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-164.2: Post, Alexander
I-164.2.1 See Master Response 4a.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-720

Letter I-165.1

I-165.1

I-165.1
cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-165.1: Rainville, Paul
I-165.1

Redesigning the pedestrian bridges is not part of this project.
While the Steiner Street bridge would still be demolished,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at the Webster Street intersection. See
Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated
information regarding modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See
Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-723

Letter I-165.2
1

then last name is S-H-I-O-Z-A-K-I-dash-W-O-O.

2

So I am acquainted with Nihonmachi Little

3

Friends, N-I-H-O-N-M-A-C-H-I, Little Friends.

4

e-mail is adrienne.shiozaki.@gmail.com.

5

Okay.

My

So our preschool is against the removal

6

of the pedestrian bridge at Webster Street.

7

the bridge is the safest way to cross Geary Boulevard,

8

for pedestrians that are seniors and children, to keep

9

them out of harm's way.

10

I believe

The proposed bulbs do not protect them --

11

that's what they are calling them, the pedestrian

12

bump-outs, will not protect them 100 percent like the

13

bridge.

14

the barriers, what is there to protect them from flying

15

cars or car parts?

16

If a driver lost control of the car and struck

Is there a way to rebuild the pedestrian

17

bridge to meet the current ADA requirements?

18

important, and removing the bridges will not be the

19

safest thing to do for our kids and seniors.

20
21
22
I-165.2.1
23

PAUL RAINVILLE:

Safety is

My name is Paul Rainville,

spelled P-A-U-L, R-A-I-N-V-I-L-L-E.
I strongly urge the planners and
decision-makers of this project to redesign or

24

reconstruct the pedestrian bridges at the intersections

25

of Webster and Geary and at Steiner and Geary to be

45

I-165.2.1
cont. 1
2

preserved while made ADA compliant.

I chaperone field

trips for kindergarten and first grade students.

3

As a group, those students of 20 per class

4

average about one foot per second when crossing

5

streets.

6

not be safely relied upon to not step into traffic

7

while waiting in a pedestrian refuge in the middle of

8

Geary Boulevard, even with escorts.

9

They are also very unpredictable and could

There are already pedestrian deaths on record

10

of people trying to cross Geary at Webster and Steiner.

11

Removing the pedestrian bridges and increasing traffic

12

volumes on Geary will only result in more pedestrian

13

fatalities involving motorized vehicles.

14

Please ensure that the Final Plan includes

15

pedestrian bridges existing at Webster and Steiner, so

16

members of the community may access both sides of Geary

17

without risking their lives.

18

Thank you.

---o0o---

19
20

(Public comment concluded at 8:19 p.m.)

21
22
23
24
25
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Responses to Comment I-165.2: Rainville, Paul (verbal
comment)
I-165.2.1 Redesigning the pedestrian bridges is outside the scope of the
project. While the Steiner Street bridge would still be removed,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-726

Letter I-166

I-166.1

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-166: Randall, Annette
I-166.1

Support for improving pedestrian safety is noted.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-728

11/16/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] VA Medical Center

Letter I-167
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] VA Medical Center
1 message
Marlon Reynolds <mreyno02@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-167.1

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 11:51 AM

Since many veterans use the 38 to travel to and from medical appts, please arrange for a stop there.

Marlon Reynolds
mreyno02@gmail.com
about.me/marlon.reynolds
Please do not forward this email without my express permission.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111da41afcdc06&siml=15111da41afcdc06

1/1
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Responses to Comment I-167: Reynolds, Marlon
I-167.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
Transit service to the VA Hospital would be maintained with the
project.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-730

11/13/2015

SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] in support of Geary BRT changes, thanks

From: David Robertson <lego@sonic.net>
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 9:01 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] in support of Geary BRT changes, thanks
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Letter I-168

Dear SFCTA

I-168.1

I’ve lived in SF for 25 years and applaud every street improvement that provides more safety for
pedestrians. I am in support of your plans to add more medians (crosswalk islands) and signalized
crosswalks and to eliminate dangerous, unprotected leftturns.
I’ve been partially disabled lately, I can relate to challenging pedestrian environment so I recommend
that you also shorten crossing distances with as many bulbouts as there are intersections and
incorporate countdown signals and accessible pedestrian signals
Motorists need to see the vulnerable areas so please paint highvisibility continental (zebra) crosswalk
painting at every intersection.
Tied with ped safety is Muni so I urge you to replace traffic lanes with busonly lanes to calm road
speeds and increase Muni reliability

Thank you,
David Robertson
4156023966
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Responses to Comment I-168: Robertson, David
I-168.1

See Master Response 2d.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-732

10/20/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Comment on Geary BRT

Letter I-169.1
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Comment on Geary BRT
2 messages
donaldfr <DonaldFR@donaldfrobertson.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

I-169.1.1

Mon, Oct 5, 2015 at 10:48 AM

While I would prefer a subway, I am all for BRT as a shortterm temporary solution.


Donald F. Robertson
San Francisco
DonaldFR@DonaldFRobertson.com
www.DonaldFRobertson.com
The known is finite, the unknown is infinite; intellectually we stand on an islet in the midst of an
illimitable ocean of inexplicability. Our business in every generation is to reclaim a little more land.
Sent from my iPhone via AltaMail
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Responses to Comment I-169.1: Robertson, David
I-169.1.1 See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-734

11/3/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Please register my support for Geary BRT

Letter I-169.2

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Please register my support for Geary BRT
2 messages
donaldfr <DonaldFR@donaldfrobertson.com>
"Gearybrt@sfcta.org" <Gearybrt@sfcta.org>
To:

I-169.2.1

Fri, Oct 30, 2015 at 4:45 PM

Short of a real subway, it's a significant improvement that I've waited a long time for. Please don't
let a few shortsighed merchants pull it down.
Thanks for listening!


Donald F. Robertson
San Francisco
DonaldFR@DonaldFRobertson.com
www.DonaldFRobertson.com
The known is finite, the unknown is infinite; intellectually we stand on an islet in the midst of an
illimitable ocean of inexplicability. Our business in every generation is to reclaim a little more land.
Sent from my iPhone via AltaMail
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Responses to Comment I-169.2: Robertson, David
I-169.2.1 Support for Geary BRT is noted.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-736

12/1/2015

Letter I-170

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Bus Rapid Transit!

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Bus Rapid Transit!
1 message
Omar Rodriguez <tromar@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-170.1

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 10:28 PM

I've been a rider on a Bus Rapid Transit system in Mexico City and it was amazing. It was a cheap
and quick way of accessing the city. I would love to see it implemented in San Francisco. And of all
streets Geary is most needed! The 38 is embarrassingly slow. BRT on Geary is what we need!
Omar Rodriguez

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515c3acbe8f758a&siml=1515c3acbe8f758a
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Responses to Comment I-170: Rodriguez, Omar
I-170.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-738

11/16/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

Letter I-171
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
1 message
'Terry Rolleri' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Terry Rolleri <terryrolleri@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 12:17 PM

Hello:

I-171.1

I am a homeowner here in the Richmond and although I rarely use the Geary bus,
yet I am totally in support of the BRT project. If you have to eliminate car lanes or
car parking, that is fine with me. I recognize that we cannot get a more reliable bus
system without giving buses the room they need to be efficient. Personally, I ride a
bike for about 90% of my transportation needs and divide the remaining 10%
between the bus and walking. Unlike some, I recognize that although I do not use
the bus very often, I still benefit greatly when others use the bus. When I ride my
bike on Geary I give the buses lots of consideration because they are helping me
by taking cars off the road. Some in the Richmond see this as cars versus buses.
They don't want to give up travel lanes or parking. They only see the supply side
of this argument without realizing that an improved bus system will convince others
to leave their cars at home and reduce the demand for parking and travel lanes.
But the shortsighted cannot imagine that others will give up their cars in favor of an
improved bus ride.
Please do not allow the naysayers to stop this project. Get it done.
As a bicyclist I pretty much avoid most of the misery of getting around SF. I feel
sorry for those too afraid to try cycling because it really is the way to get around
SF. Like the car, the bicycle goes where you want it to go when you want it to go
there. But for those unable to use cycling, we should have a firstrate bus system.
Sincerely,
Terry Rolleri

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111f4c1c70c9a2&siml=15111f4c1c70c9a2
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Responses to Comment I-171: Rolleri, Terry
I-171.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-740

11/13/2015

SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Cliff House

Letter I-172

From: Richard Rothman <rrothma@pacbell.net>
Date: Sun, Nov 8, 2015 at 5:22 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Cliff House
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: Peter Lauterborn <plauterborn@gmail.com>, Sarah Lauterborn <sbelauterborn@gmail.com>, Raquel Redondiez
<raquel.redondiez@sfgov.org>

I-172.1

Hello,
There needs to be bus service to the Cliff House. How does SFMTA plan to get
bus service to the Cliff House?
Best,
Richard Rothman
415 3507629
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Responses to Comment I-172: Rothman, Richard
I-172.1

Bus service is located approximately one-quarter mile east of the
Cliff House.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-742

Letter I-173

I-173.1

I-173.1
cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-173: Rudolph, Colin
I-173.1

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways and Master Response 2d regarding
pedestrian safety and access.
The project includes numerous improvements to pedestrian
safety, including signalization changes, pedestrian crossing bulbs,
new crosswalks, and pedestrian median refuges.
Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be
concentrated on any particular street. Instead they would spread
out across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor.
Higher-capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles,
such as California and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively
greater shares of the diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would
carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted traffic.
See Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS for more information
pertaining to potential vehicle diversions. Overall, diverted traffic
would increase on other streets by about 10 percent – generally
not more than three to four cars per minute during peak hours.
SFMTA will minimize pedestrian and bicycle circulation effects,
wherever feasible.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-745

Letter I-174

I-174.1

I-174.2

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-174: Ruiz, Dyan
I-174.1

As noted in Master Response 1b, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
was revised to include both local and BRT stops at Laguna Street.

I-174.2

Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in response to
public comments include retaining the Webster Street bridge as
well as adding at-grade crosswalks at Webster Street. Please See
Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ǀ Page L-747

Letter I-175
K AREN N. K AI
R OBERT L. R USKY
159 Beaver Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

Tel: (415) 255-7385
Fax: (775) 310-0610
Email: ruskykai@earthlink.net

November 30, 2015

By Email

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attention: Geary BRT
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: Geary Corridor BRT Draft EIS/EIR
Dear CTA Staff:
I-175.1

We are writing to formally object to the demolition of the Webster Street and Steiner
Street bridges proposed in the Geary Corridor BRT plan. We have been involved in Japantown
planning for many years, most recently serving on the Organizing Committee that drafted the
Japantown Cultural Heritage and Economic Sustainability Strategy (JCHESS) and on the JTF
Land Use-Public Realm committee, and working with a number of community organizations,
including Rosa Parks Elementary School, especially its Japanese Bilingual Bicultural Program
(JBBP) and Nihonmachi Little Friends through its capital campaign for its new childcare
facility adjacent to its historic Julia Morgan building at 1830 Sutter Street. We use the Webster
Bridge constantly to travel between Japantown and destinations south of Geary.
We oppose the demolition of the Webster and Steiner Street bridges because they are
vitally important resources for the Japantown-Fillmore community: (a) they provide the safest
possible access to and between the neighborhoods across Geary Blvd., especially for the
community’s children, seniors and persons with disabilities; (b) they are emblems of the
persistent historical and cultural linkage of the Japantown-Fillmore community, artificially
divided by Redevelopment’s transformation of Geary from a unifying community commercial
hub into a 10-lane expressway between downtown and the Richmond District; and (c) they
stand as a dramatic gateway to the Japantown community especially, with considerable
potential to support and expand its economic sustainability, consistent with City policy,
particularly as expressed through the JCHESS which the City adopted in 2013.
The Bridges Offer Unmatchable Safety

I-175.2

Because the Webster and Steiner Street bridges separate pedestrians from the Geary
throughway traffic, and allow walkers to proceed entirely at their own pace, they are inherently
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the safest way to cross Geary Blvd. This is true for all people, but it is especially true for our
community’s children and families using the bridge before and after school, including
Japantown’s afterschool programs, and for our seniors and persons with disabilities who choose
to use the bridges as the safest option compatible with their needs and preferences.
•

I-175.2 cont.

Our Childcare, School and Youth Programs Depend on the Bridges

That the safety of our community’s children is paramount should be an unquestionable
priority. Nihonmachi Little Friends; the Japanese Community Youth Council (JCYC) through
its Youth Leadership program; the Buchanan YMCA, through its Executive Director Rodney
Chin, and Rosa Parks Elementary School, through its Principal Paul Jacobsen, the JBBP Parent
Teacher Community Council, and the Rosa Parks PTA, have all formally objected to
demolition of the bridges, with the safety of their students being their primary reason. The Draft
EIS/EIR fails to adequately analyze the adverse effects of the proposed bridge demolitions on
this important part of our community, or to consider available alternatives, many already
proposed to the CTA/MTA prior to issuance of the DEIS/EIR, that would not involve
demolition.
Rosa Parks, for example, is a K-5 elementary school located a half-block south of Geary
Blvd., adjacent to the historic St. Francis Square Cooperative Apartments and the historic
Buchanan YMCA. Rosa Parks (named Raphael Weill until 1995) has served the families and
children of the Fillmore-Japantown neighborhood since 1927. When the 40-year old JBBP
moved to Rosa Parks in 2006, the school was able to substantially enhance and expand its ties
to the Japantown community, whose main cultural and commercial center is located north of
Geary Blvd.
Rosa Parks students are fortunate to be part of the Fillmore-Japantown neighborhood,
where they are able to take walking field trips to explore the City’s most historically and
culturally diverse neighborhoods. Included among the destinations north of Geary are the
Hamilton Recreation Center, Western Addition Library, National Japanese American Historical
Society (NJAHS), the Japanese Cultural and Community Center of Northern California, and
Nihonmachi Little Friends (NLF) Afterschool Program. Also included are the many landmarks
of the Fillmore-Japantown’s rich jazz and civil rights history, like the former home of Jimbo’s
Bop City and the Mary Ellen Pleasant Park, which marks the western end of the Underground
Railroad.
Each of these explorations involve taking 20-60 children plus adults back and forth
across Geary. Rosa Parks classes, like the classes and programs at the community’s other youth
serving organizations, use the Webster Street and also the Steiner Street bridges to access the
community’s historical and cultural resources precisely because they offer unparalleled safety in
crossing one of the City’s busiest and widest streets.
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I-175.2
cont.

The crosswalks BRT has proposed are not a satisfactory substitute to replace the bridges
for many of the constituencies that use them. In order to provide an accessible option for those,
like some seniors and persons with disabilities, who cannot or choose not to use the bridge, we
support the addition of the proposed crosswalks at Buchanan and at Webster, so long as they
can be made safe in light of Geary’s size and heavy, fast-moving traffic.1 But because
crosswalks, by definition, place pedestrians in the line of traffic, so they are not and cannot be
made as safe as our existing bridges. Enhancements like flashing lights and median islands are
important for all pedestrians, but schools and youth programs have particular needs that make
the bridges the best way to take children across Geary. Medians are especially problematic for
children and again even more especially for groups of children whose immaturity and
exuberance often makes them difficult to control. Given these concerns, as well as the cost
involved,2 demolishing the bridges makes no sense, especially since the BRT has presented no
compelling reasons for doing so.
•

I-175.3

Additional Measures Proposed By BRT Have Questionable Value

The BRT has proposed additional measures they claim will make crossing Geary at
street level safer; lane reductions, bulb outs and speed reductions. Although the BRT proposes
to remove a lane from the Geary expressway underpass, it adds red BRT through lanes, so that
no actual reduction of the total 8-10 traffic lanes occurs. Bulb outs too are of limited assistance
given the size of the roadway, and may, in fact, present additional hazards by placing
pedestrians closer to both through and turning traffic with a lesser protective buffer zone. Speed
limit reductions could be helpful to pedestrians, but are difficult to enforce in the long term,
especially since the roadway’s size and the underground expressway configuration are designed
for and encourage higher traffic at all.
•

I-175.4

Crosswalks Cannot Match the Bridges’ Safety

No Compelling Reasons Support Removing the Bridges

The CTA’s main rationale for proposing to demolish the Webster Bridge is to provide
room to include three side-running traffic lanes in the westbound approach to Webster,
including a dedicated red Rapid bus lane, which staff estimate would shorten the transit travel
1

The CTA/MTA 2013 data included in the Draft EIS/EIR as a Supplemental Study, states that
about 18% of the north-south pedestrian crossings of Geary are improper street level crossings,
supposedly supporting the bridges’ demolition. This figure, however, is highly exaggerated. Our own
observations indicate that less than 5% of the north-south crossings are at street level. Moreover, even
under the CTA/MTA’s own study, an overwhelming majority, 82%, of the pedestrians crossing Geary at
Webster use the bridge, despite the disincentives the CTA/MTA emphasize. And of this alleged 18% of
improper pedestrian crossings, the vast majority, 80%, are on the west side of Webster, making the
proposed west side crosswalk, which the bridge does not impact at all, the priority.
2

Among other things, the DEIS/EIR indicates that demolition will require asbestos contamination
control. DEIS/EIR at Ch. 4.10, pp. 22-23.
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I-175.4
cont.

time an average of 18-20 seconds/bus. This estimate appears inflated – since few cars turn right
from Geary to Webster at that intersection, transit would not likely be “delayed” but a few
seconds, before crossing Webster and immediately being forced by the underpass wall to go to a
two-lane configuration from Webster to Steiner.3 Moreover, even assuming for purposes of
argument that the 18-20 second estimate is accurate, this savings pales in importance to the
enhanced safety the existing bridges afford pedestrians, and again especially our children,
seniors and those persons with disabilities who choose to use the bridges. To deprive the public
of the safest option to cross Geary is an absurd and unacceptable policy.
•

I-175.5

The ADA Does Not Require Demolition of the Bridges

The CTA/MTA has recently argued that demolition is justified because the bridges do
not meet current ADA standards. But even if the bridges don’t meet ADA standards, their
configuration plainly does not prevent the substantial numbers of children, seniors and adults
who regularly use, and who would prefer to use, the bridges to cross Geary Blvd. Moreover, as
already discussed, the CTA/MTA has proposed installing ADA compliant crosswalks at
Buchanan and possibly Webster as well. The Webster Bridge, however, does not in any way
affect installation of either the Buchanan or west side Webster ADA-compliant crosswalks.
Nor does the Webster Bridge prevent installation of an eastside crosswalk, which could be
designed to cut through the pillar toes and still leave a buffer from the northbound Webster
traffic. Removal of the bridges for ADA reasons, therefore, is not necessary or required.
The Bridges are Important Socio-Historical and Cultural Structures

I-175.6

In proposing to demolish the bridges, the CTA/MTA persistently denigrates their
character and value (see, e.g., Ch. 3.5, pp. 4-5), despite considerable contrary community
feedback, and fails to recognize, or even consider, them as historically and culturally significant
properties in themselves and in their relationship to the Fillmore-Japantown community. The
bridges were built around 1960 as part of Redevelopment’s Urban Renewal program, which
demolished and rebuilt the Fillmore-Japantown neighborhood, including transforming Geary,
which had been a typical neighborhood commercial street, into a 10-lane throughway that
divided the existing highly integrated, largely Japanese American and African American
communities. Redevelopment was touted as the cutting edge of urban planning that would
transform a supposedly deteriorating neighborhood into a modern community, but it was largely
a disaster for the Japanese American and African American communities – thousands of
residents and community businesses were evicted, hundreds of Victorian and Edwardian style
3

The Draft EIS/EIR indicates that unspecified adjustments were made in the side-running
configuration between Webster and Fillmore to preserve the existing loading docks. Ch. 2, p. 23. If
CTA/MTA can adjust not only to a two-lane configuration between Webster and Steiner but to the
merchants’ need for the loading docks, they can certainly adjust their proposal to preserve the existing
bridges for the vitally important safety, historical-cultural and community character reasons we and
others have repeatedly discussed with them.
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buildings housing residences and businesses were razed, Japantown was virtually destroyed as a
I-175.6 cont. Japanese American residential community, and, with Geary’s widening, one community was
divided in two, with the Japanese American community being predominantly north of Geary
and the African American community being predominantly south of Geary.
The Webster and Steiner Street bridges were designed to help maintain the connection
between the north and south halves of the once singular Fillmore-Japantown community. Once
Geary was widened to an 8-10 lane throughway, pedestrian street-level crossing became a
daunting experience. The bridges, however, connected important community, especially youthserving, institutions. The Webster Bridge – whose soft sweeping arch and solid supporting
pillars reflect a Japanese architectural tradition matching the Japan Center’s architecture,
including its similarly arched enclosed bridge spanning Webster Street (see attached images) –
visually and actually connects Japantown’s cultural and commercial core with Rosa Parks
Elementary School, the Buchanan YMCA, St. Francis Square Coop Apartments. The Steiner
Bridge connects Hamilton Recreation Center and field and the Western Addition Library, with
its African American and Japanese special collections, with Kimball Field which adjoins the
former Franklin Middle School (now Kipp/Gateway programs).
In establishing this connection, the bridges, especially the Webster Bridge, provide a
360 degree, publicly accessible view of the Fillmore-Japantown community unmatched
anywhere else. Additionally, because of its unique vantage point, as well as its own history and
cultural character, the Webster bridge serves an important educational function as a uniquely
appropriate place to teach our community’s students about their neighborhood’s, and thereby
their own, history. Rosa Parks’ Jazz Heritage program already uses the bridge in this way on
the unit’s field trip through important neighborhood places. These physical, visual and cultural
assets would be lost if the bridges were demolished, but the Draft EIS/EIR ignores the impacts
of these losses as environmental, community character, and policy issues. See Ch. 4, 5; e.g.: ch.
4.1, p. 13; ch. 4.2, p.34; ch. 4.4, p.7. Rather than lose such a resource, however, saving the
bridges would allow their educational function to be enhanced, for example, with signage
depicting important historical points, including Redevelopment’s transformation of the
community generally and Geary Blvd. in particular.
In short, the bridges stood, and continue to stand, as important historical and cultural
resources, and as actual and symbolic emblems of the connections between the north and south
Geary communities. The bridges, and particularly the Webster Bridge because of its Japanesestyle architecture, provide a dramatically tangible visual connection between these divided
communities. They stand as reminders that these ethnic communities share a resilient cultural
and historical vitality that survived Redevelopment, and provide an invitation, in a way that
surface-level crosswalks simply cannot, to cross the divide Geary had become to sustain the
lives of these communities. Demolition of the bridges would irreplaceably destroy these
valuable cultural had historical structures, visiting yet another blow to two historically
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I-175.6 cont.

oppressed communities, an “environmental injustice,” see Ch. 5, p.18, the CTA/MTA ignores
entirely in its Draft EIS/EIR.
The Webster Bridge, Especially, is a Gateway to Japantown

I-175.7

The Webster Bridge, designed in a Japanese architectural tradition, provides an
authentic and exciting gateway to the Japantown community, and thus constitutes a significant
economic as well as cultural resource. During the years of planning starting in 2006 and
culminating in the City’s adoption of JCHESS in 2013, the need for a dramatic visual statement
marking Japantown as a vital community and destination was repeatedly addressed. The
Webster Bridge is that gateway statement. It has been neglected – it suffers from deferred
maintenance issues and the bases of bridge on both sides needs intelligent and culturally
appropriate landscaping – but they could be repaired and enhanced to serve this gateway
function so important to the community and the City. Additionally, as already noted the
bridges’ inherent educational function could be enhanced both to support the cultural
preservation and economic sustainability of the Fillmore-Japantown community. And all of this
could be almost certainly accomplished at a fraction of the cost of demolishing these valuable
structures.
Conclusion
The DEIS/EIR fails to address the important safety issues posed by the proposal to
demolish the bridges, particularly to groups of children from the youth-serving agencies on both
sides of Geary; fails to consider alternatives to demolition; fails to recognize the bridges’
irreplaceable nature and function as historical-cultural resources; and fails to recognize or
consider their potential, particularly as to the Webster Bridge, as important cultural, educational
and economic resources; which would all be lost by demolition. Not only as an environmental
issue, but as a matter of sound public policy, demolition of the bridges, particularly the Webster
Bridge, makes no sense. A coalition of strong grassroots voices have repeatedly told the
CTA/MTA that the bridges are valuable part of the community and need to be preserved.
Unlike the ill-advised Urban Renewal of Redevelopment days, CTA/MTA should respect the
community’s will and withdraw its proposal to demolish the bridges.
Sincerely,
s/
Karen Kai and Robert Rusky
Encl.
Cc: Supervisors Scott Weiner, Malia Cohen, London Breed
CAC Member Richard Hashimoto
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Responses to Comment I-175: Rusky, Robert
I-175.1

Neither the Webster Street bridge nor the Steiner Street bridge
has historic or cultural value pursuant to the National Historic
Preservation Act and California Office of Historic Preservation
criteria. As such, their demolition would not result in adverse
cultural resources impacts, nor would it result in adverse
pedestrian safety impacts. While the Steiner Street bridge would
still be demolished, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no
longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New atgrade crosswalks would also be constructed at Webster Street.
See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated
information regarding modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See
Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.

I-175.2

While the Steiner Street bridge would still be demolished,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.

I-175.3

See Master Response 2d.

I-175.4

See Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.
As described in Master Response 1b, demolition of the Webster
Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
Please refer to Master Response 1b for details on modifications
to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the Draft EIS/EIR,
including updated information regarding the Webster Street
bridge and other associated pedestrian safety improvements
occurring at Webster Street. The pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street is at the end of its structural life and would block areas
needed to provide the dedicated bus lane. The alignments of
proposed bus-only lanes within each build alternative would
conflict with the piers of existing pedestrian bridge at Steiner
Street. As a result, the reinforced concrete pedestrian bridge at
Steiner Street would need to be removed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.

I-175.5

The Webster Street bridge would no longer be removed as part
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b.
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I-175.6

Neither the Webster Street bridge nor the Steiner Street bridge
has historic or cultural value pursuant to the National Historic
Preservation Act and California Office of Historic Preservation
criteria. While the Steiner Street bridge would still be demolished,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR.

I-175.7

The Webster Street bridge would no longer be removed as part
of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Public Comment

Letter I-176

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT Public Comment
1 message
Andrew Salber <salber.andrew@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-176.1

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 8:53 PM

I live in the Richmond and take the 38 or the 38AX a few times each week. Improvements to the 38
can't come soon enough!!
It is absurd that buses carrying more than 50,000 riders each day can be stopped by an
inconsiderate rightturning driver, or a doubleparked car, or someone stopped in the bus lane. We
need a separate lane for buses NOW.
I look forward to seeing the SFCTA recommended plan implemented as soon as possible!
Andrew Salber
305 27th Avenue

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15132b0e062d06c2&siml=15132b0e062d06c2
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Responses to Comment I-176: Salber, Andrew
I-176.1

Support for the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is noted.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit

Letter I-177

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit
1 message
'Svetlana Savchuk' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Svetlana Savchuk <svetlana_savchuk@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 4:59 PM

To whom it may concern:

I-177.1

I-177.2

The proposed project would not serve the public transportation needs of the
residents: subway  not BRT  is needed on Geary Corridor.
Instead of wasting money on the proposed bandaid the city should plan for
underground Muni and secure financing for it.
Also, many mature trees would be removed in the current plan. Trees removal is
bad for the environment and the replacement trees would only start providing
equivalent benefits after many years.
Sincerely,
Svetlana Savchuk and Valentin Ignatovski
1733 7th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b0d791083caa&siml=1515b0d791083caa
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Responses to Comment I-177: Savchuk, Svetlana
I-177.1

See Master Response 1a.

I-177.2

See Master Response 4a.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Public comment on Geary BRT proposals / from Joel Schechter

Letter I-178

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Public comment on Geary BRT proposals / from Joel Schechter
1 message
Joel R Schechter <jschech@sfsu.edu>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 8:17 PM

November 30, 2015
San Francisco
Attn: Geary BRT Planners
San Francisco Country Transportation Authority
From Joel Schechter
San Francisco city resident and teacher
Comments regarding
Geary BRT plans

I-178.1

I have looked at the five options proposed, and I want to express my disappointment with all
five. None of the plans offer the alternative plan that
I would like to see. Instead of spending hundreds of millions of dollars to build a new rapid
bus transportation system on Geary,
I suggest that you can accomplish the goals of improving civic transportation, and
improving the experience of bus users,
and improving the city's transportation system by:

1) Closing Geary Boulevard to all traffic except city buses (SFMTA buses) and emergency vehicles.
Without private cars, trucks and other vehicles on Geary Boulevard, buses should be able to move at
a rapid rate, even with the current traffic light system unchanged. There will be no traffic jams,
slow cars or double parking problems on the street.
2) Money (hundreds of millions) saved by not constructing a new road or altered surface on the boulevard
can be used instead to:
hire more bus drivers and run buses more frequently if needed on Geary. Also to run a few other buses
across town,
so Geary riders can gain access to Muni and BART with ease by direct bus routes.
3) This plan will encourage more city residents to use the Geary buses, and Muni and BART, and leave
their cars at home, because
cars will not be allowed on Geary. If frequent and reliable Geary buses are provided, more people will
use them and not need their cars. Nor will they need cars to drive to Muni or BART stations, if #2 above is
followed.
The goal here is to increase mass transit use at great deal, and make it easy for riders to use the system.
4) If the goal of the planning is to make mass transit by bus more appealing and more efficient, I think my
plan will
do that at far great cost efficiency than four of the other plans. And the extra bus drivers hired will give
the city more jobs for residents who need
jobs (if they are not computer industry workers).
5) The city also might be able to reduce bus service on other streets (such as California) if more people
are attracted to the Geary bus line,
and know it will get them downtown fast. My plan can do this without the high cost of BRT plans now
under discussion. At it can start almost immediately,
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151569bf5c653e33&siml=151569bf5c653e33
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without new construction.

I-178.1
cont.

This is not the same as the "no build" proposal now one of the five options proposed, because my
plan (call it #6) does not simply
leave the transit system as it is. It improves the Geary bus transit system considerably. It also
avoids all the inconveniences that construction proposed in other plans would pose to drivers and
pedestrians.
Please let me know if you need more information about my plan, which is inspired by writing on
carfree cities (Paul and Percival Goodman, for example) and other
documents you may have overlooked in your own planning.
Sincerely,
Joel Schechter, San Francisco resident for over 20 years
jschech@sfsu.edu

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151569bf5c653e33&siml=151569bf5c653e33
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Responses to Comment I-178: Schechter, Joel
I-178.1

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR and why alternatives such as proposed by the
commenter were not carried forward.
The commenter suggests improving bus operations by closing
Geary to all but SFMTA buses. While doing so would improve
bus operations on Geary, it would also create problems of access
to land uses along Geary, including businesses that require
vehicle access for deliveries, and businesses and residential
buildings requiring passenger loading access for people with
disabilities or low mobility. Given the volumes of automobile
traffic on Geary, such a proposal would also likely result in
unknown traffic impacts to nearby (parallel) streets and
intersections.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] In support of Geary BRT Alternative 3 or 3C

Letter I-179

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] In support of Geary BRT Alternative 3 or 3C
2 messages
Elliot Schwartz <elliot.schwartz@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Oct 30, 2015 at 5:19 PM

I am writing in support of Geary BRT Alternatve 3 or 3C.
Only centerlanes, for as much of the route as possible, will achieve enough of an improvement

I-179.1 to make this project worthwhile. Buses in side lanes will get bogged down by rightturning cars,
parking cars, and illegally stopped cars; only centerlanes protected by medians will prevent
these.
Elliot
Schwartz San
Francisco

data:text/html;charset=utf8,%3Ctable%20width%3D%22100%25%22%20cellpadding%3D%220%22%20cellspacing%3D%220%22%20border%3D%220%22...
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Responses to Comment I-179: Schwartz, Elliot
I-179.1

Commenter’s support for Alternative 3 or Alternative 3-C is
noted.
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Letter I-180
GEARY BRT – Comment submitted by Diana Scott, Ocean Beach, 11/30/16

I-180.1

If and only if “build we must,” build Alternative 2 seems to make the most sense: it provides continuity
with what exists, minimizes construction disruption, and improves those metrics considered as well as,
or more than do other options including the Hybrid option recommended by planners. That Alt. 2 costs
far less than the other alternatives isn’t given much weight; in general, this report encourages a “leap of
faith”: trust in planners’ technical predictions – rather than in rider documentation, or common sense.
Breakdown of maintenance/landscaping costs, and consideration of less costly equivalents are missing.
If and when funds become available for central roadway light rail, then moving transit to central median
platforms can be considered (along with more flexible options for purchasing new rail cars – that can
load from both sides), but not sooner, considering cost and discomfort of passengers waiting in between
exhaust-emitting traffic lanes for buses that are projected – even after improvements -- to have delays.
As someone who used buses and subways in New York City for many years before moving to San
Francisco in the early ‘90s, I find double-length buses less efficient than larger, shorter size bus fleets,
which would not only create more jobs for local residents (yes, I know, personnel costs don’t lend
themselves to bond issues!), but require less space for docking to load and discharge passengers.
Retaining closely spaced local stops is very important for those with mobility/endurance issues, many of
whom ALREADY rely on bus transportation; gains in metrics measured hardly differ for any alternative
(leaving the lay reader to wonder why so many different options were studied at all – including the
earlier ones dropped from consideration – given that compiling this data is in itself extremely costly).
One wonders what the underlying agenda really is: netting maximum available federal funds and
implementing “cutting edge” (“world class”) technology for its own sake (which may require additional
transit bonds), or actually improving the experience of current – and potential – transit riders!
Better bus shelters, signage, and free maps would improve rider experience, as well as more frequent
service – both local and express -- along existing curbside lanes. Expensive traffic “bulbs” seem like frills.

Moreover, “mitigation” of tree cutting, after the fact, is less beneficial to the environment than
preserving mature tree canopy and while Alt. 2 is preferable in this respect, additional tree preservation
I-180.2 for this option, too, is in order. New landscaping with smaller canopy trees, whether curbside or
median, diminishes passenger/pedestrian experience, and new trees will take a decade to mature
according to city DPW arborists, as well as require copious watering for several years if they are to
survive. (The Tree Survey in the DEIR appendix details only 1230 of approximately 1958 trees;
criteria/rationale for cutting any is not clearly explained, nor is the omission of the 700+ not detailed.)
While in the 1990s and first decade of this century, greening urban boulevards was an S.F. priority, the
reverse trend now threatens to accompany the new push for urban “densification” and displacement of
urban residents (even with “affordable housing density bonuses”). Both degrade the urban experience.
Have planners (or sociologists/anthropologists) vs. technicians actually ridden buses and surveyed needs
I-180.3 and preferences of regular riders? Are they assuming that future riders who will be enticed to use
Geary buses will care most about saving 2-3 minutes on their commute downtown? Transit planning,
like city planning in general, is an art as well as a science. Metrics may be completely rational and still
diminish rider experience; more frequent bus service vs. complex lane re-configuration can enhance it.
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Responses to Comment I-180: Scott, Diana
I-180.1

The agencies are proposing the Hybrid Alternative/LPA as a
near-term way to provide transit improvements. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the type and range
of project alternatives considered and ultimately carried forward
for environmental analysis. See Final EIS Chapter 9 and Master
Response 6a regarding project costs.
The current ridership along the Geary corridor justifies the use of
larger buses, which are also more efficient to operate in terms of
cost and operator resources.
Wider stop spacing would result in better transit performance
since buses would spend less time pulling out of and into traffic.
Passenger walk distances and stop locations were carefully
studied to match with intersecting transit lines, schools, hospitals,
senior services, and other common trip destinations. Stop
consolidation was also considered against potential parking loss.
The project includes numerous improvements to pedestrian
safety, including signalization changes, pedestrian crossing bulbs,
new crosswalks, and pedestrian median refuges.

I-180.2

See Master Responses 1a and 4a.

I-180.3

This comment pertains to the merits of the project and is not
related to the adequacy of the Draft EIS/EIR. This comment is
noted and is part of the administrative record for this project.
Please see Section 3.3.4.5 for further details on travel time savings
anticipated under each build alternative. Please see Draft
EIS/EIR Section 2.2.3 (Features Common to All Build
Alternatives) for ways in which the project aims to enhance rider
experience.
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Letter I-181
November 30, 2015
To: Geary BRT EIR/EIS preparers
From: Lois H. Scott, 85 Cleary Ct, Apt 11, San Francisco CA 94109 – frequent rider
of #38, #38R, senior active in Cathedral Hill Neighbors, Japantown Organizing
Committee, affordable housing, cooperatives
COMMENTS ON GEARY BRT EIR, EIS, SEPTEMBER 2015
1. Lack of disclosure of impacts on persons/ridership and upon cultural
resources from removal of R stops in vicinity of Japantown –e.g. Geary and
I-181.1
Laguna (relevant to 3.2.2, 3.5.2, 4.5, 4.7 etc)
The EIR/EIS should disclose the engineering and service standard for the
proposed configuration (hybrid alternative) of R/BRT stop in the Cathedral
I-181.2 Hill/Japantown Area. With proposed removal of the existing Laguna Street
stop, the distance between the Geary/Van Ness stop and the Geary/Fillmore
stop will be more than .6 mile or about 3,150 feet.
Table 10-2 shows average distance between BRT stops on the entire line is
I-181.3 1,630 ft. At the November 5, 2015 informational meeting, project staff in
response to this question said the standard is 1,200 ft. What is the actual
standard?

I-181.4

How is/should this standard be modified for topography (moderately steep),
extent of senior and mobility challenged riders (higher than most other parts
of the Geary corridor- no inventory of senior housing seemed to have been
included) and finally the economic necessity of good transit connections for
sustaining the viability of Japantown, a major cultural and tourist destination.

2. Lack of disclosure of funding applications and schedules for other pending
I-181.5 transportation projects along the Geary corridor, e.g. such as light rail, that
would supersede the proposed project (relevant to S5, Ch 1.3 etc)

I-181.6

Is there a major risk that duplication/additional expenditures would be
incurred? Would station design be able to accommodate rail? If BRT is an
interim project, how long would it be in service? Would construction
Impacts be repeated within a relatively short time span?

3. The human equation is missing! (relevant to 4.14 etc)
I-181.7

Who is and who will be the real ridership? Partially those who live nearby
the corridor, but who are the others and how will changes in service affect
residents and commuters and tourists and their lives and needs? The
economic justice chapter begs the real question of negative consequences
and lowered access to service for some riders.
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Responses to Comment I-181: Scott, Lois
I-181.1

Future Geary corridor ridership and associated impacts are
discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 3.3.4.2 (Future Geary
Corridor Ridership). This discussion takes into account
anticipated bus stop service changes along the corridor. The
Cultural Resources section of the Final EIS discusses known
historical and cultural resources along the Geary corridor. Refer
to Section 4.5.4 of the Final EIS, Environmental Consequences,
and Section 7.5.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR for a summary of the
potential impacts to cultural resources along the Geary corridor
as a result of the project. Please also see Section 4.5 of the Final
EIS, which explains why a finding of “No Adverse Effect” to
cultural resources was determined for the project under NEPA.
See Section 7.5.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR for a discussion of why
impacts to cultural resources were found not to be adverse (with
mitigation for construction)

I-181.2

The agencies have not adopted a uniform standard for BRT stop
spacing in the Geary corridor because stop locations are based on
a variety of factors, including ridership, transfer points, and the
service pattern in place. Other proposed BRT stops, such as at
Arguello Boulevard and Powell Street, have walking distances of
1,000-1,700 feet.
As noted in Master Response 1b, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
was modified to include both local and BRT stops at Laguna
Street. As a result, the distances between BRT stops cited in the
comment would be substantially reduced. The distance between
the BRT stops at Fillmore Street and Laguna Street would be
about 0.3 miles; the distance between such stops at Laguna Street
and Van Ness Avenue would be about the same (0.3 miles).

I-181.3

SFMTA stop spacing guidelines for buses are approximately 800
feet to 1,360 feet, and 900 feet to 1,500 feet for surface rail;
Rapid (BRT) and Express stops are spaced on a case-by-case
basis.

I-181.4

An inventory of existing senior centers along the Geary corridor
is included in Figure 3.5-2 of the Final EIS. Please see Section
3.5.2.1.6 for a discussion of access for seniors and people with
disabilities on the Geary corridor.
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SFMTA transit stop guidelines reduce stop spacing distance on
steep grades. Per SFMTA’s Short Range Transit Plan guidelines,
if a grade is over 10 percent, local stop spacing can be as close as
500 feet (less than 10 percent grade stop spacing is 800 feet to
1,360 feet). Rapid (BRT) stops are spaced on a case-by-case basis.
Further consideration is given to important transfer points and
destinations.
I-181.5

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.

I-181.6

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would be designed to be “railready,” meaning that it would not preclude potential future
conversion to rail. The rail-ready requirement of Proposition K
neither supports nor precludes a Geary light rail transit project;
rather, it anticipates the possibility of a future expansion of the
light rail network. The rail-ready approach to BRT design seeks
to minimize risk in light of future uncertainties. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the type and range
of project alternatives considered and ultimately carried forward
for environmental analysis.

I-181.7

Changes in bus service that would be expected to occur under
the build alternatives include reduced transit time, increased
access to transit, and enhanced safety for pedestrians and
bicyclists. Residents, commuters, and tourists alike would all be
expected to incur these benefits. As discussed in Final EIS
Section 4.14, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would benefit all
within the study area, including environmental justice
communities, and would be particularly beneficial for residents in
the vicinity of the Geary corridor.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Very excited about the possibility of BRT on Geary

Letter I-182

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Very excited about the possibility of BRT on Geary
1 message
Jay Seiden <Jay.Seiden@cushwake.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: Dionne Woods <dionnewoods@mac.com>

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 11:52 AM

Hi there,

As an outer Richmond resident, I couldn’t be more eager to get this project underway. In my
view, BRT will bring the Geary corridor into the 20th century… I like it for the following reasons:

I-182.1
In my view…



Aesthetically, it will be more pleasing – especially with the center stops and associated
landscaping



It should speed up traffic



It should encourage more public transport



It should bring in more people from the other areas to shop, dine, etc.



It should be simulative for the local businesses



It will be cleaner/greener than status quo



It will be quieter than status quo



It will be safer than the status quo



It will be more reliable than status quo



The parking impact will be negligible

The drawback, in my view, will be the likely increase in traffic on parallel streets like California,
Clement, Anza and Balboa. If this occurs, I’d like to see speed bumps placed along these routes.
This is an easy fix if/when this problem manifests.

Let’s get BRT done!

Thanks  Jay

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111db2b468d942&siml=15111db2b468d942
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Jay Seiden
Tenant Advisory Group

Direct: +1 415 773 3565
Mobile: +1 415 370 8450
jay.seiden@cushwake.com | Linkedin

www.cushmanwakefield.com

The information contained in this communication is confidential, may be privileged and is intended for the
exclusive use of the above named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are expressly
prohibited from copying, distributing, disseminating, or in any other way using any information contained within
this communication. If you have received this communication in error please contact the sender by telephone or
by response via mail.
We have taken precautions to minimize the risk of transmitting software viruses, but we advise you to carry out
your own virus checks on any attachment to this message. We cannot accept liability for any loss or damage
caused by software viruses.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111db2b468d942&siml=15111db2b468d942
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Responses to Comment I-182: Seiden, Jay
I-182.1

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
The project includes numerous improvements to pedestrian
safety, including signalization changes pedestrian crossing, bulbs,
new crosswalks, and pedestrian median refuges.
Traffic diversions from Geary Boulevard would not be
concentrated on any particular street. Instead they would spread
out across all of the parallel streets within the Geary corridor.
Higher-capacity streets with the ability to carry more vehicles,
such as California and Fulton Streets, would carry relatively
greater shares of the diverted traffic. Smaller side streets would
carry relatively smaller amounts of diverted traffic.
See Section 3.4.4.4 of the Final EIS for more information
pertaining to vehicle diversions. Overall, diverted traffic would
increase on other streets by about 10 percent, generally not more
than three to four cars per minute during peak hours.
SFMTA would minimize pedestrian and bicycle circulation
effects, wherever feasible.
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Letter I-183.1
1

back of the bus instead of the front of the bus, so

2

save some time.

3

I think I said -- basically that's it.

4

Oh, one more thing, too.

5

taxpayer money doing something we don't need to do?

6

Okay?

7

side bus lanes option all the way through, from the

8

side bus lane only, all the way through from

9

48th Avenue all the way to Franklin Street, 48th Avenue

So that's it.

So, again, I prefer that bus, the

10

to Franklin Street, side bus lane only, the bus lane

11

painted red.

12
13

You have got my address; you got my name, and
I'm done.

14
I-183.1.1

Why spend all the

THEA SELBY:

15

Okay.

T-H-E-A, S-E-L-B-Y.
So I encourage SFMTA and SFCTA to

16

complete the EIR.

17

Which is not to say that I think the project is

18

perfect.

19

I want to see this EIR completed.

I don't.
I think the project is not making significant

20

enough changes and that the time being shaved off isn't

21

enough, is not enough, and that -- let's see.

22

it should be going down the center lane more than it is

23

now.

24
25

And I'm conflicted on the bridge.
sure how I feel about the bridge.

And that

I'm not

As a young mother --

16

I-183.1.1 1
cont.
2

not a young mother -- as a mother with young kids, when
they went to Rosa Parks, which is right over here, and

3

taking children over that bridge was very difficult.

4

When you're carrying a kid and you have another kid and

5

you have groceries, it's very steep.

6

On the other hand, I've just been told that

7

it's a famous architect that did the bridge itself.

8

And once you get on the bridge, it's quite nice.

9

the little whirligigs to get on to bridge are very

10

painful.

11

disabled.

12

But

And I think it would be difficult for

So I would like to make sure that the children

13

at Rosa Parks are safe and that there's a safe way to

14

get across that behemoth that is Geary.

15

sure it has to be the bridge that we have there now.

16
17

JOHANNA WARD:

But I'm not

Johanna, J-O-H-A-N-N-A, Ward,

W-A-R-D.

18

So my comment is the merging of the stop at

19

Fillmore and Webster for the local and the rapid bus is

20

going to create a loading and unloading mess with the

21

numbers of people rushing to either the local or the

22

rapid bus if they're coming close to each other in

23

timing.

24
25

Laguna and Webster is an example of one of the
more, you know, densely populated -- one of the more

17
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Responses to Comment I-183.1: Selby, Thea (verbal
comment)
I-183.1.1 Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Letter I-183.2
1

the Honda -- they're going to build out the Honda

2

property where the San Francisco Honda was.

3

And then I -- you know, I think if you build

4

out the population on Geary corridor, then you could

5

justify more expensive transit with the higher

6

ridership numbers.

7

there, but -- I think the ridership number is around

8

45,000 trips a day on Geary.

9

I forgot the ridership number on

So I know that Federal Starts would require

10

doubling that number.

11

you have to prove out that you have a sustainable

12

ridership.

13

double; it went from 45,000 to 95,000.

14

get that ridership, you've really got to increase the

15

neighborhood development to match that.

16

In order to get federal funding,

Like the Wilshire Boulevard has gone
So in order to

And I believe that by really improving --

17

either by -- even the subway on Geary or a light rail

18

system would really link up Japantown.

19

benefit by more tourists going further out in the

20

avenues to visit.

21

that way on Geary as a result of the overcrowded

22

transit system that's there now.

23
I-183.2.1
24
25

I think very few tourists go out

All right.
THEA SELBY:

And it would

That's good.

Thea Selby.

Thank you very much.

So I have an idea for

the bridge, how to fix the bridge problem.

28

I-183.2.1
cont. 1

And that is to take a middle portion of the

2

bridge, put it on the ground where the Buchanan --

3

there's going to be a big Buchanan Plaza, in the middle

4

of the Buchanan crosswalk, the median.

5

Put the bridge on the ground with the giant

6

plaque that talks about the importance of the bridge

7

and the bridging of African-American and Japanese

8

cultures, and the architect, the famous Japanese

9

architect.

Kids would be able to play on the bridge

10

while they're waiting and we'll be able to take it down

11

because it isn't ADA compliant and all that.

12

make sense?

Does that

Thank you.

13
14

---o0o--

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

29
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Responses to Comment I-183.2: Selby, Thea (verbal
comment)
I-183.2.1 The comment is noted.
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary Blvd transit improvement

From: 'sunny outdoors' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Mon, Nov 9, 2015 at 6:21 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary Blvd transit improvement
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Letter I-184

Dear
Geary BRT Comments
SFCTA
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA9410
I live at
362 15th Ave/Geary Blvd
I-184.1

Just a quick suggestion,
We want the cheapest, quickest BRT solution that has the least negative impact
SFCTA Alternative 2 = painted diamond lanes lanes for buses only during commute
times in commute directions.
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions
Winnie Seto
415 990 9861

data:text/html;charset=utf8,From%3A%3Cspan%20class%3D%22Appleconvertedspace%22%3E%C2%A0%3C%2Fspan%3E%3Cb%20class%3D%22gm…
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Responses to Comment I-184:
I-184.1

Seto, Winnie

Preference for Alternative 2 is noted.
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Letter I-185

I-185.1

I-185.2

I-185.
2 cont.

I-185.3

I-185.4

I-185.5
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Responses to Comment I-185:

Sheldon, Jamie

I-185.1

See Master Response 5b.

I-185.2

See Master Response 2c regarding parking loss along the Geary
corridor.
The project assessed the parking demand and supply per existing
uses. The build alternatives are currently designed to minimize
the estimated loss of parking and loading spaces while meeting
the project purpose and need. However, as urban density
increases within the city, the need for individual automobile
ownership would decrease with improvements to mass transit,
improved bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and new technologies
such as ride-sharing services. See Final EIS Section 3.6.4 for
more information.

I-185.3

See Master Response 2d.

I-185.4

The comment is noted. Several transportation-improvement
needs have been identified in the Geary corridor (as discussed in
Final EIS Chapter 1 (Project Purpose and Need) serving as the
primary basis for the project’s purpose. In addition to improving
transit performance, the project’s secondary, ancillary purpose
aims to improve pedestrian safety along the Geary corridor
(which in turn would facilitate transit ridership).

I-185.5

See Final EIS Chapter 9 and Master Response 6a regarding
project costs.
While the cost of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA is estimated at
$300 million, the analysis shows tangible bus travel time benefits,
and the cost provides for additional important community
benefits as well, including pedestrian safety and streetscape
enhancements.
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Letter I-186
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Corridor BRT Draft EIS/EIR Public Comment
1 message
WSHEPLAW via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: WSHEPLAW@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 5:25 PM

November 30, 2015
Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
San Francisco Country Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Geary Corridor BRT Draft EIS/EIR Public Comment

Dear SFCTA:
The following are my comments on each of the proposed Alternatives as addressed
in the Draft EIS/EIR (“DEIS”) for the Geary Corridor BRT (“GBRT”) proposal:
I-186.1

1.
No Build Alternative. This proposal appears to have least adverse
environmental effects of all the current proposals. As the interim improvements to
date have been so successful in reducing rider time from downtown to Geary & 25th
Avenue, I request that the environmental review process be suspended while more
of the project’s common features, as described in DEIS Section 2.2.3 – Features
Common to All Build Alternatives, are implemented and/or expanded on at least a
temporary test basis. Included in this implementation, should be the following three
temporary tests, each for at least for a sixmonth text period on a sequential basis
over a period of 18 months for the purpose of evaluating more accurately each
component’s impact on further reducing rider time. If the test provides solid data
confirming an improvement before the test period expires, retain it in place and move
on to the next test in the same manner.
a.
Temporarily redirect deployment of additional new buses with the low
floor design from other locations to the GBRT for the duration of the test.
b.
Temporarily eliminate street parking in the block(s) preceding the
current bus stops at Fillmore and Masonic so that there are two lanes in each
direction, one as a dedicated bus lane and one as an unrestricted lane. At least,
implement this improvement for westbound buses to prevent backups between

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b24e5838377f&siml=1515b24e5838377f
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I-186.1
cont. Webster and Fillmore, and between Baker and Masonic. If possible, also conduct

this experiment for eastbound buses.
c.
If financially feasible to do so, implement the Transit Signal Priority
(TSP) system at a number of locations between Gough and 25th Avenue.
A primary purpose of the abovesuggested experiments is to better determine
whether there truly is a need for a dramatic change in the delivery of bus service,
particularly as to the corridor from Palm to 25th Avenue.
I-186.2

2.
Alternative 2.
Other than the No Build Alternative, this alternative appears
to have the least adverse environmental impact relative to both versions of
Alternative 3 and with the Alternative Hybrid, as addressed below. The siderunning
design offers far greater flexibility, better and safer rider accessibility, and likely
shorter rider times than the centerrunning design, especially for the Hybrid’s center
running design from Palm to 27th Avenue, including the traffic disruption and safety
issues from bus crossing over active traffic lanes at each end of the corridor.
As established on other Muni routes, such as, California Street, the new blubouts
allow riders with access limitations (wheelchair users, riders on crutches, parents
with child strollers, etc.) to relativelyquickly access the buses at curb level. At the
same time, nonrestricted riders can be quickly accessing other bus doorways from
street level without having to eliminate street parking.
I-186.3

3.
Alternative 3.
Both variations of this alternative call for a centerrunning
design, which would likely create very serious traffic congestion at the Geary
Masonic intersection, which is both a major intersection and a uniquely complex
one. The unusually large, irregular blocks on three of the intersection’s four corners
make it far more difficult to avoid traffic backedup from the intersection. The
addition of high volume vehicle cross traffic from Geary Boulevard at that intersection
inevitably would increase the risk of accidents, injuries to pedestrians, bicyclists and
vehicle occupants and property damage.
Moreover, heavy traffic congestion at the GearyMasonic intersection would
adversely affect the movement of emergency vehicles – police, fire and ambulance 
on both of these major streets. Currently there are three hospitals on or within three
blocks of Geary (Kaiser; UCSFMt Zion; St. Francis), and a major new hospital
complex is under construction at Geary and Van Ness. There are at least five fire
stations on or within three blocks of Geary; and there are at least three police
stations within a few blocks of Geary. Geary is the most efficient emergency east
west roadway serving in excess of 100,000 residents, plus tens of thousands
of workers, tourists and other visitors. This safety issue cannot be adequately
mitigated under either version of Alternative 3, which would replace all vehicles
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b24e5838377f&siml=1515b24e5838377f
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I-186.3
cont.
except Muni buses in the tunnel. The next time a large earthquake or other calamity

hits San Francisco, both Geary Blvd and Masonic need to have as much flexibility as
possible as primary traffic corridors. The "Transit First" goal is commendable,
but Alternative 3 must operate within the realm of common sense, which clearly it
would not if buses were to take over the tunnel.
The two alternatives within Alternative 3 are equally troublesome for other segments
of Geary, especially from Palm to 27th Avenue. The first, “Dual Median with
Passing,” contemplates centerrunning buses in dedicated lanes in both directions
with “bus bays” at bus stops to allow BRT buses to pass local buses. Presumably
the bus bays would consume an entire traffic lane, and the buses could not pass
each other except at the bus bays. Thus, if a bus stalls between bus bays, all the
buses behind it would stop. The other subalternative, “Consolidated – No Passing,”
contemplates one bus lane in each direction with no opportunity for a bus to pass
another bus, regardless of the circumstances. For this subalternative, the top speed
of buses would be limited to that of the slowest bus in the path of another bus. Or, if
stalled or stopped to take on passengers, the buses behind it would be forced to
queueup behind the stopped, and nothing would move.
I-186.4

4.
Alternative “Hybrid.” This alternative proposes to merge the best parts of
Alternative 2 with what it represents are the best parts of Alternative 3. While the
first half of the proposal may make sense, the second part is highly questionable if
not flat out incorrect. Under the Hybrid, a centerrunning bus lane would be
constructed in each direction in the middle of Geary between Palm and 27th Avenue,
essentially the core of the Richmond commercial district. The existing wide median
and its mature trees would all be removed. The potential to add more greenery,
improve the natural aesthetics and create a better sense of community (social
effects) for this area would be greatly diminished, and instead serve as a barrier
down the middle of the street.

I-186.5

The centerrunning bus design explicitly restricts all Muni buses to a single lane of
travel in each direction with no option to pass other buses, and thus inherently is
inflexible. No passing includes not being able to pass a slow bus, a stalled bus or
temporarily stopped bus. All buses would stop at all bus stops, unlike the current
“rapid” line, formerly known as the “limited.” An appropriate name for this portion of
the Hybrid might prove to be the “Very Limited” line. In this corridor the buses would
flow at a top speed of the slowest moving bus; unless, of course, the bus does not
move, in which case, none of the other buses behind it would move at all. That
scenario totally undermines the stated purpose of installing a BRT system in this
area. In an emergency, such as an earthquake, this design would have a high risk of
failure due to its inflexibility and serve as a large plug in the midst of a key traffic
corridor. Also, with this alternative, where Geary narrows between 15th and 16th
Avenues, the vehicle lanes would be further squeezed from 16th to 27th Avenue.

The existing diagonal parking would be replaced by parallel parking, eliminating
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b24e5838377f&siml=1515b24e5838377f
roughly 50% of the existing street parking spaces, which already is insufficient.
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roughly 50% of the existing street parking spaces, which already is insufficient.
I-186.5 Instead of bringing a vibrancy to this struggling commercial area, the proposal may
cont. be the final nail in the coffin for many merchants. Cars and trucks would be reduced
to crawl at times along Geary, driving customers off to shop elsewhere.
Also, under the “Hybrid” alternative from Palm to 27th Avenue, all riders boarding
and/or exiting a bus from a centerrunning bus would be required to use a narrow
island boarding area (9’ wide) with traffic moving past them on one side and the
I-186.6
buses on the other. They would be at ground level, unprotected by a elevated,
concrete platform used for the lightrail system. Those waiting on the boarding area
would be vulnerable to a truck or other vehicle crashing on to this boarding area. In
sharp contrast, riders waiting to board for a siderunning design, are protected by the
parked vehicles from being run over by a errant vehicle, and can wait 20 or more feet
back from the actual boarding area.
Additionally, under the centerrunning design, all riders would be required to cross

I-186.7 one or more active traffic lanes to get to the boarding area 100% of the time. With a

siderunning design, the typical rider only has to cross a traffic lane once for each
roundtrip of travel.

Moreover, every time an individual uses a centerrunning bus, she has to stand out
in the open in a boarding area, usually with no protection from the wind and little or
no protection from rain. It simply is not practical or safe for the riders to take shelter
I-186.8
under building overhangs/awnings or doorway and then dart across a traffic lane to
catch the bus. With siderunning buses, oftentimes one can stay out of the wind and
the rain without endangering oneself. Having ridden the Muni daily for over 30 years
between 21st Avenue and Montgomery Street, I know the benefit of that kind of
shelter from the weather. The proposed centerrunning boarding area shelters are
virtually useless in protecting the riders in outer Richmond weather conditions, where
the rain rarely descends vertically at a 90 degree angle.
The construction of the centerrunning design also would not utilize any of the
I-186.9 existing boarding stations, and instead require very substantial, wholly unnecessary
construction. It naturally follows that the impact of taking two lanes for this restricted
28block BRT corridor would be to eliminate one of two active vehicle lanes, turning
this portion of Geary from a thoroughfare into a crawl.
It is difficult to image how one can rationalize that such a massive construction
project replacing 28 blocks of a wide median that will eliminate one or more traffic
I-186.10
lanes in each direction, eliminating half the street parking, requiring the riders to
stand on a narrow island in miserable storm weather, damaging customer traffic for
local businesses, endangering the riders waiting at the streetlevel boarding areas,
all for the purported benefit a saving a few minutes of riding time on the bus. As a
daily Muni rider, the downside is overwhelming, and I would much rather have a
slightly longer ride than having to live with those negatives. Add a modest level of
social responsibility to allow for emergency vehicles, utility vehicles and delivery
trucks to move about this small corridor, and it becomes abundantly clear that it
would be irresponsible to install a centerrunning bus system in the middle of this

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b24e5838377f&siml=1515b24e5838377f
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I-186.10
cont. would be irresponsible to install a centerrunning bus system in the middle of this

portion of Geary.

I-186.11

In contrast to both the No Build Alternative and Alternative 2, the Alternative Hybrid is
more likely to result in no reduction of rider time during offpeak periods, and actually
may extend the riding time during the more congested busy periods, due in no small
part to lack of flexibility of the Hybrid’s centerrunning design.
Thank you for your consideration of the above comments.
Sincerely,

William R. Shepard
51 – 21st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121
GBRTCommentsShepard151130.docx
24K

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515b24e5838377f&siml=1515b24e5838377f
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Responses to Comment I-186:
I-186.1

Shepard, William

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
SFMTA is currently acquiring a new vehicle fleet; however the
deployments will be assigned to appropriate routes based on
vehicle size, availability, and suitability for the route. SFMTA has
recently implementing improvements such as colorized siderunning lanes and TSP.
Ultimately, future growth through 2040 indicates the need for
transit improvements as the City and region continue to grow.

I-186.2

Commenter’s preference for Alternative 2 is noted.

I-186.3

See Master Responses 2a, 2d, and 2e.
The features mentioned are
Alternative/LPA.

not part of

I-186.4

See Master Response 4a.

I-186.5

See Master Responses 2a, 2c, and 3a.

the

Hybrid

In the center-running Richmond segment between Palm Avenue
and 27th/28th Avenue, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA’s stop
spacing is wider than existing, which was made necessary by its
lack of bus-passing lanes, which required occupying more of the
street width. This design enabled the Hybrid Alternative/LPA to
minimize on-street parking loss, a strong concern raised
repeatedly by merchants along the corridor. The trade-off
inherent in the proposal is a longer walking distance to access
Local bus stops, coupled with a reduced bus travel times, and
minimized parking loss.
Under a breakdown condition, buses would be able to enter into
the opposing lane; these instances would be rare.
The City’s Transit First Policy identifies the Geary corridor as a
Transit Preferential Street. The Transit Preferential Street
program includes measures to improve public transit vehicle
speeds and to minimize the effects of traffic on transit
operations. Policy 1.3 of the San Francisco General Plan states
“Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the
private automobile as the means of meeting San Francisco’s
transportation needs.”
Parking demand is expected to decrease with anticipated
increases in transit ridership.
The overall parking supply within one to two blocks of the Geary
corridor would decrease by 3 percent with implementation of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
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The agencies have worked to minimize parking loss through
project design principles, wherever feasible, including parking
replacement, addition of new parking, and additional infill spaces.
I-186.6

See Master Response 2d.

I-186.7

See Master Response 2d.

I-186.8

See Master Response 2d.

I-186.9

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
As noted in Section 4.15 of the Final EIS, construction period
transportation would be guided by a TMP. The TMP would
include traffic rerouting, a detour plan, and public information
procedures. The TMP would be developed during the design
phase (i.e., prior to construction) with participation from local
agencies, other major project proponents in the area, local
communities, business associations, and affected drivers. Early
and well-publicized announcements and other public information
measures would be implemented prior to and during construction
to minimize confusion, inconvenience, and traffic congestion.

I-186.10

See Master Responses 2a, 2c, 2d, and 3a.

I-186.11

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would provide transit travel time
benefits because the buses would be removed from traffic
congestion.
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I-187.1

I-187.2

I-187.3
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Responses to Comment I-187:

Sherwood, Govinda

I-187.1

See Master Response 4a.

I-187.2

See Master Response 2d.

I-187.3

See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways and Master Response 2b regarding
construction-period effects.
Traffic volumes in the corridor are expected to increase by the
year 2035 in the No Build Alternative due to anticipated growth
in San Francisco and the region. With the projected traffic
volume increase under the No Build Alternative, adverse effects
would occur at 21 study intersections (17 on-corridor and four
off-corridor). The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in
adverse effects at eight study intersections (four on-corridor and
four off-corridor). While the cost of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
is estimated at $300 million, the analysis shows tangible bus travel
time benefits, and the cost provides for additional important
community benefits as well, including pedestrian safety and
streetscape enhancements.
As noted in Section 4.15 of the Final EIS, construction-period
transportation would be guided by a TMP. The TMP would
include traffic rerouting, a detour plan, and public information
procedures. The TMP would be developed during the design
phase (i.e., prior to construction) with participation from local
agencies, other major project proponents in the area, local
communities, business associations, and affected drivers. Early
and well-publicized announcements and other public information
measures would be implemented prior to and during construction
to minimize confusion, inconvenience, and traffic congestion.
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I-188.1

I-188.2

I-188.3
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Responses to Comment I-188:
I-188.1

See Master Response 4a.

I-188.2

See Master Response 2d.

I-188.3

See response to comment I-187.3.

Sherwood, Linda
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Letter I-189.1
1

of that.

So that was that.

2

Another comment that is a separate topic:

3

I noticed there were 19 intersections as part

4

of the CEQA and NEPA analyses, that basically

5

demonstrated they would be significant, unavoidable

6

mitigation for these 19 intersections.

7

mentioned a couple of times, but they weren't

8

identified in any of the big public plans for the

9

public to be able to easily see where those were.

10

And it's

I did ask a couple of the staff, and they

11

pointed me to the detailed EIR package and said that

12

they would identify them there, but I think that's

13

something that is significant enough that that should

14

be clearly marked on these larger maps for the public

15

to see and to react to those.

16

next public meeting that change is incorporated.

17

So I would hope at the

And lastly, I want to voice support for the

18

bus-only lanes to be built as soon as possible, west of

19

Van Ness up through 25th Avenue at the very least

20

because I do believe that these would significantly

21

help in improving traffic flow, again, if there is some

22

enforcement presence there and a deterrent of cars

23

actually coming in and out these lanes.

24
25

ADRIENNE SHIOZAKI-WOO:

Hello.

My name is

Adrienne Shiozaki-Woo, spelled, A-D-R-I-E-N-N-E, and

44

1

then last name is S-H-I-O-Z-A-K-I-dash-W-O-O.

2

So I am acquainted with Nihonmachi Little

3

Friends, N-I-H-O-N-M-A-C-H-I, Little Friends.

4

e-mail is adrienne.shiozaki.@gmail.com.

5
I-189.1.1
6

Okay.

My

So our preschool is against the removal

of the pedestrian bridge at Webster Street.

I believe

7

the bridge is the safest way to cross Geary Boulevard,

8

for pedestrians that are seniors and children, to keep

9

them out of harm's way.

10

The proposed bulbs do not protect them --

11

that's what they are calling them, the pedestrian

12

bump-outs, will not protect them 100 percent like the

13

bridge.

14

the barriers, what is there to protect them from flying

15

cars or car parts?

16

If a driver lost control of the car and struck

Is there a way to rebuild the pedestrian

17

bridge to meet the current ADA requirements?

18

important, and removing the bridges will not be the

19

safest thing to do for our kids and seniors.

20
21
22

PAUL RAINVILLE:

Safety is

My name is Paul Rainville,

spelled P-A-U-L, R-A-I-N-V-I-L-L-E.
I strongly urge the planners and

23

decision-makers of this project to redesign or

24

reconstruct the pedestrian bridges at the intersections

25

of Webster and Geary and at Steiner and Geary to be

45
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Responses to Comment I-189.1:
(verbal comment)

Shiozaki-Woo,

Adrienne

I-189.1.1 Rebuilding the Webster Street bridge is not part of this project;
however, in response to community opposition, demolition of
the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed under the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks would also be
constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Letter I-189.2

I-189.2.1

I-189.2.1
cont.
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Responses to Comment I-189.2: Shiozaki-Woo, Adrienne
I-189.2.1 See response to comment I-189.1.1.
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Letter I-190

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Geary Corridor
BRT
2 messages
d.sides@att.net <d.sides@att.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 11:05 AM

Hello gearybrt,
Dennis Sides (d.sides@att.net) has sent you a message via your contact form
(http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/contact) at San Francisco County Transportation
Authority.
If you don't want to receive such emails, you can change your settings at
http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/edit.
Message:

I-190.1

I vote NO on this project. As a longtime SF resident (100' from Geary) I
think this will only make traffic worse, cost a lot of money, and not fix
anything. Better to schedule evenlyspaced bus runs, give citations to
doubleparked vehicles, install better pedestrian crossings (allstop lights,
arrows, etc.), shunt bicycles to lightertrafficked streets, provide better
synchronization of stop lights (especially during rush hours), etc. We now
have some busonly lanes, let's leave it at that. Saving some Richmond
commuter a few minutes (possibly) will not offset the traffic problems that
will occur for the rest of us. Thank you.

data:text/html;charset=utf8,%3Ctable%20width%3D%22100%25%22%20cellpadding%3D%220%22%20cellspacing%3D%220%22%20border%3D%220%22...
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Responses to Comment I-190:
I-190.1

Sides, Dennis

See Master Responses 1a, 2a, and 6a.
Several improvements suggested by the comment are part of the
project or already enacted, including all-door boarding and TSP.
However, the underlying issues adversely affecting transit service
and causing poor service outcomes, like bus bunching and
irregular arrivals, are a function of buses not having a dedicated
right-of-way. While the side-running lanes are a deterrent to
violators, center-running lanes have a much greater likelihood to
remain bus-only, would require far less enforcement, and result in
the greatest improvement to transit service.
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Letter I-191

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] I support Geary BRT!
1 message
Shannon Simonds <smsimonds@hotmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 2:05 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

I-191.1

I hope this finds you well. I am a San Francisco resident and am writing to express my support for
the Geary corridor BRT. I think it can revitalize the Geary corridor while helping to move our public
transportation system forward.
Sincerely,
Shannon Simonds

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a6ddf341c88a&siml=1515a6ddf341c88a
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Responses to Comment I-191:
I-191.1

Simmonds, Shannon

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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Letter I-192

I-192.1

I-192.2

I-192.3
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Responses to Comment I-192:
I-192.1

Slade, Paul

See Master Responses 2a and 2c.
The center-running portion of the project is designed to separate
transit vehicles from illegal behaviors like double parking. The
City will continue to enforce against double-parking violators as
resources allow.

I-192.2

The comment is noted.

I-192.3

Some merchants along the Geary corridor submitted comments
primarily expressing concerns about how the project would
impact customer access to businesses. Please see Master
Response 3a.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Jordan Park & the Geary BRT

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Jordan Park & the Geary BRT
1 message
Joyce Small <j_small@sbcglobal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 6:44 AM

As a 40 year resident of Jordan Park, I would like to on the record that I

I-193.1 think the DEIS/EIR re BRT does not take into consideration the nature of
this small neighborhood (which, by the way, our own Mayor Lee has gone on
record saying that neighborhoods are essential to this city, which is
defined by them) These neighborhoods are all different from each other in
their look & residents.
Jordan Park should not be lumped with the Masonic/Geary zone/section. It
should be treated, as all the others along Geary, uniquely.
Please allow the different neighborhoods to have some input on your
studies.
Joyce Small
84 Palm Avenue
415 278 1229

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151255ade7310d1e&siml=151255ade7310d1e
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Responses to Comment I-193:
I-193.1

Small, Joyce

The project does account for differences among sections of the
Geary corridor, and modifications to the alternatives have been
made throughout the planning and environmental process in
response to input from communities along the corridor. The
project team has met with Jordan Park community members to
understand the neighborhood’s needs.
Analysis of some environmental topic areas in the Draft
EIS/EIR included information broken down by segments of the
Geary corridor. These segments account for the fact that the
character of the Geary corridor differs over its length and are
intended to provide more detailed information pertaining to
particular areas. These segments or smaller study areas are
typically defined based on the characteristics of the BRT
alternatives or the Geary corridor itself, not the character or any
anticipated development of surrounding neighborhoods. The
Masonic study area was used only for supplementary analysis of
parking effects in this area, and was defined for purposes of that
analysis to include blocks within a short walk of Geary Boulevard
near the intersection with Masonic Avenue.
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Letter I-194
1

My name is Michael Locke,

2

L-O-C-K-E.

3

project.

4

feel largely cut off from the central city and agree

5

with the efforts to speed access toward downtown.

6

local business interests successfully derail this

7

opportunity to connect the city, I will be much less

8

inclined to patronize them.

9
I-194.1

MICHAEL LOCKE:

I support the implementation of this
As resident of the Geary Corridor area, I

EDEN SMITH:

If

My name is Eden Smith, E-D-E-N, last

10

name Smith, S-M-I-T-H.

11

Friends of the Urban Forest, an advocacy group for San

12

Francisco's tree canopy.

13

Francisco, I would like the tree removal and replanting

14

project to consider two factors:

15

line irrigation at the time of construction to save

16

long-term costs and ensure health of the trees.

17

And further:

I am here on behalf of the

And as a resident of San

One, include drip

To consult specialists on the

18

species of trees that will be planted to ensure drought

19

resistance and appropriateness of location, and that

20

specialist should be the Friends of the Urban Forest.

21

MARIA DE ALVA:

My name is Maria De Alva, spelled

22

M-A-R-I-A

D-E space A-L-V-A.

I support the removal of

23

the pedestrian bridge at Webster and Stanyan.

24

no need for it.

25

are second-class citizens and the car is king.

There is

Currently, it feels like pedestrians
The
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Responses to Comment I-194:
I-194.1

Smith, Eden

See Master Response 4a.
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Letter I-195

I-195.1
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Responses to Comment I-195:
I-195.1

Sojourner, Anna

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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Letter I-196

I-196.1
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Responses to Comment I-196:
I-196.1

Solaegui, John

See Master Response 2c.
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Letter I-197

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Fwd: Removal of Existing Parking Spaces Between Spruce and
Cook
1 message
Dennis Song <dennissong@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 9:17 AM

To San Francisco County Transportation Authority,

I-197.1 I have been made aware of Geary Rapid Transit project and the radical changes that are being suggested
including the removal of the parking spaces and making a hub on this block between Spruce and Cook.
I am a surgeon with three units on the block between Spruce and Cook. My associate surgeon and myself
provide surgical care to hundreds of patients a month. These patients range from infants to elderly over 100
years old. Many are placed under deep sedation and general anesthesia upon which they are escorted to the
passenger zone in front of the building.
The proposed changes would mean that the entire block would be zoned RED and the patients who require
pick up would have no place to do so  or would be breaking the law. They would be placed in DANGER
especially CHILDREN and ELDERLY because they will be medicated. They are NOT permitted to take
public transportation after surgery so this is a serious hazard. Would you want your family member after
surgery to walk several blocks?
Furthermore, there are no parking spaces around the vicinity as it is and this change would worsen the
situation. The patients who need to be seen for urgent care are NOT going to arrive by public transportation.
Additionally, there are several driveways on this block with vehicles constantly entering and exiting.
Passengers waiting for the bus would have to get out of the way every time, posing additional danger to them
and to the drivers.
The whole project is poorly thought out, but this specific proposal is even worse! If you were to pick a block,
you should do it between Parker and Spruce. There is ONE driveway and NO residences. The only two
businesses that exist are the post office and Toyota dealership for the ENTIRE block  a large corporation
and a government building! There is even an existing bus stop! What about between Parker and Beaumont
 Chase Bank and Mels Diner? Cook and Blake  Gas Station, two small businesses and corner store? They
would benefit greatly!
Of the three blocks  WHY would you pick the one block that impacts the existing people the most AND has
the most parking spaces? You are not considering the businesses on this block and the negative impact it
will have on them. It could result in the closure of the small businesses and present serious safety issues.
Dennis Song, DDS, MD
Owner  3109 Geary
Owner  3109A Geary
Owner  3111 Geary

**CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE** This email communication and any attachments contains confidential and
privileged information intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is sent. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivery to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the
sender by reply email or telephone.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515966a0e57c9bd&siml=1515966a0e57c9bd
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Responses to Comment I-197:
I-197.1

Song, Dennis

See Master Responses 2c, 2d, and 3a.
Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA have eliminated
the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary
Boulevard, retaining approximately 10 more existing parking
spaces. Please See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b
for details regarding these modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA.
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Letter I-198.1
1

So this is no different than me being at home,

2

logging on, and in my own silo, delivering my own

3

opinions.

4

Director with the Japantown Taskforce, by the way.

5
6
7
I-198.1.1
8
9

It means nothing.

JAMES SOTTILE:

I am also a Board

My name is James Sottile, spelled

J-A-M-E-S, last name is spelled S-O-T-T-I-L-E.
I will just read this to you slowly:

"By its own

admission" -- this in quotes -- "project's" -- boldly
underlined -- "significant and unavoidable effect is

10

increased delay at certain roadway intersections along

11

and near the Geary Corridor," close quote.

12

As a commuter within the City, Muni has become

13

almost unusable.

14

Street has increased because of more idling traffic due

15

to the delays caused by painting the red line down the

16

street.

17

In addition, pollution along Geary

In addition, I have seen no benefits to safety

18

since cars will weave unexpectedly in and out of the

19

red lanes -- although Muni buses still managed to kill

20

a cyclist recently near Market and Second, right on a

21

red line.

22
I-198.1.2

This project is proving to be ineffective for

23

these reasons:

24

the city.

25

pollution.

One, it has created gridlock all around

Two, idling cars and buses, increased
There are regular sites of gridlock around
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I-198.1.2 1
cont.
2
I-198.1.3

I-198.1.4

the city following implementation of some of these
changes.

3

And three:

Limits to parking and

4

transportation effectiveness for residents as well as

5

visitors.

6

This project should be stopped and defunded.

7

Muni drivers should be better trained to facilitate

8

better scheduling.

9

a whole world of difference.

10
11
12
13

That's it.
BERNARD CHODEN:
C-H-O-D-E-N.

Sometimes the simple fixes can make

Thank you very much.
Bernard Choden, B-E-R-N-A-R-D,

My e-mail is bchoden85@gmail.com.

"Need to provide diverse and affordable

14

transit access.

Where required, planning expertise and

15

safe general plans directives determine where

16

affordable, safe and sustainable community needs exist.

17

One:

City does not have such a General Plan.

18

Two:

Since the City does not have such a

19

General Plan, the Study has not based its proposals on

20

such a plan.

21
22
23

Three:

Impact on existing commercial,

residential communities not acknowledged economically.
Four:

(1) Alternative priorities for use of

24

public expenditures, overtime, not provided.

Given the

25

City and County has the highest cost of housing in the
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Responses to Comment I-198.1:

Sottile, James

I-198.1.1 The No Build Alternative would result in increased delays at 10
study intersections in 2020 and 21 study intersections in 2035;
Alternative 2 would result in increased delays at two study
intersections in 2020 and five study intersections in 2035;
Alternative 3 would result in increased delays at three study
intersections in 2020 and nine study intersections in 2035;
Alternative 3-Consolidated would result in increased delays at
three study intersections in 2020 and nine study intersections in
2035; and the Hybrid Alternative/LPA would result in increased
delays at four study intersections in 2020 and eight study
intersections in 2035. Section 3.4.5 provides a list of intersections
that would be affected by each project alternative in 2020 and
2035.
Project benefits would include improved transit access, reliability,
and travel times, as well as improved air quality. The project
would also result in improved bicycle safety and accessibility
along the Geary corridor by enhancing bicycle connectivity and
providing dedicated bike lanes in key locations throughout the
corridor.
I-198.1.2 See Master Response 2a regarding traffic on Geary and diversion
to surrounding roadways.
The City’s Transit First Policy identifies the Geary corridor as a
Transit Preferential Street. The Transit Preferential Street
program includes measures to improve public transit vehicle
speeds and to minimize the effects of traffic on transit
operations. Policy 1.3 of the San Francisco General Plan states
“Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the
private automobile as the means of meeting San Francisco’s
transportation needs.”
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would generally result in decreased
automobile travel times along the Geary corridor relative to the
No Build Alternative. A portion of traffic trips would divert to
walking, bicycling, public transit, and ride-sharing trips.
I-198.1.3 See Master Response 2c regarding parking loss along the Geary
corridor.
The agencies balanced the potential bus improvements with
other community considerations in developing the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA, scaling back the ambitiousness of transit
benefits to lessen impacts to the community, given previous
community concern regarding potential impacts.
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I-198.1.4 See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The underlying issues adversely affecting transit service and
causing poor service outcomes, like bus bunching and irregular
arrivals, are a function of buses not having a dedicated right-ofway and being subject to double parked vehicles and other
blockages.
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Letter I-198.2

I-198.2.1

I-198.2.1
cont.

I-198.2.2

I-198.2.3

I-198.2.4

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-198.2: Sottile, James
I-198.2.1 Please see response to comment I-198.1.1 above.
I-198.2.2 Please see response to comment I-198.1.2 above.
I-198.2.3 Please see response to comment I-198.1.3 above.
I-198.2.4 Please see response to comment I-198.1.4 above.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] re: Geary BRT EIS/EIR and potential removal of pedestrian bridges

Letter I-199

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] re: Geary BRT EIS/EIR and potential removal of pedestrian bridges
2 messages
Scott St. John <tofuart@hotmail.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 2:50 PM

I cannot attend the meeting on November 5th but I wanted to add my comments regarding the proposed removal
of pedestrian bridges at Geary and Webster and Steiner and Webster.

I am a 25+ year San Francisco/Western Addition resident. I do not own a car and cross one of
those intersections as pedestrian about 48 times each month. I always, always, use the pedestrian
bridges.

I-199.1
Please do not remove the pedestrian bridges on Geary.

Removing the bridges would only be viable if Geary Street was radically altered. That would mean
decreasing the traffic lanes from two to three in each direction. This plan does not take into
accounts cars turning at both intersections as well. When I use the Western Addition branch library I
cross Geary without a bridge at Scott and Geary. One needs to be very careful, mainly due to cars
turning off of Scott into Geary. Part of the issue with these intersections is at Scott, Steiner and
Webster we have three “cut through” streets that are very busy with traffic avoiding Fillmore and
Divisadero.

Refurbishing the bridges and making them ADA compliant makes more sense and would make San
Francisco safer. In a perfect world pedestrians would be able to cross streets safely, but we all
know San Francisco is far from perfect.

Thank you,
Scott St. John
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Responses to Comment I-199:
I-199.1

St John, Scott

Retrofitting the pedestrian bridges to make them ADA-compliant
is not part of this project. While the Steiner Street bridge is still
proposed for removal, demolition of the Webster Street bridge is
no longer proposed under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New atgrade crosswalks would also be constructed at Webster Street.
See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated
information regarding modifications to the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA since the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See
Master Response 2d regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT]

Letter I-200
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT]
1 message
'Larry Stadtner' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Larry Stadtner <larrysierra@aol.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 11:29 AM

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority;
My name is Larry Stadtner.

I-200.1

I am an owner of Sierra Electric. We are a union electrical contracting firm is San Francisco. Our
office is located at 3112 Geary. We also own 3114, and 3116 Geary Blvd, all of which lie between
Spruce and Cook Street on Geary Blvd.
Last week, a neighbor brought to my attention your plan to eliminate the street parking between
Spruce and Cook Street on Geary.
After finding out about your plan, I asked several neighbors, who will be affected by your plan, if they
were aware the parking on Geary between Spruce and Cook will be eliminated. Not a single neighbor
I spoke with was aware of your plan.
Given the serious impact this plan will have on the businesses on Geary between Spruce and Cook,
I strongly encourage the SFMTA to place the plan on hold and work with the businesses in the area
to come up with a plan that will work for everyone
I strongly encourage the Transportation Authority to work with the neighbors.
Sincerely,
Larry Stadtner
3112 Geary Blvd.
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Responses to Comment I-200:
I-200.1

Stadtner, Larry

See Master Responses 2c, 3a, and 5b.
Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA have eliminated
the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary
Boulevard, retaining existing on-street parking and loading on
both sides of Geary along this block. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for details regarding these modifications to
the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
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From: Starz928 <starz40@pacbell.net>
Date: Tue, Nov 10, 2015 at 10:33 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Comments on Draft EIR for the Geary BRT Project
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: mark.farrell@sfgov.org

Letter I-201

ROBERT F. STARZEL
99 Twenty-Second Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

November 10, 2015
To:

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT
1455 Market Street 22 nd Floor
San Francisco CA 94105

Upon review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Report on the Geary Corridor
dated September 2015, the following defects are apparent:

I-201.1

I-201.2

(1) The EIS omits discussion of the impacts on businesses located on Geary
Boulevard and within the impacted area. Negative business impacts harm the
people living in the corridor and reduce the beneficial effects of the
project.
(2) The benefit of shortened transit times does not take into account the
number of passengers on-loaded and off-loaded in each segment of the
corridor. For that reason the improvement of the transit times may have been
overstated, because improvements end-to-end may mask far lower improvements
for middle segments. Moreover, the question of comparing costs and benefits
cannot be made looking at a percentage only but rather must examine the time
savings. That is necessary to answer the question: is this worth the candle?

(3) Comparisons of alternatives do not include cost-benefit ratios. If, as a
I-201.3 hypothesis, a non-build scenario costs $4 million and creates a 4% transit
time reduction, the cost to benefit ratio would be 1:1. Compared to the
preferred alternative costing more than $200 million and producing perhaps a
20% improvement, we would be spending ten times for the benefit obtained.

I-201.4

(4) No analysis of a no-build alternative with extended bus lanes during
commute hours has been considered for a trial period to see what benefits may
be obtained.

I-201.5

(5) The enormous recital of observations and data in the EIS leaves out any
common sense analysis of the critical issue for this project: will the people
living in this corridor see an improvement in their quality of life, or is
this project simply a part of a greater plan to increase density and benefit
that population that commutes by bus.

I-201.6

(6) When considering the benefits against the cost, it is not clear whether
the underlying strategy is limited to transit but rather contains intuitive
density strategies which may benefit only highly paid residents. That is to
say, can greater density be created to include affordable housing.
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I-201.7

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Comments on Draft EIR for the Geary BRT Project  emily.kettell@sfcta.org  SFCTA Mail

(7) With reference to (6) above, what will be the impact for private bus
services? And if the hypothesis above is correct, that the density can be
obtained only by building market rate (expensive) properties, how many of the
new residents will be transit users.

I-201.8 (8) It does not appear that transit user growth has been amply addressed.
Sincerely yours,

/s/

ROBERT F. STARZEL
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Responses to Comment I-201:

Starzel, Robert

I-201.1

Master Responses 2c and 3a summarize the Draft EIS/EIR’s
discussion of potential impacts to local businesses in the Geary
corridor.

I-201.2

The agencies acknowledge that passengers boarding and alighting
in different segments of the corridor may experience different
degrees of time savings. With over 50,000 daily transit-riders on
Geary, it is unrealistic to provide travel savings for each possible
combination of boarding and alighting. Moreover, systemwide
bus bunching issues create delays that cascade throughout the
entire corridor. For these reasons, end-to-end travel time savings
is the only practical way to focus improvements to transit service
on Geary. The bus service analysis presented in Section 3.3 of the
Draft EIS/EIR took into account boarding and alighting times
based on projected ridership levels and best-available vehicle fleet
assumptions. The comment regarding the merits/cost-benefit of
the project is noted. See also the response to comment I-201.3
below.

I-201.3

The costs, benefits, and impacts of each alternative have not been
converted into a single cost-benefit ratio because there is no way
to quantify all project effects into a single measurement system
without including subjective judgments of how different effects
should be weighted. Various project stakeholders would likely
place different values on the individual project benefits and
impacts, such as on transit travel times, reliability, pedestrian
safety, parking, trees, and aesthetics, such that even those that
could be quantified could not be objectively combined into a
single cost-benefit measure. Instead, the Draft EIS/EIR presents
the costs of each alternative and the effects by environmental
topic area so that the reader, and ultimately the decision-makers,
can evaluate how the alternatives compare based on his or her
values and priorities.

I-201.4

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIR. The commenter’s proposed alternative is not a true
“No Build” alternative, insofar as it proposes implementation of
new peak-hour-only bus-only lanes.
As part of the 2009 Alternatives Screening Report, the local
agencies considered traffic lanes that convert to bus-only lanes
during peak times. However, transit ridership on the Geary
corridor is consistently high throughout the day, on weekdays
and weekends, and in both the eastbound and westbound
directions. Accordingly, the 2009 Alternatives Screening Report
dismissed this alternative for having fatal flaws.
SFMTA provides frequent bus service on Geary all day, and the
buses need reliability improvements throughout the day, not just
during the peak periods. As such an alternative proposed by the
commenter would not provide transit benefits outside of peak
hours, it would not have fulfilled key aspects of the project
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purpose and need or major project objectives as set forth in
Chapter 1. As noted in Chapter 2, SFMTA implemented red busonly lanes on Geary and O’Farrell streets east of Van Ness
Avenue in 2014. The success of those lanes has given SFMTA
enough information to be satisfied that extending these bus-only
lanes further west would provide greater passenger/transit
benefits.
I-201.5

As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 1.3.2 and 7.2, a core
purpose of the project is to enhance the performance, viability,
and comfort level of transit and pedestrian travel along the Geary
corridor. Final EIS Section 4.2, Community Impacts, analyzes
social and economic community impacts for each project
alternative and concludes that project construction and operation
would not result in adverse effects to the community within the
study area.

I-201.6

This project pertains specifically to enhancing transit and
pedestrian conditions along the Geary corridor. Provision of
affordable housing is beyond the scope of this transportation
project. Draft EIS/EIR Chapter 1 describes the project purpose
and need.

I-201.7

The Geary corridor is served by several private shuttle services,
as was discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 3.3.2.3. Private
shuttles are currently prohibited from using transit lanes or nonpermitted transit stops. The City has several criteria, designed to
minimize disruptions to transit operations and traffic circulation,
for permitting private shuttle operators to use transit stops,
including yielding and giving priority to Muni buses, and pulling
all the way parallel to the curb so as not to block travel or bicycle
lanes, among others.45 As of January 2016, the SFMTA
Commuter Shuttle Program had six designated stops on the
Geary corridor (three in each direction).46 The project’s impact on
shuttle services themselves would be similar to its impacts on
other private vehicles, which are detailed in the traffic analysis in
Section 3.4 of the Final EIS. With BRT on the Geary corridor,
both private shuttle services and taxis would continue to operate
in mixed-flow traffic lanes and would not travel within the
dedicated BRT lanes or use BRT stations. Transit ridership on
the Geary corridor is consistently high throughout the day, on

SFMTA. 2015. SFMTA – Commuter Shuttle Program: Exemption from
Environmental Review. Accessed August 29, 2016 at
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/2015/Commuter%20Shuttle%20P
rogram%20Certificate%20of%20Exemption%20from%20Environmental%20Review.pd
f.
46 SFMTA. 2016. SFMTA Commuter Shuttle Pilot Network of Designated Stops (as of
01.31.16). Accessed August 29, 2016 at
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/projects/2016/Shuttles%20Network%2016
0131.pdf.
45
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weekdays and weekends, and in both the eastbound and
westbound directions. Projections of future ridership show an
increase of approximately 28 percent from 2012 to 2020, with
further increases expected to continue in subsequent decades. See
Section 3.3.4.1 for detailed information on projections of future
Geary corridor transit ridership.
I-201.8

Projected increases in transit ridership along the Geary corridor
are discussed in detail for each project alternative in Section
3.3.4.2 of the Final EIS.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Comment on Geary BRT Environmental Doc

Letter I-202

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Comment on Geary BRT Environmental Doc
1 message
Alana Stoltzfus <alanastoltzfus@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 4:16 PM

Hello,
I take the 38R daily from Divisadero and Geary to Market and 1st and am relieved to hear there are
plans in the works for a Geary BRT. We desperately need to help the overcrowding situation on the
bus and reduce the unnecessary waiting time between stops. I do have a few pieces of feedback on
the proposal and also in response to other public comments I've seen:

I-202.1

1. Regarding the alternative plans: I don't see how there can be much of an impact without completely
dedicated bus lines with separation. I've seen how the bus operates with just the side red painted lane
and it's frequently held up by delivery trucks parked, cars double parked or traffic waiting to turn right.
We need a separated bus lane for this to be effective.

I-202.2

2. Regarding opposition to removing pedestrian bridges: The reason why these bridges were built in
the first place is that Geary has become a highway and pedestrians don't feel safe in the sidewalks.
Rather than opposing removal of the bridges we should address the root issue which is making Geary a
pedestrian friendly road.

I-202.3

3. Regarding plans east of Laguna: I've found the bus runs slowest between Powell and Market. I'd be
interested to see what the plans are to increase bus speeds east of Powell. This may be more related to
the separate Market St project but seems that these are so related that it should be included as an
appendix to this proposal
Looking forward to seeing the Geary BRT project come
to life.
Best,
Alana Stoltzfus
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Responses to Comment I-202:
I-202.1

Stoltzfus, Alana

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA includes a center-running bus lane
where feasible. The agencies explored a longer center-running
segment. Alternatives 3 and 3-Consolidated include center
running bus lanes from Laguna Street to 27th Avenue. While it
would provide higher travel time savings, these alternatives
require filling the Fillmore underpass at high cost, and locating
the high-ridership Masonic stop in the difficult-to-access and
unattractive Masonic underpass area. In light of these
disadvantages the Hybrid Alternative/LPA’s center-running
operation is limited to just the Richmond area between Palm and
27th/28th Avenue. Filling the Fillmore underpass and restoring
the intersection at-grade would further advance project goals for
bus performance and pedestrian safety. However, it would also
add substantially to the project cost.

I-202.2

The Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed for removal
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Master Responses 1b and
2d.

I-202.3

Project design would reduce typical causes of service delays along
the Geary corridor through dedicated bus-only lanes, physical
infrastructure improvements, and technological enhancements,
discussed in Final EIS Chapter 2. East of Laguna Street to the
Transbay Transit Center, side-running bus-only lanes are
proposed under all build alternatives (see Figure 2-1 in Chapter
2). The build alternatives also propose to remove some bus stops
in this section of the Geary corridor, shown in Tables 2-3 and 2-4
in Chapter 2. As the Better Market Street project is separate from
Geary BRT, it is not included as an appendix to this document.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Resident Comment on Geary BRT Project

Letter I-203

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Resident Comment on Geary BRT Project
2 messages
Andrew Stoltzfus <andrewjstoltzfus@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: monica.munowitch@sfmta.com

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 7:39 PM

The Geary BRT project is an imperative as the city and my neighborhood (NoPa) strive to maintain any
even moderately useful level of public transit service. The BRT line needs to be implemented to its fullest
capacity as quickly as possible.

I-203.1

This means dedicated AND separated bus lanes for the duration of the bus line, where cars physically
cannot enter the dedicated bus lanes. It means traffic lights timed to the arrival of buses. It means more
options for express v rapid v local service. It means elevated platforms and more doors on dedicated
buses to speed loading/unloading. It means no left turns for drivers across the bus lanes.
It also means the removal of the pedestrian bridges will cause significantly more good than harm. The
current setup of the pedestrian bridges renders them nearly unusable  the stairs and ramps are steep
and take forever to climb and descend. Instead, pedestrian islands in the middle of Geary  of sufficient
size to safely accomodate the necessary amount of people  will make a potentially treacherous crossing
for slower/disabled citizens twice as easy. They'll only have to cross half the distance in the 20odd
seconds allocated for the walk signal.
This needs to be the model we replicate, I had the privilege of riding Mexico City's BRT last month and it
is unparalleled: https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/index.php?page=view&type=99&nr=49&menu=1449
Anything short of that is simply another "express" bus line, still stuck in traffic. The investment in BRT
needs to cut in half the amount of time to travel to/from downtown.
This is the time to create an effective BRT in the whole. Doing it piecemeal  expecting to upgrade it at an
unknown later date  will constitute a failure.
The city is growing rapidly. Public transit  especially the 38 line  is stretched past its limit already.
People need to be able to get back and forth from downtown to the growing population centers to the
West along the Geary corridor.
While I live on the 5 corridor, I often ride the 38 because the existing dedicated bus lanes on the 38 route
make it a faster ride, and the increased capacity means I can actually get on a bus (the 5 is often too
crowded). But it still takes way longer than it would in a private vehicle, which needs to change  and a BRT
infrastructure is the only way to change that.
More driving lanes is not an option. A subway is not a feasible option today. A slightly improved bus
service is not an option. A dedicated, separated, fullyimplemented BRT is the only way to meet the city's
needs today, and especially tomorrow.

Andrew Stoltzfus
andrewjstoltzfus@gmail.com

Andrew Stoltzfus <andrewjstoltzfus@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: monica.munowitch@sfmta.com

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 11:27 AM
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I-203.1
Another important thing to keep in mind: the 38 Geary route  initially the B Streetcar line  when launched in
cont. 1920, transported passengers from the Ferry Building to Ocean Beach IN 35 MINUTES.
In 1920, the B line, replaced by the busy 38Geary in 1956, departed from the spot where the ferry
building stands today and zoomed out to near Ocean Beach in 35 minutes. The fare was a nickel.
Today a similar $2 trip on the 38Geary takes 54 minutes, while the 38 Limited, which makes fewer
stops, takes 43 minutes.
Many of the early Muni lines were faster because of “less competition for street space — there
was no surface traffic, and the streetcars would fly through,” said Rick Laubscher, president of
Market Street Railway, a nonprofit group dedicated to preserving Muni’s history.
Yes, there are plenty more obstacles and traffic in the way today. BUT, the BRT should remove those
obstacles and return us to an era where  with virtually no technology  San Franciscans could commute
across the city with a modicum of efficiency.
Let's bring that back.
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/01/us/sanfranciscomunistrivestorecapturestreetcarspeeds
of1912.html?_r=2
[Quoted text hidden]


Andrew Stoltzfus
andrewjstoltzfus@gmail.com
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Responses to Comment I-203:
I-203.1

Stoltzfus, Andrew

See Master Response 1a.
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Sierra Club EIR comments

From: Howard Strassner <ruthow1@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 9, 2015 at 9:54 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Sierra Club EIR comments
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-204.1

Letter I-204

Muni needs at lot of work to get better.The blog http://bettermuni.wordpress.com/ offers some
suggestions for some first steps.
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Responses to Comment I-204:
I-204.1

Strassner, Howard

The comment is noted.
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11/25/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Geary Spruce to Cook Transit Station NO

Letter I-205

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Spruce to Cook Transit Station NO
1 message
imac <sunspot@comcast.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 6:55 AM

Dear Sirs,

I-205.1 The planned removal of parking between Spruce and Cook will

severely impact the businesses there. You may figure it is just
collateral damage in pursuit of your dream but it is peoples livelihoods
and real services to the San Francisco community.
A Bus Transit Station is unnecessary .

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1513f24cfcd86203&siml=1513f24cfcd86203
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Responses to Comment I-205:
I-205.1

Sunspot@comcast.net

See Master Responses 2c and 3a.
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11/13/2015

SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT should keep Webster pedestrian bridge for safety

From: Cassandra Sweet <cass.sweet@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 12, 2015 at 12:46 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT should keep Webster pedestrian bridge for safety
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Letter I-206

Scott Wiener
Chair
San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

I-206.1

Dear Mr. Wiener,
I am writing to express my deep concern that the staff recommended alternative plan for the Geary Corridor
Bus Rapid Transit project will have a serious impact on safety for my children and other students at Rosa
Parks Elementary School and their families who use the Geary/Webster St. overpass.
My children and I depend on the Webster St. bridge to safely cross Geary Blvd., as do many other students,
teachers, families and caregivers at our school and at other schools in the area.
As a parent, I am concerned about rising trafficrelated injuries in San Francisco. Geary, in particular, is a
highpedestrianinjury corridor, according to the Mayor's Pedestrian Strategy and WalkFirst Study.
The Geary/Webster bridge is the safest, most convenient way to cross this very busy, dangerous
thoroughfare. Removing the bridge will put my children and other Rosa Parks students at risk of being hit and
seriously or fatally injured by a moving vehicle.
I urge you, the board, the SFMTA and the Department of Transportation to make the safety of San
Francisco's youngest residents a priority, ahead of the desire of some regional transit agencies to move some
of their buses more quickly through the Webster intersection.
I respectfully request that you revise the project proposal to keep the Webster St. pedestrian bridge.
Sincerely,
Cassandra Sweet
44 Barcelona Ave.
San Francisco
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Responses to Comment I-206:
I-206.1

Sweet, Cassandra

In response to community concerns, demolition of the Webster
Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks would also be
constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Letter I-207
STEPHEN L. TABER
1170 Green Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
Stephen@sstaber.com
November 23, 2015
I-207.1

The purpose of this letter is to point out a serious deficiency in the draft EIR and to request that
it be remedied in the manner set forth below.
Under the California Environmental Quality Act and, in particular, regulations Section 15165, it
is required that when project is a “phased project,” it is necessary that the EIR comment on the
“cumulative effect.” The draft EIR is defective in failing to do so, as described below.
Background.
The Geary BRT is the current manifestation of a project that dates back to the 1930’s, when a
proposed subway-surface line was proposed on Geary, proceeding downtown to connect to a
subway-surface line to North Beach. This proposal was defeated by the voters. In the 1960’s, it
was proposed that a BART line be extended out Geary to 6th Avenue, where it would have
turned North to extend to Marin County via the Golden Gate Bridge. It was abandoned when
Marin County pulled out of BART.
As part of the BART project, San Francisco was promised an effort to provide transit on Geary,
which resulted in the NorthWest Extension Study in the 1970’s. Subsequent efforts included
studies published in 1989 and in 1996, each of which pointed toward subway-surface light rail as
likely solutions.
The current BRT project was born of the realization that resources will not be available for
many years to build a rail line out Geary and that an interim solution is necessary to ameliorate
congestion and slow operating speeds until a rail project can be pursued. As evidence of this,
the SFMTA 20 year capital plan contains a Geary rail project.
Discussion
As noted above, the Geary alignment is part of the a corridor development that has been
identified as needing rapid transit improvements many times over the years. As noted above, in
the current 20 year capital plan, recently adopted by the Municipal Transportation Agency, the
BRT program and a rail alternative are both set forth. In discussions with MTA staff, including
questions asked at a public meeting of the MTA Citizens Advisory Council the staff of the MTA
made it clear that they viewed the BRT project as an interim step to improve transportation in
the Geary Corridor in the short run, with the ultimate objective of developing the rail project
when funds are available.

It is established law that the EIR must contain “cumulative impacts,” where another probable
I-207.1 future project, cumulated with the project under consideration, could be significant. Included in
the category of “probable future project” are “projects included in an adopted capital
cont.
improvements program . . .” (see, Gordon and Herson, Demystifying CEQA’s Cumulative
Impact Analysis Requirements: guidance for Defensible EIR Evaluation, California
Environmental Law Reporter, September 2011). In this case, the inclusion of the Geary rail
project in the MTA 20 year capital plan would subject it to this requirement.
Given this requirement, it is necessary for you to determine whether the rail project could,
cumulated with the BRT project, have a significant environmental impact. I believe that the
facts would clearly indicate such. As proposed, the BRT project would involve significant
capital improvements, construction of which would necessarily result in significant noise, traffic
disruption and other factors. This would be particularly acute for the roughly 30 blocks of
Geary between Palm Avenue and 27th Avenue. In the event that the planned rail project is
constructed, it is reasonable, based on work done in the 1989 and 1996 studies, to assume that it
would likely involve surface rail exclusive right of way operation on the same 30 blocks of
Geary. If the BRT plan is pursued as proposed, this would necessitate that this stretch of street
would need to be torn up again, with a second round of significant adverse environmental
effects. This cumulative impact is never mentioned in the draft EIR, nor are potential
mitigations to this impact mentioned, such as the “rail ready” construction of this segment so
that the street need be torn up only once.
Notwithstanding that the rail project is in the 20 year capital plan, the only mention made of the
rail project is perfunctory, with the statement that it was not considered as an alternative because
it was too expensive and that it would not be precluded by the project. This analysis, with no
mention made of the rail project’s inclusion in the 20 year capital plan, is materially misleading,
since the current draft EIR would lead the reader to conclude that the rail project is an
alternative to the BRT project, rather than what is obviously intended, which is that the rail
project will succeed the BRT project at some point in the future, with its attending cumulative
adverse impacts. No mention is made of these cumulative adverse environmental effects nor
the potential of mitigation by making building the Richmond District segment “rail ready.”
In conclusion, I urge that the EIR be revised with the addition of the following:
I-207.2

I-207.3

I-207.4

1. A discussion of the project as a “phased project,” with the rail project as set forth in
the 20 year capital plan as a cumulative addition to the BRT project.
2. An analysis of the alternative of making the segment of exclusive right of way from
Palm Avenue to 27th Avenue “rail ready,” meaning that subsurface work, track bed
and rails be included in the BRT project so that this segment would not need to be
dug up and rebuilt when the rail project is pursued.
3. An analysis of the alternative of deferring the exclusive right of way from Palm
Avenue to 27th Avenue until the rail project is pursued, in the event that it is not
financially feasible to build it “rail ready.”

Thank you for your consideration of the foregoing.
Very Truly Yours,
Stephen L. Taber
2550313.1

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-207:
I-207.1

Taber, Stephen

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.
As discussed in Chapter 5, Cumulative Impacts, “reasonably
foreseeable actions” are those that are likely to occur or probable,
rather than those that are merely possible. While constructing a
light rail transit line along the Geary corridor may be a possible
future project, it is not a probable future project that would require
cumulative context consideration. The 20-year Capital Plan,
which includes a light rail line along the Geary corridor, is a
financially unconstrained plan of all potential capital needs the
SFMTA could invest in; it is a long-range planning document and
does not represent a commitment to implement the projects
described therein. The 20-year Capital Plan provides the basis for
prioritizing capital needs for inclusion in the 5-year Capital
Improvement Program, which is a financially constrained
program of projects. A light rail project on the Geary corridor is
not included in the SFMTA 5-year Capital Improvement
Program and there is no other funding for rail in the Geary
corridor such that a rail alternative would be considered
reasonably foreseeable in the cumulative context. As such, the
cumulative impact analysis contained in the Draft EIS/EIR is
appropriately focused on impacts that are sufficiently likely to
occur (i.e., related to projects that have been funded).
Should SFMTA in the future decide to propose implementation
of light rail along the Geary corridor, that project would be
subject to its own detailed environmental review.

I-207.2

As discussed in Response to Comment I-207.1, Geary BRT is not
phase 1 of a light rail transit project. The 20-year Capital Plan is a
financially unconstrained plan of all potential capital needs the
SFMTA could invest in; it is a long-range planning document and
does not represent a commitment to implement the projects
described therein. However, implementation of Geary BRT
would in no foreseeable way preclude any future rededication of
portions of Geary as a rail corridor. On this point, see Master
Response 1a.

I-207.3

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.
Including the construction of a rail section beneath the proposed
BRT lanes would be subject to high risk given there has been no
decision on transit service on Geary beyond this project's
planning horizon.
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I-207.4

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.
Center-running lanes have a much greater likelihood to remain
bus-only, would require far less enforcement, and result in the
greatest improvement to transit service.
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Letter I-208

I-208.1

I-208.1
cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-208:
I-208.1

Tamura, Erika

In response to community concerns, demolition of the Webster
Street bridge is no longer proposed under the Hybrid
Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks would also be
constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and
Master Response 1b for updated information regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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11/18/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Please Move Forward with Geary BRT

Letter I-209

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Please Move Forward with Geary BRT
1 message
'Sprague Terplan' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Sprague Terplan <spragueterplan@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Cc: "ed.reiskin@sfmta.com" <ed.reiskin@sfmta.com>

I-209.1

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 11:45 PM

To the SFCTA,
As someone who works on Geary Boulevard at 6th Avenue, improvements to
Geary Boulevard's transit service can not occur soon enough. The 38 R is okay
but it is still cumbersome and slow. Dedicated, exclusive transitonly lanes from
Market Street until at least 25th Avenue are necessary to speed up Muni. Once
built, such transitonly lanes will likely require adequate enforcement by the SFPD.
Please stop the delays and resist the urge to heed the vocal, yet few, naysayers.
Muni riders are longsuffering and deserve serious improvements to transit service.
Geary Blvd. is very wide and can easily accommodate the necessary lane changes
for true BRT service. Please build and implement Geary BRT without any further
delay! (And, please also speed up transit along routes 33, 24, 22 and many, many
others!)
Thank you very much,
Sprague Terplan (and family)
San Francisco

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151198e82148eaa8&siml=151198e82148eaa8
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Responses to Comment I-209:
I-209.1

Terplan, Sprague

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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Letter I-210

I-210.1

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-210:
I-210.1

Theaker, William

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives considered and ultimately
carried forward for environmental analysis.
Each of the build alternatives would increase transit frequency.
Each build alternative would add dedicated bus lanes, which
would allow buses to run more frequently, quickly, and reliably,
with fewer obstructions, resulting in more transit service and less
transit crowding.
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11/16/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Revive Cabrillo and La Playa Terminus

Letter I-211

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Revive Cabrillo and La Playa Terminus
1 message
Craig Tjerandsen <craig_tjerandsen@calypso.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

I-211.1

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 12:51 PM

I'd imagine that the Geary corridor will make the 38 the superior choice to the 5 or 31 express for
outer Richmond commuters. Please consider reinstating the terminus at the beach for some trips.
Thanks and regards,
Craig Tjerandsen
Homeowner Ocean Beach Condominiums

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15112113ff1b11db&siml=15112113ff1b11db
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Responses to Comment I-211:
I-211.1

Tjerandsen, Craig

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The distribution of bus trips to west-end destinations is based on
ridership demand and available layover space. Muni operations
will adjust trip destinations as conditions change.
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11/16/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] keep Geary bridge overpass

Letter I-212

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] keep Geary bridge overpass
2 messages
Gregory Tobey <jarvis@sprintmail.com>
Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 6:39 PM
To: Mayor Ed Lee <mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org>, Supervisor London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>,
gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: Janine Aiello <janine.aiello@att.net>, David Goff <dkg415@aol.com>, Loretta Ippolito
<lorettajippolito@gmail.com>

I-212.1

I am not in favor of removing the two pedestrian bridges over Geary due to concerns for the
safety for the walking public. When using the bridges to Japantown, I feel much safer
transversing over the Geary vehicle traffic than crossing at a traffic signal or stop sign.
The BRT engineers need to go back to the drawing board.
Sincerely,
Gregory Tobey

1470 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94115

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15103dcf49365173&siml=15103dcf49365173&siml=1510ea199fd98f04
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Responses to Comment I-212:
I-212.1

Tobey, Gregory

While the Steiner Street bridge would still be removed,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Letter I-213

11/30/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Keep the Geary & Webster pedestrian bridge

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Keep the Geary & Webster pedestrian bridge
1 message
'Alexander Tonisson' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Alexander Tonisson <atonisson@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

I-213.1

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 3:46 PM

My family and I walk to Japantown on a regular basis and use the pedestrian bridge to safely get across
Geary street. Pushing a stroller across six lanes of traffic is not something I want to do in the future. I do
support building the Geary BRT line but do not support the demolition of the Webester/Geary pedestrian
bridge to Japantown.
I also think the BRT line should be a center lane design the entire length of the line. We want a true BRT "rail
ready" design.
Alex Tonisson
264 Oak Street
San Francisco 94102

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515acce4436da6e&siml=1515acce4436da6e
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Responses to Comment I-213:
I-213.1

Tonisson, Alex

The Hybrid Alternative/LPA has been revised so as to retain the
Webster Street bridge. See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master
Response 1b for details. See also Master Responses 1a and 2d.
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11/13/2015

SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Public comment on Geary BRT

From: Patrick Traughber <patricktraughber@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 6, 2015 at 4:09 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Public comment on Geary BRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Letter I-214

Hello

I-214.1

I am writing in support of the BRT project on Geary. The project will provide a huge benefit to the
people of San Francisco, especially folks like me who live along the project corridor, and even people
around the world through the cutting of carbon emissions the BRT project will bring. I hope SFMTA and
CTA and DPW get all of the resources you need to complete the project quickly.
I'm particularly excited about the safety improvements the project will usher in for pedestrians, and all
road users. The economic impacts are awesome too.
I have two areas of emphasis I would like to see with the project:

I-214.2
1) Complete separation between Muni buses and traffic so that Muni buses are not obstructed or
held up by private auto traffic along the corridor.
2) Improved bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure along the corridor. Protected bike lanes would
be a huge benefit along the corridor and will further help cut down on traffic, carbon emissions,
and safety of all road users. Pedestrian facilities like refuge islands and widened sidewalks, and
traffic calming will also do a great deal for improving the corridor. If protected bike lanes can't be
included on Geary, it would be great to see them installed along parallel streets to Geary so
people have a safe way to ride along the Geary corridor without the fear of being run over by a
vehicle.
I'm really excited for this project to be completed. It is long overdue and sorely needed for our
community. This will be a huge boon for the businesses along the corridor, the people who use Geary
for getting to and from work and our homes, and visitors.
Please build this as quickly as you possibly can.
Thanks,
Patrick Traughber

Patrick Traughber
patricktraughber@gmail.com
310.940.3273
San Francisco, CA
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Responses to Comment I-214:

Traughber, Patrick

I-214.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.

I-214.2

See Master Responses 1a, 2d, and 2e.
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10/20/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Bus Rapid Transit Project

Letter I-215
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Bus Rapid Transit Project
2 messages
'Paul Uhov' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Paul Uhov <pauluhovscore@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Oct 12, 2015 at 4:12 PM

Gentlemen/Madams:
I wish to express my comments based on the leaflet your sent me.
We are a society that values convenience and speed. Therefore the proposed project should be regarded as
highly desirable. May be it is. However if you take a moment to analyzed it:

I-215.1

1) Who principally benefit from this project: In my opinion the commuters especially Richmond District
residents travelling to downtown area. This is a good thing.

2) But what about the businesses and residents along the route of this Rapid Transit Corridor? Erection of
Bus Stop Safety Islands creates, in my opinion, undue congestions and can create a traffic hazard. Example:
a) Bus Stop at Geary and 25th Ave is a busy bus stop. Express A and B and Rapid Bus and Regular Bus
all stop here. During morning commute hours there are always many people waiting for a bus  not any bus but some
people are waiting for "A" express, others "B" express, or GearyR or Geary regular. They wait until their bus arrives. If
you erect a bus stop island in the middle of the roadway as depicted in your brochure, it will create a big congestion. Not
all people can fit on the island and so some will be waiting on the sidewalk. When the desired bus arrives there will be a
mad rush to get into the bus by people including those on the sidewalk regardless of the vehicular traffic, creating a
dangerous situation.
I-215.21
b) What about the businesses along the Geary commercial district. Your proposed project of necessity
needs to eliminate parking space for the shopper in my opinion. What if I wish to drive to the Post Office to drop
off a piece of mail wll I be able to find a parking close to the Post Office?

I-215.3

3) My point is one needs to consider (and protect) "quality of life" for the residents of Richmond District.

\

Paul Uhov
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Responses to Comment I-215:
I-215.1

Uhov, Paul

See Master Responses 2a and 2d.
Most transit passengers will catch the bus on one side of the
street at the beginning of their initial trip, and arrive on the
opposite side of the street at the end of their return trip, hence
most passengers will have to cross the street at least once, if
assuming a round trip.
The project will improve pedestrian safety by providing
pedestrian crossing bulbs and median refuge islands at transit
stops.
The median boarding stations will be 9 feet wide and nearly 1
block long, which the Draft EIS/EIR determined would be
adequate capacity for expected ridership.

I-215.2

See Master Responses 2c and 3a.
The project assessed the parking demand and supply per existing
uses. However, as urban density increases within the City, the
need for individual automobile ownership is expected to decrease
with improvements to mass transit, improved bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, and new technologies such as ride-sharing
services. Parking in front of businesses was maintained to the
extent possible or mitigated with replacement on adjacent streets.

I-215.3

The comment is noted.
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Letter I-216.1

I-216.1.1

I-216.1.1
cont.
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Responses to Comment I-216.1:

Urban, Corey

I-216.1.1 The comment suggests other alternatives should have been
considered. Please see Master Response 1a. The comment also
asserts potential impacts to businesses along the Geary corridor.
Master Response 3a summarizes the Draft EIS/EIR analysis of
such potential impacts and please see Final EIS Appendix M
(Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program) for more
information regarding reducing impacts to local businesses.
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10/27/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Shell Gas Station and Car Wash  3035 Geary (x Cook) Boulevard Corey Urban & Glenn Urban

Letter I-216.2

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Shell Gas Station and Car Wash  3035 Geary (x Cook) Boulevard 
Corey Urban & Glenn Urban
8 messages
'Corey Urban' via GearyBRT<gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Mon, Oct 26, 2015 at 1:41 PM
ReplyTo: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org, glennurban@yahoo.com, Clurban@yahoo.com, BLEAUSHARK@aol.com,
tbleau@bleaufox.com, DDecota@aol.com, president@cioma.com

Dear Geary BRT Committee and To Whom it May Concern

I-216.2.1

My name is Corey Urban. My brother Glenn Urban and I own the Shell Gas Station and Car Wash
located at 3035 Geary Blvd. We have owned and operated our business since December 21, 1991.
In 2010, we scraped together our life savings to purchase the real property underlying our business.
Through long hours of hard work and dedication as well as borrowing against our homes during
lean years to keep our business a going concern, we have persevered in establishing what is now a
growing and profitable business.
The business model of a gas station and car wash is based on easy ingress, egress and high
volume.
Upon a brief perusal of your Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) plans we see that your preferred option
is to put a RED, "BUS AND TAXIS ONLY" lane in front of our business. This plan will absolutely
KILL OUR BUSINESS! For motorists heading east bound, our business is visible onethird of a
block away. To think that customers can SAFELY negotiate crossing a lane of traffic to access our
business and/or for motorists to think that they can even drive in the RED, "BUSES AND TAXIS
ONLY" lane to access our business is naive and defies logic. Our business will die! Note: There is
no access to our business for motorists traveling west bound on Geary.
We find it curious that all other gas stations on Geary, especially the Chevron corporate operated
stations at 24th/Geary and Geary/Arguello, do not face the pending RED, "BUSES AND TAXIS
ONLY" lane
restricting/impeding/prohibiting ingress and egress of their businesses.
Please be advised that we do not agree with any Geary BRT plan that places a RED, "BUSES AND
TAXIS ONLY" lane contiguous to 3035 Geary Boulevard and/or from Palm Street to Masonic
Avenue in the east bound direction of traffic. (NOTE Again: There is no access to our business
for motorists traveling west bound on Geary) Please also be advised that we will take all action
necessary going forward to preserve the current SAFE, all traffic accepted, lane of east bound traffic
which enables Shell Car Wash to survive.
Please feel free to contact me at any time to discuss our concerns in more detail.
Thank You.
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
4157524171
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Responses to Comment I-216.2: Urban, Corey
I-216.2.1 See Master Response 3a regarding the implementation of busonly lanes and integration with businesses with automobile access
on Geary. As noted in Master Response 3a, bus-only lanes would
not be expected to preclude drivers from accessing auto-oriented
businesses. Section 7.2.72 of the San Francisco Transportation
Code specifically exempts vehicles in the process of making a
turn from violations of driving in bus-only areas. Given this,
autos trying to access ancillary businesses would not be
prohibited from making turns through red lanes.
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Letter I-216.3

I-216.3.1

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-216.3: Urban, Corey
I-216.3.1 See Master Responses 5a and 5b.
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Fwd: Garage Entry Ways / Driveways on Geary, Spruce to Cook Street  emily.kettell@sfcta.org  SFCTA Mail

 Forwarded message 
From: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2015 at 5:59 PM
Subject: Fwd: Garage Entry Ways / Driveways on Geary, Spruce to Cook Street
To: clurban@aol.com, wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com, Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com, colin.dentel
post@sfcta.org, glennurban@yahoo.com, shellcarwash@aol.com

Letter I-216.4

Sorry, I had Colin's name/email spelled incorrectly in previous email sent.
Here's the info one more time.
Thank You.
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
4157524171
4157228245

Original Message
From: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>
To: wahid.Amiri <wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>; Britt.Tanner <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>; colin.dental
post
<colin.dentalpost@sfcta.org>; glennurban <glennurban@yahoo.com>; shellcarwash
<shellcarwash@aol.com> Sent: Wed, Nov 18, 2015 5:42 pm
Subject: Fwd: Garage Entry Ways / Driveways on Geary, Spruce to Cook Street

I-216.4.1

Hello
Following up on the driveways/garages on Geary Blvd., between Spruce and Cook, please see two
photos. One is located east of 3121 Geary and the other is west of 3129 Geary. The driveway cut with
no garage, has a parking meter and is located in front of the Macintosh Sales and Repair shop, 3139A
Geary.
Daniel Mackowski did not provide an email address. Please forward to him so that he has this
information.
Thank You.

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
4157524171
4157228245

Original Message
From: Corey <clurban@aol.com>
To: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>
Sent: Wed, Nov 18, 2015 5:27 pm
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Responses to Comment I-216.4: Urban, Corey
I-216.4.1 The comment is noted and is part of the administrative record
for this project. The comment is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Responses 1b.
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Letter I-216.5

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] EIS/EIR Red BUSES ONLY Transit Lanes
1 message
shellcarwash via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Sat, Nov 21, 2015 at 12:06 PM
ReplyTo: shellcarwash@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org, glennurban@yahoo.com, clurban@aol.com, ShellCarWash@aol.com

Attn: Geary BRT EIS/EIR
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94118

To: Geary Bus Rapid Transit EIS/EIR Committee
I-216.5.1

This is a follow up to an email previously sent on October 26, 2015
My name is Corey Urban. My brother, Glenn Urban, and I have owned
and operated our Shell Gas Station and Car Wash at 3035 Geary (x
Cook) since December 1991. Our work, passion and life savings have
been invested in our business for 24 years! The gas station and car
wash has served the Geary corridor community since 1972.
Proposed Geary Bust Rapid Transit – Hybrid Build Option, 3.2C
According to our research, RED BUSES ONLY transit lanes are an
EXPERIMENT granted to the City and County of San Francisco from the
California Traffic Control Devices Committee, the Federal Highway
Administration and Cal Trans.
Please understand that a gas station and car wash business is based on
easy ingress and egress and that ANY RED BUSES ONLY transit
lane(s), in front of, or in the blocks leading up to, our Shell Gas Station
and Car Wash, will have negative, or even detrimental impacts to our
business. The RED BUSES ONLY transit lanes would restrict traffic,
restrict access and prove to be extremely dangerous for vehicles
attempting to negotiate traffic to enter our business! We adamantly
oppose any and all RED BUSES ONLY transit lanes (or similar) installed
in the blocks leading up to or in front of 3035 Geary Boulevard, San
Francisco California, 94118. We do not approve, or grant permission to
the city of San Francisco, the aforementioned state and federal agencies
or any other City, State or Federal agency.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1512ba7ae6c316cd&siml=1512ba7ae6c316cd
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Sincerely,
Corey Urban
Glenn Urban

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1512ba7ae6c316cd&siml=1512ba7ae6c316cd
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Responses to Comment I-216.5: Urban, Corey
I-216.5.1 See Master Responses 2a and 3a. Bus-only lanes have been
implemented in several locations throughout San Francisco
beyond the Geary corridor. As noted in Master Response 3a, busonly lanes would not be expected to preclude drivers from
accessing auto-oriented businesses. Section 7.2.72 of the San
Francisco Transportation Code specifically exempts vehicles in
the process of making a turn from violations of driving in busonly areas.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] 38 Rapid Inbound and Outbound Travel Times, November 2015

Letter I-216.6

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] 38 Rapid Inbound and Outbound Travel Times, November 2015
1 message
'Corey Urban' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Fri, Nov 27, 2015 at 12:42 PM
ReplyTo: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org, glennurban@yahoo.com, ShellCarWash@aol.com, david@beautynetwork.com,
antoniowhite@mac.com, editor@sfrichmondreview.com
November 27, 2015
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-216.6.1 The 9page attachment shows Page 1020 from your Geary BRT Draft EIS/EIR. Also included are the
SFMTA's 38Rapid, Inbound and Outbound schedules, current as of November 2015.

The NoBuild Alternative, year 2020, "best guess" peak travel time for the 38BRT or 38R is 53:50. In fact,
current 38R Inbound shows 44minutes, average peak commute travel times in the AM, with buses
running every 4minutes. The outbound peak commute in the PM shows a small window of 50minutes
but averaging about 48minutes. Between 6:00AM and 7:30AM, the average 38R Inbound makes its way
from 48th/Point Lobos to Beale/Howard in an average of 37 minutes, 54seconds! Please note that there
are actually sixteen (16), 38R bus stops between 48th/Point Lobos and Van Ness Avenue.
Your "best guess" year 2020 peak travel time for the Alternate 3.2C Hybrid Build Option is 44:45.
Please explain to local, state and federal tax payers what the cost benefit analysis is in spending more
than
$300 plus million for this proposed Hybrid Alternative 3.2C (2013 estimate). Please explain why it makes
sense to disrupt the lives of the businesses, residents and overall majority along the Geary corridor going
forward when the hoped for 38R or 38BRT travel times are already met. Please explain why it makes
sense to spend an additional $12.5 million annually in maintenance costs, why it makes sense to remove
195 trees, why it makes sense to remove 370 parking spots, and why it makes sense to divert 25%
minimum of Geary Boulevard's vehicle traffic to parallel streets to compete with bicycles, pedestrians and
other vehicles when the hoped for benefit of the Hybrid Build Alternate 3.2C travel times are already met.
The above mentioned figures for the No Build are based on current stops, not the removal of stops as
planned in the Hybrid 3.2C (Average Stop Spacing, No Build 1540 feet.  ALT 3.2C 1630 feet). Logically,
a "No Build" with spaced out stops similar to the ALT 3.2 Hybrid would result in even faster travel times.
With regard to safety, the competition on other streets is already mentioned. Not mentioned is the
inability of handicapped and the elderly to make their way accross Geary Boulevard for median boarding
in the ALT 3.2 Hybrid.
All tax payers look forward to your response to all questions asked.
Thank you.
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94118
Original Message
From: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1514aae9a5942ed4&siml=1514aae9a5942ed4
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Responses to Comment I-216.6: Urban, Corey
I-216.6.1 See Master Responses 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 3a, 4a, and 6a.
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Letter I-216.7
1

approved by the Congress, they mentioned that there was

2

going to be a bare-bones -- this is a bare-bones budget

3

that they approved.

4

innovative ideas for cities or municipalities.

5

wondering, is there money for all -- is there money in

6

the budget for some -- for the alternative plans that

7

we're looking at tonight?

8
9
I-216.7.1
10

COREY URBAN:

There's very few funds for
And I'm

C-O-R-E-Y, Urban, U-R-B-A-N.

I own

the Shell gas station and car wash at the corner of
Geary and Cook.

11

I'd like to say that the Draft EIR is flawed

12

and biased just on its foundation.

13

alternatives are all based on increasing efficiency by

14

eliminating bus stops, anywhere from 18 percent

15

elimination to 54 percent elimination.

16
17

The build

The no-build alternative is not remove any bus
stops and therefore is doomed from the start.

18

If you remove bus stops, the buses become more

19

efficient.

20

redone on a valid basis.

21

statistics, all the graphs, all the keywords, they're

22

all moot.

23

It's a rotten apple-to-apple pie comparison.

24
25

And that's -- the Draft EIR should be
It's -- the whole, all the

It's not an apples-to-apples comparison.

ROGER BAZELEY:

My name is Roger Bazeley,

R-O-G-E-R, B-A-Z-E-L-E-Y.

19

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-216.7: Urban,
comment)

Corey

(verbal

I-216.7.1 See Master Response 1a. An EIS/EIR need not consider every
conceivable alternative, but only alternatives that can feasibly
meet major project objectives/achieve a project’s purpose and
need and avoid or reduce environmental impacts. The
commenter states that the Draft EIS/EIR should have
considered an alternative that simply removed bus stops as a
means to improve transit speeds on the Geary corridor. (The
commenter further asserts that such alternative should have been
considered as part of the “No Build” Alternative analysis, but the
proposal to remove bus stops as suggested could not realistically
be construed as a “No Build” or “No Action” alternative. The
No Build Alternative is included in CEQA and NEPA analyses to
provide a baseline allowing for comparative analysis of action (or
build) alternatives against existing conditions).
An alternative that simply removed bus stops was not considered
in the Draft EIS/EIR as it would not have achieved two of the
project’s three purposes: 1) improving pedestrian conditions and
pedestrian access to transit and 2) enhancing transit access and
the overall passenger experience, while maintaining general
vehicular access and circulation. Stop spacing guidelines for both
bus and light-rail transit systems were taken into effect in
developing the project alternatives. Removing bus stops as
suggested by the commenter would likely have deleterious effects
on improving pedestrian and general access to transit by cutting
the number of bus stops and doing nothing to improve
pedestrian conditions in the Geary corridor.
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Letter I-217.1

I-217.1.1

I-217.1.1
cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-217.1:

Urban, Glenn

I-217.1.1 See Master Responses 2a and 3a.
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] The No Build plan on Geary vs the Hybrid

Letter I-217.2

From: 'Glenn Urban' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 4:00 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] The No Build plan on Geary vs the Hybrid
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>, "ERIC.L.MAR@SFGOV.ORG" <ERIC.L.MAR@sfgov.org>

Hi Tilly

I-217.2.1

I am a business owner along Geary Blvd, but also a cyclist in the City, and a member of the SF Bike Coalition.
I have read the entire preliminary EIR for the Geary BRT, and I wonder if you have as well.
According to Chester Fung, one of the lead planners for the Geary BRT project, the travel time baselines or "asis"
times are about a year and a half old and were taken PRIOR to the red coloring added to the O Farrell BRT lanes
heading downtown.
Also, from my research, the travel times do not include the new transponder technology, which is incredibly mis
leading to those reading "statistics" within this report.
The major item which is NOT ADDRESSED DIRECTLY is that the travel times for the hybrid design are primarily faster
due to a lower number of bus stops under the Hybrid Plan. IF THE BUSES STOP LESS UNDER THE HYBRID
PLAN, THEY WILL BE FASTER, OF COURSE!!
How can any comparison or cost/benefit analysis be applied when the EIR does not compare apples to apples?
If the same amount of stops were utilized in an analysis of the NoBuild vs the Hybrid, if a newer, more recent baseline
travel time was obtained, and all the new technology as far as transponders and new buses were considered in these
new travel times, I would bet that the nobuild is much closer to your "predicted' travel times for the Hybrid. Even
without removing bus stops, which is preferred by the elderly, the handicapped, and students, and likely by worker bees
heading downtown out of convenience, the NO BUILD plan, with more stops, is likely very close to the hybrid times.
If the time to travel along the Geary BRT is actually much closer under the No Build vs the Hybrid or any other design,
and if I follow MUNI logic, that the faster the travel time, the more ridership will increase, then we have also narrowed
the 2020 differential of 7100 riders between the two choices CONSIDERABLY. So what will the ridership increase be if
travel times are actually only five minutes different between the two plans? Or two minutes? There may be no increase
in ridership because travel time is not the only reason people dont ride MUNI. Do you ride MUNI? Safety and
cleanliness are other reasons people don't ride MUNI.

I-217.2.2

I-217.2.3

$300 Million plus $12.5 Million per year for what? Travel times that could be almost equated under the No Build plan?
Without going in the direct opposite direction to Vision Zero? You will force transit riders to cross Geary Blvd to board
buses at many locations. The first person hit by a car on Geart Blvd due to this choice will result in a lawsuit against the
City of San Francisco. Cars will clog parallel streets to Geary Blvd where bicycle traffic is currently much heavier. Auto
vs Bicyclists is never a good thing. This will up the ante with the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition, I guarantee it.
Eric Mar, the Supervisor for District 1, may or may not have read the EIR, but it is my goal to educate him on what is a
complete waste of taxpayer money.I am hoping that you will start the wheels rolling in the direction of the NO BUILD
model, as it is the most costeffective, and most logical choice based upon the EXISTING NUMBERS IN THE
PRELIMINARY EIR. Based upon the fact that there have been no new transit travel time studies done since the
implementation of the red transit line along O'Farrel and the transponders, this EIR is a joke. It is a no brainer that
anything other than the NO BUILD option is a complete waste of money, will cause increased traffic accidents involving
motorists and bicycliists along parallel streets, and will endanger citizens along Geary Blvd as well. A person is killed
almost yearly near Cook Street on Geary Blvd. They will be putting in a signal there, Thank God. If the SFPD would
enforce speed limits along Geary, it would enable Buses to navigate easier back into traffic as well, increasing the
efficiency of MUNI even more.
Please do the right thing and get past the egos, the potential job creation for MUNI (lots of short term, not so much long
term), and the risk of having an albatross hung around SFTCA's neck for the future. Traffic patterns changed forever?
For the worse? Please go with the NO BUILD option. And show the public the government doesn't always have to
spend money on bridges to nowhere to justify themselves.
If you were to promote the No Build option, and use the pretty basic reasoning I present above, you could probably
become Mayor of San Francisco next year. You would please everyone. Those interested in seeing efficient Bus
Transportation down Geary, those who work and live in the Richmond (particularly those along adjacent arterials to
Geary) and pedestrians and bicyclists that do not want to see the adjacent arterials to Geary clogged with vehicle
traffic. You would also restore faith in The System. In Government. It is absolutely amazing that this project has gotten
this far based upon statistical analysis that is
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cont.

SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] The No Build plan on Geary vs the Hybrid

completely without basis.
Safer, Cheaper, Logical. The No Build Option is the choice. If the Hybrid option is picked, it will be against any
form of logic I can think of. The preliminary EIR, based upon old travel times for the buses, should be thrown out.
Please do the right thing.
Sincerely,
Glenn Urban
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Responses to Comment I-217.2: Urban, Glenn
I-217.2.1 As established in CEQA and related case law, the baseline for
assessing significance of impacts is usually the physical
environmental conditions at the time the notice of preparation is
published, which for this project was in November 2008. And as
noted in Draft EIS/EIR Section 3.4.3.2, roadway traffic volumes
used in the transportation analysis were collected in 2010 and
2012. Additional counts in 2015 found that volumes in the Geary
corridor had decreased relative to earlier measurements; and as
noted in Final EIS Section 3.4.2.2. further revalidation efforts
were conducted in 2016. Accordingly, as noted in Final EIS
Section 3.4.2.2, auto-transit related impacts may thus be
overstated and transit travel time improvements may have
lessened somewhat.
Please refer to Final EIS Section 3.3.3.2 for the methodology
used in the transit operations analysis. As discussed in Section
3.3.3.2, the No Build Alternative and all build alternatives were
assumed to have TSP technology installed at all signalized
intersections from 25th Avenue to Gough Street.
As the commenter points out, high bus stop density contributes
to slow operating speeds; as such, reducing the number of bus
stops is a means for speeding up bus service. The comparison of
the No Build Alternative, which does not propose bus stop
removal, with the build alternatives, which would consolidate
some bus stops, is appropriate and required by CEQA and
NEPA. CEQA and NEPA require that an EIR or EIS evaluate
the environmental effects of a “No Project” or “No Action”
alternative, which serves as the baseline scenario if none of the
proposed build alternatives were implemented. Please refer to
Draft EIS/EIR Section 2.2.2 for details on the No Build
Alternative, which includes physical infrastructure and transit
service changes associated with other City projects that are
planned or programmed to be implemented by 2020. See also the
response to comment I -216.7.1.
I-217.2.2 See Master Responses 2a, 2d, 2e, and 6a.
I-217.2.3 See Master Responses 2d, 2e, and 6a.
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Letter I-217.3

From: Glenn Urban <glennurban@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 5:52 PM
Subject: Re: Thursday, November 12 meeting with Urbans
To: Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, "Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>,
"Britt.tanner@sfmta.com" <Britt.tanner@sfmta.com>, "Daniel.mackowski@sfmta.com"
<Daniel.mackowski@sfmta.com>

To Colin, Wahid, Britt, and Daniel

I-217.3.1

Thank you for meeting with Corey and me yesterday. We appreciate that a meeting was brought together
quickly at our request, and conversations took place as to possible modifications of the Transit Buildout/painting
schemes as preliminarily proposed in the latest Geary BRT info.
We feel the meeting was productive, and that you folks appeared to listen to our concerns. However, we would
like to reiterate in this email that the idea that vehicles can access our site from the middle of Geary Boulevard,
while crossing the Cook Street intersection, with 70 feet of space to do it, is unsafe.
Corey and I have been researching transit lanes and laws throughout the country for most of the day today, and
we found that while San Francisco Transit laws are sparce in detail, allowing private vehicles to only enter or
cross Transit Lanes in order to ingress and egress from a parking spot , or to make a turn, or to access a private
driveway, New York guidelines specifically allow traversing of a Transit Only Lane by a private vehicle
for up to 200 lineal feet to access a driveway.
This would seem to be an attempt to avoid loss of access and other property rights disputes between private
property owners and public agencies, and provide a means of allowing vehicles safe access to a business or a
church or a private residence or any other destination, which seems logical and a necessity.
If agencies look to other municipalities for guidance and "Best Practices", we feel that allowing private vehicles
a safe queing distance of 200 feet minimum to access a private property within a transit lane, like New
York, should be an immediate point of examination by the Powers That Be. Also, as my brother points out,
there is nothing set forth in the California Vehicle Code, that we can find, which identifies specific law(s) as
applicable to Transit Only lanes. Drivers with licenses receive their priviledge to drive through all parts of
California based upon the 2015 California Vehicle Code, not San Francisco Transit laws. If a person is cited for
driving in a Transit Only Lane within the City of San Francisco, what part of the California Vehicle Code is the
citation referencing?
Regarding the unique situaton Corey and I are facing in regards to unsafe access based upon the current
preferred buildout plan, we are hoping to schedule another followup meeting in two to three weeks to see if
there have been any new potential design ideas that could move forward.
Please let us know if this would be possible, and again, Thank You for the meeting yesterday.
Sincerely,
Glenn Urban
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Responses to Comment I-217.3: Urban, Glenn
I-217.3.1 Safety concerns over access are noted. Both prior to and after
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, the local agencies met with the
commenter in an effort to achieve a mutually workable solution.
As a result of these meetings, the local agencies agreed, prior to
publication of the Final EIR in December 2016, that final design
and final design drawings of the Hybrid Alternative/LPA in this
area will include a dashed red bus-only lane on the portion of
Geary between Cook Street and Blake Street at the driveway to
the commenter’s business. Such a change would introduce no
change in bus operations or any environmental effect.
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: Our meeting and Geary BRT

Letter I-217.4

From: Glenn Urban <glennurban@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 7, 2015 at 7:41 AM
Subject: Our meeting and Geary BRT
To: Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, Wahid Amiri <wahid.amiri@sfmta.com>, Britt
Tanner
<britt.tanner@sfmta.com>, "daniel.mackowski@sfmta.com" <daniel.mackowski@sfmta.com>,
Chester Fung <chester.fung@sfcta.org>
Cc: Corey Urban <clurban@aol.com>

Dear Colin, Wahid, Daniel, Britt and Chester
While Corey and I wait for a meeting with you again to discuss our property located at
3035 Geary Boulevard, we hope that any idea of a full time, dedicated bus transit lane
I-217.4.1 running in front of our property as depicted in the Geary BRT preliminary EIR and other
areas will have been scuttled.
From our research, full time, dedicated bus lanes, either "curbside" or the right hand lane
"offset" from the parking areas, are not considered "Best Practices" by other transit
engineers and transit planners in other parts of the country. Most of the papers and
documents I have read promote that these lanes should be used "most often" or
"exclusively" for "peak time" transit use only.
There are many examples of part time transit lanes in the City as I am sure you are aware.
I-217.4.2
We also note that the current bus stop location between Parker and Spruce is likely the most
"communityfriendly" location, as it has been there for some time. I do not know if you are
I-217.4.3aware of this or not, but according to the broker that sold the post office building at the corner
of Geary and Parker, the post office will not be renewing their lease at that location. I bring
this up because after finding out the SFMTA was unaware of the driveways along the south
line of Geary Blvd between Cook Street and Spruce Street where they were contemplating a
new bus stop, I felt compelled to pass on what I know about the Post Office building. While
there are three parking spaces in front of the Post Office currently, and of course they are
used by customers of the Post Office, the post office won't be using them for long. If the post
office resigned a lease with the new owners, that would be news to me and the listing broker.
As Toyota uses their site as a light industrial use (repairs) with the ability to work around
buses parked in front, I would think that a bus stop there would be the least intrusive choice
for all concerned in relation to the Geary BRT.
Corey and I look forward to a meeting as soon as possible to find out more about the current
Geary BRT plans, particularly as it relates to the area from Palm to Collins.
Sincerely,
Glenn Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA
94118
(925) 7856198

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=151937a9c57fb9c0&siml=151937a9c57fb9c0
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Responses to Comment I-217.4: Urban, Glenn
I-217.4.1 The alternatives screening process evaluated peak-hour-only bus
lanes for segments of the Geary corridor west of Gough Street,
discussed in Section 10.2.4 of the Final EIS. Analysis showed that
this treatment was not effective in meeting the project purpose
and need because Geary transit experiences delays and reliability
problems throughout the day and in both directions, and transit
ridership on Geary is robust throughout the day, not just during
weekday peak periods.
I-217.4.2 Commenter’s opinion that the current bus stop location between
Parker Street and Spruce Street is community friendly is noted.
I-217.4.3 See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b regarding
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the Draft
EIS/EIR, including at Spruce Street. The Hybrid
Alternative/LPA has been modified to retain the existing
eastbound bus stop location in front of the Toyota facility.
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Letter I-217.5
1
2
3
4
5
I-217.5.1
6

---o0o--COMMENTS REPORTED BY DEBORAH FUQUA, CSR
GLENN URBAN:

Glenn with two N's, Urban,

U-R-B-A-N.
So the main transportation agency website,
when you look at it, this meeting was not announced.

7

It said "Next Meeting," "Coming Events," nothing

8

scheduled.

9

It's been that way since October.

The only meeting they cited was last October.

10

So if somebody went to the main website, they would not

11

have been able to know that this meeting was going on.

12

I didn't think they were involved in this

13

meeting.

14

I knew it was scheduled through the Stop Geary BRT.

15

didn't say anything on this website.

16
17
18

I thought it was a home town meeting because

RONALD KONOPASKI:

The end.

Full name is Ronald Konopaski,

R-O-N-A-L-D, last name, K-O-N-O-P-A-S-K-I.
Well, I'm not sure exactly where to start, but

19

before I left my home tonight, my wife said to me, "I

20

think you're just a waste of time going there because

21

this thing has already been decided."

22

It

I come here to find out that -- this was

23

presented as being a meeting for public comment.

What

24

I'm seeing is it's just a big sales pitch to try to

25

force this BRT thing through.

And there's no

4
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Responses to Comment I-217.5: Urban,
comment)

Glenn

I-217.5.1 See Master Response 5b.
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(verbal

Letter I-218

I-218.1

I-218.1
cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-218:
I-218.1

Valloillo, Frank

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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11/13/2015

SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] SFCTA Alternative 2

From: Yuki van den Ende <yukivandenende@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 9, 2015 at 5:34 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] SFCTA Alternative 2
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Letter I-219

Dear Sir or Madam,

I-219.1

We prefer SFCTA Alternative 2 to the other proposed BRT solutions.
Thank you.
Lennart van den Ende
Yuki van den Ende
Naomi Lane
15th avenue, SF. CA 94118
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Responses to Comment I-219:
I-219.1

Van den Ende, Yuki

Preference for Alternative 2 is noted.
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Letter I-220

I-220.1

I-220.1 cont.

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-220:
I-220.1

Vargo, Jade

While the Steiner Street bridge would still be removed,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Letter I-221

I-221.1

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS R APID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-221:
I-221.1

Vlach, Claire

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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Letter I-222

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Yes to Geary BRT!

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Yes to Geary BRT!
1 message
Sasha Vodnik <sasha@quietquake.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-222.1

Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 1:55 PM

Just weighing in on the Geary BRT to let you know that I’m strongly in favor. I also support the
demolition of the pedestrian bridges.
Many thanks for your work,
Sasha Vodnik
Castro

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15102d8780dbc53b&siml=15102d8780dbc53b
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Responses to Comment I-222:
I-222.1

Vodnik, Sasha

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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11/16/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Geary Plan

Letter I-223
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary Plan
1 message
George von Liphart <gvl@penreca.com>
ReplyTo: gvl@penreca.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 11:39 AM

To whom it may concern,

I-223.1

This plan is clearly in conflict with Vision Zero. Any plan which contemplates the removal of the
pedestrian bridges over Geary will inevitably result in MORE pedestrian casualties. The city
should be planning more, not fewer, bridges.
Regards
George von Liphart

George von Liphart
Managing Director
Peninsula Real Estate Capital Advisors
2443 Fillmore Street, #357
San Francisco, CA 94115

(T): +1 415 9510751
(M): +1 415 3505160
Skype: gvonl1

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15111cf7af0d2263&siml=15111cf7af0d2263
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Responses to Comment I-223:
I-223.1

Von Liphart, George

While the Steiner Street bridge would still be removed,
demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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10/20/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Limited Bus of #1 Route

Letter I-224
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Limited Bus of #1 Route
2 messages
annie wang <annie.shih@att.net>
ReplyTo: annie wang <annie.shih@att.net>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

I-224.1

Mon, Oct 5, 2015 at 9:55 AM

Please consider to have limited buses of # 1 Route from Geary/33 Ave to Stockton St. Currently, it takes
at least one hour to arrive at Chinatown.
Thank you Annie Wang 4157501086
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Responses to Comment I-224:
I-224.1

Wang, Annie

See Master Response 1a.
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11/30/2015

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Stop Removal of Existing Metered Street Parking Spaces between Cook and Spruce

Letter I-225
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Stop Removal of Existing Metered Street Parking Spaces between
Cook and Spruce
1 message
Maelinc via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Maelinc@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: Maelinc@aol.com

Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 8:09 PM

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority, Geary BRT,

I-225.1

I am the owner of 3119 Geary Boulevard, occupying the retail space on the ground floor for my
real estate business. We have a total of 5 sales agents and two oncall part time support staff
members. I have buyers, sellers, property owners, tenants and prospective clients who come to
our office to meet with us for various aspects of the real estate. Presently, there are metered
street parking spaces for their conveniences. To remove the existing street parking spaces would
adversely impact my business, let alone the crowd of passengers standing in my recessed door
way to block my visibility while waiting to board or leave the buses with their garbage and debris
trailing at my front door.
I respectfully request that you stop the removal of the existing metered street parking spaces.
These existing spaces should remain as they are right now so that our business would not be
affected.
Very truly yours,
Maelin Wang

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515694b5efae13c&siml=1515694b5efae13c
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Responses to Comment I-225:
I-225.1

Wang, Maelin

See Master Responses 2c and 3a.
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Letter I-226
1

not a young mother -- as a mother with young kids, when

2

they went to Rosa Parks, which is right over here, and

3

taking children over that bridge was very difficult.

4

When you're carrying a kid and you have another kid and

5

you have groceries, it's very steep.

6

On the other hand, I've just been told that

7

it's a famous architect that did the bridge itself.

8

And once you get on the bridge, it's quite nice.

9

the little whirligigs to get on to bridge are very

10

painful.

11

disabled.

12

But

And I think it would be difficult for

So I would like to make sure that the children

13

at Rosa Parks are safe and that there's a safe way to

14

get across that behemoth that is Geary.

15

sure it has to be the bridge that we have there now.

16
17
I-226.1
18

JOHANNA WARD:

But I'm not

Johanna, J-O-H-A-N-N-A, Ward,

W-A-R-D.
So my comment is the merging of the stop at

19

Fillmore and Webster for the local and the rapid bus is

20

going to create a loading and unloading mess with the

21

numbers of people rushing to either the local or the

22

rapid bus if they're coming close to each other in

23

timing.

24
25

Laguna and Webster is an example of one of the
more, you know, densely populated -- one of the more

17

I-226.1
cont. 1

busy stops, one of the more busy stops where we have a

2

local and a rapid stopping at the same stop.

3

you know, I think this is not a good idea unless you

4

have it in the middle -- they have the, you know, the

5

alternative in the middle -- because otherwise it's

6

really going to create a loading and unloading, you

7

know, nightmare, I would think.

8
I-226.2
9

So my --

The other comment that I have is that my sense
is it is going to inordinately impact Japantown.

Once

10

you're on a rapid bus and you're a tourist -- because

11

we have a lot of tourists in this town -- you know, I

12

just can't see -- I think they're going to become

13

disoriented as to where they're going to get off, where

14

the businesses are, where the restaurants are and that

15

sort of thing.

16
I-226.3
17

The situation with the staggered bus lines -I mean the staggered stops, the local stops and rapid

18

stops, is certainly a better one for businesses.

19

it's easier to -- for someone new to the city to

20

navigate.

21
I-226.4
22
23
24
I-226.5
25

And

Other than that, I think that the alternative
with the center, you know, the center buses is better
than using the side lanes.

Okay?

Oh, the other question I had was with the
current transportation budget which just recently was

18

I-226.5 1
cont.
2

approved by the Congress, they mentioned that there was
going to be a bare-bones -- this is a bare-bones budget

3

that they approved.

4

innovative ideas for cities or municipalities.

5

wondering, is there money for all -- is there money in

6

the budget for some -- for the alternative plans that

7

we're looking at tonight?

8
9
10

COREY URBAN:

There's very few funds for
And I'm

C-O-R-E-Y, Urban, U-R-B-A-N.

I own

the Shell gas station and car wash at the corner of
Geary and Cook.

11

I'd like to say that the Draft EIR is flawed

12

and biased just on its foundation.

13

alternatives are all based on increasing efficiency by

14

eliminating bus stops, anywhere from 18 percent

15

elimination to 54 percent elimination.

16
17

The build

The no-build alternative is not remove any bus
stops and therefore is doomed from the start.

18

If you remove bus stops, the buses become more

19

efficient.

20

redone on a valid basis.

21

statistics, all the graphs, all the keywords, they're

22

all moot.

23

It's a rotten apple-to-apple pie comparison.

24
25

And that's -- the Draft EIR should be
It's -- the whole, all the

It's not an apples-to-apples comparison.

ROGER BAZELEY:

My name is Roger Bazeley,

R-O-G-E-R, B-A-Z-E-L-E-Y.

19
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Responses to Comment I-226:
comment)

Ward,

Johanna

(verbal

I-226.1

Future BRT and Local buses would both stop at many stops
along the Geary corridor, similar to how the Rapid and Local
buses share stops in the Geary corridor today. Section 3.3.4.9.1 of
the Final EIS evaluates platform crowding, including at the
Fillmore Street stop, finding that sufficient space would be
available at the station for the expected number of riders waiting
to board.

I-226.2

Enhancements to the Muni Rapid network (discussed in Section
2.2.2 of the Final EIS) would occur under the No Build
Alternative as well as all build alternatives. These enhancements
will make finding and navigating the Muni network easier. BRT is
not anticipated to have a negative impact on tourists visiting
Japantown.

I-226.3

Opposition to consolidated bus service is noted.

I-226.4

Preference for alternatives involving center bus lanes is noted.

I-226.5

See Master Response 6a regarding project costs. The project will
compete for federal funds and given its high transit ridership is
expected to be very competitive.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Please publish the sequence of approval actions

Letter I-227
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] Please publish
the sequence of approval actions
2 messages
paul@pwsc.com <paul@pwsc.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Wed, Nov 18, 2015 at 5:40 PM

Hello gearybrt,
Paul Wermer (paul@pwsc.com) has sent you a message via your contact form
(http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/contact) at San Francisco County Transportation
Authority.
If you don't want to receive such emails, you can change your settings at
http://www.sfcta.org/user/42/edit.
Message:

I-227.1

AT the Nov 5 meeting, I requested that the sequence of approval actions 
e.g. publication of comment and response document, and any approval hearings
at SFCTA, SFMTA, etc = be published.
Who are the bodies that will ratify this?
What is the estimated elapsed time from the publication of the Comment and
Response document to the first he approval hearing?
If there is more than one approval body, will the hearing be joint or
sequential
Thanks,
Paul

1/2
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Responses to Comment I-227:
I-227.1

Wermer, Paul

See Master Response 5b.
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Letter I-228.1
1

some people can save ten minutes on their bus ride.

2

seems to me that a lot of traffic would be diverted to

3

the ancillary streets, and this is completely unfair to

4

the residents who will be affected.

5
6

Do not turn Geary into a big freeway.
MELVIN BEETLE:

7

M-E-L-V-I-N.

8

like the insect.

9

My first name is Melvin,

My last name is Beetle, B-E-E-T-L-E, just

Now, my only comment is I do -- I'm a senior

10

peer counselor.

11

work with disturbing and grieving Filipinos all over

12

the city who can't go back home; they don't have the

13

money.

14

It

I speak two Philippine languages.

So I travel 38 a lot.

I

The only problem I've

15

ever seen by traveling 38 is left-hand turns onto Geary

16

from the side streets.

17

doesn't create a problem.

18

they're talking about in what I read, I would agree

19

with off of side streets onto Geary but not off Geary

20

onto the side streets.

21

differently.

22
23
24
I-228.1.1
25

Left-hand turns off of Geary
So the left-hand-turn thing

Somehow or other it works

Thank you.

UNCHEEDAH WILSON:

Okay.

Uncheedah,

U-N-C-H-E-E-D-A-H, Wilson, W-I-L-S-O-N.
You know, when I looked at the presentation on
YouTube, they had it going so that when the -- I live

13

I-228.1.1
cont. 1

off of Geary and Laguna -- the bus was going in the

2

middle of Geary Boulevard.

3

middle.

4

The bus line was in the

So when I looked at the map over here and I

5

talked with someone, she said it was going to go to the

6

side.

7

The -- first of all, it's going to eliminate all that

8

parking.

9

Fillmore.

And I -- I don't go along with that plan.

A lot of people live between Laguna down to
A lot of people live there, a lot of seniors

10

and handicapped people.

11

They can park and unload.

12

So now they can park there.

With the bus line being toward the side, that

13

can't happen.

14

that -- you know, the change is fine as long as it's

15

out in the center of Geary Boulevard because -- right

16

now, because of the Chinese Consulate, they've already

17

eliminated -- they've eliminated the parking from

18

Laguna to Cleary Court; there's no parking in that

19

block, or on Laguna, from Laguna Street to almost half

20

a block where the Chinese Consulate is.

21

parking.

22

So I don't think that -- I recommended

There's no

So -- and I know that the City wants to -- for

23

them it's transit first, but the reality is people are

24

going to continue to drive.

25

taxpayers' and residents' concerns.

So let's be considerate of

14
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Responses to Comment I-228.1: Wilson, Uncheedah
(verbal comment)
I-228.1.1 Preference for center-running bus lanes near the Geary
Boulevard and Laguna Street intersection is noted. Please see
Table 2-1 in Draft EIS/EIR Chapter 2, which provides a
breakdown of proposed bus-only lane configurations by
alternative. As shown in the table, Alternative 2 calls for siderunning bus lanes along the entire corridor, Alternatives 3 and 3Consolidated proposed side-running bus lanes from Gough
Street to Laguna Street and center-running bus lanes from
Laguna Street to 27th Avenue, and the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
incorporates side-running bus lanes from Gough Street to Palm
Avenue and center-running bus lanes from Palm Avenue to 27th
Avenue (inbound)/28th Avenue (outbound).
Please see Final EIS Section 3.6.4.4.2, which provides a detailed
parking analysis for the commenter’s area of concern. The
alternatives would result in the loss of 2 to 4 percent of parking
spaces in the area, and the number eliminated would be
substantially fewer than the number of spaces currently
unoccupied at peak times, indicating that sufficient parking
capacity would remain to accommodate demand.
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Letter I-228.2

I-228.2.1

GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT FINAL EIS

Responses to Comment I-228.2: Wilson, Uncheedah
I-228.2.1 See Master Response 1a.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Opposition to the current BRT proposals

Letter I-229
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Opposition to the current BRT proposals
1 message
laurel winzler <flaurel1@gmail.com>
ReplyTo: flaurel1@gmail.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 11:31 AM

Hello 

I-229.1

I live on Anza St. at 20th Avenue, and am very opposed to the current
proposals for BRT on Geary Blvd. My objections and concerns are as
follows:
1) Why do we need something that will change the configuration of the
street 24/7, when the greatest usage is during morning and evening
commute hours?Can we not have diamond bus lanes (such as already exist
on Mission St. and other hightraffic corridors) that are in effect during
commute hours, but leave the street available to all traffic the rest of the
day?

2) Loss of parking in the Richmond commercial section of Geary (14th Ave.
I-229.2

23rd Ave.) will have a huge impact on the rest of the neighborhood, and
will increase congestion on Geary and the side streets as people search for
available spaces. The current diagonal parking is ideal for this
neighborhood, since it works for quick turnover without the need for parallel
parking, which takes far longer and jams up traffic.

3) The impact on neighboring streets, such as my street (Anza) will be

I-229.3

horrific. Between the 4ways stops at every single intersection, and the
traffic that is sure to move off of Geary to avoid the congestion, my street
will be gridlocked. This will happen during construction and after the
system is in place, and will have a huge negative impact on the quality of
life for all of us who live on side streets such as Clement, Balboa and Anza.
If we wanted to live on streets with major traffic, we would have made that
choice  but you are now imposing that on us without our consent. Nothing
that I have read in any of your news releases or reports gives any
consideration to this, and you gloss over these kinds of impacts as if "the
greater good" of minimal transit improvement is the only thing that matters.
It isn't.

4) I'm not a business owner, but can sympathize with those whose
I-229.4

businesses will be severely impacted by the construction and by the
subsequent difficulty in travelling on Geary Blvd.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15116ee7dc9e036e&siml=15116ee7dc9e036e
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I-229.5

I-229.6

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Opposition to the current BRT proposals

In order to improve travel times for bus riders by 20% you are planning to
disrupt the entire neighborhood and implement a system that is unnecessary
to solve the problem. Give the current improvements, such as the new Geary
Rapid and signal prioritizing, a chance to work and THEN decide if our
neighborhood needs to be subjected to such upheaval.
I'm absolutely certain that none of what I've said here will receive any
consideration from your department, since the attitude at every public
meeting I've attended has been totally patronizing towards this
neighborhood's residents. You believe you know what's best, without actually
living here or giving any real consideration to the daytoday impact your
ideas will have on our actual lives. It seems to be more important to you to
go with the newest buzzwords and concepts like BRT than it is to study what
the neighborhood actually needs and what might work that is less impactful
on those of us who live here.
Laurel Ann Winzler
415.386.8360

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15116ee7dc9e036e&siml=15116ee7dc9e036e
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Responses to Comment I-229:
I-229.1

Winzler, Laurel

See Final EIS Chapter 2 and Master Response 1a regarding the
type and range of project alternatives.
The agencies considered traffic lanes that convert to bus-only
lanes during peak times. However, SFMTA provides frequent bus
service on Geary all day, and the buses need reliability
improvements throughout the day, not just during the peak
periods. As noted in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS, SFMTA
implemented red bus-only lanes on Geary and O’Farrell streets
east of Van Ness Avenue in 2014. The success of those lanes has
given SFMTA enough information to be satisfied that extending
these bus-only lanes further west would provide greater
passenger/transit benefits.

I-229.2

See Master Responses 2a and 2c.
The project assessed the parking demand and supply per existing
uses. However, as urban density increases within the City, the
need for individual automobile ownership is expected to decrease
with improvements to mass transit, improved bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, and new technologies such as ride-sharing
services. Parking in front of businesses was maintained to the
extent possible or mitigated with replacement on adjacent streets.

I-229.3

See Master Responses 2a and 2b.

I-229.4

See Master Responses 2b and 3a.

I-229.5

See Master Responses 2a and 2c.
Please see Final EIS Section 4.15 (Construction Methods and
Impacts) for an overview of anticipated construction activities,
including construction stages and their duration. Project
construction would be phased using a Staggered Multiple Block
Construction Approach to reduce the period of disruption at any
particular location to the shortest practical length of time. See
Final EIS Section 4.15.5 for a detailed description of the TMP,
which would be developed and implemented to mitigate impacts
related to accessing the Geary corridor during construction.

I-229.6

See Master Response 5b.
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Letter I-230

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Attn: Geary BRT
1 message
Geary Print <gearyprintshop@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 2:52 PM

From:
Geary Print Shop
11/24/15

To:
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Attn: Geary BRT

To whom it may concern,

I would like to formally and vehemently express my opposition to the closing of Geary Blvd. for the
construction of the 38Bus Grand Central Station.

I-230.1
I cannot stress enough how devastating this process would be for my small business, located at
3000 Geary. The last time construction was being done in front of my building, my daily business
dropped by about 50%. The projected three years of construction for the BRT will make it
impossible for my business (and those around me) to survive these already difficult times.
I’ve also been told that the project would involve the removal of over 195 trees in the area.

I fully oppose this proposition and urge you to reconsider for the public good.

Thank you,

Anna Wong

Geary Print Shop
3000 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, Ca 94118
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1513bb2b07bec83c&siml=1513bb2b07bec83c
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Responses to Comment I-230:
I-230.1

Wong, Anna

See Master Responses 2b, 3a, and 4a.
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

From: G Wong <gregboy52@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 4, 2015 at 11:39 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Letter I-231

I-231.1

Geary BRT is a great project and is long overdue. It will make MUNI faster, more reliable, and
make Geary Blvd safer for all it's users. While I would push for more, fully center running, and
fewer stops than proposed, I believe the current plan is a fair compromise.

I-231.2

With regards to the pedestrian bridges by Japantown, I have used them countless times but while
I able bodied and enjoy their complete separation from cars, it is not what we need for the future.
We need walkable streets and traffic calming, which BRT will help provide. Geary Blvd is like an
expressway in the area especially with the tunnels, but while these two bridges provide safe
crossing at these intersections, they do nothing for any of the others.

I-231.3

We need walkable streets all around, and bring vehicles back down to city speeds. While having
center running BRT would help create pedestrian islands, I understand that side running BRT is
slated for the near term, but I believe that a street level crossing on Geary can be made as safe as
any other street if not safer. Please, focus on pedestrians, as every passenger is a pedestrian at
the beginning and end of their rides, but let's do this right, let's make a change for the
neighborhood, not just imagine that these ped bridges will magically save our elders and kids.
Make a change for safer crossings throughout the Geary corridor.
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Responses to Comment I-231:

Wong, G

I-231.1

Support for Geary BRT is noted.

I-231.2

Support for Geary BRT is noted.

I-231.3

As discussed in Draft EIS/EIR Section 1.3.2, improving
pedestrian conditions along the Geary corridor is one of the
project’s objectives.
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Letter I-232
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] COMMENTS: GEARY DRAFT BRT EIS/ EIR
1 message
WongAIA via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: WongAIA@aol.com
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 1:12 AM

SaveMuni

I-232.1

TO: San Francisco County Transportation Authority, gearybrt@sfcta.org
GEARY CORRIDOR BRT DRAFT EIS/ EIR: COMMENTS
An Alternative: The Geary Red Ribbon
A worldclass Geary BRT Alternative is needed in the EIS/ EIR. San Francisco is missing an opportunity for a
worldclass Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor for the entire length of Geary Boulevard and Market Street
connecting the entire width of the City from the Bay to the Ocean.
We need a master plan and a vision for the future, even if it is phased in stages.
The Draft EIS/ EIR makes compromises that hamper the goals of true BRT systems. True dedicated transit
lanes are not hindered by car parking, bicyclists, doubleparking, weaving between siderunning and center
running dedicated lanes and turning traffic. Otherwise, the large costs of money will gain marginal transit
benefits.
Pacific Ocean

Transbay Terminal

VISIONARY ALTERNATIVE: THE GEARY RED RIBBON
CenterRunning BRT stretching from the Transbay Terminal to the Pacific Ocean.
 Thinking simplicity, focus on the cost of redcolored dedicated bus lanes, transit stops, paint, signage,
safety, strategic lighting…..
 Future Phasing: Separate the costs for concrete median strips, landscaping, other lighting….
 Reimagine trafficreverting Geary to twoway traffic or at minimum, twoway bus traffic.
 Reimagine parkingto manage and increase each neighborhood’s net parking.
 Reimagine a really “cool” Geary Red Ribbon: Clean, high courtesy, high status…
 Emphasize fullfledged BRT systems: Dedicated bus lanes, preboarding payment machines, onboard
payment machines, lowfloor buses, alldoor boarding, synchronized traffic signals, digital schedules,
information kiosks….
CONTACT: Howard Wong, AIA, wongaia@aol.com

SaveMuni = FRISC
Fast, Frequent, Reliable, Inexpensive, Safe, Clean and “Cool”.
SaveMuni is San Francisco’s only independent transportation think tank,
dedicated to improving the entire Muni transit system in every neighborhood quickly and inexpensivelywith best practices from around
the world, transitpreferential streets, bus rapid networks and high benefittocost infrastructure projects.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1510f90c30d02185&siml=1510f90c30d02185
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I-232.1 cont.

SaveMuni
GEARY RED RIBBON: A Simple Continuous Line
A center-laned, dedicated bus corridor, stretching from the Transbay Terminal to the Pacific
nd
Ocean---for a high-speed, 22 Century Geary BRT.
THINK SIMPLICITY: Efficiently using funds, Geary BRT’s first phase is to create two center lanes for
buses---stretching continuously from the Transbay Terminal to the Pacific Ocean. Funding priorities are
for signage, paint, precast dividers/ medians, restriping of traffic lanes and reverting Geary to two-way
traffic. Over time, continue to fund concrete curbs, medians, landscaping, lighting….
Pacific
Ocean

Lincoln
Park

Park
Presidio

Masonic

Japantown

Richmond

Van Ness

Divisadero

Union
Square

Transbay
Terminal

PHASED OPTIMAL MASTER PLAN is a legally-mandated alternative for the EIR process. The Geary
Red Ribbon provides the fastest speed, greatest safety and highest increases in transit ridership. The
Geary Red Ribbon has the least impact on businesses, sidewalks and parking.
GUANGZHOU Bus Rapid Transit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guangzhou_BRT
It handles approximately 1,000,000 passenger trips daily with a peak passenger
flow of 26,900 pphpd (second only to theTransMilenio BRT system in Bogota).
Zhongshan Dadao Bus Rapid Transit Trial Line (Chinese:
中山大道快速公交试验线) is the first and only line in operation of Guangzhou
BRT. The line is laid out along Zhongshan Dadao, whose innermost lanes form a
dedicated BRT corridor [22 km = 13 miles].

WIKIPEDIA: List of bus rapid systems
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_bus_rapid_transit_systems
This is a list of bus rapid transit (BRT) systems that are either currently in
operation or have begun construction. The term "BRT" has been applied to a
wide range of bus services. In 2012, the Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy (ITDP) published a "BRT Standard" to make it easier to standardize and compare different bus services.
NOTE: BRT systems are often phased and implemented over time. Built in 148 cities over six continents, BRT has the
performance and comfort of a modern rail-based transit system but at a fraction of the cost. BRT can be very futuristic in design.

HOLISTIC PLANNING: The Geary Red Ribbon will integrate new parking management---to increase net
parking in every neighborhood. The Geary Red Ribbon will integrate new traffic management---to
simplify traffic flow, turns, signals, signal synchronization… Streets and sidewalks would be re-imagined--to create transit/ pedestrian-only streets where it facilitates BRT.

If you can visualize the Geary Red Ribbon, than it can be actualized.
CONTACT: Howard Wong, AIA, wongaia@aol.com INFORMATION: www.savemuni.org
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Responses to Comment I-232:
I-232.1

Wong, Howard

See Master Response 1a.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Removing Geary BRT stop @ Laguna

Letter I-233

Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Removing Geary BRT stop @ Laguna
1 message
Alan Woolman <skydriver007@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-233.1

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 5:24 PM

I don't know who thought up the idea of removing the BRT stop at Laguna and Geary as it is a
stupid and illconsidered idea. First, there is easy pedestrian access to the stop at Laguna via
existing sidewaks on Laguna going towards Post and across Geary. Second, there is an easy
transfer to either the #2 or #3 over on Post and Laguna. And third, there is demand there for traffic
going to the Chinese Consulate on Laguna and Geary.
Leave the Limited and Local Geary stops at Laguna!
 Alan Woolman

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1510de45d9e491bd&siml=1510de45d9e491bd
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Responses to Comment I-233:
I-233.1

Woolman, Alan

See Master Response 2a.
As noted in Master Response 1b, the Hybrid Alternative/LPA
has been modified to include BRT stops at Laguna Street.
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] I oppose Geary BRT

Letter I-234

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] I oppose Geary BRT
2 messages
jfang10@hotmail.com <jfang10@hotmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org, jfang10 <jfang10@hotmail.com>

Sun, Nov 1, 2015 at 11:30 AM

I am an 11 year resident of the Richmond district. I commute daily and have ridden the 38/38L
(now R) and also drive and bike downtown a few days a week.

I-234.1

The 38 is one of the most efficiently run lines. It's fast and flexible in case of accidents or incidents.
This new BRT would be clogged up so fast that I can guarantee run times will be slower than they
are now.
Do you ride the 38 every day?
If so, you'd focus funding and traffic nightmares on another line that needs it. Don't ruin our
neighborhood with more traffic due to decreased left turn lanes and a giant artery that will get
clogged with buses backed up like NJudah trains.
Please!
Sincerely,
Janie Worster
3rd Avenue resident
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Responses to Comment I-234:
I-234.1

Worster, Janie

See Master Response 2a.
The existing transit service suffers from slow travel speeds,
irregular arrivals, and other problems that decrease its utility for
the many riders that use it every day. The project would improve
the transit service and reliability for these riders, along with
improving safety for pedestrians along much of the Geary
corridor.
Left turns made by vehicles are typically more hazardous because
drivers must account for oncoming traffic and crossing
pedestrians. Reducing the number of permitted left turns would
contribute to improved pedestrian safety on the Geary corridor.
The Hybrid Alternative/LPA would reduce the number of
permissive left turns from 37 to 10, and increase the number of
protected left turns from three to 18.
Left-turn locations included in the Hybrid Alternative/LPA were
selected to provide accommodate the transit station design,
provide access to residential, commercial, employment, and
recreational/cultural destinations, and to distribute left-turn
opportunities evenly across the corridor.
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Letter I-235.1

I-235.1.1

I-235.1.1 cont.

I-235.1.2
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Responses to Comment I-235.1: Yamada, Michiko
I-235.1.1 Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
I-235.1.2 See Master Response 5b.
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I-235.2.1

I-235.2.2

I-235.2.3
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Responses to Comment I-235.2: Yamada, Michiko
I-235.2.1 Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
I-235.2.2 As described in Master Response 1b, SFCTA has modified the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA to retain the Webster Street bridge.
I-235.2.3 While the Steiner Street bridge would still be removed, the
Webster Street bridge would no longer be removed as part of the
Hybrid Alternative/LPA. See Master Responses 1b and 2d.
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I-235.3.1
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Responses to Comment I-235.3: Yamada, Michiko
I-235.3.1 See Master Responses 1b, 2d and 5b.
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Letter I-236
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] SAVE THE WEBSTER/GEARY OVERPASS
1 message
'peter yamamoto' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 2:53 PM
ReplyTo: peter yamamoto <peteryamamoto@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>, "info@japantowntaskforce.org" <info@japantowntaskforce.org>

To whom it may concern,

I-236.1

I am a person who works in Japantown, San Francisco, though I don't live there.
However, I have occasion to use the Webster St. at Geary Boulevard overpass
often. Especially when it is raining. I am a regular client at Da Vita Dialysis Center
at Geary Boulevard and Webster Street. I leave Da Vita Dialysis 3 times a week at
about 1:00 p.m. and walk to Japantown where I volunteer. Though I admit
sometimes I jaywalk, I appreciate fully the overpass and the 100% safety factor
that it exemplifies. Particularly when it is raining and visibility is so bad. I can
easily attest to the safety for groups of schoolkids who need adequate crossing
time, and Seniors who walk so slowly, of this bridge.
Though I don't live in the Japantown area, my parents do, living in St. Francis
Square Cooperative and they concur with my view. Both of them are over 80 years
of age. I see significant use of this bridge, not only by myself but also in what I
observe at the time of my arrival every other day at its location. I can see many
people, young and old, disabled and healthy actually using the bridge. IT SEES
SIGNIFICANT USE and is a needed bridge between the South of Geary
Boulevard, and THE JAPAN TRADE CENTER and JAPANTOWN.
If anything, it should be extended to go INTO the TRADE CENTER and thus INTO
JAPANTOWN. The issue is one of safety. Again, it sees significant use and this
cannot be denied.
Thank you for your consideration. I am a 61 year old individual living on SSI
Disability and a San Francisco resident who spends significant time in Japantown.
Peter Kenichi Yamamoto
668 Clay Street #46
San Francisco, 9411125042
4153741595

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1511280f193c0bb6&siml=1511280f193c0bb6
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Responses to Comment I-236:
I-236.1

Yamamoto, Peter

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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Letter I-237

I-237.1
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Responses to Comment I-237:
I-237.1

Yaskin, Jeffrey

Support for Geary BRT is noted. Project objectives include
improving transit performance and pedestrian conditions along
the Geary corridor. The environmental impacts of vehicle trips
occurring over a one-year delay in the project were not
quantified; however, Section 3.4, Automobile Transportation, of
the Final EIS, describes projected traffic conditions under each
alternative. All build alternatives are projected to reduce traffic by
2020 due to the reduction in traffic capacity caused by the
removal of mixed-flow travel lanes and improved transit service.
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Responses to Comment I-238:
I-238.1

Yee, Alfred

See Master Response 2d.
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Responses to Comment I-239:
I-239.1

Yee, Jenny

See Master Response 2d.
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Letter I-240
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] GEARY CORRIDOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT
1 message
LUCY YEE <lyee@universaltaxservice.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-240.1

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 10:34 AM

I own the business condo located at 3107 Geary Blvd and operate my business at this location
which is on the block on Geary between Cook and Spruce. I understand that the Geary Corridor
Bus Project involves removing all parking spaces on our block and the block across the street. I am
totally against this aspect of the project. There is very limited parking spaces in this area for
customers. By removing the spaces, customers will have an even harder time to find parking. This
will have a huge impact on business for all of the small businesses on our block and the block
across the street. There are better locations for this stop. For example, at the next block which is
between Spruce and Parker, there are far fewer businesses so less people would be impacted.
Please review carefully where to locate the stop.

Lucy Yee
Small Business Owner
Universal Tax Service

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15159b2a6a8edee7&siml=15159b2a6a8edee7
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Responses to Comment I-240:
I-240.1

Yee, Lucy

See Master Responses 2c and 3a.
Modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA have eliminated
the proposed BRT stop on the Spruce-Cook block of Geary
Boulevard, retaining existing on-street parking and loading on
both sides of Geary along this block. Please See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for details regarding these
modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA.
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I-241.1

I-241.1
cont.
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Responses to Comment I-241:
I-241.1

Yup, Eric

Demolition of the Webster Street bridge is no longer proposed
under the Hybrid Alternative/LPA. New at-grade crosswalks
would also be constructed at Webster Street. See Final EIS
Chapter 2 and Master Response 1b for updated information
regarding modifications to the Hybrid Alternative/LPA since the
publication of the Draft EIS/EIR. See Master Response 2d
regarding pedestrian safety and access.
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I-242.1
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Responses to Comment I-242:
I-242.1

Zebker, David

See Master Response 2e regarding bicycle safety and access.
Bicycles are allowed to ride in the bus lane; however, the City
Bicycle Plan has designated parallel streets as preferred bicycle
routes.
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Letter I-243
Emily Kettell <emily.kettell@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] I support Geary BRT
1 message
PETER ZERZAN <peter.zerzan@obamaalumni.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

I-243.1

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 1:20 PM

I wanted to have my voice heard regarding the Geary BRT proposal. I am a resident of the
Richmond. I live on 7th Ave and Geary, right next to the 6th and Geary 38 bus stop. I constantly use
the 38, the 1, and the 5 to get downtown for work and to see family and friends. I constantly
complain about how slow bus service can be. With the BRT project, getting downtown will be less of
a hassle. I support your efforts. Continue the good work!
Peter Zerzan
420 7th Ave #305
San Francisco, CA 94118

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=2effd217e4&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1515a45214891f4b&siml=1515a45214891f4b
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Responses to Comment I-243:
I-243.1

Zerzan, Peter

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Comment

 Forwarded message 
From: sam zimmerman <shmoils@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 3:46 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Comment
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Letter I-244

Dear SFCTA,

I-244.1

As a resident of the Richmond (26th Ave.), I would just like to lend my enthusiastic support for the
BRT project. It has been a long time (way too long in my opinion) in the planning process, and I
think it's time the City moved forward with it.

You are presumably receiving lots of opposition from business owners, but I'd just like to pass on
my support (and that of my neighbors). Please get this project underway.
Sincerely,
Sam Zimmerman
253 26th Ave
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Responses to Comment I-244:
I-244.1

Zimmerman, Sam

Support for Geary BRT is noted.
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L.3.4

Comments Received after the Draft
EIS/EIR Public Review Period
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Letter L-1
Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Laguna St 38R stop
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Sandy Amos
Date: Fri Dec 30 2016 16:52:58 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Laguna St 38R stop
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
I am writing to urge to reconsider the elimination of the 38R stop at Laguna street. This is an essential stop to many
seniors and students in the area who would be greatly disadvantaged by the elimination of this stop. This stop is an
important element of this community and we would be greatly damaged if it were to go away. Thank you for your
consideration and I would sincerely hope reconsider this decision. All the best, Sandy Amos
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Letter L-2
January 5, 2017

Attn:

Hon. Aaron Peskin, Chair
Hon. Eric Mar, Vice Chair
SFCTA Commissioners
RE: Geary BRT Service

Dear Chair Peskin, Vice Chair Mar, and Commissioners:
My name is Wendy Aragon, and I have lived in the Richmond District since 2008. I am also the
President of The Richmond District Democratic Club, and 30 year old neighborhood
organization that has been active not only in championing progressive issues within the
Democratic Party, but more importantly elevating the voices of our neighborhood around local
policy and infrastructure. The RDDC has been steadfast in our support for the BRT, because we
know that it will benefit the traffic flow in our neighborhood immensely.
I apologize that I cannot be here in person today, having come down with this nasty cold that
has been going around. However, I deeply care about the future of BRT and the impact that it
will have on our neighborhood and I would be remiss, if I did not address that.
I commute to and from work along the Geary Corridor every day. I take the 38AX from 25th Ave.
all the way to the Financial District, and then transfer underground, backtracking to Civic Center
which is a two block walk from my office. Then I make the reverse commute home. That
commute takes me roughly 30 minutes if everything lines up just right. The express buses are
small coaches with very little standing room. And even in winter, with all of those bodies packed
into a small space, the ride can become even more uncomfortable because it gets incredibly
overheated. I make a commute that takes me further out of my way, because it’s faster than
taking the 38 Rapid and then transferring on Polk St, Van Ness, or even Union Square. I’ve
timed it, and it can take roughly thirty minutes just to get that far and then I have to make
anywhere from one, sometimes two more transfers. From my experience, it’s taken me
anywhere from 45 minutes to an hour to get to work using any of those options. My 4.5 mile
commute, without express buses, often takes the same amount of time that it takes Caltrain’s
Baby Bullet to make the 42 mile trip from Downtown San Jose to 4th and Townsend. Granted,
Caltrain doesn’t stop every few blocks like Muni does, but it’s still a stark reminder of why the
Richmond District, though part of this city, seems like a distant suburb to most of San Francisco.
I love the Richmond because of its character. We are a neighborhood that is often left out of
conversations, but we are not shy about speaking up for our community. And right now, this
community has been greatly divided by future of the Geary BRT. And much of that division has
been caused by much misinformation around the project.

One of those false facts is that the BRT will kill small business. We have a walkability score of
95%. Like many here, I can walk outside my door and shop the neighborhood, and I walk
everywhere in the district. Our sidewalks on inner Clement and central Geary are usually
bustling with neighbors. So the argument that the BRT will negatively impact our small business,
is reflective mostly of patrons from outside the Richmond. And if those visiting patrons had a
much more efficient way to get to the Richmond, it would reduce the dependence on cars traffic,
making pedestrian and bike traffic much safer. It will bring platforms and bulb-outs that will keep
members of our community who are seniors, disabled, or with small children from being
crowded at a bus shelter along the curb. Most importantly, if we truly want to have world-class
transit system, the Richmond needs to be part of the conversation.
I urge you to approve the Geary BRT to move it forward, so that we may continue to keep
Richmond District residents moving forward as well.
Sincerely,
Wendy Aragon
President
Richmond District Democratic Club
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Letter L-3

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Changes to the 38R Route
Judy Auerbach <judithd.auerbach@gmail.com>
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org

Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 1:36 PM

Dear MUNI,
It has come to my attention that you are planning to eliminate the 38R stop at Laguna and Geary. I believe this would
be a very bad decision for the local community.
I am a native San Franciscan, and live in Western Addition, one block from the 38L stop in question. This bus stop is a
busy one, given its proximity to the Chinese consulate and Japantown. Moreover, the 38R bus provides local residents
quick access to downtown and, in the other direction, Kaiser Permanente and UCSF medical offices. This kind of
access is important to a population that is comprised of a significant number of elderly and disabled individuals, for
whom having to ride on the regular 38 adds time, discomfort, and aggravation.
While it may seem a minor inconvenience for people to have to take the regular 38, there is more to it than that. Often,
the 38 is so crowded that it rolls right past the Laguna stop without allowing any new passengers to embark. This will be
made even worse if the 38R disappears to handle some of the crowd.
I honestly don't know why eliminating this stop from the 38R route is even being contemplated, given its popularity and
usefulness to both locals and tourists.
I strongly urge you to reconsider.
Thank you.
Dr. Judith D. Auerbach
66 Cleary Court

Judith D. Auerbach, Ph.D.
Science & Policy Consultant, and
Professor, School of Medicine
University of California, San Francisco
San Francisco, CA USA
+1 415 926 3311
judithd.auerbach@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=159708f6cfacf68f&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search=… 1/1

Letter L-4

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Elimination of Laguna street stop for 38R Geary
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Judith Baker
Date: Mon Jan 02 2017 04:02:01 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Elimination of Laguna street stop for 38R Geary
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
To whom it may concern: I am one of the many seniors who live near the Laguna/38 Geary bus stop. I think there are 3
senior residences and other complexes such as ours, St. Francis Square, that house mostly seniors. I have severe
osteoarthritis as well as other illnesses which make it difficult to walk. I rely on this bus stop to get downtown and to
medical appointments. Removing this bus stop would make it impossible to travel by Muni. Do not eliminate this stop
that we seniors rely on. Thank you. Judith Baker REDACTED Laguna Street Sent from my iPhone Judith Baker
REDACTED
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Letter L-5

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

SFCTA Consideration of Geary BRT Final EIR
Wed, Dec 28, 2016 at 4:49 AM
Jean Barish <REDACTED>
To: "Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org" <Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org>, "clerk@sfcta.org" <clerk@sfcta.org>,
"London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>,
"Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>,
"Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Katy.Tang@sfgov.org"
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org"
<Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, "kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org" <kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org>,
"hillary.ronen@sfgov.org" <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>, "REDACTED" <REDACTED>,
"REDACTED" <REDACTED>, "jess.montejano@sfgov.org"
<jess.montejano@sfgov.org>, "conor.johnston@sfgov.org" <conor.johnston@sfgov.org>, "margaux.kelly@sfgov.org"
<margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>, "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "sunny.angulo@sfgov.org"
<sunny.angulo@sfgov.org>, "Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org" <Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org>, "REDACTED"
<REDACTED>

Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,

I strongly urge you, as members and prospective members of the San Francisco County Transportation Authority, to
postpone your consideration of the Geary BRT Final Environmental Impact Report for at least thirty days after the
currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.

This rush to judgement is unfair and unprecedented. The SFCTA waited almost three months, until December 9, 2016,
to make public the Final EIR for the Geary BRT. It then scheduled the vote to certify the FEIR for January 5, 2017.
This leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days and 17 working days to review and analyze a Final EIR
with many new sections, new information, and 870 pages of comments. During this time, many interested members of
the public well as Board members and staff will be traveling or otherwise engaged in holiday celebrations with family and
friends.

This abbreviated comment period during the holidays is not long enough for either the Board or the public to meaningfully
review and understand this massive document. The public deserves at least the legally required 30 day review and
comment time. There is no need to rush the vote to certify this FEIR.

Additionally, this hearing will be held right before the newly elected members of the Board of Supervisors will be sworn
in. One of the new Supervisors is Sandra Lee Fewer, representing District 1. This project will significantly impact her
constituents. It is only fair, therefore, that she should be allowed to participate in the SFCTA review.

Instead of rushing to judgement at the expense of full and careful consideration, and in deference to Supervisorelect
Fewer and other newly elected Supervisors, I urge you to vote to continue consideration of the Final EIR for the Geay
BRT for at least thirty days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jean B Barish
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Letter L-6

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Opposition to Palm/Arguello27th ave construction project
Sydney Bernier <REDACTED>
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:30 AM
To: "Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org" <Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org>, "clerk@sfcta.org" <clerk@sfcta.org>,
"London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>,
"Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>,
"Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Katy.Tang@sfgov.org"
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org"
<Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, "kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org" <kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org>,
"hillary.ronen@sfgov.org" <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>, "REDACTED" <REDACTED>,
"REDACTED" <REDACTED>, "jess.montejano@sfgov.org"
<jess.montejano@sfgov.org>, "conor.johnston@sfgov.org" <conor.johnston@sfgov.org>, "margaux.kelly@sfgov.org"
<margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>, "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "sunny.angulo@sfgov.org"
<sunny.angulo@sfgov.org>, "Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org" <Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org>, "REDACTED"
<REDACTED>

As a lifelong resident of the Richmond district, I urge you to oppose Muni’s plan for Geary Blvd. The process has been
secretive and undemocratic, the cost ridiculously excessive and the result is bad for local business and is shockingly
ignorant of our future traffic needs. I demand that you NOT spend my tax payer money on this illconceived project. In
case you haven’t read this article, I’m copying it here to let you know I support the position of San Franciscans for
Sensible Transit. Here’s an idea: you want to fix congestion on our streets? Start ticketing people for doubleparking.
The city would be swimming in cash!

By David Hirtz on January 1, 2017 1:00 am
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Transit planners have been at work for many years to come up with a plan to improve bus service for all
of Geary Boulevard, but let’s just talk about the 2.2mile western portion from Masonic Avenue to 27th Avenue.
Planners envision the median there with more than 100 trees replaced by two, redpainted central busonly
lanes for 24 hours a day. Riders would board from narrow platforms in the middle of the roadway, between the
bus lanes and other traffic.
Riders now are accustomed to two levels of service: the infrequently stopping Rapid, and the Local that makes
stops every two blocks or so. With only one lane for buses, there will be just one quality of service: Local, as all
buses will back up behind the slowest moving one. But Local service will have fewer stops, as statistically that
will reduce rider times — even if you have to walk farther to find one.
That certainly won’t save you any rider time if you like the Rapid.
Planners, their consultants and a small number of appointed citizens have met over eight years on this plan. In
that time, the world has changed, and the future is arriving in the form of driverless vehicles of all sizes. Ride
hail services are snatching riders away from buses, including the BART from downtown to the airport that is
hemorrhaging fare money. It is a poor idea to invest $300 million in public money for hard infrastructure for
buses alone, imagining they are the only future.
A publicspirited citizens group offered comment to Muni and officials with the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority on this project and were summarily dismissed. They then founded San Franciscans
for Sensible Transit to advocate for transit issues all over San Francisco. After much study, they support a
number of improvements — more buses, better schedules, holding green lights for buses, street paving and
others — at a cost of $50 million as a more sensible idea. See what you can get for these proven steps, they
say. Their costbenefit comparisons are on the website of both the Munifavored version, called the Hybrid,
and the Sensible Transit concept.
For many, the Rapid service at present is excellent. A rider embarking at 20th Avenue can, on average, get to
Union Square in 21 minutes riding the 38R — as fast as cars. In a story in the San Francisco Examiner
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— “Transit officials offer tweaks to Geary BRT project” — a Muni planner claimed that rider times could be cut
by 20 minutes by this project. Really? It’s time to look at this project more critically.
Planners have controlled the landscape here, and citizens at large have not had a part of the dialogue, which
is perhaps the most egregious part of this process. It is, sadly, a transit agency behavior exhibited in big
projects on Mission, Van Ness, Taraval and others. It is not honest, nor fair, to citizens who are being asked to
live through four years of construction and traffic flow changes that will make their lives difficult.
Our Transit First Policy first requires that all transportation projects ensure the quality of life and economic
health of the community. No studies of economic health were done for the planners, who dismiss concerns
about quality of life as well. The potential loss of many small businesses and their jobs is also ignored.
A representative of Mayor Ed Lee told Sensible Transit that we already have too much retail at street level. If
many of these valued shops fall to the huge interruption for their businesses, not many others will want to
come into the chaos. That could easily become blight, and that, indeed, is very hard to correct.
Other vehicles on hightraffic volume Geary Boulevard would be reduced to two lanes. Except when delivery
vehicles are double parking, as they do with impunity, then cars and trucks would have to merge to one lane,
while the bus lane may be empty at that moment. Left turns would be greatly reduced, and parking will be cut
back, too. So there would be swarms of drivers hoping to find a place to stop on the adjacent streets to Geary.
Good luck. Parking there is already congested. Do you suppose people would just quit trying to come to Geary
stores and shops?

Thank you,
Sydney Fisher Bernier
Richmond District Resident
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Letter L-7.1

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Please Vote to Postpone Approval of Geary BRT Final EIR
Jim Billings <REDACTED>
Mon, Dec 12, 2016 at 5:26PM
To: Board. of. Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta. org, John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London. Breed@sfgov. org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron .Peskin@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org,
Jane. Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy. Tang@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org,
kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, jess .montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org,
camposstaff@sfgov. org

Dear Supervisors and Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,
I am writing to you in your role as a member of the Transportation Authority. At tomorrow's meeting,
as a key member of the Authority, I urge to vote to postpone your consideration of the Geary Street
BRT Final EIR for a minimum of 30 days after the presently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5,
2017.
The Transportation Authority choose to not make public the Final EIR (FEIR) for the Geary BRT until
this past Friday, which had been delayed for almost three months. Now the SFCTA wants a rush to
judgment to approve and certify the FEIR. This prevents due consideration and review of the FEIR. By
scheduling the meeting for January 5, 2017, it leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days
and only 17 working days to review and analyze a FEIR with many new portions and information, as
well as 870 pages of comments. And during this time, many interested members of the public well as
Board members and staff will be traveling or otherwise engaged in holiday celebrations with family and
friends for Christmas, Hanukkah, and the New Year.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and be
able to say that the FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December 9 package contains a
proposed Statement of Overriding Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and
respo nses, the reviewing Board members and your staff as well as the public must evaluate the
SFCTA's reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this massive FEIR found could not be
m itigated. In addition, the recommended alternative has modifications to the Draft EIR. Thus, in
addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board
members and your staff as well as the public must understand a modified proposed alternative. And
beyond the CEQA document and findings, City regulations require certain findings and assessments.
Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or reviewed. Again, how will the Board be able to review,
digest and independently arrive at all these new findings in only 17 working days?
In short, this extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to
meaningfully review and understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion
that the FEIR reflects its independent professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber
stamp this document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15, 2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare and
issue the Final EIR on December 9, 2016. This period of review is just too short for the public and the
Board to adequately review the Final EIR.
In addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until after the January 5,
2017, SFCTA meeting, thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected
Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member on this critical District One issue.
At your December 13, 2016, meeting, please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at
least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.
Thank you for your assistance with this critical matter.
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Jim Billings
San Francisco Resident and Voter
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Letter L-7.2

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Geary BRT Final EIR Consideration and Postponement of Vote
Jim Billings <REDACTED>
Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 4:38 PM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org,
REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org,
John.Avalos@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org,
REDACTED

Dear Supervisors and Board Members of the San Francisco County Transportation Authority,
Last Friday, I sent the following letter (below my signature) to Aaron Peskin, the current chair of San
Francisco County Transportation Authority and Supervisor Norman Yee, regarding the Final EIR for the
Geary BRT. I would appreciate it if you would review the letter and consider postponing the vote on the
Geary BRT Final EIR for the reasons stated below..
Thank you.
Best Regards,
Jim Billings
To:

Supervisor Aaron Peskin, Chairman, SFCTA Board of Commissioners

Fr:

Jim Billings, San Francisco Resident for 33 Years

Re:

Geary BRT Final EIR Consideration and Postponement of Vote

Date:

December 30, 2016

I am writing in regards to the Geary BRT Final EIR. In your position as the new Chair of the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Board, I am requesting you propose to your fellow
commissioners a one month postponement of the vote on the Final EIR for the Geary BRT at your
meeting on Thursday, January 5, 2017.

I believe a postponement is necessary for the following reasons:

1. If it took almost 15 months for the draft EIR to be reviewed, revised and prepared, how is the SFCTA
supposed to review and approve the more than 1,000 page Final EIR in less than 30 days?

2. SFCTA Commissioners and members of the public who are impacted by the Geary BRT have not
been given ample time to digest the 1,000plus pages of the Final EIR since it was only released on
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December 9th. The board is legally required to provide a period of 30 days for public review and
comment after an EIR is released. Now is not the time to risk a possible protracted lawsuit.

3. Why is there a rush to get the Final EIR approved when it was released only three weeks ago for
review? Are there issues with the Final EIR that the SFMTA doesn’t want commissioners and community
members to find? Given the $300  $350 Million cost of this project, I believe there needs to be a public
discussion and thorough review of this very expensive project by the newlyconstituted SFCTA board
for a minimum of 30 days as the law requires.

4. At your January 5th meeting, four SFCTA commission members are lameducks to be replaced four
days later by newlyelected Supervisors when they are sworn in on January 9th. Don’t you think new
board members should have an opportunity to review and vote on the EIR and the possible
implementation of the Geary BRT, since they will be responsible for oversight for the next four to eight
years?

5. Fasttracked approvals of significant expenditures are often used to choke off public debate and
prevent alternative solutions from being considered. By rushing to approve the Final EIR by a board
that includes four lameduck commissioners, the SFCTA is going against the tenets of democracy that
require an open and transparent government.

We are asking you to propose to your fellow commissioners the postponement of the Geary BRT Final
EIR vote to give the newlyelected supervisors and soontobe commissioners the opportunity to study
the report and give it due consideration as required by law. This additional time will also give
constituents the opportunity to thoroughly review the report and offer input to their individual
supervisors/commissioners.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Best Regards,

Jim Billings

cc:

Supervisor/Board Commissioner Norman Yee
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Letter L-8

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] 1 request and 1 proposal
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:22 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: diana binunskaya <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 12:15 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] 1 request and 1 proposal
To: "GearyBRT@sfcta.org" <GearyBRT@sfcta.org>
Hi, Project Team,
1 request:
Please, don't close a 38R bus stop. There are so many elder and disable people in this area who use it every day.
Many of seniors already signed a petition for keeping 38R stop, but I am not sure you got it.
1 proposal:
Please, find a great computer programmer to create a GREEN WAVE on Geary. It will make a big difference!
All cars and buses usually waste their time stopping and waiting, because traffic lights work in wrong schedule.
Thank you,
Diana Binunskaya
71 years old
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Letter L-9

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT stops
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: "'Deetje B' via GearyBRT"
Date: Tue Jan 03 2017 17:06:53 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT stops
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
To whom it may concern:
Please know that any elimination of any bus stops is an affront to all Muni riders who are elderly or disabled or have any
kind of impairment in ambulation, including persons traveling with young children or carrying packages. Have you ever
done a survey to account for the proportions of these riding Muni, these people who do not have the alternative of driving
cars instead of riding the bus? So: return all eliminated bus stops and bus lines (e.g.,the Valencia Street line, the cutoff
section at the end of the Clement bus line, etc.) And anyway, for the sake of the environment, you should be designing a
system that will get as many people, disabled, elderly, burdened or not, out of their cars and onto public transit. The best
way to do this is to make busriding comfortable and convenient, not just a few minutes faster for a particular trip. I
believe that's called "comprehensive" planning?
It enrages me to be confronted with planners' bonehead thinking that focuses only on speed, ignoring the most essential
considerations of bus riders: 1) safety (e.g., adding any extra crossings on foot of intersections, dealing with traffic to
get to and from bus stops); 2) length of time it takes to get from home and back to and from bus stops on foot (i.e.,
elimination of bus stops and even of whole bus lines!); and 3) crowdedness once on bus (being forced to stand when the
bus is too full of passengers). The designers should be making their plans from the point of view of these various needs
of the passengers, not just the speed of the bus route. Exception: Perhaps to meet the needs of employed commuters
for fast trips,extra express buses could run during the morning and evening rush hours. It is also a downright shame that
on weekends people are forced to stand crammed onto buses that are too crowded to allow seating for all. What are we:
cattle????
Our transit funds should be spent on adding more buses and runs to the fleet in order to handle all the passengers so
that they have ready access to neighborhood bus stops, seating capacity for all once on the buses, etc. instead of on
expensive BRT street redesigns or on all the highpaid planners who think from the wrong point of view (i.e., cutting
minutes off route times instead of meeting the needs and comforts of the travelers).
One last thing: we should be buying buses with better suspension than those lowslung ones that have recently been
added to the fleet: they're going to shake themselves apart in no time  and meanwhile shake the passengers apart from
the spine and throughout the body. Have you ever tried riding over the wheels on one of them as the disabled must, up
at front? Well, good luck  a tip of advice: don't lean back, sit forward on the seat to minimize the impact. And please
don't tell me as bus drivers have that it'll be smoother when the streets are repaved. They even vibrate on smooth
sections.
To repeat the most important point: DO NOT eliminate ANY Muni bus stops. They are needed. (And, by the way, it used
to be stated as a point of pride by Muni management that there was a maximum distance adhered to between bus stops.
Whatever happened to that operating principle?? Down the drain with SFCTA Muni management. Lost in the bureaucratic
maze.)
Very, very sincerely,
Deetje Boler
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Keep the 38R Laguna stop...

Letter L-10

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Keep the 38R Laguna stop...
Mitos Briones <mitosb@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Fri, Jan 6, 2017 at 12:17 AM

...please! This stop is so vital to many residents/workers of Cathedral Hill & Japantown who have to make it to
downtown and back specially during rush hour. Forget about even driving thru Union Square at peak times. Many
students, workers and more importantly seniors rely on this stop to quickly connect to BART. Don't forget the many
events held in Japantown that generate a high volume of visitors.
Traffic in SF can be a pain, taking away a convenience such as this will just give the residents of San Francisco another
thing to worry about.
Please save the Laguna rapid stop!
Thank you!

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15972da9c40b54d6&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 1/1

Letter L-11

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Native tree use in Geary Blvd bus corridor
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Martha Brown
Date: Tue Jan 03 2017 01:40:15 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Native tree use in Geary Blvd bus corridor
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board,
Thank you for your work on planning bus rapid transit and improved streetscapes along Geary Boulevard, San
Francisco. My comment is in relation to mitigation measure 11I, I VQ2 of the EIR, which proposes using a consistent
palette of street tree types throughout the Geary corridor.
Please consider using native tree species in the project in order to create quality habitat for songbirds, pollinators, and
other native wildlife. There are a number of California native trees that would enhance wildlife habitat, including California
buckeye (Aesculus californica), coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), California black
walnut (Juglans californica), or western sycamore (Platanus racemosa). All these species are recommended by
nurseries for street planting, are aesthetically pleasing, and would provide excellent habitat qualities for native songbirds
and insects.
If none of these species are ultimately suitable, I recommend using species that provide similar habitat features as
locally native species, such as Quercus tomentella or a Ceanothus species, both of which are found on the
Recommended San Francisco Street Tree List.
Use of native trees would both enhance wildlife habitat and improve aesthetics of the area. Please consider this in your
plan.
Thank you,
Martha Brown
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Letter L-12

Holy Virgin Cathedral
6210 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94121
Subject: Holy Virgin Cathedral Response to Comment Letter
Comment #1: BRT will adversely affect businesses between 25th and 33rd avenues because of
parking loss.
Commercial businesses comprise approximately 30 percent of the ground-floor land uses along
Geary Boulevard between 25th and 33rd avenues. Most of the adjoining land uses along this section
are residential or other non-commercial uses.
A visitor intercept study was conducted by the project team in 2013. Results indicated that a large
majority of the visitors arrive by bus, walking, or biking, and approximately 20 percent of visitors
arrive by car. The majority of the customer base of the businesses along Geary is therefore not
adversely affected by removal of four percent of the existing on-street parking supply available
within one block of Geary Boulevard.
The agencies, however, acknowledge the concern about on-street parking loss along Geary and are
exploring ways to accommodate more parking on side streets.
Comment #2: The Environmental Document did not consider the cumulative effect of parking
loss caused by the BRT when combined with San Francisco’s Vision Zero program.
The Environmental Document considered other projects when describing cumulative impacts in the
discussion under Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts.
The chapter notes that no major development projects are anticipated for the Geary corridor west of
Gough Street, and that other transportation projects could result in pedestrian and/or signal
enhancements, but are not anticipated to result in substantial parking loss. The potential parking
loss from these projects would have little impact on the corridors supply of publicly available
parking and loading. Transit and pedestrian enhancing aspects of these projects would help reduce
demand for parking, offsetting potential negative effects. Please see the Environmental document’s
Chapter 5 Cumulative Impacts for the full discussion.
Vision Zero is a high-priority city policy committing to safer streets with the goal of eliminating all
traffic deaths by 2024. In the segment of Geary between 25th and 33rd avenues, the Vision Zero
program includes implementing multiple safety features, including crosswalk striping

Holy Virgin Cathedral Response Letter
July 29, 2016
Page 2
enhancements, signal timing changes, and ‘daylighting’, which removes on-street parking spaces at
street corners to improve the visibility of crossing pedestrians and vehicles.
Daylighting has been implemented at one location: Geary and 26th Avenue, where up to two spaces
were removed in order to improve pedestrian crossing visibility. The photo below, showing a pickup truck parked very close to the corner and possibly blocking visibility for crossing pedestrians,
illustrates the visibility issue that the daylighting project is intended to address.

No other location on Geary between 25th and 33rd avenues is planned for daylighting. Therefore, the
parking loss described in the Environmental Document adequately discloses the cumulative effect
of parking loss caused by the BRT and the Vision Zero program in this area.
Comment #3: The BRT will reduce pedestrian safety for people with disabilities, the elderly,
and school children.
The specific issue raised here is the effect of the project on the existing passenger loading zone on
the north side of Geary between 26th and 27th avenues near the church front door, with spaces
currently arranged diagonally. The project’s proposed design includes changing the on-street
parking on this block to parallel parking and retaining the loading zone in the same location. The
concern is that, under the Hybrid Alternative as the staff recommended design, westbound buses,
emerging from the 26th Avenue intersection in the center bus-only lane and shifting to the outside
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lane of the street, may cause safety conflicts with the loading zone that is to remain on that same
block.
The agencies chose the proposed location for the bus center-to-side transition zone between 25th and
27th avenues in consideration of several factors. They include: the desire to retain the eastbound left
turn at 27th Avenue that would preclude locating the transition anywhere between 27th and 29th
avenues; the ridership pattern reflecting much lower ridership west of 25th Avenue in relation to the
high cost of center-running bus lanes that requires high ridership to justify; and the steep grade
beginning at 28th Avenue to be avoided because of the more difficult bus transition conditions
involved at that location for visibility and acceleration.
Bus operations at the proposed transition would not conflict with the passenger loading zone.
Outbound buses emerging from the 26th Avenue intersection would not immediately cross two lanes
of traffic from the center to reach the right-most lane of Geary Boulevard, as might be inferred from
the striping plan. The buses would have two blocks to make the full transition from center to side;
they only need to be in the right lane by 28th Avenue, the location of the first curbside bus stop.
Bus operators would be trained to watch for opportunities to shift lanes and use judgment and
caution to determine the appropriate time to make lane changes between these two blocks. Buses
would emerge from the 26th Avenue intersection in the left-most travel lane. It is expected that, if
the operators were to observe passenger loading activity in the Cathedral’s loading zone, they
would remain in one of the left-side travel lanes until the bus passes that location and they can
safely change lanes without conflicting with the passenger loading. The striping plan is only
intended to shift the vehicle traffic away from the right lane to provide buses a buffer space if
needed. This type of bus operation is standard practice in the industry in situations where buses
shift travel lanes and will also be used for the Van Ness BRT Project, which is slated to begin
construction later this year.
For additional details on the expected operation of the transition, please see the video simulation of
this bus transition at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AoAy8Ruwv0
Comment #4: The EIR did not address the BRT project’s parking impact in relation to San
Francisco General Plan Policy 33.2 “Protect neighborhoods from the parking impacts of
nearby traffic generators.”
The staff recommended design would result in a loss in on-street parking of about four percent of
the existing supply, defined as including on-street spaces along Geary and within one block of
Geary. This level of impact is not considered significant. Throughout the corridor bus stops
relocated or consolidated would be converted into usable on-street parking spaces, offsetting some
of the losses, particularly between Arguello Boulevard and 25th Avenue where the bus would
operate in the center converting existing curbside stops to on-street parking and corner bulb outs.
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Comment #5: The BRT would increase air pollution in the Outer Richmond.
In general, the project will result in more travelers choosing transit and fewer choosing to drive,
resulting in lower overall emissions. The Environmental Document used an industry-accepted
methodology for describing air quality impacts. This methodology focuses on the biggest sources of
mobile-source air emissions, including all vehicle trips to, from, and through the neighborhoods
along the Geary corridor. Passenger vehicle emissions were estimated using Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) and traffic speed data. Implementation of any of the build alternatives would generate
operational emissions associated with a shift in regional passenger VMT and new buses servicing
the Geary corridor. The operational air quality analysis focused on estimating emissions associated
with changes to transit and non-transit VMT.
Vehicles traveling additional distance while looking for parking as a result of removal of 40 parking
spaces constitute a very small source of emissions compared to the overall total and therefore would
not result in substantially worsened air quality. Alternatively drivers may also drive less (i.e., stop
two blocks before their destination and grab the first available parking spot rather than try to park
directly in front). Furthermore, as shown in Table 4.10-6 of the Draft Environmental Document,
regional VMT would be reduced under all of the build alternatives relative to the No Build
Alternative. By 2035, regional emissions of criteria pollutants and greenhouse gases would also be
substantially reduced (see Table 4.10-7). Thus, implementation of any of the build alternatives
would benefit the corridor by improving regional air quality, and no substantial increase in
emissions would be expected in the Richmond or any other neighborhood along the corridor.
Comment #6: The Environmental Document did not adequately consider alternatives to BRT.
The agencies considered many other alternatives during the previous project phase, including nonBRT designs, narrowing the list down to those described in the Environmental Document was a
multi-year effort that included multiple rounds of community outreach. Please see the
Environmental Document’s Chapter 10 Alternatives Analysis for further details on other
alternatives considered but rejected.
The environmental document analyzed five alternatives, as follows:


No-build, which, instead of additional bus-only lanes, features already-planned minor improvements
to existing infrastructure, including traffic signals, pedestrian crossings, service increases, and bus
stop enhancements



Alternative 2: Side-running BRT from Market Street to 34th Avenue



Alternative 3: Center-running BRT with passing lanes from Gough Street to 27th Avenue



Alterative 3c: Center-running BRT with no passing lanes from Gough Street to 27th Avenue



Hybrid Alternative (SRA): Side Running BRT from Market Street to Arguello Avenue, 27th to 34th
avenues, and center running BRT from Arguello Avenue to 25th Avenue.
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Comment #7: Requested measures to address the above concerns:
7.1 Provide 40 off-street parking spaces within one block of Geary, and open the grounds of
the Presidio Middle School to public parking during non-school hours
The SFMTA and the SFCTA have discussed this idea with the Presidio Middle School. The school
has replied that, in the near term, before 2019, a planned renovation of school grounds will preclude
the use of the school parking lot by any non-school users. The school indicated a willingness to revisit the discussion after the school renovation is completed.
Separately, the SFMTA is exploring ways to accommodate more on-street parking spaces on side
streets near the Holy Virgin Cathedral to address the loss of spaces along Geary Boulevard.
7.2 Suspend implementation of the Vision Zero program between 25th and 33rd Avenue
Please see the response provided for Comment #2 above.
7.3 Terminate the BRT lanes at 25th Avenue
Please see the Environmental Document’s Chapter 10 Alternatives Analysis for the full discussion
on alternatives considered but rejected. Regarding the extent of the bus lanes at the western end of
the corridor, 33rd Avenue was chosen as the end of the bus-only lanes in order to provide students
with more reliable transportation to/from Presidio Middle School and Washington High School at
31st and 32nd avenues.

Sincerely,

Wahid
Project Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 646-2151
Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836
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lvlay 22,2016

Mr. Chester Fong, Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 2"d Floor
San Francisco,

CA 94103

Dear Mr. Fong:
Project (BRT)
we are writing to express our opposition to extension of the Geary corridor Bus_Rapid Transit

the
to provide our comments on the inadequate draft EIR/EIS developed to evaluate
environmental impacts of the project.

;;;"f ;;¡ñ;;;";d

Municipal Transportation
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (CTA) and the San Francisco
Boulevard from Market
Agency (MTA) ur. proporing toìmplement a bus rapid transit project along Geary
years
we met with crA/MTA
ago'
held
several
o,ring scopiñg meetings for the EIRIEIS
have a "devastating"
proposed
would
staff to voice our concerns. ltarrfistened, infJrmed us that the project as
address our concerns' Relying on
impact on our Church, and assured us that the project wouldte modifred to
when we learned eallier this
their assurances, we síopped paying attention to the project. Imagine our surprise
disappointed at this
we
are
deeply
year fiom new staff memberJthat the BRT was procesding us planned.
perceived bad faith communication.

ffi;í";sñ'Ã";;;.

EIR/EIS even though the
We are, therefore, providing this letter so our concerns may be addressed in the
deadline for comments has Passed.

Avenue and 33'd Avenue. The EIR/EIS states that the BRT will
The BRT will kill businesses between
This will have a devastating effect
eliminate 40 of the 130 Parking spaces along this Part of GearY Boulevard.
parking
occupancy studies for this area
on stores, restaurants, residents, and our Church. We have not seen
in on-street parking associated
except for a general statement on page 4.2-37 of the EIRJEIS that " ...changes
environment."
with the build alternatives would not result in adverse effects to the economic and business
if some of the
happen
only
could
This
businesses?
Really? Eliminating 1/3 of available parking would not affect
to this
very
similar
is
which
businesses/restaurants ceased to operate. AC Transit's BRT project in oakland,
BRT, is providing two off street parking lots to mitigate parking loss.
the BRT when combined
The EIR/EIS failed to consider the cumulative effect of parking loss caused by
corner parking
is
eliminating
with San Francisco's failed ßelter Streets Plnn. The Better Streets Plan
dozens of parking
throughout the City, ostensiblY to increase visibilitv of pedestrians. This has eliminated
with no apparent benefit. (See
spaces on or acljacent to Geary Boulevard between 25th and 33'd Avenues
under the headline "Deaths in
Chronicle
Michael Cabanatuan 's repoft in the March 27,2A16, edition of the SF
seven pedestrian
traffic not down as hoped. Reduction effort faces resistance over parking" which states that

deaths occuned this year compared to one last year and seven the year before.) Merchants throughout the City,
including the People of Parkside are objecting to the failed Better Streets Plan.
Similarly, Mr. Cabanatuan's article in the April 14, 2016, SF Chronicle headlined "Mission Street users on road
to rebellion" describes that ". . . transit-only lanes and changes to driving routes that force cars onto other streets
angered drivers and merchants, caused traffic backups, and filled the air with horn-honking and cursing...". It
upfru6 that the City's anti-car policies are having an effect other than the ones sold to elected officials by staff
and described in the EIR/EIS.
The BRT will reduce pedestrian safety for our most vulnernble residents - the disabled, elderly and
school children. Westãf 25tn Au"nu". tiaffic along Geary Boulevard flows freely with little interruption' The
BRT recognizes this by ending center bus lanes al25tt'Avenue. I{owever, instead of allowing buses to flow
with traffic, the BRT providesan exclusive bus lane which moves from the center of the street to the side. This
occurs directly in front of our Church in the area where our elderly and disabled churchgoers are dropped off
and attendees at the two schools located in our Church are picked up. The result is that buses are directed into
the same space where vehicles are stopping. The potential for injury and rear end accidents directly caused by
aiming buses into loading areas has not been adequately addressed.
The EIR does not address the fact that the BRT violates San Francisco General Plan Policy 33.2: "Protect
residential neighborhoods from the parking impacts of nearby traffic generators." Prior city planning
provided extensive parking along Geary Boulevard in front of the businesses, restaurants, and Churches which
generate traffic. Eliminating 40 of these parking spaces will not reduce demand, btlt will force people who use
G.ury Boulevard businesses to park in the adjacent neighborhood. This will rcsult in increased congestion,
p"opi. parking partially or fully in driveways (at least "temporarily")o increase competition with neighbothood
residents fòr the few available þarking spâces.
The BRT would significantly increase air pollution in the Outer Richmond. At present, because of the high
demand for parking, worshipers at our Church join business and restaurant goers in spending an average of 20
minutes circiing th" -.u looking for a parking space. Eliminating 40 more parking spaces increases vehicle
travel by 40 x 365 days x 5 periods (2 hour meter parking frorn 10 am to I pm: at least five vehieles per
parking space) : 73,000 vehicle trips approximately three miles each at the low speed/idle which generates the
most pãttutants. The issue of increased air pollution caused by people circling and looking for parking spaces is
not addressed in the EIR/EIS.
The EIRÆIS is fatally flawed in failing to adequately consider alternatives to the BRT. Every alternative
studied in the EIR/EIS assumes that the BRT must run from Market Street to 48th Avenue. What would happen
if the BRT ended at25th Avenue? Savings in travel time would be negligible since traffic flows freely beyond
25th avenue. The cost of the project would be reduced (a significant benefit for a project which is currently not
fully funded). The result would be a more cost effective project. Time to start thinking outside the box?

REOUIRED MITIGATION MEASURDS

@onmentalimpactsofthisproject,theBRTshou1dimplementthefollowing
measures:

1.

provide 40 off-street parking spaces within one block of Geary Boulevard between 25th Avenue and
33'd Avenue - the same mitigation measure adopted by AC Transit's BRT Project.

Z. Open the grounds of Presidio Middle Schoolto public parking during non-school hours.
3. Suspend implementation of the failed Better Streets Program between within one block of Geary
Boulevard between 25th Avenue and 33'd Avenue. The program isn't working anyway, so at least give
businesses a break.

4.

Terminate the BRT at 25th Avenue and allow buses to move with existing light traffic west of 25th
Avenue.

NEXT STEPS
1,. We are requesting that the above comments be addressed in revisions to the current Draft EIR/EIS.

2.
3.

4.

to preserve the
We would appreciate the opportun¡ty to meet with decision makers to discuss ways
and Clement and
needs of businesses, restaurants, Churches and residents between Anza Street
between 25th Avenue and 33td Avenue.
Better
We are requesting that a moratorium be placed on any further implementation of the City's
Avenue untilthe
streets plan between Anza street and clement and between 25th Avenue and 33'd
plan can demonstrate concrete improvements in reduction of pedestrian accidents.
be
circqmstances should the striping of bus-only lanes, currently scheduled for Fall,
Under
no

implemented untilthese issues are resolved.

For questions/comments about this letter, please contact
Mr. Vitaly B. TroYan
Parish Council Member

Yours truly.

Nick Buick,
Holy Virgin Community of San Francisco
C:
Scott Weiner, Chair
SF County Transportation Authority
1455 Mariet Strelt,2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Ed Reiskin Director of Transportation
SF Municipal Transportation Authority
I South Van Ness
San Francisco, CA 94103

Letter L-13

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary Street Project
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: "'Cal' via GearyBRT"
Date: Tue Dec 27 2016 08:49:05 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary Street Project
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Please reconsider bulking out sidewalks. It only means pedestrians will attempt to beat traffic signals to get onto a bus
causing more accidents with vehicles. I am a third generation S.F. native and drive this street daily. In my years of living
here, I constantly see pedestrians running to beat traffic signals. You are only tempting them to beat more signals to
make it across the street. Thank you. Cal~
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Letter L-14
Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Re: Geary Blvd Bus Rapid Transit Final EIR Comment
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Ryan Carle
Date: Thu Dec 29 2016 11:28:21 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Re: Geary Blvd Bus Rapid Transit Final EIR Comment
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Hello,
I forgot to include my contact information in my previous comment I submitted:
It is
Ryan Carle
REDACTED
Soquel CA 95073
REDACTED
My comment is reattached below.
Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board,
Thank you for your work on planning bus rapid transit and improved streetscapes along Geary Boulevard, San
Francisco. My comment is in relation to mitigation measure 11I, I VQ2 of the EIR, which proposes using a consistent
palette of street tree types throughout the Geary corridor. I encourage the project to select a palette of tree species that
provide quality habitat quality for native wildlife such as insects and migratory and resident songbirds. Californianative
and Bay Areanative tree species are the ideal candidates to provide habitat for native animal species.The
Recommended San Francisco Street Tree Species List (http://sfpublicworks.org/sites/default/files/SF%20Street%
20Tree%20Species%20List%202016%20Adopted.pdf) is limited in information on habitat quality and on native tree
species. However, this project affords a great opportunity to demonstrate that native trees can perform well in the urban
landscape. Please explore using California and Bay Area native species like California buckeye (Aesculus californica),
coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), California black walnut (Juglans californica), or
western sycamore (Platanus racemosa). All these species are recommended by nurseries for street planting, are
aesthetically pleasing, and would provide excellent habitat qualities for native songbirds and insects. If none of these
species are ultimately suitable, I recommend using species that provide similar habitat features as locally native
species, such as Quercus tomentella or a Ceanothus species, both of which are found on the Recommended San
Francisco Street Tree List. These habitatproviding species would improve connectivity between habitat patches in the
rest of San Francisco.
Thank you,
Ryan Carle

On Tue, Dec 27, 2016 at 10:38 PM, Ryan Carle <REDACTED> wrote:

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board,
Thank you for your work on planning bus rapid transit and improved streetscapes along Geary Boulevard, San
Francisco. My comment is in relation to mitigation measure 11I, I VQ2 of the EIR, which proposes using a
consistent palette of street tree types throughout the Geary corridor. I encourage the project to select a palette of tree
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species that provide quality habitat quality for native wildlife such as insects and migratory and resident songbirds.
Californianative and Bay Areanative tree species are the ideal candidates to provide habitat for native animal
species.The Recommended San Francisco Street Tree Species List (http://sfpublicworks.org/site
s/default/files/SF%20Street%20Tree%20Species%20List%202016%20Adopted.pdf) is limited in information on habitat
quality and on native tree species. However, this project affords a great opportunity to demonstrate that native trees
can perform well in the urban landscape. Please explore using California and Bay Area native species like California
buckeye (Aesculus californica), coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), California black
walnut (Juglans californica), or western sycamore (Platanus racemosa). All these species are recommended by
nurseries for street planting, are aesthetically pleasing, and would provide excellent habitat qualities for native
songbirds and insects. If none of these species are ultimately suitable, I recommend using species that provide
similar habitat features as locally native species, such as Quercus tomentella or a Ceanothus species, both of which
are found on the Recommended San Francisco Street Tree List. These habitatproviding species would improve
connectivity between habitat patches in the rest of San Francisco.
Thank you,
Ryan Carle
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Letter L-15
From: Lynn Catchings
Date: Fri Feb 19 2016 00:55:29 cMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: Fwd: [GearyBRTJ BRT
To: Colin Dentel-Post

Traffic control. I hate spell check

I

Sent from my iPhone

Begin foruvarded message

From: Lynn Caichings <REDACTED>
Date: February 18,2016 al ll:23:34 AM PST

To: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.orq>
Cc: eric.l. mar@sfqov.orq

Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] BRT
Thanks for your reply. Obviously you have closed the door on tweaking the plan while hypocritically eliciting
public input.

It confirms my opinion. You are going fonrvard with this whether tax paying residents want it or not. That's the
arrogance we have come to expect as you cram your half baked projects down our throats. No one in my
neighborhood believes this will work, even though they seek pedestrian safety and smooth transit.

We should be working toward a subway NOW. Had New York or Paris or even LA (light rail) waited till
bureaucrats like you frittered away money on non solutions there would be total gridlock in those cities.
You have failed to address the issue of working people with no control over their schedules, families and
commuters. Like Donald Trump, it appears you would build a wall around the City and watch smugly while it
dies.

You have not addressed MTAs failure to conduct adequate traffic. Ontario despite your huge use of overtime
Go back to the drawing board. Or at least get out of your office to see what's at stake.

L

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 18,2016, at 10:24 AM, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.orq>

wrote:

Ms. Jimenez Catchings,

Thank you for sharing your views on the proposed Geary Bus Rapid Transit project.

Although improving transit service by '10-15 minutes for the more than 50,000 daily bus riders in the corridor is
a key reason we are proposing BRT, we are very aware of the need to improve conditions for all users of the
corridor, including pedestrians and drivers.
ln addition to transit improvements, the project includes a full street repaving, new and upgraded traffic signals,
and extensive pedestrian safety improvements. The project would maintain two traffic lanes in each direction
throughout the corridor.

We conducted a detailed traffic analysis of the project, which found that traffic conditions would actually be
better overall with the Geary BRT Project than without, as some drivers will switch to improved transit service
or decide to drive during off-peak times or take different routes. For more information on the traffic effects of the
project, please see the project FAQ or the traffic section of the draft environmental document (Section 3.4).
Lastly, while rail transit may be in the future for the Geary corridor, a subway would cost billions of dollars in
funding that is not currently available. BRT can improve transportation in the near term at a fraction of the cost,
and would not preclude future rail construction.

Thanks again for sharing your concerns about the project, and please let me know if you have further thoughts
or questions. I will also make sure you are notified about future public meetings about the Geary project.
Best,
Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA94l03
415.522.4836

On Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at7:42PM, Lynn Catchings <REDACTED> wrote:
Hello,
I am

writing to express my opinion of the BRT plan proposed for Geary Street. lt's terrible.

As a caregiver for several of my elderly relatives who live in San Francisco, I must travel by car to different
neighborhoods on a regular basis. (l do grocery shopping, transport equipment and take people over 80 to the
doctor.) I have had occasion to observe the MTA'S handiwork on such streels as Randolph in the Ocean View,
and Bay in the Marina, as well as O'Farrell and other downtown streets. What are you people smoking?
Please, do not implement the Geary Street BRT plan. You will reduce the City's main east west corridor to a
crawl, just as a new, "improved" plan has on Randolph. You will turn the side streets into throughways. You
will irreparably damage small businesses and restaurants along the corridor. You will harm the quality of life for
hundreds of thousands of people.

The rationale for this ridiculous Geary Street plan is to speed up bus service by somewhere around 7 minutes
and to get people out of their cars.
The reality is that most people who live and work in the City try to take public transit whenever possible
But the other reality is that Geary brings commuters from Marin through the City to jobs at medical centers in
Mission Bay and tech jobs south of Market, and other jobs at offices and restaurants downtown. lt also serves
people who drive trucks to deliver goods, parents with kids at two different schools, people who work odd shifts,
and the disabled and elderly.
Most working people, especially families can't afford to live in SF. So, who will fill the medicaljobs, the
teaching jobs, the tech jobs?
MTA doesn't care. lt paints the streets but doesn't fix the potholes. lt fines people for blocking the box, but fails
to provide traffic control officers to deal with numerous closed lanes and streets due to construction and double
parked delivery trucks. lt puts balky parking meters in, but fails to maintain them. (l've pulled into spots with 5
minutes left and tried to use my meter card to park for a doctor's appointment to no avail at least once a week.)
And though I like helping bike riders move safely through the City, I believe they should be licensed to help pay
f9¡ jmploveme¡ts anglthat llT{fag go¡e WAY loo far !¡ sor¡1e ar1.9q to dêrsiglate separate lanes evg¡ wllqn
bike traffic volume doesn't warrant it.
I take the 38 when I can, but I truly believe Geary Street should be served by a SUBWAY. That would improve
the public commute by way more than 7 minutes. lt would connect San Franciscans living on the northwest
side of the City to BART, a service we pay for, but for the most part, can't use unless we're going to the East

Bay from downtown.
The surface streets can be used by delivery vehicles, shuttles, buses, bikes, pedestrians and yes, for out of
town commuters who must use their cars to get to work or must use them in the course of their work. The side
streets won't be clogged. And once construction is done, small business can flourish. We could relain some of
the parking you want to eliminate, and the City will be more livable for EVERYONE.
I have little hope you'll listen to us. You haven't so far. You have been arrogant and tone deaf. You behave as
though anyone who has a different opinion than you is resistant to any change or is selfish. That's not true.
Some of us try to see both sides and seek compromise. And some of us have been around long enough to
know when money is being poorly spent to nibble around the edges of a problem rather than to deal with core

issues.
You can tell by the tone of this letter that I'm fed up. I also vote, and influence other votes. I will not vote for
anyone now or in the future who is supporting or has supported this plan. And I promise you, I will become
active in upcoming campaigns should this plan be shoved down our throats.
Lynn Jimenez Catchings

From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Fri Nov 11 2016 13:36:02 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT - SFMTA Update
To: geral d cauthen
Cc: GearyBRT

Letter L-16.1
Howard Wong

Greetings Mr. Cauthen,
Thanks for your input on the Geary Bus Rapid Transit project, and I appreciate hearing your concerns with the current service
on the corridor.

It is true that transit delays along the entire corridor need to be addressed in order to most effectively improve reliability of the
entire line, which is why the BRT project proposes bus-only lanes extending from Gough Street to 34th Avenue.
A variety of issues currently delay buses along the corridor, including traffic signal delays, closely-spaced curbside stops that
require buses to pull in and out of traffic, double-parked vehicles, queues of turning traffic, and other general traffic congestion.
Exclusive bus-only lanes (with double-parking enforcement using vehicle-mounted cameras), traffic signal upgrades, right turn
lanes where needed, stop location optimization, and construction of new station platforms will together address all of these
issues to the extent possible. As a result, we expect transit reliability to improve by about 20 percent.

Admittedly, the general noise and rider behavior issues you mentioned are larger issues than the BRT project can address, but
paving work will help with the vibration you currently experience. You're right that the pavement quality along Geary Boulevard
is poor in many areas. Pavement repairs are currently undenrvay to address the most critical problem areas and smooth the bus
ride, to be followed by full street resurfacing together with the BRT project.
Finally, we are stillworking to fill in the funding plan forthe BRT project (approximately $tOO million of the $300 million totat
remains to be identified); but the project has scored very well in a recentregional project peformance assessm€nt andalso
performs very well against Federal project ranking criteria, so we expect it to be very competitive for a variety of funding
sources.

Thanks again for sharing your thoughts. Please feel free to reach out again in the future, and I will add you to our email list so
you are notified of upcoming project milestones and public hearing dates.
Best,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
Sa n Francisco Cou nty Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA S41 03

415.522.4836

PM,Ivia

On Mon, Nov 7, 2016 at 12:13
GearyBRT <gearvbrt(Osfcta.orq> wrote:
Geary BRT works only if transit vehicles are given reliable priority along the entire route, including in particular the
, congested commercial sections east of Octavia and between 1Sth and 27th Avenues.
Bus travel along Geary is cunently substandard, but not necessarily because of traffic congestion. \Mtat makes the
cunent ride unacceptable for many riders are:

a.) the excessive interior noise, caused largely by the rattles of poorly- designed articulated buses.
b.) the excessive vibration, caused partly by neglected street sudaces, but also partly by the inferior riding
qualities of poorly-designed articulated buses.

c.) the SFMTA's continued willingness to tolerate the bad behavior of the few who drive away the many.
Transportation resources have traditionally been hard to acquire and will probably remain
important that available funds be allocated and used with forethought and care.

so.

For this reason it is

G. Cauthen

Letter L-16.2
Steve Stam os <steve.stam os@sfcta. org>

Fwd: Geary BRT
REDACTED

<REDACTED>

Sun, Dec 11,2016at4:24pÚ

To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,

Malia.Coien@sfgov.org, Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org
Cc: REDAGTED, REDACTED

SaveMuni
Dear Supervisors:

As you can see people are ask¡ng for more time to review the Geary BRT Final ElR.
Apparently the report wasn't released until December gth, after having taken staff
afmost ayear to prepare. For this reason gett¡ng the matter "wrapped up" by January
Sth seems a little rushed. We suggest that the matter be put over until at least February
2nd. Thank you.
Gerald Cauthen
for SaveMuni
From: REDACTED
To: REDAGTED
Sent: 1211112016 2:23:54 P.M. Pacific Standard Tme
Subj: Geary BRT

SFMTA is trying to rush their Geary
BRT project through without time for
the public review and comments.

View this email in vour
browser

'U5

Stop the Fast Tracking of the Geary BRT
Let the supervisors and Mayor know that you voted to oppose the sales
tax because of these tactics being used by the SFMTA. Let them know that
you oppose the fast tracking tactics of the SFMTA Geary BRT hybrid plan. Let
them know that you prefer a less expensive plan that will inconvenience
Muni riders and residents less than this plan.
WHY DOES SFMTA ALWAYS CHOOSE THE MOST EXPENSIVE WAY TO
DO EVERYTHING? DIDN'T THEY GET THE MESSAGE THAT THE VOTERS
ARE NOT SUPPORTING THEIR SPENDING HABITS WHEN THEY VOTED
AGAINST THE SALES TAX?

Sensible Trans¡t Protests Rush to rev¡ew
Geary BRT Final EIR
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (Transportation Authority)
executives and planners have demonstrated their rejection of the will of the
voters in District One by setting an unreasonable schedule in order to push
through their recommended Hybrid version of the Geary BRT project, which
would kill the boulevard and damage businesses. The voters of District One
ovenruhelmingly voted for the two top women on the ballot who expressed doubt
and opposition to the Hybrid option.
After a delay of almost three months in making public the final EIR for the
Geary BRT late this past Friday, the Transportation Authority calls for its board
to approve the final EIR and the Hybrid on January 5. This gives the public only
10 work days to review, criticize and challenge hundreds of pages of the

document during the holiday season when at least two weeks are not available.

This rush to decision negates entirely the assertion that public comment
is honored. Instead it is a crude maneuver to assure that the critical thinking of
the new District One Supervisor will not be heard by the board. Sandra Fewer
will be sworn in a mere four days later and will be handed a flawed project.
Please express your concerns immediately by email to all Supervisors
because they constitute the board of the Transportation Authority. lf you can,
please attend the December 13 meeting of that board at 11 a.m. in Room 250
of City Hall. The agenda is attached at http://www.sfcta.org/board-decemberz5

Thank you.
David Hirtz
David Dippel
Robert Starzel
Directors of San Franciscans for Sensible Transit
www. sfse nsi b letra
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For bullet points please see the following
Additional points for emails or public statements December 13:

The period of review is too short to adequately review
the Final ElR. The January 5 meeting should be
postponed.

1.

Final EIR was published in the afternoon of Friday December 9.
Currently the Board plans to determine whether to certify the FEIR on January
5,2017. This period of time for review is only 27 calendar days and that is only
17 working days.

2.

This period of review falls over the Christmas/HanukahMinter holiday
season where some members of the public (and even the Board members!)
may be traveling and/or spending time with family.

3.

During these 17 days over the holidays, the BOARD MUST ALSO
REVIEW the FEIR and it must be able to say that it reflects its
independent judgment.

4.

The Final EIR has many new portions and information

a.

Over 600 written and transcribed comment responses. Appendix B
contains 870 pages worth of comments and responses (incorrectly dated
"Novembet 2016", it was published December g, 2016)
3t5

b.

The comments and responses are dense
to compile and publish them.

-

it took SFCTA almost a year

c.

The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of
Overriding Considerations -- Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments
and responses, the reviewing Board members and public must evaluate the
SFCTAs reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this massive
EIR found could not be mitigated.

d.

The recommended alternative has modifications since the Draft EIR - Thus, in addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for
overriding the conclusions, the Board members and public must understand a
modified proposed alternative.

5.

Non-CEQA findings. Beyond the CEQA document and findings, the City
regulations require certain findings and assessments. Non-GEQA findings

have not been publicized or reviewed. Again, willthe Board be able to
review, digest and independently arrive at all these new findings?
ln short, this abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the
Board to meaningfully review and understand this massive document and to
honestly arrive at the conclusion that this document reflects its independent
professional opinion. Remembel this is not a rubber stamp.

6.

Release at holiday time is not fair - members of the public would like to
celebrate the holidays and see family and friends, not "cram" for a January 5
hearing.

7.

We would like to think maybe the City didn't realize this unfortunate
timing. The cynic thinks it is purposeful and that the City is acting in bad faith

a. The Draft EIR published September 15,2015 -- 15 months ago.
i. Why is the Board meeting on the Final scheduled so soon?
ii. Why rush now?
b.

Publishing at the holidays punishes the public who take this matter
seriously and want to continue participating

c.

Some believe the January 5 hearing is being scheduled to take
advantage of the changing political landscape -- new Board members
4t5

on January 8. Could this rush, after 15 months between Draft and
Final- be politically motivated?

d.

Even if not politically motivated, the City is acting in bad faith by
publishing over the holidays.

Please postpone the consideration of the Final EIR until after the
holidays, at least 30 days after the currently scheduled meeting.
ENUF, Eastern Neighborhoods United Front

00@^@
€eBffiservedSave San Francisco forthe Residents
Our mailing address is:
ENUF
475 Alabama Street, San Francisco, CA, United States
San Francisco, CA 94110
Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can uodate vour preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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Letter L-18

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] PLEASE KEEP LAGUNA STREET A GEARY RAPID STOP!!
'Debbie Chen' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: Debbie Chen <debschen1@yahoo.com>
To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 2:06 PM

Hello,
My name is Debbie Chen, and I have been a San Francisco resident for nearly 40 years and have
been riding Muni all of my life. It is my main means of transportation. I do not have a car or any
other means of transport. Over the last 25yrs, I have been taking the Geary Rapid (previously the
Limited) bus, specifically, from the Laguna Street bus stop and it has been my lifeline to get
anywhere and everywhere.
My mother who also uses the Geary Rapid from Laguna Street told me there is a threat that
Laguna Street will be removed as a Rapid stop and that would be a HORRIBLE decision. Please
consider my reasons as a long time resident and Muni rider, as someone who lives and works in
SF. I have been home sick for 6 days (my first EVER days off of work due to illness in my over
20yrs of working) and I got myself out of bed to write this email  because it would affect us all in
this community for the worst in every possible way!!
1) The crowds
I don't need to tell you how crowded the buses have become... The Laguna Stop is one of the
most crowded stops during the work commute, where often times the buses would pass us up in
the morning altogether. If we don't have the 38R stop there, that means less buses to pick up the
crowds. The crowds would amass to uncontrolled amounts and you will get nothing but frustrated
and angry riders. It is bad enough already, as it is! Having 38 Rapid buses pass this very important
stop is going to wreak havoc on this community! Having no 38 Rapid stop for such a long stretch is
not going to benefit a huge population of people... in fact, it would be detrimental. Laguna is a
huge pickup stop... Van Ness is a huge dropoff stop. Fillmore is both a huge pickup and dropoff
as well. There is a reason these were picked as Rapid stops to begin with...please don't mess it
up.
2) The community
This community that uses the Laguna Stop is filled with students, young professionals, new
families, elderly, and tourists. We need this resource badly. It's already at breaking point as it is.
Please do not take away this much needed resource! I've seen the make up of this community
grow through out the last 25yrs. The areas around have several senior homes and young families
that need more frequent and reliable bus service. To take away the 38 Rapid stop would be
devastating. First, the seniors and families with small children cannot walk the far distance to
Fillmore or up the hill and over to Van Ness just to catch a Rapid bus. My mother, who keeps busy
as a 75yr old, goes food shopping sometimes several rounds in a day, and needs Laguna to
remain a Rapid stop. These seniors who need a quick way to get to Kaiser or UCSF deserve to
have a quick and comfortable Rapid bus service to get them there! Secondly, we've experienced
firsthand the difference between a Rapid and a Regular, and the time it saves us. If there was not
a Rapid bus stop on Laguna, I could likely add on 2030min to my work commute waiting for the
next Regular bus or simply adding time due to the longer ride with more frequent stops of the
Regular bus. It is bad enough as it is!! This multiplies a hundredfold, as all the young
professionals who currently use this stop, will now have less resources and buses to pick us up
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15970ac4fbcbc28d&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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here on Laguna. I've seen the crowds of professionals who use this stop, those who live near
Japantown, those from further in Pacific Heights, those from Western Addition and beyond. The
crowds in the morning are again at breaking point, as it is. To remove this resource that at least
cuts the commute time once we ACTUALLY get on a bus, would be such an insult and added
injury to our already high Muni costs we pay because it decreases our already overpacked and
much needed services. Thirdly, this is a major lifeline for tourists visiting Japantown. We need this
stop to remain a Rapid stop just for this reason alone!! Have you ever SEEN the crowds that build
up on the Cherry Blossom Festival weekends?? There are literally a HUNDRED people at the
Laguna bus stop... And you want to take away the 38 Rapid lifeline??? Are you kidding me?
Nevermind about the Nihonmachi Fair, the Jpop events, Anime Festival, the Sumo Festival, the
Soy Festival, and countless other events that go on in this community!!! Even just a lovely
weekend day will bring in the tourists and residents alike who want to enjoy Japantown. Don't
make it harder for everyone. For the sake of tourists and SF residents alike, save the Laguna
Street Rapid bus stop. I beg of you. I sometimes can't even go out on these days due to the
masses of people on Laguna Street and the bus wait times. Without the Rapid, we are literally up
the creek without a paddle.
3) the conclusion
I have been a Muni rider all my life. If the 38 Rapid is taken away from us on Laguna Street, I may
have to bail once and for all on Muni. It is not worth all the stress and trouble and cost anymore.
Having the Rapid was the last saving grace... I don't need to tell you the amount of unsavory and
sometimes dangerous people who get on Muni now without a Clipper card on the back doors. The
difference between a Regular bus and a Rapid bus is huge when it means I can start feeling safe
again faster with a Rapid bus. I feel like I have to carry pepper spray everywhere I go on Muni
now, as the amount of mentally ill homeless people have become an everyday part of my
commute. I just want to have a safe and comfortable ride. Instead there are people inhaling
solvents, screaming profanities, or threatening my safety. It's bad enough the new buses seem to
hold less people in a less comfortable way... there seem to be less seats and less room to stand.
Getting passed others to get off the bus is ridiculously hard (take it from a Munilifer). I sprained my
ankle badly for the first time ever, last year getting off the new Muni bus. There is only so much
one can take! This is just my personal story. But I feel like I'm qualified to speak as I have used
Muni my entire life in SF and I am now currently 42 yrs old. I've seen how it's changed for good
and bad over the years. But I'm also in a profession where I've spoken to many who feel the same
way. You can multiply my story a hundred times over, I guarantee it.
To reiterate, for this particular location and the massive population and community of residents and
tourists it serves, the Rapid bus is a vital and much needed service that must remain on the
Laguna Street Bus stop. Please, please do not take that away. The community you serve will
greatly suffer for it. We need this Rapid bus stop to remain here on Laguna Street.
I pray you hear our pleas to keep our 38 Rapid stop here on Laguna Street. I know I speak for
many of my neighbors, young and old, who use this stop on a daily basis. Please do not drop the
ball on this one.
We thank you for listening.
Sincerely,
A Very Concerned Citizen and Lifetime Muni rider 
Debbie Chen

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15970ac4fbcbc28d&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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December 28, 2016
Supervisor Aaron Peskin
Chair, SF County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94133
Re: Geary BRT and 38R stop at Geary & Laguna Streets
Dear Supervisor Peskin:
I am writing to you as a co-chair of the Chinatown Transportation Research and Improvement
Project (TRIP) and as the Board Chair of the Chinatown Community Development Center
(Chinatown CDC). We are supportive of the Geary BRT but we are very concerned about the
elimination of the stop for the 38R at Geary and Laguna Streets. The elimination of the 38R stop
at Geary and Laguna may be enough for us to withdraw our support for the project.
That stop serves numerous housing complexes serving the elderly and disabled. The largest is
the Sequoias, a massive building owned by Northern California Presbyterian Homes that houses
several hundred seniors along with individuals with various levels of disabilities. Kimochi Home, a
senior housing and care facility for Japanese-Americans is also clustered near the Geary and
Laguna stop. Finally, Chinatown CDC also owns and operates a senior/disabled facility known as
the Namiki Apartments which depend on that stop.
Elimination of this 38R stop would result in a de facto service reduction of about 50% for
residents in these senior housing facilities and that is unacceptable. The fact that the majority of
residents around the stop are seniors also means that the stop elimination may constitute a
violation of the equity framework that we developed with the SFCTA and SFMTA two years ago.
We urge you to exercise your leadership on the SFCTA to oppose the stop removal and select the
variant that combines one stop for both the 38 local and the 38R. Please feel free to give me a
call if you have any questions. Thank you!
Sincerely,

Phil Chin, Co-Chair
Chinatown Transportation Research & Improvement Project
Board Chair, Chinatown CDC

¡lov 0 7 2rlß
JAPAN CENTER WEST ASSOCIATES, LP
1770 POST STREET, 8OX 297
sAN FRANCISCO, CA9411s
TEL:415 440-1171
FAx:415 440-1181

Letter L-20

November 4,2016

Mr. Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco Corrity Transportation authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco,

CA 94103-1300

Dear Mr. Dentel-Post,

Re:

Opposition to the SFCTA Staff Recommendation to Not Have a Rapid Stop At
Laguna Street

twe are the Building Office for the Japan Center East Mall and Japan Center West Mall, two
shopping malls in Japantown located at22Peace Plaza and 1737 Post Sfreet, San Francisco
respectively. We object the recommendation to not have a rapid stop at Laguna Sfreet.

Many of our customers/visitors, especially seniors, rely on public transportation as their travel
means; limiting the bus stop at Laguna/Geary Street will create inconvenience and limitation for
people to comó. We anticipate it will not just adversely impacting the merchants in our malls
6ut affecting all merchants doing business in Japantown too. Please take into consideration that
lots of merchants and their employeos are also rely on the public transportation to come to work
daily.
We highly urge you to withdraw the recommendation and allow the Geary/Laguna Bus Stop to
remain both a "localo' and "rapid" stop.

Your attention to the above is highly appreciated.
Yours sincerely,
Japan

ã.Chiu
Property Manager

tes,

LP

Letter L-21

From: Bernard Choden
Date: Tue Dec 1 3 2016 06:44:51 cMT+11 00 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Re: Geary BRT Final Environmental lmpact Report Released and Upcoming public Meetings
To: San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Cc: SFT

My earlier comments remain unanswered. 1. The BRT ignores the City/County capitalized future General Plan that is required
by State Government Code; ssans a General Plan, the BRT cannot go fonrard including the particular status of the SF iounty
as an "Administrative District of the State" which over rides State Codes governing the City's status as a Charter City. 2. The
BRT has no EIR impact analysis precluding it's projected plan as to enterprises and housing affordable and operational futures.
3. Feeder lines as sustaining operations outcomes are insufficient for future planning. 4. Cost sustainability and impacts are
neither guaranteed nor protected by a performance bond beyond the City's "Gook Faith and Credit" inadequate guarantees.; 5.
Alternatives requirements are insufficient; 6. operational impacts for Japan Town operations and handicapped access for
Express Service are neither guaranteed nor studied especially with regard proposed elimination of the depressed Geary Blvd.
and it's pedestrian status.

Bernard Choden
On Dec 12,2016, at 8:58 AM, San Francisco County Transportation Authority <gCAlyþrt@sfcla.olg> wrote:
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Geary BRT Final Environmental Impact Report
Released and Upcoming Public Meetings
Dear Geary Neighbors and Stakeholders,
We are pleased to

let you

know that the Final Environmentat lmpact Report (ElR) is now avaitabte and scheduted

for an approval hearing by the Transportation Authority Board. You can view the document:

.
r
.

Online at GearvBRT.ore.

At public libraries near the Geary corridor.
At the front desk of Transportation Authority,

1455 Market

Street, 22nd floor. Compact discs can be

provided upon request.
More information about viewing the document, as well as the Notice of Avaitabitity, are at Gear)¡BRT.org.

Three key changes have been made to the project's staff-recommended atternative outlined in the Finat
Environmental lmpact Report in response to community comments and feedback we received on the draft
environmental document and over the last year. Those changes include:

.
.
.

Retaining the Webster Street pedestrian bridge
Preserving merchant parking and loading by converting the Spruce Street stop to locat bus service only
Adding more pedestrian safety improvements along Geary to intersections with high coltision rates

To provide input on the Final Environmental lmpact Report and preferred design for BRT the public is invited to:

.

Attend the Geary BRT Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) meeting on Jan. 4, 2017, 6 p.m., San Francisco
County Transportation Authority Offices, 1455 Market Street, 22nd floor. The Geary CAC witt vote on
whether to recommend project approval.

.

.

Attend the Transportation Authority Board Hearing on Jan. 5,2017,2pm, San Francisco City Hatt, I Dr.
Cartton B. Goodtett Place, Room 250. The Transportation Authority Board witt hold a hearing and take
action to approve the Finat Environmenta[ lmpact Report, approve the project, and select a preferred
design atternative.
Write, ca[[ or email the Geary BRT project team at San Francisco County Transportation Authority,

Attn: Geary BRT, 1455 Market St., 22nd Floor,

San Francisco, CA94103; Ø151 522-

4800; GearvBRT@sfcta.orq.

lnterested in project updates via text message? Text "YES" to ó28-600'1675.
feel free to contact us with any questions. Thank you.

As always, please

Cotin Dentet-Post
Geary BRT Project Lead
San Francisco County Transportation Authority

CONNECT WITH US
For more project information and hearing dates, visit GearvBRT.ore. To view the Geary CAC meeting schedule

online, visit GearyCAC.org. Contact us by email at GearvBRT@sfcta.ore, by phone al 415.522.4800, or write to us
at:
San Francisco County Transportation

Attn: Geary

BRT

1455 Market

St., 22nd Floor

Authority

San Francisco, CA 94'103.

SAN FRANCISCO CÕUNTY TRANSPORTATION ÅUTHORIÏY
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Letter L-22
Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

ffiHütrft
Final EIR for the Geary BRT
Don Gfark

<REDACTED>

Sun, Dec 11,2016 at 6:07 pM

To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,

Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, Board.of. Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org

The per¡od of review is too short to adequately rev¡ew the Final
ElR. The January 5 meeting should be postponed.

1.

Final EIR was published in the afternoon of Friday December 9. Currently the Board
plans to determine whether to certify the FEIR on January 5, 2017. This period of time for review
is only 27 calendar days and that is only 17 working days.

2.

This period of review falls over the Christmas/HanukahMinter holiday season where

some members of the public (and even the Board members!) may be traveling and/or spending
time with family

3.

During these 17 days over the holidays, the BOARD MUST ALSO REVIEW the FEIR and
it must be able to say that it reflects its independent judgment.

4.

The Final EIR has many new portions and information

a.

Over 600 written and transcribed comment responses. Appendix B contains 870 pages
worth of comments and responses (incorrectly dated "November 2016", it was published
December9,2016)

b.

The comments and responses are dense
publish them.

-

it took SFCTA almost a year to compile and

c.

The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of Overriding
Considerations -- Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the reviewing
Board members and public must evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning for overriding the significant
impacts which this massive EIR found could not be mitigated.

d.

The recommended alternative has modifications since the Draft E¡R -- Thus, in addition
to the comments and responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board
members and public must understand a modified proposed alternative.

5.

Non-CEQA findings. Beyond the CEQA document and findings, the City regulations require
1t2

certain findings and assessments. Non-GEQA findings have not been publicized or
reviewed. Again, will the Board be able to review, digest and independently arrive at all these
new findings?
ln shoft, this abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to meaningfully
review and understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion that this

document reflects its independent professional opinion. Remember, this is not a rubber stamp.

6.

Release at holiday time is not fair - members of the public would like to celebrate the
holidays and see family and friends, not "cram" for a January Shearing.

7.

We would like to think maybe the City didn't realize this unfortunate timing. The cynic
thinks it is purposeful and that the City is acting in bad faith.

a. The Draft EIR published September 15, 2015 -- 15 months ago.
i. Why is the Board meeting on the Final scheduled so soon?
ii. Why rush now?
b.

Publishing at the holidays punishes the public who take this matter seriously and want
to continue participating

c.

Some believe the January 5 hearing is being scheduled to take advantage of the
changing political landscape -- new Board members come in on January 8. Could this rush,
after 15 months between Draft and Final - be politically motivated?

d.

Even if not politically motivated, the City is acting in bad faith by publishing over the

holidays.
Please postpone the consideration of the Final EIR until after the holidays, at least 30 days
after the currently scheduled meeting.

z2
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Letter L-23

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Say no to the Geary BRT...
Rose Marie Cleese <rcleese@earthlink.net>
Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 4:59 AM
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: Richmond District Democratic Club <info@rddc.emailnb.com>

As a resident of the Outer Richmond and a thirdgeneration San Franciscan, I want to go on record as opposing the
Geary BRT and hope that you will too. As with so many Public Works projects that have been embarked upon in recent
times, this project will make things way worse for car drivers, merchants, and the whole district while the “improvements”
are being made. (Not everyone can ride a bike in lieu of getting around in a car!) Why does the city continue to keep
fixing things that aren’t broken!! Job security? Isn’t it obvious that the answer to the growing congestion (both wheel and
footborne) in this geographically small city is to start building a network of subways??? (Something that should have
been done decades ago.)
Rose Marie Cleese

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1596eb7248c9f724&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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Letter L-24

From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Tue Oct25 2016ll:19:34 cMT+l100 (AEDT)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] opposition to Geary BRT
To: James Connell
Cc: GearyBRT

Mr. Connell,
Thanks for sharing your views - your opposition to the BRT project is noted.

I did want to share

a few explanations and clarifications about the project:

1. Project benefits and cost - The project would reduce travel times on the bus by about 10 minutes from one end
of the corridor to the other, while also improving transit reliability. The fi¡ll cost of the project is $300 million,
which includes not just the bus improvements but also a variety of other infrastructure improvements, including
pedestrian safety upgrades at intersections along the corridor, new and upgraded traffic signals, street repaving,

and

utility upgrades.

2. Pedestrian bridges - We heard lots of feedback from the Japantown community about the proposed removal of
the pedestrian bridge at Webster Street, and understand that neighborhood school groups and others use the
bridge frequently. In response, we have revised our recommended alternative for the BRT project to keep the
V/.bt]q !.t!gqfry14qe, tLproject wor¡ld alry q4d nçy,AD{lcor4pl!4nt su1fqcq ctoq¡yelksqLWeþqterrvltb
safety features including sidewalk extensions and median refuge areas to ensure pedestrians are safe. We heard
much less concern about the pedestrian bridge at Steiner Street, and we continue to recommend removing it in
order to provide a bus-only lane and improve visibility of the surface crosswalk that most pedestrians currently
use.

It is true that, due to the reduction in traffìc lanes on Geary Boulevard, some
drivers would opt to use parallel routes. Our traffic study found that the increase parallel streets would increase
traffic volumes by ll% or less, and that overall there would be less traffic and fewer highly congested
intersections along and near the corridor with the project than without.
3. Traffic on parallel streets -

Thanks again for reaching out to share your opinion about the project, and I
make sure you are aware of future meetings about the project.

will

add you to our email list to

Best,

Colin
Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Fran cisco Cou nty Transportation Authority
'1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

415.522.4836

On Sun, Oct 23, 2016 at 2:25 PM, James Connell
wrote:
I am writing to express my opposition to the Geary Street BRT .
The BRT will only modestly decrease commute times and the cost will be up to $200 million , two pedestrian bridges and
increased traffic on Fulton, Balboa, Anza, and California.

Best Regards
James Connell
lnner Richmond district resident and home owner

On Oct 2, 2016, at 8:50 PM, Richard Corriea <REDACTED> wrote

Letter L-25

Colin: I have reviewed Mr. Dippel's email and your response to same. I think that it would be very appropriate for
the Geary CAC to hold a meeting in the Richmond District, and I am surprised that coming to the Richmond

would be viewed as an inconvenience for the CAC members. ln connection with discussing a meeting in the
Richmond, please call me at REDACTED so we can talk about an appropriate facility and a date for the
meeting.

We in the Richmond want quality public transportation that will support our growing community.
On Wed, Sep 28, 2016 at 6:13 PM, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-oost@sfcta.orq> wrote
Mr. Dippel,

Thank you for your email, and we have also received your fax requesting the postponement and relocation
of tomorrow night's Geary CAC meeting.
We wanted to point out that this is not an outreach event but a regularly scheduled meeting of the Geary CAC
These meetings are routinely held at our offices at 6:00 p.m. primarily for the convenience of the GCAC
members, who come from various nelghborhoods across the 6+ mile Geary Corridor. Members of the public
are welcome to attend the meeting and speak during public comment.

As part of our outreach through the course of the project, we have also presented at more than 200 meetings
with community groups across the Geary corridor.
We appreciate your interest in this matter but are going to hold the Geary CAC meeting as currently planned.
Thank you,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transporiation Planner
San Francisco Cou nty Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

415.522.4836

o n Tue, Sep 27, 2016 at 4:02 PM, <REDACTED>

wrote:

September 27, 2016
I

)

Citizens Advisory Committee (GCAC)
Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
c/o SFCTA
1455 Market Street, 22ndFloor
San Francisco, CA-94103
Subjes{: Meeting Geary BRT Stakeholders, September 29th, 2016
Dear Sir or Madam
Although I appreciate the intent of "Stakeholdef' outreach, engagement and
participation as concepts, holding such meetings that are of great
importance to the residents of the Geary corridor downtown on Market St.
at 6:00-PM, the height of the rush hour commute, denies easy access to
those who are working and disrupts the lives of families and the public in
general who would like to attend. ls your intent to deny public
participation and input?

The main offices of the SFCTA may offer convenient acÆess to meeting rooms
in a secure, professional setting; they are, though, far removed on the
far side of the City from the neighborhood that is the proposed location
for the Geary BRT. There are many available venues close to family
restaurants in a safe neighborhood close to several different bus lines
with stops that still are never more than 3 or 4 blocks apart.
I would ask you to postpone this scheduled meeting on Thursday, September
29th, to allow the SFCTA staff time to locate a more accessible venue in
the neighborhood that is the subject of your meeting program. Little has
changed in the Richmond District since SFCTA staff arranged "public
outreach" in 2015; and, I'm sure they can find a meeting place again. lf
not, please contact me and we can organize a search for you.

'

We appreciate that you understand that you are working for the good of the
community, but it helps maintain that claim when you visit us in the far
off Richmond District to join us in discussions about our homes and our
lives.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
David

cc:

W

Dippel

Friends and Neighbors, Richmond District
Planning Association for the Richmond
Paul Kozakiewicz, Edito¡ Richmond Review

Richard L. Corriea
President
Planning Association for the Richmond (PAR)
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94121-2112
Voicemails and Faxes ONLY: REDACTED
REDACTED

Letter L-26

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Geary BRT
Larry Costello <REDACTED>
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:10 PM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark Farrell <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org,
Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, "Karunaratne, Kanishka (BOS)"
<kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org>, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org, REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org,
conor.johnston@sfgov.org, Margaux Kelly <margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>, John.Avalos@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org,
Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org, REDACTED
Cc: Paul Danielsen <REDACTED>, joyce small <REDACTED>, Rich Worner
<REDACTED>, Owen Hart <REDACTED>, Rose Hillson <REDACTED>, John Lucena
<REDACTED>

SFCTA Commissioners,
The Jordan Park Improvement Association (JPIA) stands opposed to the Geary BRT project as currently proposed (i.e.,
the Hybrid Alternative). This is an expensive project that offers little in terms of transit benefits. We believe it will be
highly disruptive to neighborhoods and businesses along Geary, particularly those west of Masonic Ave. Before
investing a very large amount of taxpayer money into this effort, please implement other improvements, such as more
buses, better schedules, traffic light synchronization, and street paving.
Specifically, we recommend the following:
1. For the section of Geary west of Masonic, there needs to be greater input from neighborhood and merchant groups.
Up to now, neighborhood groups west of Masonic either have not been invited to participate in the planning process
(e.g., JPIA) or they have not been listened to (e.g., PAR). For this to be an inclusive process and successful project,
these groups need to participate.
2. Postpone further action on Geary BRT until newlyelected Supervisors take office. In particular, Sandra Fewer needs
the opportunity to provide input on a significant project in her district. Delaying this project another few weeks will not
substantially affect its timetable, but will allow for review from a key player. In my view, this is a professional courtesy
that Supervisors should extend to one another.
Your attention to the above recommendations will be greatly appreciated. Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have
questions or concerns. Thank you.
L. R. Costello, President
Jordan Park Improvement Association
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA
94118

1/1

Letter L-27

From: LAC CAL [mailto:REDACTED] Sent:
Thursday, December 29, 2016 10:42 AM To:
BreedStaﬀ <BreedStaff@sfgov.org> Cc:
info@muniforward.com
Subject: 38 R stop at Laguna and Geary

December 23, 2016

President London Breed
SF Board of Supervisors
Re: Elimination of the 38R stop at Laguna and Geary
Recently, dealing with a broken bone in my foot involved wearing a “boot” for three months resulting in decreased
mobility and the use of a cane. So when I found that the 49 bus on Van Ness now goes from Sutter to Clay with no
intermediate stop, I began thinking of the inconvenience that will be caused should the 38R stop at Laguna be
eliminated. (Please NOTE: All of this is happening at a time when the monthly cost for the MUNI bus pass is
increasing significantly!!!)
Not only will the increased distance between stops necessitate dealing with the challenge
of the grade of the sidewalks in that areas well as additional street crossings, but for some that problem will be
magnified because of confinement to a wheel chair or dependence upon a walker !
As you know from numerous meetings with our community here at the Sequoias and, no doubt, the resulting
correspondence, we have a concentration of senior citizens living in this area for whom MUNI is their only affordable link
to the greater world of San Francisco. The majority of us are no longer driving and many are using walkers, canes, etc.
Any obstacle which can be removed to make our mobility easier and safer must be considered.
My sincere hope is that you will succeed in making our case for the need to continue with the
38 R stop at Laguna. Your consideration and efforts on our behalf will be appreciated
enormously.
My sincere thanks,
Lewis A. Crickard
REDACTED

Letter L-28
<colin.dentel-þos

From: Golin Dentel-Post
Date: Fri, Aug 12, 2016 at 1:31 PM
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Dreadful boondoggle
To: John de Forest <REDACTED>

>

Mr. de Forest,
Thank you for sharing your views on the Geary BRT project and your opposition is noted.
Best,
Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Fri, Aug 12, 2016 al'12:25PM, John de Forest <REDACTED> wrote:
For allthe reasons provided
ern verfrnue#eBBosed

at@l

John de Forest
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA94121

telhe€BRI-

Letter L-29.1
January	
  4,	
  2017	
  
Members	
  of	
  the	
  Board	
  of	
  Commissioners	
  
San	
  Francisco	
  County	
  Transportation	
  Authority	
  
1455	
  Market	
  Street,	
  22nd	
  Floor	
  
San	
  Francisco,	
  CA	
  94103	
  
Re:	
  Geary	
  Corridor	
  Bus	
  Rapid	
  Transit	
  (BRT)	
  Project	
  
Dear	
  SFCTA	
  Board	
  of	
  Commissioners:	
  
On	
  behalf	
  of	
  Walk	
  San	
  Francisco	
  and	
  our	
  members,	
  I	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  certify	
  the	
  Final	
  
Environmental	
  Impact	
  Report	
  (EIR)	
  for	
  the	
  Geary	
  Corridor	
  Bus	
  Rapid	
  Transit	
  Project,	
  to	
  select	
  
the	
  Hybrid	
  Alternative	
  as	
  the	
  Locally	
  Preferred	
  Alternative,	
  and	
  to	
  approve	
  the	
  Project.	
  
As	
  you	
  know,	
  Geary	
  Boulevard	
  is	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  city’s	
  high-‐injury	
  corridors,	
  the	
  12%	
  of	
  San	
  
Francisco’s	
  streets	
  where	
  over	
  70%	
  of	
  crashes	
  are	
  concentrated.	
  People	
  walking	
  on	
  Geary	
  are	
  
eight	
  times	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  get	
  hit	
  by	
  a	
  car	
  than	
  on	
  other	
  city	
  streets.	
  
The	
  Geary	
  BRT	
  Project	
  and	
  the	
  Hybrid	
  Alternative	
  will	
  significantly	
  improve	
  safety	
  for	
  people	
  
walking	
  along	
  Geary,	
  due	
  to	
  important	
  design	
  features,	
  such	
  as: 	
  
•

Corner	
  sidewalk	
  extensions,	
  or	
  bulb-‐outs,	
  that	
  shorten	
  crossing	
  distance	
  and	
  slow
turning	
  vehicles

•

Median	
  refuge	
  islands,	
  which	
  give	
  people	
  a	
  safe	
  place	
  to	
  wait	
  as	
  they	
  cross	
  the	
  street

•

Pedestrian	
  countdown	
  signals,	
  which	
  reduce	
  crashes	
  by	
  25%

•

New	
  pedestrian	
  crossings

•

Fewer	
  automobile	
  lanes	
  on	
  some	
  segments	
  of	
  the	
  corridor,	
  which	
  calm	
  speeds

•

New	
  lighting,	
  more	
  landscaping,	
  and	
  more	
  trees

•

More	
  accessible	
  bus	
  stops	
  with	
  boarding	
  islands

This	
  project	
  will	
  also	
  increase	
  transit	
  reliability	
  and	
  efficiency.	
  Studies	
  show	
  that	
  total	
  traffic	
  
injuries	
  and	
  deaths	
  tend	
  to	
  decline	
  for	
  all	
  street	
  users	
  in	
  a	
  community	
  as	
  people	
  shift	
  to	
  using	
  
public	
  transit.	
  So	
  by	
  improving	
  transit,	
  the	
  Geary	
  BRT	
  Project	
  will	
  not	
  only	
  benefit	
  transit	
  
riders,	
  but	
  it	
  will	
  increase	
  the	
  safety	
  of	
  everyone	
  who	
  travels	
  along	
  Geary.	
  
San	
  Francisco	
  needs	
  the	
  safety	
  improvements	
  that	
  will	
  come	
  with	
  the	
  Geary	
  Corridor	
  BRT	
  
Project,	
  and	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  time	
  to	
  waste.	
  Despite	
  the	
  City’s	
  many	
  efforts,	
  there	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  a	
  
significant	
  reduction	
  in	
  serious	
  and	
  fatal	
  traffic	
  collisions	
  since	
  the	
  City	
  adopted	
  Vision	
  Zero	
  in	
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  Letter	
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  the	
  SFCTA	
  Board	
  
Geary	
  Corridor	
  Bus	
  Rapid	
  Transit	
  Project	
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2014.	
  Projects	
  like	
  Geary	
  BRT	
  ––	
  ones	
  that	
  redesign	
  dangerous	
  corridors	
  into	
  safe	
  places	
  for	
  
people	
  ––	
  can	
  help	
  us	
  turn	
  the	
  tide	
  and	
  reach	
  our	
  Vision	
  Zero	
  goals.	
  
For	
  the	
  above	
  reasons,	
  Walk	
  San	
  Francisco	
  urges	
  you	
  to	
  move	
  the	
  Geary	
  BRT	
  Project	
  forward	
  
as	
  soon	
  as	
  possible.	
  Please	
  certify	
  the	
  EIR,	
  choose	
  the	
  Hybrid	
  Alternative,	
  and	
  approve	
  the	
  
Project	
  to	
  help	
  make	
  San	
  Francisco	
  a	
  safer	
  place	
  for	
  everyone	
  who	
  uses	
  our	
  streets.	
  
Sincerely,	
  

Cathy	
  DeLuca	
  
Policy	
  &	
  Program	
  Director	
  
CC:	
  	
  

Tilly	
  Chang,	
  SFCTA	
  Executive	
  Director	
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Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[Test] Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Design and Project Update

Letter L-29.2

Cathy DeLuca <cathy@walksf.org>
To: Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Mon, May 22, 2017 at 9:06 PM

Thanks for these details, Colin! I love that you can continue the centerrunning lane for longer.

On Mon, May 22, 2017 at 2:14 PM, Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org> wrote:
Cathy,
We're not making any other changes to Phase 2 at this point, but this one we heard concerns about before the January 5th
CEQA approval and we agreed we would look at whether the design could be adjusted. Fortunately, we were able to identify
a revision that addresses the concern and doesn't reduce the benefits of the project (in fact, it extends the center busonly
lane one more block), but it did rise to the level of needing an EIR addendum. By doing the addendum and seeking approval
now, we'll be able to wrap it into our federal EIS and have all of our environmental approvals be consistent.
Full design work on Phase 2 is still pending, so more minor design details can still be worked out through that process.
Best,
Colin
Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Sat, May 20, 2017 at 9:04 AM, Cathy DeLuca <cathy@walksf.org> wrote:
Thanks for getting in touch, Colin. We've been working with the Richmond Senior Center on other projects, so I'm not
surprised to hear about this change, as I've heard this concern from them.
I didn't think that changes to Phase II of the project were possible at this point. Is it because this change was so
substantial that it necessitated an EIR addendum?
Thanks,
Cathy
On Fri, May 19, 2017 at 6:00 PM, Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org> wrote:
Greetings Cathy,
I wanted to make sure you've seen the below email about some upcoming meetings about a proposed change to the
Geary BRT design between 26th and 28th Avenues. The change is in response to stakeholder concerns about parking
and loading in the area, and will entail extending the outbound center busonly lane one additional block before buses
transition to the side of the street. It won't change any of the pedestrian infrastructure proposed in the area.
We're bringing this proposed design refinement to our Citizens Advisory Committee next Wednesday, May 24 and our
Board on June 13, and you or a WalkSF representative are welcome to attend.
Please let me know if you would like any additional information about the proposed change, or would like to set up a
time to discuss.
All the best,
Colin

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c337c49bedc1ca&q=gearybrt%40sfcta.org&qs=true&search… 1/3
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For more detail visit GearyBRT.org
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On Oct 2, 2016, at 8:50 PM, Richard Corriea <REDACTED> wrote

Letter L-30

Colin: I have reviewed Mr. Dippel's email and your response to same. I think that it would be very appropriate for
the Geary CAC to hold a meeting in the Richmond District, and I am surprised that coming to the Richmond

would be viewed as an inconvenience for the CAC members. ln connection with discussing a meeting in the
Richmond, please call me at REDACTED so we can talk about an appropriate facility and a date for the
meeting.

We in the Richmond want quality public transportation that will support our growing community.
On Wed, Sep 28, 2016 at 6:13 PM, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-oost@sfcta.orq> wrote
Mr. Dippel,

Thank you for your email, and we have also received your fax requesting the postponement and relocation
of tomorrow night's Geary CAC meeting.
We wanted to point out that this is not an outreach event but a regularly scheduled meeting of the Geary CAC
These meetings are routinely held at our offices at 6:00 p.m. primarily for the convenience of the GCAC
members, who come from various nelghborhoods across the 6+ mile Geary Corridor. Members of the public
are welcome to attend the meeting and speak during public comment.

As part of our outreach through the course of the project, we have also presented at more than 200 meetings
with community groups across the Geary corridor.
We appreciate your interest in this matter but are going to hold the Geary CAC meeting as currently planned.
Thank you,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transporiation Planner
San Francisco Cou nty Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

415.522.4836

o n Tue, Sep 27, 2016 at 4:02 PM, <REDACTED>

wrote:

September 27, 2016
I

)

Citizens Advisory Committee (GCAC)
Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
c/o SFCTA
1455 Market Street, 22ndFloor
San Francisco, CA-94103
Subjes{: Meeting Geary BRT Stakeholders, September 29th, 2016
Dear Sir or Madam
Although I appreciate the intent of "Stakeholdef' outreach, engagement and
participation as concepts, holding such meetings that are of great
importance to the residents of the Geary corridor downtown on Market St.
at 6:00-PM, the height of the rush hour commute, denies easy access to
those who are working and disrupts the lives of families and the public in
general who would like to attend. ls your intent to deny public
participation and input?

The main offices of the SFCTA may offer convenient acÆess to meeting rooms
in a secure, professional setting; they are, though, far removed on the
far side of the City from the neighborhood that is the proposed location
for the Geary BRT. There are many available venues close to family
restaurants in a safe neighborhood close to several different bus lines
with stops that still are never more than 3 or 4 blocks apart.
I would ask you to postpone this scheduled meeting on Thursday, September
29th, to allow the SFCTA staff time to locate a more accessible venue in
the neighborhood that is the subject of your meeting program. Little has
changed in the Richmond District since SFCTA staff arranged "public
outreach" in 2015; and, I'm sure they can find a meeting place again. lf
not, please contact me and we can organize a search for you.

'

We appreciate that you understand that you are working for the good of the
community, but it helps maintain that claim when you visit us in the far
off Richmond District to join us in discussions about our homes and our
lives.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
David

cc:

W

Dippel

Friends and Neighbors, Richmond District
Planning Association for the Richmond
Paul Kozakiewicz, Edito¡ Richmond Review

Richard L. Corriea
President
Planning Association for the Richmond (PAR)
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94121-2112
Voicemails and Faxes ONLY: REDACTED
REDACTED

Letter L-31

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Postpone the Geary BRT Decision
mari eliza <REDACTED>
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 4:54 PM To: Aaron
Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>
Cc: Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark Farrell <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, Eric
Mar <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, Katy Tang <Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, David Campos <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Norman Yee
<Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, David Campos <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>, Sandra Lee Fewer
<REDACTED>, REDACTED, Jess Montejano <jess.montejano@sfgov.org>, "Conor Johnston (Breed)"
<conor.johnston@sfgov.org>, Mark Farrell <margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>, John Avalos
<John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, Sunny Angulo <sunny.angulo@sfgov.org>, Dyan Ruiz <Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org>,
REDACTED, clerk@sfcta.org, London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>

January 4, 2017
Supervisors Aaron Peskin, current and future Supervisors and staff:
re: Please Postpone Vote on Geary BRT EIR Scheduled for January 5
Thank you Aaron for so succinctly voicing in the Marina Times article, To a season of real sharing, what many SF
residents have been thinking for some time. There are limits to allowing disruptive corporations to take over and
manipulate our city. We have seen the worst side of this and it is not pretty.
While you are at the wheel we must call on you and the other Supervisors to take matters in hand and set limits on
spending on street projects that are creating gridlock and planned confusion on our streets. All of the constant changes
make getting home safely with your bag of groceries more of a challenge than it should be.
As you know an extremely controversial $360 million dollar plus street project is coming you way for approval this week.
We hope that the Board will agree to postpone a decision to allow everyone returning from a muchneeded break, time to
digest the 1000 page plus EIR review and amendments on the Geary BRT this week. Please Postpone it for at least 30
days.
We are sure that most of you can think of much better ways to spend $360 million dollars than to disrupt Geary street for
years and infuriate more people.
Sincerely,
Mari Eliza
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Letter L-32

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Please APPROVE Geary BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 12:39 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Tina Eshaghpour <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 11:18 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Please APPROVE Geary BRT
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member:
As a daily commuter to downtown, I write to you today to urge you to vote in favor of the Staff
Recommended Alternative for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project and to approve the project’s
Final Environmental Impact Report at your hearing on January 5th. Geary BRT is more than a transit
project. The project will greatly benefit everyone who uses Geary, including families, people with disabilities,
residents, small business workers, students, and visitors.
Geary BRT will significantly improve the safety of all those traveling through the area whether they travel by
foot, car, or bus and those benefits cannot be ignored. The project has been delayed for long enough. It
makes no sense that my colleagues who commute from the East Bay require less time to reach downtown
than I do traveling mere miles from the Richmond to my office on Market St.
It’s time for Geary BRT to move forward so that critical improvements can finally be to made to this
important connection for our city. Please approve Geary BRT.
Thank you for your time.
Tina Eshaghpour
(18 year resident of the Richmond)
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Letter L-33

Steve Stam os <steve.stam os@sfcta. org>

$HuT'A
Fwd: [GearyBRT] Two Questions
coli n. dentel-post@sfcta.org <colin.dentel-post@sfcta. org>

Wed, Dec 21, 2016 at 3:30 PM

To: steve. stamos@sfcta.org

using Multi-Forward Chrome

-Fonruarded
From: Debra Feneira

Extension-

Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 05:11:57 GMT+1100 (AEDT)

Subject: [GearyBRT] Two Questions
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
We own ourhome on Anza and 16th ave., and arevery concemed about quality of life during construction and following
construction. How can we be assured that our NEIGHBORHOOD will not be subject to more traffic? Cars both avoiding
construction and the new traffic system once BRT is operating? We are a community and do not want to be tumed into a
traffic detour! Also, looking at some of the transit 'islands' concerns were raised by a few who thought they might feel
trapped in the middle if ongoing traffic should a robbery, etc, take place. Are there safety exits, buttons, or any such
thing? I am refening to the photo on your recent brochure, of Geary St in front of the Alexandria theatre. This photo
triggered anxiety amongst many of my elderly neighbors. They felt that this was a perfect spot to be victimized. Thank
you in advance for your response, Debra Feneira Sent from my iPhone
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Feedback on proposed change to Laguna Street stop with BRt

Letter L-34

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Feedback on proposed change to Laguna Street stop with BRt
Shoshannah Flach <shoshannah.flach@gmail.com>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sat, Jan 7, 2017 at 3:58 PM

Hello,
I notice on the website that you have recorded community feedback about concern for removing the Geary Rapid stop at
Laguna Street. Please add me as one more voice who speaks out against that proposed plan. Laguna is a huge on and
offboarding stop and it would be a huge mistake to make people travel the long expanse to either Fillmore or Van Ness
to pick up a Rapid bus. Or to board a local bus and then get on a Rapid.
Thank you for registering my opinion as a local resident/voter/transit rider.
Shoshannah Flach
Japantown resident

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597b5eeb65d5c40&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 1/1
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Letter L-35

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] 38R Stop @ Laguna
Chris <chris_flick@sbcglobal.net>
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Sat, Jan 7, 2017 at 2:10 PM

Hello,
This is a very serious protest email. Please, please, please do NOT delete our 38Rapid stop at Laguna!!!!!
Aside from myself there are MANY folks that live in this residential neighborhood at Laguna that depend on the R to get
to/from work downtown. The buses are SO FULL so often that it is hard enough to get on a bus with both the 38 and
38R both running. If you take away our stop it will make it even more difficult!!! And the waits as well as the time it takes
to get downtown will be even longer! Please do not do this, we are begging you, please.
Chris Flick
Resident
85 Cleary Court
chris_flick@sbcglobal.net
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597afc0e61eb206&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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Letter L-36

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: SFCTA  approval of the Geary BRT Project / certification of the Final EIR
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Joanna Fong
Date: Tue Jan 03 2017 17:35:35 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: SFCTA  approval of the Geary BRT Project / certification of the Final EIR
To: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, John.Avalos@sfgov.org, Breedstaff@sfgov.org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org,
Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
Cc: Colin DentelPost
The Honorable Aaron Peskin, Chairperson
The Honorable Eric Mar, Vice Chairperson
The Honorable John Avalos
The Honorable London Breed
The Honorable David Campos
The Honorable Malia Cohen
The Honorable Mark Farrell
The Honorable Jane Kim
The Honorable Katy Tang
The Honorable Norman Yee
SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORATION AUTHORITY
Dear Board of Commissioners,
I am writing to urge the SFCTA Board to certify of the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Geary Corridor
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project, with the Hybrid Alternative as the Locally Preferred Alternative.
As a lifelong resident of the Richmond District, the 38 Geary has been a key mode of transportation for all 3 generations
of my family and a vital service within the City. Improving the speed, reliability and quality of this highly used bus line,
as well as increasing pedestrian safety along the Geary corridor are critical to the quality of life in San Francisco. The
proposed Geary BRT project will contribute to the livability of our city.
As a landscape architect and urban design professional, I have been involved in the planning, design and construction of
major transportation projects including the San Francisco North and South Embarcadero roadways, Sound Transit Link
Light Rail in Seattle, VTA Downtown stations retrofit, Eastridge Transit Center and the Capital Expressway Light Rail in
San Jose, and the El Camino BRT from San Jose to Palo Alto, and am familiar with the long term benefits of
transportation projects. The planning and design process is usually long and onerous, while construction is often
disruptive. However, maintaining focus on the project’s goals, the resulting improvements generate social and
economical benefits to the immediate and greater community. The proposed Geary BRT project can yield such results
for San Francisco.
As a member of the Geary Corridor BRT Citizen Advisory Committee since 2008 (the start of the Environmental Review
Phase of the project), I have worked closely with the TA and MTA staff through the evolution of the BRT project.
Numerous design alternatives were developed and evaluated for locations throughout the corridor to address Muni’s
operational needs and the community’s interests. The resulting preferred option  the Hybrid Alternative in the Final EIR,
reflects the continuing challenge to maintain the goals of improving transit service and pedestrian safety, while balancing
the interests and concerns of residents, merchants and advocates. Currently, the Geary BRT project is at a major
milestone. With the approval of the project and the Final EIR by the SFCTA and SFMTA Boards, the project will be able
to proceed with detailed design and engineering. As the Locally Preferred Alternative, the Hybrid Alternative establishes
the base concept for further design refinement and engineering. Input from the public and the CAC will continue beyond
this milestone as the MTA staff refine the design for construction.
The BRT project has come a long way since its inception over a decade ago. It is critical that the BRT project receives
approval and continues into the next phase of work. The City of San Francisco deserves an efficient and safe multi
modal Geary corridor, implemented as quickly as possible, to support our growth in the 21st Century.
1/2

I am writing in support of the Geary BRT project, as I will not be able to attend the January 5th TA Board Meeting to
speak in person. I urge you to approve the certification of the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Geary Corridor
Bus Rapid Transit project and grant Project approval with the Hybrid Alternative as the Locally Preferred Alternative.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joanna Fong, RLA ASLA
Richmond District Resident
Geary Corridor BRT Citizen Advisory Committee Member
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Letter L-37

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary Corridor
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Carol Fox
Date: Sat Dec 31 2016 15:07:09 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary Corridor
To: "GearyBRT@sfcta.org"
I am opposed to the Geary Corridor plan as it currently stands. I have lived on 12th Avenue in the Richmond for about 45
years. Geary Boulevard traffic still works very well. After driving around many other parts of town…many of which have
been mucked up with red lanes and green lanes and loading platforms, I am pleased that my neighborhood is one of the
only surviving ones in San Francisco to have fast, direct access to downtown or the beach via Geary Boulevard, or no
bike lanes! It is a street that still works. It ain’t broke, so don’t fix it. (That is, Geary Boulevard works until you get
downtown and run into the useless red lanes, which snarl up the traffic.) I get around by driving a car. I don’t take public
transit for a variety of reasons: I can’t carry groceries and packages on the bus because of back problems. The bus
doesn’t go where I need to go. It doesn’t go at the times I need. I often have many errands/meetings/appointments at
different places and I don’t have time to wait for buses and connections. At certain times of day I do not feel it is safe to
walk to and from the bus, especially if one is female and alone. The last time I did ride the 38 Geary, about three years
ago, I was approached by a very disreputable older man who wanted to hand me something…and that was at commute
time in broad daylight in the middle of a crowded bus. I hope you will keep Geary Boulevard open and flowing to traffic.
Thank you. Carol Fox
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Letter L-38

Letter L-39

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 9:19 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Ritu Garg <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 8:35 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org

As a resident of the richmond district, I would like to add my voice in support of the project and request the SFCTA
approve the Geary BRT Project, including the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR), and select the Hybrid Alternative
as the "locally preferred alternative."
Ritu Garg
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Letter L-40

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Please retain the 38R Laguna Stop
Mary Gassert <marygassert@yahoo.com>
Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 8:57 AM
ReplyTo: Mary Gassert <marygassert@yahoo.com>
To: Aaron Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, David Campos <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar
<Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, John Avalos <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, Katy Tang
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark Farrell
<Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Norman Yee <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, Scott Wiener <Scott.Wiener@sfgov.org>, "Reiskin, Ed
(MTA)" <ed.reiskin@sfmta.com>, "colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org" <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, "gearybrt@sfcta.org"
<gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Hello,
I am asking for your vote today to retain the 38R stop at Geary and Laguna. Without this stop, a
long stretch of the Geary corridor would be without Rapid service. I don't understand how a bus
stop that serves Japantown, high density housing, seniors housing, schools, the Chinese
consulate, and the many churches could be considered dispensable.
Rationale for eliminating the 38R stop and rebuttal:
Elminating the stop would save 50 seconds. There is a long light at Geary and Laguna, and
the buses are frequently crowded, taking longer for on and off boarding. The light time is
not going to change. Eliminating a much needed stop is not a fair solution for overcrowding
Local only service would only increase wait time by 2 minutes. The Rapid runs every 4
minutes, the Local runs every 8. By some unusual reasoning, the MTA concluded this is only
2 minute differential instead of 4. And with longer wait times, any delays on the line would
have a greater impact.
It only adds a few minutes to the runtime. This completely ignores the runtime west of
Laguna. There is substantial traveling to and from the west in addition to downtown.
The stop would be unsafe due to the right turn lane. There are many intersections where
pedestrians go into the street and cross right turn lanes to boarding islands. How odd that
this suddenly becomes a safety issue. Also consider that cars going downtown are not
allowed to turn right on red at this intersection.
Last night, after testimony from the Japantown community, seniors and disabled residents, and
people who just want to get to work on time, the CAC overturned its earlier decision and voted to
retain 38R stop. I urge you to do the same.
Thank you
Mary Gassert

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1596f90656d3819c&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Wed Dec 14 2016 05:08:07 GMT+1'l00 (AEDT)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRTj Geary BRT inquiry
To: WLLIAM GOODSON

Letter L-41

Mr. Goodson,
Thank you for your interest in the Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit project! There are thirteen members of the Geary BRT
CAC appointed by the Transportation Authority Board (comprised of the Board of Supervisors members) to represent
community interests along the corridor. You can find a list of the current Geary CAC members at the top of the last meetinq
aqenda and more information about the appointment process in the staff memo to the Board from the most recent
appointment process in May 2016.
We rely on the Geary CAC, comments submitted by members of the public, and extensive community engagement including
public meetings and discussions with more than 65 community groups during the environmental review phase of the
project. Chapter 5: Public Participation in the project's Final Environmental lmpact Report has more information on public
engagement during the planning process.
On the issue of parking, I understand your concern about the potential for parking spillover into neighborhoods. We have
worked to retain as much parking as possible with the recommended design for the BRT project. While some spaces on Geary
would need to be removed to accommodate bus-only lanes and pedestrian safety treatments at intersections, the project will
retain 95% of the parking supply within a block or two of Geary.

Ïhanks again for your interest in the project, and please let me know if you have further questions about the project.
Best,

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
Sa n Fra ncisco Cou nty Transportat¡on Auth ority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Franeisco, eA 94103

415.522.4836

On Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 9:10 PM, WILLIAM GOODSON <REDACTED> wrote:

Dear Administrators,
Where is there a list of who is on the Geary CAC?
How were they chosen?
How are you guessing the opinion the neighborhood?
I live in the neighborhood - about 200 feet from Geary - and I will be impacted, certainly by parking
overflow.
But, I was never asked anything.
Thank you,
William Goodson

From: "REDACTED"
Date: Sun Dec 11 201613:30:22 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Laguna St. bus stop

Letter L-42

To: "geê.ryþL(bfglg€Ig"

Please retain the stop at the corner of L agu na st and Geary Blvd for te 39
express. Thjs js such an 'important sto p fo r all the seniors who live in
cause S uch a hardshì p for us. rf the
this area. To eliminate it would
nearest stop is westbound on pillmore, i t WO ul d force us to wal k up an
incline to return to Laguna St. Be'ing c I ose to 80 years of age, this is
would be challenging. rhere are many of us who are phys'ical'ly chal I enged.
Please be considerate and try to keep thi s stop for the 38 limited.

Harriet uall

7/13/2017
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Letter L-43

Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary & Divisadero/RightTurn on Red/Sppeding
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>
To: Celia Hamilton <hamiltoncelia@yahoo.com>
Cc: GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Tue, Feb 28, 2017 at 12:40 PM

Greetings Celia,
Thanks for sharing your concerns about speeding and red light running at the Geary/Divisadero intersection. Certainly
one of the aims of the Geary BRT project is to improve safety along the Geary corridor, particularly for pedestrians.
The project will include several infrastructure improvements at the Geary/Divisadero intersection to improve pedestrian
safety, including:
- New transit and/or pedestrian bulb-outs (sidewalk extensions) at the northeast, southeast, and southwest corners.
These serve to shorten crossing distances for pedestrians, and also slow down turning vehicles.
- A new pedestrian median refuge to provide a larger, more accessible safe space in the median to wait for pedestrians
who aren't able to make it all the way across
- New pedestrian countdown signals and accessible signals at crossings where they are currently missing
- Retimed signals, as needed, to make sure slower pedestrians have enough time to make it all the way across in a signal
cycle.
I have shared your feedback that there should be No Right Turn on Red restrictions at this intersection with the project
design team at SFMTA, which is currently working on detailed designs for this section of the corridor. They will follow up
on this issue when they are able to provide you with a more specific response.
Finally, some good news on enforcement: SFPD received a grant to conduct increased traffic enforcement on corridors
with high numbers of pedestrian and bike collisions, including along Geary. That enforcement will focus on the most
dangerous infractions, including speeding and running red lights.
Please feel free to reach out if you have further questions about the Geary BRT project.
Best,
Colin
Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Mon, Feb 27, 2017 at 9:17 AM, 'Celia Hamilton' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org> wrote:
Dear BRT Project Team,
I am a resident of the Geary/Divisadero neigborhood and have noticed an alarming increase in speeding through this
intersection, including running the red light. Also, the eastbound right turn lane is very dangerous, in that many cars do
not stop at the red light before making a right hand turn, and pedestrians crossing the intersection encounter cars that
stop in the middle of crosswalk after seeing that pedestrians are crossing. From the pedestrian perspective, it is very
difficult to see these cars coming through, as they are hidden behind the other two lanes of traffic heading east. I have
almost been hit at least a dozen times at this intersection over the last six months.
I recall seeing in some BRT update material that there will be no changes to right turns on red on Geary Boulevard.
Can you let me know who I can contact to lodge my concerns about this decision? There should be no right turn on red
at this intersection. Additionally, speed limits need to be enforced here. I see cars regularly going through this
intersection at speeds of 60 mph+, through the red light, while the pedestrian walk signal is indicating it is safe to cross
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=iufS2U4Cs3s.en.&view=pt&msg=15a8673bcbdd3d92&q=celia&qs=true&search=query&…
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the street.
Thank you very much for any information.
Sincerely,
Celia Hamilton

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=iufS2U4Cs3s.en.&view=pt&msg=15a8673bcbdd3d92&q=celia&qs=true&search=query&…
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Letter L-44

Steve Stamos <steve,stamos@sfcta.org>

$FIffiA
Fwd: Re: [GearyBRT] Street trees
colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

Wed, Dec 21, 2016 at 3:30 PM

To: steve. stamos@sfcta.org
us

i

ng

Mu

lti -Forward Chrom e Extensi

-Fonruarded
From: Colin Dentel-Post

on-

Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 '10:04:01 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Street trees
To: mary harden
Greetings Ms. Harden,
Thank you for reaching out regarding the Geary Bus Rapid Transit project and the issue of trees in pafticular. I apologize
for any confusion as a result of the materials we distributed.
The recommended design for the BRT project would include new bus-only lanes in the center of Geary Boulevard from
Palm Avenue to 27th Avenue, and along the sides of'Geary from Gough to Palm and also from 27th Avenue to 34th
Avenue. Where bus-only lanes would be in the center of the street, the existing median would be replaced with center
bus-only lanes and two new medians separating the bus lanes from the traffic lanes. Trees in the existing median would
be removed, but new trees would be planted in the two new medians. The total landscaped median area would increase

by

13o/o.

The graphic on the front page at gearybrt.org shows an example of this design (at the depicted location, one of the two
medians is a bus stop platform, while the other is landscaped with new trees).
Where the new bus-only lanes would be along the sides of the street, most of the existing median would remain intact
and its trees would be preserved.
Please let me know if you have further questions about this or any other aspects of the Geary BRT project.

As you may know, the Transportation Authority Board (comprised of the Board of Supervisors members) will consider
approval of the project's Environmental lmpact Report and make a final decision on the prefened design alternative
(including Laguna) at its upcoming meeting on January 5th. You can find more information about the project and
upcoming meetings at gearybrt.org.

Thanks again,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco Cou nty Tra nsportation Auth ority
1455 Market Street,22nd Floor

San Francisco, cA 94103
415.522.4836

wrote
On Sun, Dec 18, 2016 at 11:35 AM, mary harden
It is not clear in the misleading language on the recent brochure whether trees and plants will be maintained, relocated
to the side rather than center, or replaced.
"Tree replacement to construct bus-only lanes...
Please clarify.
Sincerely,

-

1t2

L. Harden
San F

cA 94118

Www. maryhardendesigns.com
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Letter L-45

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

GearyBRT FEIR Input
:) <REDACTED>
Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 4:09 PM
To: Ed Reiskin <ed.reiskin@sfmta.com>, Wahid Amiri <wahid.amiri@sfmta.com>, Kate Elliott <Kate.Elliott@sfmta.com>,
Liz Brisson <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>, Tom Nolan and SFMTA Board <MTABoard@sfmta.com>, Colin DentelPost
<colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, Tilly Chang <tilly.chang@sfcta.org>, Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>, Aaron
Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, David Campos <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, Jane
Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, John Avalos <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, Katy Tang <Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, London Breed
<London.Breed@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark Farrell <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Norman Yee
<Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, Scott Wiener <Scott.Wiener@sfgov.org>
Cc: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, Roberta Boomer <Roberta.Boomer@sfmta.com>

Dear SFMTA/SFCTA (aka Board of Supervisors), CAC Members, SFMTA/CTA Staff, Director Reiskin, &
SFMTA Board of Directors:

Please read my attached letter for your respective Jan. 4, 2017 CAC & Jan. 5, 2017 SFCTA (Board of
Supervisors) meetings prior to taking action.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Rose Hillson
Comments on Final EIR on GearyBRT.pdf
1123K
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Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit (GearyBRT) Project
Final Environmental Impact Report / Comments
January 3, 2017
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority (SFMTA):
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Wahid Amiri, SFMTA Project Manager – west of Stanyan
Kate Elliott, SFMTA Public Information Officer
Liz Brisson, SFMTA Project Manager – east of Stanyan
Edwin Reiskin, SFMTA Director of Transportation

SFMTA Board of Directors:
Tom Nolan, Chairman; Cheryl Brinkman; Malcolm A. Heinicke; Joel Ramos; Cristina Rubke; Gwyneth Borden; Lee Hsu;
Roberta Boomer, SFMTA Secretary to the Board

San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA):
Colin Dentel-Post, SFCTA Sr. Planner
Tillie Chang, SFCTA Executive Director
Steve Stamos, SFCTA, Clerk of the Authority

GearyBRT Citizens Advisory Committee:
Cyndi Bakir, Asher Butnik, Paul Chan, Joanna Fong, Peter Gallotta, Richard Hashimoto, Benjamin Horne, Jolsna John, Angela
Paige Miller, William Newsom, Alexander Post, Kevin Stull

President Breed and Members of the Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, 2nd Floor, SF, CA 94103
SUBJECT: GearyBRT FEIR – Before Voting on Jan. 4, 2017 & Jan. 5, 2017
Dear SFMTA/SFCTA (BOS), CAC Members, SFMTA/CTA Staff and Director Reiskin & SFMTA Board of
Directors:
The GearyBRT FEIR should not be voted on for certification, nor for Project approval, nor should a vote
be taken at the Jan. 4, 2017 CAC and the Jan. 5, 2017 CTA/BOS meetings on the Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA) until further clarification and the finalized signed FINAL Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) is published with the FEIR for the public and for the decision-makers to review with a 30day “wait period” per the rules (*see below).
Unlike the Van Ness BRT Project which did have the signed Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published for the decision-makers and the public to review
*before* any approval actions were taken, the Geary BRT Project does not. It is unclear to the public the
thoroughness of the process with the FTA being kept apprised of various changes and circumstances
related to this GearyBRT Project. The Record of Decision (ROD) will later allow federal funding for the
final design and construction. Taking the votes at both the Jan. 4, 2017 CAC meeting and the Jan. 5,
2017 CTA/BOS meetings would not allow the public with a fully-informed and transparent decision without
the FINAL EIS especially after changes.
I read on the EPA website that a FINAL EIS is supposed to be received from the federal agency(ies)
involved with the GearyBRT Project. For full disclosure and transparency, there is “generally” a 30-day
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“wait period” *before* any decisions are made. Since the GearyBRT project is for a longer distance than
the VanNessBRT and of a greater scope with more neighborhoods with different lay of the land, one
would think there would be all the documents from the proper agencies in hand prior to making any
decisions. Also, the western part of the City was for residential and smaller scale development and not
for a downtown-type commercial atmosphere, especially west of Divisadero St. Passing anything on this
GearyBRT may be premature.
With the most recent changes, if there is no FINAL signed official EIS for a project that is much larger in
scope than the existing bus system that runs along Geary today. The public will be blind to what the
FINAL EIS could be without its publication prior to any votes taken.
Here is information on the process for the EIS that I found on the EPA website (deals with NEPA & rules
for EIS requirement). There are 3 possible levels of analysis:
1. Categorical Exclusion determination (CATEX) no impact on human environment
2. Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact (EA/FONSI)  gives specific discussion items, 2
possible actions: A. no significant environmental impact so issue a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) upon
implementation of the action; B. If EA determines environment impacts will be significant, EIS is prepared
3. Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)  more detailed than EA requirements

And, according to the website, there are these steps in the *EIS Process:
1. Agency publishes Notice of Intent in Federal Register. This starts scoping process, define range of issues, possible
alternatives to be addressed in EIS.
2. DRAFT EIS is published for public review & comment for minimum of 45 days. At close of public comment period,
agencies consider all substantive comments and, if necessary, conduct further analyses.

3. FINAL EIS is published, provides responses to substantive comments.
Publication of FINAL EIS begins minimum 30-day “wait period” in which agencies are generally
required to wait 30 days before making a final decision on a proposed action. <emphasis added>
4. Issuance of Record of Decision (ROD) as end of EIS process. Explains agency’s decision, describes alternatives
agency considered, and discusses agency’s plans for mitigation & monitoring, if necessary.

As proof that there is *no* signed FINAL EIS for Geary, I submit the following screenshots:
For the Federal Register, note that *both* DRAFT and FINAL EIS for the Van Ness BRT were made
available prior to the VanNessBRT decision being made by SFMTA/CAC/CTA/BOS but for the
GearyBRT, to date, there is *only* the DRAFT EIS:
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NO FINAL EIS for the GearyBRT exists since the 2015 DRAFT EIS as of the date of this letter;
without this, decision-makers should not be premature and should not adopt to support a motion
for the certification of the FEIR; nor adopt findings required by CEQA, including a Statement of
Overriding Considerations; nor adopt Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP); nor
approve the Hybrid Alternative as the GearyBRT Project; nor select the Hybrid Alternative as the
Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).
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Specific comments related to the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) released on December 9,
2016 are as below.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION:
Page 1-1:
The Draft EIS/EIR was prepared as a joint document to meet all pertinent requirements of both the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
However, following publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, the federal and local agencies have agreed to prepare this
Final EIR separate from a Final EIS.
The Van Ness BRT had a joint FINAL EIS and FEIR adopted together unlike for this GearyBRT.
The GearyBRT Project has only a federal DRAFT EIS and a State Clearinghouse filing back in October
2015. The only state-level agency commenter in the Draft EIR was the “Department of Transportation
(CalTrans) in their DRAFT EIS. Neither document was included in this FEIR.
The recent changes stated from community feedback have also NOT been re-submitted to the State
Clearinghouse as the only posting for the GearyBRT Project found on the State Clearinghouse website as
of December 21, 2016 was the following posting from 2015:
2008112095 Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project
San Francisco, City and County of
San Francisco--San Francisco
EIR 11/16/2015
The project would create bus rapid transit (BRT) along one of San Francisco's major east-west transit routes. The
Draft EIS/EIR analyzes 4 build alternatives; each would create two dedicated transit lanes (one eastbound and one
westbound) from Gough Street to 34th Ave. The build alternatives would include the following features: colorized
bus-only lanes, high frequency bus service, transit signal priority, BRT/rapid network-branded vehicles, high-amenity
BRT stations, mixed-flow travel lanes, bus bulbs and pedestrian crossing bulbs, protected left turns, new signalized
pedestrian crossings, and a bicycle lane between Masonic and Presidio Avenues.

As stated above, the City of San Francisco did not have a FINAL “Environmental Impact Statement” (EIS)
from the federal agency by the time SFMTA’s and SFCTA’s signoff on December 6, 2016 and certainly
not for the December 9, 2016 release to the public.
It is unclear if other federal agencies besides FTA is needed to be consulted for this GearyBRT.
According to CEQA Statutes sections copied herein below, the FEIR cannot be approved and used
without the thorough federal involvement with the FINAL EIS especially since the GearyBRT relies on
federal and state funding and no Negative Declaration has been issued.
Since the Final EIS is not yet available as the federal agencies are reviewing it and not expected to be
in until after the Jan. 4 and Jan. 5, 2017 meetings, the approval is premature. The description has
changed with the alternatives on various points when the GearyBRT Project was submitted in the DEIR to
the State Clearinghouse in 2012, it would be judicious to revise the FEIR and recirculate at least the
changed portions and the impacts with Federal Transit Agency (FTA) input to the public. It has been 5
years and may need to be updated.
15205. REVIEW BY STATE AGENCIES
…
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(f) While the Lead Agency is encouraged to contact the regional and district offices of state Responsible
Agencies, the Lead Agency must, in all cases, submit documents to the State Clearinghouse for distribution
in order to comply with the review requirements of this section. Note: Authority cited: Section 21083,
Public Resources Code. Reference: Section 21083, 21091, 21104, and 21153, Public Resources Code.
15222. PREPARATION OF JOINT DOCUMENTS
If a Lead Agency finds that an EIS or Finding of No Significant Impact for a project would not be prepared by
the federal agency by the time when the Lead Agency will need to consider an EIR or Negative Declaration,
the Lead Agency should try to prepare a combined EIR-EIS or Negative Declaration-Finding of No Significant
Impact. To avoid the need for the federal agency to prepare a separate document for the same project, the
Lead Agency must involve the federal agency in the preparation of the joint document. This involvement is
necessary because federal law generally prohibits a federal agency from using an EIR prepared by a state
agency unless the federal agency was involved in the preparation of the document.
Note: Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code; Reference: Sections 21083.5 and
21083.7, Public Resources Code; Section 102(2)(D) of NEPA, 43 U.S.C.A. 4322(2)(D); 40 C.F.R. Part
1506.2.
15223. CONSULTATION WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES
When it plans to use an EIS or Finding of No Significant Impact or to prepare such a document jointly with a
federal agency, the Lead Agency shall consult as soon as possible with the federal agency.
Note: Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code; Reference: Sections 21083.5 and
21083.7, Public Resources Code.
Under CEQA Statute Sec. 15090 (Certification of the Final EIR), although the Lead Agency (SFMTA) is
not required to have a separate review period of the FINAL EIR after the DRAFT EIR, the federal
agencies must allow a 30-day review period on the contents of the FINAL EIS.
Under this same statute, each public agency who commented on the EIR which must be provided to the
SFMTA as the Lead Agency 10 days prior to the SFMTA certifying the FEIR. In the DEIR, “Letter A-1”
after Page 8-38, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on November 15, 2015 determined the Draft
EIR in a Draft EIS as “LO” or “Lack of Objections.” However, there have since been various objections by
numerous parties along the stretch of the Geary corridor. There is no letter from any other federal
agencies in the Draft EIR nor in the Final EIR. Did the EPA go over the latest changes and still considers
the FEIR as “LO”? How is the public to know what their decision was when there is no document in the
FEIR or as part of the postings of documents for the GearyBRT as of this letter?
Page 1-5: One substantial oversight not in the FEIR is that with the City being limited to being 7 miles
wide at the widest part, surrounded by water on three sides, and with sea level rising to slowly lessen that
distance, travelling from Ocean Beach to Downtown with a purported 8 minutes savings in *one* direction
– and now increased 2 minutes to 10 minutes in this FEIR -- for the highest stated capital for one of the
alternatives being $300 million (questionable), there will not be many people moving through the City
because of more private automobiles (including rideshares and carshares since the publication of the
DEIR/DEIS) on the road taking up all the linear feet of travel lanes without passing capability. SFMTA
says VMT is lessened but VMT will go up for each private vehicle ride because even with “rideshare”
which *could* carry as little as 1 person per ride, and with parking spaces severely reduced in some retail
corridors, vehicles will circle. In the “Masonic Area” alone, the parking spaces are taken from a purported
current 109 spaces in the “No Build” alternative to as low as 16 spaces when including the other
alternatives. The alternatives eliminate from 73-93 spaces (67%-85% reduction of spaces) for that
stretch of Geary. All the neighboring *residential* avenues and streets will soon have very little parking
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for the population in the areas. Families with children and disabled and elderly people who may rely on
vehicles will suffer. More vehicles will circle to increase VMT compared to the 2010-2012 data that was
used and the massive traffic on the roads today from the 45,000 new rideshares reported in the
newspapers has not been incorporated into the DEIR nor this FEIR and these have been known entities.
See also my comment under Page 3-10 on “AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC” and for “APPENDIX A” below.
The GearyBRT time savings looks even at the 2 minute “savings” from Ocean Beach to Downtown
(example is the increase in time savings from 8 to 10 minutes one way), but this “savings” is easily taken
up by other entities and situations that slow Muni down. The time savings is erroneous as depending on
the bus one gets on, one may encounter passengers that require additional time boarding or offloading,
blockage of bus zones for various reasons, etc. One trip from Van Ness to Masonic took about 30
minutes *one* way because all of these things occurred. There is no guarantee for the 10 minutes of
savings.
There is no mention of this lost time due to these factors in any study. Buses today have to wait for
drivers to get out of the red lanes, for drivers deciding to drop off or pick up passengers and impede the
bus traffic. There is no mitigation measure for this significant impact. Decision-makers need the data
before approval of the project and FEIR. The idea that VMT will go down is not factual but conclusory.
Page 2-2:
Accordingly, the planning and environmental processes did not consider potential improvements inconsistent
with this purpose and need, including light rail or subway options, or improvements to other parallel corridors.
Public opinion has now shifted to considering subway vs. GearyBRT more than when the GearyBRT was
first conceived. It makes no sense that the change to save 8 minutes has now become a 10-minute time
savings from Ocean Beach to Downtown for the price which appears to have grown. Talk is now of
continuing with the GearyBRT *and* implement a subway later. With a city that’s only about 9 miles wide,
the savings of an additional 2 minutes on GearyBRT is not a good “bang for the dollar.” It is a way to get
federal and state funding for the City to use on various other projects and maybe that was more the intent
than to really help Muni transit. Where did the money go so far?
CHAPTER 3: TRANSPORTATION
Pages 3-1 – 3-2: The FEIR covers “existing travel patterns” but omits outside influences that use the bus
stops such as ride shares, private vehicles, commuter buses and shuttles, etc. that Muni has to wait on to
conduct their business and so the 1-2 minutes of travel savings is lost. This is *not* in your data
collection and analysis nor in the report which is a significant impact when counting 1-2 minutes.
This would not be in your “traffic counts” (Page 3-1) nor in the “travel patterns” (Page 3-2). The FEIR
makes no mention of the larger more dense buildings which have parking and increase in those vehicles
to clog the streets so nobody moves thereby increasing the loss of the 1-2 minutes additional “savings” to
the riders from Ocean Beach to Downtown. These and delivery vehicles double-parked” are “adverse
effects” to the total minutes savings to the riders so the study is flawed in not including them. The lead
agency’s statements are conclusory that that many riders would actually take GearyBRT. There is no
factual data in the record supporting this.
Page 3-10:
The Draft EIS/EIR reported that daily weekday VMT in San Francisco is expected to increase by 4.3 percent
from existing conditions under the 2020 No Build Alternative. Relative to VMT under 2020 No Build, the
Hybrid Alternative/SRA is projected to result in a decrease in VMT by about 0.1 to 0.4 percent. These numbers
indicate that the project could enhance transit service levels without causing major disruptions to vehicular traffic
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patterns in San Francisco. Similarly, in 2035, the Hybrid Alternative/SRA would decrease VMT relative to the
No Build Alternative by approximately 0.4 percent.
VMT calculations for the Hybrid Alternative and the other alternatives will increase to negate the decrease
in VMT to bring it back to or exceed the 4.3 percent increase under the No Build Alternative when not
factoring in the circling of the vehicles in the neighborhoods with the new forms of alternative
transportation (shuttles, car shares, etc.). Only LOS was used in the reviews. Analysis and in-depth data
of much quantity does not exist in the record in re VMT; and the project should not be approved or the
finding that LOS and VMT would end in the same result with no impact is conclusory until this in-depth,
substantive data-driven analysis is done so the decision-makers can make a fully informed decision.
Page 3-12:
In sum, this Final EIR is updating the regulatory information in the Draft EIS/EIR to reflect the City’s policy
decision regarding the VMT metric. Notably, this Final EIR is retaining all LOS based traffic impact conclusions
from the Draft EIS/EIR.
Not having done an analysis based on VMT and stating it is the City’s policy decision to rely only on LOS
and thus bypass the CEQA measurement criteria for environmental impact is a flaw in the analysis.
Porting the conclusions of the LOS-based traffic impacts as the same for VMT or just as not impactful as
the LOS studies is not based on factual data. This is a conclusory and needs to be studied prior to
approval of the FEIR. Further analysis of the real vehicle miles travelled (VMT) is needed prior to final
publication and approval of the GearyBRT project. This is a substantial change of a CEQA measurement
of impact handed down from the state level. The GearyBRT needs to be evaluated on VMT with proper
studies and data which were not included in the DEIR or at any stage of the project. This FEIR adoption
should be postponed until this data is analyzed especially for the areas of significant traffic impacts stated
on Page 3-14, including the various regional and San Francisco block areas and a complete report
provided to the public for full disclosure. Conclusory statements to satisfy the VMT CEQA criteria or the
use of LOS data for potential environmental effects is not factual; and again, without facts, this FEIR that
incorporates the DEIR findings from a different measurement of CEQA is flawed. The FEIR is
incomplete, flawed and conclusory. A significant environmental impact would result if the VMT has not
been studied and data collected and the findings circulated to the public. One would not be able to come
up with any mitigation measures unless the study is done. And there are no mitigation measures for this
in any appendices. Need this done and recirculate this portion.
Page 3-13:
SFCTA uses SF‐CHAMP to estimate VMT by private automobiles and taxis for different land use types. Travel
behavior in SF‐CHAMP is calibrated based on observed behavior from the California Household Travel Survey
2010‐2012, Census data regarding automobile ownership rates and county‐to‐county worker flows, and observed
vehicle counts and transit boardings.
Where is the data from SF-CHAMP that SFCTA uses to estimate VMT? The travel modes have changed
since 2010-2012 and the vehicle counts have increased with new projections of car share vehicles alone
reported in the newspaper at 45,000.
San Francisco has a lower VMT ratio than the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area region…some areas of the
City have lower VMT ratios than other areas of the City. These areas of the City can be expressed geographically
through transportation analysis zones…the zones may vary in size…
When all the streets are clogged, VMT may go down, but when parking spaces are eliminated and
development projects continue to allow vehicles which are needed for certain people like families with
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children, etc., then VMT adds up with all the influx of cars from the other 8 counties, now more so with
rideshares that are allowed to rent vehicles to run the “taxi” service. And here, the zones are selected at
random sizes based on no set federal or state criteria. Per Page 3-12, this FEIR is “*retaining* all LOS
based traffic impact conclusions from the Draft EIS/EIR.” A separate VMT analysis should have been
done with the VMT vs. wholesale adoption of conclusions from the DEIS/EIR based on a different metric.
Thus the study is inaccurate and incomplete and not thorough to be passed at this time on January 5,
2017 at the SFMTA meeting.
Page 3-14: The FEIR states that the LOS “F” level (gridlock) areas are going to remain adverse with no
mitigation measures. This is It is unfortunate that the streets most impacted by the Hybrid Alternative to
worsen LOS level are in the University of San Francisco (USF)/Jordan Park area (Parker & Geary) and in
Presidio Heights (California & Presidio) whereas the other intersections are at improved LOS or remain
the LOS. The data for the VMT in this area is not found. The VMT CEQA standard needs to be
evaluated for environmental impact regardless of City policy to use and make decisions based on LOS.
VMT is part of the state required mandate of measurement that was not met in the DEIR nor in the FEIR
released on December 9, 2016. There needs to be an enforceable mitigation monitoring system in place
to give relief to these intersections instead of summarily dismissing the VMT as the same as LOS results
when no study was done by VMT separately. In addition, the LOS data was based on 2010-2012 LOS
and with the extraordinary development of the parcels in this City, the unusual not foreseen impact is the
extraordinary growth of construction and development projects and new transportation vehicles now on
the scene to exacerbate even the worst case scenario described in these FEIR pages. This needs a
fresh re-look and revision.
In the Energy section (Page 4-18 of DEIR), VMT is used as a measurement for that. There is
inconsistency with use of LOS for one criteria but VMT for another considering it City “policy” to use LOS.
Page 4-18: ENERGY
As none of the build alternatives would result in adverse effects, Draft EIS/EIR Section 4.12.5 concluded that
no avoidance, minimization, or mitigation measures would be required.
If having a LOS of “F” (gridlock) is not “adverse,” I do not know what could be. See Page 3-14 & Presidio
& Parker Avenue intersections which will have adverse “F” levels as the numbers of cars down these
streets clearly tells the story that with the unprecedented building boom in the City that was not foreseen
in the DEIR and the FEIR, the backup traffic is already piling up on these streets so nobody gets through
very easily even by foot having to go around vehicles stuck in the intersections. Low-density (RH-1 &
RH-2) residential streets should *not* have the bulk of the traffic for safety and health reasons. With
these intersections being “significant and unavoidable” issues that cannot be mitigated, along with other
similar significant impacts found with the GearyBRT, there was a need for the EIS but a finalized signed
version is needed along with the signed ROD.
Page 5-4: Typographical error  “Coalition of San Francisco Neighborhoods” should be “Coalition *for*
San Francisco Neighborhoods.”
One of the unforeseen changes not in the FEIR is funding for the GearyBRT Project. The consideration
of approving any of the alternatives at this point may need to be postponed as the VanNessBRT also
competes for Prop K funding and that Project construction is still ongoing. It is not clear as to all the
funding sources listed in the FEIR that will enable the GearyBRT to move forward in any iteration except
the “No Build Alternative.”
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Funding could change project design, and if so, those changes will have to be re-analyzed for
environmental impact. There would need to be another circulation of a supplemental EIR to clarify
firmed-up sources not reliant on the outcome of a ballot vote or for sources that are not known yet even if
those sources seem like a “good bet.”
The City does should not be matched for the additional federal and state funding as this is not clear in this
November-2016-December 6, 2016- sign-off-release of the FEIR.
Page 6-3: In Table 6-1 “Proposed Geary Corridor Funding Packages,” costs for the “Improvements
Included” such as “bus and pedestrian bulbs, stops, and signals, vehicles for increased service, utility
relocation related to BRT” relies on $200 million from “FTA Small Starts ($100M) with matching local and
non-Small Starts federal funds.” What is not clear is the cost for *each* of the alternatives. The problem
with using the $300 million figure is the assumption that this is the cost for all alternatives no matter which
is chosen. In addition, does the $300 million price tag mean that funds supposedly targeted for
transportation improvements will later be used to re-pay SFPUC for the sewer projects going on all over
the City? The public will not be assured of this.
In Appendix B, Page B-437, the response to my earlier comment about this GearyBRT being primarily a
sewer project and the opportunity being seized along with the sewer project to upgrade any transportation
issues, the SFMTA in this FEIR states that the SFPUC is “in process of upgrading” the sewer lines. The
SFMTA instead says that the GearyBRT Project “may capitalize” on the SFPUC work while they are
working on the GearyBRT Project. Here is the text from Appendix B:
The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) is in the process of upgrading aging sewer
infrastructure Citywide, 30 percent of which exceeds 100 years in age and some of which dates to the Gold
Rush.29 The SFPUC would assess the condition of the infrastructure on Geary and may capitalize on the
opportunity to upgrade systems as needed during construction of the Geary BRT project to minimize
construction disturbance. Replacement of infrastructure that is nearing the end of its useful life does not,
however, necessarily equate to upsizing infrastructure to accommodate increased development. Increasing
development density along the Geary corridor would require environmental review and consideration separate
from the Geary BRT project.
SFPUC for the sewer work which is *not* a transportation project and those funds should not be used for
it at all or reimbursed. The funding costs also assume a 100% center-running alternative is chosen so if
parts of Geary are side-running, it shouldn’t cost the same as there would not be a need to dig up
medians nor the sewer in those areas.
Under “6.1.2 Budgeted/Planned Funding,” it states:
FTA Small Starts ($100 million). This FTA program provides competitive grants for new transit projects with
capital costs that do not exceed $300 million.
What is clear from Table 6-1, “Proposed Geary Corridor Funding Packages,” is that the total highest
funding figure quoted in any GearyBRT document stops at $300 million ($200 million + FTA Small Starts
of $100 million). It is clear also from the “FTA Small Starts Program” that the grants are approved only for
projects with capital costs that “do NOT <emphasis added> exceed $300 million.”
The GearyBRT Project is partitioned (pieced up) to qualify for the smaller funding streams such as offered
by “Small Starts.” With enough “Small Starts” funding, it will turn into a very “Big Expenditure” with
“potential” federal and state funds rolling into the General Fund (aka “Slush Fund Account”). So if the
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whole GearyBRT Project were taken from the start to the last feature being implemented, it would likely
cost more than $300 million. Much of the funding is not even applied for or allocated. In fact, in the
“Approval Memo” of Dec. 22, 2016, it states that “SFMTA plans to continue refining the cost estimate and
funding plan for the remainder of the Project as it proceeds with planning and conceptual engineering
work” as if there will be an open checking account (the citizens’ tax dollars).
From the DRAFT EIR, Page 2-42, it states:
For federal funding purposes, the project cost estimate has been developed with separate costs for each scope
element, and for some alternatives, including Alternative 2 and the Hybrid Alternative, the cost of the BRT
scope elements is less than $250 million, making those alternatives eligible to compete for funds within the FTA
Small Starts program.
The cost from the DRAFT EIR to this FINAL EIR went from $250 million to $300 million. What is the real
total cost of the GearyBRT Project without piecing it up to qualify for the various “smaller” funds?
From the DRAFT EIR, Page 2-4, Table 2-9 shows for “Capital cost Estimates for Build Alternatives”:

The GearyBRT Project will hit the maximum allowable $300 million for which a project would be
eligible under the FTA Small Starts Program. It will likely take more than the $300 million as some
features such as the lighting for fog has not been factored in yet. In the Richmond District, unlike other
areas of the GearyBRT, one of the unforeseen issues is fog. How much to set aside for fog-related safety
measures for the people to get out to the boarding islands without being hit? The cost-benefit analysis in
the FEIR needs more work before passage.
Page 6-6: The FEIR states:
Charter Amendment / General Sales Tax Funds. A charter amendment and a general sales tax increase for
funding homelessness and transportation are currently proposed for the November 2016 ballot. If both
measures are approved by voters, the sales tax could raise funds in the order of $100 million annually for
transportation, which would be distributed among various projects, potentially up to 30 million for the Project.
Since this ballot measure did not pass, there is a lack of $100 million annually for this GearyBRT and for
the other “various” and unknown projects. Without the funding stream, the feasibility of this Project going
Page 10 of 12

forward along with other new issues such as which alternative to design in future is questionable to start
funding any of it. This FEIR is erroneous based on a presupposed approval of the funding availability.
Since this FEIR was prepared and signed off on December 6, 2016 for release on December 9, 2016, the
GearyBRT Project financing that relied on the Nov. 8, 2016 ballot tax measure which did not pass. Yet
and still, this FEIR, was still published assuming the money is there. The financial analysis should be
redone.
Page 6-8: Table 2-10 in the Draft EIR and Table 6-3 in the Final EIR show operating and maintenance
costs as shown below:

The term of the funding stream is based on non-firm sources. The source of funds should be analyzed
again especially since the FEIR was published after it was known that at least one funding bucket was not
going to be available.
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APPENDIX A – ERRATA SUMMARY (SEE ALSO TEXT on Page 5-6 (“5.5.3 – Parking and Loading”
& 7-9 (“7.5.1 – “Transportation and Circulation – CEQA Impacts and Mitigation”) IN DRAFT EIR
WITHOUT CHANGES SHOWN)
Page A-2:
Page 5-6, text edit
Neither NEPA, the State CEQA Guidelines nor the guidance of the Environmental Planning Major Environmental
Analysis Division of the San Francisco Planning Department expressly or explicitly require that an environmental
document disclose whether a project would merely result in the loss of any number of parking spaces.
In CEQA, the “vehicle miles travelled” is the new basis of measurement vs. LOS that measures
“congestion.” Although the loss of parking spaces is said to not be a required disclosure, with the loss of
them, I would think vehicles would circle blocks. What is the vehicle miles travelled by these vehicles
looking for parking and where was this disclosed? Today, it is not only parking spaces where people park
for long periods but there are car-shares and other short-term parking space users that also take up
parking for the residents. What is the number of vehicle miles travelled without the parking spaces?
Page 7-9, text edits
All of the build alternatives were developed to help better meet existing and projected future growth in travel
demand. As discussed in Section 3.3.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.3-10, with or without the addition of BRT
improvements (i.e. No Build Alternative), daily transit ridership in the Geary corridor is expected to increase
from about 50,000 riders per day (as of 2012) to about 64,000 70,000 in 2020 and about 77,000 84,000 by 2035.
In 2020, the build alternatives would result in up to 82,000 daily transit boardings (28 percent higher than in the
No Build Alternative). In 2035, the build alternatives would serve between 92,000 and 99,000 daily transit riders
(20 percent to 28 percent higher than in the No Build Alternative). Each build alternative is intended to help
meet this projected increase in transit demand while at the same time reduce transit travel times (see discussion at
Section 3.3.4.4) and improving transit time reliability (see section 3.3.4.5). Therefore, the build alternatives would
each result in a less-than-significant effect; no mitigation would be required.
As stated in the VanNessBRT ROD, the goal of it was to “stimulate development” for the “transit corridor.”
The GearyBRT is trying to do the same to get all the people to live like the east side that was less
residential and not all on mostly sand dunes. The environment is different that needs re-thinking.
APPENDIX B – RESPONSE TO COMMENTS:
Page B-24:
The parking analysis assumed <emphasis added> that transit riders and private vehicle drivers would walk a
similar distance to reach a destination from a bus stop or parking spot, respectively.
Assumptions lead to conclusory findings in the FEIR. I hear that younger people want door-to-door
service and continue to use private means of transportation which eats up road linear feet. It is hard to
imagine these people taking GearyBRT. If all the current reported-in-the-newspapers 45,000 rideshare
riders decide they will not walk and would rather use private vehicles (carshare, Uber, commuter
shuttles), this is a significant overlooked impact based on assumption vs. facts not in the FEIR. This
conclusory finding that the transit riders would walk is mere supposition not based on data which is still
left unanalyzed and incomplete in the FEIR.
Sincerely,
/s
Rose Hillson
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Letter L-46

Letter L-47

ffiH[tr[

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Vote to Postpone Vote on Geary BRT Final EIR Scheduled for January 5
Jennifer Ho <REDACTED>

Sun, Dec '11, 2016 at 11:00 PM
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, "Yee,
Norman (BOS)" <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org,
kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org,

cam posstaff @sfgov. org

Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transpoftation Authority,

I strongly urge you as members of the Transpoftation Authority to vote at your December 13, 2016, meeting to postpone
your consideration of the Geary BRT Final EIR for at least 30 days after the cunently scheduled SFCTA meeting
on January 5,2017.
Although the Transportation Authority delayed almost three months untilthis past Friday, December 9, 2016, to make
public the Final EIR for the Geary BRT, it scheduled the vote to certify the FEIR for January 5, 2017. This unreasonably
leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days and only 17 working days to review and analyze a FEIR with many
new portions and information, as well as 870 pages of comments. And during this time, many interested members of the
publics well as Board members and staff will be traveling or othenruise engaged in holiday celebrations with family and
friends for Christmas, Hanukkah, and the New Year.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and be able to say that the
FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of Overriding
Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and your staff
as well as the public must evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this massive FEIR
found could not be mitigated. ln addition, the recommended alternative has modifications to the Draft ElR. Thus, in
addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board members and your
staff as well as the public must understand a modified proposed alternative. And beyond the CEQA document and
findings, City regulations require certain findings and assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or
reviewed. Again, how will the Board be able to revieq digest and independently arrive at all these new findings in only 17
working days?

ln short, this extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to meaningfully review and
understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent
professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15,2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare and issue the Final EIR
on December 9, 2016. Release at the holidays with a certification vote 17 working days later is not fair to the public, who
would like to celebrate the holidays and see family and friends, not "cram" for a January 5,2017, hearing. This period of
review is just too short for the public and the Board to adequately review the Final ElR.

ln addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until after the January 5, 2017, SFCTA
meeting, thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member on
this critical District One issue.
At your December 13, 2016, meeting, please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at least 30 days after
the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5,2017.
Sincerely,

Jennifer
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Letter L-48.1
Fwd: [GearyBRTl 38 rapid
col in.dentel -post@sfcta.org

From: fei li
Date: Thu May 26 2016 07:35:32 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: [GearyBRT] 38 rapid
To: gearvbrt@sfcta.orq

to whom it may concern,
this email is to let you know that it is extremely important to me & my fellow bus riders who are seniors &
who would be extremely inconvenienced if you remove the 3Srapid stop at laguna & geary. what you
have proposed is very unsafe for the population who live in this area plus the fact that the land is hilly
making it hazardous for those of us with mobility problems.
please DO NOT take our 38 rapid stop away from laguna & geary

feiliholmes
sequoias resident

Letter L-48.2

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

$Ft!,Tn
Fwd: Re: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT inquiry
col i n.dentel-post@sfcta.org <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>
To: steve. stamos@sfcta. org

Wed, Dec 21, 2016 at 3:30 PM

using Multi-Forward Chrome Extension-Foruarded
From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 13:03:10 GMT+1100 (AEDT)

Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT inquiry
To: fei li
Greetings Ms. Holmes,
Thank you for reaching out regarding the Geary Bus Rapid Transit prolect and the Laguna stop in particular.
We have heard and understand the concems from you and other seniors living in and nearby the Sequoias, and in
response the project team analyzed what different service options would mean for travel times. The analysis found that
a local-only stop would save 50 seconds for over 13,000 people traveling on 38 rapid buses, the equivalent to 180 hours.
A rapid stop would save time for the 1,800 people who rely on rapid service at Laguna, but slow down bus seryice for the
other 13,000.
Based on that analysis, our design recommendation to make Laguna a local-only stop remains, but our hope is that
Laguna stop passengers will value the numerous safety improvements of the project enabled by the cunent design, as
well as Local seruice to Laguna that will be 25 percent quicker and also more reliable than it is today. Community
stakeholders are also contributing to communications and wayfinding strategies on buses and at bus stops to make it
easier to navigate the two service options, and we plan to work with more residents at the Sequoias and other nearby
communities on these strategies before any change is made.
As you may know, the Transportation Authority Board (comprised of the Board of Supervisors members) will consider
approval of the project's Environmental lmpact Reporl and make a final decision on the prefened design alternative
(including Laguna) at its upcoming meeting on January 5th. You can find more information about the project and upcoming
meetings at gearybrt.org.
Thanks again,
Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportalion Planner
San Francisco Cou nty Transportation Authority

1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

wrote
On Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 5:06 PM, fei li
I am a senior living in the sequoias I cannot attend the market st meetings as they are in the evening, it is dak, & I
do not have a car.
PLEASE KEEP THE LAGUNA STOP ON THE 38R line. lf it becomes a local only stop, it will be so unsafe for all of
the seniors living in this area as the other stops proposed require walking long distances in this hilly neighborhood.
hope you hear us!
fei li holmes
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Letter L-49

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Problem with eliminating the the 38 R bus stop at Laguna and
Geary
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Ann Homan
Date: Mon Jan 02 2017 04:32:12 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Problem with eliminating the the 38 R bus stop at Laguna and Geary
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
I'm a resident of St. Francis Square Coop, who is retired. I use SF Muni (particularly the 38R) to do my volunteer work
for the SF Public Library's supported program  SF CIty Guides  and to get to my tour guide job at AT&T Park. Using
the 38R has been a wonderful asset to my ability to provide entertainment to SF tourists and support the community in
which I live. I'm not sure what I will do if I had to rely on only the 38. It's too infrequent and extremely crowded. There are
always lots of people getting on and off the bus at that stop well into the evening. I will never get a seat and I fear
breaking something if I have to stand the whole time. Please do not cut our service. I am one of many elderly, who live
in this neighborhood who choose to be active to stay healthy. I don't want to go back to driving a car as a means to get
where I need to go in the city, but that may end up being my only choice if you cut our service. Sincerely Ann Homan
REDACTED San Francisco, CA 94116
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Letter L-50

6/30/2017

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Please Approve Geary BRT EIR and Move Project Forward

Letter L-51

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Please Approve Geary BRT EIR and Move Project Forward
Benjamin Horne <ben@horneservices.com>
To: "GearyBRT@sfcta.org" <GearyBRT@sfcta.org>

Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 7:37 AM

Dear SFCTA Board Members,

As a San Francisco resident and small business owner that lives near the Geary corridor and
frequently traverses Geary I implore you to approve the Geary BRT Project, including the final
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), and select the Hybrid Alternative as the locally preferred
alternative and get this project moving forward!

This project has been in progress for a decade (or more) and Geary is long, long overdue for
transit and pedestrian safety improvements. There are some that will argue for this or that stop to
be saved, restored or altered but those details are inconsequential to the overall project goals and
they can be figured out and revised after the project commencement. Geary is very unsafe for
pedestrians and this needs to change immediately. As an avid SF walker who hasn’t owned a car
in 13 years, this is imperative to me. This project will do so much more for the City than just
transit improvements (which are very significant in their own right). Streetscapes,
utility/infrastructure and pedestrian improvements are also included and they are so badly needed
for this corridor that has been left behind in many ways.

As a member of the Geary BRT CAC, I spent the last several years working on this project,
hearing public comment, as well as discussing the project with my neighbors (in the Fillmore/Lower
Pac Heights area) and colleagues at the Union Square Business Improvement District. While
some argue for various tweaks and changes and communication strategies, ALL are in favor of
making improvements and that is what this project will do. I sincerely believe this project will lay
the groundwork for a future BART or MUNI extension in the coming decades and look forward to
working on those endeavors!

Thank you for your consideration of my comments and for your hard work on the SFCTA Board.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Horne

HORNE SERVICES
2186 Bush Street
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1596f4785ffb2e1c&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search…
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Please Approve Geary BRT EIR and Move Project Forward

San Francisco, CA 94115
T. 415.377.4921
E. ben@horneservices.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1596f4785ffb2e1c&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search…
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Letter L-52

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] D1 Resident Opposed to BRT`
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 12:40 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Chaz . <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:43 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] D1 Resident Opposed to BRT`
To: "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>,
"David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>,
"Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>,
"Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>,
"Katy.Tang@sfgov.org" <Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org" <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>,
"gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>, "REDACTED" <REDACTED>

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member,

I am opposed to the Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) plan and encourage you to shelve it until the Richmond
gets what it needs and deserves: UNDERGROUND RAIL.

Whether it's Market St or Valencia, the SFMTA has done nothing but implement confusing, and counter
productive measures that makes navigating the city more and more difficult. Red lanes are great in theory,
but without adequate enforcement they will be illegally used by the 40K Uber/Lyft cars operating in the city
every day. Most of those drivers come into the San Francisco and are unfamiliar with our city, relying
solely on GPS to navigate. All the befits of the proposed Red Bus Lanes will be negated when you
factor in the countless TNC vehicles clogging our streets. In fact, I have yet to hear ANYONE from
SFTMA address these vehicles, discuss imposing limits on the number that can operate at any given time
(like taxi companies follow), or the impact they have had on traffic and transit efficiency.

$300M to improve transit time to save 10minutes on a bus line is ridiculous and I'd rather the SFMTA
repave and fix the roads for much less and allocate savings towards financing a permanent solution
resulting in underground rail. Also, how about instead of chasing homeless people around, the SFPD
actually enforces traffic laws and stops these TNC vehicles from doubleparking while they pickup and let
out riders? The real problem with traffic in this town can be squarely attributed to UBER/LYFT. Stop
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them from flooding our streets with illtrained and amateur drivers and you'll marvel at how much traffic will
improve. Sadly the Mayor's family is invested in these companies and he's done nothing but turn a blind eye
to the lawless companies operating what amounts to a racketeering ring, disregarding any and all laws in the
name of greed.

In conclusion, BRT will do little to nothing to improve traffic without addressing the real issue at hand and I
as a 3rd generation native and taxpayer do NOT want to spend money on a project that will likely make
traffic worse. Most actual residents I have spoken to are against the BRT and instead want a forward
thinking proposal for the future, not a $300M bandaid touted as a step towards progress.

Thank you for your consideration and VOTE NO on BRT.

Best,

Charles Hurbert, D1
REDACTED
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From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Sat Apr 23 2016 06:33:56 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Fwd: Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender

Letter L-53.1

TO: REDACTED

Cc: GearyBRT

Greetings David,
Thank you for your interest in the Geary Bus Rapid Transit project, and how it relates to the California Pacific
Medical Center construction at Geary and Van Ness.
The Geary BRT project is primarily intended to benefit the existing 50,000 riders a day who ride buses in the
Geary corridor and who will continue to constitute a majority of riders even with new development. BRT will
include increased transit service along the corridor while improving travel times by over 20o/o and significantly
improving reliability.
We do expect ridership lo increase gradually over time given population and job growth across the city and in
the Geary corridor, including due to CPMC and other development projects. CPMC paid a fee of $1.5 million to
the city for BRT improvements in recognition that their expansion would generate additional transit ridership.
Other large development projects are also required to pay transit impact fees to help accommodate the
additional riders they add to the Muni system.

Thanks again for your interest in the project and questions.

Best,

Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street,22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

Foruvarded message

From:REDACTED
To: qearybrt@sfcta.orq
Cc:

Date: Thu, 21 Apr 201617:41:08 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [San Francisco County Transportation Authority] geary plan
Hello gearybrt,
David Hyry (REDACTED) has sent you a message via your contact form

ftttp:¡lwww.stcta.oroluse

) at San Francísco County Transportation

Authority.
lf you don't want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings at
htto ://www.sfcta. oro/user/42led it.

Message
I was at a community meeting and heard NO MENTION of the single largest impact on geary st transit of the
last 20 years.

The hospital at Van Ness and Geary will generate potenfly thousands of stops
a day, round the clock staffing (almost none living in SF) not to mention
patiants.

Just Who is paying and WHOSE SERVICE WILL BE CUT for this increase in use? Was there a business fee?
Or is this also on the shoulders or whom ever is victimized by parking and traffic. Fares do not cover all costs of
increases in use or pension contributions, equipment..,
david

Letter L-53.2
From :' RE DACTE D' via Geary B RT <gea ryÞd@Sfctætg>
Date: Fri, Apr 22,2016 al5:56 PM
Subject: [GearyBRTJ hospitalvan ness and geary
To: qearvbrt@sfcta.org

znd query message
What ab-out the impact of the hospital at geary and van ness, who is paying for the increase in usage-the
general fund orthe g6oo tow charges

DavidHyry
REDACTED

Letter L-54

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT Project
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:42 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: 'Claude Imbault' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:28 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT Project
To: "gearyBRT@sfcta.org" <gearyBRT@sfcta.org>
Cc: "info@walksf.org" <info@walksf.org>

Hello SFCTA Board:
I am emailing you to show my support for the Geary BRT, including the Final Environmental Impact
Report (EIR), and to select the Hybrid Alternative as the "locally preferred alternative." I work in
Union Square and frequently take the 38R to Japantown area for lunch and the gym. The
installation of the red lanes last year, coupled with the less frequent bus stops, gets me there
within 15 minutes. It's fast and efficient! I can't say the same for taking the 38 bus to the Inner and
Outer Richmond. Frankly, I'd spend more time in the Inner Richmond with friends for dinner or
shop in the stores on weekdays and weekend if it there were a faster way to get there.As it stands,
I take my car there only when I have to. Otherwise, I avoid the district.
San Francisco is an internationally known city, yet our transportation system lags far behind those
of other worldclass cities. Let's make it easier for San Franciscans, workers, and visitors to get to
other parts of our great city. The Geary BRT is the right step at the right time.
Regards,
Claude Imbault
REDACTED
San Francisco CA
94114
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Letter L-55
From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Wed Jun 08 2016 07:11:11 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: Re: Steiner Bridge Outreach
To: Cathy lnamasu
Cc: "Greg M." , Rodney Chin , Glynis Nakahara , Robert Hamaguchi , Paul Jacobsen , Paul Wermer , Karen
Kai
Cathy,

Thank you for the letter from Nihonmachi Little Friends regarding the Steiner pedestrian bridge. We are
modifying the Geary BRT project's Staff-Recommended Alternative to retain the pedestrian bridge at Webster,
given the many concerns we heard that focused on that bridge, as well as the fact that it can be done with
minimal impact on surface crossing pedestrian safety or bus travel times or reliability.
However, retaining the Steiner bridge would generate more bus delay, and adding a bus lane would negatively
impact surface crossing conditions for the majority of pedestrians (84%) who use the existing crosswalk. We
have heard more mixed views on this bridge, including support for removing it from the Department of
Recrealion and Parks.

do understand and appreciate your need to safely cross Geary with groups of children to reach Kimbell
Playground and other neighborhood destinations, which is why we will retain the Webster bridge.

I

I would be interested to discuss with you whether there is a workable route from Nihonmachi's sites to Kimbell
via the Webster bridge, and whether any other pedestrian improvemenls would be needed to facilitate that
path. Please let me know if you would like to meet or discuss this by phone.

Thanks again,
Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Sen¡or Transportation Planner

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, C494103
415.522.4836

On Mon, May 30, 2016 al1 1:08 AM, Cathy lnamasu <REDAGTED> wrote:
Dear Colin Dentel-Post,
Attached is a letter from Nihonmachi Little Friends regarding our strong opposition to demolishing the Steiner
Street pedestrian bridge. We were very disappointed to hear that the bridge is being recommended to be taken
down. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at REDACTED.
Sincerely,

Cathy lnamasu
Executive Director
Nihonmachi Little Friends

Nihonmach
I
LITTLE FRITND
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May 30, 2016

Mr. Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner

SFCTA
1455 Market Street, 22"d floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: Geary Bush Rapid Transit Plan
Dear Mr. Dentel-Post;

object to the CTA staff recommendation to remove the pedestrian bridge crossing Geary on Steiner
Street. This bridge is the only 100% safe way to cross Geary atthat intersection for our preschoolers,
elementary school-age students, parents and staff.

Nihonmachi Little Friends (NLF) operates two preschool-age programs on Bush and Sutter Streets
between Webster and Buchanan, serving 84 children, and an After School Program (ASP) on Sutter
Street atLaguna Street. Our ASP serves 80 K-5th graders with gsyo of the students attending Rosa
Parks Elementary School. All of our programs utilize the Steiner pedestrian bridge to cross Geary to
get to Kimbell Playground for fieldtrips and special sports day activities with children and families.
Our preschoolers utilize Kimbell Playground on a regular weekly basis for fîeldtrips.
Similarly to the Webster Street pedestrian bridge, the Steiner Street bridge is the safest way to cross
Geary, especially for children and youth, but also for the broad mix of people who use it, including
seniors. The idea of saving a few seconds by tearing down the bridge, and having young children ãnd
seniors stuck on medians in-between fast moving lanes of traffic is unacceptable. The lives of
pedestrians should be worth more than this time saved. At the same time, accessible crosswalks should
be installed to supplement the pedestrian bridge, but NOT replace it.
We urge you to improve and maintain the Steiner Street pedestrian bridge as the only guaranteed safe
passage across Geary at Steiner Street. Funding would be better served in this way, and adding an
accessible crosswalk at the same time.

Thank you for your serious consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,

Oaz-

Cathy Inamasu
Executive Director
2Oll Bush
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Letter L-56
From: WordPress [mailto:info@tellmuni.coml
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 4:4'l PM
To: MuniForward <muniforward(Osfmta.com>; creative@circlepoint.com; r.qermano@circlepoint.com; Hyden,
Rachel L <Rachel. Hvden@sfmta.com>; m.neil(dcirclepoint.com
Subject: Comment submitted via Tellmuni.com

Route:38R
Topic: Stop Spacing/Location
Feedback: Please retain the stop at 28th ave as part of the proposed Geary BRT. That stop is essential for
senior shoppers of the discount grocery there and I alight from it when I take the outbound bus. This stop gets
more use than your data may show because your data doesn't record passengers who alight at this stop.
School children at nearby Presidio School are young and stong enough to walk to that stop. Walking to the bus
is educational and teaches them to be active to remain healthy.
From: Adam Jamin <REDAGTED>

From: Elliott, Kate
Sent: Tuesday, May 24,2016 L0:59 AM
To:'REDACTED' <REDACTED>
Subject : FW: Comment submitted via Tellmuni.com
Dear Mr. Jamin,
Thank you for contacting Tellmuni.com and providing feedback on the proposed removal of the 28th Avenue
local stop on Geary Boulevard.
To provide more efficient and reliable bus service the Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project proposes
removing some stops and optimizing stop locations in the Richmond so they're five to six blocks apart. Stops
were strategically chosen based on their proximity to major attractions, senior centers, hospitals schools and
bus transfer points.
The stop you are referring to at 28th Avenue would be removed to provide more efficient and reliable local
service. There are two stops within a couple blocks of Grocery outlet at 25th and 30th avenues. 25th Avenue is
a major transfer point connecting the 38 local and rapid to the 29 bus route for crosstown service to
Stonestown. The stop at 30th Avenue, serves both the Grocery Outlet and George Washington High School
and is consistent with other stop spacing along the corridor.
Removing bus stops from a route can be an inconvenience requiring riders to adjust their travel patterns and
walk a few more blocks, however, every bus stop eliminated saves riders up to one minute. The travel timesavings in this case off-sets the extra walking time.

The Geary BRT project still has several approval actions by local and federal agencies before construction can
begin. lf the project is approved construction would begin on the eastern segment of the corridor between
Market and Stanyan streets winler 201612017. Stop changes and construction west of Stanyan street would not
begin until2019.
lf you have any additional questions feel free to call or email me.
For more information visit:

transit-home
Kate Elliott
Public lnformation Officer -SFMTA
415.701.2483

Letter L-57

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

$HHf'fr

Sensible Transit Protests Rush to review Geary BRT Final EIR - Re; postpone the
Ja n. 5th meeti n g - http : //www.sfcta.o rg/boa rd -d ecem ber-1 3-201 6.
Wed, Dec 14,2016 at 10:51 AM
Henry Karnitowicz <REDACTED>
To:john.avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org
Cc: REDACTED, REDACTED, clerk@sfcta.org
Dear supervisors,
Regarding the proposed BRT ElR.

TheperiodofreviewistooshorttoadequatelyreviewtheFinal ElR. TheJanuary5meetingshouldbepostponed.

1. Final EIR was published in the afternoon of Friday December 9. Cunently the Board plans to determine whether to
certify the FEIR on January 5, 2017. This period of time for review is only 27 calendar days and that is only 17 working
days.

2.

This period of review falls over the Christmas/Hanukah/\A/inter holiday season where some members of the public

(and even the Board members!) may be traveling and/or spending time with family.

3. During these 17 days over the holidays, the BOARD MUST ALSO REVIEW the FEIR and it must be able to say
that it reflects its independent judgment.
4.
a.

The Final EIR has many newportions and information

b.

The comments and responses are dense

Over 600 vwitten and transcribed comment responses. Appendix B contains 870 pages worth of comments and
responses (inconectly dated "November 2016", it was published December 9, 2016)

-

it took SFCTA almost a year to compile and publish them.

The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of Oveniding Considerations - Thus, in addition to 870
pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and public must evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning for
oveniding the significant impacts which this massive EIR found could not be mitigated.

d.

The recommended altemative has modifications since the Draft EIR - Thus, in addition to the comments and
responses and the reasoning for oveniding the conclusions, the Board members and public must understand a modified
proposed altemative.

5. Non-CEQA findings. Beyond the CEQA document and findings, the City regulations require certain findings and
assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or reviewed. Again, will the Board be able to review, digest
and independently anive at all these new findings?

ln short, this abbreviated period overthe holidays is not enough time forthe Board to meaningfully reviewand
understand this massive document and to honestly anive at the conclusion that this document reflects its independent
professional opinion. Remember, this is not a rubber stamp.

6. Release at holiday time is not fair - members of the public would like to celebrate the holidays and see family and
friends, not "cram" for a January 5 hearing.
7. We would like to think maybe the City didn't realize this unfortunate timing. The cynic thinks it is purposeful and
that the City is acting in bad faith.
a. The Draft EIR published September 15,2015 - 15 months ago.
i. Wry is the Board meeting on the Final scheduled so soon?
ii. \flhy rush nou/?
b. Publishing at the holidays punishes the public who take this matter seriously and want to continue participating
'U2

E4-72
c.

Some believe the January 5 hearing is being scheduled to take advantage of the changing political landscape
new Board members come in on January
Could this rush, after 15 months between Orafi añO Final - be politically
motivated?

d.

L

-

Even if not politically motivated, the City is acting in bad faith by publishing over the holidays.

Please postpone the consideration of the Final EIR until after the holidavs. at least 30.davs aftqr the cunentlv scheduled
meetinq.

Henry Kamilowicz
President
San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94103-2806
REDAGTED cell
REDACTED fax
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Letter L-58.1

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

PIease Vote at 12113/16 SFCTA Meeting to Postpone Gonsideration of the Geary BRT
Final EIR for at Least 30 Days After the Scheduled January 5,2017, Meeting
Paula Katz

<REDACTED>

Sun, Dec 11,2016 at 8:40 PM

To: John Avalos <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "David. Campos"
<David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Aaron Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark

Fanell <Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org>, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Tang, Katy"
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "Yee, Norman (BOS)" <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, Board of Supervisors
< Board. of . Supervisors @sfgov. org>, clerk@sfcta. org
Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,

I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote at your December 13, 2016, meeting to postpone
your consideration of the Geary BRT Final EIR for at least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on
January 5,2017.
Although the Transportation Authority delayed almost three months until this past Friday, December 9, 2016, to make
public the Final ElRforthe Geary BRT, it scheduled thevoteto certify the FElRforJanuary 5,2017. This unreasonably
leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days and only 17 working days to review and analyze a FEIR with
many new portions and information, as well as 870 pages of comments. And during this time, many interested members
of the publics well as Board members and staff will be traveling or othenruise engaged in holiday celebrations with family
and friends for Christmas, Hanukkah, and the New Year.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and be able to say that the

FEIR reflects its indeoendent judgment. The December9 packagecontains a proposed Statement of Oveniding
Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and your
staff as well as the public must evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning for oveniding the significant impacts which this
massive FEIR found could not be mitigated. ln addition, the recommended altemative has modifications to the Draft
ElR. Thus, in addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for oveniding the conclusions, the Board
members and your staff as well as the public must understand a modified proposed altemative. And beyond the CEQA
document and findings, City regulations require certain findings and assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been
publicized or reviewed. Again, how will the Board be able to review digest and independently arrive at all these new
findings in only 17 working days?

ln short, this extremely abbreviated period overthe holidays is not enough time forthe Board to meaningfully review and
understand this massive document and to honestly anive at the conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent
professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15,2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare and issue the Final
EIR on December 9, 2016. Release at the holidays with a certification vote 17 working days later is not fair to the
public, who would like to celebrate the holidays and see family and friends, not "cram" for a January 5, 2017, hearing.
This period of review is just too short for the public and the Board to adequately review the Final ElR.

ln addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until after the January 5,2017, SFCTA
meeting, thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member on
this critical District One issue.
At your December 13, 2016, meeting, please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at least 30 days
after the cunently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.
Sincerely,
Paula Katz

District 4 resident and District 1 shopper, restaurant dine¡ and visitor
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Letter L-58.2

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Please Vote at 1/5/17 SFCTA Meeting to Postpone Consideration of the Geary BRT
Final EIR for at Least 30 Days
Paula Katz <REDACTED>
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 12:41 AM
To: John Avalos <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "David. Campos"
<David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Aaron Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark
Farrell <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Tang, Katy"
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "Yee, Norman (BOS)" <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, Board of Supervisors
<Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org>, clerk@sfcta.org, "Johnston, Conor (BOS)" <conor.johnston@sfgov.org>,
camposstaff@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, jess.montejano@sfgov.org,
hillary.ronen@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.ruiz@sfgov.org
Cc: REDACTED, REDACTED, REDACTED

Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,
I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote at the CTA
meeting this Thursday, January 5, 2017, to postpone considering the Geary Street Final
EIR for at least 30 days after this scheduled meeting.
The Final EIR, which was delayed for three months and did not issue until December
9, 2016, unreasonably left the public and your Board and staff only 27 calendar days
and only 17 working days over the holidays to review and analyze a FEIR of over 1000
pages with many new portions and information. This has been insufficient time for all to
review and evaluate: (1) the proposed Statement of Overriding Considerations with the
SFCTA's reasoning for overriding the significant impacts that this massive FEIR found
could not be mitigated; (2) the modified proposed alternative; and (3) the 870 new
pages of comments and responses. In addition, nonCEQA findings and assessments
required by City regulations have not be publicized or reviewed. The Board needs more
than 17 working days to comprehensively review and understand this massive
document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent
professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this document.
And just as importantly, the residents of this City, many of whom work fulltime, need
more time to review and analyze this massive document because the extremely
abbreviated period over the holidays just was not enough time.
Also of critical importance is the necessity of allowing the newly elected District One
Supervisor Sandra Fewer to vote on this critical District One issue that will so affect her
residents and the district she just has been elected to represent. She will not be sworn
in as Supervisor until shortly after the January 5th meeting. By refusing to postpone the
vote until after January 5th, the SFCTA intentionally would be preventing Supervisor
elect Sandra Fewer the opportunity to vote on such an important issue with longlasting
consequences to the very people she was just chosen to represent. She opposed the
construction project and wanted questions asked and answered. The voters of District
One agreed. To ignore the vote of 80% of District One for the top two candidates who
questioned the project is contrary to our democratic principles. Imagine if you were a
1/2

newly elected Supervisor and an issue of such critical importance to your district, and
one that you had questions about, was coming up for a vote just days before you were
sworn in, and you were going to be denied  for no valid reason  the chance to vote on
this issue and represent your district. Hopefully you would be outraged that you were
denied the chance to represent your constituents on such an important issue. Certainly
your voters would be outraged at the other supervisors who denied you the chance to
vote and represent your constituents. Elections have consequences, and one
consequence of this past election is that 80% of the District One voters want this
project questioned more carefully, and the elected representatives from other areas of
the City should not deny those voters the opportunity to have Sandra Fewer, their newly
elected representative, the opportunity to vote on this issue.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR. Instead, I strongly
urge you to postpone the vote on the Geary Street FEIR for 30 days beyond your
January 5, 2017, meeting. This would give everyone more time to review and analyze
the massive FEIR, and would give newly elected District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer
the chance to vote on this very important issue.
I would appreciate your letting me know whether or not you support postponing the vote
for 30 days, and if not, why not.
Sincerely,
Paula Katz
District 4 voter and District 1 shopper, restaurant diner, and visitor
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Executlve Director

C)ctober

24,2016

Robert Hamaguchi

Community Aides
Kimi Fukuyarna
Greg Marutani

Board Memlrers
Alice Kawahatsu, Presrdont
Paul Wermer,

V ice-P

reside nt

Mark Moriguchi, ì"¡eas¿¡ier
Rosalyn Tonal, Secretary
Anthony Brown
Seiko Fujimoto
Judy l'lanraguchl

Richatd Hashinroto

Mr. Colin Dentcl-Post
Senior'lransportation Planncr
C1^- 1l-.^,---:..^- tr---.-),-'r\,,
.,t
,).uI t'I¿rtlç15çLr L.ouilty I t'¿lttsLXlt
^
lauutI /.\t¡ilì()nty
1455 Market Street, 22"d Floor
San l;rancisco. [:A 94103-1300
SIJBJECT: Opposition to the SFCTA SralTRccomrnenclation to not have a
Rapid Sto¡: at f-,aguna Sfteet ancl Inquiry About l.Jse of Funds to Make Repair.s
on ths Webstcr Strcet Bridge
The Japantowrt l'ask lior:ce (Jfllll) opposes the reconrrnendation presentecl Lry
SIr County'l'i'ansportation Authot'ity (SFC'I'A) stal'f to nlakr.. the Laguna sto¡t
only a Local Stop, and irxteaclrequests it tle h:oth a l,ocal arrd Rapid stop.

David lshida
Glynis Nakahara
Benh Nakajo

Jon Osaki
Beau Simon
Neal Taniguchi
Clint Taurâ, nDS

Whal is troulrling is that in atJclition to crcating inconvcuicncç anrl conlì¡sion
f(r'the seniors using ihe (ieary service. by not keeping the T,aguna sro¡r both a
l,clcal ancl Rapicl stop. it means that unless visitors are f'¿rnliliar with where the
Rapir'l does nol sto¡r. wcr arrticipate there woulcl be a negative inrpact oll the
nrcrctrants irr .lapantown busiuesse$ everl if s¡rcc:ial signagc ancl
flrltlouncefllents are l'nacle on the Geary buses. While iur¡rrovecl signargc was
initially ¡rroposecl by sta{Tat a meeting with local comnrunity representatives
as a way of'rniligating tlie potcntial impact ol'renroving the l,tiguna stop ¿ìs a
Rapict sto¡r, evett this inadequûte reconrllendation has not lleen included in the
stal'l'recommendations at the CAC nteeting, which indicatcs cvctr those
recotnntellclations are not ilrcludecl.
With a llapid stop at Van Ness ancl the next one at Fillmorc, visitors nnd
slio¡rpers to Japantown. would havc ¿rr uphill walk to rcach the heart o1.la¡rantown rvhere the Pcace Pagorla and thc Ruth Asaw¿r Oliganri lìountains
¿rre

locatecl.

At tlte Septembcr 29,2016 Clitizcns Advisory Clo¡umittee meeting. the stal'I. in
responcling to the inc¡uiry about ¡rossibly using the savings tiernr not
der:rolishing tlre lVetrster street Bridge f'or repairs to the Bridge as well as to
ntake irn¡rrovenre¡lts in the streetscâpe. statecl that this wi¡s ltot possiblc
because the Briclge is not ADA colrrpliant. As there would he an ADA
cottt¡rliattl surlacc clossing il is rlu¡'position that the h¡rrcls could be used to
tllttke nccdcd repairs ancl int¡rroverïìents. We would a¡rpreciate this recprest lre

l7{r5SutterSlrcer,2n<l l'lor¡t,Satrlr¡nrisro (.ìÂ9,lJl5'.115}4612lt)'l'¡r.ll5ì4(t,fi703
in[o'.t{¡aparttorr.n(¡skforcc.r}tg ' }y\ì'\,}.1ð[:]ðntorvtttaskforcr org

further reviewed and if the staff is corect, please provide referçnces that
would rcstrict the use of the frrnds.
Sincerely

tn*^/û*
Alice Kawahatsu
President

cc: Tilly

*

Chang, Exeoutive Director
Scott Wiener, Chair
Thomas Nolan, Chair SFMTA
Ëd Reiskin, Director, SFMTA
London Breed, President, BOS
Soan Konnedy, SFMTA

Hamaguchi
Exesutive Director

Letter L-59.2

Letter L-60

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Please approve BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 2:40 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Brooke Kuhn <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 2:38 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Please approve BRT
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Dear Board
Please approve the Geary BRT Project, including the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR), and select the Hybrid
Alternative as the "locally preferred alternative."
Thanks,
Brooke Kuhn
REDACTED
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Letter L-61
On Wed, Feb 17 ,2016 al1:26 PM, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-oost@sfcta.orq> wrote:

Mr. Lal,
Thanks for providing this additional information on the needs of your business on Geary Boulevard.
The meeting we held on January 19 with you and other merchants on your block helped us better understand
these specific needs, and we are currently working with our design team to identify the best way to address the
concerns you and others have raised while improving transportation in the Geary corridor.
I look forward to our next meeting, at which we will provide an update to the group on the design process and
on potential solutions to these issues. We're currently working to schedule that meeting, which I think will be
very productive.

Please feel free to get in touch with me with further thoughts or questions.
Sincerely,
Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

Fonivarded message
From: Ravi Lal <RE
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2016 al1 1 :09 AM
Subject: re: Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Project

To: "Tilly.Chang@sfcta.ORG" <Tillv.Chanq@sfcta.oro>, "Ed.Reighj.n@,.cg,n" <.BLBC!gK[@[¡q]¿.æm>,
"leslie. roqers@fta.dot.qov"

<@>

Dear Officials,
I am the owner of THE UPS Store located at 3145 Geary Blvd (Between Spruce & Cook St). Small
businesses like mine are vital to the economy and account for nearly 90o/o of the total workforce in the U.S. We
also account for nearly 50o/o of private (non-farm) GDP so I do hope our voices are heard. This store has
served the neighborhood for over 30 years and I have owned it for 10 years. lt has come to my attention,
through other neighboring businesses, that there are plans to remove all or a very significant number of parking
metered spaces on our block to relocate a bus stop that currently resides one block away. lt concerns me that
for a project of this magnitude and with the impact on the neighboring community, we were not better informed
nor were we made aware of the opportunities to voice our concerns. I understand the desire and need to
improve the public transit system. However, I also feel that there are better options that will not negatively affect
the local businesses. Some of these options were provided at a recent community meeting.
The removal of the metered parking spaces will have a significantly negative impact on my business.
My business is a packaging and shipping store. We handle approximately 70-100 packages daily. UPS, FedEx,
DHL and USPS carriers deliver and pickup on a daily basis. Due to the sheer volume of incoming and outgoing
packages, these carriers will more than likely block the proposed "red" bus lanes in order to service our store.
This will slow the bus service and the best guess estimates for improved efficiency will no longer apply. UPS for
one, is a unionized company and the drivers are not required to pay for parking violations. UPS corporate nets
over $3,000,000,000 annually and creating efficiencies in delivery and pickup services will always trump any
parking/traffic violations they receive. The adjacent streets are not a viable option they are very narrow and
parking there would entail blocking through traffic. Each of our UPS pickup and deliveries average 15-20

minutes.
My customers will also find my store a challenge to complete their tasks. With the parking in the front
of my store removed, they would have to carry their packages a block or more, which for some may be a nearly

impossible task. Therefore, with so many other providers offering similar services, including other UPS Stores,
customers will choose to visit a more parking convenient location. I can easily see a 10-15% drop in sales
within the first year that parking meters are removed with another 5% decrease manually capped al20-21o/o.
While I am only speculating in reference to the percentage decline, after 10 years in the business this is my
"best-guess" estimate. This is my only store and one our family relies on for our livelihood.
I hope that the concern I have for this project can be felt through the words I have typed here. I know
the transit project serves the "greater good" considering the number of riders served daily vs. the number of
businesses and customers affected. However, I know there is a better way to build this project without it hurting
the small businesses around it. I just hope you are willing to hear us out on our suggestions and search for a
better solution.
All the best,

7?.r;Jr1
lndiq Art¡, LLC
REDACTED
Son Fronci¡co, CA 94103
Ph: REDACTED I Fox: REDACTED

Letter L-62
SAN
FRANCISCO
CHAI¡lBERor

COlllìIERCE
December t3,2Ot6

Ms. Tilly Chang, Executive Director
San Fra ncisco Cou nty Tra nsportation Authority
1-455 Market St., 22nd Floor

San Francisco CA 94103
RE:

Approval of Geary Bus Rapid Transit Environmental lmpact Report

Dear Ms. Chang:
The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, representing over 2,500 local businesses, urges the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority Board to delay action on the Final Environmental lmpact
Report for the Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit project.

Noticing this meeting during the holidays, for a date while the Board of Supervisors itself will be on
recess, does not serve the public interest. Board members and their offices will, by and large, be closed.
It is likely that a full board may not even be present on January 5. And, three members will leave office
on January 8 and thus will not be in office to act on implementing legislation.
The Chamber of Commerce urges the SFCTA board to delay action on the Final EIR until February or
early March so that the SFCTA board members have a chance to review the documents, and the public
can adequately prepare for the hearing.

Sincerely,

Jim Lazarus
Senior Vice President of Public Policy
cc. Members of the SFCTA Board

[Test] Geary BRT Gitizens Advisory Committee meeting
sam

Leaheyü

Letter L-63
Thu, sep 22'2016 at 11:01 PM

To: SFCTA <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Hurry up and build this thing already!!!!!The only thing stopping San Francisco from being betterthan NYC is fixing its
honendous public transportation system ! #SubwaysEveryWhereAreNeeded
lQuoted text hiddenl

Allthe best,
Coach Sam

-ilt-ilrMS,

LMï

CSCS

Founder & Director of Sport Science
Precision Sport Science, LLC
www.

P

recisi onSportScien ce. com

PRECISIfIN
ÊPORl BCIENCE
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Letter L-64
Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Do not approve
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:58 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: 'Nancy Leahy' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:54 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Do not approve
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
I live in the Richmond and think this plan will cause a lot of damage, upheaval and problems to the traffic flow and
pedestrian safety here. Please do not approve this project!
Nancy Leahy
REDACTED
Sent from my iPhone
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Letter L-65

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Debbi Lerman
Date: Wed Jan 04 2017 13:28:31 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org
Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member:
I write to you today to urge you to vote in favor of the Staff Recommended Alternative for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) project and to approve the project’s Final Environmental Impact Report at your hearing on January 5th. Geary
BRT is more than a transit project. The project will greatly benefit everyone who uses Geary, including families, people
with disabilities, residents, small business workers, students, and visitors.
Geary BRT will significantly improve the safety of all those traveling through the area whether they travel by foot, car, or
bus and those benefits cannot be ignored. The project has been delayed for long enough. It’s time for Geary BRT to
move forward so that critical improvements can finally be to made to this important connection for our city. Please
approve Geary BRT.
Thank you for your time.
Debbi Lerman
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Letter L-66

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Linda Lewin <REDACTED>
Date: Fri Dec 23 2016 17:18:11 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: Tilly Chang
Geary BRT is a bad idea for the Richmond because it will hinder merchants' businesses along Geary Blvd., it will
make seniors and disabled people have to cross into the middle of the street to get on the bus, and it will take 200
million dollars to build, which could be spent on ending homelessness, improving education and other important
issues.
Linda Lewin
Richmond senior resident
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Letter L-67

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Postpone the meeting of the County Transportation Authority Board of
Commissioners
Ron Lissak <REDACTED> To:
"clerk@sfcta.org" <clerk@sfcta.org>

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 8:56 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a homeowner in the Richmond and I support sensible mass transit. I do not support plans that are passed without
proper input from critical voices. To that end, the upcoming meeting of the County Transportation Authority Board of
Commissioners scheduled for later this week should be postponed until after District One’s newly elected supervisor,
Sandra Fewer, is able to participate fully (i.e. after she is sworn in).

To do anything less would be undemocratic. This is San Francisco, not Washington. We can do better than this!

Ron Lissak
Homeowner
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94121
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Letter L-68

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Vote to Postpone Vote on Geary BRT Final EIR Scheduled for January 5
Loane@well.com <REDACTED>
Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 11:26 PM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org,
REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org,
John.Avalos@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org,
REDACTED

To Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority:
I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote to postpone your consideration of the Geary BRT
Final EIR for at least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.
We understand the Board of Supervisors, acting as County Authority, is poised to rush through a vote on the approval of
the Geary BRT at a January 6, 2017 meeting, immediately after the MTA Board approves this monster. The new
supervisors will barely have time to figure out how to set up their computers and use their email before being asked to
approve a $300350 million controversial budget item.
Have they no shame? This is without precedent and an incredible slap in the face of the public, who deserve at least the
legally required 30 days review and comment time. What is the rush? Who’s bonuses or kickbacks are so important that
the public must, once again, sue for their right to their 30 days after public release of this monstrous EIR? Did loss of
the sales tax not send a message that the voters are not pleased with this department?
The Transportation Authority delayed almost three months until December 9, 2016, to make public the Final EIR for the
Geary BRT, then scheduled the vote to certify the FEIR for January 5, 2017. This unreasonably leaves the public and
your Board only 27 calendar days and only 17 working days to review and analyze a FEIR with many new portions and
information, as well as 870 pages of comments. During this time, many interested members of the public well as Board
members and staff will be traveling or otherwise engaged in holiday celebrations with family and friends for Christmas,
Hanukkah, and the New Year.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and be able to say that the
FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of Overriding
Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and your
staff as well as the public must evaluate the SFCTA’s reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this
massive FEIR found could not be mitigated. In addition, the recommended alternative has modifications to the Draft
EIR. Thus, in addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board
members and your staff as well as the public must understand a modified proposed alternative. And beyond the CEQA
document and findings, City regulations require certain findings and assessments. NonCEQA findings have not been
publicized or reviewed. Again, how will the Board be able to review, digest and independently arrive at all these new
findings in only 17 working days?
In short, this extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to meaningfully review and
understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent
professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15, 2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare and issue the Final
EIR on December 9, 2016. Releasing the report during the holidays with a certification vote 17 working days later is not
fair to the public who would like to celebrate the holidays and see family and friends, not “cram” for a January 5, 2017,
hearing. This period of review is just too short for the public and the Board to adequately review the Final EIR.
In addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until January 8, 2017, thus denying District
One representatives the vote by their newly elected Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member on this critical District One issue.
At the next upcoming meetings please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at least 30 days after the
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currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.
Joseph Loane
REDACTED
SF 94116
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Letter L-69

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

SFCTA Board Approves Geary BRT Design, EIR
'John Lum' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
ReplyTo: John Lum <dalai_lumma@yahoo.com>
To: SFCTA <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Jan 9, 2017 at 3:41 PM

No matter what you say, Geary Blvd. doesn't need much more than a good paving job and effective traffic enforcement.
John Lum

From: SFCTA <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
To: dalai_lumma@yahoo.com
Sent: Monday, January 9, 2017 2:59 PM
Subject: SFCTA Board Approves Geary BRT Design, EIR

SFCTA Board Approves Geary Bus Rapid Transit
Design, Adopts Final Environmental Impact Report
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Board—comprised of members of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors— voted unanimously to select the project design and certify the Final Environmental Impact
Report at their meeting Thursday, January 5, 2017.
This culminates a decade of project development, undertaken in partnership with the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), which operates the Muni 38 Geary line services and will construct and operate the
new bus facility.
The selected ‘hybrid’ BRT design includes dedicated centerrunning bus lanes in the Richmond, and siderunning
bus lanes east of Stanyan Street to Market Street, connecting with existing bus lanes eastward to the Transbay
Terminal.
The Transportation Authority Board also adopted a recommendation by the Geary BRT Citizen’s Advisory Committee
(CAC) to preserve the existing 38Rapid bus stop at Laguna Street, as well as to retain the 38Local bus stop at
Collins Street.
To read more about the project, visit the project website at www.GearyBRT.org.
To read more about next steps, see “Status and Next Steps” section of the project website.
Read the latest Geary BRT press release on our press page.
Want project updates via text? Text YES to 6286001675. For email updates and more information visit
GearyBRT.org.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=159859b5b58e878f&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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You are receiving this email because of your interest or involvement in a San Francisco County Transportation Authority project/study.
UNSUBSCRIBE | CHANGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION PREFERENCES | FORWARD THIS EMAIL
SFCTA
1455 Market Street
22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Add us to your address book
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Letter L-70
Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Bus rapid transit corridor along Geary Blvd
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Sarah Lupberger
Date: Wed Dec 28 2016 13:49:52 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Bus rapid transit corridor along Geary Blvd
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Hello,
Thank you for the work that you are doing to making bus rapid transit and improved streetscapes a reality along Geary
Boulevard.
I see that one of the project's mitigation measures (11I, I VQ2) is to use a consistent palette of street trees for the
project. I wish to comment and recommend that trees are selected which provide biological resources such as insect and
bird habitat. I know that the Recommended San Francisco Street Tree Species List (http://sfpublicworks.org/site
s/default/files/SF%20Street%20Tree%20Species%20List%202016%20Adopted.pdf) is fairly limited in regards to habitat
quality, but the linear nature of this project affords a great opportunity to show how well native street trees can perform in
the urban landscape. Please explore using species like California buckeye (Aesculus californica) and coast live oak
(Quercus agrifolia) to support biodiversity along this corridor between the Presidio, Ocean Beach, and Golden Gate Park.
These native species would complement native vegetation in bioswales and other landscape areas that are designed to
minimize and reduce total storm water runoff.
I am happy to discuss this matter further and connect you with relevant experts. I hope to see a discussion of urban
landscape ecology in regards to this project.
Best,
Sarah Lupberger
Text of Measure IVQ2:
In order to maximize overall Geary corridor visual unity, a consistent palette of street tree types could be developed,
reviewed by City planning staff, and applied throughout the Geary corridor
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Letter L-71

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

The Geary BRT Hearing on January 5
Larry Lurie <REDACTED>
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:11 PM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org,
REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org,
John.Avalos@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org,
REDACTED

Dear Supervisors,
I think Cost/Benefit is an important way of looking a lots of things in life.
When I look at the $300 million construction project to get people from Outer Richmond to Downtown
by a project that will disrupt and perhaps destroy the Richmond District from many, many years, I strongly
doubt that the benefits outweigh the cost.
At least when New York spent a huge amount of money to improve transportation, they put it
underground.
My thought is that this project, although much considered, is truly outdated given the modern changes in
transportation that are here or around the corner.
I think that having a vote of Supervisors on January 5, 2017 during a period of political transition is inadvisable.
Not letting the a newly elected Supervisors vote because they won’t be sworn in for a few days, is truly
unacceptable and very “political:.
I ask that you postpone this vote and defer the decision so that the four new supervisors, who represent
our future, be allowed to have time to study the plan and make a thoughtful decision.
Thank you.
Lawrence B. Lurie, M.D.
(Richmond District Resident)
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Letter L-72
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REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94117

March 28,2016
San Francisco Board

of Supervisors

I Dr Carlton B Goodlett
San Francisco,

Pl #244

CA 94102

Members oÊthe Board oÊSupervisors,

I, on the behalf of the University of San Francisco's Residence Hall Association, am writing this
letter in full support of the SFMTA Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project.
After discussing amongst ourselves and our resident representatives, we have agreed that this
new project will greatly benefit our student residents in terms of commuting to and from the
university. With the removal of many bus stops along Geary a number of parking spaces will be
available to the general public. Furthermore, the construction of this project will not have any
drastic impediment to current traffic flow.
Recognizing that there are many benefits and so few disadvantages to the university and the city,
the Residence Hall Association expresses their support for this project and asks the Board of
Supervisors to deeply consider supporting this project as well.
Sincerely,

Vincent Luyen
Director of Advocacy
USF Residence Hall Association.

@

Letter L-73

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Vote to Postpone Vote on Geary BRT Final EIR Scheduled for January 5
Mari M <REDACTED>
Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 6:42 PM
To: "Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org" <Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org>, "clerk@sfcta.org" <clerk@sfcta.org>,
"London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>,
"Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>,
"Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Katy.Tang@sfgov.org"
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org"
<Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, "kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org" <kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org>,
"hillary.ronen@sfgov.org" <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>, "REDACTED" <REDACTED>,
"REDACTED" <REDACTED>, "jess.montejano@sfgov.org"
<jess.montejano@sfgov.org>, "conor.johnston@sfgov.org" <conor.johnston@sfgov.org>, "margaux.kelly@sfgov.org"
<margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>, "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "sunny.angulo@sfgov.org"
<sunny.angulo@sfgov.org>, "Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org" <Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org>, "REDACTED"
<REDACTED>

Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority:
I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote to postpone your
consideration of the Geary BRT Final EIR for at least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA
meeting on January 5, 2017.

We understand the Board of Supervisors, acting as County Authority, is poised to rush through a
vote on the approval of the Geary BRT at a January 6, 2017 meeting, immediately after the MTA
Board approves this monster. The new supervisors will barely have time to figure out how to set up
their computers and use their email before being asked to approve a $300350 million
controversial budget item.

Have they no shame? This is without precedent and an incredible slap in the face of the public,
who deserve at least the legally required 30 days review and comment time. What is the rush?
Who’s bonuses or kickbacks are so important that the public must, once again, sue for their right to
their 30 days after public release of this monstrous EIR? Did loss of the sales tax not send a
message that the voters are not pleased with this department?
The Transportation Authority delayed almost three months until December 9, 2016, to make public
the Final EIR for the Geary BRT, then scheduled the vote to certify the FEIR for January 5, 2017.
This unreasonably leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days and only 17 working
days to review and analyze a FEIR with many new portions and information, as well as 870 pages
of comments. During this time, many interested members of the public well as Board members and
staff will be traveling or otherwise engaged in holiday celebrations with family and friends for
Christmas, Hanukkah, and the New Year.

During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and
be able to say that the FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December 9 package contains
a proposed Statement of Overriding Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments
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and responses, the reviewing Board members and your staff as well as the public must evaluate
the SFCTA’s reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this massive FEIR found could
not be mitigated. In addition, the recommended alternative has modifications to the Draft EIR.
Thus, in addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for overriding the
conclusions, the Board members and your staff as well as the public must understand a modified
proposed alternative. And beyond the CEQA document and findings, City regulations require
certain findings and assessments. NonCEQA findings have not been publicized or reviewed.
Again, how will the Board be able to review, digest and independently arrive at all these new
findings in only 17 working days?

In short, this extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to
meaningfully review and understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the
conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed
to just rubber stamp this document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15, 2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare
and issue the Final EIR on December 9, 2016. Releasing the report during the holidays with a
certification vote 17 working days later is not fair to the public who would like to celebrate the
holidays and see family and friends, not “cram” for a January 5, 2017, hearing. This period of
review is just too short for the public and the Board to adequately review the Final EIR.

In addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until January 8, 2017,
thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected Supervisor/SFCTA Board
Member on this critical District One issue.

At the next upcoming meetings please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at
least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.

Please make sure that every San Franciscan has a voice thru all the supervisors.

Thank you!

Mari
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Letter L-74

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Geary Bus Rapid Transit minor design change
Cheryl Mar <cmar@ggsenior.org>
To: Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
Cc: Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org>

Fri, Apr 14, 2017 at 12:27 PM

Colin,
Kaleda and I look forward to speaking with you on Monday. Please see the attached letter.

April 14, 2017

Dear Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Team,

This letter is written on behalf of the organizations located at 6221 Geary Blvd, between 26th and
27th Avenue. We received notification regarding a design change to the BRT project, moving
where the busonly lane transitions from the center median to the side lanes from 26th to 27th Ave.
However, these changes only affect the westbound lanes and our neighbors on the north side of
Geary Blvd. We are also opposed to having the busonly lanes transition in front of our business.
This is not an appropriate site for this shift of traffic to occur. We represent a senior center,
preschool, mental health clinic, and other senior service organizations so, collectively, this location
serves the most vulnerable populations – seniors, children, and disabled individuals. In addition,
there is a high volume of vehicle traffic regularly needing to access our locale. Many cars, school
buses, and paratransit vans need to dropoff/pickup children, seniors, and adults with disabilities.
Large delivery trucks and vans load and unload supplies daily. We need as much curbside parking
and loading areas as possible, as the drivers who routinely need to double park or circle the block
can attest to. Removing parking spaces and having buses and cars shift lanes at our entrance will
create a very dangerous environment for our senior, disabled, and minor clients. We are
concerned about the safety issues and traffic gridlock the current design plan will cause.

We would like to propose that the eastbound transition zone occur between 32nd and 30th Ave.
This two block stretch is situated alongside the back of George Washington High School’s athletic
field. With careful planning and smart design, this will be a much safer area for the busonly lane to
transfer from the side lane to the center median, rather than at the entrance of any business or
residence. We appreciate you listening to stakeholder feedback. Please discus this suggestion
and take it into serious consideration.

Thank You,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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Golden Gate Senior Services
Nick Lederer, Executive Director
Karen James, Program Manager

Richmond Senior Center
Kaleda Walling, Director
Cheryl Mar, Program Coordinator – Safe Streets for Seniors & Adults with Disabilities
Wendy Frost, Director – Golden Gate Village
Christina Wong, Programs & Services Coordinator
Sam Bratt – Informational & Assistance Specialist
Ralph Roullard – Life Skills Aide

Kai Ming Head Start
Jee Y. Cha, Site Manager

Felton Institute/Family Service Agency
Karen Garrison, Program Director  Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion & Community Based
Case Management Programs
Eileen Kincaid, Program Coordinator – Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion Programs
Tieu Ly, Volunteer Coordinator  Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion Programs
Marianne Yusavaga, Program Assistant  Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion Programs

San Francisco LTC Ombudsman Program
Benson Nadell, Program Director
Robert Manes, Ombudsman
Rebecca Chang, Ombudsman

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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Cheryl Mar, Program Coordinator
Safe Streets for Seniors & Adults with Disabili es
Richmond Senior Center
415.752.6444 oﬃce

1477435613434_PastedImage

From: Colin Dentel‐Post <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 4:49 PM
To: Kaleda Walling
Cc: Cheryl Mar
Subject: Re: Geary Bus Rapid Transit minor design change

Kaleda,
I should have added previously: if you have written feedback, please feel free to share it. That way,
I can review it and be prepared to answer any questions or ask other team members to join for our
phone call on Monday.
Thanks,
Colin
Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 12:56 PM, Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org> wrote:
Sure, first thing Monday morning (4/17) works for me. Should we say 9am? Let me know the
best number to reach you, or if you'd prefer to call me at the number below.
Thanks!
Colin
Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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On Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 9:44 AM, Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org> wrote:
Hi Colin,

Aἀer 2 is tough for me as I have a 2:30 meeὔng oﬀ‐site. Can talk ﬁrst thing on Monday?

Best,
Kaleda

From: Colin Dentel‐Post [mailto:colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 9:42 AM

To: Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org>
Cc: Cheryl Mar <cmar@ggsenior.org>
Subject: Re: Geary Bus Rapid Transit minor design change

Thanks, Kaleda  I look forward to hearing your feedback. 1:30 Friday is tough for me  would
either 12:30 or sometime after 2pm work for you?

Colin

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Tue, Apr 11, 2017 at 10:35 PM, Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org> wrote:
Hi Colin,

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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We do have feedback that we have wriύen up and planned to send you in wriὔng, however, I am
happy to talk with you about by phone. I think Friday is the only day I have open. Let me double
check with Cheryl, but most likely a 1:30 call should work.

Thanks,
kaleda

Kaleda Walling
(415) 4054660 Desk
(415) 424  7982 Cell

From: Colin Dentel‐Post <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2017 5:51 PM
To: Kaleda Walling
Cc: Cheryl Mar
Subject: Re: Geary Bus Rapid Transit minor design change

Hi Kaleda,

I just wanted to follow up and see if you've had a chance to discuss this Geary design reﬁnement
with stakeholders at the senior center, and if you have any feedback to share. I would be happy to
set up a ὔme for a phone call with you later this week to discuss, if you'd like.

Best,
Colin

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Wed, Mar 29, 2017 at 4:33 PM, Colin Dentel‐Post <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org> wrote:
Kaleda,

Thanks for the follow‐up, and I appreciate that you have a number of things on your plate! I'll be
out of the oﬃce next week, but back the week of 4/10, so it would be great it we could check in
then. I'd love to hear any feedback you have then, since we'd like to present this design change to
our SFCTA Ciὔzens Advisory Commiύee later next month.

Thanks,
Colin

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Wed, Mar 29, 2017 at 4:20 PM, Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org> wrote:
Hi Colin,

We are in the midst of budget revisions so I will have to wait to go over this unὔl next week. Will by mid
April work for us to get back to you?

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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Thanks,
kaleda

From: Colin Dentel‐Post [mailto:colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 1:02 PM
To: Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org>
Cc: Cheryl Mar <cmar@ggsenior.org>
Subject: Re: Geary Bus Rapid Transit minor design change

Great, thank you Kaleda. Do you have a sense of your ὔmeline for reviewing this with others at
the center?

Colin

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Mon, Mar 27, 2017 at 8:58 PM, Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org> wrote:
Hi Colin,

Thank you for this update and the aύached project design changes. I will review this with our Safe
Streets for Seniors and Adults with Disabiliὔes team as well as interested parὔcipants at the center.
We will be sure to follow up with any quesὔon that we may have.

Sincerely,
Kaleda

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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From: Colin Dentel‐Post [mailto:colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org]
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 12:24 PM
To: Kaleda Walling <kaleda@ggsenior.org>
Subject: Geary Bus Rapid Transit minor design change

Greeὔngs Ms. Walling,

I’m wriὔng on behalf of the Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project team about a minor project
design change that we’ve made since we last presented at the Richmond Senior Center in
November 2016. The alteraὔon preserves parking and loading spaces in the blocks near the
Richmond Senior Center.

As you know, the Geary BRT project would bring faster, more reliable transit service and safer
pedestrian condiὔons to the Geary corridor. On January 5, 2017, the Geary BRT project and
Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was approved by the San Francisco County
Transportaὔon Authority (SFCTA) Board of Directors, comprised of the SF Board of
Supervisors. The project design includes bus‐only lanes from downtown to 34th Avenue,
traﬃc signal upgrades, bus stop changes, and pedestrian safety improvements.

The project team and the SFCTA Board heard feedback from stakeholders in your
neighborhood regarding where parking and loading zones are most needed. In response, we
have revised the design of the bus‐only lanes where they transiὔon from the center median
to side lanes to move them one block west, from 26th Avenue to 27th Avenue. As a result,
we’re able to preserve two addiὔonal parking spaces as well as all of the loading spaces on
those two blocks. The aύached document includes speciﬁcs regarding the reﬁned design,
ὔmeline and next steps.

As we discussed at our meeὔng in November, there will be further opportuniὔes to reﬁne
the design as the project progresses from the environmental review phase into the design
phase. We’ll let you know once design work on the secὔon of the corridor west of Stanyan
Street has started and we’re seeking input on addiὔonal design details. In the meanὔme, if
you have any quesὔons or would like to discuss the lane transiὔon design or any other
aspects of the project, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Best wishes,
Colin

Colin DentelPost
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

BRTLetter (1).pdf
216K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15b6def3e78126df&q=kaleda&qs=true&search=query&dsqt=1…
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April 14, 2017
Dear Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Team,
This letter is written on behalf of the organizations located at 6221 Geary Blvd, between 26th and 27th
Avenue. We received notification regarding a design change to the BRT project, moving where the busonly lane transitions from the center median to the side lanes from 26th to 27th Ave. However, these
changes only affect the westbound lanes and our neighbors on the north side of Geary Blvd. We are also
opposed to having the bus-only lanes transition in front of our business. This is not an appropriate site
for this shift of traffic to occur. We represent a senior center, preschool, mental health clinic, and other
senior service organizations so, collectively, this location serves the most vulnerable populations –
seniors, children, and disabled individuals. In addition, there is a high volume of vehicle traffic regularly
needing to access our locale. Many cars, school buses, and paratransit vans need to drop-off/pick-up
children, seniors, and adults with disabilities. Large delivery trucks and vans load and unload supplies
daily. We need as much curbside parking and loading areas as possible, as the drivers who routinely
need to double park or circle the block can attest to. Removing parking spaces and having buses and
cars shift lanes at our entrance will create a very dangerous environment for our senior, disabled, and
minor clients. We are concerned about the safety issues and traffic gridlock the current design plan will
cause.
We would like to propose that the eastbound transition zone occur between 32nd and 30th Ave. This two
block stretch is situated alongside the back of George Washington High School’s athletic field. With
careful planning and smart design, this will be a much safer area for the bus-only lane to transfer from
the side lane to the center median, rather than at the entrance of any business or residence. We
appreciate you listening to stakeholder feedback. Please discus this suggestion and take it into serious
consideration.
Thank You,
Golden Gate Senior Services
Nick Lederer, Executive Director
Karen James, Program Manager
Richmond Senior Center
Kaleda Walling, Director
Cheryl Mar, Program Coordinator – Safe Streets for Seniors & Adults with Disabilities
Wendy Frost, Director – Golden Gate Village
Christina Wong, Programs & Services Coordinator
Sam Bratt – Informational & Assistance Specialist
Ralph Roullard – Life Skills Aide
Kai Ming Head Start
Jee Y. Cha, Site Manager

Felton Institute/Family Service Agency
Karen Garrison, Program Director - Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion & Community Based Case
Management Programs
Eileen Kincaid, Program Coordinator – Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion Programs
Tieu Ly, Volunteer Coordinator - Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion Programs
Marianne Yusavaga, Program Assistant - Foster Grandparent/Senior Companion Programs
San Francisco LTC Ombudsman Program
Benson Nadell, Program Director
Robert Manes, Ombudsman
Rebecca Chang, Ombudsman

Letter L-75

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Please approve Geary BRT project
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 9:18 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Solange Martin <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 9:16 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Please approve Geary BRT project
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org

Greetings.
I urge you to approve the Geary BRT Project, including the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR).
Please select the Hybrid Alternative as the locally preferred alternative.
Thank you,
Solange Martin
_______________
Solange Martin
"People are crazy, and times are strange." ~Bob Dylan
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Letter L-76

From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Tue Nov 22 2016 14.20.19 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: Re: Letter Opposing Staff Recommendations on Laguna Stop
To: "Greg M." , Alice Kawahatsu , Robert Hamaguchi
cc: "tilly.chanq@sfcta.orq" , "scott.wiener@sfgov.oro" , Ed Reiskin , London Breed , paul wermer
"RobeÉa.Boomer@sfmta.com" , Liz Brisson , "Amiri, Wahid"

,

Dear Mr. Hamaguchi, Ms. Kawahatsu, and Mr. Marutani,
Thank you for your letter and feedback about the Geary Bus Rapid Transit pro¡ecl. Attached is a response letter from Liz
Brisson at SFMTA and me addressing the issues of the Laguna Street stop and streetscape upgrades in Japantown. We are
also sending a hard copy of this letter in the mail. As the letter states, we recently met with Paul Wermer and agreed to
discuss these items further with the community at an upcoming meeting of the Japantown Task Force Land Use Committee.
Thanks again, and we look fon¡rrard to continuing our conversations and identifying solutions that meet the needs of the
Japantown community.
Sincerely,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transponation Planner
San Francisco Cou nty Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 941 03

415.522.4836

On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 al4:08 PM, Greg M. <REDACTED> wrote:
Dear Colin,
Attached is a PDF file of a letter from the Japantown Task Force that at its October 19, 2016 Board meeting voted to
send a letter opposing the SFCTA staff recommendations to keep the Laguna stop a Local Only. A "hard" copy is being
sent you via USPS. I have cc:ed those who were named in the letter with the exception of Chairman Thomas Nolan ag I
could locate an e-mail address for him and included Roberta Boomer who is listed as the Secretary to the Board.
Greg Marutani
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Novembet 27,2016

Robert Flamaguchi, Executive Director
Alice Kawahatsu, President
Japantown Task Force
1765 Sutter Street, 2"d Floor
San Francisco, CA 94115
Dear Ms. Kawahatsu and Mt. Flamaguchi,
Thank you very much for taking the time to share your most recent feedback regarding the Geary Bus Rapid
Transit project in your letter, dated October 24th. We'd like to ftst say that we very much appreciate the
Japantown community's input, which has improved this ptoject sþificantly to date.
\Øhat follows âre responses from our agencies on the two main areas of comment from your recent letter,
the Laguna Street bus stop and the Webster Street bridge.

Laguna Street Bus Stop
As you know, our agencies conducted additional analysis of the implications of maintaining a Rapid stop at
Lagona in response to concerns raised by theJapantown Task Force and other stakeholders in the area. That
analysis, documented in a memo provided to Paul SØermet on September 28,201.6, revealed that maintaining
a Rapid stop would add significant passenger delay (180 hours) for all Rapid riders traveling through this part
of the corridor on an average weekday. As we have discussed previously, our agencies feel this level of impact
to travel time savings (5-87Ð is prohibitive. Our hope is thatLagana stop passengers will value the numerous
safety improvements of the project enabled by the cuffent design, as well as Local service that will be 25
percent quicker and also more reliable than it is today.

In

addition, we wânt

to confrm that we remain 100% committed to fulfilling our promises to

widely

cornmunicate the service changes, in order to ensure transit riders know how to teachJapantown and othet
destinations in the corridor. We also remain committed to providing wayfinding signage forJapantown from
the nearest proposed Rapid stop at Fillmore. 'S7e teceived input or the measu¡es that the community would like
to see implemented by our agencies at the meeting that Mr. Wermer attended on behalf of theJapantown Task
Force on September 28,201,6. \,Mhile the presentation to the Geary Citizens Advisory Committee (GCAC)
presentation (avatlable at https: / / goo.gl/Rzul{uÐ or September 29, 201.6 did not include all of the details
shared in the smaller meeting that took place on September 28th, enhanced communication strategies were
still part of the discussion (see Slides 6, 1,1,, and 12) with the GCAC. On the following page, we've outlined
all the measures we are committed to implementing in parallel to the stop change so that residents and visitors
feel comfortable navþting the area. We also plan to follow up again with the Sequoias and other senior
communities near the Lagu,na stop to further discuss these measures.

1 South Van Ness Avenue

7th Floor, San Francisco, CA

94103

415.701

.4500

www.sfmta.com

Ptoposed Communications Strategies forJapantown Stop Changes

1.

Deploy an education campaign on the Geary corridor with travel training for seniors, people with
disabiïtres and school age chìldren.

2.

Update and improve bus vehicle, stop, shelter, and wayfinding signage. SFMTA is exploring new
wayfinding desþs inside the bus and on shelters to make stop changes clearer to the public. The stops will
have updated sþs, utilizing blue for Local stops and red for Rapid stops. SFMT,A. plans to work closely with
Japantown stakeholders to develop the wayfìnding sþage directing bus riders to Japantown.

3.

Special automated stop announcements on the bus would be added to indicate when and where a stop
was being temoved. The adjusted stop announcements would be in place up to a month before any service
changes went into effect and continue up to six months followrng.

4.

Outteach ambassadors would be out on the corridor to noti$r riders of upcoming service changes, and once
the changes wete in effec! ambassadors would be available to help riders navþate to their destination
and

In this way, we hope to ffrinimize stop confusion and the need for seniors or visitors to walk uphill to access
note that the improved 38 Local will continue to stop atLagona Street and
at Webster Street, providing direct access to and between these locations.
rüebster Btidge and Improvements
you know, based on the feedback we heard from the Japantown community, we âre no longer proposing to
lemove the Webster Street pedestrian bridge. In removing that component from our proposal, we were able to
reprogram the funds that would have been used for the bridge removal towards other capital tansit and pedestrian
improvements for the atea. These improvements include the addition of mo¡e pedestrian safety improvements at
the Laguna, Buchanan, Fillmore, and Steiner Street intersections.

-As

The BRT project also proposes significant safety and accessibility improvements ¿t the V7ebster and Geary
intersection, even with the retention of the Webster Pedestrian Bridge, many of which will improve the
current state of repair. However, the project budget will not be finalized until after completion of fìnal desþ
next year. We agree that there may be additional opportunities for streetscape improvements in theJapantown
area, and the project team is committed to working with you and other community st¿keholders to identify
what the priority improvements are. Depending on how those ideas fit within the overall project scope, budget
and schedule constraints, we would like to work with you to pursue them either as part of the BRT project
or as a potential parallel effort.

Next Step: Discussion at aJapantown Task Force Land Use Committee Meeting
Geary BRT project team members met with Mr. Wermer on November 15,h, 201.6 to discuss the necessary
follow-ups to this letter and have agteed to have a discussion about both of the topics in this letter at an
upcomingJapantown Task Force Land Use Committee meetìng.

$Øe

look fonvatd to continuing the conversation on these important topics with you, and working with y6s

16

clevelop solutions to meet the needs of the Japantorvn communiry.

Sincetely,

htr-

,tl- ./t -

LizHK.o'

Colin Dentel-Post

Geary BRï Phase 1 Project Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transpofiation Agency
liz.br{s son@s fmta. corn

Geary BRT Environmental Phase Project Manager

cc:

Board Chail Nolan, SFMTA
Com. S7iener, SFCTA
Com. Breed, SFCTr{.
Ed Reiskin, Director of Transportation, SFMTA
Tilly Chang, Executive Director, SFCT,{,

San Francisco County Transportation
colin. dentel-post@sfcta. org
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Letter L-77

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

SFCTA Board Approves Geary BRT Design, EIR
Mary McCutcheon <mjmccutcheon@gmail.com>
To: SFCTA <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Mon, Jan 9, 2017 at 6:44 PM

This vote should have been delayed until the new district Supervisor was sworn in and many Richmond district residents
are upset by this move.
On Jan 9, 2017 2:59 PM, "SFCTA" <gearybrt@sfcta.org> wrote:

SFCTA Board Approves Geary Bus Rapid Transit
Design, Adopts Final Environmental Impact Report
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Board—comprised of members of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors— voted unanimously to select the project design and certify the Final Environmental Impact
Report at their meeting Thursday, January 5, 2017.
This culminates a decade of project development, undertaken in partnership with the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), which operates the Muni 38 Geary line services and will construct and operate the
new bus facility.
The selected ‘hybrid’ BRT design includes dedicated centerrunning bus lanes in the Richmond, and siderunning
bus lanes east of Stanyan Street to Market Street, connecting with existing bus lanes eastward to the Transbay
Terminal.
The Transportation Authority Board also adopted a recommendation by the Geary BRT Citizen’s Advisory Committee
(CAC) to preserve the existing 38Rapid bus stop at Laguna Street, as well as to retain the 38Local bus stop at
Collins Street.
To read more about the project, visit the project website at www.GearyBRT.org.
To read more about next steps, see “Status and Next Steps” section of the project website.
Read the latest Geary BRT press release on our press page.
Want project updates via text? Text YES to 6286001675. For email updates and more information visit
GearyBRT.org.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15986432f32f475e&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search… 1/2
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You are receiving this email because of your interest or involvement in a San Francisco County Transportation Authority project/study.
UNSUBSCRIBE | CHANGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION PREFERENCES | FORWARD THIS EMAIL
SFCTA
1455 Market Street
22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Add us to your address book

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15986432f32f475e&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search… 2/2

Letter L-78

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:58 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Cameron McDonald <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 3:52 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member:
I write to you today to urge you to vote in favor of the Staff Recommended Alternative for the Geary Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) project and to approve the project’s Final Environmental Impact Report at your hearing
on January 5th. Geary BRT is more than a transit project. The project will greatly benefit everyone who
uses Geary, including families, people with disabilities, residents, small business workers, students, and
visitors.
Geary BRT will significantly improve the safety of all those traveling through the area whether they travel by
foot, car, or bus and those benefits cannot be ignored. The project has been delayed for long enough. It’s
time for Geary BRT to move forward so that critical improvements can finally be to made to this important
connection for our city. Please approve Geary BRT.
Thank you for your time.
Cameron McDonald
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Letter L-79

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT  Laguna and Geary Stop
Ramona Rideout <ramonarideout@gmail.com>
To: Jonathan McMurtry <Jonathan.McMurtry@lionakis.com>
Cc: "GearyBRT@sfcta.org" <GearyBRT@sfcta.org>

Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 6:39 PM

Thank you.
Just so you know, the local 38 will continue to stop at Laguna. And so may the 38R. Apparently so many articulate,
thoughtful, notinsane people showed up at the MUNI hearing last night, that they decided to recommend to the Board of
supervisors today that they leave the stop where it is.
I'm waiting for a full report from Sunny, who was at City Hall for today's meeting.
RR
On Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 12:06 PM, Jonathan McMurtry <Jonathan.McMurtry@lionakis.com> wrote:
Dear Sir or Madam,
I catch the 38 or 38R every day at the Laguna and Geary Stop as do many of my neighbors. It is adjacent to my 15
story apartment building as well as several large apartment complexes and the Chinese Consulate. I catch the bus at
all times of the day and night and have never been alone at the stop. I cannot imagine how removing this stop is a
service to these riders. I would also note that the stops before and after this stop are rarely busy on the rare occasion
that I use them. If you are looking to remove stops to increase efficiency, I recommend removing them instead.

Jonathan McMurtry | Associate Principal

101 Montgomery Street, Suite 500 | San Francisco, CA 94104
P: 415.777.4811 | C: 916.5023774
www.lionakis.com
Confidentiality Notice: This message including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete any copies of this message.
earth sky | consider sustainable practices

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15971a57d3e56bcb&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 1/1
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Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Letter L-80

[GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
'keith mercier' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 10:58 AM
ReplyTo: keith mercier <keithmercier@yahoo.com>
To: "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>,
"Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, "Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Katy.Tang@sfgov.org"
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org" <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, "gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member:
I write to you today to urge you to vote in favor of the Staff Recommended Alternative for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project and to approve the project’s Final Environmental Impact Report at your hearing on January 5th. Geary BRT is
more than a transit project. The project will greatly benefit everyone who uses Geary, including families, people with disabilities, residents, small business workers, students, and visitors.
Geary BRT will significantly improve the safety of all those traveling through the area whether they travel by foot, car, or bus and those benefits cannot be ignored. The project has been delayed for long enough. It’s time for Geary BRT to move
forward so that critical improvements can finally be to made to this important connection for our city. Please approve Geary BRT.
Thank you for your time.
Keith Mercier
638 Balboa Street

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1596fff755b03860&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search…
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Letter L-81
Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

$Fiffi,n
Fwd: [GearyBRT] fewer stops on geary
colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org

<colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

Wed, Dec 21, 2016 at 3:30 PM

To: steve. stamos@sfcta.org
us ng Mu lti -Forward Chrom e Extensi on-Fonruarded
From: Nancy Miller
Date: Tue Dec 20 201610:48:30 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] fewer stops on geary
i

To: "gearybrt@sfcta.org"

while understanding the need to improve bus service (making it run more quickly), i have concerns
as a senior citizen about remov¡ng stops on the Geary bus routes
already it's a bit of a hardship walking extra blocks to the 24 Divisadero (s¡nce they removed the
stop at Ellis) - i would not want to walk more to get to the 38 Geary as well
i don't know if it's possible to add stops for seniors and disabled passengers?

thank you!
nancv miller

sF 94115

-

'U1
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Letter L-82.1

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Letter to SFCTA CAC
Paige Miller <apaige.miller@gmail.com>
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Cc: Chester Fung <chester.fung@sfcta.org>, Eric Young <eric.young@sfcta.org>

Wed, May 24, 2017 at 5:02 PM

Hello,
Please see the attached letter to the SFCTA CAC.
Thank you,
Paige Miller

Letter to SFCTA CAC.pdf
311K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c3ce9af26dff15&q=gearybrt%40sfcta.org&qs=true&search=… 1/1

Dear SFCTA Citizens Advisory Committee,
I write to urge you to support the recent addendum to the Geary BRT project’s EIR,
which would transition west-bound buses from center to side lanes at 27th Avenue
instead of 26th Avenue.
This addendum addresses community needs without compromising the environment,
pedestrian safety, or bus reliability.
Approving this addendum is a critical step toward making Geary BRT a reality, which
means a safer, more efficient Geary corridor for all users.
Thank you,

'-)

!

Paige Miller
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Chair
Go Geary Community Group
apaige.miller@gmail.com
805-795-2006

6/30/2017

SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Letter for SFCTA Board

Letter L-82.2

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Letter for SFCTA Board
Paige Miller <apaige.miller@gmail.com>
To: info@sfcta.org, GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Cc: Eric Young <eric.young@sfcta.org>

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 12:56 PM

Hello,
Please see the attached letter for the SFCTA Board regarding the recent Geary BRT addendum.
Thank you,
Paige Miller

Letter to SFCTA Board.pdf
311K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c9de15459be62e&q=gearybrt%40sfcta.org&qs=true&search… 1/1

Dear SFCTA Board,
I write to urge you to support the recent addendum to the Geary BRT project’s EIR,
which would transition west-bound buses from center to side lanes at 27th Avenue
instead of 26th Avenue.
This addendum addresses community needs without compromising the environment,
pedestrian safety, or bus reliability.
Approving this design refinement is a critical step toward making Geary BRT a reality,
which means a safer, more efficient Geary corridor for all users.
Thank you,

'-)

!

Paige Miller
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==(

Chair
Go Geary Community Group
apaige.miller@gmail.com
805-795-2006
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Letter L-83

Steve Stamos <steve,stamos@sfcta.org>

Chamber Letter Regarding Approval of Geary BRT EIR
Alexander Mitra

<REDACTED>

To: Tilly Chang <tilly.chang@sfcta.org>

Tue, Dec 13, 2016 at 5:10 pM

Cc: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>, "eric.l.mar@sfgov.org" <eric.l.mar@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org"
<Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org>, "Peskin, Aaron (Bos)" <aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>, "katy.tãng@sÍgov.org,,
<katy.tang@sfgov.org>,.."Breed, London (BoS)'<london.breed@sfgov.org>, "Kim, laneleosJ" <jañe.kim@sfgov.org>,
"norman.yee@sfgov.org" <norman.yee@sfgov.org>, "David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.orgr,-"Cohen,
Malia (Bos)" <malia.cohen@sfgov.org>, "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>
Dear Ms. Chang,

Please see the attached letter from the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce regarding approval of the Geary Bus
Rapid Transit Environmental lmpact Report.

Thank you,

Alex Mitra
Manage¡ Public Policy
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 760
San Francisco, CA, 94104
REDACTED (P)
REDACTED (C)
REDACTED

tit
s:

I

www.sfchamber.com

12.13.16 Approval of Geary Bus Rapid Transit ElR.pdf
113K
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November 1,2016

Mr. Colin Dentel-Post
Kokoro Assisted Living
Inc.
Board of Directors
Bob Obana
Presìdent

Andy Nakahata
Secretary

Bill Baird
Tleasurer
John Murarrishi
Stephanie Fqiii

Gary Hoshiyama
John Kikuchi

Paul Takayama

Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-1300
Re: Opposition to the SFCTA $taff recommendation to NOT have a
rapid stop at Laguna Street.

Kokoro Assisted Living located on the corner of Laguna and Bush
Street is the home of 58 seniors who have limited mobility abilities.
Many of our residents and employees rely on public transportation for
their travel needs. Limiting the bus stop at Laguna lüeary Street to
only serve as a local stop will adversely affect the seniors as well as the
employees in Japantown.

Sharon L. Yow

KirkMiyake
Executive Director

we strongly urge you to reconsider and allow the rapid buses to make a
stop atthe Geary/Lagr¡na Bus Stop.

Sincerely,

il"twry lbKirk D. Miyake
Kokoro Assistcd Living
1881 Busb Strcet
San F'renclsco, CA 94109

(ôts)776.ffi66
www.KokoroAssistedl-iv ing.org

RCFE #38s60023s

Executive Director

From: imac <REDACTED>
Date: Sun, Jan 3, 2016 al7:52 AM
Subject: Media stories related to parking in SF
To: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.orq>, REQACTED

Letter L-85.1

.

Even in San Francisco, however, 93 percent of all curb spaces are free, and the metered curb spaces are
priced well below off-street rates. One survey found that the average price of downtown curb parking is only 20
percent of the price of adjacent off-street parking. This underpricing creates a problem, because drivers
cruising in search of cheap curb parking add to traffic congestion and air pollution. Studies of cruising in
downtowns have found that up to 74 percent of traffic was searching for parking, and the average time to find a
curb space ranged up to 14 minutes.lll

.

The city [San Francisco] now has 280,000 on-street parking spaces. Add in parking lots and garages, and
you have 435,000, which sounds like a lot, except when you consider that there are 500,000 cars traveling
within the city every day.

¡

From the Financial District to the Fillmore, parking spaces along San Francisco's streets are vanishing at
unprecedented numbers
and for those who drive, the situation is only going to get worse. Last year, 1b0
spaces were taken out of-service in the downtown area alone. This year, 591 spaces are either slated or
proposed for removal. And it's not just the downtown area. Over the next two years, an additional 719 spaces
will be pulled out of commission along Second Street, Fulton, Mission, Masonic and Polk streets. Van Ness
Avenue, one of the city's busiest corridors, will lose 105 spaces in the next three years. ln all, at least 1 ,59S
parking spaces are scheduled for removal
- with more probably to come - as the city remakes its streets to
make them more pedestrian-, bike- and bus-friendly.pl

¡

Between 1927 and 2001 , studies of cruising in congested downtowns have found that it took between 3.5
and 14 min to find a curb space, and that between 8 and 74 percent of the traffic was cruising for parking.[31

.

According to a SFMTA study Sunday parking occupancy rates in commercial districts, in 2009, the
Richmond district for Geary Street had over a 100% occupancy rating.þ1,þl

l[

"The High Cost of Free Parking, SF Gate, June 3,
2005, http://www.sfqate.com/opinion/openforum/article/The-hioh-cost-of-free-parkinq-26304g3.php

L2l "Transit, Cycling, Parklets Rapidly Eating up S.F. Parking Spaces," San Francisco Chronicle, May 31,
2015,httþ://www.sfchronicle.com/bavarea/matier-ross/article/Transit-cyclinq-parklets-rapidlv-eatinq-úo-S-F6297923.ohp.

l3l Donald C. Shoup, "Cruising for Parking," Department of Urban Planning University of California Los
Angeles, July 24, 2006, http://shoup.bol.ucla.edu/Cruising.pdf.

þl "Evaluation

of Sunday Parking Management, SFMTA, December 10,2013, http://sf.streetsbloq.orq/wocontenVuploads/sites/3/2014l01/Evaluation-of-Sunday-Parkinq-Manaqement-12.10.2013.odf

þl

The occupancy rating of over 100% is due to illegal parking

[1] "The High Cost of Free Parking, SF Gate, June 3,
2005, htto://www.sfoate.com/opinion/ooenforum/article/The-hiqh-cosþof-free-parkinq-2630493.php

[1]"Transit, Cycling, Parklets Rapidly Eating up S.F. Parking Spaces," San Francisco Chronicle, May 31,
2015,htto://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/Transit-cyclinq-oarklets-rapidly-eatinq-uo-S-F6297923.oho.
[1] Donald C. Shoup, "Cruising for Parking," Department of Urban Planning University of California Los
Angeles, July 24, 2006, http://shouo.bol.ucla.edu/Cruisinq.pdf.
[1] "Evaluation of Sunday Parking Management, SFMTA, December 10,2013, http://sf.streetsbloq.orq/wpcontenUuploads/sites/3/2O14l01/Evaluation-of-Sunday-Parkinq-Manaqement-12.10.2013.pdf

[1] The occupancy rating of over 100% is due to illegal parking.
REDACTED
Andrew Moldvay
The Total Mac
REDACTED

Letter L-85.2
From: imac <REDACTED>
Date: Mon, Jan 18, 2016 at 6:57 AM
Subject: Tuesday Meeting
To: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta,org>, REDACTED
Dear Sirs,

We appreciate your efforts to address our concerns.
Those business owners that are attending are absolutely against the removal of parking and regard the Experimental
Red Transit lanes as a ruse to install the lanes. Downtown there are Transit only lanes that were approved as BAT
(Business Access and Transit) lanes, they will not be changed or removed per a statement by officials who are
responsible for them. These Experimental lanes will be treated in the same manner.
lntroductions, meeting purpose, agenda review ( 10 min)
Comments we have heard, and ideas for addressing (30 min)
a. Parking and loading
Any business day morning the parking spaces are in constant rotation due to the parking meters.
This is extremely important to the businesses on Geary. While customer and business owners are using the metered
parking , delivery trucks USPS, UPS, Fed Ex have to double park to deliver to the businesses and residences. The
side streets are not a real alternative as they are already taken by local residential residents.

b. Bus stop location
The 3200 block already has a bus stop. lt also has the Post Office and the Toyota business on that block.
The Post Office has been sold and will probably be torn down and a new building built. We all know that Senator
Feinstein's husband's Real Estate firm has the contract to sell the Postal Service property. We are hoping that future
plans for the 3200 block are not influencing your current plans for 3100 Geary.
c. Construction
We really hope that we will not reach the point of construction
d Pedestrian Safety
We really hope that we will not reach the point of construction
e. Trees

Friends of Urban Forest helps individuals and neighborhood groups plant and care for street trees in San
Francisco. What is the City doing taking down trees that are so obvious to the citizens of SF.
The trees along Geary are an important esthetic experience in an increasingly urban environment.
Geary BRT background and proposal ('10 min)
a. History of community process including previous merchant outreach
My experience ofout reach has been about 2 years ago several 20year olds came by my business to
ask my opinion about this project. I categorically told them that it was a bad idea and it would be terrible for business.
Until a concerned business owner contacted me there was no attempt by BRT to contact any of the business owners.
b. Problems that the project aims to address
See current Muni schedules. This is a problem that does not exist.
lnbound 38 Geary Schedule

http://transit.5l I .orq/schedules/index.aspx#m1=S&m2=BusRail&routeid=43938&cid=SF
Outbound 38 Geary Schedule
http://transit.51 1.org/schedules/index.aspx#m1=S&m2=bus&routeid=43938&dir=OB&type=6098&cid=SF

c. Proposal: staff- recommended alternative.
We as business owners want to be heard not talked too.
d. Process and timeline going fonivard
We want the plan amended.

Focus on Spruce and Cook ( 35min)

a. Existing conditions

SFMTA has numerous Projects in varying states of planning and execution ( Masonic Street, Polk Street, Fell Street,
the Mission district etc.). All involve removing parking and increasing public transportation.
From the Financial District to the Fillmore, parking spaces along San Francisco's streets are vanishing at unprecedented numbers
and for those who drive, the situation is only going to get worse. Last year, I 80 spaces were taken out of service in the
downtown area alone. This year, 591 spaces are either slated or proposed for removal. And it's notjust the dou'ntown
area. Over the next two years, an additional 719 spaces will be pulled out of commission along Second Street, Fulton, Mission,

-

MasonicandPolkstreets. VanNessAvenue,oneofthecity'sbusiestcorridors,will losel05spacesinthenextthreeyears. In
all, at least 1,595 parking spaces are scheduled for removal
with more probably to come

-

According to a SFMTA study Sunday parking occupancy rates in commercial districts, in 2009, the Richmond district for Geary
Street had over a l00oá occupancy rating
SFMTA Projects:
Polk Street : https://www.sfmta.com/about-sfmta/bloe/designs-safer-polk-street
Masonic

:

http://sfclpw.orgy'index.aspx?oage: I 765

Misson : httos://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projectJisll0.342llall

Fell Street : https://www.sfmta.com/projects-plannine/projects/oak-street-and-fell-street-pedestrian-and-bike-safetv-proiect
b. SRA proposal: design details and rational - parking, bus stops, trees
We as business owners want to be heard not talked too.
c. Options to address concerns
We want the planned Bus Transit Station and Transit Lanes removed from the plan.

Andrew Moldvav
The Total Mac
REDACTED
REDACTED
Sent from my iPhone

Letter L-85.3
From: imac
Date: Thu Feb 11 2016 20:08:24 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: Rescheduled Meeting for 3100 block of Geary
To: colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org, daniel.mackowski@sfmta.com, Chester.Funq@arup.com,
eric.cordoba@sfcta.ors,kate.elliott@sfmta.com. REDACTED

Dear BRT board,

We appreciate the spirit of compromise represented by the offer of a reduced bus stop.
We are also heartened by this display of civic duty and participation in local affairs by this ,so far, unidentified student
body at USF. Moving the Bus Stop effectively 83 feet to accommodate these unidentified persons does not trump the
reality of the effects of moving the Bus Stop on the customers, merchants and medical offices on the 3100 block of
Geary.

Andrew Moldvay
The Total Mac
REDACTED
REDACTED

Letter L-85.4
Fonvarded message

From:Total

Mac.W.D>

Date:Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at7:22PM
Subject: Red Transit Lanes on Geary Blvd
To: Tillv.Chang@sfcta.org

Dear Tilly Chang,

We oppose BRT plans to take out parking meters, create a bus lransit station and create red Bus only lanes on
the block in front of our business.
My wife and I are the owners of a computer store The Total Mac 3139 A located on Geary between Spruce
and Cook. My understanding is that there is a bus terminal planned on this block and that all the parking meters
will be eliminated. Our business needs curb access where people can drop off their computers and park their
cars, so these changes will destroy our business. There are also medical offices and a UPS Store on our block
that need parking for their clients. The addition of a red Bus only lane
will further restrict access to the businesses on this block making it nearly impossible for customers to patronize
the businesses on this block
Geary Blvd is the home of many small businesses and medical offices that service the needs of San
Franciscans. Today there is a healthy mix of public transportation, private cars and pedestrians along Geary
Blvd. All are important and yet this plan focuses on just public transportation needs. Without parking many
businesses will cease to exist . lt is unfair to Senior citizens and pedestrians as well. Handicapped people will
not have access to businesses or medical offices should these changes go through.

We strongly oppose this effort.
Andrew Moldvay
The Total Mac
3139 A Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 941 18
REDACTED
REDAGTED

Letter L-85.5
From: Total Mac <REDACTED>
Date: Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 7:39 PM
Subject: Thank You

To: Chester.Funq@arup.com
Cc: colin.dentel-post@sfcta.orq, daniel.mackowski@sfmta.com, eric.cordoba@sfcta.orq,
kate. el iott@sfmta.com, RE DACTED
I

Dear BRT Board,

Thank you for reconsidering moving the bus stop and saving the parking and customer access to the
businesses on the 3100 block of Geary. We obviously appreciate your willingness to readdress the plans for this
block.

The Merchants and Businesses of the 3100 Block of Geary Blvd

From: Total Mac <REDACTED>
Date: Fri, Jan 8, 2016 at 12;51 PM
Subject: BRT plans for Geary Blvd
TO: REDACTED
Cc: colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org, REDAGTED

Letter L-86

Dear Neighbors,

Ourvoices need to be heard ifwe hope to stop BRT's plans
Please email and / or call
Tilly Chang : San Francisco Transportation Authority
læslie Rogers : US Department of Transportation
Mayor Ed læe
Edward D. Reiskin: SFMTA
Supervisor Eric Mar
The Chronicle
Below is a sample email, please personalize your email.

My husband and I are the owners of a computer store The Total Mac 3 139 A located on Geary between S pruce and
Cook. My understanding is that there is a bus terminal planned on this block and that all the parking meters will be
eliminated. Our business needs an area where people can drop offtheir computers and park their cars so these
changes will destroy our business. There are also medical offrces and a UP S Sôre on our block that need parking for
their clients.
Geary Blvd is the home of many small businesses and medical offices that service the needs of S m Franciscans.
Today there is a healthy mix of public transportation and private cars and pedestrians along Gea-y Blvd. All are
important and yet this plan focuses on just public transportation needs. Without parking many businesses will cease
to exist . It is unfair to Senior citizens and pedestrians as well. Handicapped people will not have access to
businesses or medical offices should these changes go through.
We strongly oppose this effort. We were not given information about the public meetings and we heard that those
opposedo yourplan werenotgiventime to expre s$heir opinionsatthe Novemberneeting.

Therese

Moldvay REDACTED Cell

The Total Mac
3139 A Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
REDACTED
REDACTED

Câth!dral H¡ll Neighborhood Assoclation
Mârlaync Morgan, Pres¡dent

Letter L-87.1

sfchna.org

-

November 3,2016
To: Mr. Colin Dentel-Post, Senior Transportation Planner, SFMTA

From: Marlayne Morgan, President, Cathedral H¡ll Neighbors Association
Re: Opposition to the SFCTA Staff Recommendation to remove the 38
Rapid Stop at Laguna and Geary

The Cathedral Hill Neighbors Association (CHNA) echoes the sentiments of
the Japantown Task Force and the Sequoias Residents Association in their let
ters of support for the retention of this Rapid stop.
The Cathedral Hill/Japantown neighborhood have the highest concentration of
senior resident housing in San Francisco, most of whose residents heavily rely
upon public transit in general and the 38 Geary specifically for groceries, errands,
doctor's visits and other daily transportation needs. Geary Blvd from Fillmore to
VanNess is not a flat surface, but rather a fairly steep five block passageway between these two major commercial corridors and transit connections hubs.
ln addition, the important role of the 38 line will be significantly enhanced by both
the opening of the CPMC Cathedral Hill Medical Campus and the VanNess BRT,
with two of the eight stops at Geary and Sutter. CPMC alone will generate an additional 20,000+ trips per day with many of them connecting through the 38 and
38R.
Having the 38R bypass Laguna not only means additional wait times and erroneous boardings for all our residents, but places a particular burden on our many
frail and mobility challenged seniors. We urge the SFMTA to retain the Rapid
stop at Laguna Street.

Letter L-87.2

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: Geary BRT FEIR and Alternatives
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 5:35 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Marlayne Morgan <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 5:22 PM
Subject: Geary BRT FEIR and Alternatives
To: Aaron Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, David Campos <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar
<Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, John Avalos <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, Katy Tang
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark
Farrell <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Norman Yee <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, Scott Wiener <Scott.Wiener@sfgov.org>,
"Reiskin, Ed (MTA)" <ed.reiskin@sfmta.com>, colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org, Paul Wermer
<REDACTED>, Robert Hamaguchi <REDACTED>, "Smith, Suzanne" <REDACTED>, "REDACTED" <REDACTED>,
Janet Tom <REDACTED>, Mary Gassert <REDACTED>, Gary Vondran <REDACTED>, Lgpetty <REDACTED>,
Teresa Schnabel <REDACTED>, Melinda Lavalle <REDACTED>, Patrick Carney <REDACTED>, Jason Russell
<REDACTED>, "Gabriel Gregoratos (REDACTED)" <REDACTED>, Fran Johns <REDACTED>, Kathie Cheatham
<REDACTED>
Dear Chairperson Peskin, President Breed and Supervisors:
Enclosed are comments from the Cathedral Hill Neighbors Association for your consideration at the CTA hearing
tomorrow.
Thanks,
Marlayne Morgan, President

peskinBRT.docx
230K

1/1

January 4, 2017
To: Supervisor Aaron Peskin, Chair, SFCTA
From : Marlayne Morgan, President, Cathedral Hill Neighbors Association (CHNA)
Re: Geary BRT FEIR and Alternatives
Dear Supervisor Peskin:
The Cathedral Hill Neighbors Association (CHNA) is writing in support of the Geary BRT FEIR
Alternative 2- Side Lane BRT, amended by the retention of the Rapid Stop at Laguna and of
both the Webster and Steiner Street bridges.
CHNA members have attended numerous SFMTA presentations on both the Geary and VanNess BRT projects, and while we appreciate the community engagement efforts and technical
expertise of the MTA staff members, we don’t believe that Geary Street/Boulevard will achieve
the efficiencies of more suitable thoroughfares like VanNess Avenue. We do support the VanNess BRT, which provides a broad, continuous and uniform stretch for median boarding, the
most efficient model for BRT by allowing flat loading for wheelchairs, strollers and other appliances.
Geary poses very different challenges. From Market to Gough it is a one way street, from
Gough to Arguello it is a wide expressway with tunnels and underpasses, from Arguello to 48th
it narrows and widens, with some stretches impacted by diagonal parking and others by parallel
spaces. Like many other commenters over the years, we believe Geary is best served by a
subway system, and that any interim changes or improvements should strive to achieve transportation efficiencies in the most economical way possible.
Economics are an important consideration, as the Staff Recommended Alternative is estimated
to cost $300 million, with only $65 million of local funding identified. Staff have put together materials for applying for $100 million of FTA federal funds and for another $100 million of combined state, federal and local funds, but the current political climate would seem to indicate that
this funding would be difficult to tie down in the near or not so near future.
As a neighborhood located along the Geary corridor, Cathedral Hill appreciates the role of the
38 Geary as a champion among transit lines. With over 50,000 trips per day, the 38 is delivering riders to and from BART, patients and employees to two (soon to be three) major hospitals
and medical centers, commuters to and from the Golden Gate bridge and Highway 101 and visitors to Japantown as well as transporting local shoppers, students and residents to businesses,
schools and homes. Our Laguna stops are the main transit points for the Chinese Consulate,
Japantown, the YMCA, St. Mary’s Cathedral and a large cluster of senior and assisted living
buildings.
We support improved transit times, but don’t think we need major construction on Geary to
achieve this goal. We do support the policies of marking transit only lanes, adding pedestrian

bulb outs and limiting left turns, as well as adding hours of service and additional vehicles to the
fleet as outlined in Alternative 2 and Section 2.3.3. Here on Cathedral Hill we strongly support
the retention of the two pedestrian bridges and the Laguna 38R stop. It’s wasteful to tear down
the bridges and eliminate the Laguna Rapid stop, all of which are already in use and are anticipated to have increased pedestrian use and ridership in the future.
Please support Alternative 2, without the elimination of the bridges or the 38 Rapid stop.

Letter L-88

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: Senior population by zip code

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Breed, London (BOS)" <london.breed@sfgov.org>
Date: December 29, 2016 at 8:35:35 PM PST
To: Sandy Mori <REDACTED>
Cc: "tilly_chang@sfcta.org" <tilly_chang@sfcta.org>,
"ed.reiskin@sfgov.org" <ed.reiskin@sfgov.org>, "Nolan, Tom (HSA) (DSS)"
<Tom.Nolan@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Senior population by zip code
Thanks Sandy. I'm very strongly in support of your request for many of the
reasons you outlined below. Happy new year!
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 29, 2016, at 3:50 PM, Sandy Mori <REDACTED> wrote:

Hi Tilly and Ed, this Sandy Mori; and I'm writing to request
that the Laguna/Geary bus stop be included in the Geary BRT
38R stops. As an advocate for seniors and adults with
disabilities, I'm sending you data showing the number of
seniors over 60 living in the zip code areas of 94109 and
94115, which surrounds the Laguna/Geary bus stop. The
proposed R stops are at Geary/Van Ness and Geary/Fillmore,
both far from the Geary/Laguna stop. Please reconsider
eliminating the Geary/Laguna stop to be a 38R stop. The
many senior facilities in that area include: The Sequoias,
Kimochi Home, Kokoro Assisted Living, The Carlisle,
Coventry Park, the Broadmoor, and the hundreds of
apartments occupied by seniors in that area. This area is one
of the most dense neighborhoods of seniors in San Francisco.
As you may know, 25% of SF's total population consists of
seniors and adults with disabilities. Thank you for looking at
this request. Warm regards, Sandy Mori
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Johns, Rose [HSA] (DSS)"
<rose.johns@sfgov.org>
Date: December 29, 2016 at 10:50:52 AM
PST To: "REDACTED"
<REDACTED>
Subject: Senior population by zip code
Hi Sandy,

Following up on your voicemail about the senior
population in zip codes 94109 and 94115, please
see below. This data is from the American
Community Survey 2015 5Year Estimates
(Table S0101).

ZIP

Total
Population

Total
60+

Total
65+

94109

56,293

12,216

10,921

94115

35,154

8,015

7,277

I’ve also attached data for all zip codes in case
that is helpful in this or future efforts. Please let
me know if you have questions.

Thanks,

Rose Johns
Senior Planning Analyst
San Francisco Human Services Agency
Rose.Johns@sfgov.org
(415) 5575239

<SF  Senior Population by Zip Code.xlsx>

Letter L-89

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] 38R stop at Laguna and Geary
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Jenna Morris
Date: Wed Jan 04 2017 08:23:57 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] 38R stop at Laguna and Geary
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
I am writing about your proposal to eliminate the 38R stop at Laguna and Geary. Aside from the many people who use
this route to commute to work or bring their children to school, Japantown is home to many senior citizens. It is
unreasonable and unsafe to expect seniors (among others) to walk excessive distances (up large hills) to take the bus.
Eliminating this stop is not worth saving 50 seconds. Please consider the people who live in the neighborhood before
making this change.
Best,
Jenna

Jenna Morris
REDACTED
www.linkedin.com/in/jennamorris1
REDACTED

1/1

Letter L-90

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: 38R BRTGeary laguna bus stop

 Forwarded message 
From: "steve nakajo" <REDACTED> Date:
Dec 30, 2016 5:01 PM
Subject: Fwd: 38R BRTGeary laguna bus stop
To: <tilly.chang@sfcta.org>
Cc:

Ms Chang
Again
Regards,
Steve
Steve Nakajo.
Mobile: REDACTED
Email: REDACTED
Begin forwarded message:
From: steve nakajo <REDACTED>
Date: December 30, 2016 at 4:53:26 PM PST
To: tilly_chang@sfcta.org, ed.reskin@sfgov.org
Cc: London Breed <london.breed@sf.gov>, Sandy Mori <REDACTED>,
tom.nolan@sfgov.org, Norman Yee <norman.yee@sfgov.org>, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org,
Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Eric Mar
<Eric.l.Mar@sfgov.org>, REDACTED, REDACTED,
REDACTED, Bob Hamaguchi <REDACTED>, Richard Hashimoto
<REDACTED>, Paul Wermer <REDACTED>, Kirk Miyake
<REDACTED>, Ron Kobata <REDACTED>, Jon Osaki
<REDACTED>, REDACTED, REDACTED, Rosalyn Tonai <REDACTED>, Dave Ishida <REDACTED>,
Robert Rusky <REDACTED>, Robert Sakai
<REDACTED>, Steve Ishii <REDACTED>, Paul Osaki <REDACTED>, Anna Sawamura <REDACTED>,
Ron Henmi <REDACTED>, Arnold Townsend
<REDACTED>, Grace Kaori Suzuki <REDACTED>, Jerry Ono
<REDACTED>, John Noguchi <REDACTED>, Nob Mihara <REDACTED>, Benh Nakajo <REDACTED>,
Hiroshi Shimizu <REDACTED>, Mark Izu <REDACTED>, REDACTED, Brenda Wong <REDACTED>
Subject: 38R BRTGeary laguna bus stop
Ms Chang,Director Reskin
My name is Steve Nakajo who up to last Oct 31,2016 served as Executive Director of Kimochi senior
center for the last 45 years.
I was the CoFounder of Kimochi senior center with Sandy Mori.
I am asking your consideration of having the 38R Geary stop on the corner of Laguna & Geary as it has
been for over 50 years.
This stop is one of our main gateways to Japantown.
Sandy Mori in her letter to you cited by the zip code of 94115 & 94109 the heavy population of seniors in
the Japantown neighborhoods.
Besides Kimochi senior center & the Sequoias,Kokoro,The Carlisle,Coventry Park,Broadmoor,1776
senior housing,1881 Pine st senior housing, Namiki senior apts,
Western Park Apts & the hundred of seniors living in our neighborhood.
We recommend keeping that Laguna/ Geary bus stop..we all utilize it!

For the Geary BRT 38R not to stop @ Laguna is outrageous.For our seniors to walk from Van Ness or
Fillmore to enter Japantown community is damaging for our seniors.
San Francisco thru it's RDA policy & effects in the 60's & 70's on Japantown & the Fillmore completely
destroyed our community .
And now 50 Years later with this BRT 38 Geary R to eliminate the Laguna / Geary bus stop is to try &
eliminate our Japanese American Community from the history & presence of San Francisco.
The J/A Community had been participating in the BRT process voicing our objections & strongly
recommended to keep the Laguna St Bus stop.
But the 38R BRT staff is NOT listening to us!
When will SF finally do something that will benefit our seniors & our Community.?
Our J/A Community has withstood for too many years the elimination of the perseverance of our
Community with policies to remove our J/A community from the face of SF.
Please keep the Laguna /Geary bus stop .
Regards
Steve Nakajo
REDACTED

From:
To:
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brisson, Liz
"merko@att.net"
DirectorofTransportation
Feliciano, Lulu; Elliott, Kate; Mackowski, Daniel; colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org
RE: Geary BRT
Thursday, February 23, 2017 11:22:18 AM
image001.jpg

Letter L-91

Dear Mr. Nasatir,
Thank you for your comments. I’m SFMTA’s Geary BRT lead and project manager for the first phase
of improvements between Stanyan and Market Street. Let me address some of the concerns you
have raised.
"As you know the busses have to switch the sides of the street they travel on, which seems to me will
slow traffic down"
It is true that the preferred Hybrid Alternative involves two locations where the buses would
switch from traveling between side-running and center-running lanes. This would happen at two
specific intersections equipped with special traffic signal hardware that will give the buses a
dedicated traffic signal phase to cross over and not conflict with other roadway vehicles. This
traffic signal upgrade would be implemented as a part of a larger traffic signal re-timing to
minimize any impacts to traffic.
“Also there is a large community of seniors who live around Geary and Arguello Streets and I'm
concerned that the noise and pollution (idling busses, horns honking, etc.) alone will seriously affect
their quality of life. “
There is already very frequent bus service in the corridor (up to every 2 minutes during peak
hours). The proposed project is about planning new infrastructure to support this very high
frequency of buses with more reliable and consistent travel times. This infrastructure would
provide more efficient movement of buses and other vehicles through the corridor which would
likely result in less idling buses or horn honking. We also know a lot of seniors rely on the Geary
buses and will benefit from the travel time and reliability benefits brought by the project.
Let us not forget that Roosevelt Middle School is also on that corner, an intersection where hundreds
of students traverse everyday.
Many students rely on the Geary buses and will benefit from the improvements
I worry about the small businesses along Geary who have razor thin margins in which to keep their
businesses afloat.
We are planning programs to support small businesses during construction and have worked
with the Office of Economic and Workforce Development on five key construction strategies 1)
Pre-construction survey 2) Business and community advisory committees; 3) Accessibility, wayfinding and advertisement; 4) Notifications and project resources 5) Business technical assistance
and support
“I feel it's time we take a look at Sen. Scott Wieners proposal for extending rail transit to the hinter
regions of the city, especially along Geary. “

Rail on Geary is not possible in this decade due to its high cost and the amount of time it would
take to design and construct. There is a clear need to improve bus service in the meantime. The
city is excited about the potential for long-term rail investment on Geary. It is identified in
existing SFMTA planning documents including the SFMTA Rail Capacity Strategy and the SFMTA
Capital Plan. It will be considered in upcoming long-range planning and prioritization as a part of
the Subway Vision and Connect SF. Depending on the design for rail that moves forward, BRT
could be an incremental or complementary investment offering more efficient and reliable bus
service.
Regards, -Liz
Liz Brisson
Major Corridors Planning Manager
Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com
415.701.4791
www.sfmta.com

Find us on: Facebook Twitter YouTube

From: Peter Nasatir [mailto:merko@att.net]
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2017 9:46 AM
To: Reiskin, Ed <Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>
Subject: Geary BRT
Dear Director Reskin,
I've lived along Geary, in one neighborhood or another, for 25 years, and I am greatly concerned
about the plan to redesign Geary Blvd in the Richmond District for a BRT.
I have read the SFMTA proposal, as well as many of the comments pro and con, and I have
serious reservations. Although I am in favor of a BRT along Van Ness Ave. where traffic density
is critical, I question whether the hundreds of millions of dollars slated for the project along the
Geary Corridor will achieve it's intended goals. Namely reduce traffic congestion along the
Geary Corridor in the Richmond District.
As you know the busses have to switch the sides of the street they travel on, which seems to
me will slow traffic down. Also there is a large community of seniors who live around Geary and
Arguello Streets and I'm concerned that the noise and pollution (idling busses, horns honking,
etc.) alone will seriously affect their quality of life. Let us not forget that Roosevelt Middle School
is also on that corner, an intersection where hundreds of students traverse everyday.
I sold my car a long time ago so I am committed to reducing my carbon footprint, but I worry
about the small businesses along Geary who have razor thin margins in which to keep their

businesses afloat. If you're concerned about keeping small businesses strong in the community,
than I urge you to reconsider this well meaning, but seriously flawed plan.
I feel it's time we take a look at Sen. Scott Wieners proposal for extending rail transit to the
hinter regions of the city, especially along Geary. Which I would like to remind you had a
perfectly functioning light rail running for decades.
I know Geary is one of the most travelled thoroughfares in the United States, this BRT plan in it's
current form will do more harm than good. I urge you to reconsider these impacts.
Sincerely,
Peter Nasatir

Letter L-92

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] 38R at Laguna
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: "'Henry Ostendorf' via GearyBRT"
Date: Sat Dec 31 2016 15:21:02 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] 38R at Laguna
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Please don’t eliminate this stop!
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Letter L-93

Steve Stam os <steve.stam os@sfcta. org>

Request to take act¡on at today's BOS and GTA meetings to postpone vote on Geary
BRT Final EIR Scheduled for January S

<REDAGTED>

Chris Parkes
Tue, Dec 13,2016 at g:21 AM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org,
David-Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, Norman.Vee@sfgov.org
kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, jess.montejano@sfgõv.órg, coior.johnston@sfgov.org,
camposstaff @sfgov. org
Dear Honorable Supervisors and County Transportation Authority (CTA) Directors,

At the Board of Supervisors and CTA December 13,2016 meetings, I urge to you to take action to formally postpone
the Geary BRT Final EIR decision for a minimum of 90 days.

There have been many lessons learned from the van Ness BRT project process

Many more lessons are beìng leamed currently as the process continue to unfold. I believe Geary w¡ll benef¡t qreaüy
if the citv withholds making a decision on the Geary BRT unt¡l f¡rst be¡ng ¡nformed@
orocess. The city intends to begin closing lanes on Van Ness this week.

Has the city posted signs on all of the Geary trees that may be cut down from each of the EIR alternatives? lf not, why
not? lt makes no sense to wait to post signs on the trees after their fate has been substantially determined by next
month's EIR decision. Does the city want input from residents on this?

Please post sions on the Geary trees 60 days in advance of any decision on the ElR.

The EIR should require the city to document Geary oroiect performance in meeting obiectives. both pos¡t¡ve and
negative.
This should include, at a minimum, pre-project and post-project performance on:
Transit commute time and reliability
Car commute times

Traffic related injuries and accidents
Disabled and elderly transit ridership
Multimodal traffic flow

"Vision Zero", adopted in 2014, is intended to eliminate traffic fatalities.
Recently released city statistics, howeve¡ indicate a record 38 traffic fatalities for the fiscal year ending in 2016.
Compare this to 28 in 2015 and 34 in 2014.
1t2

http: //sfgov. org/scorecards/traff ic-fatalities

The latest Vision Zero documents state the city intends to reduce injuries by reducing vehicle flow speeds. ls this
city residents want? How slow is reasonable? This appears counter to most transportation projects which target

vuhat

increased flow to benefit residents.

Thank you for your consideration of my input.

Sincerely

Chris Parkes
REDACTED, SF
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Letter L-94

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: Re: Geary BRT Exciting Announcement + Meeting Dates!
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Winston Parsons
Date: Sat Dec 31 2016 16:39:46 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: Re: Geary BRT Exciting Announcement + Meeting Dates!
To: Colin DentelPost
Cc: Cyndi Bakir , Asher Butnik , Joanna Fong , Paige Miller , Richard Hashimoto , Benjamin Horne , William Newsom ,
Peter Gallotta , Keven Stull , Alex Post , paul chan , Jolsna John
Hey all,
Unfortunately I could only have made the Dec. 15th date; I'm currently out of the state until the 8th of January.
Nonetheless, I'd like to share my support for the project. We all know that the City deserves better transportation and
safer streets. We all know that unless we do something, traffic will only continue to worsen.
While we could spend a lifetime debating each our constituents' different desires for the corridor, we've already waited
over 10 years. What's more we have a plan in front of us that dramatically improves transit, walkability, and the condition
of Geary (and by extension, SF) overall.
For those reasons (and many others), I hope you will join me in supporting the staff recommended alternative for BRT on
Geary.
Also, if you haven't already please sign this petition to help get Geary going.
All the best, and have a happy New Year!
~Winston

Winston Parsons
REDACTED
REDACTED

Letter L-95

$Ftrlft

Steve Stamos <steve,stamos@sfcta.org>

Vote to Postpone Vote on Geary BRT Final EIR Scheduled for January

S

<REDACTED>

Patricia Pendergast
Mon, Dec 12, 2016 at 2:07 pM To:
"London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, "David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>,
"Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, "Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>,
"Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, "Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>,
"Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, "Katy.Tang@sfgov.org" <Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org"
<Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, "Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org" <Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>, "clerk@sfcta.org"
<clerk@sfcta.org>, "kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org" <kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org>, "margaux.kelly@sfgov.org"
<margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>,'Jess.montejano@sfgov.org" <jess.montejano@sfgov.org>, "conor.johnston@sfgov.org"
<conor.johnston@sfgov.org>, "camposstaff@sfgov.org" <camposstaff@sfgov.org>, "John.Avalos@sfgov.org"
<John.Avalos@sfgov. org>

Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,

I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote at your December 13,2016,
meeting to postpone your consideration of the Geary BRT Final EIR for at least 30 d ays after the
currently scheduled SFCTA mcctingon Ja=._nuaú 5:2017

Although the Transportation Authority delayed almost three months until this past Friday,
December 9,2016, to make public the Final EIR for the Geary BRT, it scheduled the vote to certify
the FEIR for January 5,2017. This unreasonably leaves the public and your Board only 27
calendar days and only 17 working days to review and analyze a FEIR with many new portions
and information, as well as 870 pages of comments. And during this time, many interested
members of the publics well as Board members and staff will be traveling or othenruise engaged in
holiday celebrations with family and friends for Christmas, Hanukkah, and the New Year.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and
be able to say that the FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December g package
contains a proposed Statement of Overriding Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of
comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and your staff as well as the public must
evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this massive FEIR
found could not be mitigated. ln addition, the recommended alternative has modifications to the
Draft ElR. Thus, in addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for overriding the
conclusions, the Board members and your staff as well as the public must understand a modified
proposed alternative. And beyond the CEQA document and findings, City regulations require
certain findings and assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or reviewed.
Again, how will the Board be able to review, digest and independently arrive at all these new
findings in only 17 working days?
ln short, this extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to
meaningfully review and understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the
conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed
to just rubber stamp this document.

And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
112

Althouoh the draft EIR was oublished on September 15, 2015. it took nearlv 15 months to prepare
and iss"ue the Final EIR on December 9, 2016. Releaée at the holidavs with a certificatioir vóte
17 workino davs later is not fair to the public. who would like to celebrale the holidavs and see
family andfrieñds, not "cram" for a Jariuary 5,2017, hearing. This period of review-is just too short
for th'e public and the Board to adequately'reúiew the FinalËlR.
ln addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until after the January
5,2017, SFCTA meeting, thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected
Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member on this critical District One issue.

At your December 13,2016, meeting, please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for
at least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.

Sincerely,

Patricia M. Pendergast
REDACTED

z2

Letter L-96.1
From: "REDACTED'
Date: Fri Apr 22 2016 08:39:10 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: [GearyBRTJ Proposed Conversion of Geary/Laguna Bus Stop to Local Only
To: gearvbrt@sfcta.orq

To Mr. Colin Dentel-Post

As a resident of the neighborhood, a Senior Citizen and Registered voter,
I am

writing to OPPOSE your proposal to convert the Laguna/Geary Bus Stop to LOCAL ONLY.

This proposal would be an extreme hardship for the thousands of Seniors and Disabled residents of the
Cathedral Hill and surrounding blocks.
ln fact, our stop serves the largest population of senior/disabled people of any stop in the city. ln addition, the
stop is situated on a very steep hill which is immensely difficult for all of us, and impossible for some to even
attempt to climb or even traverse down.

Furthermore, this proposalwould cause a considerable LOSS OF OUR OWN TRAVEL TIME and an
INCREASE lN PAIN suffered having to get up and down boarding the buses twice each way if we were to be
forced to take a Local to board a Raoid! Or ta ke¿ Rapid & then wait to transfer to a Local
When you add in safety concerns and general difficulties of rain, cold, wind, and fog on a huge older/
handicapped population, I would think a Muni charged with providing rider service, would not deny it to its most
vulnerable riders.
It seems your proposal to deny us the Rapid Service is based on saving a few seconds time for the system re

the end-to-end runtime of the Geary line. lt also demonstrates a misguided, rigid approach of limiting Rapid
stops to only the stops located on a crossing bus line.
Our Laguna/Geary bus stop deserves exemption from these proposed policies. I feel exemption can be well
justified because of the acute terrain and greater population density of vulnerable Seniors & Disabled people
served at this stop.

Please keep the Laguna/Geary Bus Stop a RAPID stop.

Thank you,

Lorraine Petty
REDACTED

s.F 94109

Letter L-96.2

Ms. Petty,

Thank you for the additional comments and clarification. I do want to emphasize that the BRT project will bring
significant increases in service frequency to both the Local and Rapid services in the corridor compared to what
they are today, and given what we have heard from the community, we are currently taking another look at
service frequencies to make sure wait times are minimized and residents can access freguent service at
Laguna.

Thanks again,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Sat, Apr 23,2016 al7:28 PM, REDACTED <REDACTED> wrote
To: Colin Dentel-Post,
Sr. Transportation planner, SFCTA

Dear Mr. Dentel-Post,
There seems to be some misunderstanding on your part as to the meaning of what I previously wrote, AND the
unanimous vote in favor of continuing RAPID service for the Geary/Laguna intersection at the recent
SequoiasiCathedral Hill neighborhood meeting.
All of the us in the room (over 100 riders) and the many petitioners not present, do not want LOCAL ONLY
service. We want BOTH RAPID & LOCAL.

A.

We are saying that the Geary BRT Plan to, in theory, provide regularity to the interval of arrival times of
the LOCAL is NOT ADEQUATE.
There are simply not enough buses designated as LOCAL that EVER arrive at our stop, whether delayed

by traffic or not.

We need more buses to pick up at our stop than the LOCAL service now provides. Current traffic
delays are not the issue.
With RAPID buses stopping here as well, there ARE just barely enough TOTAL buses for adequate
service. You made it plain
at the community meeting no increase in the number of LOCAL buses is forthcoming or can be
quaranteed.

B.

Our Geary/Laguna intersection serves Japantown center and neighborhood, one of the premiere cultural
attractions in the city.
As such, our stop is a prime embarking and debarking point for people who live/work here plus
worldwide visitors. The fast service of the RAPID works better
for them and for the city and for local businesses by making it easier for all to get here. Also, I note
that the Geary BRT Plan seems to assume
that Fillmore is the only stop used by Japantown workers and visitors. Such is not the case. Our stop
is equally utilized.

C.

And yes, since presumably all MUNI riders are created equal, we also need and deserve speedy RAPID
service to get to work, shopping and appointments.
Also note, for the thousands of elderly and handicapped individuals at this intersection, I include
myself, a faster trip means reduced

pain and discomfort. To force us to negotiate a steep hill or endure a transfer to get to or from the
Fillmore stop, would be a huge hardship.
Hope this helps you to understand why we need both Rapid & Local.
I hope that with additional consideration, you are able to continue our Geary/Laguna intersection as a RAPID
stop.

Thank you,
Lorraine Petty

Letter L-96.3

Ms. Petty,

Thanks for sharing your concerns. We presented to the Geary CAC the input we heard from the Sequoias
meeting, including the desire for a Rapid stop. The presentations we gave are posted on the Geary CAC
website, urww.qearybrt.orq/cac. ln the Outreach presentation slide #31, under "Community input now", it clearly
states that the input we heard was that a Laguna Rapid stop is needed, as well as the statement we heard that
bus frequency is the key issue.

Thanks again,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Sen¡or Transportation Planner

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, C494103
415.522.4836

On Tue, May 3, 2016 al4:53 PM, REDACTED<REDACTED> wrote:
To the Geary BRT Citizens Advisory Committee

It has come to our attention from those in attendance at the April 28 Citizens Advisory Committee meeting,

that the position of Geary/Laguna neighbors at the recent community meeting held at the Sequoias
has been misrepresented to the CAC by CTA planning staff.

A vote by show of hands was taken of the more than 100 neighbors present. They unanimously
voted to KEEP LagunalGeary a RAPID stop.

The staff of the Geary BRT project has insisted and continues to twist this vote 180 degrees,
reporting to your Committee and others, instead, that this vote meant we would be happy with local only

service if frequency increased

I

WAS PRESENT at the Sequoias community meeting. I AM THE ONE WHO PROPOSED the show of hands

and I POSED the question, "How many present here want to continue Rapid service at our stop?"

Every single hand in the room was raised

To me, that vote is not subject to interpretation. lt is crystal clear

ln addition, the neighborhood presented 2 sets of petitions and there was a 3rd which subsequently came
from the Alamo Square Co-op Apartments--all 3 signed by almost 200 neighbors, requested that the CTA
KEEP OUR STOP a RAPID.

I

don't know how to make this any plainer : Our INPUT was totally FOR CONTINUilNG RAPTD SERV|CE.

I hope this clears up the matter and that members of the Geary BRT Citizens Advisory Committee

hear our voices and make sure the community choice for RAPID service is written into the Plan,
Thank
Lorraine Petty

From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Tue May 10 2016 00:34:34 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Geary / Laguna KEEP RAPID

Letter L-96.4

To: "REDACTED"
Cc: GearyBRT

Ms. Petty,

Thank you for sharing your further concerns. We understand that community members at the Sequoias
meeting said they want Rapid service at Laguna and that the main concern is with the frequency of service at
the stop if it were converted to local-only (rather than the speed of buses). We did not state otherwise at the
CAC meeting - what appears on the slide is what I presented. Slides #32-35 explain why the staff
recommendation is to retain the stop as local-only, but with the next step to clarify what frequency of service
can be provided at Laguna with the project.

Thanks again,

Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco,, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Sat, May 7 , 2016 al1 0:41 PM, REDACTED<REDACTED> wrote:

Thanks for your reference to the website in your previous email.

The website link does not report what you verbally said to the CAC on April 28.
Those who attended said you verbally cited our community as SUPPORTING LOCAL ONLY at Laguna/Geary

This is INCORRECT.

The website includes only the "slides" or panels shown to the CAC, not what was spoken. Panel #31 DOES
mention

the community wanting RAPID service at Laguna, but in such a small and de-emphasized manner, it's
completely overwhelmed by the following
3 entire panel-pages devoted to "RETAIN as LOCAL STOP.-

This then gives the impression that those "Retain" pages, by their sheer volume,
offer greater validity than the wishes of thousands of Laguna riders and as such, must be the pREFERRED
position of the planning staff.for
LOCAL ONLY at Laguna/Geary.

so the effect created by the large imbalance in panel space greaily disturbs us.
As do the conflicting actions of referring to our true wishes for RAPID service in one small easily-overlooked
panel corner,

while verbally reporting THE OPPOSITE to the Committee, inaccurately saying that the community
would be happy with LOCAL ONLY

What is the Committee and the CTA to make of this?

We at the Laguna intersection urge you to provide both with a more complete and consistenily accurate
picture of the community's preference and need for continuation
intersection.

Thanks again,

Lorraine Petty
REDACTED

Original Message
From: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>
To: "REDACTED" <REDACTED>
Cc: GearyBRT <qearvbrt@sfcta.orq>
Subject: Re: [GearyBRTl Geary / Laguna KEEP RAptD
Date: Wed, 4 May 201619:55:00 -0700

of

RAPID SERVICE at the Laguna/Geary

Letter L-96.5

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary/Laguna RAPID STOP
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: "REDACTED"
Date: Tue Jan 03 2017 13:35:35 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary/Laguna RAPID STOP
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: REDACTED

1/2/17 From: Lorraine Petty REDACTED resident, Western Park Apartments
To: Geary BRT Citizens Advisory Committee Members,
Re: Continuation of Laguna/Geary Rapid Stop
This letter is in 4 parts to urge you to keep Rapid Service at Laguna/Geary. Please give
serious consideration to each section.
Part 1 Facts about this Bus Stop which make Rapid service necessary

Located on and around Cathedral Hill, one of the steepest hills in San Fracisco, it
serves thousands of residents and workers at more than a dozen huge multistory
rental, coop, and condo apartment complexes.
It serves the largest senior population of any bus stop in the city.
It serves thousands of national and world tourists and city / Bay Area residents
who visit Japan Center, Japantown neighborhood, and related businesses.
It serves thousands of city, regional and world visa & other petitioners at the
Chinese Consulate.
It serves regular worshipers plus national & world visitors to the largest cathedral
in San Francisco.
Petitions of support with over 400 total signatures have been submitted from the
Japantown Task Force, The Sequoias, Cathedral Hill Apartments, St. Francis
Square Complex, Western Park Apartments low income seniors, Carillon Tower,
Cleary Court compexes and many others.
Part 2 Omissions & Misrepresentations in the Final EIR
The hundreds who submitted signatures, plus many who wrote emails, letters, and
comments in and outside of public meetings to continue this as a RAPID STOP have
been omitted or belittled in the FINAL EIR report. Names of individuals are not listed,
organizations are not listed, and content not published. They were all submitted while
CTA staff were CONDUCTING PUBLIC MEETINGS THROUGH 2016.
Omissions include my own numerous emails requesting the Laguna stop remain
RAPID. I personally know of at least 4 others whose names and written comments are
missing.
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All of these pleas to keep the RAPID at Laguna have been dismissed using one line in
the FINAL REPORT as (only) , “Several comments objected to the consolidation of bus
stops in the Laguna Street area.” And later, “members of the Japantown Taskforce and
residents at the Sequoias senior living facility….submitted several hundred petition
signatures against this change AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE PUBLIC COMMENT
PERIOD ON THE Draft EIS/EIR.” (Nov. 2015, caps mine)
If CTA staff was not going to take into account these signatures or listen to Laguna
riders, why did staff keep holding public comment meetings after that date, such as the
one at The Sequoias in spring of 2016?
These omissions and dismissals are unfair, noninclusive , certainly poor outreach, and
are evidence that CTA staff is arbitararily selective as to which public input they take
seriously and which they ignore.
Part 3 Other Outreach Deficiencies
Note that the scheduled CAC meeting December 8, 2016 was CANCELED WITHOUT
NOTICE or even a message informing building front desk guards. So those of us who
tried to attend were turned away.
All the MAILBOX UPDATES received by neighborhood residences midDecember this
year and ALL THE SIGNS POSTED at the Bus Stops FAILED TO LIST THE JANUARY
4 CAC PUBLIC MEETING.
The December 9 release of the huge Final Geary Report came exactly at a time (the
year’s long major holiday season) when the public could not devote full attention to
reading, reflecting, and preparing responses.
Part 4 Analysis of the Reasons CTA staff use to deny continuation of Laguna
RAPID service:
1. “We will put more Local buses in service”.
This was promised for Fall 2016 and has not materialized. Promises for the future may,
or may not be trusted. And further note: service now is completely inadequate after 6pm
and on weekends with no assurances offered to correct this.
2. “When the project is completed, the Local buses will be properly spaced out, so they
won’t be overcrowded.”
This, we predict based on experience, will still result in Local buses reaching Laguna
too full to pick us up…just at greater time intervals.
3. “You’re only 2 blocks from the Fillmore Rapid Stop and can easily walk.”
(Nevermind that hundreds of us are over 65 or handicapped.
Nevermind that we’re on an extremely steep hill, difficult to manage downward and
impossible to climb on returning.
Nevermind a lot of us go to jobs and are just deserving of Rapid service, which is not
so rapid when required to hike blocks. And it does seem ludicrous to tell us to take a
Local to go two blocks to the RAPID at Fillmore (actually 3 blocks away).
Nevermind that RAPID service at this stop was fought for and won years ago at which
time MUNI agreed it was certainly necessary for all the Factual reasons in Part 1.
3. “In order to fulfill the system speed requirements, we had to eliminate 2
existing RAPID Stops from the whole line and yours and Spruce have the lowest
ridership.”
No count is given. But a maximum load point where most buses arrive too full to
pick up riders can’t be accurately counted. People give up and take their car or a ride
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service. The logic here, about eliminating a needed stop, is like saying a person doesn’t
use their pinky fingers as much as the others so let’s increase the blood flow by cutting
them off.
4. “About 49 seconds are lost on each Rapid trip for stopping at Laguna.”
This ignores the fact that most buses on most trips have to spend this amount of
time waiting for the red traffic light to turn green… and so we see them use the
time to load passengers.
5.” Taking a Rapid bus from Laguna, close to downtown, saves riders only 4
minutes getting to downtown, so a Local will do just as well.”
In reality, inbound buses most often are so full THEY DON’T PICK US UP AT
ALL. AND, this argument fails to take into account that the 38 line goes TWO
WAYS. Laguna riders need speedy RAPID service to get to places all the way out
the Avenues.
In conclusion, let’s agree that riders deserve a Plan flexible enough to respond
to different needs and locales. Such is not the case here, where endtoend
speed goals are allowed to trump all other concerns. Please don’t approve this
project until these concerns are resolved. And moving forward, please instruct
CTA staff in conducting productive and respectful Outreach.
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PETTTION TO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS PRESIDE,NT, LONDON BRBED
SFMTA/SFCTA
Since Cathedral Hill and Japantown have a large population of Senior residents, many of whorn
are both solely dependent on public transit and are mobility challenged, the undersigned hereby
strongly urge you to reconsider and make the proposed Geary BRT project's Laguná St. slop a

Rapid Stop.

Among the reasons for this request are: ( l) mistakes made in boarding a Rapid bus (in areas
wherc every stop is both a rapid and a local stop) instead of a local bui and ihen having to walk
or cross the street to back track to a Laguna St, destination (with a steep street grade cñange in
either direction), (2) extending the wait time as part of a trip to distant destinations and (3) the
two long blocks (due to superblock planning in the 1960s) between the nearest other stops at
Gough and Filhnore).
Senior residents are among the most mobility challenged, health challenged and vulnerable in the
city's population. Even if riclership numbers seem lor,v comprred to other Rapid Stops, we urge
you to consider the special needs of our cathedral l{ill/Japantown community.
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PETITION TO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS PRESIDENT' LONDON BREED
SF'MTA/SF'CTA
Since Cathedral Hill and Japantown have a large population o[senior residents" many of whorn
are both solely dependent on public transìt and are mobility challenged, the r.urdersigned hereby
strongly urge you to t'econsider and make the proposed Ceary BRT project's Laguna St. stop a

Rapid Stop.
Among the reasons t'or this request are: (l ) mistakes made in boarding a Rapid bus (in areas
where every stop is both a rapid and a local stop) instead of a local bus and then having to walk
or cross the street to back track to a Laguna St. destination (with a steep street grade change in
either direction), (2) extending the wait time as pan of a trip to distant destinations and (3) the
two long blocks (due to superblock planning in the 1960s) between the nearest other stops at
Cough and Fillmore).
Senior residents are âmong the most mobility challenged, health challenged and vulnerable in the
city's population. Even if ridership numbers seem low compared to other Rapid Stops, we tnge
you to consider the special needs of our Cathedral FIill/Japantown community.
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PEI'TTION TO
BOARD OF'SUPERVISORS PRESIDENT, LONDON BREED
SFMTA/SFCTA
Since Cathedral Hitl and Japantown have a large population of Senior residents. rnany of whom
are both solely dependent on public transit and are rnobility challenged, the undersigrred hereby
strongly urge you to reconsider and make the proposed Geary BRT project's Laguna St. stop a
Rapid Stop.

Among the reasons for thís request are: (l ) rnistakes made in boarding a Rapid bus (in areas
i'vherc every stop is both a rapid and a local stop) instead of a local bus and then havirrg to walk
or cross the street to back track to a Laguna St. destination (with a steep street grade change in
either direction), (2) extending the wait time as part of a trip to distant destinations and (3) the
two long blocks (due to superblock planning in the 1960s) between the nearest other stops at
Gough and t ilhnore).
Senior residents are arxong the rnost mobility challenged, health challenged and vulnerable in the
cìty's population Even if ridership numbers seem low compared to other Rapicl Stops, we urge
you to consider the special needs of our Cathedral Hill/Japantown community.
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PETITION TO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS PRESIDENT, LONDON BREET)
SFMTA/SFCTA
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Since Cathedrat Hill and Japantown have a large population of Senior residents, many of whom
are both solely dependent on public transit and are mobility challenged, the undersigned hereby
strongly urge you to reconsider and make the proposed Geary BRTþroject's Lagunã St. stop a
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Rapid Stop.

Among the reasons for this request are: ( I ) mistakes made in boarding a Rapid bus (in areas
where every stop is both a rapid and a local stop) instead of a local bu.s and ìhen having to walk
or cross the street to back track to a Laguna St. destination (with a steep street grade c.ñange ìn
either direction), (2) extending the wait time as part of a trip to distant àestinations and q3) the
two long blocks (due to superblock planning in the 1960s) between the nearest other stops at
Cough and Fillrnore).
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Senior residents are among the most mobility challenged, health challenged and vulnerable in the
city's poptllation. Even if riclership numbers seem low comparecl to other Rapid Stops, we urge
you to consider the special needs of our Cathedral Hill/Japantown community.
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PETITION TO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS PRESIDENTO LONDON BREEI)
SFMTA/SFCTA
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Since Cathedral I{ill and Japantown have a large population of Senior residents, many of whom
are both solely dependent on public transit and are mobility challenged, the undersigned hereby
strongly urge you Lo reconsider and rnake the proposed Geary BRT project's Laguna St. stop a
Rapid Stop.
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Among the reasons t'or this request are: ( l) mistakes made in boarding a Rapid bus (in areas
where every stop is both a rapid and a local stop) instead of a local bus and then having to walk
or cross the street to back track to a Laguna St. destination (with a steep street grade change in
either direction), (2) extending the wait time as part of a trip to distant destinations and (3) the
two long blocks (due to superblock planning in the l9ó0s) between the nearest other stops at
Gough and Fillrnore).
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Senior residents are among the most mobility challenged, health challenged and vulnerable in the
city's population, Ilven if ridership nurnbers seem lor,v compared to other Rapid Stops, lve urge
you to consider the special needs of our Cathedral Hill/Japantown community.
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Letter L-98

From: "R. Christoph Sandoval"
Date: Thu Dec 08 201619:24.55 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: RE: Team 38R Response to the Gough Meeting
To: Liz Brisson
Cc: Anna Sylvester, Colin Denel-Post , Melvin Starks , "Mr. Thomas Robert Simpson" , "Mr. Michael Pappas" , Wahid Amiri
Kate Elliott , Daniel Mackowski , Lulu Feliciano , EricYoung

,

Dear Ms. Brisson,
I would like to re-visit my concerns regarding People with Disabilities, Aging Adults and People with Life Threatening Disease.
As you know the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in employment, state
and local government, public accommodations, commercial facilities, transportation, and telecommunications. Of specific
parameters ADA clearly states "Public Transportation is offered by a state or local government and is covered by Title ll of the
ADA. Publicly funded transportation includes, but is not limited to, bus and passenger train (rail) service. Rail service includes
subways (rapid rail), light rail, commuter rail, and Amtrak."
As a disabled, aging adult with a life threatening condition I have to say that I am still not satisfied with the fact that the
proposed Bus Stop in Front of the Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption and its parallel site across the street do not have
38R access. As I pointed out to you the San Francisco Tower, the Sequoias, Central Gardens and the neighboring Apartment
Complexes house a significant number of People with Disabilities, Aging Adults and People with Life Threatening Disease.
This means people who are physically and often times medically challenged must use a cane, a walker, a wheel chair and
supportive help from bus drivers who must lower the bus on the curb to provide acÆess to bus transportation to get to their
residence or to their respective Congregations which are their spiritual homes.
I also want to underline and boldface that the Event Center of the Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption is essentially a
critical community center for the City and County of San Francisco and a venue for government, for profit and non profit
organizations and interfaith institutions.
As you know the Silent Generations born 1945 and before are particularly mobility challenged. The massive number of Baby
Boomers born from 1946 to 1964 is the huge segment of the population which is already presenting ambulatory and access
challenges including myself as an example. We are then left with Generation X born 1965 to 1976, Millennials or Generation Y
born 1977 to 1995, and Generati an Z or Centennials born 1996 and later. Members of the last three generations are
Americans who embrace healthier eating options, access gymnasiums and exercise as part of their daily lives and are often

leaddiseasefreelives. TheseyoungerpeopledoNOTmindwalkingupahill....orwalkinganadditional twotothreeblocksto

bus. ln fact I would argue they welcome it as part of their routines of staying fit.
We need rethink our urban planning using an intergenerational lens that recognizes the qualitative differences in our diverse
communities among the different generations. An individual with a disability is defined by the ADA as a person who has a
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, a person who has a history or record of
such an impairment, or a person who is perceived by others as having such an impairment.
access a

There are two basic parts to having a disability:
You must actually have what is considered to be a physical or mental impairment; and
The impairment must substantially limit one or more of your major life activities. This would include walking, accessing and
utilizing public transportation and having safely lit bus stops.

Physical or mental impairments
ln orderto have a disability underthe ADA , you must have a physical or mental impairment. Not everything that restricts your
activities qualifies as an impairment. However, under the ADA, the definition of disability now must be understood in favor of
broad coverage to the maximum extent allowed.

A physical impairment is any medical disorder, condition, disfigurement or loss affecting one of the body systems, such as
neurological, musculoskeletal, special sense organs, respiratory (including speech organs), cardiovascula¡ reproductive,
digestive, genitourinary immune, circulatory, hemic, lymphatic, skin, and endocrine.

A mental impairment is any mental or psychological disorder, such as intellectual disability, formerly mental retardation, organic
brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities. Older Americans are facing different types of
demenita among our aging population. These include:

Alzheimer's disease.
Vascular dementia.
Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)
Mixed dementia.
Parkinson's disease.

Frontotem poral dementia.

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.
Normal pressure hydrocephalus.

It is not possible to include a list of all the specific conditions that would constitute physical or mental impairments, but some
examples may be useful.
Examples of conditions that are impairments:

AIDS, and its symptoms
Alcoholism
Asthma
Blindness or other visual impairments
Cancer
Cerebral palsy
Depression
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Hearing or speech impairments
Heart Disease
Migraine Headaches
Multiple sclerosis
Muscular dystrophy
Orthopedic im pairm ents
P
Com

plications from Pregnancy
Thyroid gland disorders
Tuberculosis
Loss of body parts (among many of our Veterans in particular)

At the Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption many of our parishioners are People with Disabilities, Aging Adults and
People with Life Threatening Disease. I would dare say that the other congregations on the hill are similar. I would ask you to
consider to have both the 38 and the 38R make a stop at Gough and Geary in both directions. Aside from the legislation it
makes much more sense to operate from a moral imperative that serves the common good. We are at a crossroaãs....and
must look both ways before we walk across the street to the other side of this issue. I pray you agree.
Blessings,
Rev. Mr. R. Christoph Sandoval, Deacon

"A true friend knows your weaknesses but shows you your strengths; feels your fears but fortifies your faith; sees your anxieties
but frees your spirit; recognizes your disabilities but emphasizes your possibilities - William Arthur Ward"
DEACON R. CHRISTOPH SANDOVAL
Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption
1111 Gough Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
http ://www. stmarvcathedralsf. orq/
Email: REDACTED
REDACTED
CONFI DENTIALITY NOTICE:
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain confidential
and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. lf you are not the intended recipient of this
message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed to you in erro¡ please immediately alert the sender by reply
email and then delete this message and any attachments. lf you are not the intended recipient, yóu are hereby notifiéd that
any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.

---

Original Message --From: Liz Brisson <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>
To: Anna sylvester <REDACTED>. colin D

st <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.orq>

Cc:DeaconChristoffSandoval@tarks<REDAcTED>.Mr.ThomasRobertSimpson<REDAcTED>,
Mr. Michael Pappas <REDAGTED>, Wahid Amiri

<Daniel.Mackowski >, Lulu
>,EricYoung<glisJgg_09@.gþ!a..o¡g>
Sent: Thu, 08 Dec 2016 01:08:49 -0000 (UTC)
Subject: RE: Team 38R Response to the Gough Meeting
Thank you Anna and team! I will review this with my team and be back in touch on next steps. I'm envlsioning a meeting at St
Mary's to dlscuss the stop re-location plus your areas of ongoing concern sometime in late January. We'll reach out to schedule
sometime in early January.
ln the meantime, we're gearing up for certification of our environmental document. lf you didn't yet receive an email from
SFCTA announcing our schedule, you can opt in by visiting www.sfcta.orq/qeary or text YES to 628-600-1675 to receive text
updates. ln the meantime, the latest news is:
-On December9,2016, the Final Environmental lmpact Report can be accessed on this page (http:i/www.sfcta.orq/qearvcorridor-bus-rapid-transit-ç[Alleis€if). Printed copies will also be available at public libraries (Anza, Richmond, Western
Addition and Main branches) for review, and electronic copies on compact disc will be available at the front desk of the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority, 1455 Market Street, 22ndfloor.
-The next meeting of the Geary BRT Citizens Advisory Committee is scheduled for Wednesday, January 4, 2017, at 6:00 PM.
See the Geary CAC webpage for more info (http://www.sfcta.orq/qeary-corridor-bus-rapid-transit-citizens-advisory-committee).
-The San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board (comprised of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors) will hold
a Jan. 5, 201 7 hearing on whetherto approve the Final Environmental lmpact Report and select a preferred design alternative
for Geary BRT. The hearing time will be posted on at wwwsfcta.orq/qearv as soon as it is available.
<Wahid.Amiri@sfmta. >, Kate Elliott <Kate.Elliott@sfm >, Daniel Mackowski

Feliciano<Lulu.Feliciano@s

Liz Brisson
Major Corridors Planning Manager
Liz. B risson@sfmta. com

415,701.4791
www.sfmta.com
Find us on: Facebook Twitter YouTube

---Ori ginal Message----

From: Anna Sylvester [ma ilto:REDACTEDI
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Colin Denel-Post <@>
Cc: Deacon Christoff Sandoval <REDACTED>; Melvin Starks <REDACTED>, Mr. Thomas Robert Simpson
<REDACTED>; Mr. Michael Pappas <REDACTED>
Subject: Team 38R Response to the Gough Meeting
Dear Liz and Colin,

Thank you for holding the meeting to discuss our concerns about safety, access for all, and neighborhood c,oncerns.
Your report accurately recorded our meeting-thank you for that.
The Staff Feedback and Recommendations at the end-we are happy about-and we've listed two issues that we remain
concerned about.

We are happy that:
L The 38 (inbound stop) at Geary/Gough will be relocated to in front of St. Mary's Cathedral.
This makes it easier for the Congregations of all three Cathedral Hill churches to come to services.
This will better accommodate the many tourists who visit the three churches as well as community meetings, conventions, etc.
The bubble design of the cross walks on Geary and Gough are good and safe.
2. The 38 (outbound stop) at GearyiGough remains in front of 1300 Gough Apartments across from St. Mary's.
3. The 38R (outbound stop) will be relocated west of Van Ness between Van Ness and Franklin.
This saves crossing Van Ness to get to an outbound 38R.
Areas of concern that remain and we would like to continue the conversation about:
1. Crossing at Franklin and Geary
Remains treacherous in all directions.
Tommy's Joynt open basement access-Sidewalk is closed on other side of street for now.
The double left turn off Franklin to Geary
zoom through.
-Drivers
2. Crossing at Franklin and O'Farrell
Remains treacherous in all directions.
zoom through.
Right turn from Franklin to O'Farrell
Left turn from O'Farrell to Franklin -Driverszoom through.
-Drivers
Coming sidewalk closures at St. Mark's and Kron TV construction projects-lncrease dangerous crossings.
We appreciate all the intelligent work and planning that 38 BRT Project Team has done to make the Geary Corridor-faster
and safer.
Best to you & Happy Holidays,

Anna Sylvester
on behalf of the Team 38R attendees

$FHf,[

Letter L-99

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

PLEASE ACT TO HALT TREE CUTTING ON VAN NESS, CUTTING OF SF FORESTS,
AND EXTEND REVIEW OF GEARY FEIR
Diana Scott

<REDACTED>

Mon, Dec 12, 2016 at 6:50 PM Reply-To:
Diana Scott <REDACTED>
To: "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "clerk@sfcta.org"
<clerk@sfcta.org>, "margaux.kelly@sfgov.org" <margaux.kelly@sfgov.org>, "jess.montejano@sfgov.org"
<jess.montejano@sfgov.org>, "Breed London (BOS)" <london.breed@sfgov.org>, "David. Campos"
<david.campos@sfgov.org>, Aaron Peskin <aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <malia.cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark Fanell
<mark.fanell@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar <eric.l.mar@sfgov.org>, Katy Tang <katy.tang@sfgov.org>, Norman Yee
<norman.yee@sfgov.org>, Board of Superuisors <board.of.superuisors@sfgov.org>, "Karunaratne Kanishka (BOS)"
<kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org>, "Conor Johnston (Breed)" <conor.johnston@sfgov.org>, David Campos
<sheila. chung. hagen@sfgov.org>
'The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing that stands in the way."
\Mlliam Blake, Ihe Letters, 1799
See: https://sfforest.org/2016112107|van-ness-trees-on-death-row-chris-parkes/

-

Dear SF Board of Supervisors members, and SF County Transit Authority Board Members

I am witing to you about three related issues that concern me, and request your urgent interventions and your written
responses explaining your positions on these.
They are:
1) Plans to commence tree-cutting this Wednesday in conjunction with the Van Ness BRT project;

2) Plans which the SF Planning Dept. and Rec & Parks Dept. is poised to approve this week, to cut over 18,000 "nonnative" trees as part of an outdated, outmoded Natural Areas Plan;
3) The intention of the SFMTA Board to meet and presumably approve the FEIR for SFMTA's Geary Ave. BRT on
January 3rd, after only making this plan public on December 9th.

The impact of these three items both affects me personally, and San Francisco residents at large, as does their larger
impact on global warming.
Please note that while there is a BOS Land Use and Transportation Committee that meets on issues like the ones I'm
addressing here, there is no Urban Environmental and Air Quality Committee to assess the impact on city residents
especially children, seniors, and those with disabilities or compromised respiratory systems like myself - of
construction/destruction projects like these three, taken individually or togethe¡ cumulatively. \Mat is good for
generating land use revenues, or even speeding transit itself, may be pemicious for city inhabitants, both humans and
other living organisms.

-

Another general, but important consideration never is adequately assessed in the project approval process by the
SFMTA and other city/regional agencies, as plans proposed by these agency gain their Boards' approvals, obtain input
from selected groups of "stakeholders," and make it through BOS committees and full Board hearings, is that individual
projects don't simply impact the areas on which they're imposed - for longer or shorter periods of implementation.
Projects that release carbon release, cause congestion which increases air pollution, and result in air quality and
environmental deterioration are NOT tied to limited project areas; air and pollution migrate and are cumulative - affecting
people who live in all city neighborhoods, the region, and areas beyond.

So, I'm asking you to consider these important omissions from your process for approving projects and do the right
thing: rethink and revise some projects, slow down the timeline for review and approval of others, and/or reverse other
plans which have been a long time in the making but now are known to be injurious. PLEASE CONSIDER MORE
SENSI BLE ALTERNATIVES.

1t3

Starting in reverse order:

Item 3. I object to the compressed timeline from the belated release of the Geary BRT FEIR Dec. 9th (after a 15 month
hiatus) to the scheduled vote on whether or not to approve it Jan. 3rd.
Review of over 800 pages of the FEIR is simply not feasible, by SFMTA members nor actively engaged city residents,
like myself, in what amounts to 17 work days during end-year holidays. Please revise this timeline for voting whether
or not to approve the FEIR in the interest of common sense, fairness, and environmental justice.
This short window appears like "railroading" - whether or not this is the intent. Since construction will take years, and
the changes will be long term ultimately affecting hundreds of thousands of city residents and visitors, as well as
merchants - this time frame is NOT acceptable if the outcome is to be fai¡ efficient/beneficial, and economical.
[NOTE: The Geary FEIR is NOT available in ALL city library branches, as would be fair and sensible, given that
residents of all neighborhood USE MUNI transit services and drive along Geary, to get to destinations between their
homes and other parts of the city. Many of us cannot read extensive dovvnloads for extended periods of time, and hard
copies are needed in all city libraries, given different library hours in different parts of the city.
The SFMTA spends thousands of dollars on public information events and outreach postcards; branch copies of FEIR's
should take priority for actual public information/education.l

Item 2. The NAP plan to eliminate over mature 18,000 "non-native" trees, and replant others.
While the idea in the '80s and '90s that "non-native" trees were less desirable, even dangerous to the city, more recent
scientific evidence suggests the opposite: that eucalyptus trees actually benefit the urban environment; that leaves of
mature non-native stands absorb more carbon that do massive replanting of young trees; that the herbicide used to root
out their remains ends up as toxic run-off and on vegetation, affecting human and wild life; and that destruction of these
persecuted non-indigenous trees release a great deal of carbon into the atmosphere when cut.
ln short, this plan, which has gained momentum over a few decades is outmoded and should be seriously revised or
abandoned, since its fundamental assumptions are highly questionable. ln addition, budgetary constraints on re-planting
make forest destruction at this time extremely unwise. Although this is not before you immediately, I urge you
proactively revise/reverse it.

l.

Item
I have written to many of you as SF BOS members a number of times previously (and to the SFMTA BOARD),
and testified about my objections to various aspects of the Van Ness BRT plan, including but not limited to the massive
destruction of trees on Van Ness/Highway 101 (both the median trees, forwtrich cutting my begin this Wednesday, and
planned later cutting of sidewalk trees).
I am writing to you now primarily in your dual capacity as SFCTA members, and urge you to reconsiderthis action, and
the hardships it will impose - not only because of disrupting/rerouting traffic for a minimum of three years, but because
loss of trees and intensified traffic pollution during this time will impact MY O!ryNl ABILITY TO BREATHE, even though I
live in the Outer Sunset! I have asthma and related lung issues, go to medical appointments along Van Ness, events at
the Civic Center and City Hall, and at times walk the Avenue, all of which will become less endurable.
Curently, elimination of bus stops on Van Ness makes it more difficult for me to navigate the city.
Moving buses from curbside and constructing platforms at the Van Ness median will make it harder for me to make a
connection from the L-Taraval exit at Market/Van Ness to Geary buses, by both endangering me as a pedestrian having
to cross lanes of traffic, and increasing the level of stress (think constricted breathing) gaining access the elevated
platform at one end.

!\hile this project is "set to go" and was a "done deal," it is said, before most of the public had an inkling of what it
entailed, I urge you in your capacity as decision makers wearing several hats to do the right thing: intervene and
ameliorate a poorly designed, unpopular, and expensive project, before the mature, healthy trees along Van Ness are
felled, beginning this week. Redesign could make it much bette¡ virtually as fast, and increase ridership.
I hope you will similarly take wise action regarding the Geary FEIR timeline, and the NAP tree-cutting plan being
considered Dec. 15 by Planning Dept. and Rec & Parks.
Sincerely,
Diana Scott

San Francisco, CA 94116

Attached: Excerpt from BOA brief filed for June 22hearing re Van Ness tree removal (by Deanne Delbridge)
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Excerpt from BOA brief opposing
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President Darryl Honda
San Francisco Board of Appeals

L650 Mission Street, Room 304
San Francisco, CA 94L03
RE: Appeal No. 1-6-057: Delbridge vs. DPW-BUF,

for hearing June 22,2OL6

President Honda and Members of the Board:

We disagree with the Department of Public Works (DPW) Order No. 184745, issued
March 28,2OL6, approving removal of 86 mature, mostly healthy trees of diverse species in
the Van Ness Ave. median along with four (4) sidewalk trees, and their replacement

("mitigation") with a more numerous new, uniform species. We urge you to overturn this
deeision whieh the Departmentstates isnecessary for the SFMTA¿sVan NessBusRapid Transit
(BRT) project

to proceed. We maintain that so-called "mitigation" will not, for decades, if ever,

justify or compensate for the impact of this tree loss on those who live, work, ride, and have
businesses along the Van Ness corridor, and will irrevocably harm and visually degrade the

surrounding neighborhood and the environment. We will document our case in the following
paragraphs and attached exhibits. ln Summary, we want you to consider key and substantive
points that link tree removal to less street safety, congested traffic flow, and degraded air

quality under current BRT design and tree removal order, and to consider a better alternative

1-.

The DPW order is about tree cutting, followed by inadequate mitigation, not about

tree planting; removalof the trees represents a significant reduction in mature trees on one of
the City's most important thoroughfares and replacement with saplings that will take

a

generation to mature and even then will pale in comparison to the majesty of the existing
healthy trees.

Tree Removal

We are appealing DPW Order No. 1-84735, which the BOA has referred to in its
suspension notice as Tree Planting Permit No.7779L7, but needs to be called what it really is: a
Tree Removal Permit. This DPW order would permit the removal of 86 median trees and four
(4) sidewalk trees; the Addendum to the VN BRT FEIR authorizing this cutting also states that
DPW will soon issue a second permit for removal and replanting of 97 more sidewalk trees.

San Francisco already has an extremely small tree canopy -- only L3.7o/o -- one of the

smallest of any major U.S. city, according to the 20L4 St Urban Forrest Plan, more than L0% less

than the 25% considered desirable for a Western city.1 By contrast, Chicago currently has
roughly a L7% tree cover; Los Angeles , a 2IYo cover; Seattle, 23%; NYC,24%; and Portland, 30%,
according to the SF Planning Department report.

Mature trees are extremely beneficial to a healthy environment. They provide oxygen,
reduce pollution and noise, and sequester carbon dioxide

-- thus fighting climate change

and

storing heat from the sun while providing cool shade. They provide a crucially stable habitat for
birds, bees, and butterflies and greatly improve the quality of life for urban dwellers.

America's large rural forests play a major role in capturing and storing carbon emissions.
To provide a sense of scale, ourforests in the U.S. nowsequesteralmost t5%of ourannual
carbon emissions. That is roughly equivalent to half the projected emissions reductions from

l

City of San Francisco Planning Department, Urban Forest Plan at: http://sf-planning.org/urban-forest-plan

the EPA's Clean Power Plan, when it hits full stride in 2O3O.2 That urban forests provide

8o/o

of

the nation's total carbon emissions capture is an underreported fact.3
Trees are a "climate solution" for cities, because they help greatly lower carbon
emissions, AND help stabilize urban temperatures, combatting what is known as the "Urban

Heat lsland Effect": pavement and other built materials absorb heat during the day and re-

radiate it at night, creating an oven-like effect. Heat islands can raise local temperatures as
much as five degrees Fahrenheit during the day and as much as 22 degrees at night, but trees
act as heat-absorbing, water-retaining buffers, according to The Trust for Public Land (Trees:
Helping Cities Solve Climate Change)4.

Heat islands create extra need for cooling on hot days, when air conditioning is running

full

tilt.

An analysis from the University of California at Berkeley estimated that 5-1-0% of peak

electricity demand in cities for air conditioning is due to urban heat islands. The most effective
natural solution to reduce this demand is a leafy tree canopy.
Tree canopy and other urban greenery have also been shown to have profound benefits

for health, mental health, student achievement, and quality of life. Trees calm us down
according to a recent study that found that an additional ten trees on a given block
corresponded to a small increase in how healthy nearby residents felt.s

2

https://cleanpowerplanmaps.epa.gov/Clean PowerPlan/
- "Trees: Helping Cities Solve Climate Change at: ¡http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jaddaley/trees-helping-cities-solve-climate-change_b_8923414.htm1
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- "Trees: Helping Cities Solve Climate Change at: ihttp://www.huffingtonpost.com/jaddaley/trees-helping-cities-solve-climate-change_b_8923414.htm1
s
"How Trees Calm Us Down," by Alex Hutchinson, New Yorker July 23, 2015 at:
http ://www.newyo rker.co m/tec h/el ements/what-is-a-tree-wo rth.

ln Toronto, researchers recently found that people living on tree-lined streets reported

health benefits equivalent to being seven years younger or receiving a SL0,000 salary rise.
Other studies reveal benefits from improved mental health to reduced asthma.6 U.S. scientists
have even identified a correlation between an increase in tree-canopy and fewer low-

birthweight babies.
Moreover, economic studies show that leafy streets sell houses. Street trees in
Portland, Oregon, yielded an increase in house prices of Sf .gS billion, potentially increasing
annual property tax revenues by 515.3 million.T

The SFMTA has plans to replace the majestic, tall and mature trees now on the Van Ness
median with lemon-scented gum trees, which will take a minimum of ten (1-0) years after

project completion (3-5 years) to come close to the height of the current trees to be cut,
according to a DPW arborist at the tree hearing last August. Replacement lemon scented gum

trees are tall, may grow to from 35'

-

45' (some 60'90'), chosen largely to clear new light poles

and bus wires; they have a strong lemon-citronella smell. Existing median trees are diverse: red

flowering gum and silver gum, Brisbane box, flowering cherry, plum, cork oak, and red ironbark.
Heights

ra nge

36"[NOTE

6

from u nder 13' to over 23'; tru nks range from L-2" to 2-6" to LO-t6" to 19-

-2}tztree survey]

Exhibit L (left)shows current median trees and a mature lemon-

USDA Forest Service Northern Station news release July 25, 2014

at;

http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/news/release/trees-save-lives-reduce-air-pollution; "Tree and Forest Effects on Air
Quality and Human Health in the United States," at: http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubsl46LQ2
7

Urban Forestry/Urban Greening Research, "Green Cities: Good Health

http://depts.washington.ed u/hhwb/Thm-Economics.html

-

Economics" at

scented gum tree (right), the latter a poor replacement visually and as a heat buffer, with large
spaces between branches and lacking a full canopy even when mature.

Though drought tolerant, these newly planted eucalyptus saplings (considered a fire

threat in other parts of the city) don't tolerate drought until their root system gets established,
which takes more frequent watering and care than required by mature trees with welldeveloped root systems. A two-to four inch diameter tree requires 3000-4000 gallons of water
over the first four years to help establish its roots.s That means that by removing and replanting
L00 trees, the city stands to use 400,000 more gallons of water (during a drought cycle) than

if

9

Moreover, cutting and mulching trees releases carbon, sequestered in the trunk, branches,
roots, and soil, and replanting a single species can be dangerous: a disease affects one tree, make
all vulnerable, with high replacement cost. Funds can better be used elsewhere.

Finally, "mitigation" trees will never provide a strong canopy to absorb the additional
carbon dioxide emissions that will result from slowing traffic to a sluggish pace in keeping with
SFMTA current plan to reduce Van Ness (a major artery, Highway 1"01) from the current six (6)
lanes to only four

(4). (Traffic flow on the corridor was analyzed by modeling after the current

alternative was chosen.) Heavy and congestion on Van Ness now, with six lanes available to all
vehicles, spills over to parallel routes to the Golden Gate Bridge (Franklin, Gough, polk) and will
spread further. Median "consolidated" bus-lane service, with stops eliminated, has undesirable

8
9

CSU Extension CMG Garden Notes #635

at: http://www.ext.colostate.edu/mg/Gardennotes/635.html

tree impacts, approved by the SFMTA and

FTA,

that include decreased soil water retention,

increased need for watering, more run-off into sewers, and worse air and heat ambiance for

transit users, drivers, local residents, and walkers including seniors and those with disabilities.
It is critical that the Board of Supervisors, the Mayor, and SFMTA take the opportunity
NOW to seriously reconsider this exorbitantly expensive median Van Ness BRT plan, before

sacrificing

-

in two DPW installments -- almost 200 mature, mostly healthy, diverse trees that

humanize, beautify, and clean the air along this major thoroughfare. We urge you, members of

the Appeals board, to overturn the DPW's tree-cutting order so that elected leaders can
consider "course adjustment" and scale back this project, saving median trees by keeping bus
lanes curbside.

You may recall that many San Franciscans spoke out against tree cutt¡ng on Van Ness at
a DPW hearing last August, just after trees were posted for removal. Twenty-three of 30 people

who commented during and after this hearing, which was attended by at least five MTA and
DPW staffers, opposed the DPW plan. Since then, close to 650 of the small minority who even

know about planned tree cutting have signed a petition urging revisiting the curbside option.
(An MTA survey confirms low public awareness.) Here are some of their comments:

"l do not believe thot the minimol time sovings of the Van Ness BRT project is worth the cost to
the City, ¡n terms of dollars, the loss of mature trees, the loss of parking, and the enormous
troffic problems that will ensue,"
"Our Son Francisco trees bring nature to the city ond purify our air. They olso provide a place for
birds and bees. With such a mass population growth, we need to focus on green living and
e nv i ro n m e nto I prote cti on."
'The quolity of city life doesn't lie in enhonced troffic lights ønd designated bus lones, but in
beoutiful, moture tees thot provide serenity ond calm on troffic-choked ovenues. lf SZSO million

is on hand

for the city to spend, then spend it on the sod stote of the urban human condition,

affordable housing, panhondling ond homelessness."
"We need trees and eliminating bus stops is detrimentol to senior's ond the disabled's

tronsportotion."
"l think this issue needs to be seriously reconsidered. These trees serve a critical environmentol
service by absorbing carbon dioxide, providing hobitat for vorious creotures and providing
shade, which is necessary in on age of global wørming. Replacement trees need a lot more
wdter thon moture trees. Mony won't survive, and the amount of corbon dioxide they con
absorb will be very limited for many years. Please revisit this issue."

'lthink this

not well thought out and will odversely affect the residents and merchants of
the Van Ness corridor, as well as those who use 707 as o moin thoroughfare."
BRT is
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] RE: 38 Geary stop at Laguna Street modified to serve only local buses

Letter L-100

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] RE: 38 Geary stop at Laguna Street modified to serve only local buses
nata_lia antoli <SedakovaN@outlook.com>
To: "GearyBRT@sfcta.org" <GearyBRT@sfcta.org>

Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 10:36 PM

Please keep the 38R at Laguna & Geary because the 38 Local is as slow as molasses and
totally unpredictable/irregular service with lots of delays! There is a very large population of
seniors who live around Japantown  several senior retirement communities, and it will cause lots
of hardship for seniors if 38R service is pulled from Laguna Stop. Are you trying to improve the
MUNI service or make it worse???

Natalia Sedakova
Resident of Japantown Neighborhood

Sent from Outlook

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=159727ea7fa57445&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc…
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Letter L-101.1

DATE

November 9,2OL6

TO:

Mr. Colin Dental-Post, Senior Transportation Planner
5a n Fra ncisco M u nicipa I Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor,San Francisco, CA 94103

FROM: Marsha Seeley

RE:
I

San Francisco, CA 94109

Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit: 38R Laguna Street Bus Stops

for the
very sincerely urge the SFMTA to reta¡n both the eastbound and westbound Laguna street stops

38R bus line.

seniors utilize
The immediate area around these stops has numerous senior residences and facilities.
This
these bus stops all day to travel downtown, to Kaiser facilities, and to various other destinations'
population is unable to walk blocks uphillto Van Ness or downhill to Fillmore to catch a 38R. lt's too
strenuous and too far for these seniors to get to the other 38R stops.
please research the number of senior residences and their significant populations within 2 blocks of
Laguna 38R
these stops. This population depends on easily accessible transportat¡on and removing the
stops cripples their mobilitY.
Thank you for consideration of this request.

CC: SFMTA

2016
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Letter L-101.2

Steve Stamos <steve.stam os@sfcta.org>

Vote to Postpone vote on Geary BRT Final EIR Scheduled for January 5

<REDACTED>

Frannysf
Tue, Dec 19,2016 at 4:57 pM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org,
David,Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, Norman.yee@sfgov.org
kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org,
camposstaff@sfgov. org

Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,

I have written several letters and emails protesting any change in the 38R Geary stop at LagunalGeary.
Please retain these stops where they currently exist.

I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote at your December 13,2016, meeting
to postpone your consideration of the Geary BRT Final EIR for at least 30 days after the currently scheduled
SFCTA meeting on January 5,2017.
Although the Transpottation Authority delayed almost three months until this past Friday, December 9,
2016,to make public the Final EIR for the Geary BRT, it scheduled the vote to certif,i the FEIR for January
5,2017. This unreasonably leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days and only 17 working
days to review and analyze a FEIR with many new portions and information, as well as 870 pages of
comments. And during this time, many interested members of the public well as Board members and staff
will be traveling or otherwise engaged in holiday celebrations with family and friends for Christmas,
Hanukkah, and the New Year.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and be able to
say that the FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December 9 package contains a proposed
Statement of Overriding Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the
reviewing Board members and your staff as well as the public must evaluate the SFCTA's reasoning for
overiding the significant impacts which this massive FEIR found could not be mitigated. In addition, the
recommended altemative has modifications to the Draft EIR. Thus, in addition to the comments and
responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board members and your staffas well as the
public must understand a modified proposed alternative. And beyond the CEQA document and findings,
City regulations require certain findings and assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or
reviewed. Again, how will the Board be able to review, digest and independently arive at all these new
findings in only 17 working days?

In short, this extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to
meaningfully review and understand this massive document and to honestly arive at the conclusion that the
FEIR reflects its independent professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this
document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certiff the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15,2015, it took nearly l5 months to prepare and issue
the Final EIR on December 9,2016. Release at the holidays with a certification vote l7 working days later
is not fair to the public, who would like to celebrate the holidays and see family and friends, not "cram" for a
January 5,2017, hearing. This period of review is just too short for the public and the Board to adequately
review the Final EIR.
'v2

In addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until after the January 5,2017
SFCTA meeting, thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected
Supervisor/SFcTA Board Member on this critical District One issue.

,

At your December 13,2016, meeting, please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at least
30 days after the cumently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5,2017.
Sincerely
Marsha Seeley
San Francisco, CA
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Letter L-102

7 Oct2016

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22ndFloor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Re: Geary BRT EIS/EIR

Dear Commissioners and staff:

In November

2015 \ve wrote to offer comments on the proposed Geary BRT project and its
environmental documents. Whi le our concerns about the project haven't changed, we are writing to offer
revised reeommendations-

As we stated in our earlier letter, the San Francisco Transit Riders remain strong supporters of a vibrant
BRT service in the Geary Corridor and are glad to see an environmental document recommended for
certification, so that long overdue upgrades to Geary transit can begin to be put in place.

At the same time, we also remain less than enthusiastic about the staff recommended altemative as
presented. Vy'e continue to feel that "Phase 1" is a viable short-term strategy, but that, in its present form,
"Phase 2" lacks sufficient vision for a long-term Geary strategy, and presents an alternative with
excessive compromises and too little in the form of high quality, reserved centerlane BRT. And if and
when built, the stafÊrecommended "Phase 2" alfemative still offers only 45-minute trip times.
Those assessments of the project haven't changed. However, particularly after meeting with staff, we
have concluded that our recommendation a|thattime, to certiÛ, the environmental document as an EIR
but to withhold certification as an EIS, was not realistic and is not going to happen. Accordingly we
herewith offer revised recommendations.

1.

First andforemost, we utge prumpt certiJìcøtion of the environmental document, so that SFMTA
can expeditiously implement the much needed "Phase ltt project at the eørliest possibte date.

We emphatically do not consider "Phase 1" to be true BRT, but we do consider it an essential
intermediate improvement that riders deserve and pedestrians require.

2.

Prior toJì.nal design of the desìgnated t'Phase 2t' project, the SFMTA and SFCTA must develop ø
Iong term strategyfor thefurther development of the Geary corídor, including,possibly but not
necessøríIy in thìs sequence:
@)

Jî.lling of the depressed roødway between lhebster and Steiner streets;

P.O. Box 193341, San Francisco, CA 94rr9-334r
www.sftransitriders.org I info@sftransitriders.org

Geary BRT EIS/EIR
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(b) development of a center-running surføce BRT alígnment between Van Ness Avenue and 33rd
Avenue, providing for both Rapíd (límíted stop) and Locul servíce in some form, and íncludíng,
warranted, possìble changes to "Phase 2" øs presently proposed;

if

(c) a designfor aJinøl BRT/LRT alþnment across Møsonic Avenue, wíth roødway chønges øs
necessøry; and

(d) a design

for

øn eventual LRT system whích could replace the BRT service.

Only with such a comprehensive strategy in place should construction of a "Phase 2" project commence.
We reiterate as we stated earlier that we are not convinced the stop spacing pattern as proposed for
"Phase 2" is optimal as part of a true BRT project for the corridor. We believe both Rapid (limited stop)
and local service has been improperly compromised. V/e strongly feel that, particularly in the long-term,
"Phase 2" as presently defined includes too many "Rapid" stops between Arguello Boulevard and 33rd
Avenue, by eliminating the distinction between "Rapid" and "local" stop patterns west of Masonic
Avenue, while probably providing too few "local" stops.
The San Francisco Transit Riders have adopted as a goal "30 by 30," by which we mean that riders should
be able to cross San Francisco by transit in 30 minutes by the year 2030. While we can't say yet that such
a vision is literally achievable, we definitely feel we can-and must--do better than the 45-minute trips

offered by "Phase 2" as currently structured.
As you know, we have met with staff to discuss new ways in which Rapid and local service can be
provided between Arguello and25lhAvenue, and continue to believe the benefits of such an approach
justify the design problems which remain to be fully resolved.
We do recognize and appreciate that amendments to the initial EIS/EIR document may become necessary,
but we look forward to working with you to address the concerns we have raised.
Sincerely,

Thea Selby

Chair, San Francisco Transit Riders

cc

SFCTA Commissioners
SFMTA Board of Directors
Tilly Chang, Executive Director, SFCTA
Ed Reiskin, Director of Transportation, SFMTA

Letter L-103

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Comments regarding 38R Geary BRT bus stop on Laguna and Geary St
Rajat Shah <REDACTED>
To: "clerk@sfcta.org" <clerk@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 5:33 PM

Hello,
I'd like to formally request that the 38R bus stop at Geary and Laguna St not be removed.
I take this route to work everyday and it's a vital bus route for me. The nearest stops for 38R are at least 15 minutes
away in either direction and would make it inconvenient for me to get to work.
Also this is my main connecting route to get to the BART and the transbay bus terminal when going toward downtown
SF. Given that I use these services frequently, my ability to take public transit will be hindered greatly if this stop were
removed.
Appreciate your consideration.
Regards,
Rajat Shah
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94109
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Letter L-104

BHtrï,n

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Sensible Transit Protests Rush to review Geary BRT Fina¡ EIR -Re; postpone the
Ja n. 5th meeti n g - http ://www.sfcta.o rg/boa rd -d ecem ber-1 3-20 I G.
Dani Sheehan-Meyer

<REDACTEDT

Wed, Dec 14,2016 at g:42 AM

To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,

Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, Board.of. Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org
Cc: REDACTED

The oeriod of review is

short to adeouatelv review the Final ElR. The.i

uarv 5 meetino should be

oostponed.

1. Final EIR was published in the afternoon of Friday December 9. Currently the Board plans to determine
whether to certiff the FEIR on January 5, 2017. This period of time for review is only 27 calendar days and
that is only 17 working days.

2. This

period of review falls over the Christmas/HanukahAffinter holiday season where some members of
the public (and even the Board members!) may be traveling and/or spending time with family.

3. During these 17 days over the holidays, the BOARD MUST ALSO REVIEW the FEIR and it must be able
to say that it reflects its indeoendent judgment.
4. The Final EIR

has many new portions and information

a. Over 600 written and transcribed comment responses. Appendix B contains 870 oaqes worth of
comments and responses (incorrectly dated "November 2016" , it was published December 9, 2016)
b. The comments and responses are dense

-

it took SFCTA almost a year to compile and publish them

c. The December

9 package contains a proposed Statement of Overriding Considerations -- Thus, in
addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and public must evaluate
the SFCTAS reasoning for overriding the significant impacts which this massive EIR found could not be
mitigated.

d. The

recommended alternative has modiflcations since the Draft EIR -- Thus, in addition to the comments
and responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board members and public must
understand a modified proposed alternative.

5. Non-CEQA findings. Beyond the CEQA document and findings, the City regulations require certain
findings and assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or reviewed. Again, willthe Board
be able to review, digest and independently arrive at allthese new findings?
ln short, this abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to meaningfully review and
understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion that this document reflects its
independent professional opinion. Remember, this is not a rubber stamp.
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6. Release at holiday time is not fair - members of the public would like to celebrate the holidays and see
family and friends, not "cram" for a January 5 hearing.
7. We would like to think maybe the City didn't

realize this unfortunate timing. The cynic thinks it is purposeful

and that the City is acting in bad faith.

a. The Draft EIR published September 15,2015 - 15 months ago.
i. Why is the Board meeting on the Finalscheduled so soon?
ii. Why rush now?
b. Publishing

at the holidays punishes the public who take this matter seriously and want to continue

participating
Some believe the January 5 hearing is being scheduled to take advantage of the changing political
landscape -- new Board members come in on January 8. Could this rush, after 15 months between Draft
and Final- be politically motivated?

c.

d.

Even if not politically motivated, the City is acting in bad faith by publishing over the holidays.

Please oostoone the consideration of the Final EIR until after the holidavs. at
scheduled meetinq.

30 davs afte r the erlrrentlv

Come visit Noe Valley! We are happy to be your hosß.
DANI SHEËHANMEYER
Cliche'Noe Gifts + Florne
REDACTED
sF, cA94114

ceIIREDACTED

www.clichenoe.com
htþ:/lwww.facebook.com/clichen oe
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Letter L-105
THE SEQUOTAS - SAN FRANCTSCODRAFT
RESIDENT ASSOCIATION
14oo GEARY BOULEVARD
sAN FRANCISCO, CA g4log
November 2,2076
Mr. Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-1300

Re: Laguna Stop - Geary BRT
The Sequoias - San Francisco Resident Association strongly opposes the recommendation of the San
Francisco County Transportation Authorþ (SFCTA) stafffor the BRT plan to make the 38 bus Laguna
stop only a Local Stop, and shongly requests it remain both a Local and a Rapid stop.
We support the position outlined in the Japantown Task Force letter dated October 24,2016 and
you. That position states opposition to the recommendation of SFCTA staff to make the
Lãguia stop a Locãl only stop in the n-w Geary BRT plan. We have alwayS máinlãinedlhaftákilgaway
the current Rapid stop (as well as Local stop) would pose an extreme hardship on any Seniors in the
community who have mobility issues or experience some degree of cognitive impairment in the event
they board a Rapid bus in any area ofthe route, expecting to stop at Laguna. The steep grade from either
Van Ness or Fillmore (nearest Rapid stops) makes it virtually impossible for many Seniors, forcing them
to hansfer to a Local bus on the opposite side of wide Geary Blvd. - clearly a pedestrian risk.
addressed to

The high densþ of Seniors in the Cathedral HilVJapantown area has been pointed out on numerous
occasions as have the challenges of a Senior to readily identiff the difference between a Local bus and a
Rapid bus - thereby creating their boarding a wrong bus. It was very disturbing to learn that the
discussion about making signage distinctions between the two fypes of busses was not included in the
staff recommendations to the Citizens Advisory Committee.
The time advantages of not having a Rapid stop at Laguna have never seemed to the community to
outweigh the severe hardship and danger that could be created with the cunent plan.

We sincerely hope that our elected officials and staffof the SFCTA will acknowledge the speeial needs of
the community served by the Laguna stop and make the necessary amendments to the Geary BRT plan.
A combination Rapidllocal stop at Laguna is deemed to be a community necessity. The Senior
population deserves proper service from the public transportation system that is a lifeline on a daily basis.

Sincerely,

.ÚLlL

Suzanne Smith, President
Sequoias - San Francisco Resident Association

cc:

Tilly Chang, Executive Director
Scott Wiener, Chair
Thomas Nolan, Chair SFMTA

Ed Reiskin, Director, SFMTA
London Breed, President, BOS
Sean Kennedy, SFMTA

Letter L-106

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Corridor Street Trees
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: "William H. Spangler"
Date: Wed Dec 28 2016 11:37:52 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT Corridor Street Trees
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org
Hello,
Thank you for the work that you are doing to making bus rapid transit and improved streetscapes a reality along Geary
Boulevard. I see that one of the project's mitigation measures (11I, I VQ2) is to use a consistent palette of street trees
for the project. I wish to comment and recommend that trees are selected which provide biological resources such as
insect and bird habitat. I know that the Recommended San Francisco Street Tree Species List (http://sfpublicworks.org/
sites/default/files/SF%20Street%20Tree%20Species%20List%202016%20Adopted.pdf) is fairly limited in regards to
habitat quality, but the linear nature of this project affords a great opportunity to show how well native street trees can
perform in the urban landscape. Please explore using species like California buckeye (Aesculus californica) and coast
live oak (Quercus agrifolia) to support biodiversity along this corridor between the Presidio, Ocean Beach, and Golden
Gate Park. These native species would complement native vegetation in bioswales and other landscape areas that are
designed to minimize and reduce total storm water runoff. I am happy to discuss this matter further and hope to see a
discussion of urban landscape ecology in regards to this project.
Thank you,
Will Spangler
Text of Measure IVQ2:
In order to maximize overall Geary corridor visual unity, a consistent palette of street tree types could be developed,
reviewed by City planning staff, and applied throughout the Geary corridor
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Letter L-107

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

ffiFtffi,ft
SFCTA Board Meeting January 5,2017
Bob Stazel

<REDACTED>

Mon, Dec 12,2016 at 9:50 AM

To: clerk@sfcta. org, gearybrt@sfcta.org

Cc: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, samantha.roxas@sfgov.org, camposstaff@sfgov.org, kaniska.karunaratne@sfgov.org,
Margaux.Kelly@sfgov.org, Jess.Montejano@sfgov.org, Tilly Chang <tilly.chang@sfcta.org>, Edward Reiskin
<ed. reiskin@sfmta. com>

San Franciscans for Sensible
P.O.

Box

2L0719

San

Transit,

Francisco,

Inc,

CA-94[2I

VIA MAIL. FACSIMILE AND ELECTRONIC MAIL

December 12,2016

San Francisco County Transportation

Authority Board

Attn: Geary BRT
1455 Market St., 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
GearyBRT@sfcta.org

Re:

Request for Postponement of Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit Final Environmental Impact
Report January 5. 2017 Board Meeting
Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority:
We write to respectfully request a postponement of the January 5,2017 San Francisco County
Transportation Authority ("SFCTA") Board meeting which has been called to address one agenda item:

whether to certiff the Final Environmental Impact Report ("FEIR") assessing the environmental impacts of
the Geary Conidor Bus Rapid Transit project ("Geary BRT") and approve the Geary BRT. The FEIR was
published on December 9,2016.

This postponement is necessary to enable members of the public, as well as the San Francisco Board
of Supervisors (the "Board"), sufäcient time to review the voluminous document and supporting studies and
papers. An adequate review takes more time.
days between the release of the FEIR and the currently-scheduled hearing
on certification of the FEIR (27 calendar days) and these days fall during the Winter Holidays - Christmas,
Hanukah, etc. - a time when most people will be spending time with family, perhaps traveling to see them.

There are only

l7 working
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Seventeen business days over the holiday season is insufficient time to adequately revieq digest, and
independently consider these documents.

The FEIR contains new material, including nearly 1000 pages of:

.

Appendix B -- 870 pages -- of Comments and Responses (erroneously labeled
"November 2016");

r
¡
o

Modifications to the Draft EIR's proposed projects;
Proposed CEQA Findings; and
Statement of Overriding Conditions.

We question whether members of the Board (or anyone!) can actually review and consider the FEIR

in l7 working days over the holidays. Will that review allow the Board to certiff that it considered 870
pages of the public's comments and the SFCTA's responses? The Board must certiff that it nerformed
"independent iudgment and analysis." It must take this review seriously, or else it will look like it is

merely "rubber stamping" the SFCTA's work.

The SFCTA spent fifteen months between Draft and Final EIR, and delayed the publication of the
FEIR several times over the last three months. why the rush to certification?
The SFCTA is acting in bad faith by scheduling the meeting for approval of the FEIR on January 5,
It
' knows that the public's attention is diverted by the end of the year andholidays, and it is punishing
the public who cannot participate because of travel or family obligations. Calling a meeting on January 5 is a
political move, designed to squelch public participation and take advantage of the changing political
2017

landscape.

There simply is no justification for a rushed schedule to certiÛ the dense and detailed FEIR. We
request you postpone the January 5,2017 hearing date on the FEIR for at least 60 days.
Sincerely,

/s/
Robert

F.

Starzel, Director and Acting Secretary

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority
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Letter L-108

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Geary BRT Hearing Jan 5
Jill Storey <REDACTED>
Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 8:34 PM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org,
REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org,
John.Avalos@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org,
REDACTED

I urge you to postpone the January 5 meeting on this expensive and unnecessary construction
project. To ignore the vote of 80% of District One for the top two contenders who questioned the
project is contrary to our democratic principles.

The January 5 date prevents the newly elected Supervisor of District One, Sandra Fewer, from
participating because she will not be sworn in until Jan 9. She opposed the construction project
and wanted questions asked. Voters of District One agreed.

Please defer the decision to give time for the four new Supervisors to hear the issues.

Jill Storey & Richard Fisher
REDACTED
SF
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Letter L-109

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 10:25 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: 'Sheila Stuart' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 1:14 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Geary BRT
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org,
gearybrt@sfcta.org
Dear Supervisors,
As a resident of the Inner Richmond, I truly hope you will delay the vote on approving this Geary Project. To schedule a
vote in early January, after announcing it in early December, during an extremely busy time of year with many residents
away seems like politics at its worse. — as if you are saying “quick, let’s act before they are rested from the end of
year activities — or perhaps even back in town from a holiday break”
I strongly hope that this vote will be delayed to give residents more time to read the proposed plan and make time to
attend the meeting. It also would give the newly elected supervisor for the Richmond District to be part of this process
which will disrupt our lives here for years to come.
Thank you,
Sheila Stuart
REDACTED
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Letter L-110

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 12:41 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: 'Eihway Su' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:05 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
To: "John.Avalos@sfgov.org" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, "London.Breed@sfgov.org" <London.Breed@sfgov.org>,
"David.Campos@sfgov.org" <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org" <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>,
"Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org" <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, "Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org" <Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>,
"Jane.Kim@sfgov.org" <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, "Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org" <Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>,
"Katy.Tang@sfgov.org" <Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org" <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>,
"gearybrt@sfcta.org" <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member:
I write to you today to urge you to vote in favor of the Staff Recommended Alternative for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) project and to approve the project’s Final Environmental Impact Report at your hearing on January 5th. Geary
BRT is more than a transit project. The project will greatly benefit everyone who uses Geary, including families, people
with disabilities, residents, small business workers, students, and visitors.
Geary BRT will significantly improve the safety of all those traveling through the area whether they travel by foot, car, or
bus and those benefits cannot be ignored. The project has been delayed for long enough. It’s time for Geary BRT to
move forward so that critical improvements can finally be to made to this important connection for our city. Please
approve Geary BRT.
Thank you for your time.
Eihway Su
REDACTED
SF CA 94117
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Letter L-111

Steve Stam os <steve.stam os@sfcta. org>

ffiHffi,n
Geary BRT EIR
Denise Sullivan

<REDACTED>

To: "Board.of.superuisors@sfgov.org"

<Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>,

Sun, Dec 11,2016 at 9:37 PM
clerk@sfcta.org

Dear Superuiso1

Please postpone the January 5 meeting regarding the EIR on the
Geary BRT.
The post-holiday timing is poor and the public awareness inadequate.
This matter needs furtñer attention so as to avoid a red carpet boondoggle like the one we saw in the Mission.
Thank you,
Denise Sullivan
San Francisco, CA
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Letter L-112.1

Cc:DeaconChristoffSandoval@tarks<REDAcTED>.Mr.ThomasRobertSimpson<REDAcTED>,
Mr. Michael Pappas <REDAGTED>, Wahid Amiri

<Daniel.Mackowski >, Lulu
>,EricYoung<glisJgg_09@.gþ!a..o¡g>
Sent: Thu, 08 Dec 2016 01:08:49 -0000 (UTC)
Subject: RE: Team 38R Response to the Gough Meeting
Thank you Anna and team! I will review this with my team and be back in touch on next steps. I'm envlsioning a meeting at St
Mary's to dlscuss the stop re-location plus your areas of ongoing concern sometime in late January. We'll reach out to schedule
sometime in early January.
ln the meantime, we're gearing up for certification of our environmental document. lf you didn't yet receive an email from
SFCTA announcing our schedule, you can opt in by visiting www.sfcta.orq/qeary or text YES to 628-600-1675 to receive text
updates. ln the meantime, the latest news is:
-On December9,2016, the Final Environmental lmpact Report can be accessed on this page (http:i/www.sfcta.orq/qearvcorridor-bus-rapid-transit-ç[Alleis€if). Printed copies will also be available at public libraries (Anza, Richmond, Western
Addition and Main branches) for review, and electronic copies on compact disc will be available at the front desk of the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority, 1455 Market Street, 22ndfloor.
-The next meeting of the Geary BRT Citizens Advisory Committee is scheduled for Wednesday, January 4, 2017, at 6:00 PM.
See the Geary CAC webpage for more info (http://www.sfcta.orq/qeary-corridor-bus-rapid-transit-citizens-advisory-committee).
-The San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board (comprised of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors) will hold
a Jan. 5, 201 7 hearing on whetherto approve the Final Environmental lmpact Report and select a preferred design alternative
for Geary BRT. The hearing time will be posted on at wwwsfcta.orq/qearv as soon as it is available.
<Wahid.Amiri@sfmta. >, Kate Elliott <Kate.Elliott@sfm >, Daniel Mackowski

Feliciano<Lulu.Feliciano@s

Liz Brisson
Major Corridors Planning Manager
Liz. B risson@sfmta. com

415,701.4791
www.sfmta.com
Find us on: Facebook Twitter YouTube

---Ori ginal Message----

From: Anna Sylvester [ma ilto:REDACTEDI
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Colin Denel-Post <@>
Cc: Deacon Christoff Sandoval <REDACTED>; Melvin Starks <REDACTED>, Mr. Thomas Robert Simpson
<REDACTED>; Mr. Michael Pappas <REDACTED>
Subject: Team 38R Response to the Gough Meeting
Dear Liz and Colin,

Thank you for holding the meeting to discuss our concerns about safety, access for all, and neighborhood c,oncerns.
Your report accurately recorded our meeting-thank you for that.
The Staff Feedback and Recommendations at the end-we are happy about-and we've listed two issues that we remain
concerned about.

We are happy that:
L The 38 (inbound stop) at Geary/Gough will be relocated to in front of St. Mary's Cathedral.
This makes it easier for the Congregations of all three Cathedral Hill churches to come to services.
This will better accommodate the many tourists who visit the three churches as well as community meetings, conventions, etc.
The bubble design of the cross walks on Geary and Gough are good and safe.
2. The 38 (outbound stop) at GearyiGough remains in front of 1300 Gough Apartments across from St. Mary's.
3. The 38R (outbound stop) will be relocated west of Van Ness between Van Ness and Franklin.
This saves crossing Van Ness to get to an outbound 38R.
Areas of concern that remain and we would like to continue the conversation about:
1. Crossing at Franklin and Geary
Remains treacherous in all directions.
Tommy's Joynt open basement access-Sidewalk is closed on other side of street for now.
The double left turn off Franklin to Geary
zoom through.
-Drivers
2. Crossing at Franklin and O'Farrell
Remains treacherous in all directions.
zoom through.
Right turn from Franklin to O'Farrell
Left turn from O'Farrell to Franklin -Driverszoom through.
-Drivers
Coming sidewalk closures at St. Mark's and Kron TV construction projects-lncrease dangerous crossings.
We appreciate all the intelligent work and planning that 38 BRT Project Team has done to make the Geary Corridor-faster
and safer.
Best to you & Happy Holidays,

Anna Sylvester
on behalf of the Team 38R attendees

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Sylvester
Brisson, Liz
Colin Denel-Post
Good outcomes
Friday, January 06, 2017 9:21:54 AM

Letter L-112.2

You are welcome—well deserved.
It’s good that they put the 38R back at Laguna—you cannot beat out a room full of
old people!
Really appreciated the time you and at the staff spent with us.
We will have the BEST system in America, bar none.
Now if we can get those crossings on Franklin fixed….that would be great.
Thanks again,
Anna
On Jan 5, 2017, at 5:18 PM, Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>
wrote:
Looking forward to continue working together on next steps!

Sent via the Samsung GALAXY S® 5, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

Letter L-113

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Comments on the Geary BRT EIR.
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Stephen Taber
Date: Fri Dec 30 2016 17:50:43 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Comments on the Geary BRT EIR.
To:
Members of the Authority:

I am Stephen Taber, the District 3 representative on the SFMTA Citizens Advisory Committee and a transportation
advocate over the last 40 years. Most recently, I have been supporting the extension of the Central Subway to North
Beach and Fisherman’s Wharf. I served on the citizen’s committee that created the ½ cent sales tax and, in that
capacity, developed the “four corridors plan.” I served on two advisory committees for the Geary corridor, one in the
1980’s and one in the 1990’s, both of which recommended a subwaysurface light rail solution.

I do not oppose the current BRT plan, although I caution that it is only an interim step, in that for the portion of Geary
East of Arguello, the classic BRT model doesn’t work and what is proposed is not an adequate longterm solution.
Almost everyone I have spoken with inside and outside of city government concedes that the longterm solution is rail
rapid transit. This being the case, it is essential that the BRT plan be coordinated with the longterm rail plan.

Rail transit for Geary is not only a logical idea, but it is included in the officiallyadopted Municipal Transportation Agency
20 year Capital Plan. It is also included in a number of other plans and studies. In my comments to the EIR, I noted
that an EIR must assess the environmental impact of a project on approved capital plans and, therefore, it is necessary
to analyze the effect of the BRT project on the ultimate rail project. A particular example of such an effect is that if a
subway/surface Muni Metro extension were to be built in the future, it would likely involve a subway in the downtown and
possibly Western Addition, with surface operation in the Richmond District (as was shown in both the 1989 and 1995
studies). If that configuration were to be pursued, it would necessitate tearing out the entire BRT improvements for
about 35 blocks of the Inner Richmond at a cost of several hundred million dollars and two years of disruption in order to
make the right of way railready.

The EIR does not respond to this issue. Rather, its authors argue that the 20 year capital plan is not a “real” capital plan
and therefore they can ignore it. The only capital plan that needs to be analyzed, in their view, is the 5 year capital plan
because only it is a fiscally constrained plan. This is an extremely myopic and dangerous position to take. To ignore
any transit planning beyond a 5 year time horizon is foolhardy, considering the long lead times necessary to accomplish
a comprehensive transit vision. The risk is that expensive mistakes will be made (and have been made on past
projects) because of an unwillingness or inability to consider the broader context of projects and their potential impact on
future plans.

The SFMTA CAC has taken a position in favor of making the Inner Richmond portion of the BRT “rail ready.” The
argument against doing so is that it is expensive. However, it would not be nearly as expensive as the alternative,
which is to build the entire system twice, once for BRT and once for rail.

More recently, it has been noted that rail on outer Geary is only one of a number of configurations that Geary rail might
take. For example, the Geary rail might be subway only, with transfers to the BRT at appropriate locations. This may
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be a valid concept, but until it is studied and a viable alternative is selected, there is no way to know whether or not a
“rail ready” alternative would be best for the Inner Richmond.

Fortunately, we have a path forward. Our planning process is currently developing a master plan for subways, as well as
an overall analysis and prioritization of rapid transit lines citywide. We can expect this process to give us enough of a
vision to be able to sort out the future of rail rapid transit on Geary. We can then determine whether or not a “rail ready”
BRT facility should be built.

I urge that you defer a decision on the BRT on Geary West of Arguello until the design can incorporate the results of the
rail rapid transit planning for this corridor.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Stephen L. Taber
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SFCTA Mail  [GearyBRT] Support for Geary BRT (in reference to today's SFCTA hearing)

Letter L-114

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Support for Geary BRT (in reference to today's SFCTA hearing)
'Sprague Terplan' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 8:13 AM
ReplyTo: Sprague Terplan <spragueterplan@yahoo.com>
To: SF Board of Supervisors <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>, SFCTA <gearybrt@sfcta.org>

To the SFCTA Board (including those city supervisors who are on the board),
Please move forward with BRT on Geary as soon as possible. Centerrunning transitonly lanes
and other upgrades are necessary to prioritize and speed up transit service, while improving
reliability. Please finally move forward with this at today's hearing.
Thank you,
Sprague Terplan
San Francisco

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1596f6847e39848f&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&search… 1/1

Letter L-115

Letter L-116

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Opposed to Geary BRT
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Greg Tolson
Date: Thu Dec 29 2016 05:30:49 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] Opposed to Geary BRT
To:
Cc: Greg Tolson

I am a native San Franciscan. Livelong Richmond District. Opposed to GearyBRT for all the many
reasons others have already posted. Both groups, and individuals. Thank you for listening and
acting on the public opposition. Greg Tolson

1/1

Letter L-117.1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amiri, Wahid
Yeong, Siew-Chin; Lee, Matt; Gabancho, Peter; Feliciano, Lulu; Elliott, Kate; Colin Dentel-Post; Mackowski,
Daniel; Contreras, Andrea; Munowitch, Monica; Brisson, Liz; Kennedy, Sean M; Eric Young
Fwd: Examiner fluff
Sunday, January 08, 2017 10:36:17 AM

FYI

Respectfully,
WAHID AMIRI
SFMTA
415-646-2151

-------- Original message -------From: "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Date: 1/8/17 10:32 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reiskin, Ed" <Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>
Subject: Fwd: Examiner fluff
FYI

Respectfully,
WAHID AMIRI
SFMTA
415-646-2151

-------- Original message -------From: "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Date: 1/8/17 10:31 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: Vit & Mira Troyan <vandmtroyan@comcast.net>
Cc: "Buick, Nick" <racsdirector@hotmail.com>, "Loukianoff, Nick & Valya"
<nalassc@aol.com>, Sergei Bogatsky <sbogatsky@gmail.com>, Paul Uhov
<pauluhovscore@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Examiner fluff
Good morning Vit,
Hope you're staying dry this stormy weekend.
Thank you for taking the time to attend the SFCTA Board meeting Thursday night to
personally hear and confirm that our Team delivered on all of the commitments that
we shared with the HVC and RACS community throughout the past 4 meetings.
We look forward to continuing our engagement and commitment towards evaluating
the transition point. Regarding street sweeping, I will connect with my Team next
week for a status update and forward you a point of contact to follow through.

Next Steps: My counterpart at the TA is out all next week attending a conference, I
plan to meet with him the following week so we can plan out the remainder of the
environmental tasks (includes continuing evaluation on the transition), in hopes to
incorporate into the NEPA document for Federal review, if warranty. I will keep you
updated.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Respectfully,
WAHID AMIRI
SFMTA
415-646-2151

-------- Original message -------From: Vit & Mira Troyan <vandmtroyan@comcast.net>
Date: 1/4/17 2:29 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Cc: "Buick, Nick" <racsdirector@hotmail.com>, "Loukianoff, Nick & Valya"
<nalassc@aol.com>, Sergei Bogatsky <sbogatsky@gmail.com>, Paul Uhov
<pauluhovscore@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Examiner fluff
Hi, Wahid - Happy New Year!
Thanks for restoring the parking space at 26th and Geary. We should seek
more opportunities to make minor changes like that which increase
parking and accessibility.
Re: transition section - the staff report provided to CTA Board for
Thursday's meeting shows the transition section now
.
Vit
On 12/27/2016 9:33 AM, Amiri, Wahid wrote:
> Good morning Vit,
>
> Attached is the meeting minutes from our last engagement w/HVC - please review and let me know if
we missed anything. The minutes document the project Team's commitment to continue the necessary
technical, operational & environmental process/assessment required evaluate in relocating the transition
point.
>
> I am out of the office today and returning on Jan. 3rd, I will be happy to discuss the article below
and clear any confusion via phone - my personal cell is 510-919-4502.
>
> Respectfully,
>
> WAHID AMIRI
> 415.646.2151
>
> ________________________________________
> From: Vit & Mira Troyan [vandmtroyan@comcast.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2016 8:34 AM
> To: Amiri, Wahid
> Subject: Fwd: Examiner fluff
>
> Wahid - this runs counter to your statement about moving the transition
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SFCTA Mail  Fwd: Examiner fluff

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Fwd: Examiner fluff
Amiri, Wahid <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Sun, Jan 8, 2017 at 10:36 AM
To: "Yeong, SiewChin" <SiewChin.Yeong@sfmta.com>, "Lee, Matt" <Matt.Lee@sfmta.com>, "Gabancho, Peter"
<Peter.Gabancho@sfmta.com>, "Feliciano, Lulu" <Lulu.Feliciano@sfmta.com>, "Elliott, Kate" <Kate.Elliott@sfmta.com>,
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, "Mackowski, Daniel" <Daniel.Mackowski@sfmta.com>, "Contreras,
Andrea" <Andrea.Contreras@sfmta.com>, "Munowitch, Monica" <Monica.Munowitch@sfmta.com>, "Brisson, Liz"
<Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>, "Kennedy, Sean M" <Sean.Kennedy@sfmta.com>, Eric Young <eric.young@sfcta.org>

FYI

Respectfully,
WAHID AMIRI
SFMTA
4156462151
 Original message 
From: "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Date: 1/8/17 10:32 AM (GMT08:00)
To: "Reiskin, Ed" <Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>
Subject: Fwd: Examiner fluff
FYI

Respectfully,
WAHID AMIRI
SFMTA
4156462151
 Original message 
From: "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Date: 1/8/17 10:31 AM (GMT08:00)
To: Vit & Mira Troyan <vandmtroyan@comcast.net>
Cc: "Buick, Nick" <racsdirector@hotmail.com>, "Loukianoff, Nick & Valya" <nalassc@aol.com>, Sergei Bogatsky
<sbogatsky@gmail.com>, Paul Uhov <pauluhovscore@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Examiner fluff
Good morning Vit,
Hope you're staying dry this stormy weekend.
Thank you for taking the time to attend the SFCTA Board meeting Thursday night to personally hear and confirm that our
Team delivered on all of the commitments that we shared with the HVC and RACS community throughout the past 4
meetings.
We look forward to continuing our engagement and commitment towards evaluating the transition point. Regarding street
sweeping, I will connect with my Team next week for a status update and forward you a point of contact to follow
through.
Next Steps: My counterpart at the TA is out all next week attending a conference, I plan to meet with him the following
week so we can plan out the remainder of the environmental tasks (includes continuing evaluation on the transition), in
hopes to incorporate into the NEPA document for Federal review, if warranty. I will keep you updated.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597f5e2306ff401&q=vandmtroyan%40comcast.net&qs=true&… 1/2
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Please let me know if you have any questions.
Respectfully,
WAHID AMIRI
SFMTA
4156462151
 Original message 
From: Vit & Mira Troyan <vandmtroyan@comcast.net>
Date: 1/4/17 2:29 PM (GMT08:00)
To: "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Cc: "Buick, Nick" <racsdirector@hotmail.com>, "Loukianoff, Nick & Valya" <nalassc@aol.com>, Sergei Bogatsky
<sbogatsky@gmail.com>, Paul Uhov <pauluhovscore@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Examiner fluff

Hi, Wahid  Happy New Year!
Thanks for restoring the parking space at 26th and Geary. We should seek
more opportunities to make minor changes like that which increase
parking and accessibility.
Re: transition section  the staff report provided to CTA Board for
Thursday's meeting shows the transition section now
.
Vit
On 12/27/2016 9:33 AM, Amiri, Wahid wrote:
> Good morning Vit,
>
> Attached is the meeting minutes from our last engagement w/HVC  please review and let me know if we missed
anything. The minutes document the project Team's commitment to continue the necessary technical, operational &
environmental process/assessment required evaluate in relocating the transition point.
>
> I am out of the office today and returning on Jan. 3rd, I will be happy to discuss the article below and clear any
confusion via phone  my personal cell is 5109194502.
>
> Respectfully,
>
> WAHID AMIRI
> 415.646.2151
>
> ________________________________________
> From: Vit & Mira Troyan [vandmtroyan@comcast.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2016 8:34 AM
> To: Amiri, Wahid
> Subject: Fwd: Examiner fluff
>
> Wahid  this runs counter to your statement about moving the transition
> section to 27th Avenue. Vit
>
>
> http://www.sfexaminer.com/transitofficialsoffertweakstogearybrtproject/

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597f5e2306ff401&q=vandmtroyan%40comcast.net&qs=true&… 2/2
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Letter L-117.2
From: Vit & Mira Troyan [mailto:vandmtroyan@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 12:29 PM
To: Colin Dentel‐Post <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>; racsdirector@hotmail.com
Cc: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Gabancho, Peter <Peter.Gabancho@sfmta.com>
Subject: Re: Geary BRT design change approval process

Hi, Colin  thanks for the information. What's happening with creation of right angle parking on 29th Avenue
between Geary and Clement? Is there a reason why that can't proceed immediately? Vit
On 5/19/2017 2:40 PM, Colin DentelPost wrote:
Greetings Vit and Nick,

I have good news to share about our progress on the proposed design change to the Geary
BRT project between 26th Avenue and 28th Avenue.

As you know, following feedback from yourselves and others about issues with the transition
of busonly lanes from the center to the side of the street on the 26th27th Avenue block, we
developed a revised design that shifts the westbound busonly lane transition one block to
the west, so it would instead occur between 27th Avenue and 28th Avenue. As we've
discussed, this proposed design change would preserve two additional parking spaces on the
block in front of the Holy Virgin Cathedral.

Following neighborhood outreach and environmental analysis of this change, we're now
seeking approval of the change from the Transportation Authority Board. The item will be
heard at these two upcoming meetings, both of which will include opportunities for public
comment and you are welcome to attend:
May 24: SFCTA Citizens Advisory Committee will be asked to make a
recommendation to the SFCTA Board. 6:00 PM, SFCTA offices, 1455 Market Street,
22nd floor.
June 13: SFCTA Board will be asked to approve the modified Locally Preferred
Alternative with the design refinement. 10:00 AM, Room 250, San Francisco City Hall.
We will be posting and sharing more information about the proposed change, so you should
receive another email shortly. Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to
discuss further.

Lastly, following up on the meeting we had with Vit in March regarding ideas for additional
design adjustments to add parking, the SFMTA design team for Phase 2 of the project (west
of Stanyan Street) will plan to circle back on that discussion once they're fully underway with
design work. That likely will not occur until next year.

Best,
Colin
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c93d922c874ede&q=vandmtroyan%40comcast.net&qs=true… 2/3
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Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c93d922c874ede&q=vandmtroyan%40comcast.net&qs=true… 3/3
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Letter L-117.3

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Geary BRT design change approval process
Vit & Mira Troyan <vandmtroyan@comcast.net>
Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 2:38 PM
To: Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, racsdirector@hotmail.com
Cc: Liz Brisson <liz.brisson@sfmta.com>, "Gabancho, Peter" <Peter.Gabancho@sfmta.com>, "Buick, Nick"
<racsdirector@hotmail.com>

Thanks, Colin. I appreciate the fact that you've addressed the safety concerns of our Church by relocating the transition
section west of 25th Avenue. The elimination of close to 20 parking spaces within (elderly) walking distance of our
Church remains a concern.
We have also been notified by DPW that the replacement of sewers on 26th Avenue and 27th Avenue adjacent to our
Church will begin shortly and will last several years. This makes it even more important that the parking changes Muni
promised for 29th Avenue occur sooner, rather than later. Please see what can be done to speed up that work.
See you Tuesday.
Vit
On 5/19/2017 2:40 PM, Colin DentelPost wrote:
Greetings Vit and Nick,
I have good news to share about our progress on the proposed design change to the Geary BRT project
between 26th Avenue and 28th Avenue.
As you know, following feedback from yourselves and others about issues with the transition of busonly
lanes from the center to the side of the street on the 26th27th Avenue block, we developed a revised
design that shifts the westbound busonly lane transition one block to the west, so it would instead occur
between 27th Avenue and 28th Avenue. As we've discussed, this proposed design change would preserve
two additional parking spaces on the block in front of the Holy Virgin Cathedral.
Following neighborhood outreach and environmental analysis of this change, we're now seeking approval of
the change from the Transportation Authority Board. The item will be heard at these two upcoming
meetings, both of which will include opportunities for public comment and you are welcome to attend:
May 24: SFCTA Citizens Advisory Committee will be asked to make a recommendation to the
SFCTA Board. 6:00 PM, SFCTA offices, 1455 Market Street, 22nd floor.
June 13: SFCTA Board will be asked to approve the modified Locally Preferred Alternative with the
design refinement. 10:00 AM, Room 250, San Francisco City Hall.
We will be posting and sharing more information about the proposed change, so you should receive
another email shortly. Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss further.
Lastly, following up on the meeting we had with Vit in March regarding ideas for additional design
adjustments to add parking, the SFMTA design team for Phase 2 of the project (west of Stanyan Street)
will plan to circle back on that discussion once they're fully underway with design work. That likely will not
occur until next year.
Best,
Colin
Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c93f19f1d2f52c&q=vandmtroyan%40comcast.net&qs=true&… 1/2
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Letter L-117.4

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Geary BRT design change approval process
Vit & Mira Troyan <vandmtroyan@comcast.net>
Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 2:11 PM
To: "Gabancho, Peter" <Peter.Gabancho@sfmta.com>
Cc: "Nguyen, Ha" <Ha.Nguyen@sfmta.com>, "Brisson, Liz" <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>, "McCarthy, Kate"
<Kate.McCarthy@sfmta.com>, "colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org" <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>, "racsdirector@hotmail.com"
<racsdirector@hotmail.com>

Hi, Peter  welcome to the party.
Please double check your information. The traffic engineers worked for me for eight years and the group that handled
parking was different from the people who handled capital improvement projects.
Given the fact that Muni's Safer Streets program has eliminated numerous parking spaces around our Church, and the
fact that DPW is ready to dig up 26th Avenue and then 27th Avenue to replace sewers thus eliminating even more
parking for the next several years, it is extremely important to the survival of our Church that the parking changes on
29th Avenue between Geary and Clement be implemented now.
Please let me know what it would take to make this happen.
Vit
On 5/30/2017 3:01 PM, Gabancho, Peter wrote:

Hi Vit,

I’m the ac堆�ng project manager on Geary Phase 2. Because of limits in the available staﬃng Wwe will
only be able to explore poten堆�al 29th Ave parking changes as a part of our overall Phase 2 design eﬀort.
There are signiﬁcant staﬀ resources that are needed in developing designs, ve촁ng them with
surrounding property owners, taking it through a legisla堆�on process, and then implementa堆�on. If all
goes well we will try to leverage the staﬀ resources dedicated to Phase 2 design to do it as a part of that
process, but are unable to do this now.

Thank you for your interest in this project and feel free to reach out to either Kate McCarthy or myself if
you have any ques堆�ons or concerns.

Peter

Peter Gabancho
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
Capital Programs and Construction
1 South Van Ness Ave
4157014306

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=15c93d922c874ede&q=vandmtroyan%40comcast.net&qs=true… 1/3

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Reiskin, Ed
Brisson, Liz; Kennedy, Sean M
FW: Holy Virgin Community Parking
Monday, June 12, 2017 10:59:16 AM
Scan_Doc0021.pdf

Letter L-117.5

Please review and advise. Thanks.
From: Vit & Mira Troyan [mailto:vandmtroyan@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 8:57 AM
To: Reiskin, Ed <Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>
Cc: Kelly, Jr, Harlan L <HKelly@sfwater.org>
Subject: Holy Virgin Community Parking

Hi, Ed - thanks for relocating the Geary BRT transition section west of 27th Avenue. That
addresses our Church's concerns about traffic safety. We'll be at the CTA meeting tomorrow
to express our appreciation.
We've been meeting with your staff about adding right angle parking at 29th Avenue to make
up for some of the parking loss (see attachment) and about reducing the width of the
proposed landscaped median in front of the Church from 16' to 10' to continue to allow angle
parking in front of the Church. Staff has said they would look into it in a couple of years as
part of Phase 2 design.
However, SFPUC has informed us that they will be reconstructing the sewers on 26th and
27th Avenues next to our Church starting shortly and continuing for several years. This will
severely impact parking availability for Church goers. Can you see if the 29th Avenue
parking changes can be made now to mitigate impacts of sewer construction? It would really
help.
Thanks.
Vit
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Thanks to feedback from Geary neighbors about where parking and loading on the corridor is needed the most,
the
.
.
In addition, as part of a separate project, 18 spaces could be gained on 29th Avenue by reconfiguring
from parallel to perpendicular, following additional community outreach and analysis.
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west from 26th to 27th avenue. Not only does this preserve two additional spaces, it preserves all the loading
on those two blocks. See the previous and new bus-only lane designs in the graphic above.
This new design still needs to be incorporated in the project's environmental analysis and approved by the
Federal Transit Administration. In the meantime, to ask questions or leave comments about the new bus lane
transition design email GearyBRT@sfcta.org
.
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Ang Geary Bus Rapid Transit proyekto ay matugunan ang mga isyu na
may paggitgit at hindi kapani-paniwala bus service at gawin ang mga
corridor mas mahusay, ligtas at buhay na buhay.
Ang disenyo para Geary BRT ay kamakailang pine sa Outer Richmond
upang mapanatili paradahan at loading sa pagitan 26 at ika-28 avenues.
Ang mga bago at lumang disenyo ay sa itaas. Upang magtanong 0
magbigay ng puna sa ang disenyo sa itaas email GearyBRT@sfcta.org

SFMTA
Municipal
Transportation
Agency

EI prayecto de autobuses de transito rapico en la calle Geary (Geary
Bus Rapid Transit) es para corregir los problemes de hacinamiento y el
servicio variable de autobuses y para hacer el corredor mas eficiente,
segura y vibrante.
EI diseno para el proyecto fue recientemente refinado en las vecindades
del Richmond externo para preservar el estacionamiento y areas de
carga entre las avenidas 26 y 28. EI diseno nuevo y viejo estan arriba.
Para hacer preguntas 0 comentarios sobre el diseno, rnanden mensaje
sobre el correo electr6nico GearyBRT@sfcta.org
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Letter L-118

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] 38R stop at Geary/Laguna
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 8:17 AM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Paul Tsuji <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 7:48 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] 38R stop at Geary/Laguna
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org

To whom it may concern:
I am writing this email to voice my strong objection of the removal of the 38R stop at the corner of Geary and Laguna. I
am a resident at 66 Cleary Court, and I take this bus everyday to get to and from the Montgomery BART station. I also
take this bus often to go to the Outer/Inner Richmond districts.
This stop is very important to residents of the neighborhood; there are many apartment buildings like mine in the area,
and I see many people get on/off this stop every day. Taking this bus stop away would make our morning commutes
that much more difficult. It would be especially difficult for many of the elderly people who live in our building and don't
have many public transit options to begin with.
Thank you for hearing my concerns,
Paul Tsuji

1/1

Letter L-119.1
From: Corey Urban <REDACTED>

To: Eric.L.Mar <Eric.L.lú?r@sfqov.orq>; Board.of.supervisors <Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.orq>
Sent:Wed, Jan 6, 2016 2:55 pm
subject: Eric Mar's Richmond Review "lmportant Local lssues" January 2016
Dear Eric Mar and Board of SupervisorsRegarding Eric Mar's commentary in the Janua ry 2016 Richmond Review on Geary Bus Rapid Transit.
You state, "...the proposed project would reduce travel times by up to 15 minutes and increase reliability
by 20o/o.

This statement is not accurate!
Attached are:
1) 38-Rapid, Bus Time Schedules from November 16,2015
https://www.sfmta.com/qettinq-around/transivroutes-stops/3gr-qeary-rapid
2) Table 10-2Írom the Geary BRT, Draft EtR/EtS
The statistical facts prove your statements are incorrect.
Table l0-2shows'estimates for year2020 on Transit Performance. The No=tsuild Alternative showsthe
figure at 53:50 and theÁlternative 3.2C Hybrid at 44:45. ln fact, the current 3BR schedule proves
thalcurrent lnbound PEAK transit times are 38 to 45 minutes, with buses running every 4-minutes. For
the Outbound 38R, PEAK travel times are 48 to 50 minutes, with the 50-minute times onty occupying a
45-minute window.

The buses run every 4 minutes during current peak times and every 5 or 6 minutes up until 7:00pM.
find it difficult to comprehend, "..improvement in reliability of 20o/o,,.

I

Maybe you aren't up to speed on the Draft EIR/EIS. You appear unaware of the currenf 3BR bus travel
times and how the overwhelming majority of 38R travel times far exceed the "hoped for 2020
projections".

I look fonruard to a retraction of Eric Mar's statements with updates of the facts as presented here.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions.

Sincerely,

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
REDACTED (mobile)
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Letter L-119.2

From: Corey IREDACTED]
Sent: Wednesday, May tI,201,610:03 AM
To: kevi n.d. ko rth @dot.gov; chris.engelma nn @dot.ca.gov; kevi n.sylvester@dot.gov; david. kerschne r@d
ot'gov;tilly.chang@sfcta.org; Reiskin, Ed <Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>; leslie.rogers@fta.dot.gov; Lee,

Mayor Edwin <MavorEdwinLee@sfsov.ors>; Board of Supervisors <Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Proposed Geary Bus Rapid Transit - San Franciso, California

To Whom it May Concern-

Those included in this email should be aware that business owners on Geary Boulevard between
Masonic Avenue and Palm Street are unaware that the SFMTA/SFCTA are planning to slap down, right
side running, Red Transit Only Lanes which will inevitably restrict traffic, restrict access, reduce traffic on
Geary and cause severe negative financial consequences to these business. I have only spoken to
three blocks of businesses and only those on the south side. Contact with other businesses is ongoing.

An information packet was handed to these businesses with a link to the Draft EIR/EIS. Dialogue ensued
over a span of one week which resulted in the petitions attached.
It is clear to all business owners I spoke to that the SFMTA/SFCTA and the California State and Federal

agencies that oversee such Red Transit Only Lane "experiments", have zero concern for business
owners and their profitability.
The previously planned removal of 15 parking spaces between Cook and Spruce Streets to create blocklong bus stops in front of small businesses and medical offices shows how completely out of touch the
"experts" are in the real world. The Geary corridor, West of Masonic, is not downtown San Francisco. We
are effectively a suburb, one small business after another that need traffic, access and parking to
survive.

Your buses/transit times will never be faster on Geary Boulevard. The speed limit is 2S-MpH,
yet all vehicles (including 38 route buses) travel faster than the posted 25-MPH speed limit gb% of the
time. Fact.
lf the Red Transit Only lanes, "experiment" is allowed to take place on Geary Boulevard, West of
Masonic Avenue, there will undoubtedly be legal actions taken to protect and/or reimburse our lost profits,
business values and property values.

More petitions are coming.

Sincerely,

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
REDACTED (mobile)

Letter L-119.3

Steve Stamos <steve,stamos@sfcta,org>

8Fffif,fl

Geary BRT Final EIR - Supervisors on Break, Dec 16-31, 2016. Only 6 Days To
Review Final ElR. Postponement of January 5,2017 Meeting Necessary!

<REDACTED>

Wed, Dec 14,2016 at 1:42PM
Gorey Urban
To: REDAGTED
Cc: clerk@sfcta.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, john.avalos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org,
REDACTED, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org,
Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, REDACTED, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org
Dear Supervisors-

Since the BOS is on break from December 16-31, that leaves a total of six business days, from the Dec. 9 release, to
reviewthe Geary BRT FEIR.
There should be at least a 60-day review period for the Final EIR so that the SF BOS has full understanding. lf the BOS
refuses a 60-day review period, it will be obvious that there is limited, if any, understanding of the Final ElR, and any
approval or disapproval of the Staff Recommended Hybrid Alternative will not have been properly assessed.
Failure to read and fulty comprehend the Geary BRT FEIR is a slap in the face to the voters that made you their district

supervisors.
Thank You,
Corey Urban
She'll Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
REDACTED (mobile)
Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE Droid
On Dec 14,201610:51 AM, Henry Karnilowicz <REDACTED> wrote:
Dear supervisors,
Regarding the proposed BRT ElR.

TheperiodofreviewistooshorttoadequatelyreviewtheFinal ElR. TheJanuarySmeetingshouldbepostponed

1.

Final EIR was published in the aftemoon of Friday December 9. Cunently the Board plans to determine whether
to certify the FEIR on January 5, 2017. This period of time for review is only 27 calendar days and that is only 17
working days.

2.

This period of review falls over the Christmas/Hanukah/Wnter holiday season where some members of the public
(and even the Board members!) may be traveling and/or spending time with family.

3.

During these 17 days over the holidays, the BOARD MUST ALSO REVIEW the FEIR and it must be able to say

4.
a.

The Final EIR has many new portions and information

b.

The comments and responses are dense

that it reflects its independent judgment.

Over 600 vwitten and transcribed comment responses. Appendix B contains 870 pages worth of comments and
responses (inconectly dated "November 2016", it was published December 9, 2016)

-

it took SFCTA almost a year to compile and publish them

The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of Overriding Considerations - Thus, in addition to 870
pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and public must evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning
for oveniding the significant impacts which this massive EIR found could not be mitigated.
1t2

d.

The recommended altemative has modifications since the Draft EIR Thus, in addition to the comments and
responses and the reasoning for overriding the conclusions, the Board members and public must understand a
modified proposed alternative.

5. Non-CEQA findings. Beyond the CEQA document and findings, the City regulations require certain findings and
assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been publicized or reviewed. Again, will the Board be able to revi-eW
digest and independently anive at all these new findings?

ln short, this abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to meaningfullv review ¿nd
understand this massive document and to honestly anive at the conclusion that this document reflects its
independent professional opinion. Remembe¡ this is not a rubber stamp.

6.

Release at holiday time is not fair- members of the public would like to celebrate the holidays and see family
and friends, not "cram" for a January 5 hearing.

'
a.
i.
ii.
b'
c.

7
We would like to think maybe the City didn't realize this unfortunate timing. The cynic thinks it is purposeful and
that the City is acting in bad faith.
The Draft EIR published September 15,2O1S 15 months ago.
Why is the Board meeting on the Final scheduled so soon?
\Mry rush nou/?

-

Publishing at the holidays punishes the public who take this matter seriously and want to continue participating

Some believe the January 5 hearing is being scheduled to take advantage of the changing political landscape
new Board members come in on January 8. Could this rush, after 15 monthJ between Oraft añci Final be politically
motivated?

d.

-

Even if not politically motivated, the City is acting in bad faith by publishing overthe holidays.

Please PostPonethe consideration of the Final EIR untilafterthe holidavs, at least 30 days afterthe currenilv
scheduled meetino.
Henry Karnilowicz
President
San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94103-2806
REDACTED cell
REDAGTED fax

2t2

Letter L-119.4

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>
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Fwd: Re: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
coli n. dentel-post@sfcta.org <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

Wed, Dec 21, 2016 at 3:30 PM

To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

-Fonruarded
From: Corey

using Multi-Forward Chrome

Extension-

Date: Thu Dec 22 2016 05:24:27 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Re: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
S
To:
, wahid.amiri@sfmta.com, liz.brisson@sfmta.com, britt.tanner@sfmta.com,
col n. dentel-post@sfcta. org
i

Apologies for the duplicate email as Colin's email address was incorrect
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 941'18
415-7524171

I(mobile)
From: Corey
-Original

To: wahid. amiri <wahid. amiri@sfmta.com> ; colin.dental-post <colin.

liz.brisson

<liz.brisson@sfmta.com>, britt.tanner <britt.tanner@sfmta.com>; glennurban <
Sent: Wed, Dec 21, 2016 10:16 am
Subject: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Hello, Mr. Amiri-

ln November of 2015, in a meeting with you, Glenn Urban, Britt Tanner and Colin Dentel-Post, Ms. Tanner stated she
would reach out to the owners of the 501 3rd Street Shell gas station, where hashed red lanes have been laid down
directly in front, to see how this bu'siness has been effected. She also stated that she would, "reach out to our
counterparts in other cities" to see if Red Transit Only Lanes have been placed in front of gas stations and what the

effectshavebeen. MybrotherGlennandlbroughtthisuptoyouagaininameetinginJuly,20l6,askingforthedata
Since it's been more than thirteen months since this promise was made to us, we are wondering where the data is.
We have heard rumors that, "accommodations have been made to the Shell Gas Station owners (Urbans) by
SFMTA/CTA to alleviate their concems". This is not the case. We are not accepting of any Red Transit Only Lanes in
front of our business. The last meeting we had with you in July, 2016, you offered us 64-feet of hashed Red Lanes
leading into our driveway. ln a CAC meeting recently, you stated you had not read through the requirements of the
CTCDC and FHWA, granting San Francisco experimenfal Red Transit Only Lanes. Have you read the requirements
yet? ls the 64-feet of hashing leading into 3035 Geary Boulevard still what your plans show?
Please communicate all of the rumored "accommodations" that you have made to the Urban's and our legacy business
such that we will not be financially impactedby experimenfal Red Transit Only Lanes
Thank you in advance for a prompt reply,

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-7524171

I(mobile)

1t1

Letter L-119.5
Respectfully,
Wahid Amiri, PE, TE, PTOE, PMP, QSP, QSD
Project Manager II, Capital Programs & Construction
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Ave. 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
Phone: 415.646-2151

From: Corey [mailto:clurban@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:52 PM
To: Amiri, Wahid <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
Cc: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Tanner, Britt <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>;
glennurban@yahoo.com; colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org; elliott.katherine.s@gmail.com; Feliciano, Lulu
<Lulu.Feliciano@sfmta.com>; White, Dustin <Dustin.White@sfmta.com>
Subject: Re: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Dear Mr. Amiri Thank you for your reply. The photos and video (not visible) of the ARCO at 14th and Mission shows
that at least two cars are following implied proper procedures for exiting and accessing the gas station.
This anecdotal reference means nothing with regard to other vehicles that access this business from
the center lane. Vehicles are accessing this business from the center lane, often. How often did
vehicles access this business from the center lane before SFMTA's red, transit only lane was installed?
Likely, a minuscule percentage. The access from the middle lane is now likely 100 to 1000 plus,
times higher on a monthly basis, than what it was before red lanes. The SFMTA should place a 24/7
camera capturing the movement and documenting SFMTA liability. "Right Lane Buses and Taxis Only
at All Times," the signs read. Vision Zero? Sure.
You have provided no information as to how red lanes effect gas station's sales and profitability. You
have one quote from a project manager in Eugene, OR stating, "no reported customer or delivery
access issues post construction." There is no red paint in transit lanes in Eugene, OR.   You provided
many locations and photos of red lanes in front of gas stations yet nothing from managers or owners of
these businesses and the financial impacts, if any. We asked for, and SFMTA stated they would
provide, this information yet it is ignored by SFMTA. I find it difficult to believe that this report was
generated with no attempts to contact any of these impacted gas stations. Did you do so? Possibly,
SFMTA did contact these businesses, heard of negative impacts and decided not to include in the
report. Please clarify.
Your comment/reply below, within my previous email, "
In 2012, following discussion with the CTCDC, the SFMTA used this information to develop
design guidelines for dashing red transit-only lanes 100 feet in advance of intersections or
major driveways where turns are permitted. The current plans for Geary Boulevard include a
dashed red transit-only lane beginning approximately 140 feet
west.
You misstate the facts once again. The guidelines, from Caltrans, for your experiment, requires 100

to 200-feet of hashing, with the implication being that 200-feet will be used for the busiest, major
commercial businesses. With upwards of 1000 vehicles entering and exiting our business on Geary
during peak times, 200- feet would be the distance for 3035 Geary that should have been part of your
original drawings.   It has been quite the education dealing with the SFMTA and the flat out lies and
improper Red Lane designs that you are trying to use to financially impact our business. After 14months, countless emails and several meetings, you act as if you are doing the Urban brothers a favor
by now offering us 140-feet of hashed red lanes for access leading up to our business. I have stated
before, but I will state again, Shell Car Wash and Corey and Glenn Urban are not willing to accept any
Red Transit Only lanes in front of or leading up to our business.
Thank you again for showing the 14th/Mission ARCO and the fact that SFMTA is not following required
guidelines, stipulated by Caltrans, for the SFMTA to experiment with Red Transit Only Lanes. The
Safeway at the other end of Mission, with solid red lanes leading into their major business driveways,
has the same unsafe issues.
Please remember that San Francisco's Transit First Policy states first and foremost,
TRANSIT-FIRST POLICY. (§ VIIIA_8A.115)
(a)     The following principles shall constitute the City and County’s
transit-first policy and shall be incorporated into the General Plan of the
City
and County. All officers, boards, commissions, and departments shall
implement
these principles in conducting the City and County’s affairs:
1.      To ensure quality of life and economic health in San Francisco,
the primary objective of the transportation system must be the safe and
efficient movement of people and goods.

Sincerely,

Devinder Singh/HQ/Caltrans/CAGov
10/25/2012 01:11 PM
To Voting members
Cc "White, Dustin" <Dustin.White@sfmta.com>
Subject Please Vote Thru Email on SFMTA 12-18 Request
to experiment with Red Colored Transit-only Lanes

12-18 Request to experiment with Red Colored Transit-only Lanes
Background:
On 8/30/12, the CTCDC approved a request to experiment with red colored transit only lanes submitted
by the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), subject to the following conditions:
1) That they (San Francisco) get approval to experiment from the FHWA;
2) That they use striping detail D in Figure 3D-2 that provides 100-200 feet of "wide dotted single white
line" in advance of permitted right turn movements at public streets or major commercial entrances;
3) That they stripe an appropriate amount of "wide dotted white lane line" as shown in Figure 3B-11 in
advance of any solid white lane line for an exclusive right turn only lane;
4) That they post advance street name signs at the beginning of the "wide dotted white lane line" depicted
in Figure 3B-11; and
5) That they not use the red pavement application adjacent to the "wide dotted single white line" shown in
these two figures and as described in #2 and #3 above.
On 9/13/12, the FHWA approved the SFMTA's request to experiment without any conditions.
As the CTCDC's approval restricted the use of the red pavement application adjacent to the "wide dotted
single white line" while FHWA has given approval without any conditions, the SFMTA suggests a
compromise by using skip colored pavement marking where the skip stripe is used. The SFMTA
respectfully requests that the CTCDC review the attached updated proposal for using solid and dashed
colored treatments within transit-only lanes for various lane configurations approaching intersections.
Request to Committee: (CTCDC members were asked to vote via email)
By this email, I am asking the Committee members to vote on the revised proposal, so that the SFMTA
can move forward with conducting the experiment.
Also attached for reference is the FHWA approval letter.
If you have questions, please contact me.
Results: Seven committee members voted yes and two voted yes with suggestions.
The following are suggestions:
I am the alternate member that voted on this item at the August 20012
meeting. At the request of Rick Marshall, I am voting on this item.
The concern that I raised during the hearing was the possibility of
driver confusion of when it is OK to enter the red pavement area. The
new proposal as shown is not consistent with what was approved by the

committee; and the new proposal appears to create confusion of when it
is OK to enter the red pavement area. It does not appear intuitive.
If the "skip" red pavement areas adjacent to striping detail 37B were
eliminated, I would be OK with the proposal.
2nd member:

I support SFMTA's revised proposal with one minor suggested enhancement:
Wherever the Transit-Only lane is away from the curb, on red skip-stripe segments where
there is a white skip line on the left side, provide a white skip-stripe on the right side as
well. This would follow the "white on both sides of every color line segment" practice
that FHWA established in their Interim Approval of green pavement color for bike lanes
(IA-14). This would also enhance legibility of the outer edge of the transit lane in night
and low-visibility conditions.
See my attached markup of SFMTA's revised figure, "Revised Proposal Transit_Only_Lanes_Design_Options_Dashed Ciccarelli.pdf".

Since, seven votes are needed for authorization to proceed with
experimentation, it is up to the SFMTA to consider or ignore suggestion
offered by two members.
SFMTA can proceed with their experimentation.

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

-----Original Message----From: Amiri, Wahid <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com >

To: Corey <clurban@aol.com>
Cc: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Tanner, Britt <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>;
glennurban <glennurban@yahoo.com>; colin.dentel-post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>;
Kate Elliott <elliott.katherine.s@gmail.com>; Feliciano, Lulu <Lulu.Feliciano@sfmta.com>
Sent: Fri, Dec 30, 2016 2:44 pm
Subject: RE: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Dear Mr. Urban,
Thank you for following up and please accept my apologies for a belated response. Please see our
response within your email below and attached. Let me know if you have addition questions.
Thank you and Happy New Year.

Respectfully,
Wahid Amiri, PE, TE, PTOE, PMP, QSP, QSD
Project Manager II, Capital Programs & Construction
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Ave. 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
Phone: 415.646-2151

From: Corey [mailto:clurban@aol.com ]

Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:24 AM
To: clurban@aol.com; Amiri, Wahid; Brisson, Liz; Tanner, Britt; glennurban@yahoo.com;

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

-----Original Message----From: Amiri, Wahid <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com >

To: Corey <clurban@aol.com>
Cc: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Tanner, Britt <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>;
glennurban <glennurban@yahoo.com>; colin.dentel-post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>;
Kate Elliott <elliott.katherine.s@gmail.com>; Feliciano, Lulu <Lulu.Feliciano@sfmta.com>
Sent: Fri, Dec 30, 2016 2:44 pm
Subject: RE: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Dear Mr. Urban,
Thank you for following up and please accept my apologies for a belated response. Please see our
response within your email below and attached. Let me know if you have addition questions.
Thank you and Happy New Year.

Respectfully,
Wahid Amiri, PE, TE, PTOE, PMP, QSP, QSD
Project Manager II, Capital Programs & Construction
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Ave. 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
Phone: 415.646-2151

From: Corey [mailto:clurban@aol.com ]

Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:24 AM
To: clurban@aol.com; Amiri, Wahid; Brisson, Liz; Tanner, Britt; glennurban@yahoo.com;

colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org
Subject: Re: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Apologies for the duplicate email as Colin's email address was incorrect.
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

-----Original Message----From: Corey <clurban@aol.com >

To: wahid.amiri <wahid.amiri@sfmta.com>; colin.dental-post
<colin.dental-post@sfcta.org>; liz.brisson <liz.brisson@sfmta.com>; britt.tanner
<britt.tanner@sfmta.com>; glennurban <glennurban@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wed, Dec 21, 2016 10:16 am
Subject: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Hello, Mr. AmiriIn November of 2015, in a meeting with you, Glenn Urban, Britt Tanner and Colin Dentel-Post, Ms.
Tanner stated she would reach out to the owners of the 501 3rd Street Shell gas station, where hashed
red lanes have been laid down directly in front, to see how this business has been effected. She also
stated that she would, "reach out to our counterparts in other cities" to see if Red Transit Only Lanes
have been placed in front of gas stations and what the effects have been. My brother Glenn and I
brought this up to you again in a meeting in July, 2016, asking for the data. Since it's been more than
thirteen months since this promise was made to us, we are wondering where the data is.
Response: Please see attached slides/pdf that document some case studies from other cities.

We have heard rumors that, "accommodations have been made to the Shell Gas Station owners
(Urbans) by SFMTA/CTA to alleviate their concerns". This is not the case. We are not accepting of
any Red Transit Only Lanes in front of our business. The last meeting we had with you in July, 2016,
you offered us 64-feet of hashed Red Lanes leading into our driveway. In a CAC meeting recently, you
stated you had not read through the requirements of the CTCDC and FHWA, granting San Francisco
experimental Red Transit Only Lanes. Have you read the requirements yet? Is the 64-feet of hashing
leading into 3035 Geary Boulevard still what your plans show?
Response: The California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices does not specify a
distance that transit-only lanes should be dashed approaching locations where turns are
permitted. However, it does provide guidance for bike lane markings, specifying that they be
dashed 50-200 feet in advance of intersections where turns are permitted. In 2012, following
discussion with the CTCDC, the SFMTA used this information to develop design guidelines for
dashing red transit-only lanes 100 feet in advance of intersections or major driveways where
turns are permitted. The current plans for Geary Boulevard include a dashed red transit-only
lane beginning approximately 140 feet west.

Please communicate all of the rumored "accommodations" that you have made to the Urban's and our
legacy business such that we will not be financially impacted by experimental Red Transit Only Lanes

colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org
Subject: Re: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Apologies for the duplicate email as Colin's email address was incorrect.
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

-----Original Message----From: Corey <clurban@aol.com >

To: wahid.amiri <wahid.amiri@sfmta.com>; colin.dental-post
<colin.dental-post@sfcta.org>; liz.brisson <liz.brisson@sfmta.com>; britt.tanner
<britt.tanner@sfmta.com>; glennurban <glennurban@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wed, Dec 21, 2016 10:16 am
Subject: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?
Hello, Mr. AmiriIn November of 2015, in a meeting with you, Glenn Urban, Britt Tanner and Colin Dentel-Post, Ms.
Tanner stated she would reach out to the owners of the 501 3rd Street Shell gas station, where hashed
red lanes have been laid down directly in front, to see how this business has been effected. She also
stated that she would, "reach out to our counterparts in other cities" to see if Red Transit Only Lanes
have been placed in front of gas stations and what the effects have been. My brother Glenn and I
brought this up to you again in a meeting in July, 2016, asking for the data. Since it's been more than
thirteen months since this promise was made to us, we are wondering where the data is.
Response: Please see attached slides/pdf that document some case studies from other cities.

We have heard rumors that, "accommodations have been made to the Shell Gas Station owners
(Urbans) by SFMTA/CTA to alleviate their concerns". This is not the case. We are not accepting of
any Red Transit Only Lanes in front of our business. The last meeting we had with you in July, 2016,
you offered us 64-feet of hashed Red Lanes leading into our driveway. In a CAC meeting recently, you
stated you had not read through the requirements of the CTCDC and FHWA, granting San Francisco
experimental Red Transit Only Lanes. Have you read the requirements yet? Is the 64-feet of hashing
leading into 3035 Geary Boulevard still what your plans show?
Response: The California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices does not specify a
distance that transit-only lanes should be dashed approaching locations where turns are
permitted. However, it does provide guidance for bike lane markings, specifying that they be
dashed 50-200 feet in advance of intersections where turns are permitted. In 2012, following
discussion with the CTCDC, the SFMTA used this information to develop design guidelines for
dashing red transit-only lanes 100 feet in advance of intersections or major driveways where
turns are permitted. The current plans for Geary Boulevard include a dashed red transit-only
lane beginning approximately 140 feet west.

Please communicate all of the rumored "accommodations" that you have made to the Urban's and our
legacy business such that we will not be financially impacted by experimental Red Transit Only Lanes

Response: Based on your feedback, we modified the proposed lane design to be dashed
adjacent to and leading up to the gas station. We continue to investigate the potential to sign
and mark the lanes in a way that will make it clear to motorists that they are permitted to enter
the lane to access driveways. Some examples of potential treatments are outlined in the
attached case studies. We also are considering an educational program to help educate people
driving about how to use the lanes modeled after NYC’s program

Thank you in advance for a prompt reply,

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

Letter L-119.6
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Corey
Amiri, Wahid
Brisson, Liz; Tanner, Britt; glennurban@yahoo.com; colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org; elliott.katherine.s@gmail.com;
Feliciano, Lulu; White, Dustin; Elliott, Kate; eric.young@sfcta.org; Kennedy, Sean M
Re: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data? Corey Urban - Reply
Friday, January 13, 2017 2:39:23 PM
CTCDC_Email_Authorization_Dashed_Red_10_31_12(1).pdf

Dear Mr Amiri- You reference your second attachment as a 10/31/12 email. It is a 10/25/12 email from
Devinder Singh to Dustin White, spelling out the conditions or requirements of the SFMTA to
experiment with red transit only lanes. I have attached here again for your reference.
- You ignore the 100 to 200-feet hashing required leading up to major commercial entrances.
- FHWA approval was a requirement needed by CTCDC in order for SFMTA to move forward.
FHWA approval without conditions has no bearing on the conditions the CTCDC imposed on
SFMTA allowing it to move forward on the Red Lane Experiment.
The 10/25/12 email reads, in part, the following
Background:
On 8/30/12, the CTCDC approved a request to experiment with red colored transit only lanes
submitted by the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), subject to the
following conditions:
1) That they (San Francisco) get approval to experiment from the FHWA;
2) That they use striping detail D in Figure 3D-2 that provides 100-200 feet of "wide dotted
single white line" in advance of permitted right turn movements at public streets or major
commercial entrances; (wide dotted white lines later changed to red hashing)
Please clarify the following:
1) SFMTA position and commentary with regard to CTCDC condition #2 referenced above.
2) Your reference to an email date of 10/31/12 instead of 10/25/12.
3) SFMTA position with regard to the CTCDC's conditions for approval of the red lane experiment and
whether said conditions need to be   adhered to by the SFMTA.
Thank You.

Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

-----Original Message----From: Amiri, Wahid <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>
To: Corey <clurban@aol.com>
Cc: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Tanner, Britt <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>; glennurban
<glennurban@yahoo.com>; colin.dentel-post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>; elliott.katherine.s
<elliott.katherine.s@gmail.com>; Feliciano, Lulu <Lulu.Feliciano@sfmta.com>; White, Dustin
<Dustin.White@sfmta.com>; Elliott, Kate <Kate.Elliott@sfmta.com>; Eric Young
<eric.young@sfcta.org>; Kennedy, Sean M <Sean.Kennedy@sfmta.com>
Sent: Thu, Jan 12, 2017 10:32 am
Subject: RE: Red Lanes in Front of Gas Stations Data?

Dear Mr. Urban,
Please find responses to your questions and comments below. Also, please attached for referenced
material. I will be happy to answer further questions but the appropriate person to address them is
Liz Brisson (cc’d here) – she is the lead for phase 1 and will be happy to assist you going forward.
>>The photos and video (not visible) of the ARCO at 14th and Mission shows that at least two cars
are following implied proper procedures for exiting and accessing the gas station. This anecdotal
reference means nothing with regard to other vehicles that access this business from the center
lane. Vehicles are accessing this business from the center lane, often. How often did vehicles access
this business from the center lane before SFMTA's red, transit only lane was installed? Likely, a
minuscule percentage. The access from the middle lane is now likely 100 to 1000 plus, times higher
on a monthly basis, than what it was before red lanes. The SFMTA should place a 24/7 camera
capturing the movement and documenting SFMTA liability. "Right Lane Buses and Taxis Only at All
Times," the signs read. Vision Zero? Sure.
Response: Apologies for not including the actual videos taken. I have now made them available
here and here. The video was captured based on a field observation during which time no turns
from center lane into gas station were observed. We would be happy to review any evidence you
have that substantiates your claim 100 to 1000 time increase in turns from the middle lane.
>>You have provided no information as to how red lanes effect gas station's sales and profitability.
You have one quote from a project manager in Eugene, OR stating, "no reported customer or
delivery access issues post construction." There is no red paint in transit lanes in Eugene, OR. You
provided many locations and photos of red lanes in front of gas stations yet nothing from managers
or owners of these businesses and the financial impacts, if any. We asked for, and SFMTA stated
they would provide, this information yet it is ignored by SFMTA. I find it difficult to believe that this
report was generated with no attempts to contact any of these impacted gas stations. Did you do
so? Possibly, SFMTA did contact these businesses, heard of negative impacts and decided not to
include in the report. Please clarify.
Response: We reached out to the project managers from other cities who interacted with the
public extensively, but the case study work conducted did not include any contact with gas
station owners or operators.
>>Your comment/reply below, within my previous email, " In 2012, following discussion with the
CTCDC, the SFMTA used this information to develop design guidelines for dashing red transit-only
lanes 100 feet in advance of intersections or major driveways where turns are permitted. The
current plans for Geary Boulevard include a dashed red transit-only lane beginning approximately
140 feet west.”     
You misstate the facts once again. The guidelines, from Caltrans, for your experiment, requires 100
to 200-feet of hashing, with the implication being that 200-feet will be used for the busiest, major
commercial businesses. With upwards of 1000 vehicles entering and exiting our business on Geary
during peak times, 200- feet would be the distance for 3035 Geary that should have been part of
your original drawings.  
Response: Caltrans has not issued any guidelines or requirements for dashing red transit-only
lanes. = CTCDC approved SFMTA’s request to experiment at their 8/30/12 meeting. At the
meeting there was extensive discussion about design details, including how to treat turns (see
pages 125-195 of the attached meeting minutes.) Their approval motion included several
conditions, including that red markings be dropped approaching intersections where right turns
are permitted from the transit lane.
On 9/13/12 SFMTA received the attached letter from FHWA approving request to experiment
without any conditions.
On 10/18/12 Ricardo Olea, SFMTA City Traffic Engineer, sent the attached email to CTCDC
secretary asking that they remove the condition about dropping red markings where right turns
are permitted. SFMTA sent a proposed design using dashed where right turns are permitted (no
distance was specified).
On 10/31/12 CTCDC secretary sent attached email to SFMTA confirming the CTCDC members had
voted and approved SFMTA’s request to used dashed red where right turns are permitted.

Letter L-119.7
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Corey
Brisson, Liz; glennurban@yahoo.com
GBRT - Corey and Glenn Urban
Monday, May 22, 2017 10:33:08 AM

Hi LizGlenn and I would like to have a meeting with you regarding the GBRT when your time permits.   The
final EIR does not address the obvious safety issues of a Red Lane in front of our business. We are
aware of one lawsuit that has been filed, we assume MUNI would be interested in preventing another
one from being filed.
Please let us know.
Thank you,
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

Letter L-119.8
From: Corey [mailto:clurban@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2017 3:12 PM
To: Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; glennurban@yahoo.com
Subject: Letter to Liz Brisson Recapping Meeting of June 15, 2017 - Corey urban , Glenn Urban - Shell
Gas Station and Car Wash, 3035 Geary Blvd. SF, CA 94118
Liz Brisson
Major Corridors Planning Manager
SFMTA - Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness
7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Hello LizThis email is also being sent USPS Certified to stress its importance. USPS # 7015 1730 0000 3199
8804
An email recapping our meeting on June 15, 2017 at the SFMTA offices is overdue at this point. Please
excuse my tardiness in doing so.
Attending: Liz Brisson, Glenn Urban, Corey Urban
Items Discussed:
- Regarding my past emails/photos sent to you on illegal, unsafe turn movements into the ARCO on
Mission Street (x 14th) and the Safeway on Mission (x Virginia) where SFMTA did not paint 100 to 200feet of hashed lane, "prior to the entrance of a major commercial business" as required by the
CTCDC. You stated that this design was not available when Mission Street red treatment was laid down
and that some changes were soon to be made. Please see attachment which shows a 10/25/12 email
from the CTCDC committee chairman, Devinder Singh to Dustin White. The SFMTA chose to ignore this
requirement at the expense of Safeway's business viability as well as safety. The design, "not being
available" is not understood.
- In a meeting with Britt Tanner, Wahid Amiri and SFMTA Transit Engineer, Dan Mackowski in November
of 2015, Mr. Mackowski stated that a hashing in front of Shell Gas Station and Car Wash's driveway,
only, was sufficient and that vehicles could access our business from the center lane, crossing over the
15-foot Red Transit Only Lane with no concern. On 06/15/17 you stated that 64-feet of hashing leading
into our business is the current, up-to-date, GBRT drawing, in complete contradiction again to the
requirements of the CTCDC approval to experiment with Red Transit Only Lanes.

- I stated that California Vehicle Code requires a minimum of 100-feet of a turn signal being used
before a movement can legally be made.

[

]

Code Text
CA VEHICLE CODE - VEH

DIVISION 11. RULES OF THE ROAD [21000 - 23336]
( Division 11 enacted by Stats. 1959, Ch. 3. )

CHAPTER 6. Turning and Stopping and Turning Signals [22100 - 22113]
( Chapter 6 enacted by Stats. 1959, Ch. 3. )

22108.

Any signal of intention to turn right or left shall be given continuously during the last 100 feet traveled by the
vehicle before turning.
(Enacted by Stats. 1959, Ch. 3.)

-Any east bound vehicle attempting to enter Shell Gas Station and Car Wash from the center lane
must, legally, turn on their right signal indicator a minimum of 200-feet prior to our
driveway. One-hundred feet before entering SFMTA's Red Transit Only Lane, plus the
additional 100-feet before entering Shell Car Wash's driveway. I stated that 200-feet away from
the Cook Street intersection, Shell Car Wash is not even visible to motorists.
- We reiterated that the 100 feet of signaling is also for vehicles entering a parking
space. Therefore, entering a parking space would require the same 200-feet minimum of
signaling from the center lane before attempting to legally enter a parking space.
- Shell Car Wash and Gas Station is a legacy business with 16 employees that has been serving
this community since 1972. Aside from the fact that the SFMTA is attempting to create the
GBRT which will restrict access to our business and therefore negatively impact our
profitability, property value and overall viability of our business, it is clear that the SFMTA, the
SFCTA, Ed Reiskin, Tilly Chang, the SF Board of Supervisors, et al., have zero concern for
safety, the California Vehicle Code or the viability of any business and/or jobs between Stanyan
and Masonic. Vision Zero is of zero concern to the SFMTA, et al. when it comes to their Red
Transit Only Lanes agenda!
- Glenn and I stated matter of fact that there is no need for Red Transit Only Lanes of any kind
between Stanyan and Masonic as the SFMTA, et al., are attempting to create, unsafe, illegal turn
movements for any vehicle/driver attempting to access business driveways or parking spots
along this stretch. In fact, red lane treatments throughout the city of San Francisco are creating
unsafe environments for everybody concerned!
The California Vehicle Code is law for reasons of safety, first and foremost! As a
representative/agent of the SFMTA, the facts mentioned in this letter as well as discussed in our
meeting on 06/15/17 should be notice to the SFMTA, et al., that Red Transit Only Lanes in San
Francisco are a liability to the city of San Francisco, not an asset.

I thank you in advance for timely reply to this letter.

Thank You.
Corey Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-752-4171
415-722-8245 (mobile)

The unannounced Red Lane Experiment created mass confusion on Mission
Street and is putting many businesses out of business due to customer confusion
and inability to figure out the new driving patterns that are effecting the entire
neighoborhood.
Experiment protocols were not followed by the SFMTA when they painted the
streets red. Some drivers turn from the center instead of the far right lane
because of the absence of broken lines and the solid red lanes.
These documents illustrate how SFMTA has shown complete disregard for Caltrans'
requirements for conducting SFMTA's Red Lane Experiment. The department acts as if it is
above the law and the directors and staff don’t seem to prioritize safety or the respect for
business needs for ingress / egress and viability!
Attachment #1 spells out conditions made by Caltrans, allowing the SFMTA Red Transit Only
Lanes Experiment - note - 2) Requirements for hashing of red lanes prior to right hand turns
and major commercial entrances - 100 to 200-feet required
Attachment #2 is the Flow Chart of the Procedure for Implementation of NEW experimental,
traffic control devices. Please note that the CTCDC committee has requested Dustin White
and SFMTA to provide a Final Report to CTCDC committee at their next quarterly meeting.
This final report should have been done two years ago and is now being done due to citizens’
oversight of SFMTA and CTCDC.
Attachment #3 is a Photo of the Safeway on Mission Street and 30th St. where hashing of 100
to 200-feet before the entrance to a "major commercial business" is not provided by SFMTA,
as required by Caltrans approval to experiment.
Attachment #4 is a Photos of the ARCO on Mission Street and 14th St., where hashing of 100
to 200-feet before the entrance to a "major commercial business” is not provided by
SFMTA, as required by Caltrans' approval to experiment.
Attachment #5 additional emails and notes.

Attachment #1 spells out conditions made by Caltrans CTCDC, allowing the SFMTA Red
Transit Only Lanes Experiment - note - 2) Requirements for hashing of red lanes prior to right
hand turns and major commercial entrances - 100 to 200-feet required
CTCDC_Email_Authoritzation_Dashed-Red Approaching_Intersecitons
Devinder Singh/HQ/Caltrans/CAGov
10/25/2012 01:11 PM
To Voting members
Cc "White, Dustin" <Dustin.White@sfmta.com>
Subject Please Vote Thru Email on SFMTA 12-18 Request
to experiment with Red Colored Transit-only Lanes

12-18 Request to experiment with Red Colored Transit-only Lanes
Background:
On 8/30/12, the CTCDC approved a request to experiment with red colored transit only lanes submitted
by the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), subject to the following conditions:
1) That they (San Francisco) get approval to experiment from the FHWA;
2) That they use striping detail D in Figure 3D-2 that provides 100-200 feet of "wide dotted single white
line" in advance of permitted right turn movements at public streets or major commercial entrances;
3) That they stripe an appropriate amount of "wide dotted white lane line" as shown in Figure 3B-11 in
advance of any solid white lane line for an exclusive right turn only lane;
4) That they post advance street name signs at the beginning of the "wide dotted white lane line" depicted
in Figure 3B-11; and
5) That they not use the red pavement application adjacent to the "wide dotted single white line" shown in
these two figures and as described in #2 and #3 above.
On 9/13/12, the FHWA approved the SFMTA's request to experiment without any conditions.
As the CTCDC's approval restricted the use of the red pavement application adjacent to the "wide dotted
single white line" while FHWA has given approval without any conditions, the SFMTA suggests a
compromise by using skip colored pavement marking where the skip stripe is used. The SFMTA
respectfully requests that the CTCDC review the attached updated proposal for using solid and dashed
colored treatments within transit-only lanes for various lane configurations approaching intersections.
Request to Committee: (CTCDC members were asked to vote via email)
By this email, I am asking the Committee members to vote on the revised proposal, so that the SFMTA
can move forward with conducting the experiment.
Also attached for reference is the FHWA approval letter.
If you have questions, please contact me.
Results: Seven committee members voted yes and two voted yes with suggestions.
The following are suggestions:
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Attachment #2 is the Flow Chart of the Procedure for Implementation of NEW experimental,
traffic control devices
Example of Process for Requesting and Conducting Experimentations
for New Traffic Control Devices in California
Requesting jurisdiction submits
request to CTCDC

CTCDC will discuss & review during
the Quarterly meeting

Rejected

Approved

Would ask to receive approval from the FHWA
First if it would reduce std.

Requesting jurisdiction installs
experimental traffic control device

Evaluate experimental traffic
control device

Requesting jurisdiction provides
semi-annual report to CTCDC

Requesting jurisdiction provides
CTCDC a final report

CTCDC reviews
final report

Yes

Further Experimentation
required

No

CTCDC accepts
final report

CTCDC recommends Caltrans
to develop a policy for the new
traffic control device

Caltrans develops the new traffic
control device policy & brings it
back to the CTCDC for
discussion in an open public

CTCDC rejects
final report

Caltrans rejects CTCDC
recommendations and write
back to the CTCDC their
justifications

Jurisdiction restores experiment
site to original condition

Caltrans adopts
the policy
and post on the CA
MUTCD website until
the future update of
the CA MUTCD

Attachment #3 is a photo of the Safeway on Mission Street where hashing of 100 to 200-feet
before the entrance to a "major commercial business" is not provided by SFMTA, as required
by Caltrans approval to experiment.

Attachment #4 Photo of ARCO on Mission Street at 14th where hashing of 100 to 200-feet
before the entrance to a "major commercial business” is not provided by SFMTA, as required
by Caltrans' approval to experiment. This is an example how this system confuses drivers.
Here we have a one-way street next to a corner business. Hashing is needed for the business
but not a right turn into a one-way street going the wrong way.

Letter L-120.1
From: Glenn Urban <REÐACTED>
Date: Tue, Sep 6, 2016 at 11:25 AM
Subject: July 12 meeting and statemenls made
To: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.orq>,

Wahid Amiri <wahid.amiri@sfmta.com>

Colin and Wahid By now you know, I hope, that there is no permission to paint transit lanes west of Gough on Geary Blvd.
Any statements like "We have had permission from Day I to paint whatever lane we want" shows a
severe ignorance of the experiment. Pulling a date ofMay 17 from the sky and looking at me and saying
that is the date you got permission is just lame. Is that the best you guys have? Resorting to story+elling?
Is that how the SFMTA conducts business?
By now you know, I hope, that Mission Street was not supposed to be painted between Duboce and
30th...but the SFMTA did it anyway. It was painted outside of the parameters of the Permission to
Experiment in2012. The SFMTA thinks they had the permission to do it, but they did not.
Why were the two of you selected to meet with me and Corey? Both of you have less knowl edge of
transit lanes than we do; no knowledge of the current experiment that is allowing the SFMT A to paint
some lanes within the City;
play fast and I oose
true.
In my opinion, both of you owe us an apology.

Sincerely

Glenn
Glenn Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA
94118

REDACTED

Find us on: Facebook Twitter YouTube

Letter L-120.2

From: Glenn Urban [mailto:glennurban@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:26 PM
To: Elliott, Kate <Kate.Elliott@sfmta.com>; Amiri, Wahid <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>; Reiskin, Ed
<Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>; Chester Fung <chester.fung@arup.com>; Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>; Brisson, Liz <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>; Eric Cordoba <eric.cordoba@sfcta.org>
Cc: MUTCDTEAM <mutcdteam@dot.gov>; Korth Kevin (FHWA) <kevin.d.korth@dot.gov>;
vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov; raymond.sukys@dot.gov; david.kerschner@dot.gov; chris.englemann@dot.ca.gov;
mgreenwood@cityofpalmdesert.org; Duper C@DOT Tong <duper.tong@dot.ca.gov>;
rick.marshall@countyofnapa.org; bahadori.hamid@aaa-calif.com; Jay Walter <jwalter@cityofsancarlos.org>;
wwinter@dpw.lacounty.gov; emma.olenberger@goaaa.com; sbaland@chp.ca.gov; Sallaberry, Mike
<Mike.Sallaberry@sfmta.com>; Bryan Jones <bryanjones@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Required retraction about the red lane experiment

KateYou need to issue a retraction for at least one of the comments in this article cited below. The bus travel
time reduction of 4% has been redacted by Dustin White. He did so at the December CTCDC meeting.
So you need to clear this up after sending out this false statement to the public, based upon his
incorrect testimony in March to the CTCDC. Also based upon the front page article of the Chronicle a
week ago, which hopefully you had a chance to read. Please contact Dustin White and get up to speed
on this issue if needed.
Also, it would be nice if you would stop using reference to the NACTO document for ANY type of
justification for traffic control devices, as the NACTO document is a pamphlet put out by Transit Agency
employees throughout the country, and last time I looked, Transit Agency employee publications are not
legally binding and do not set up traffic laws for the state or the feds. A Caltrans employee has told me
that much of what is in the NACTO document on street design is not even approved by the state of the
feds, and it is unfortunate that Caltrans ever endorsed it.
At the CAC meeting tonight, which I am attempting to attend, I would appreciate it if you are able to give
the information about the red lane coloring not helping the buses travel faster to every member of the
CAC. Also, I hope you can explain about the latest claim of the SFMTA as it pertains to the "...increased
compliance" element of this experiment. Dustin White gave an update report to the CTCDC wherein
increased compliance was claimed due to the red painting of the transit lanes. Instead of giving the
CTCDC members the report 45 days prior to the meeting, as required, he produced it the day of the
meeting. So no CTCDC member could take a look at what this claim really means. I have researched
the claim, and it is as laughable as the 4% claimed improvement in bus travel times (which was false).
Are you aware of what the actual "compliance" data is?
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. An immediate, public retraction of the false
statement that bus travel times have improved since the transit lanes were painted red would be
appreciated.

Sincerely,
Glenn Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
(925) 785-6198

Laying Out the Red Carpet for Muni’s Rapid Network

Laying Out the Red Carpet for Muni’s
Rapid Network
San Francisco has painted transit-only lanes red since 2013 to
provide a stronger visual cue for drivers to avoi...

Text Box:

Letter L-120.3
From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Glenn Urban
Brisson, Liz
MUTCDTEAM; Korth Kevin (FHWA); vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov; raymond.sukys@dot.gov; mgreenwood@cityofpalmdesert.org; Duper C@DOT
Tong; rick.marshall@countyofnapa.org; bahadori.hamid@aaa-calif.com; Jay Walter; wwinter@dpw.lacounty.gov;
emma.olenberger@goaaa.com; sbaland@chp.ca.gov; Sallaberry, Mike; Bryan Jones; White, Dustin; Tanner, Britt; Elliott, Kate; Amiri, Wahid;
Reiskin, Ed; Chester Fung; colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org; Eric Cordoba; Kennedy, Sean M; Kirschner David (FHWA)
Re: Required retraction about the red lane experiment
Monday, January 30, 2017 4:47:12 PM

Liz, CORRECTION ON MY PART:
Yes, I see the typo. That is $1,470,000 per mile. Argument still holds. Not easy to see decimal points and commas when you are over
50...
Glenn

From: Glenn Urban <glennurban@yahoo.com>
To: Liz Brisson <liz.brisson@sfmta.com>
Cc: MUTCDTEAM <mutcdteam@dot.gov>; Korth Kevin (FHWA) <kevin.d.korth@dot.gov>; "vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov"
<vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov>; "raymond.sukys@dot.gov" <raymond.sukys@dot.gov>; "david.kerschner@dot.gov"
<david.kerschner@dot.gov>; "chris.englemann@dot.ca.gov" <chris.englemann@dot.ca.gov>;
"mgreenwood@cityofpalmdesert.org" <mgreenwood@cityofpalmdesert.org>; "Duper C@DOT Tong"
<duper.tong@dot.ca.gov>; "rick.marshall@countyofnapa.org" <rick.marshall@countyofnapa.org>; "bahadori.hamid@aaacalif.com" <bahadori.hamid@aaa-calif.com>; Jay Walter <jwalter@cityofsancarlos.org>; "wwinter@dpw.lacounty.gov"
<wwinter@dpw.lacounty.gov>; "emma.olenberger@goaaa.com" <emma.olenberger@goaaa.com>; "sbaland@chp.ca.gov"
<sbaland@chp.ca.gov>; "Sallaberry, Mike" <Mike.Sallaberry@sfmta.com>; Bryan Jones <bryanjones@altaplanning.com>;
"White, Dustin" <Dustin.White@sfmta.com>; "Tanner, Britt" <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>; "Elliott, Kate"
<Kate.Elliott@sfmta.com>; "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>; "Reiskin, Ed" <Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>; Chester Fung
<Chester.Fung@arup.com>; "colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org" <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>; Eric Cordoba
<eric.cordoba@sfcta.org>; "Kennedy, Sean M" <Sean.Kennedy@sfmta.com>
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 12:03 PM
Subject: Re: Required retraction about the red lane experiment

Dear Liz,
Please find replies to your responses from my questions and comments below:
My comments are italicized and in bold, to differentiate from your comments.

From: "Brisson, Liz" <Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com>
To: Glenn Urban <glennurban@yahoo.com>
Cc: MUTCDTEAM <mutcdteam@dot.gov>; Korth Kevin (FHWA) <kevin.d.korth@dot.gov>;
"vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov" <vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov>; "raymond.sukys@dot.gov"
<raymond.sukys@dot.gov>; "david.kerschner@dot.gov" <david.kerschner@dot.gov>;
"chris.englemann@dot.ca.gov" <chris.englemann@dot.ca.gov>; "mgreenwood@cityofpalmdesert.org"
<mgreenwood@cityofpalmdesert.org>; "Duper C@DOT Tong" <duper.tong@dot.ca.gov>;
"rick.marshall@countyofnapa.org" <rick.marshall@countyofnapa.org>; "bahadori.hamid@aaacalif.com" <bahadori.hamid@aaa-calif.com>; Jay Walter <jwalter@cityofsancarlos.org>;
"wwinter@dpw.lacounty.gov" <wwinter@dpw.lacounty.gov>; "emma.olenberger@goaaa.com"
<emma.olenberger@goaaa.com>; "sbaland@chp.ca.gov" <sbaland@chp.ca.gov>; "Sallaberry, Mike"
<Mike.Sallaberry@sfmta.com>; Bryan Jones <bryanjones@altaplanning.com>; "White, Dustin"
<Dustin.White@sfmta.com>; "Tanner, Britt" <Britt.Tanner@sfmta.com>; "Elliott, Kate"
<Kate.Elliott@sfmta.com>; "Amiri, Wahid" <Wahid.Amiri@sfmta.com>; "Reiskin, Ed"
<Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com>; Chester Fung <Chester.Fung@arup.com>; "colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org"
<colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>; Eric Cordoba <eric.cordoba@sfcta.org>; "Kennedy, Sean M"
<Sean.Kennedy@sfmta.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:22 AM
Subject: RE: Required retraction about the red lane experiment
Dear Glenn,

Please find responses to your questions and comments below.

>You need to issue a retraction for at least one of the comments in this article cited below. The bus
travel time reduction of 4% has been redacted by Dustin White. He did so at the December CTCDC
meeting. So you need to clear this up after sending out this false statement to the public, based upon
his incorrect testimony in March to the CTCDC.
The statement has been removed from the noted blog post to avoid confusion. The 4% travel
time savings that was reported to the CTCDC in March is still valid – it represents the combined
roundtrip travel time savings in the peak direction - inbound on O’Farrell Street from 6-9am and
outbound on Geary Street from 4-7pm for the segment between the bus stops at Powell Street
and at Van Ness Avenue. This data includes all non-holiday weekdays from 10/28/13 to 11/29/13
and from 10/1/15 to 2/12/16 for the hours 6-9am and 4-7pm. The data includes dwell times at
intermediate stops. These date ranges and methodology were used in order to compare travel
times over several years.
My response:
The statement should have been removed not because it was confusing. It should be removed
because it was not true. And a retraction should have been made and is still expected. The
following data collection information was unfortunately NOT mentioned in Kate Elliott's internet
article, nor during the March meeting. All information presented to the public and to various
neighborhood committees by the SFMTA has been extremely misleading. Here is the actual data
collection that tells it all: The red means the buses SLOWED IN THEIR TRAVEL TIMES.
Average Travel Time - Before/After Red Lanes
All Day
Route Location
30
45
8X
38
38L
38
38L

3rd (Brannen to Stevenson)
3rd (Brannen to Stevenson)
3rd (Perry to Stevenson)
Geary (Powell to Van Ness)
Geary (Powell to Van Ness)
O'Farrell (Powell to Van
Ness)
O'Farrell (Powell to Van
Ness)

AM Peak

PM Peak

%
%
%
Before After
Before After
Change
Change
Change
-6%
-9%
-11%
274 297
304
338
307 324
-7%
-7%
-13%
298 319
280 298
309
348
1% N/A
-1%
180 178
N/A N/A
182
184
1% 1003 1022
-2% 1067 1102
-3%
1021 1010
1%
4%
1%
189 188
194 187
193
190

Before After

423 429

-1%

419 419

0%

428

449

-5%

220 219

0%

246 236

4%

214

217

-1%

80th % Travel Time - Before/After Red Lanes
All Day

AM Peak
PM Peak
%
%
%
Before After
Before After
Before After
Route Location
Change
Change
Change
-7%
-12%
-13%
313 351
347
392
30
3rd (Brannen to Stevenson)
354 380
-9%
-8%
-27%
45
3rd (Brannen to Stevenson)
346 378
330 355
349
443
0% N/A
2%
8X
3rd (Perry to Stevenson)
219 218
N/A N/A
217
213
1% 1083 1108
-2% 1164 1190
-2%
38
Geary (Powell to Van Ness) 1021 1010
1%
11%
3%
38L Geary (Powell to Van Ness)
218 216
236 211
219
212
O'Farrell (Powell to Van
-2%
-1%
-7%
38
478 489
466 471
467
499
Ness)
O'Farrell (Powell to Van
0%
6%
1%
38L
251 250
275 259
243
241
Ness)
My response, continued: Cherry picking data from ONE lane wherein red paint was added to a
transit lane is not the way to present the results of an experiment that encompassed numerous
other arterials. The deliberate exclusion of all the bus times that were SLOWED by the red paint
should not have happened. That noted blog post referenced by you above said there was a 4%

savings in bus travel times due to the painting of red lanes. Other articles issued by the SFMTA
use the figures 4%, and also 4-8%. All of those claims are bogus claims. One SFMTA
communication goes so far as to state a 10% improvement in bus travel times due to the red
coloring of transit lanes. None of it is true.
Your Comments: The travel time data presented to the CTDC in December (presentation
attached) was based on different date ranges, hours of day, and also excluded dwell times at
intermediate stops in order to more precisely analyze how the red treatments may have
influenced transit travel time. The data included Mondays-Thursdays from 5/1/13 to 8/31/13 and
from 5/1/15 to 8/31/15 for the hours 7-9am and 4-7pm. Data from these date ranges and time
periods showed no change on O’Farrell Street during the AM peak and a 5% reduction on Geary
Street during the PM peak period, for a combined roundtrip peak direction travel time savings of
2.5%.
My commentary:
Mr. White stated during his presentation in December that the red lane coloring did not improve
bus travel times, which is consistent with the data.

>At the CAC meeting tonight, which I am attempting to attend, I would appreciate it if you are able to
give the information about the red lane coloring not helping the buses travel faster to every member of
the CAC.
Our findings are that the travel time results vary by street, but we did see an improvement on
Geary as shown on Slide 8. It is also notable that travel time for people driving rose, which
supports a hypothesis that the bus-only lanes protected the buses from deteriorating travel time
in the face of increased traffic congestion downtown. Note also that the red treatment is
particularly helpful to prevent violations (slide 7) that contribute to poor bus reliability, and that
the treatment showed a reduction in collisions (slide 9). The pilot is not analogous to the
proposed treatments on Geary west of Gough. They differ as follows:
· Red treatment on Geary and O’Farrell east of Gough was added to existing bus only
lanes
· Red treatment on Geary west of Gough is proposed as a part of a traffic lane
designation change where existing general purpose lanes would be converted to bus-only
lanes. Much of the travel time benefits expected for Geary west of Gough are expected as
a result of introducing new bus-only lanes.
MY COMMENTS:
The findings of the experiment are that overall, bus travel times were not improved.
Hence, my request for a redaction of the claim of a 4% improvement in bus travel times.
Not only did Kate Elliot NOT inform the CAC before their vote that they had been misled by
the claim of improved travel times utilizing red paint, the retraction I asked for was merely
an edit by the SFMTA. They deleted the claim, but made no retraction. There should be a
printed RETRACTION that states "We misled the public, including the CAC members,
about the benefit of red coloring in transit lanes." The experiment IS analogous to Geary
west of Gough. The experiment is about whether red coloring improves transit times,
increases compliance, and increases safety. The experiment shows that the red coloring
does NOTHING for bus travel times. It also shows that the SFMTA's claim of increased
compliance is another slight-of-hand claim that is misleading. If the CTCDC would make
an effort to find out what this claim really is, they would see this experiment for what it
really is. A waste of taxpayer money. Of course the experiment is analogous to Geary
Blvd. The experiment shows red coloring is not helping bus transit times, and the
compliance claim is misleading, but yet the SFMTA still wants to paint miles of Geary
Blvd at approximately $14,700,000 per mile. It IS ANALOGOUS.
As to COMPLIANCE - the only data that the SFMTA has is a collection of before and after
data pertaining to cars traveling through an intersection from a transit lane. That is the

only measure of compliance. Yet, from their own 2012 application, the SFMTA promised a
quite different data collection scenario: The SFMTA stated they would undertake the
following to see what effect the red coloring had on transit lane violations:
1) Illegal motor vehicle travel within transit-only lanes. How would this be measured? By
counting the vehicles per hour traveling within transit-only lanes, excluding vehicles
making legal turning or parking maneuvers. THIS WAS NOT DONE. This is a separate
category from the next item.
2) Percentage of through-moving vehicles traveling within transit-only lanes. This
appears to be the only data set collected for this experiment. I asked for any and all
compliance data, and this was the only data set produced from my Sunshine request. It is
clear that this type of "compliance" has no bearing on bus transit times. Yet the SFMTA
chose to collect this data and call it compliance.
3) Illegal parking (DOUBLE PARKING) within transit-only lanes. This was to be done by
counting parking infractions per hour. THIS WAS NOT DONE. The double parking of
private vehicles in a transit lane is the most often cited reason for buses slowing, and for
requesting bus-mounted camera systems to snap photos of violators. Yet, the SFMTA
DID NOT COLLECT THIS DATA IN THE BEFORE AND AFTER CONDITIONS, LIKE THEY
SAID THEY WOULD. Or they collected it and buried it.
4) Parking occupancy adjacent to transit-only lanes. This was reportedly done. However,
in a City where parking spaces are few and far between, it is meaningless.
5) Lastly, Vehicle turning behavior, utilizing analysis of turning vehicles per hour per
approach lane. Mr. White said during the March meeting with the CTCDC that turning
behavior was not affected by the red lanes. I am still researching this data. The CTCDC
will get a full report from me on this.
>Also, I hope you can explain about the latest claim of the SFMTA as it pertains to the "...increased
compliance" element of this experiment. Dustin White gave an update report to the CTCDC wherein
increased compliance was claimed due to the red painting of the transit lanes. Instead of giving the
CTCDC members the report 45 days prior to the meeting, as required, he produced it the day of the
meeting. So no CTCDC member could take a look at what this claim really means. I have researched
the claim, and it is as laughable as the 4% claimed improvement in bus travel times (which was false).
Are you aware of what the actual "compliance" data is?
As shown on Slide 7 of the attached, violation rates decreased by 51% based on two 2-hour
counts at each intersection within the 3rd Street study corridor. Also, as was explained in a prior
email response, Dustin submitted the report weeks prior to the meeting. The CTCDC secretary
has since clarified that it was distributed in advance, but not all members received the email in
advance because of the attachment size.
My comments:
This is covered in my paragraphs above. The compliance study never dealt with other cases of
illegal travel in a transit lane, and more importantly, it never collected double parking data sets,
which is the major concern of bus drivers using transit lanes, and the primary cause of buses
slowing according to articles I have read. Also of note is only 3rd Street was studied, even
though earlier, only Geary/OFarrell Street data was considered worthy of consideration by the
SFMTA.
Finally, as to Dustin White submitting this report weeks prior to the meeting, I would like to
point out that while this report may have been somewhat on time, the Committee should note
that utilizing 2013 as the start date (Permission was granted in 2012, but there was a delay in
getting this "experiment" started), there were a total of 14 meetings conducted by the CTCDC.
The SFMTA was required to attend each meeting, or submit a progress report for each meeting,
submitted 45 days prior to the start of the meeting. From my calculations, only 2 reports on data

comparisons of before and after lane painting were provided. No other meetings were attended
by the SFMTA to present update reports after the initial Permission to Experiment in 2012. Only
two other non-comparison reports were submitted as updates -one was an explanation for the
delay of the start of the experiment, the other was a discussion of why the after-data collection
was going to be so far out. So out of 14 meetings, 12 were not attended and 10 did not receive a
written status report either by email or regular mail. The March 2016 data was the first time a
progress report was submitted - 3 years after the start of the experiment. Almost 4 years after
permission was granted by the FHWA and the CTCDC. Since 2013 then, out of 14 meetings, the
SFMTA has attended 2 when submitting red lane experiment updates. That is as many as I have
attended, and I have only been involved with this debacle since November 2015.
So, there has been no improvement overall in bus travel times, per the data. There has been no
study of double parking violations, which was part of the terms of the experiment agreement,
yet it was ignored. There was no study of other lane violations committed by private vehicles
which was also promised by the SFMTA, but they did not perform this part of the experiment
either. The only "compliance" study done was a tally of cars traveling along 3rd Street, tracking
if the cars crossed the intersection rather than turning right.
The third claim is that traffic accidents are down due to the red paint, and this is my next item to
see if again, the data has been slanted to push an agenda forward. There was no research on
accidents on adjacent arterials or intersecting streets near the painted lanes, and that data
should have been part of this study.
In summary, my request to Kate Elliott was in reference to her claim, disseminated to the public
time after time by the SFMTA, that the red lanes had improved transit travel times by 4%. The
SFMTA made other claims too, such as a 4%-8% improvement, and one claim was 10%. My
request was to print a retraction, because the statement was not true. The article was edited
and the claim removed. No retraction.
From the minutes of the December meeting in Sacramento, the idea was actually floated to hear
from transit riders about the red lanes. And now the SFMTA is doing a poll? After they
contaminated the public with these false claims of transit time improvements? Nothing about
this experiment was professional, it has been mis-managed, and it should be stopped.

Sincerely
Glenn Urban
Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
END
Thank you. Liz
Liz Brisson
Major Corridors Planning Manager
Liz.Brisson@sfmta.com
415.701.4791
www.sfmta.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glenn Urban
Brisson, Liz
Consulting Firm Commentary
Friday, February 03, 2017 1:14:56 PM

Letter L-120.4

LizI just fielded a call from a consulting firm that has done work with
numerous BRT installs. She was referred to me by someone at a certain
Transit Authority that will remain anonymous for the time being. She was
calling me based upon a conversation I had with this Transit Authority
employee a few weeks ago, on top of one I had with this same employee
almost a year ago.
She was interested in talking with me because of what she had heard
second hand from said Transit Authority person about how the red
coloring of transit lanes was creating a problem for some business
owners in San Francisco. As an employee of a consulting company
working on various BRT projects, she said they had recently attended a
symposium where the red coloring for transit lanes was presented as
"cutting edge", yet, the people in the company she works for had no idea
who had vetted this concept. She said later, at their office, they started
discussing this red paint, and the question was, "Where did this come
from?"..and "Has this concept been approved at the state and federal
level?"...and then one person said they know where it is coming from...I
interrupted her..I said the ONLY place it is coming from is the NACTO
Urban Street Design Guide and a lame experiment out of New York. She
said, "Exactly"...
I gave her my interpretation of the NACTO pamphlet..it is a pamphlet
designed by a bunch of public transit people that are trying to supercede
state and federal law. She agreed.
This consultant reiterated that they use other methods as part of their
demarcation to discern 24/7 transit lanes, BAT lanes, and mixed use
transit lanes from standard mixed use lanes. She understood and agreed
that putting down red paint in front of businesses was going to hurt said
businesses.
The adjectives used by her to describe the SFMTA included one that really
stuck with me. "Arrogant."
When I went over the history of this red color experiment, beginning with
the SFMTA suggesting cars would access our site from the middle lane of
Geary Blvd back in November of 2015, she looked up the Cook
Street/Geary Blvd intersection on Google Earth and started laughing.
I have a quote from a guy from the CTCDC who told me that it is

unfortunate that Caltrans has endorsed the NACTO Urban Street Design
Guide, because half of the stuff in there has not even gotten to the
experimental stage for traffic control devices. The fact that Dustin White
quoted the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide as a reason for the SFMTA
having the right to expand their experiment west of Geary Blvd back in
2016 is just one more example of the fantasy world the SFMTA lives in.
It is as if the SFMTA has forgotten that this is an experiment. The NACTO
Urban Street Design Guide is a NOTHING document that has ZERO legal
authority.
Corey and I and other business and property owners are going to
continue to fight this red paint concept, as it MAKES NO SENSE to put it
in the right hand lane next to businesses that need unencumbered
vehicle access in order to survive. To be specific, there should not be any
red paint between Masonic and Palm. Period. Those lanes should be part
time transit lanes AT MOST. Based upon the results of the SFMTA's own
data collections for the red lane experiment, bus travel times goals of the
Hybrid design for the GEARY BRT would NOT CHANGE if those lanes are
peak time, and not painted. The data is there in black and white. It is a
concept the SFMTA has refused to consider so far.
How about this? Hire a DIFFERENT CONSULTING FIRM who KNOWS
SOMETHING ABOUT PROPER BRT DESIGN, and QUIT PUSHING FOR 24/7
LANES PAINTED RED IN A CONCENTRATED RETAIL AREA (BETWEEN
PALM AND MASONIC) THAT IS OUTSIDE OF THE CORE DOWNTOWN
AREA?
The Mission Street debacle is not over. It is still my goal to get the red
paint off of Mission Street.
Also, I remind you again, that surveying riders who the SFMTA has
already lied to about travel time savings is just another example of
controlling public opinion by not telling them the truth. Instead of relying
on the technical merits of this experiment, which are the ONLY items the
CTCDC should be concerned with, the SFMTA is trying to figure out a way
to sell this "experiment" to the Committee by introducing "feelings" of
riders. So we are going to be very thorough with our letter to the
CalTrans Director and with each member of the CTCDC to make sure they
KNOW that the travel times of the buses were mis-represented; the
"compliance" part of the experiment has been grossly mis-represented,
and finally, I am now digging into the safety claims to see if those have
been mis-represented as well. If this experiment survives the CTCDC and
is allowed to expand - because unfortunately some of you are sort of
joined at the hip due to the nature of your chosen field - we will
challenge it in court. If we are forced to do that, and if we are successful
to kill off the red coloring, all the downtown red paint that I could care
less about will be in jeopardy as well. But because no one at the SFMTA
ever seems to think things through in a logical process, that is a risk the

SFMTA probably never thought of.
Instead of alienating the business community, the SFMTA should be
working with it.
Sincerely,
Glenn
Glenn Urban
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
(925) 785-6198

Letter L-120.5

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Glenn Urban
Brisson, Liz
Amiri, Wahid; Colin Dentel-Post; Reiskin, Ed; Elliott, Kate; vijay.talada@dot.ca.gov; Korth Kevin (FHWA);
kevin.sylvester@dot.gov; David W. Dipple; David Heller; Kirschner David (FHWA); bahadori.hamid@aaacalif.org; Paul Kozakiewicz; Henry Karnilowicz; Starz928; Celaya, Caroline; Eric Cordoba; Caltrans. Director Dot.
Ca. Gov
https://www.sfmta.com/about-sfmta/blog/red-transit-only-lanes-work-two-new-studies-show-their-benefits
Wednesday, April 19, 2017 1:27:35 PM

LizOnce again, the SFTMA continues to put forth lies about the red lanes as they have done in this article
as linked:
Red Transit-Only Lanes Work: Two New Studies Show Their Benefits

Red Transit-Only Lanes Work: Two New
Studies Show Their Benefits
It may come as no surprise that using red paint to highlight transitonly lanes causes fewer drivers to violate ...

There is nothing stated in this article that is true about the red lanes. The measurements along Mission
Street have nothing to do with red lanes. That transit lane was installed and painted red at the same
time. The resulting statistics have everything to do with the elimination of a lane of car traffic in each
direction, and nothing to do with red paint. The SFMTA could have done a before and after comparison
on Mission with unpainted vs painted transit lanes, but they did not! The claims by the SFMTA are
bogus and not true. The claims of traffic slowing but the red lanes keeping bus travel times the
same may or may not have to do with the fact it is a transit lane and not because it was painted red.
The SFMTA does everything it can to make things go in their favor. There is NO DATA supporting this
claim.
There is no mention of the fact bodily injury accidents are UP 54% on 3rd Street, after the installation
of red coloring, a FACT that was included in the summary report for the red lanes put out by the
SFMTA themselves. I have the data. I have the proof. This article is a LIE.
Either take it down, or our lawyer will contact you to take it down. This is a blatant attempt at misrepresenting safety data as well as performance data of red lanes.

Sincerely,
Glenn Urban

Shell Car Wash
3035 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118
(925) 785-6198

7/13/2017

SFCTA Mail - [GearyBRT] Geary BRT

Letter L-121

Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Geary BRT
Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>
To: David Varnum <davidvarnum@earthlink.net>
Cc: GearyBRT <GearyBRT@sfcta.org>

Mon, May 22, 2017 at 9:40 AM

Dear Mr. Varnum,
Thank you for sharing your concern regarding the Geary BRT project design.
Enhancing transit and pedestrian safety in the corridor are the primary objectives of the project. I would like to emphasize
that we do not expect the proposed change to the project design between 26th Avenue and 28th Avenue to diminish the
benefits of the project to transit riders or people walking. In fact, the change would extend the center-running bus-only
lane for one additional block in the outbound direction. Center-running bus lanes benefit from fewer conflicts with other
vehicles than side-running lanes, since they keep buses fully separated from vehicles parking, loading, or making right
turns. So while this proposed design change did arise from concerns about parking and loading expressed by
stakeholders in the area, we think this change is an opportunity for a win-win on all sides.
Thanks again for sharing your feedback,
Colin
Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Fri, May 19, 2017 at 11:13 PM, David Varnum <davidvarnum@earthlink.net> wrote:
To Whom It May Concern:
This project is being nickel-and-dimed to death by NIMBYS all along the corridor. Preserving parking spaces SHOULD
NOT be a priority of Geary BRT. Indeed, the whole point of enhanced transit on Geary is to get people OUT of their
cars—thus requiring fewer parking places. The interests of automobile drivers are counterproductive to this project,
and should not be prioritized.
—David Varnum
San Francisco

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=iufS2U4Cs3s.en.&view=pt&msg=15c3107f1e7bea8c&q=varnum&qs=true&search=quer…
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Letter L-122.1
Given the concern we heard about wait times at the meeting, we will be working with SFMTA to look at future
service frequency options with that consideration in mind. As we noted, the other improvements that will come
with the BRT project, such as the transit-only lane, will help improve service reliability so that you can be more
confident that buses will arrive at their scheduled intervals.

Thanks again for providing your input on the Geary BRT project, and we will keep you informed as the process
moves forward.
Best,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
Authorily

415.522.4836

On Wed, Apr 20, 2016

al l0:07 AM, Gary Vondran <REDACTED> wrote:

To....Colin Dentel-Post,
At the Sequoias meeting the objection to SFMTA/SFCTA plans to eliminate the 38R rapid stop at Laguna was
ovenivhel mingly unanimous.

You pointed out ride times, but what about Luguna-stop riders WAIT times?
Since Laguna stop is sandwiched between very busy transfer points of VanNess and Fillmore, overcrowding
and full buses are common where a rider (like me) must wait for the next bus. ft is very disappointing not to
board arriving buses. Many times while waiting for the second or third bus, one gets a feeling of rejection, and
negative thoughts about the reliability of the whole Muni bus system.
Don't forget your rider's sense of joy in seeing 38 & 3BR bus stop and boarding Muni.
Keeping the 38R stop at Laguna would only add a fraction of a second to the daily average ride time.
So....Please revise plans to keep Rapid 3BR stops at Luguna.
Keep me posted, Gary Vondran

From: Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-pos
To: Gary Vondran <REDACTED>
Cc: GearyBRT <geafyþrt@sfclaOfg>, lgpetty
<REDACTED>, london.breed@sfgov.org, Marl ayne Morgan

<REDACTED>
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] Keep 38R stop at Luguna
Date: Fri, 22 Apr 2016 18:40:26 -0700

Mr. Vondran,
Thank you for your input on the Geary Bus Rapid Transit project and the proposal to retain
Laguna as a local-only stop. We did hear from the meeting at the Sequoias that the primary
concern from attendees was about the wait times to board a bus at Laguna without Rapid service.
To clarify the data we presented at the meeting, the changes to travel times from the Laguna stop
with the BRT project do include the difference in average wait times for riders who need to
board a local bus at Laguna. On average, the increase in wait time would be less than2 minutes,
although with current local schedules it could be as much as I minutes in the event that you were
to just miss a bus. Rapid riders traveling past Laguna would each save 30 seconds (the time it
takes the bus to stop).
Given the concern we heard about wait times at the meeting, we will be working with SFMTA to
look at future service frequency options with that consideration in mind. As we notedo the other
improvements that will come with the BRT project, such as the transit-only lane, will help
improve service reliability so that you can be more confident that buses will arrive at their
scheduled intervals.
Thanks again for providing your input on the Geary BRT project, and we
as the process moves forward.
Best,

Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner

San Francisco County Transportation Authority
'1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

will

keep you informed

Letter L-122.2
From: Gary Vondran
Date: Tue May 03 2016 00:14:26 cMT+0530 (tST)
Subject: Re: Keep 38R stop at Luguna
To: Colin Dentel-Post
Colin,

Sincere thanks for looking into lmproving Laguna Stop service......it will please the majority resident riders
who rely on Muni 2417 all365 days/year.
Please let me know of BRT PROJECT revisions that make Laguna stop more rider friendly.
Gary Vondran

Friday, April 29, 2016, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-oost@sfcta.orq>

wrote:

Mr. Vondran,
Please see my responses to your additional questions below in blue.
Thank you,

Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Sun, Apr 24,2016 al8:00 PM, Gary Vondran <REDACTED> wrote

To...Colin Dentel-Post,
Appreciate your prompt reply. Several questions remain:
1) would the actual ride and 38R design data be available to the public? lf so, please email

I'm not sure exactly what you're looking for here. The draft environmental document for the project is available
online, andChapter 3.3 focuses on transit analysis. See, for example, page 3.3-10, which shows transit
boardings by stop along the route.

2) what are the percentages of SF residents vs. non-residents ride 38 & 38R? or your Professional estimate?

We do not have data on what proportion of Geary bus riders live in SF. I would expect that the substantial
majority are, and will continue to be, San Francisco residents.

3) would it be possible to swap one of the 25 other 38R stops to maintain equal Laguna-stop, rapidJoop
time? Fact sheet shows rapid stop at Kearny within a block (easy walking distance) of two other rapid stops

We don't see other opportunities to do this. We did consider consolidating stops in the Union Square/downtown
area (e.g. Kearny), but because ridership is very high at all of those stops and pedestrian traffic is high,
eliminating one or more could result in excessive sidewalk crowding at the others.

4) what are the actual Laguna-stop, rider-wait times now? .....compared to design local-only 38 service?

Currently, local buses arrive about every 7-10 minutes during the day, while Rapid buses arrive about every 4-6
minutes (average wait times would be half the frequency). Service frequency would improve with the project.
The assumed future local frequency with the project in the draft environmental document released last fall is
about every 5.5-7.5 minutes, but as I noted previously, we're working with SFMTA to take another look at that
future frequency given what we've heard.

I am very grateful

for many Geary route improvements, and hope you take a closer look at rider concerns to

retain 38R stop at Laguna.
Sincerely, Gary Vondran

On Friday, Apri|22,2016, Colin Dentel-Post<colin.dentel-post@sfcta.org>wrote
Mr. Vondran,

Thank you for your input on the Geary Bus Rapid Transit project and the proposal to retain Laguna as a localonly stop. We did hear from the meeting at the Sequoias that the primary concern from attendees was about
the wait times to board a bus at Laguna without Rapid service.
To clarify the data we presented at the meeting, the changes to travel times from the Laguna stop with the BRT
project do include the difference in average wait times for riders who need to board a local bus at Laguna. On
average, the increase in wait time would be less than 2 minutes, although with current local schedules it could
be as much as 8 minutes in the event that you were to just miss a bus. Rapid riders traveling past Laguna
would each save 30 seconds (the time it takes the bus to stop)'

Letter L-122.3
From: Gary Vondran
Date: Tue May 03 2016 00:14:26 cMT+0530 (tST)
Subject: Re: Keep 38R stop at Luguna
To: Colin Dentel-Post
Colin,

Sincere thanks for looking into lmproving Laguna Stop service......it will please the majority resident riders
who rely on Muni 2417 all365 days/year.
Please let me know of BRT PROJECT revisions that make Laguna stop more rider friendly.
Gary Vondran

Friday, April 29, 2016, Colin Dentel-Post <colin.dentel-oost@sfcta.orq>

wrote:

Mr. Vondran,
Please see my responses to your additional questions below in blue.
Thank you,

Colin

Golin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Sun, Apr 24,2016 al8:00 PM, Gary Vondran <REDACTED> wrote

To...Colin Dentel-Post,
Appreciate your prompt reply. Several questions remain:
1) would the actual ride and 38R design data be available to the public? lf so, please email

I'm not sure exactly what you're looking for here. The draft environmental document for the project is available
online, andChapter 3.3 focuses on transit analysis. See, for example, page 3.3-10, which shows transit
boardings by stop along the route.

Letter L-123.1

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] KEEP Geary 38R stop at Laguna
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From:
Date: Tue Jan 03 2017 16:28:30 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] KEEP Geary 38R stop at Laguna
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: SF Square board

To Citizens Advisory Committee and SF County Transportation Authority,

I strongly object to the discontinuation of the Laguna bus stop for the 38Rapid. My neighbors
and I rely on Rapid service when we ride the 38. There is a high density of people living in
apartment buildings in the Geary and Laguna area who need Rapid as well as local service.

Laguna Street provides a relatively level street for access to the 38R within an area that is hilly
with a long slope on Geary Blvd. The 38R needs to be kept for all the people who use it, but
especially for those with limited walking capabilities.

Many rely on the 38R. Cultural events draw hundreds of tourists and city resident to Japantown.
Residents going to work, shopping, medical appointments, etc. need reliable and speedy bus
service. People from schools and churches need the 38R bus line.

Keep the 38Rapid at Laguna and Geary for all of us.

Linda Walsh
St Francis Square Coop resident

cc: St Francis Square Board
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Letter L-123.2

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

Petitions to KEEP 38Rapid at LAGUNA bus stop
lwalsh@igc.org <lwalsh@igc.org>
Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 11:57 AM
ReplyTo: lwalsh@igc.org
To: Aaron Peskin <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, David Campos <David.Campos@sfgov.org>, Eric Mar
<Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org>, Jane Kim <Jane.Kim@sfgov.org>, John Avalos <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, Katy Tang
<Katy.Tang@sfgov.org>, London Breed <London.Breed@sfgov.org>, Malia Cohen <Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org>, Mark Farrell
<Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org>, Norman Yee <Norman.Yee@sfgov.org>, "Reiskin,Ed (MTA)" <ed.reiskin@sfmta.com>,
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: Marlayne Morgan <marlayne16@gmail.com>, Paul Wermer <paul@pwsc.com>, Robert Hamaguchi
<bobhama330@gmail.com>, "Smith,Suzanne" <suzathome@comcast.net>, Mary Gassert <marygassert@yahoo.com>,
Gary Vondran <glvondran@gmail.com>, Lgpetty <lgpetty@juno.com>, Teresa Schnabel <tvschnabel@aol.com>, Melinda
Lavalle <melindalavalle@aol.com>, Patrick Carney <pat724car@gmail.com>, Jason Russell <jasrussell@deloitte.com>,
"Gabriel Gregoratos (ggregoratos@comcast.net)" <ggregoratos@comcast.net>, Fran Johns <fjohns33@mindspring.com>,
Kathie Cheatham <KCheat4349@aol.com>, SF Square board <board@sfsquare.org>
This email has attachment with the Petitions to Save 38RAPID at LAGUNA St..

Linda Walsh and other residents from St Francis Square Coop
(located between Geary, Laguna, Ellis, and Webster streets)
AND workers, visitors, tourists, and residents who RELY on the 38RAPID
Original Message
From: lwalsh@igc.org
Sent: Jan 5, 2017 11:32 AM
To: Aaron Peskin , David Campos , Eric Mar , Jane Kim , John Avalos , Katy Tang , London Breed , Malia
Cohen , Mark Farrell , Norman Yee , Scott Wiener , "Reiskin,Ed (MTA)" , colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org,
gearybrt@sfcta.org
Cc: Marlayne Morgan , Paul Wermer , Robert Hamaguchi , "Smith,Suzanne" , Mary Gassert , Gary Vondran ,
Lgpetty , Teresa Schnabel , Melinda Lavalle , Patrick Carney , Jason Russell , "Gabriel Gregoratos
(ggregoratos@comcast.net)" , Fran Johns , Kathie Cheatham , SF Square board
Subject: Petitions to KEEP 38Rapid at LAGUNA bus stop
Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4

San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA)
Public Meeting, City Hall, 2:00 p.m.

Geary Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)

Re: Discontinuation of Geary and Laguna 38Rapid (38R) bus stop

To the SFCTA and CAC:

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597036006779527&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 1/4
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There are many people who are dismayed and upset about the plans to discontinue the 38Rapid bus
stop at Geary and Laguna. We are attaching 102 signatures of people opposing this. The text of the
petition and comments follow this letter.

Many of us residents who live near Geary and Laguna did not know about this planned discontinuation
of the bus stop until very recently. Many bus riders were also surprised to learn the news.

Too many organizations and residents in this densely populated area depend on this 38RAPID bus
stop at LAGUNA. In this hilly area, people walk to the stop from fairly level blocks around it. People
with disabilities, as well as others with limited mobility, have the right to access a rapid bus. Also, there
is a high percentage of seniors near this intersection. Workers in Japantown and residents in the
neighborhood rely on rapid service. One petitioner rides the 38R then continues on to Oakland. Other
Bay Area residents park in the Japantown garage, then take the 38R to work. Do not discount the fact
that we also need to go outbound (west) rapidly.

We collected signatures on these petitions from people who do not want to see the 38R eliminated at
Laguna. For each signature, there could easily be10 friends and family members who were not
available to sign.

Thank you for considering our input. As we all know, public transit is for the public, those of us who rely
on RAPID transit to get to work, appointments, school, places of worship, Japantown, the Chinese
Consulate, and the YMCA  all at this one bus stop.

Thank you,

Linda Walsh and other residents from St Francis Square Coop
(located between Geary, Laguna, Ellis, and Webster streets)
AND workers, visitors, tourists, and residents who RELY on the 38RAPID

Attachments: 18 pages with 102 signatures
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PETITION TO SAVE the 38‐RAPID Bus Stop at LAGUNA ST.
January 2016
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597036006779527&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 2/4
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To:
Geary BRT Ci zens Advisory Council and
San Francisco County Transit Authority (SFCTA)
From:
Concerned Users of the Geary and LAGUNA bus stop for the
38‐Rapid Geary (38‐R Geary) bus
We ask that the 38‐Rapid Geary (38‐R) bus stop be retained at Geary Blvd and Laguna
Street. The long stretch of Geary without a 38‐R stop eﬀec vely denies an en re
neighborhood of Rapid or Express service. We will be forced onto local buses which run
less frequently and have longer route mes.
The Laguna bus stop serves the following:
 Mul ple senior housing
developments

 Public housing
developments

 High density housing communi es

 Japantown community
center

 Japantown businesses

 Kabuki Hotel

 Peace Plaza fes vals

 YMCA

 Sacred Heart Cathedral High School

 Rosa Parks Elementary
School

 Chinese Consulate

 Many churches and temples

The Fillmore and Van Ness 38‐R stops are not a feasible alterna ve because of the distance
and hilly terrain. This is par cularly diﬃcult for the high number of seniors who live in the
area. SFMTA has a responsibility to provide quality bus service for all residents, workers,
and visitors in the neighborhood.

~~~~~Addi onal Comments from residents~~~~~
The 38R is important to Seniors who are frequent riders and need safe and efficient transport. Being
exposed to crime and bad weather for longer periods of wait [if only a local bus is available] makes no sense.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597036006779527&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 3/4
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The buses are to serve all segments of San Francisco!!
~~Prudence Parker

It may not be a concern of the transit authorities, but waiting longer times on the streets will increase the risk
to citizens of becoming victims of crime. Taking the 38 frequently, I don't recall any occasion where I have
seen a police officer on foot patrol in this area. Longer wait times would discourage some people from
venturing out, with particular cause for concern by seniors.
If Laguna is no longer a 38R stop, it will be a great inconvenience to everyone in St. Francis Square Co‐op,
where a considerable percentage of the residents are seniors.
~~ Ann Williams

Petitions to SAVE 38Rapid at LAGUNA.pdf
816K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=1597036006779527&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 4/4
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Letter L-124

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Sensible Transit Protests Rush to review Geary BRT Final EIR
Anne Ghou

<REDACTED>

Mon, Dec 12,2016 at 2:10 PM

To: "To:" <John.Avalos@sfgov.org>, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Fanell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,

Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org,
margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, camposstaff@sfgov.org
Cc: REDACTED, REDACTED, REDACTED
Dear Superuisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,

I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote at your December 13, 2016, meeting to postpone
yourconsideration of the Geary BRT Final ElRforat least 30 days afterthe currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on
January 5,2017.
Although the Transportation Authority delayed almost three months untilthis past Friday, December 9,2016, to make
public the Final EIR for the Geary BRT, it scheduled the vote to certify the FEIR for January 5, 2017. This unreasonably
leaves the public and your Board only 27 calendar days and only 17 working days to review and analyze a FEIR with
many new portions and information, as well as 870 pages of comments. And during this time, many interested members
of the publics well as Board members and staff will be traveling or othen¡vise engaged in holiday celebrations with family
and friends for Christmas, Hanukkah, and the NewYear.
During these 17 working days over the holidays, the Board must be able to review the FEIR and be able to say that the
FEIR reflects its independent judgment. The December 9 package contains a proposed Statement of Oveniding

Considerations. Thus, in addition to 870 pages of comments and responses, the reviewing Board members and your
staff as well as the public must evaluate the SFCTAs reasoning for oveniding the significant impacts which this
massive FEIR found could not be mitigated. ln addition, the recommended altemative has modifications to the Draft
ElR. Thus, in addition to the comments and responses and the reasoning for oveniding the conclusions, the Board
members and your staff as well as the public must understand a modified proposed altemative. And beyond the CEQA
document and findings, City regulations require certain findings and assessments. Non-CEQA findings have not been
publicized or reviewed. Again, how will the Board be able to review, digest and independently arrive at all these new
findings in only 17 working days?
ln short, this extremely abbreviated period overthe holidays is not enough time forthe Board to meaningfully reviewand
understand this massive document and to honestly anive at the conclusion that the FEIR reflects its independent
professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this document.
And there is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15,2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare and issue the Final
EIR on December 9, 2016. Release at the holidays with a certification vote 17 working days later is not fair to the
public, wtro would like to celebrate the holidays and see family and friends, not "cram" for a January 5, 2017, hearing.
This period of review is just too shoft for the public and the Board to adequately review the Final ElR.

ln addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be swom in until after the January 5,2017, SFCTA
meeting, thus denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member on
this critical District One issue.

At your December 13, 2016, meeting, please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at least 30 days
after the cunently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.
Sincerely,
Thank you

Anne Wang
Email: REDAGTED
1t2

Letter L-125

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] 38R Muni stop on Geary and Laguna
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: Eric Wang
Date: Tue Jan 03 2017 13:31:45 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] 38R Muni stop on Geary and Laguna
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Hi Muni,
I have been a resident at 66 Cleary Court for close to 3 years now. Each day our family rely on 38R for commute,
meetings, running errands across the city. The convenience of 38R is the main reason that we did not have a car for
over 2 years and even now that we have a car, we only drive it during weekends for out of town trips. The 38R stop on
Geary and Laguna is very important to the communities around Japantown, including Cleary Courts, St Francis,
Sequoia, etc. This area has a very high density. Many of the buildings either are senior and retirement communities or
have many senior residents who spends on the 38R as the main transportation mean. Taking away the 38R stop would
make their livelihood much more difficult.
Please reconsider removing the 38R stop on Geary and Laguna st. We sincerely appreciate your understanding.
Best regards,
Eric
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Letter L-126

Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>

[GearyBRT] Approve Geary BRT
'Clare Watsky' via GearyBRT <gearybrt@sfcta.org>
Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 12:52 PM
ReplyTo: Clare Watsky <cmwatsky@yahoo.com>
To: John.Avalos@sfgov.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, gearybrt@sfcta.org

Dear San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board Member:
I write to you today to urge you to vote in favor of the Staff Recommended Alternative for the Geary Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) project and to approve the project’s Final Environmental Impact Report at your hearing on January 5th. Geary
BRT is more than a transit project. The project will greatly benefit everyone who uses Geary, including families, people
with disabilities, residents, small business workers, students, and visitors.
Geary BRT will significantly improve the safety of all those traveling through the area whether they travel by foot, car, or
bus and those benefits cannot be ignored. The project has been delayed for long enough. It’s time for Geary BRT to
move forward so that critical improvements can finally be to made to this important connection for our city. Please
approve Geary BRT.
Thank you for your time.
Clare Watsky

32 year resident of the Richmond District

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cca8e4a775&jsver=lEZPUTRTfxI.en.&view=pt&msg=159706784ea30bba&cat=GBRT_Comments_PostFEIR&searc… 1/1

Letter L-127

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] No on GearyBRT
colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: steve.stamos@sfcta.org

Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 9:09 PM

Forwarded using MultiForward Chrome Extension
From: REDACTED
Date: Fri Dec 30 2016 08:10:20 GMT+1100 (AEDT)
Subject: [GearyBRT] No on GearyBRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
This project will only speed up the bus line, but will create much more of a negative impact for the entire Richmond
district. So many Parking spaces will be lost during construction and after completion. Thinking of the economical
impact of this project for the Richmond, less parking means less people shopping or dining. I've lived in the Outer
Richmond my entire 36 years of my life. I am more than familiar with riding the 38 and driving along Geary. I take the
38R round trip to work in the financial district 5 days a week. I drive everywhere else. Parking on Geary from 27th ave to
arguello is scarce as it is. I can't imagine a family of 3 taking muni to shops on Geary because there is a lack of parking.
The family of four will just take the car and drive elsewhere like the Sunset. Honestly, that is what I will do if the
GearyBRT happens, I will frequent the Geary corridor less frequently. The negative financial impact for businesses on
Geary Blvd is greater than the need to save 810 minutes on a bus commute across town. I've noticed there are more
and more vacant spaces. I don't own a business in the Richmond District, but I do support the businesses whenever I
can. Instead of BRT maybe just create diamond/right turn only lanes. GearyBRT project should not happen Wesley
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Letter L-128

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] I Support the Geary BRT
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 12:41 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Patrick White <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:51 AM
Subject: [GearyBRT] I Support the Geary BRT
To: gearybrt@sfcta.org
Geary BRT Office,
I strongly support the Geary Blvd. BRT. It is truly needed. As a
homeowner and resident of the outer Richmond I have driven Geary and
ridden the 38 for many years. I am 69 years old born in SF and have
lived and worked here my whole life. This corridor truly needs the
BRT. To drive the Blvd now is like a maze dodging buses and confused
traffic. If you were to ride this bus, you would see just how many
people it serves and how it is often slowed by the congestion caused
by pulling in and out of stops. The situation is not good for either
autos or buses.
I think it is really a safety issue. This major transit corridor
needs some order. I think it would really improve the look and feel
of the areas it passes through as well.
I have been surprised by the amount of time it has taken to move on
this needed improvement. It seems obvious. I do understand hearing
the concerns of local businesses and I have attended related meetings.
I believe the process has been thoughtful and suggestions and concerns
integrated into the plan as it evolved. It is now time to move
forward and get it done and get us some relief out here.
Please support this important necessary improvement for the many
people of SF living on the Geary corridor.
Thank you,
Patrick White
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Letter L-129
From: Colin Dentel-Post
Date: Tue May 10 2016 00:13:53 GMT+0530 (lST)
Subject: Re: [GearyBRT] The Geary BRT idea is a great ideal
To: Daniel Wiener
Cc: GearyBRT

Mr. Wiener,

Thanks for your input! We'll make sure to keep you updated as the project progresses and on future public
meetings. We're currently expecting to request approval actions from the Transportation Authority Board and
SFMTA Board at public hearings this fall, so those will be key opportunities to share your views on the project.
Please feel free to stay in touch and let me know if you have any questions or suggestions about the project
Sincerely,
Colin

Colin Dentel-Post
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

On Wed, May 4,2016 at 10:38 PM, DanielWiener <REDACTED> wrote:

To whom it may concern,
I am

strongly in favor of the BRT on Geary. Please improve the public transit in the Richmond.

Thanks,
Daniel Wiener
A local citizen

Letter L-130

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Please defer vote on Geary BRT FEIR
Nancy Wuerfel <REDACTED>
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:53 AM
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org,
David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org,
REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org,
John.Avalos@sfgov.org, sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org,
REDACTED
Cc: REDACTED

Government people!
You cannot in good conscience consider the Geary BRT FEIR without requiring that the District 1
newly elected representative Sandra Fewer be part of the discussion. Also, the other newly
elected supervisors must be part of this historic decision that impacts ALL of San Francisco, since
the SFCTA and SFMTA will use this BOS decision to apply to other transit corridor
"improvements."
This meeting is a big deal and you know it. Please play fair and let the people who have to live
with this BRT plan be held accountable for the outcome!
Sincerely,
Nancy Wuerfel
District 4
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Letter L-131

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Fwd: [GearyBRT] Rapid Stop at Laguna
Colin DentelPost <colin.dentelpost@sfcta.org>
To: Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 4:19 PM

Colin DentelPost
Senior Transportation Planner
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.522.4836

 Forwarded message 
From: Michael Yezzi <REDACTED>
Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 4:02 PM
Subject: [GearyBRT] Rapid Stop at Laguna
To: GearyBRT@sfcta.org

To Whom It May Concern,

I am a senior citizen with limited mobility and I was very dismayed to learn that the bus stop at Laguna and Geary will no
longer be used for the Rapid bus line when the GearyBRT is fully implemented. I use the 38 daily for trips both downtown
and out to the Richmond district. I live at Cleary Court and Laguna and this stop has incredible convenience for
transportation in both directions on Geary. I understand the need to decrease transit time on the Geary line, but
removing the Rapid stop at this location means I must walk several blocks to either Fillmore or Van Ness if I want to
catch the Rapid line. In addition, on my return trip I would have to wait for a 38 regular which is typically very crowded
and I am unable to get a seat or again take the Rapid and walk to my home from Fillmore or Van Ness. I hope you
reconsider the use of the Laguna and Geary bus stop to include the Rapid line. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Michael Yezzi
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[GearyBRT] [San Francisco Gounty Transportation Authority] Geary Gorridor BRT
2 messages
REDACTED<REDACTED> To: gearybrt@sfcta.org

Mon, Aug 15,2016 at 5:01 PM

Hello gearybrt,
Timur Zeinapur (REDACTED) has sent you a message via your contact form
(http://www.sfcta.org/user/42lcontact) at San Francisco County ïranspoftation
Authority.

lf you dont want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings at
http: //wunv. sfcta. org/user/ 421 edit.

Message:
Hello,

I live on 6th Ave and have been taking the 38 downtovrnr and back for 4 years
now! I wanted to let you know how excited I am for the Geary Conidor BRT!
Woooo for publ ic trans portation

i

m

provements

!

Timur
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Letter L-133

Steve Stamos <steve.stamos@sfcta.org>

Geary BRT
Wed, Jan 4, 2017 at 10:58 AM
Arnie Zuckman <REDACTED>
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org, London.Breed@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org,
Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org, Katy.Tang@sfgov.org, David.Campos@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, kanishka.karunaratne@sfgov.org,
hillary.ronen@sfgov.org, REDACTED, REDACTED, jess.montejano@sfgov.org, conor.johnston@sfgov.org, margaux.kelly@sfgov.org, John.Avalos@sfgov.org,
sunny.angulo@sfgov.org, Dyan.Ruiz@sfgov.org, REDACTED

Dear Supervisors/Board Members of the SF County Transportation Authority,
I strongly urge you as members of the Transportation Authority to vote to postpone your consideration
of the Geary BRT Final EIR for at least 30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on
January 5, 2017.
We understand the Board of Supervisors, acting as County Authority, is poised to rush through a vote
on the approval of the Geary BRT at a January 6, 2017 meeting, immediately after the MTA Board
approves this monster. The new supervisors will barely have time to figure out how to set up their
computers and use their email before being asked to approve a $300350 million controversial budget
item.
This extremely abbreviated period over the holidays is not enough time for the Board to meaningfully
review and understand this massive document and to honestly arrive at the conclusion that the FEIR
reflects its independent professional opinion, as the Board is not allowed to just rubber stamp this
document.
There is no need to rush through the vote to certify the FEIR.
Although the draft EIR was published on September 15, 2015, it took nearly 15 months to prepare and
issue the Final EIR on December 9, 2016. Releasing the report during the holidays with a certification
vote 17 working days later is not fair to the public who would like to celebrate the holidays and see
family and friends, not “cram” for a January 5, 2017, hearing. This period of review is just too short for
the public and the Board to adequately review the Final EIR.
In addition, new District One Supervisor Sandra Fewer will not be sworn in until January 8, 2017, thus
denying District One representatives the vote by their newly elected Supervisor/SFCTA Board Member
on this critical District One issue.
At the next upcoming meetings please vote to postpone the vote on the Geary BRT FEIR for at least
30 days after the currently scheduled SFCTA meeting on January 5, 2017.
Sincerely,

Arnold Zuckman
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San Franciscans for Sensible Transit, Inc.
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Website: www.sfsensibletransit.org
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Why worry about Geary BRT ,
Aye?
We’re not on Geary! We’re Safe!
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Geary BRT construction is for 3 to 4-years.
BRT construction involves a 3-month, 3-block leap-frog construction zone
that will leave one lane in each direction with no on-street parking.
Do you think cars and buses in 3 opposing direction lanes can get squeezed
into 1 lane of opposing traffic?
Won’t the single lane Downtown be given to buses?
Where will all the Geary traffic go for 3 to 4-years?
Why isn’t there a published detour map? Could it be that Muni doesn’t want
you to know about the huge impact on where you live for 3 to 4-years?
Won’t traffic diverted from Geary have to go through residential
neighborhoods to parallel streets to get to Downtown destinations?
The more “All Stop” intersections on an avenue between Fulton and Lake
means that more detour/drive around traffic will be using it.
The moving construction traffic blockage will have drivers dodging the
diversions well in advance, likely not doing a slow return to Geary.
It is highly likely, given traffic miss-designs on Mission, that even after
completion of the BRT, drive around habits will continue.

What can you do?
*Join your neighbors in the effort to derail the juggernaut of Muni propaganda in
local City-wide press by supporting San Franciscans for Sensible Transit.

:::

www.sfsensibletransit.org
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*Recognize the Environmental Impact Review (EIR) approved by the Transit
th
Authority on January 5
was flawed It failed to truly disclose that the impact of
Muni’s war on private cars will bring a tidal wave of commuter cars onto the Street
where you live.
*The “Hybrid BRT Design” saves 10-minutes from the end point of the commute
th
near 48
Ave. to the Transbay hub (less time savings the closer you get to Van
Ness) using signal synchronization and fewer stops, things not even compared in
the “No Build” option that costs $300 million less.
*Let’s save $300 million and put it towards a solution that removes traffic from our
Street and doesn’t add even more traffic streams-

Support the Geary underground Muni Metro.
Spend forward to a better, less congested Geary!

San Franciscans for Sensible Transit, Inc.
rç
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P.O. Box 210119, San Francisco, CA-94121
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Sfsensibetransit.org

San Franciscans for Sensible Transit believes the advantage of the “NO BUILD” project is that all of the
improvements slated for the Hybrid design can be employed immediately without significant construction.
That means more buses, better traffic light synchronization and control, improved bus stops, tighter schedules
and repaving. The transportation planner testifying at the January 5th hearing admitted that the schedule
transit time (for the 38 Rapid) is equal to or better than what the BRT will provide when operating. And, we
get that without spending $300 million, and ripping up the center median of the boulevard. MUNI intends to
shorten transit time by cutting stops. That they can do tomorrow on the Geary 38 Rapid. They need more
buses for the Local, but those are funded. The project East of Masonic Avenue is not a BRT center lane and it
does not need to be West of Masonic. It’s that simple; and, we save $300 million for other transit needs.

Thanks for supporting SENSIBLE TRANSITI
David Hirtz, President

Robert F. Starzel, Secretary

David W. Dippel, Treasurer

Email us: info@sfsensibletransit.org

CutHere

San Franciscans for Sensible Transit, Inc.
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P.O. Box 210119, San Francisco, CA-94121
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Sfsensibletransit.org

Yes, I wish to make a difference toward good, smart transit growth by supporting San
Franciscans for Sensible Transit, Inc.

Donor Information

Check is enclosed payable to
San Franciscans for Sensible Transit, Inc.

Name:

Individual Membership ($25)

Address:

Business Sponsorship ($100)

City/State/Zip:

$

(other)

Phone or E-mail:
THANK YOU for supporting better transit in San Francisco.

Letter L-135

Steiner Street Bridge and RPD Facilties

To implement the Geary BRT, SFMTA plans to remove the existing bulb-out in front of Hamilton
Recreation Center, remove all parking directly in front of the center, and relocate the blue zone and
white passenger loading zone spaces on Steiner Street or farther west on Geary. SFMTA is currently
considering whether or not to remove the Steiner Street Bridge.
SFMTA has analyzed pedestrian use of the bridge, and found that most people cross in the crosswalk
at street level (75-95% use the crosswalk compared to using the bridge). The bridge is not ADA
compliant and will require extensive repairs at some point. RPD supports removing the bridge and
sees the following as benefits with bridge removal and challenges with maintaining the bridge.
Benefits from removing Steiner Street Bridge:






Maintain a 9 foot-wide sidewalk, which would:
o Maintain all existing trees in sidewalks, and
o Provide a wide enough sidewalk to be immediately next to a traffic lane for moving
Muni buses.
Remove visual impediments to Hamilton Recreation Center and Kimbell Field and create a
more welcoming connection to the Steiner St. edge for both facilities.
Add space for pedestrians and park users at both facilities along the Steiner St. edge.
Remove a hard-to-see area that creates space for undesirable uses.

Challenges with preserving the bridge:



Create an uncomfortable pedestrian situation with a narrow 6’ 6” sidewalk near the Steiner
Street intersection that may discourage use of the Hamilton Center.
Maintain a visual barrier to both parks that can encourage undesirable use and create an
uncomfortable space for park users to pass by.

Capital and Planning Unit, 30 Van Ness Ave., 3rd Floor | San Francisco, CA 94102 | www.sfrecpark.org

Letter L-136

GEARY
MERCHANTS
CATEGORY

GEARY MERCHANTS NARRATIVE

NARRATIVE RESPONSES

Priority topics

List of the material causes for the difference in
outcomes of transit times for the Hybrid and No Build
as of 2020 and 2035

There are several features in the Geary BRT project that would improve
operations, resulting in faster transit service in comparison to the no project
alternative. These features include red transit-only lanes from Market Street
to 33rd Avenue, signal upgrades, stop consolidation, and bus stop
improvements such as bus bulbs and center-boarding platforms. The busonly lanes, eliminating traffic conflicts, are the main source of reduced travel
times. Of these features the No-build Alternative only accounts for TSP,
other elements estimated to reduce travel times are part of the package of
BRT improvements includes in the build alternatives.

Priority topics

Whether the TSP system has been employed either
partially or in its entirety

Transit-signal priority (TSP) was installed at some intersections in 2005 and
the remaining in 2014 (see Travel Time White Paper distributed March 17,
Appendix A). TSP is active on the entire corridor. The Geary BRT project
would upgrade existing traffic signals with the latest TSP technology and
optimize bus stop locations to improve operations.

Priority topics

What projected effect will there be once the TSP
system is active throughout the corridor

TSP is active on the entire corridor and has resulted in only a modest change
in travel times because of increasing traffic congestion, on the Geary corridor
and citywide. New technology improves the reliability of the system and
when paired with transit-only lanes, and bus stop improvements offers
additional travel time and efficiency benefits. More details are available in the
in Travel Time White Paper distributed March 17, Appendix A.
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Priority topics

Can commute times only lanes be established or does
the County only buy red paint

The City has implemented both full-time and part-time transit-only lanes in
the past. The majority of transit-only lanes are full-time to reduce conflicts
between transit and other vehicles during all hours when transit operates.
Full-time transit-only lanes offer benefits to transit riders throughout the day,
not just for those who commute during peak hours. 60% of transit riders on
the Geary corridor board outside the peak commute hours. Full-time red
transit-only lanes are not required for federal funding, but red treatments can
improve compliance by providing a stronger visual cue to motorists. Red
transit-only lanes will continue to be installed on Muni’s Rapid Network,
including the Geary corridor.

Priority topics

What are the segment loads i.e. where people are
getting on and off and in what numbers – this is also
time-of-day sensitive. We heard in one meeting that
fewer than 50% of the passenger load came during
commute times and that during those hours many
passengers were on the locals or going only between
segments. This is a significant matter and the analysis
may be difficult. We would like whatever has been
done.

A recent analysis of fall 2015 Automated Passenger Counter (APC) daily
ridership data illustrates that along the 38 Geary bus routes, including the
local, rapid and express buses, 9% of riders (4,290) get on between 48th and
33rd avenues, 27% (13,665) get on between 33rd and Arguello avenues, 24%
(11,992) get on between Arguello and Gough streets, 34% (16,884) get on
between Gough and Market Streets, and 7% (3,487) get on between Market
Street and Transbay Terminal. Numbers of passengers exiting the bus by
segment are similar.

Priority topics

What are the segment transit times – this will only
produce useful information if the segments are
meaningfully defined and we have not been shown
how many segments have been analyzed and why they
were chosen. Perhaps that was because of the
passenger loads but we do not know that.

The segment analysis of travel times in the Environmental Document was
chosen to reflect existing transit-only lanes, future transit only-lanes and
center vs. side-running bus lanes. The segments in the Travel Time White
Paper were chosen based on APC time points. Refer to Travel Time White
Paper and Travel Time Powerpoint distributed March 17 (Appendices A and
B), and Appendix H the VISSIM Traffic and Transit Model Validation for
more information, this was reviewed at the March 15 modeling meeting.
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Priority topics
Given that too much maintenance has been deferred,
what is the element of capital vs maintenance assumed
in the project cost. Geary in parts has been poorly
maintained. That may also have been affecting transit
times.

Geary BRT is being coordinated with other citywide planned infrastructure
changes and repaving has been deferred to avoid costly rework. The rough
cost of repaving a typical city block is $400,000. After repaving there is a
five-year moratorium prohibiting further excavation or trenching, which
would constrain additional curb or utility treatments. The Geary BRT project
would include repaving mixed flow lanes between 10th and 28th Avenues as
well as between Van Ness and Masonic Avenues. Portions of these segments
would also be paved in the No-Build Alternative. See No-Build Alternative
handout, Appendix F (new document).

Priority topics

Are there any other projects or experiments in other
cities or counties around the country known to include
boulevards (since that is a highly inflammatory issue
with respect to the quality of life and the history and
culture of the Richmond)

BRT exists on boulevards in other cities throughout the United States
including Eugene (EmX) and Los Angeles (Wilshire BRT). Both Wilshire and
Franklin boulevards are commercial corridors with popular destinations and
institutions similar to those along Geary Boulevard. See Appendix G
Economic Effects of BRT (new document).

Priority topics

Economic impact analysis methodology has not had
full discussion.

The economic impact of Geary BRT cannot be quantified through modeling
or statistical software. The SFCTA and SFMTA are committed to learning
from existing projects in the City and throughout the U.S. to develop
effective construction mitigation strategies, see Appendix E Construction
Outreach and Mitigation Strategies reviewed at the March 2 meeting.)

Public process

That support for the Geary BRT is not based on
public need but is the result of then-Supervisor
McGoldrick’s desire to curry support from Rescue
Muni in 2003, and specifically to obtain their financial
support for his 2004 campaign.

The Geary transit corridor has over 50,000 daily riders making it the most
heavily-used bus corridor in the Bay Area, but service is often slow, crowded,
unreliable and in need of improvement. In 2003, City voters reauthorized
Proposition K to create additional funding for transportation projects. The
expenditure plan for Prop. K included BRT on the Geary corridor.

Public process

That the Geary BRT was incubated in a cloak of
Geary Street/Boulevard has been an important transit corridor since the
secrecy without public input or collaboration with
1880’s. In 1998, the passage of Proposition B established both a half-cent
merchants that would be affected. Moreover, that there sales tax and the Four Corridor Plan. This plan proposed creating rapid
3

were no public hearings concerning the insertion of
the Geary BRT project into Prop. K.

transit service along Third Street, Van Ness Avenue, Chinatown, and Geary
Boulevard. The voters reaffirmed their support for the Four Corridors Plan
with the passage of Proposition K in 2003 which extended the 1988 measure.
BRT was included as a more affordable and less disruptive alternative to light
rail.
The project has been shaped by hundreds of outreach meetings and the
Citizens’ Advisory Committee (CAC), which has included a diverse array of
local leaders, including David Heller, President of the Geary Blvd Merchants
Association. This platform has provided an open, public space for anyone to
participate.

Public process

That the 60 public meetings have given short shrift to
the merits of the alternative plans and have instead
been scripted presentations by SFCTA on its preferred
plan.

A feasibility study conducted in 2007, in addition to outreach in 2012 and
2013 contributed to the staff-recommended design in the Environmental
Document. All alternatives were considered based upon their merits and
environmental impacts. Ongoing outreach related to comments submitted
has resulted in additional changes, to ensure the final design benefits both
transit operations and the community.

Public process

That the above mentioned public meetings were not
held with informed, directly affected Richmond
residents and businesses. Most of the meetings were
held at locations far from the residences and business
of community members most likely to be affected.

The project team has hosted more than 50 meetings with community groups
all along the Geary corridor in the past three years, including meetings with
multiple Richmond community groups and local businesses. In addition, the
project team launched multiple social media campaigns. The project team will
continue to engage with groups all along the corridor, and where possible
meet with them in their neighborhood.

Public process

That the CTA and SFMTA have refused to consider
the public’s requests to evaluate the economic impact
of the Geary BRT on Geary merchants.

The project team compiled existing research evaluating BRT systems across
the United States including Eugene, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and New York.
Research indicates that BRT in all cities improved the local economies
adjacent to the transit corridors.
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The City cannot model the future economic impact of BRT, but continues to
learn from existing BRT systems and mitigation strategies for other
transportation project to lessen the potential impacts of construction. See
Appendices E and G for more details related to the economic effects of BRT
and mitigation strategies.
Public process

That there is a natural momentum created when an
agency has some funding, can reach more, and has had
on its planning lists a project for a considerable time. It
appears to those not in government that the Geary
BRT is less a necessary project and more one created
by a government agency because it started moving in
that direction. That fixation on a project represents an
unwanted inflexibility.

The Geary BRT project has been a proposed solution to rising travel
demands for over a decade. The current conditions of the corridor include
potholes, high collision rates for pedestrians and vehicles, and overcrowded
and unreliable transit. The project is currently only partially funded, and is
not a candidate for federal funding until the appropriate local, state and
federal agencies approve the project.

Public process

That the possibility of obtaining federal funds in a
substantial amount makes the No-Build option by
definition to be off the table, in spite of fact that the
public is ready to be satisfied by incremental
improvements as it has in the past.

The No-Build Alternative does not include any major safety or transit
improvements. See No-Build Alternative handout Appendix F, new
document. The implementation of the Geary BRT project would occur in
multiple phases, and phase 1 of the project would include near-term safety
and transit improvements between Market and Stanyan streets.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That consultants have been employed to be part of the
momentum favoring a government-imposed project
and to assure the adoption of the hybrid option.

The SFCTA, the current project lead, as a planning and funding agency hires
consultants because of their experience and expertise relating to specific
project elements and processes.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications

That consultants, who have been paid more than $7
million to word smith and sell a program, have
delivered a product which cannot be fully read and
absorbed and makes no sense to the public. And

State and federal law require an in-depth analysis of all potential
environmental impacts of transportation and land use projects. Various
subject matter experts are involved to ensure all impacts are adequately
identified and mitigated. The analysis required and detailed in the document
5

employees and
consultants

through this process the consultants have refused to
engage in debate, or to test project’s parameters and
thus cannot be trusted. Turning over the project to a
group of consultants means there is no debate that is
public.

is by necessity very complex, and can be difficult for the average person to
understand. The project team has made themselves available to review the
contents of the document with those interested and continues to do so
through the remainder of the environmental review period.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That the public has been excluded from the planning
process and consultants have engaged in a bewildering
obfuscation in an effort to hide facts and confuse the
public. And that the November 5 “public meeting”, at
which no questions could be asked nor answers
obtained, was the height of hubris and dismissive of
the public. Emblematic of the entire BRT process, at
the November 5th meeting, no interest was shown in or
respect for the public, and consultants engaged in a
one-way broadcast.

The project team has held more than 50 meetings with community groups all
along the Geary corridor in the past three years, and over 200 total. The
format and advertisement of the November 5 public comment meeting was
mandated by state and federal requirements as part of the environmental
review process. Staff were there to solicit written comments and answer any
questions related to the project and the project alternatives, a court reporter
was also at the meeting in addition to translators to record verbal comments.
Over 300 comments were submitted.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That there is no transparency in government since
persons in leadership policy positions have failed to
stand ready for discussion and debate on intricate
issues involved in this massive project.

Public input has played a significant role in shaping the project plan we see
today. Significantly less parking will be lost as a direct result of feedback from
merchants. More boarding stations have been included at the behest of
advocates for seniors and persons with disabilities. Other stations were
relocated based on localized needs and concerns. The current project
represents a balance between the needs of a diverse array of stakeholders
along the Geary corridor and the project benefits.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That the EIS/EIR does not reveal the extent to which
the MTA/SFCTA and their consultants went to
government agencies and departments to get their
views. And that designers failed to consult with

The planning and coordination of the Geary BRT project has been a citywide
effort led by the SFCTA in partnership with the SFMTA. All projects of this
size and magnitude require that all City departments are consulted.
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Planning, Police, Fire, Environment, Small Business,
and Bicycle subject matter experts.
Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That the City Planning Department’s Affordable
Housing Bonus Program planners and the Geary BRT
planners have failed to collaborate and understand the
interrelationships between the projects and the
consequences.

The Geary BRT project takes into account existing and planned zoning
regulations and changes. The project team has worked closely with relevant
city departments to better understand future zoning along the corridor. We
believe that a significant investment in the transportation corridor will be of
great benefit to future residential and commercial plans for the area.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That the Geary BRT planners have not incorporated
Vision Zero and related safety concepts into their
planning, and have not collaborated with the extended
City family and other subject matter experts on the
issue of Vision zero and the Geary BRT.

Geary Boulevard is a high-injury corridor and hosts some of the highest
collision rates in the City. Major project components are designed specifically
to address safety. The project team has worked closely with its Vision Zero
colleagues to ensure that work is complementary. Safety treatments are
incorporated into the project at almost every intersection to improve
visibility, calm traffic, and reduce walking distances when crossing the street.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That consultants and designers failed to harmonize
their work with the requirements of Transit First (as
now embodied in the Charter) and planning for
increased density and affordable housing along the
corridor.

By making transit a more attractive and accessible option through faster, safer
and more reliable service along the Geary corridor, the Geary BRT project
fits very well with the City’s Transit First policy initiative.

Tactics being used
by CTA/SFMTA
communications
employees and
consultants

That employees involved in Geary BRT planning and
consultants have not acknowledged or elucidated
MUNI’s history of staffing and equipment problems,
and have not factored such experience into formulas
used to estimate expected BRT performance
improvements.

The transit model used to evaluate the impacts of the Geary BRT project was
recently validated with 2015 APC data. See Travel Time White Paper
Appendix A, distributed March 17.
The planning and design of Geary BRT has always been in partnership with
SFMTA/Muni staff. SFMTA will be responsible for final design,
construction and implementation of Geary BRT, which includes operation
and maintenance.
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Major benefits
sought that have
already been gained

That the efficiencies obtained by the no build
alternative have been intentionally understated by the
CTA. Table 10-2 shows the BRT performance for a
no-build scenario would be 54 minutes. With the
improvements already made, MUNI has reduced the
transit time to 44 or 45 minutes according to schedules
currently published.

A recent analysis of transit travel times indicates improvements invested in
the Geary corridor between 2012 and 2014 resulted in modest travel time
improvements of less than one minute, due mainly to the red color treatment
on downtown segments.

Major benefits
sought that have
already been gained

That the efficiencies promised by the Geary BRT have
already been achieved. The same table 10-2 shows the
goal of the Hybrid alternative to be approximately the
same as the times already achieved.

Recent Muni Forward improvements resulted in modest travel time
reductions, but without corridor wide changes travel times would get
increasingly worse as congestion increases. By 2020, the proposed project
would improve bus travel times, relative to no project conditions, by 8-10
minutes. See above and refer to Travel Time Presentation Appendix B
distributed March 17, for additional details.

Major benefits
sought that have
already been gained

That the Geary BRT program has a foundation in
outdated and unreliable data, and assumptions based
on same.

The travel time model was recently validated with 2015 APC data.

Major benefits
sought that have
already been gained

That the expenses incurred to achieve the improved
transit times to date make the Hybrid option a colossal
waste of money. The questions in the minds of
residents is why would we spend $300 million to gain a
few minutes for a limited number of riders.

The $300 million BRT price tag includes, in addition to transit benefits,
roadway and streetscape improvements, pedestrian safety upgrades, new
utilities, more bus station amenities and improved landscaping.

Project goals
benefiting a small
group to detriment
of quality for larger
group.

That the Geary BRT benefits are illusory and few will
actually benefit. The primary goal is to reduce transit
times measured by the length of the entire 38 line. Of
the approximately 55,000 riders on all 38 buses every
day, on a “small percentage” (thought to be at most a
few thousand) are within the target commuter group.

The Geary BRT project package of corridor improvements would benefit all
road users on the Geary corridor including over 50,000 daily riders.

The model uses PM peak travel times 4-7 PM and the current schedules are
consistent with the reported existing travel times during this time period.

Moreover, reliability improvements along any section of the corridor improve
the reliability for every rider along the route.
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Project goals
benefiting a small
group to detriment
of quality for larger
group.

That since the primary segment for riders in the
Richmond will be found between 25th Avenue and
Fillmore, the benefits of the Geary BRT become
inconsequential.

The majority of proposed transit improvements are west of Van Ness
between Van Ness and 35th avenues. The Richmond District, as part of the
staff-recommended design would have center-running BRT lanes. Centerrunning BRT eliminates all traffic conflicts and offers the most benefits to
transit riders.

Project goals
benefiting a small
group to detriment
of quality for larger
group.

That the fact the EIS/EIR does not contain a segment
analysis to permit thorough understanding of the
benefits of the largest number of riders is by design
and intended to suppress the high cost/low benefit of
the project, and to hide this fact from the public.

The Environmental Document includes segmented corridor data for many
project effects, such as parking. Additional segmented data, e.g. travel times,
was distributed to the group at the March 17 meeting, see Appendices B and
C.

Project goals
benefiting a small
group to detriment
of quality for larger
group.

That there will never be more local service buses or
better utilization since there will be more traffic over
time vying for transportation space on a more
constricted corridor.

By making transit a more attractive and accessible option, conditions will
improve for riders and all road users as more people choose to take transit.
Also, the prospect of increased traffic highlights the need to give transit its
own space and improve service for the long run.

The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That planners have ignored the safety risks of transit
riders who cross lanes of traffic to get to and from bus
stops. With bus stops in the center of the Boulevard,
riders must cross the street halfway to board a bus or
return to the sidewalk after leaving the bus platform.
Likewise, platforms may become congested and
disorganized, and thus unsafe, due to “all door
boarding.”

Center boarding islands improve efficiency and exist on several corridors
already including Market and Church streets. Center boarding islands do not
increase traffic exposure to riders making a round trip on transit. They
require transit riders to walk across half the street on both the inbound and
outbound trip, rather than the full street in one direction and none of the
street in the other. The status quo is unsafe, as passengers need to walk
through parked cars, navigate into the street, or off-board in street lanes
because of insufficient capacity at existing curbside bus stops.

The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That the Hybrid option reduces the amount of lost
parking spaces by providing parallel parking. This
necessitates the opening of car doors into traffic.
Bicyclists and car drivers will be put at greater risk of

Parallel parking preserves both traffic capacity and parking while also
providing a transit lane. Parallel parking exists on the majority of the corridor,
only parking west of Park Presidio would be impacted by the change.
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accident. Slanted parking and wider streets reduces
those risks.
The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That planners are out of touch with current traffic and
parking issues in the neighborhoods on and around the
Boulevard.

The project team has relied on many field observations and input from
community meetings in its analysis. Members of the team ride transit, drive,
dine and visit destinations along the Geary corridor. In addition, some
staffers live in the Richmond district and experience current conditions daily.

The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That the Geary BRT (both during construction and in
later operations) will cause such a significant changes
to traffic patterns and vehicle operator behavior such
that both safety and the quality of neighborhood life
will be diminished.

The City is developing construction mitigation strategies to lessen the impacts
of construction on businesses and residents (see Appendix E Construction
Outreach & Mitigation Strategies distributed March 2). The SFMTA would
survey and conduct door-to-door outreach to every property fronting the
Geary corridor to help shape the construction phasing. The City believes that
the Geary BRT package of corridor improvements would benefit everyone,
and improve the commute and quality of life of business owners, resident
and visitors alike.

The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That the Geary BRT planners have not fully evaluated
or qualified the potential effects of Geary BRT
construction and operations on pedestrian and traffic
safety.

The environmental document fully evaluates construction impacts, but
typically the impacts of construction are temporary and blocks would only be
impacted a few months at a time. During construction the SFMTA would
work with local businesses and the Office of Economic and Workforce
development to encourage activity and maintain accessibility during the
construction period.

The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That the Geary BRT hybrid option, and specifically the
inability of buses to pass one-another in center lanes, is
a fundamental flaw that portends safety and efficiency
shortcomings that have not been fully considered.

This is not included in the design because it is not necessary. Buses would
not pass each other where there are center-running lanes because local, rapid
and express buses would all stop at the same bus stops. Where there is siderunning transit rapid buses can freely pass local buses.
The hybrid option reduces parking loss because it does not require passing
lanes, in addition to other transit benefits.
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The Hybrid build
and safety hazards

That one double parked truck, a small collision or a
simply a vehicle backing into a parallel parking space
will disrupt the entire transit corridor. Human
responses to such issues, such as road rage and
speeding on alternative east/west streets, create
significant risk for the public.

With BRT, drivers would have two travel lanes in each direction and would
not have to deal with weaving buses, making Geary easier to navigate. In
addition, these type of behaviors also disrupt transit, and that’s why the staffrecommended design includes a dedicated right-of-way for the bus, and
where possible center-running transit lanes to completely separate the bus
from traffic conflicts.

Quality of life and
lost shopping
opportunities

That merchants along Geary Boulevard have not been
heard on the advisability of the Hybrid option. Nor are
there any disclosures in the EIS/EIR regarding
impacts on business on the corridor.

Based on research of other BRT projects, and an intercept survey recording
customer spending and travel habits in the Richmond, the project team
believes that the Geary BRT project once implemented could benefit
businesses on the corridor. There are no existing projects that serve as a
model of the economic impact of Geary BRT. During construction, the City
is committed to doing its part to lessen the impacts of construction on local
businesses.

Quality of life and
lost shopping
opportunities

That those who live on or around the Boulevard who
need to shop for necessities and occasional goods and
services will find the diminished parking and the
difficult traffic flow to inhibit driving their cars to the
shopping area. This will cause a loss of car driving
consumers. As businesses fail the walking consumers
will no longer have access to businesses and will have
to travel distances to other shopping areas.

There would be minimal change to the number of on-street parking spaces
between Arguello and 25th Avenue with the project. An intercept survey
indicated that over 75% of customers shopping on the corridor walked,
biked, or took transit. For commute trips, a recent analysis of 2014 census
data indicated that of the working population west of Park Presidio in the
Richmond within three blocks of Geary Boulevard, 31% take public transit
and 53% drive alone or carpool. In the Inner Richmond between ParkPresidio to Stanyan streets, 37% ride public transit and 43% drive.
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Quality of life and
lost shopping
opportunities

That government employees with steady salaries have
little empathy for the difficulties of the small business
people.

Public transit is a lifeline service to many San Franciscans. Unreliable transit
can be a risk to people’s employment and health. Over 30% of households
on the Geary corridor live on less than $30,000 a year and only 35% of
working residents use a car or carpool to work, the remainder rely on
transportation alternatives, mainly transit (ACS 2014 5-year Census
Estimates).
While the project has changed in response to merchant’s concerns, the
project team is considerate and empathetic to needs of all those who use the
corridor with the goal of providing the safest and most efficient travel
options possible.

The cutting down of
196 significant trees

That the beauty and quality of life on and around the
Boulevard will be negatively impacted by the loss of
196 mature trees. In a city with a relatively light cover
of trees, the removal of so many significant trees with
substantial diameter, height and canopy means a loss in
the essential nature of the Boulevard itself.

Each tree taken down would be replaced by a healthy new one. Many of the
current trees are not healthy. See Geary Tree Assessment, Appendix I for
more information (new document).

The cutting down of
196 significant trees

That assertions in the EIS/EIR that the replacement
trees could be expected to restore the streetscape
within 5 to 10 years (see page 4-4-22) is false. The
mature trees being removed have taken 30 to 50 years
to reach their maturity.

See Appendix I, Geary Tree Assessment, for the full analysis of trees and tree
removal on the Geary corridor.

The cutting down of
196 significant trees

That San Francisco has a poor record dealing with
vegetation in median areas and the loss of the trees will
be, if not permanent, long-lasting.

See above comments.

The cutting down of
196 significant trees

That the meaningless notion of “visual intactness”
does not relate to what people want to see and

The project would plant a new tree to replace every tree being removed. The
draft Environmental Document includes visual simulations showing what the
12

appreciate when they look at the mature trees now
along the Boulevard.

project would look like at multiple locations along the corridor. See Appendix
I, Geary Tree Assessment.

The cutting down of
196 significant trees

That the trees that are slated to be removed produce
oxygen and that the amount of same and impact of the
loss has been ignored.

For more information related to the existing tree canopy and environmental
impacts see Appendix I, Geary Tree Assessment.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That decision making will turn on the EIS/EIR and
the document will be employed to justify a particular
project alternative.

The environmental impacts of every alternative has been fully analyzed and
the SFMTA Board and the SFCTA Board (the SF Board of Supervisors) can
approve or reject of any of the alternatives within the document. Based on
years of analysis and outreach, staff will recommend the Board approve the
hybrid alternative.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That the CTA/SFMTA are indifferent to the true costbenefit of the Geary BRT and did not include such
analysis in the EIS/EIR or elsewhere.

Hundreds of thousands of people would benefit through the proposed
package of corridor improvements, not just the 50,000 daily transit riders. In
addition, a cost-benefit analysis is required for projects seeking Federal
Transit Administration Small Starts funds. Given the Geary BRT project
cost, expected Federal funds contribution, and the corridor’s very high
ridership, we expect the project to achieve a “high” cost-effectiveness rating,
the highest rating available.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That the comments and criticisms offered in writing to
the SFCTA as a result of the publication of the
EIR/EIR will be treated not to careful analysis and
consideration but rather a statement in favor of the
recommended plan. And such reflects that once a
public agency has become fixed in its position it will
not consider openly making changes in position.
Because the EIS/EIR does not contain analysis of the
segments and numbers of riders affected, nor the
impacts on the quality of life resulting from a robust

Every alternative and its impacts included in the Environmental Document,
in addition to submitted comments and responses, will be vetted by the
SFCTA and SFMTA Boards. The project team will recommend both boards
approve the staff recommended design as the locally preferred alternative, in
addition to presenting the benefits and tradeoffs of each alternatives. Any
parking, bus or changes to the transportation code would be approved
separately by the SFMTA Board.
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business corridor, neither a common sense decisionmaking approach nor a cost-benefit analysis can be
inferred from the more than 700 pages of description
and data.
Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That the CTA/SFMTA have eschewed a common
sense approach, even something less than a costbenefit analysis, which would at least ask what it is
worth spending to achieve what ends.

See above response. The EIS/EIR details project benefits and costs, and a
cost-benefit analysis is required when seeking Small Starts funds.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That the planners assume that there will be sufficient
capacity along the Geary Boulevard under the hybrid
plan to achieve greater local service capacity to meet
the needs of increased use of transit coming from
growth of a population arising from higher density
development. However, there are no hypothetical
analyses in the EIS/EIR giving support to such
conclusions.

Validated transit and traffic models indicate that with more people taking
transit, future traffic conditions would be better with the staff-recommended
design than without the project. See chapter 3.4 in the environmental
document for more information.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That the final approval for the Geary BRT is in the
hands of the supervisors who, relying on staff work,
will approve the project in spite of community
concerns.

The public will be invited to both the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
and SFMTA Board meetings. All interested in speaking will be able to testify.
The meeting will be televised and the testimonials will become a part of the
official public record.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of

That Supervisors have been given briefings or
documents which contain material in addition to or in
conflict with the quarterly written memoranda sent to

The same is true for every hearing regarding Geary BRT over the project's
lifetime.
Supervisors are briefed on all pertinent project analyses.
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its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

them by the SFCTA. And also have seen and been
briefed with respect detailed reviews of significant
issue discussions and debates by the consultants or
SFCTA/SFMTA.

Use of the EIS/EIR
to make a project
decision instead of
its primary purpose
of exposing impacts
and ameliorations

That Supervisors do not have before them or will not
have presented to them material reflecting the starting
goals and current transit times.

Supervisors are briefed on all pertinent project analyses and have access to
full project details in the draft environmental document.

The belief there is a
wiser plan to
improve Geary
Boulevard transit

That in connection with the No-Build option, the
SFCTA hasn’t explored the use of techniques and
improvements similar to those already employed to
achieve the gains in transit time reflected by the
schedules. As such, there is no reference in the
EIS/EIR as to what could be done and there is no
hypothesis in the EIS/EIR reflecting the gains which
could be achieved by further incremental
improvements.

See No-Build Alternative, Attachment A for a detailed description of the No
Build Alternative. The implementation of the proposed Geary BRT project
would occur in phases, and Phase 1 offers near-term transit and safety
benefits east of Stanyan Street prior to the implementation of center-running
BRT lanes in the Richmond.

The belief there is a
wiser plan to
improve Geary
Boulevard transit

That CTA is committed to building something
(anything) rather than pursuing incremental
improvements to see what can be achieved without
more disruptive actions, such as building the hybrid
option. And that by pursuing the hybrid option, there
is a loss of flexibility to respond to whatever density is
achieved in housing or changes in transportation
modes along the corridor in the future.

The moderate transit improvements proposed under the No Build alternative
would not maintain existing travel times, and as traffic congestion increases
transit would become slower and less reliable. Significant corridor-wide
improvements are necessary to improve safety and transit conditions.
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The belief there is a
wiser plan to
improve Geary
Boulevard transit

That the implementation of red “transit only” lanes in
San Francisco has increased transit times on the 38
Local, 30-Stockton, and 45-Union.

Since the transit-only lanes on the Geary corridor were colorized on the
downtown segments of Geary and O’Farrell, travel times have improved
even as congestion citywide and on the corridor has increased significantly.
See Travel Time White Paper, Appendix A, distributed March 17 for more
details.

Miscellaneous public
narratives

That a great deal of money has been spent on the
Geary BRT project and government officials have not
explained where money has been spent.

The funds spent on planning and environmental analysis work for the Geary
BRT project have been spent to develop and screen a wide range of
alternative ideas, further develop a smaller set of alternatives, conduct a
comprehensive environmental analysis of those alternatives, and develop a
refined Staff-Recommended Alternative based on technical analysis and
community input, and conduct ongoing outreach and coordination with
partner agencies and stakeholders along the corridor. Full budget details are
publicly available in each request made for Prop K sales tax funds.

Miscellaneous public
narratives

That there is significant Geary BRT budget shortfall
and there isn’t enough money to build the project.

The Geary BRT project is only partially funded, which is not uncommon at
this phase of the project. Expected funding contributions include Federal
Small Starts, SF’s ½-cent sales tax, Prop A, Prop B, SFMTA revenue bond,
and gas tax revenues.

Miscellaneous public
narratives

That the impact of removing parking spaces has not
been fully and properly evaluated, and that the impact
of converting to parallel parking has not analyzed
beyond a basic count of spaces.

The SFCTA has analyzed the economic impact of removing parking in the
Richmond. The results indicated there would be no significant impact
because of the parking available nearby, and a majority of customers used
alternative means of transportation to get to their destination. Since this
analysis, the recommended design was altered to retain parking in the
Richmond by consolidating service. Parking would be restored at existing bus
stops and removed at some intersections to improve pedestrian safety and
visibility.
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Miscellaneous public
narratives

That the proliferation of the use of handicap parking
placards between 19th and 22nd Avenues has not been
considered by the CTA/SFMTA

Miscellaneous public
narratives

That Bauer buses, and similar private commuting
modes, will tend to congregate at the limited number
of curb bus stops along the Boulevard, and create
traffic congestion.

No blue handicap spaces in the Richmond district would be removed as part
of the Geary BRT project. There would be opportunities during the detailed
design phase to convert metered parking to blue zones. If there are
enforcement concerns related to blue zone violations the SFMTA can followup with parking enforcement to address any issues.
Along the 6.5 mile Geary corridor there are six designated commuter shuttle
stops; these stops are typically for commuter shuttles during peak commute
hours on adjacent routes, including Park Presidio, Divisadero and Van Ness.
While Chariot is not a part of the official SFMTA commuter shuttle program,
it is permitted to use any legal curb space for stopping and staging.

Miscellaneous public
narratives

That SFCTA has not considered the many impacts of
Bauer and other more recently implemented modes of
transportation, including, ride-sharing, rental scooters
and on-street rental vehicles.

While there are some conflicts with existing commuter shuttles, they’re
minimal as Geary Boulevard is not a typical commuter shuttle route. These
conflicts would be even less with the proposed project because Muni buses
would operate in their own right-of-way.

Miscellaneous public
narratives

That Geary signal prioritization has decreased travel
times on the 38 Geary and that those newer
efficiencies have not incorporated into a baseline so as
to be able to accurately measure the differentials travel
times between the build and no build options.

TSP currently exists and is active on the full length of the Geary corridor.
Installing TSP requires upgrading the traffic signal programming to the latest
city, state and federal standards, which often includes changing the pedestrian
signal phasing to allow for slower walking speeds and, in the case of Geary
Boulevard, decreasing the amount of green time for the major roadway.
Because of these changes TSP has not had a huge impact on transit travel
times. TSP and other improvements have resulted in a reduction in travel
times of less than one minute, remaining consistent with the baseline travel
time data for 2012. Upgrades to more reliable TSP technology, in addition to
other signal timing changes, stop optimization and red transit-only lanes
would offer more travel time and efficiency benefits.
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